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I nt roduct ion

Nur al-Idah is a broadly taught Hanafi text which entails vast areas of
j urisprudence, namely the rulings pertaining to worship. It leaves the student well
prepared to deal the entirety of issues from purification to hajj. It reveals in a
small way as to why the Hanafi Madhhab is held in such high esteem from

scholars all over the world. It is practical, sensible and can be used as a reference.

This book is based on the teachings of Abu Hanifa and his students, namely
Imam Muhammad, Abu Yusuf and Zufar; and provides the reader with an insight
into one of the most widely embraced M adhhabs by j udicial systems in the world

today.
Form at O f T he T ezt

1'his text of Nur al-Idah presents the Arabic followed by its English translation in

bold text. Usually, explanation follows the bold text or is found within the bold
text itself. This is because such explanation is from Maraky al-Falah, which is the
explanation of Nur al-Idah. Both books are authored by the same person: Hasan
Shurunbulali. It should be noted that such explanatory notes are not in bold text.
Moreover, it has been my attempt to translate the text of Nur al-Idah in a manner
that can be read independently without reading the commentary or explanatory
notes, although at times
interpretation is essential in understanding the

meaning of the actual text. Aspreviously stated, interpretation and comments are
by and large from Maraky al-Falah and at times from other Hanafi sources, such
as Hashia ibn Abidin, al-Ikhtiyar and al-Hidaya. Indeed, a translation may

simplify many things, though thiswill still require thecompleteand concentrated

attention of the reader. Furthermore, the position of other schools, such as the
Shafi'i Madhhab has been added in various places with the intent to give the
reader a broader perspective on matters and demonstrate the similarity between
the various schools of thought.
As any endeavour is undertaken in translating an Islamic law book, it is possible
as with all things to overlook fine points. However, in stating this, the reader

should keep in mind that every effort was exhausted in ensuring thetranslation is

an accurate one. Any scenario which posed any shade of p ey was immediately
referred to numerous scholars and thoroughly investigated from the main Hanafi

sources, such as Hashia Ibn Abidin, Bahr ar-Ra'iq, Badai' as4 anai', and alH idaya. A t times, such sources are referenced even when the matter is clear on

the basis of providing greater clarity and aiding the student to view the laws in a
different light enabling him to deal with legal rules in a practical way. Lastly, the

rulc that is displayed in bold is the law. The other opinions mentioned in the
annotations and notes are not to be followed. They have been provided to teach
the reader fiqh i.e. legal reasoning!. Therefore, the text in bold is the governing
and primary text.

TheRulingsPertainingToJurisprudence [Fiqh]

Personswho are morally responsible mukallifj take one of the following rulinfp
in the Hanafi M adhhab.

I- The Obligatory pard!. For thc majority of scholars, fard and wa
j ib are

synonymous, and both convey an imperative and binding demand regarding the
performance ot' an action. The obligatory isan act that isestablished by a decisive
text dalil qadi! whose meaning is decisive and not open to the possibility of
interpretation, such as thc five pillars of prayer, and that which has been
established by way of Sunna M uttawatir, such as the recitation of Quran in
prayer .

The Hanafis however, have drawn a distinction betweenfard and waj ib. An act is
deemed obligatory fard! according to the Hanafis if it is conveyed in a clear and
definitive text of the Quran or sunna P'nown asdalil qadi!. Though if the command
to perform something is conveyed in a speculative text dalil dhanni!, then the act

isdeemed necessary [waj ib].
It is compulsory to perform that which is deemed obligatory. One who performs

an obligatory act out of obedience to God is rewarded, while a person who
abstains from an obligatory act without a valid excuse makes himself liable and
deserving of punishment. The one who denies the binding nature of an obligatory
act becomes an unbeliever if it is established through a clear and definitive text

dalil qati!, but not if he disputes the authority of a command that is deemed

wajib, althoughhebecomesatransgressor.
A consequence of the distinction betweenfard and rsaj ib is that when theford is
neglected in an act required by the Sacred law, the whole act is null and void. For

example; if one leaves out the bowing or prostration of the obligatory prayers, the
whole prayer is nullified, though if he leaves out the recitation of thc Fatiha
which is wajib!, the prayer is valid, but deficient.

2- The Necessary [waj ib] according to the Hanafi school is that which is
established by a firm command, but which has been established through a text
that allows for the possibility of interpretation. T his textual proof is called dalil

dhanni. '1'histyperelatestoactssuchassadaqahal-Fitr and thewitr prayer.Verily,
these have been established by a speculative text [dhanni tert] that is open to
interpretation. If however, the subject thing is cstablishcd with a definitive and
clear proof [dalil qat'i], such as with a Quranic verse or hadith Muttawatir, then it
is deemed obligatory ford! as previously mentioned. Denying that which is

necessary isdeemed as corruption fisq!, though not disbelief. To leave a wajib act
is sin ful.

T he omission of wajib components of prayer does not nullify prayer provided it is

omitted absentmindedly and provided two forgetful prostrationsare performed at

theend of prayer. If awajib component of prayer isintentionally omitted, then
one isrequired to repeat hisprayer in order to «u;nd the dcfet.t.
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The mandub recommended act! is divided into three parts; a! sunna mu'akkada,
namely, the emphasised sunan, b! the sunna whose acts have been sanctioned by
the Sacred law nafi la!, though they are not emphasised, and c! sunna zazoa'i d
which refers to the acts and conduct performed by the Prophet as a human being
such as his style of dress and choice of food.
3- The Emphasized Sunna [sunna mu~ adaj is that which our blessed Prophet
Qpd bless hi m and grant him peace!! or the Companions did most of the time with
respect to worship and did not leave it except on a rare occasion. Examples
include the congregational prayer, the adhan and iqama as well as all matters of

worship which the Prophet was diligent upon. This sunna is also termed Sunna alH ud a.

The one who performs an emphasized sunna is rewarded while leaving it is not
punishable, though is worthy of blame and reprimand. Customarily leaving a
sunna is sinful, because it entail 'turning away' from the Messenger of Allah
whom we have been commanded to follow. If a person gives up such acts totally,
he is liable to lose his moral probity 'adalah! which may result in the rejection of
his testimony. If a town collectively decides to give up these recommended acts,

then they expose themselves to legal and military action. Note; the congregational

prayer accordi ng to the Hanafi Madhhab is an emphasized sunna, zehereas the ma
j ority
maintain that it is a communal obligation. Ahmad ibn Hanbal mai ntai ned that it is
obligatory on eachperson toattend thecongregational prayer.
4- The Recommended Sunan ~ !, which is not emphasised and whi ch is also
termed mustahab desi rable!, meritorious and voluntary! is that which the Prophet did
one or more times and then discontinued, and did not diligently perform, such as
the four rak'ahs prior to the 'isha prayer, and all other voluntary acts, such as
donating charity to the poor, fasting on the Monday and Thursday of each week.'
The ruling for one who performs acts of this kind is that he is deserving of
reward, while leaving it is not sinful or blameworthy because it is not part of his
lawgiving.

Sunna Zawa'id are the acts of the Prophet pertaining to his ordinary daily tasks as
a human being, such as his dress, choice of food and drink as well as his dealings
and conduct with his family members. These are acts considered as part of an
individual's perfection by following the Prophet in such things. The rule for such
acts is that one who adopts them with the intention of following the Prophet, is an
excellence and is to be rewarded. This indicates one's love for the Prophet. But
someone who does not follow the Prophet in such matters is not considered a
wrongdoer and is not blameworthy in any way because they are not in the degree
of the sunan al-Huda emphasised! as mentioned previously.

' Usul al-Fiqh al-Islam, Wahbi az-Zuhayli 84.

Aquestionfromthesecategoriesisthefollowing; Isit necessarytofulfil anafl act
that was commenced but was not completed or is it not necessary? 'I'he jurists

differed on this point. Imam Shafi'i said; one is not required to perform the nafl
he commenced and neither is hc blamed for its discontinuation, because the nafl

was legally introduced with that quality, and this does not impose the act upon a

person. Therefore, one is rewarded for its fulfilment and is not blamed for its
omission. And as long as it was introduced into the law with that quality, then it is
necessary that it remains as such even after it is commenced. He added that; it
cannot become a requirement because the reality of something does not change
by being commenced; and that it is preserved in its quality, which is nafl, whether
he completes it or nullifies it.'
Abu Hanifa maintained that; nafl that is commenced becomes a requirement to
fulfil. For example; if a person begins a voluntary fast, but then ruins the fast, he
is required to make up that day even though it was voluntary. He held that if one
commenced a voluntary prayer or fast, he is required to accomplish it; and if he
does not, then he wi ll become liable to fulfil it as dada makeup!. Abu H ani fa used

thefollowingproof; Allah said [..and makenot vain your deedsj.' Abu Haoifaalso
maintained that a nafl can change into waj ib when one promises such an act. For

example, if one says, "I vow by God, that I wiQperform
two rak ahs of prayer1"
p
then hc is required to perform them. Hence, the rak'ahs were voluntary, but
became waj ib with the vow.

5- The Permissible [mubah! is what the I.aw-giver has neither requested nor

prohibited, sothepersonwhodoesit, isnot rewardedor punished. Though such
acts are rewarded if the person intended good. It is also called halal. The mubah
mentioned in the text is usually expressed in words like, "It is of no harm to
perform ..." or " It is no sin for you," and so on.

ti- The Somewhat Disliked makruh tanzih! is that which we have been commanded
to leave, even though it is not sinful; meaning the law giver has interdicted but not

strictly forbidden. One who leaves it iSrewarded, whjle one who does it has acte

suboptimally andisnot deservingof punishment, Examplesof suchthingstha
app1y to
' category is the wudu from the leftover
o th is

water of a cat or predatn

animal. Ibrahim as-Salkini says, "T o leave that which is in indicative of the sunna

or that which is recommended is somewhat disliked [makruh tagzih!.
7- The Prohibitively Disliked reprehensible! or unlawfully disliked [makruh
tahri m! is the opposite of tea
j ib according to the Hanans. It is an act that we have

been firmly commanded to leave through a text which is open to the possibility of

interpretation. Denying such a command is misguidance and worthy of
punishment, but not disbelief. Performing such an act is sinful. The above
divi sion of makruh is based on thc Hanafi opinion, while the majority of jurists

placemakruhtahrimaninto thecategory of forbidden insofar asit isademand for
omission expressed in binding terms.

Usul al-Fish al-Islam, Wahbi az-Zuhayli LSEl6.
Quran 4S:33.

8- The Forbidden [haram] is that which the Law-giver strictly forbids through a
decisively established text. Someone who commits an unlawful act is deserving of
punishment, while one who refrains from it out of obedience to Allah is rewarded.
toeneotee

The Validity of Following Qualified Scholarship In the Subsidiary Issues!
[Abdul Qahir al Baghdadi states:] Any scholar of sound mind f r om Ahl as-Sunna
knows that when the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! spoke of the
disapproved groups that will dwell in the fire,' he did not mean the groups of
j urists who disagreed in the secondary matters [i.e. j urisprudence p tth]] who in
fact all agreed on the principle foundations and doctrine of belief. Indeed, the
Prophet separated the disapproved groups as being the people of misguided
desire who opposed the rightly guided group in the areas of j ustice, creedal issues,

divine oneness [tawhid], the issue of God's promise and threat, about predetermination and ability and so lorth upon which all of Ahl as-Sunna agreed
upon. Such issues werc opposed by misguided groups like the Khawarij , J ahmiyya

and Karramiyya. Hence, the secondary matters in which the scholars of j iqh
disagreed upon in relation to halal, haram and general rulings! is not subj ect to
t h i s h ad i t h .'

Tlie history of t aped '
Imam Zufar, al-Hasan ibn Zayd al-Lu'lu'i, Abu Yusuf,
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan, I'udayl ibn 'Iyad, Ali ibn Mahr, Ali ibn Ja'd, Ibrahim

ibn Tahman al-Imam al-Hafiz, Yahya ibn Zakariyya ibn Abi Za'idah, Hafs ibn
Ghiyath, al-Qasim ibn Ma'n al-Mas'udi, Imam Layth ibn Sa'd and others were all
Hanafis. Before the year 200 AH they were all ascribed to Abu Hanifah and
would give legal rulings ffatawa] according to his verdict. From this it is evident

that the foundation of following the j udgment of a scholar [i.e. tabi d! was laid
down before 200 AH, though at that time it was recommended rather than
determined to do so. T his became an obligation because of the shortcomings of
intellects and understanding and the scarcity of knowledge in the great maj ority

of people.

Accepting and following qualified scholarship and learning is deemed necessary
to understand the complex interpretations of the Sacred Law. Century after
century, four schools have been relied upon by the People of the Sunna and
' 'l'he l'rophet said, "Those who came before you of the people of the Book split into seventy
two sects, and this nation [ummati] will split into seventy three sects of which will be in the Are
and one in paradise." [Abu Dawud 4597, Ahmad 2/332].
See al-Farq baynal Furaq 6-7. [Kitab Sharh as-Sawi, ft-2, pN ].
1 he definition of tagltd according to the legal scholars: is to accept another's statement without
demanding proof or evidence, on belief that the statement is being made in accordance with
fact and proof.

Community P hl~ Sunna walJama'aj to provide such interpretation. Following
qualified scholars hip facilitates the following of the Quran and sunna since the
layperson is not c:apable of issuing a legal opinion. In addition, the derivation of
rules from the Qmran and sunna requires a careful and meticulous study which
cannot be under-t aken by an unqualified person, and for this reason we are
required to follow- those who are fit to do so.

T he permissibility of following the legal ruling of a qualified person is found in
the Quran as well as hadith; God says tO you who believe! Obey Allah; Obey the

Messenger and Wose of authority amongst youj.' The authority in question has
been explained b y some, as Muslim rulers while others have viewed them as the
j urists. The latter view was the opinion of Abdullah ibn Abbas, Mujahid, 'Ata ibn
Abi Rabah, Har l an al-Basri and many others. I mam Ibn Qayyim says that
following the rule.rs is in effect following the scholars since rulers are also required
to follow scholars in legal issues. Hence, following rulers is subject to following
sch ol ar s.'

God then says in the same verse [And if you dispute, then refer it to Allah and the
Messenger if yom really do believe in Allah and in the Last Dayj.' Scholars
maintain that All ah's subsequent statement, "If you dispute" proves that those in
authority are incReed j urists because He first ordered everyone to follow those of
authority and the,n proceeded to say that "If you dispute," then those of authority
are to refer the disputed issue to the Book of God and the traditions of the
Prophet. The un educated person is not an individual of knowledge; he is not of
this calibre, and ~ ould therefore be unaware of how to refer the disputed issue to
the Book of Gobi and to the sunna of the Prophet and how their proofs would
apply to situation s and events. It is therefore established that the coinrnand is for
t h e sch ol ar s.

The Exalted sta~es [Of every troop of them a party should go forth «

they

who are left bl i nd! may get instructions in religion, and that they may warn
their people whe=n they return to them, so that they may be aware of evil!j.' This
verse indicates im clear terms that a group of Muslims should devote themselves to

acquiring the kn owledge of the Sacred Law and all others to act upon their
instruction to av oid disobedience to God. Imam Abu Bakr Jassas comments on
this verse, "So b lah commanded people who do not learn or not capable to

Q uan 45 9.
T he opinion of Wbduiiah ibn Abbas has been narrated from Mu'awiyah ibn Salah from Ali

ibn Talha which is regarded asa very sound chain. IbnJarir Vol, 5 page 88. ]The legal Statusol'
Following a Madh4 ab].
T he Legal Status of Following a Madhhab 15.
Quran 4:59.
' Quran 9:122.

dedi cate th emselves to lear n ing! to adhere to the instructions of a sch olar and

enact upon their expert! advi ce "
Moreover, being able to per form legal reasoning [ij tihad] requires know ledge of
the rul es and principles of t he Quran, the sunna [i.e. hadith], the know ledge of
scholarly consensus [ji ma] , and analogi cal reasoning [qiyas], together with knowing
the types of each of these. Once a Muslim j urist has all the necessary
qual ifications for ij tihad, he attempts his utmost to extract the actual meaning of
the g uran and sunna. If he does this to the best of his ability and with sincerity,
he i s rewarded for fulfilling his duty, and no one can accuse him of disr egar ding
t h e Sac r ed L aw .

Occasi onally man learns the damaging effect of poison as well as the r emedi al
effect of medici nes by virtue. of adhering to professional advice without proof or
question. In war fare, if an ar my does not accept unquestioningly every o rder of its
cornrnander, victory may nest be attained. If various agencies of gover nment do
not ob ey the laws promulgat ed by the law makers, then law and order cannot be
mai ntained in the land. In short, the development and perfection of our physical,
spir itual, intellectual, academi c , moral and social life is firmly rooted in accepting

and following professional authority without demanding proof.'
Some maintain that followi n g the school of an imam is unlawful and that a true
Musl i m should only follow the Quran and sunna. They claim that o ne should
seek guidance directly f r om the Quran and sunna and no i nvol vement of an
irnai n is req uired.

The reality of tluteissue is that by following a muj tahid, one is following the Quran
arad sunna. The muj tahid facilitates the correct understanding of the Q uran and
sunna i l l uminat i ng the path for others. Moreover, the heart of the matter is that
the interpretation and deriv ation of rules from the Quran and sunna is one which
requires a concentrated arid extensive study of all the Sacred sources of t he law
whi ch cannot be undertak en by an individual ill equipped to do so. If every
M uslim was compelled to consult the Quran and sunna on each prob lem ar ising
before hi m, it would burd en him with a responsibility that would be almost
iinpossible to fulfil. This is owing to the fact that the derivation of the rules from
the Sacred Law requires a th orough knowledge of the Arabic language and al l the
relevant sciences, a combi n ation which every person is not able tn have. It is
therefore necessary upon a person who cannot perform legal reasoning ij ti had! to
follow the rulings that have been derived from the Sacred Law by a rnu
j tabid. The
follower, in this case being a layperson cannot get caught up in the d iscussion of
proof. His duty is to adopt one of the j urists and follow his view in all matters.
T h i s i s because he is unabl e to perform rulings of that ki nd.

' Fiqh al-Imam.

T o highlight some of the aforementioned points is the following. There are
certain commandments in the Quran and sunna which are neither ambiguous or
complicated and can therefore be understood by any person. For example, God
says [Do not backbite!.' Anyone familiar with the Arabic language will
immediately understand this verse, since there is no ambiguity iri the st at ement .

T here are also verses of Quran as well as hadith where there is vagueness and
complication. For example, the Prophet said PVhoever has an imam, then the
imam's recitation is his recitation].' This indicates that while the i mam is reciting
Quran in prayer, the follower is to remain silent. T hough another hadith
ment i ons [There is no prayer for one who does not recite the Fatihaj.' T his
indicates that everyone is required to recite the Fatiha. T he question arises as to
which hadith should be taken as the pri mary source. Freedom to practice upon
any hadith one sees, completely regardless of the fact that hadith literature is
spread over several hundred thousand , and contained in more than three

hundred coinpilations, would lead to distortion of the Sacred Law and result in
ch aos and confu sion . T he reason th is w ould b e an inev itable r esult is becau se

understanding how to extract rules from the Quran and sunna is so vast an
enterprise that even if one spent a l i feti me endeavouring to achieve this, it would

not be possible to expertise.'
AI-Baghdadi writes [Asfar as the Islamic rules are concerned, there are two types.
T he first are those which are known by necessity to be part of the religion of the
Prophet, such as the five prayers, zakat, fasting of Ramadan, Haj , the prohibition
of adultery, wine and so on. Taqlid is not allowed in these issues since they are
such that everyone should know and understand. The second type are those rules
which need to be understood and extrapolated, such as the details of the rituals of
worship, transactions and marriage. Taqlid is permissible in these issues since
God says [So ask the people of remembrance if you know notj."
A medical doctor studies for years, after which he must acquire training under the
watchful eye of his piers before he is permitted to open his own practice. If he
endeavours to practice niedicine without qualification, he will be incarcerated.
T herefore, since the fundamental principle is the derivation of rules from the
Sacred Law, it requiresone who is capable of performing legal reasoning [ji lihag
T he task is in itself an exhausting and delicate procedure where qualified
scholarship isan absolute requirement.

Quran 49:l2.
M uwattah of I mam M alik.
Bukhari

T he Legal status of Following a Madhhab.
Quran 16:43

A person commits disbelief if he makes lawful that whi ch God has made un lawful
The matter is a serious one and cann ot be meddl ed wi t h. T he Proph et Go d bl ess

hill and grant him peace!! said [If a person does not know what is right j udg~

otherswith ignorance, then hewill go to hell]. Therefore, the process of deriving
rules from the ! uran and su nna of the Prophet requi res a method i cal, in depth
and surgical analysis of all Sacred tex t; and not vague a nd formless study.
Fur thermore, to give j udgment from the verbatim read in g of the su nna wo uld pe

equivalent to an untrained person performing sur gery from an instr uction
manual. Whilst a person inay read something believi ng he comprehends it, the
context, understanding and knowled ge concerning th e h adith of the Prop het i s
another matter. Indeed , this i s the fundamental point th e clarity of the law, and
the d erivation of rules. Al i

G od be p leased wi th him! ! sa id "If the i mam sa ks t o

eat, then feed him." Any per son who reads this hadith will i mmedi at el y assu me its
liter al sense; nam ely, the im am is h ungry and seeks fo od. T houg h the c orr ect

meaning is that if the imain becomes confused or forget f ul when reciting Quran

in prayer, then prompt hi m. This example shows that the Sacred Law du es not
only possess an outward meani ng; rather, it possesses an outward and inward
mean ing that requires clar ifi cation.

Abdullah ibn Arnr narrated that the Prophet said [God will not snatch away
knowledge abruptly from people, but rather He will snatch knowledge Py
reni o~ g scholar s. T hi s wi ll happen to the extent that w hen no sch olar raxnai ns

people will take ignorant leaders as t heir guides. These Invaders will be asks and

they will givelegal rulings without knowledge. So they will be misguided arid they
inisguide].' This clearly proves that giving a legal view isthejob of a scholar
People inquire concerning legal issues and they act according to the answers
given. Thisisthe essence of taqlid.
Additionally, the school of an imam is not somet hi ng par allel to the Sacred Law
pr alien to it. I n fact, it is a particu lar interpretation of the Sacred Law and a

collection of legal rules derived from the Quran and sunna by a r eliable jurist
and arranged subj ect-wise for the convenience of others. So, the one who fo llows a

particular school actually follows the Quran and sunna according to
interpretation of a reliable jurist. Scholarshave agreed that the teachingsor set of
guidelines to be adhered to, is to be limited to four jurists, they are: I mam Abu
Han ifa, Imam M alik, I ma m Shafi'i an d Imam Ahmad.

The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Were r eligion to be

hung on the Pleiades, men from Persia would reach up and lay hold of it]
indicating that matchless scholars like Abu Hanifa would emerge from I r an. In

' Bhi khari

addition, he foretold Imam Shafi'i saying [A scholar from Q uraysh who will fill all
regions of the earth with learning!.

The Exalted states [Ask those who recall if you know not].' By consensus of the
scholars [ij ma] this verse is imperative for someone who does not know a ruling of
Sacred Law or the evidence for it to follow someone who does. Virtually all
scholars have made this verse their principle evidence that it is obligatory to
follow the scholar who isa muj tahid.
Imam Suyuti in Tadrib ArRami quotes Ibn Hazm's report that most of the
Compani ons ' legal views came from only seven of them: U mar, Ali, Ibri Mas'ud,
Ibn Umar, Ibn Abbas, Zayd Ibn T habit and A'ishah, and this was from thousands
of Coinpanions.
Furthermore, no age of history is totally lacking people who are coinpetent in
ijtihad on particular questions which are new, and this is an important aspect of
Sacred Law to provide solutions to new ethical problems by means of sound
Islamic legal methodology in applying Quranic and hadith primary text. But
while in this specific sense the door of ijtihad is not and cannot be closed, Islamic
scholarship has not accepted anyone'sclaim to absolute ijtihad since Abu Hanifa,
Malik, Shafi'i and Ahmad. I f orte studies the intellectual legacy of these men
under scholars who have a working fam
iliarity with it, it is not difficult to see
why.'
There are those who deprecate these jurists and claim ijtihad for themselveswhile
lacking the necessary qualifications. To claim that the rnujtahid is not divinely
protected is a baseless argument due to the Prophet's saying pVhen a judge gives
a ruling having tried his best to decide correctly and is right, then he shall receive
two rewards, and when he gives a ruling having tried to decide correctly and is
wrong, he will have a single reward]. This clearly indicates that even if an error is
made it is still rewarded on the basis that the issuing of that ruling was made by
one capable of performing ijtihad. It also indicates the validity arid perm
issibility
of following qualified scholarship. In contrast, a person who is not capable of
issuing a legal opinion and bases his ruling on ignorance is culpable. T he Prophet

said in another hadith which is agreed upon [One who does not know what is
right and judges others with ignorance will go to hell].' To urge that a niujtahid is
not divinely protected is of little relevance to his work as the fact that a maj or

Q uran 16:43.
T adrib al-Rawi fi Sharh an-iV awawi y1 N!, 2.21!!.
R eliance of the T raveller 18, 19.

' Reportedby the 1'our, and al-Hakimgraded isassound. Sulughal-Maram, 1188, p 491.

physicist is not divinely protected from si mpl e errors in calculus; the probability
of fi nd i ng them in his published works is virtual ly negligible.'
Ibn Sal ah reports that there is scholarly consensus on its being unlawful to follow
rulings from schools of thoughts other than those of the four imams because of
the un trustworthiness of the ascription of such rulings who reportedly gave t hem,

there being no channels of transmission which obviate the possibility of textual
corruption and spurioussubstitutions. Additionally, God says [0 you who believe,
obey A llah and obey the Prophet and those among you in authority].' As
previously ment i oned, God has ordered that we obey Him and HisMessenger. He
has al so ordered that we obey those in authority. Meaning that when those in
author i ty agree upon a matter, it is compulsory to follow them and adhere to their

ruling. And in the same surah God Almighty threatens those who oppose the
Messenger and follow other than the believer's way. He states [Whoever
contzaverts the Messenger aRer guidance has become clear to him and foQows
other than the believer's way, We shall give him over to what he has turned to
and roast him in hell, and how evil an outcome!.'

Another evidentiary aspect isthat a ruling agreed upon by all the mu
j tahidsin the
I sl amic Community is in fact the ruling of the Community, represented by its

~ jpppzds, and there are numerous hadiths that have come from the Prophet, as
well as quotes from the Companions, which indicate that the Community is

divinely protected fromerror, including his saying Peace and blessings of God
be upon him!! [M y community shall not agree on error]. Al-Haki malso mentions

in a sound narration that the Prophet God blesshim and grant himpeace!! said
[God doesnot make my communi t y agree on misguidance!.'
One of the destructive evilswhich will raise its d readful head by not following one
of the j urists is the appearance of self appointed mu
j tahids. Some will consider
t hemsel ves to be capable of inferring religious rulings, and embark upon the

process of analogical reasoning. They will consider themselvesto be of equal rank
with that of the four mai n jurists. These people will in fact bring destruction to
others for the reason that they have acquired no qualifications, discipline and
correct understanding. This inevitably leads to the subjection of religion to
human desires. For this reason, one who does not know is required to seek from
those who do. Indeed, the Prophet said [The Scholars are the inheritors of the
Prophets].

' R el ian ce of T he T raveller .

Q uran 4:59.
Q uran 4:115.
A l-Ha k i m 1/ 116.

AdheringTo More Than One M adhhab O n D ifFerent M atters

Whilst all four schools of interpretation are correct and none can be held in
contradiction with the Sacred law, a question which arises is the following. Is it
permissible for a person to follow one school on a particular issue and then follow
another school on a different issue? It is only logical that a person who lacks the

ability to compare between the arguments of each school cannot pick and mix
between thedifferent viewsto satisfy hispersonal desiresfor the reason that Allah
has categorically ordered in a number of verses in the Quran to follow the
guidance of the Sacred law and has strictly prohibited the following of one's
d esires.

Take for example the bleeding fr om an inj ury: Ab u Hanifa holds that abl ution is
void while I mam Shafi'i does not . O ne sh o uld bea r in mi nd tha t both ima ms did

not choose an interpretation on the basis of its suitability to suit their desires,
rather it was based on the strength of the evidence before them. In turn, if an
individual is allowed to choose any juristic view without conferring the ar gument
relating to those views, he will be at liberty to select only that which pertains to his

desires, something which iscondemned in the Holy Quran.
Ibn Taymiyya stated in his fatawa that, "Some people follow at one time an imam
who holds marriage invalid, and at another time they follow an imam who holds it
valid. T hey do so only to serve their individual purpose and satisfy their desires.

Such a practice is not permissible according to the consensus of the irnams."'
Hence, one should not pick and choose for one's own benefit. Once a person has
adopted to follow a Madhhab, th en he should not follow any other Madhhab in
any matter, whether it is to seek convenience or to satisfy one's personal choice,
both of which are based on desire and not on the strength of argument.

Some people who have no systematic knowledge of Islamic discipliaes are
deceived by their shallow knowledge based on self study. Following this kind of
exterior study, they assume themselves to be masters of I slamic learni ng and

begin criticizing the former Muslim Jurists. This attitude is not justified. The
extraction of judicial rules from the Holy Quran is a very rigorous process that
cannot be carried out on the basis of vague study. While studying a particular
j uristic issue, one has to collect all the relevant material f r om the Qur an and

hadith found in the diverse chapters and books and undertake a combined study
of the scattered material. One must exami ne the reliability of the relevant hadiths
in light of thewell established principles of the science of hadith. One must study
the historical background of the relevant verses and traditioa. I n short, one must

first resolve a number of complex issues involved. This whole exercise requires
very intensive and extensive know ledge which is ra rely found in the contem porary

scholars who have specialised themselves in the subject, let alone the common
people who have no direct access to the original sources of Sacred law.

' Fatawa IbnTaymiya2:285-286.

A b u H an i f a

I ma m Abu H anifa is an-N u'man Ibn T habit, the great imam, born in 80 A h. in

Kufa during the Khilafa of Abdul Malik Ibn Marwan. Abu Hanifa assumed the
role of a merchant. During this t i me, he was not linked to the field of knowl edge
and did not know t he men acquainted with it. One day a religious scholar [ash-

Sha'bi] noti ced Abu Hanifa's intelligence and cleverness and advised hi m to

pursue the field of knowledge and attend his gatherings where he could derive
benefit from the opinions of the scholars. Ash-Sha'bi said to hi m, "I di scern
alertness an d energy in you." T his affected Abu Hanifa and caused hi m to adopt
the advice and commence the pursuit of knowledge. He experienced the ful l
I sl amic culture of h is age He memorised the Quran, knew an extensive amount

of h~dith, grammar, literature and poetry. He then immersed himself to fiqh
becoming one of the greatest scholars in Kufa.

He quickly became known for his legal brilliance and problem solving and the
strength of his arguments in directing those to the reality. Imam M~ ik was asked
about Abu H anifa i n which he sai d « I have not seen anyone like him, by ~ l~ if
he said that this pi llar was made of gold, he would have brought an anagogical

proof proving the validity of his case ». Imam Shafi'i said, ". hoever seeps <o
become an ocean in the j urisprudence, then he should venture to Qbu Hariifa. I
have not known a f aqih li ke him." Equally, Imam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal wou ld c~

when r emember i ng Abu Hanifa and would supplicate Allah's mercy upon hi m
An-Nadhr said, "T he people wer e sleeping with regards to j urisprudenc~

they wereawoken by Abu Hanifa."
Abu Hanifa eschewed sleep at night and was called thepeg as a cons~ Uence of his

perpetual standing for the prayer. He performed the dawn prayer for forty years
with the abl ution of the nightfall prayer. His neighbours reported that they cou

hear hisprayers and recitation of Quran at night ashe cried from the fear of God.
Abu Hanifa became famous for his genius, piety and minimal speech. He would

forgive those who harmed him and it was never known of him to speag ill o
others. He was geaerous with his wealth devoting his fortune to helpi ng st udent
and researchers of Sacred law. H e would never sit in the shade of a weal bel ~ngi ~g
to someone he had loaned money, saying, "every benefit derived from loan
u su r y .

Abu Hanifa said of himself [I tak e from the Book of A llah if I find t he ev idence

therein. If I do not locate it, I tak e from the sunna of the Prophet Q~ bless him

and grant hi mpeace!! and his Companions. I use this information provided it is
transmitted through trustworthy individuals. If I do not locate it in the y a k o
Allah or in the Sun na of the Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!!, then
I take that which I choose from the companions or I leave it and I do not venture

into others people' s sayings after that of the Companions. And just as the fjng
matter is dealt with by others such as Ibrahim, ash-Sha'bi and lbn Siri n, then I t~

give a legal view as they do]. He was the scholar of Iraq and t} e prima~ ~
paradigmof theschool of juridical opinion [ra'i].

Dur ing the reign of Marwan, an occurrence of di scord occurred cl ue to which a
mari n axn ed Y azid I bn H abira cal led for A bu H anifa t o assist . A bu H an ifa

strongly rej ected the request and was consequently imprisoned and assaulted for
two weeks. Abu Hanifa was later asked to ass~ me a leadershi p role for the
Musli nis upon which he declined and was ag ain imprisoned and severely
punished . His persecution was unending forcing A bu Hani fa to emtrexne cries of
pain and anguish. His life ended five days later. H e died i n Baghd ad in 150h at
seven ty y ears of age.

His M usnad [Ascribed Traditions! is comparable in size to the Muwattah' of
I m a in

M a l i k an d t h e M u sn ad of I ma m Sh ~ j i

w hich t h e l at t e .r b ased t h ei r

respective schools upon. When one reads the Mu wattah' of Imara M uhammad
Ibn H asan ash-Shaybani the student of Abu Hani f a, one gains co~ piete certainty
from the notes indicated to by I mam M uhamm ad that vi rtually ev ery hadith
ther ei n w as familiar to Abu Hanifa before he arrived at the position s of his school.

This is a cl ear proof against those who would cl ai m that Abu Hanif a did not know
h ad i t h .

Abu Hanifa appeared in an age overwhelmed by hadith forgers mnd as a result
was removed by his extreme piety to rej ect any had ith that was not authentic, for
which reason he applied a selective range of hadit h evidence in Swered law. The
Hanafi school of thought does not accept qualifications of any rul i ng established
by a Q ur anic verse when such qualification comes through a singu,lar channel of
transmission, even if it is meticulously authentic ated. It is only accepted if it
comes through a hadith with three separate channels of transmission .
Hence, not only was Abu Hanifa a hadith specialist, the school ref l ect a legacy of
extensive use of analogy and deduction from specif ic ruling and ger@
eral principles
establ ished by primary texts acceptable to the im. m's rigorous stan dards, as well
as the use of inference and j uridical opinion.
T he Taro Compani ons
With respect to Imam M uhammad , he is Abu A bdullah Mu h a mma d Ibn al-

Hasan Ib n Farqkd ash-Shaybani. He was born in W asit, Iraq in 13 1AH / 748CE
and a compani on and student of A bu Hanifa. H e was a muj tah i d o f powerful

intellect who had a phenomenal mastery of k oranic and hadith pr i mar y texts,
and t he m atchl ess legal traini ng of being educated by A bu H anif a, A bu Yusuf,
and M al i k . He was raised in Kufa where he first met A b u Han i fa, j oined his

school of thought and became renowned before moving to Baghdad where he was
appoi nted by Harun ar-Rashid to the j udiciary.
Imairi Sh afi'i said of him [I have not known a p]um p person of ligh ter spirit than
Muhamm ad Ibn al-Hasan. I have not seen anyone snore eloquent th an hi m. I used
to thi nk when I saw him reciting the Quran that i t was revealed ira his language.
He further added, I have not seen anyone more i ntel l i gent than Muhammad Ibn
al-Hasan!.

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said « If there is agreement in any matter between t hree

people, then no one will pay attention to one who disagrees with them. Someone
inquired who are they? He answered Abu Hanifa, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad
I b n a l -H as an » .

As for Abu Yusuf, he is Qadi Yaqub Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Habib, the Kul'an. Abu
Yusuf was the student and companion of Abu Hanifa and the first to prol iferate
his school . He was a hadith master and one of the most brilliant j udicial mi nds in
I slam ic hi story. He was the first to wri te wor ks on the fundainentals of H anafi

j urisprudence. Al-Dhahbi mentioned Abu Yusuf in his book Tadhkirat al-Huffadh
ainoii g those who are regarded as mcmorisers.
Al-Mazani said Abu Yusuf of all people is the one who most follows hadith!.
Ibrahim Ibri Abi Dawud narrated from Yahya that he said « There is not ainong

the people of theory anyone who knows more hadith nor is more authoritive than
hi m ». Ibn Salah Samkh said « A bu Yusuf would pray two hundred rak'ahs every

day after he was appointed Qadi >. Ahmad said He was precise and j ust in
hadith !.
T he A ut h o r O f T he T ex t N ur A l -I dah
H asan A l -Shuru n bul ali

He was one of the greatest schol ars of his tim e. He is H asan Ibn A mmar A b u al-

Ikh]ks al-M i sry Shurunbulali born in 994 A.H / [1580 CE]. He was one of the
most distinguished scholars in j urisprudence and the greatest of his t i me and

regarded as the most brilliant and knowing in jurisprudence, primary text, and
b ase.

He becaine a master of j urisprudence at the hands of Abdullah al-Nahri ri and
Muhamm ad al-M ahby. Imam Shurunbulali studied in the Azhar in Cairo an d was

a source of great benefit for others. Other scholars, such as al-Mahby said of him
««H e was the lamp and luminous shine of al-Azhar ». T he Imam

God bc Pk ased

with hi m!! was a possessor of high moral qualities and an eloquence in the A r abic

language. He was an individual who abstained from anything which resembled
foulness and grasped to the religion of Allah. He authored a number of book s for
the benefi t of the people such as:

~ Sharh al-Mandhuma Ibn Wahban consisting of two volumes.
~ N ur al-I dah and Naj atul A rw ah, that is, this book.
~ T u f atul A k mal .
~ H ash ia 8 a K i tab ad-D ur ar wal-G hurar.
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W ei

ts & M easurem en t s

The following weightsand measurement s have been used in this text. They have, been
derived f romvariousHanafi sources: namely, Radd al-Muhtar i.e. the Hashia u f Ibn
Abidin! and Maraky al-Falah by Sh urunbulali.
1 m udd = 1'/ 3ratl = 512 gram s = 0.51 litres
A rnudd is a volume measure estimated in terms of weight.

1 Sa' [al-Hijazij = 5'/ 3ratl or 4 mudd = 2.05 litres or approx 3.17 or 3.2 kg. A Sa' is a
un i t of volum etric measur ement .

1 R atl = 128 dirhams = 384 240 grams.
1 D inar = 1 M ithqol = appro x 4.35 grams
1 M ithqol = approx 4.35 grams
Qullatayn = 500 ratl
1 D hir a' = 48 cm

5 A wsuq = approx 960 kg [ 1 Wasaq = 60 Sa'!

The distant permitting one to be deetned a traveller = 8 1 km.
1 Faraakh = 3 miles [or 5598 kmj
1 M ile = 4000 dhira' = 1866 rn etres

1 Q rat = 4 wheat grains
1 D irham = 20 qirat = approx 3.5 grams
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TheChapter Of Punj ication'
aQI~ ~~

I j + I;

T ha t H%i ch I s Pn mi ssi bk F or Pun ch i on

~L a

Q~

l ~ye + I aLLI

Tht typa of tooter permiaibief or punfteationareseven:
+ IoLy~p l oLp+ I oLpP l oLgQ l oLp~ I oLgi + I o4
Rain water, ocean water, river water. Water from wells. Water from melted snow.

Hail water upon melting, and spring water. T his isdue to the saying of Allah [He
Allah! caused rain to descend from the heaven, to clean you therewith!; and also

due to the words of the Prophet Peace and blessings of Allah be upon him!!
[Water is pure and is not rendered impure by anything, except a thing that alters
its colour, taste or smell]. In addition there are the words of the Prophet God
bless him and give him peace!! regarding rivers [Its water is pure and the dead
things in it are permissible!.

aLll LJt
aLLI p

Water isdivided intof ivetypes
l ~ill ~ gap~ ~ ~

~ UvJyl i

l/ The first type is water that is pure in itself, and is purifying for other things.
There is no dislike in using this type of water, which is plain water commonly
termed tnutlaq water. This means that the essence of the water is pure and that it
can cleanse other things.

~ j l5'p l dl l ~~ ag l ~ ~ ~ L ~ p ay+ ~

~ Lb g'L31p

2/ The second type is water that is pure in itself and is pu6|fying for other things,
although it is disliked to use because it is a small quantity of water that a cat or a
sim il ar an im al h as d n u dc from .

I

The term tahara purification! is used in the Arabic language as cleanliness, regardless
whether it be in reference to something physical or spiritual. Allah the Exalted said Take from
their wealth so that you knight purify and sanctify t hem!. [Quran: 9;103!. The term tahara in its
juristic sense means; The ruling given to the place where prayer isconcerned place meaning,
one's body, clothes and area where one prays!, the cause being clean water or clean earth which

isdeemed suitable for tayammumwhen there is no water. [Nur al-ldah!.
Quran 25: 48
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~ a~ glQ i~ glSag ~l ~m gg ~ l L~y~ ~
3/ The third type iswater that ispure in itself, though is not purifying for other
things. This is water that one has used to remove his minor impurity either

through the processof wudu or bathing! or water used to make wudu upon with
the intention of attaining the pleasure of God. Verily, if a person already in the
state of wudu renewshiswudu without intending the pleasure or nearness of God,

it is classified as wastage because one is already in wudu. In addition, when
maki ng wudu upon wudu for the purpose of closenessto God, the second wudu
must be made at a different place to that of the first, otherwise it is regarded as
wastage even if one intended nearness to God!. If one makes wudu upon wudu in
the same place, it is disliked and the water from the second wudu is not regarded

asused water [m
usta 'mul!.

Moreover, nearness to God can be achieved by washing the hands before and
after eatinggiven that the Prophet said "Wudu theintended meaningis thewashing
of thehands! is a blessing prior to eating."' Therefore, if one washes his hands in
the state of wudu and intended nearness to God, the water is deemed used

[musta'map If nearnessto God isnot the objective, thewater isnot deemed used.
Furthermore, used water [musta'map is fit for the purification of physical filth

[najag hay'iqiyyaj from the body or clothes, such as urine, pusand wine, but it not
purifying for maj or or minor impurity [hadathj and therefore unpt for wudu and ghusl.
Overall, the water used to remove one"s minor impurity or tlie water used tomake wudu upon

wudu <'ntersdingthepkasureof Cod! isdeemed usedwater. It isnot validtoperformwudu or
bath with this used water.'

.UI ~ ~
W licn D oes W ater Become U sed ?

~

l ~ 44 ai 'I >~

~ ~

aU,I ~ ~

Water becomesused right after it separatesfrom thebody. For exainple, a person
who is washing his arm renders the water used right after it separates from the
lim b.

I ~y 3 4
R at W hich Is N ot Permi tted F or Wudu

~ QIJ ~ ~ ~
One is not permitted to make wudu with tree water or fruit water fruit juice! even

if the water flows out by itself without being squeezed, and this is the most
evident view on the basis that it has been mixed and is no longer plain water. An
example is thejuice from grapes.
Maraky al-Falah 13.
Maraky al-Falah 13.
3

Maraky al-Falah 13 Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 32.
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, ~ jJ ' qt ~ l ~ JI~.QYq
Likewise, ii is not permitted to use water that has lost its essence or nature!
through cooking, or through the water being overwhelmed or domi nat ed! by
another subst ance. The nature of water is to be thin and easy flowing, and if it
loses this n ature through cooking or due to a substance defeating the water, then
this change renders the water unfit for wudu, such as when one cooks lentils in
th e water a n d allows it to dry, it becomes hardened, which th en deems it invalid
to use. Note : water may be defeated by solid or liquid substanc es.

~ lg+ ~
T hat Whi ch Overw hel m s The W ater

~Il l pl~ ! ~ 1m' -IUdQ g ~ l~
~
~

a ~aa 4P" a ~'~ g ~ l . . & ~l

en mix e d with a solid substance, the water is overwhel rr aed wh en i t loses it s

thin and easy flowing nature, in which case it is not fit for ablUtion. If however,
the water r etains its flowing nature even after mixing with a so lid, such as saffron,
Quit or tree leaves, it remains permissible to use even if Qae water loses all its

qualitiessuch ascolour, smell or taste. Thismeansthat if a solid such as leavesor
apples muc with the water, but the water retains its flowing nature, then it does
not affect the status of the water, even if some characteristics of the water change,
stich as its colour. The Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!! stated the
following w ords regarding the man who fell down from his camel and died tWash
him with water and lotus leaves, and shroud him in two garrnentsj.' I'his indicates
that if objects such as lotus leaves fall in the water it is of rio harm, for the water
h a s retaine d its essence.

~~ ydia I~ f y+ Iy j g l dg l5Jaii j ~ yd j ll ~ ~ I~~ ~ ~~ ~ I 'Ii l j M
J L5~'g 4 pL ~
W hen water is mixed with a liquid substance that has ch a racteristics, such as

taste, colour and smell, the water is overwhelmed when the following occurs; there
are some liquids that have two characteristics, such as milk, w hich has colour and
taste but no smelL When one of these two appears in the water, it is regarded as
overwhelmed . Additionally, there are liquids that consist of three char acteristics
such as vinegar, which has smell, taste, and colour. When two of these three

appear, the water is deemed overwhelmed. Hence, when one from two appears
and when tw o from three appears, the water is deemed unfit becau se it has been

dominated. Theref ore, token liquid substances mix with the mater, it is assessed by the
qualities of Azste, colour, and sniell and when solids mix with the water, it is assessed by its
qualitiesof thi nnessandj awi ng nature.
B ukhari l 2 6 8
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~ ~dPJj gl dpSv4dlgl ~ l >grill any~
j 4. ma y ~ pl s j+ Y~

l ill5El~ y5 goal j ill J M

l~ P p ~

l ill ~

In the case of water mixing with a liquid substance which has no characteristic to
it, such as previously used water or rose water that has lost its smell, then it is
assessed by weight. That is, if two ratls of used water mixes wi th one r e of plain
water Neutkq!, then ablution is not permitted with this water. If the opposite
occurs, it is permissible. Note: a ratl is both a weight and a volumetric measure.
One ratl in Baghdad measure is equal to 384.240 grams. Twn ratls are therefore
equal to 769 grams.'

~ ~ c~ J ~ J~>L JJRjly c~ Igsl~dlfy~ M ~ ~

gJ31pay~

L c lgly

~ l a~t ~ g~
l
4/ The fourth type is f ilt h naj is! water. This is a small quantity of stI'll water into
which an bnpurity has fallen. The water is deemed impure even if no trace of the
l ith appears therein. A small quantity of water is considered as less than ten by
ten arm lengths. Note: water can be retained in a place that is either

square,

circular or rectangular as is seen in ponds and basins. If the place is square and
the length of each side is ten arm lengths i.e. its area is ten by ten general arm
lengths!, then it is considered as a large amount of water. If it is less, I.hen it is
deemed as a small quantity. If the water is in a place that is circular and the
circumference is thirty six arms length, it is considered a large quantity of water.
If it is less, the water isconsidered as a small quantity. And with respect to a large
quantity, the depth is such that if one reachesinto it to scoop up water, the base of
the water would not appear. Therefore, if one knows for sure nr strongly believes
that filth [na
j isj has fallen in a small quantity of still wats; then it i s regarded i mpure,
even if no trace of the filth appears therein.' Though if the water is considered as
a large quantity of water, and an impurity falls in it does not become filthy
unless the trait of filth becomes noticeable therein; and this is th e soundest view.'

With respect to this type of water, it is not permitted to remove physical or kgal
filth with it. As for Shafi'i, he held that the small quantity of water is restricted to
le» than rltdlatayn i.e. less than 216 litres! so that if the water reaches qulhrtaJII
i.e. 216 litres! and an i mpuri t y falls in, though no sign of its colour, taste or smel l
become apparent, then it is deemed pure, given that the Prophet said [If the water
reaches qullatayn or 216 litres!, then it does not carry filth]. If on the other hand,
the signs of filth do become apparent in 216 litres of water, then it. is deemed
Maraky al-Falah l6. [See page 28 of this text for weights and measurements].
An ar m's length is considered as being from the tips of the fingersto the elbow 48cm!.
N ur al-I dah 14.

Al-Fiqh al-I slarny 33.
QuNataynwhich the dual word of bullaequatesto 500 ratl in Baghdad terms.
Reported by the five, and Ibn Habban graded it as sound. Moreover, the meaning of 'lt
docsnot carryPIth,' means that it does not become impure. [Fiqh al-Islarny 34I.
S
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filthy. However, the Hanafis explained this hadith of qulktayn stating that the
narrations conflict in this regard; for some state when the water reaches one bulla

and some state three and some state forty.'

~~gti ggl+ ~'i'iqQ
adi ~ ~ gI.~i ql
If however, an impurity falls in running water and the signs of fllth appear in it,
then it is deemed impure. T he signs or traces! of fllth are taste, colour or smel l .
Though if the filth is not evident or noticeable, then wudu is permitted because
the filth does not remain due to the flow of the water. Note: running water is one
that is not used repeatedly, such that if one scoopsup water once, it will not be the
same water when one scoops it up the next time.

J - ,t,> ~

~ I. ~ , ~ ,P J 3+

.I ~ U.I,

5/ The fifth type of water is that which is doubtful with respect to its purifying

other things, and not with respect to its actual purity.' This is water which a
donkey or mule has drunk from. This doubt will be explained shortly.

The R uli

s 0 R emna nt Water Su'r '

l~~ ~ g p~ t w! P g/ pl~ ~ m~ ljlJ Ldlilllp
If an animal drinks from a small amount of water, the renmining water is called
su'r, and there are four categories:

~ p '> v >i ~ ~ >1~ >! ~

~ L ~ >~

~u

l. The first type is water that is pure in itself and is purifying for other things and
this is the water that a human drinks from, provided there is no filth in hismouth
at the time, such as alcohol; or water that a horse drm lcs f r om, for the left ov er

water of the horse is pure according to the majority, or an animal whose meat is

lawful for consumpt i on.

~ l i~

i
'i l ls ~

LS

2. The second type is filthy water that is not permissi bl e to use. This is water that
a dog, pig or predatory land animal, such as a cheetah, fox or wolf have drunk
fr om .

' Fiqh al-lslamy, IbrahimasSilkini 34.

2

That is, the doubt does not pertain to the purity of this water; rather, the doubt pertains
to whether it can purify other things.
Su'r is known as the remainder. Legally, it is the small quantity of water which remains

after a human or anim al have drunk. T his m eans that the water of a river or ocean can n ot

be termed su'r even if thousands of people or animals drink from its water.

lS JaJl gMyo~ l ~ &plyopal g~ '.payo~ >~ y~ Q~ l op~

:M LJly

I Qo~LUl5 ~ + I p la y! olM ly ~ L'Jly
3. The third type is water that is disliked to use in the presence of plain water.
Meaning if plain unmixed water is available, it becomes disliked to use this type
of water. This is the leftover water of a cat, stray chicken, pred~ ry b ird such as
an eagle, falcon and glede as well as anixnals that tend to be located in or ar ound
the home such as a rat or snake, though there is no dislike in using the leftover
water of a scorpion. T he reason for a stray chicken is because it is fr ee to r oam
and one cannot be sure if it has eaten something filthy or not. If h owever the
chicken is caged, then its leftover water is not disliked. Moreover, with respect to
why predatory birds are in this type and their difference to predatory ani mal s, is
that predatory land animals drink with their tongues, and this is wet with saliva
that is deemed impure, whereas predatory birds drink with their beak, and their
beaks are boneswhich are pure.

' p ~~> ~ .~ ~ ! <P ~& '~~ '.~ a ~~ ~A > ~> ' :p 'A
4. The fourth type is water that is suspect doubtful! with respect to its purity.
This is the left over water of a mule or donkey. If there is no nther water
available, then one is permitted to make ablution with this type and then make
tayammum, followed by prayer. The reason one also observes tayammum is
precautionary in case the wudu is not accepted due to the water.

~ l-'jl~el~~' J s ~ l d ~
I nvesti ati

U tensi ls A nd Clothes

l>~ + ~ ~ ~ U L ~ i ~l~i ~

l

If some pots containing clean water are pfaccd neer some pots tha t contain filthy
water, though the maj ority is dean, thea a person is required to in~estigate that
which he can use for wudu and driiddng. Note: A person may investigate for
drinking out of necessity.
yI>~ g l .l ~ i ~lS~~
l
If the majority are filthy, then a person investigates the matter on ly fear drinking.
This may arise due to necessity such as ext reme thirst in a distant p lace where one
fears for his life. This being the case, the person is exempt f r om having to
investigate the water with respect to wudu because the majority is i mpu re.

..l l~ u l P 1 S .l
With respect to dean clothes nuxing with filthy clothes, one must investigate to

determine which itemsare to beworn regardlessif the maj ority of them are filthy
or dean, for it is better to pray in clothes that are completely i mpur e, than to
perform prayer naked.
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Wells A nd Thei r Puri ca ti on

~ly>gl ~ ~ ~ g~
l a 4 g~po~ l Ql ~~
A ll the water is to be withdrawn Rom a small well if an impurity faQs in, even if

the impurity issmall such as a drop of blood or alcohol. This isbecause a sm
all
ixnpurity renders a sm
all quantity of water i mpure, even if it does not visibly
appear in the water. Though this rule excludes a small amount of dung, for the
reason that a small amount isunavoidable and is therefore ignored. However, it is
not ignored in an excessive quantity. The reason a small amount is ignored is

because the mouths of wellsare generally not covered and cattle drop their dung
a round them and these are then cast into the wells by the wind.

~ BIgl O
D Jl ~ ~ pat/ ill ~ ~

$j M p~

L ikewise, all the water is to be withdrawn if a pig falls in the well, even if it comes
out alive and its tongue did not touch the water. T he reason for this is that all

partsof the pig are deemed impure, so any part of the pig that touches <he water
instantly renders it filthy. Also, if a dog, sheep or human die in the well, the~ all
th e water is to be withdrawn I t is reported that when a man died in Z amzam

water this is what Ibn Abbas and Ibn al-Zubair God be pleased with them!
ordered with many of the Companions present with no objection. Equally w,th

respect to the dog, death is conditional because it is completely pure with the
exception of itstongue; which meansif the dog doesnot die in the well and exits
the water with its tongue not touching it, then the water remains pure '

! j i f~L-I q! ~
F urthermore, all the water is to be withdrawn if there is a dead bloated zz ~

th e water, even if it is a small animal, for the reason that its filth has spread into
the water given the fact that it is bloated which indicates it has been there for a

while. If it is not possible to withdraw all the water, then it is necessary to expel
200 buckets of water from the well. Note; the buckets are to be ot' ~verage size,

usually the bucket used for thewell itself.

lp!>~~ qadipj's'LA~ ylopsQ ~ 4 Jy
l I! >~ ! +> ~! Lp~ y!o~ >f~
I Jg I ' ! ly ! J!ly +

j>Q ~ lj

If however, a chicken, cat, or something of th e like dies in the wa ter , then 40
buckets must be withdrawn If a rat dies, or som ething of the like, then 2p buckets

ar e to be withdrawn. And this action of taking out the water purifies the well,

bucket rope and the hand of the person cleaning the well. Thisisthe verdict from
I ma m A bu Y usu f and I mam H asan.

Maraky al-Falah 23.
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The water of the well is not made impure with the dung of camels, sheep,
hor ses, mules, donkeys and cows etc..., ualess a large amount is visible or
unless there is a situation that in every bucket, there is dung present in which
case al l th e w a ter is to b e w it hd r aw n .

p Lp i~ iU.l ~

Yp

Likewise, the droppings of pigeons or sparrows do not ruin the well-water, i.e. the
bird s that are lawful to eat, because the Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! thanked the pigeon and said tVerily, it nested on the door of the cave until

I wassafe, and may Allah reward it with the masjid asits home].' And Ibn Mas'ud
wiped away the droppings of a bird with his hand. This is the opted view in many
of the Hanafi books. T he dispute between the scholars pertains to the droppings

of b irds that are not lawful for consumption.'

~ ~ ygp'jy~ L»y~y.t l alp yg~ y~

~ 4 !GY
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The death in water of a thing that does not have blood flowing through its body
does not render the water impure such as a fish, frog, aquatic creature, mosquito,
Qy, wasp, scorpion, or the like. According to Shafi'i it does pollute the water.'

~ gL ggl r g ~ gy ~ Myi L» i w'Js ~ ]p La p~ l~l ~ JSp I g~ ~lgy ~ l p
J ~

In addition, the water is not ruined with the falling of a human into the well or

the falling of that which is lawful to eat,' provided it comes out alive and there
was no filth present on the body when it fell in. Likewi se, the water is not ruined
with the fall ing of a mule, donkey, and predatory bird in to the well, provided they
ex i t t h e w at er al iv e an d th i s i s the so u n d est vi e w .

~

J t.U.lJl+lgl~ldJ >~~
I

If th e saliva of the animal touches the water, then the water isj udged according to
the animal; meani ng, if the saliva from a sheep touches the water, then the water
is assessed according to the sheep - which is pu re, but if t he saliva of a dog touches
the water, then we assess the water according to the dog which results in its being
deexned filthy . H ence, the water is ruled based on the ani mal.
+j -

T abarani 20/ 443.
M araky al-Falah 25.
Al -H idayya 2~
J.
Such as a camel, cow or sheep.

gl
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If there is a dead animal in the water and n~ ne knows how long it has been

there, it rendersthewater impurefor onedayandonenight; meaningthepepple
must repeat one day and night of prayer if they used that water to perform wud<
from .

~yg~ p+ ! i l QLJ~!I.I 8'g ~

If the animal isbloated swollen!, thenthewater isruled impurefor t~ da>

and three nightsif no one Knowswhen the animal fell in; meaning the pepple
must repeat three daysand threenightsof prayer provided they used thiswater tp
make ablution from or used the water for the major bath. Note: if the animal is
bloated, this indicates that it has been in the water for some time and fQr

reason thewater isdeemed impure for three daysand three nights. If however the
people only used thewell-water to wash their filthy clothesand npt for wudti the
they need not repeat their prayers, though they must wash their clothesagajii
«~ pl + ~ m ~ 4p«4 '- Yl J ~
I sti n'a And That Which is Re ui red Poor To Wudu

'>I~l ~

lg1~ l I !i ~4 ~
Jg l ~ ~Jl~~ ~

~lt M ~
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Onpassingurine, aperson must ensurethat theleakage of urinehasstopped and

hismind issatisfiedconcerningtheissue. Thisisachieved through one'sregul~

habits, such as wal l i ng, coughing, or leaning on one's side. The woman is npt
required to do this. She is to wait a small time and then clean herself. It is npt
permissible to begin wudu until one is satisfied that the lealcage of urine ha
stopped.
«~
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IstinJ'a issunnawhenthefilth that exitsEromtheprivatepart hasnot spread past
the boundary of the outlet. For example; if a person defecates and the faecg
matter does not smear beyond the perimeter of the anus, then istin
j a is sun~a
This applies tp male and female.
l g apl Q plj Jl~ a«'libEJljl ~ y + Q l gM Jl5gjy+

Maraky al-Falah 26.

Linguistically, istinja is to wipe or wash the place where excrement is dischar ~
Excrement is the term given for that which exits the bowel. According tp sch l
jurisprudence, it is the removal of filth with water or the like.
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If the Slth crossesthe boundary of itsoutlet and isequal to the size of a dirham,'
it is necessary to remove it with water or with a liquid cleanser such as rose water.

And if the Blth passes the boundary of the outlet and is morc than the size of a
dirharn, then it is obligatory to clean with water.

I J I g5' g~
l ~ li Jlp~

lp~& i ~ J~ Yl ~ | + I g L ~ ~ ~ y

Additionally, when a person is observing the major bath from post intercourse
discharge, menstrual bleeding and postnatal bleeding, it is obligatory to wash the
Blth in the exit passage, even if it is a mir3timal quantity. One is not Io exert
difficulty upon himself when undertaking this cleaning.

ly.ill~ ~ l~ Plya~ l .Ill ~ lyo~ y~ ~ ~~

dl ~

I gt ~ill
It is sunna to perform istin
j a with a clean stone or the like provided it is not rough
such as burnt clay and not valuable, and washing with water is superior than
simply wiping the filthy area Whereas the best method is to combine between
washing with water and wiping. Hence, the individual wipes, and then washes.
And it ispermitted if a person uses only one method; meaning, if one restricts the
cleaning to washing only, it ispermitted and vice versa.
l » g ~ lj
~l L~ ,L i Z~ ~ ~ «M> ~ Y~ ~~ ,L Qi J ~~ l~~ l.L i ~
The sunna is to purify the area, and to use a prescribed number of stones is
recommended, and not an emphasized sunna, and the recommended number of
stones to use is three, even if the area is cleaned in less than that. I mam Shafi'i

said that three is necessary due to the words of the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! [Perform istinja with three stones]. The Hanafis rely on the
words of the Prophet God bless hi mand grant him peace!! who said [Whomever
cleaned, then he should clean in odd number s , and whoever observed this, has

done well and whoever did not, there is no blame].'

'lw ~ ML'Jl,g 'lwj l ~ ~ ~Ujl p~ Ql Ml~ ~ / pal ~ l ~
oYw ~
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If the males scrotum is hanging loosely or stretched!, then the procedure of
istinja isas follows: one is to wipe with the first stone from the front part near the
testicles! through to the rear, and with the second from the rear to the front, and
with the third from the Eront to the rear, and this is the etiquette. Moreover, the
reason this procedure is related with a long scrotum is because it is r ecommended
to conclude the wiping at the rear so that the filth is not brought to the front and

spread all over due to the long scrotum.
I

A dirham = 20 qirat with respect to solids or approx 3.5 grams! and with respect to Iluid, the
size is equivalent to its area or the expanse of a large coin!. Maraky al-Falah 28.
Abu D awud 35.
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If however, the scrotum is not hanging loosely, then one is to begin from the rear
to front because in this situation, cleaning can be optimally achieved.

' JI plu
ri ~rg~ oIPlg
The female istobegin fromthe front tothe rear, for fear of defilingher vagina.

L I gl ii&>1 1 >I~ l+ L, 92
LL,~ 1M> ~ .Ill,g>l,>.~
After wiping, the male is to first wash his hand because if he first touches the
soiled area while his hand is dry, it may soak the faeces into the skin; thereafter,

he isto rub the soiled areawith water using theinsideof hisfinger, two fingersor
thr ee if need ed .

;~ I>~ L~ ~

Y~o~ ~
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The male is to raise his middle finger over the other fingers at the beginning of
the ~ inja, and thereafter isto raise hisring finger forward, asit insuresoptimum
cleaning. The male is not to restrict the deaning to only one finger because
cleaning will not be optimally achieved.

The female is tp raise her ring finger along with her middle fingers
simultaneously at the start of Ainj ~ for fear of being sexually aroused. This means
that the woman uses the maj ori ty of her fingerswhen she begins

QLo~

gl o~ ~&>I g>ci Q l ~ lgl ~ ~

One isto perform the utmost in cleaning the areauntil the fpul smell isgpne and
isto thoroughly relax the buttocksor hipsin order to clean what isin the passage
to the best of one's ability, though this relaxation of the buttocks and } ips~is
performed provided one isnot fasting, and thebasisfor thisisthat there iswater
present around the anuswhich will nullify one'sfast if it enters and one must be
cautious not to allow their wet finger from entering the private area, otherwise
the fast b reak s.

Q~ MLSliI Gal P e~
When one finishes &pm deaning the soiled area with water, the hand is tp be

washed for the second time and the buttocksaretobe dried before standing if the
person is fasting, because if one is fasting and the buttocks are wet, it may be
drawn in when standing which could nullify the fast.
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What Isand IsNot Permitted To UseIn Istin
j a
g< w ~ sso iu ~~i D r i~ of mi 'f
Q o~pJl ~

It is not ~ ~ tted to expose the private area [azorah] for iNn
j a during the
presence of others. If there are onlookers, then isticna is performed under the
clothes. If one uncovers the private area in the presence of others, he is rega ded
asan immoral person [rase! due to its unlawfulness.

JMpi ELy 4 Mpl>l o~ l ~ ~ $ g + I gp
ssp jy~ l >Ijp~ p ~ M I ~ jyMJ~
l
el~ ~ ~ ;~yJl ~
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If the filth crosses the boundary of one'sexit passage and is greater than the size
of a dirham, prayer is not valid if there is something available to remove the
impurity, such as water. One is to do his best in removing the impurity without
exposing the private area to onlookers.
~~
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That d i c h Is Di sli k ed To Use I n Isti n 'a

Jt ~ gQI~ J~ &~/ I D++
I t is disliked to use bones and the food of humans or animals because it is deemed

as waste and because the Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!!
prevented usfrom doing so ashe said [Do not perform islin
j a with faecesor bones,

for it is food for your brothers of the jinn] and he said [Do not waste, do not
waste].'

5! ~ l & l y~ y |-L>jj~
It is disliked to use baked bricks and anything made with fire, such astiles, aswell
as earthenware, charcoal, glass, gypsum and items of value or respectable such as
silk or cotton. It is disliked to use the right hand unless there is a valid reason.
Salrnan said [The Prophet forbade us from cleaning the private parts with the
right hand, and from cleansing with less than three stones, or cleansing with dung

or bone]. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! also said [When
anyone of you urinates, he must not touch hispeniswith his right hand, and when
he goes to relieve himself he must not wipe with his right hand, and when he
drinks, he must not drink in one breath].

' Reportedbyan-Nasai I/72and IbnMajah 424 'I'heBookof PurificationandiIsSunna.
Bu khari and M uslim 267.
A bu D awud 3 1.
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Orate's Need Adab

One is to enter the lavatory with the left foot and is to seek protection in Allah
from Satan the rejected before entering. The Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!! said [The cover between the eyes of the jinn and the private parts of
the children of Adam is when the person enters the lavatory, he says, "In the
name of Allah"!.' The Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!! also said
[The evil ones of the jinns are present, so if anyone enters the lavatory, he should
say, 'I seek refuge with Allah f romthe unclean spirits, male and female'!.
im
p~ Y] ~

Ygoql + lJ -

One is to sit leaning upon his left side and is not to talk unless there is a need.
The Prophet God bless him and grant hi mpeace!! said [When two persons go
together for relieving themselves uncovering their private parts and talking
together, Allah the Great and Majestic, becomeswrathful at this action].
~Gal g g p D .I J- lp jL i ll JLi- I Q+ o+ ~

It isprohibitively disliked to face the qibla at the time of relief and to turn around
giving it one'sback even if the toilet iswithin a building. The Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said [If the need to defecate arose, then do not face the
qibla, and do not turn around giving it your back, however turn east or west].'
~ 1~~
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To face the sun or moon directly is disliked because they are great signs of Allah's
creation.

To face a blowing wind is disliked at the time of relief because the filth is likely to
be blown back onto one'sbody or clothes.

It is disliked to urinate or defecate in water even if it is flowing, and the same

applies in a place of shade because it may be a rest area for other people.
~ l~ ~
I

A t-T irmidhi, T he Book of Purification 606.
A bu Dawud 6.
Abu D awud 15.

' Bukhari 144.

l~
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It is disapproved to urinate or defecate in a hole, on a road or a cemetery as the
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said: "Fear the two that are
cursed." They inquired, "Who are those that are cursed 0 Messenger of Allah."
« said, "T he one that relieves himself in the road or walkway of the people or in
their shade." '
o~

o~

To relieve oneself under a &uit tree isdisapproved.
Yl Qadi Jp lg

To urinate standingisdisliked unlessthere isa reason, such asan injured back. It
is also disliked to urinate in the place of wudu due to the onset of satanic whispers
which may be brought on by such a practice and because there is prohibition
exposing the private parts whilst standing as Anas Allah be pleased with

» m! said [If the Prophet wanted to attend to a need, he would not lift hisclothes
until hewasclose to thegroundj.2
~

I ~ ~ ~~ 1~

' One is to exit the lavatory with the right leg because it has more right to be
advanced when exiting such a place.

>Lils'~giQl ~ ~ if goal 4 ~ l Jpa~
One isthen to say, "All p uiu he toAllah, 64 Oncmhohasrepafkd bannfims meand
Pmtcctcd mc. And the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said at the
time of exiting [I ask your forgiveness!.

' Muslim 269.
At-» rmidhi, T he Book of Purification l 4.
A bu Dawud 30.
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The Chapter Of Wudu Ablution!
The Messenger of Allah God bless him and grant him peace! said, "When a
person performs ablution and rinses his mouth, his wrong deeds fall from it. As
he rinses his nose, his wrong deeds fal l from it. When he washes his face, his

wrong deeds fall from it until they Eal l from beneath his eyelashes. When he
washes his hands, his wrong deeds fall from them until they fall from beneath the
fingernails. When he wipes his head, his wrong deeds fall from it until they fall
from his ears. When he washes his feet, his wrong deeds fall from them until they
fall from beneath his toenails. Then his walking to the masj id and his prayer give

himextra reward."' Allah the exalted said in relation to wudu [Q you who believe!
When you prepare for prayer wash your faces and your hands and arms! to the
elbows; Rub your head with water! and wash! your feet to the ankles].'

a~ pl ply~!

~ i> ~ >~ >l ~ pl ~Z>i
Thepillarsof wudu arefour; and thneareitsobligatoryf eatures:

ptl~ ~ ~ IrLh~ oJay~i J3Ji 1j L~ I~ I~ ~ Y+ a~ y a~ / ~~ Jat~
The first of these is to wash the face, due to the saying of Allah Wash your
faces!!, and its limit length wise, is from the start of the top of the forehead
typically Pom the hairliue! to the bottom of the chin. And breadth wise, its l i mit is
the area between the two ear lobes. The definition of washing is that at least a
couple of drops should flow from the limb.
%AU~ p ac& ~

:~ ply

The second is to wash the hands with the ar ms and elbows! once.

The third is to wash the feet with the ankles as the Prophet God bless hi mand
grant him peace!! once observed some people performing abl ution while their
heels were dry. He then said pekoe to the dry! heels from H ellfire. Perform
ablution in full].'
' Malik, an-Nasai and Ibn Majah.
A l-M aid a 6.
A l-M aid a 6
A bu D awud 97.
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The fourth pillar is to wipe a quarter of the head as the Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace!! wiped the front of his head.'
gl
The Reason For Wudu

o/ Yl J wlg l : gp~9l ~
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Its reason is to make lawful those actions that cannot be valid except with wudu.
This is its ruling pert'wring to this life, while in the hereafter; it is the attainment
of r ewar d s.

~~ ! l ~ ~ ~ >! ~
Condi ti ons Whi ch Obl ' ate Wudu

p'W lyj pLJly JiuJI: o~ pb~ y
The conditionsthat render wudu obligatory are sanity, maturity, and Islam. Note:
the immature and insane person are not subj ect to the commands of the Sa« ed
law. A'ishah related that the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! » id
"The pen has been lifted from three; "A sleeping man, until he wakes; an
immature person until he attains maturity and an insane person until he is
restored to his senses."' Likewise, if one is not Muslim, he is not subj ect to the
Sacred law with respect to prayer. Additionally, maturity is attained when one
experiences a dream of a sexual nature. Though if this does not occur, then one
Hanafi view maintains that he attains maturity at the age of fifteen years as is the
opinion of the two disciples Abu Yusuf and Muhammad! as well as Imam Shafi'i
and Ahmad. Another Hanafi view maintains that it is at eighteen years, as is the
view of Ibn Abbas. However, the falwa issued on the matter is according to the
view of the two disciples.

Additionally, one must have the ability to use a sufficient amount of water to
wash the required limbs at least once. Note: not having water or needing it due Io
a necessity negates one's ability; for there is no ability unless there is water. In
addition, having the ability means to have a sufficient amount for wudu. If one does
not possess this quantity, then it is like one who does not have water.

Furthermore, if one has water but ha$11o rope by which to extract it from a well,
then he is not legally able to use the water.
' An-Nasai, Muslim-T he Book of Purification 275.
Ibn Majah 2041.
Rawai'ul Bayan, Shaykh Muhammad Ali Sabuni 200.
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1 ~ g~& l ~~ j j

Being in a state of minor ritual impurity obligates wudu because the performance
of wudu for one who is already in the state of wudu is not required. Likewise, the
absence of menstrual periods and postnatal bleeding requires the performance of
ablution .

j ll~

j

When there is inadequate time left for the obligatory prayer, the wudu must be
made immediately. Note: at the beginning of the time of prayer, one has an
extended time in which he can make wudu and offer prayer, though when the
time iscramped, thisobligates the wudu immediately.'
~~ p l ~
G mdi ti ons That Vali date Wudu

The condi ti ons that val i date wudu are three;

>~ l U.l o~ l <~
i . Pure water is to reach the complete outer skin, and if the area of a pin hole
remains in which water does not touch from the parts that are obligatory Io wash,
w u d u i s n o t v al id .

2. The things that are incompatible with wudu must cease before commenci ng
wudu, such as menstrual periods, postnatal bleeding and minor ritual impurity.
For example, if there is urine or blood which flows at the time of wudu, it is
i n v al id .

~ I/ I Il l j ~ y~ 4 Jlyj y
3. One must remove obj ects of dirt that prevent water from reaching the body,
such as wax or fatty grease; the same applies with nail polish, paint, or glue.

~~ glp~ t pli J ~
F ul ll i

The R ul i

s0

l ~ U' J

W ud u

~ ~ .~ ! ~

It is obligatory to wash the visible part of a thick beard, and this is the soundest
view upon which the fatwa is given. A thick beard is one that covers the skin,
which prevents others from seeing the skin of the face. And the reason it is
obligatory to wash what is apparent isdue to its thickness that has now taken the
place of the skin of the face. Hence, the obligation passes from the skin to the
beard. It has also been mentioned that washing a quarter of the thick beard or
' Maraky al-Falah 37.
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vviping it suffices. Some held that it is sufficient to wash or wipe one third of it,
while others maintained that its ruling is like that of a smal l beard. However, the
view in the bold text above isthe correct one. Furthermore, in Arabic text prior to
this paragraph, the author of Nur al-Idah used the word waj ib instead of
obligatory, though what he meant in this particular instance is obligatory as was
made evident in his explanation in Maraky al-Falah.

I t is obligatory for water to reach the sldn of a person with a small beard, one of
the reasons being that it iseasy to wash and poses no hardship.

p~ gl ~ ~

l ~ ~ l 4 gl Qp~pl a~I>~ ~ l ~ + ~ I j l sill JLa I ~ 3g

I t is not necessary for water to reach the hair that stretches from outside the

border of the face.' And neither is it necessary for water to reach the section of
the lips that is hidden when the mouth is closed during wudu because what is
unseen is linked to the mout h and what is apparent is linked to the face.

:~ ! ~ g~ M il11~ 4~ glSptil 9I~
~ I ~

~ l JQ~lp~ 91 ~ lpga

~ ~1

I f the fingers are tightly held together in a manner that prevents water from
6owing in between them or the finger nails have grown over the finger tips and
prevented water from reaching the tips or if there is something which prevents
water from the skin such as dough, it becomes obligatory to wash it aker
removing the obstruction.

' lg l ~~ y g~d l

Substancessuch asinsect dropping, the dung of Qeas and thingsof the like do not
prevent water froin reaching the skin. The washing is valid in the presence of such
things.

~

i< & I M ~ ~ >

That which is outside the perimeter or bounds of the face is not required to be washed.
Ibn Hajar explainsin Sharh al-Minhaj: that which growsat the lower part of the chin is not
required to be washed, because when it grows, it will be outside the perimeter of the I'ace.

As for what grows on the perimeter, one is required to wash what is within the perimeter
and not the excess outside the border; and likewise, the hair which grows within the

bounds of the face upon the cheeks is required to be washed, though not the surplus
outside the bounds!. It is for this reason that al-Badai' states that the correct view is that it
is compulsory to wash the hair that meets with the cheeks i.e. that which meets with the
perimeter! and that which is apparent on the chin, though not the extended part of the
beard outside the peri meter. According to Shafi'i, this isrequired. [Radd al-Muhtar 1/215J.
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It is necessary to move around the tight ring during wudu on the basis that it
prevents the water fromreaching the skin; and when the Prophet God blesshim
and grant himpeace!! performed wudu, he moved hisring.'
~ ~ g gi !1sl~9 I P iU.l pl~ ] j L

If thewashing of cutson onesfeet would cause harmor pain, it ispermitted to
passwater over the medicine that isplaced on the cuts.
e>l ' y I~ ~

~ l l yi ila Ja.

One is not required to repeat the wiping on the place of the hair aker it hasbeen

shaved, andneither isonerequiredtorepeat thewashingafter cuttinghisnailsor
m oustach e.

L'~

~ Q ~~ pl J' ~

Thereareeighteenpracticesthat aresunnain ~ u;
3l 3]~A ' J

l

Washing the hands to the wrists prior to performing wudu. The Prophet
God blesshimand grant himpeace!! said If one of you awakesfrom sleep, he
should not dip hishand in the container until he washesit three times, for verily
he does not know where his hand was!!.~
olJ- l M

l

2 To begin with the tasmiyyah, which is"Inthenameof Allah, Most ~ercif~l >post
Compassionate." The Prophet Godblesshimand grant himpeace!! said [There is
no prayer for one with no wudu, and there is no wudu for pne whp dpes npt
mention the name of Allah on it!. The meaning of the hadith here isthe denial pf

perfection. In addition, there isa narration fromthe Prophet Gpd blesshimand

grant him peace!! that the tasmiyya isto say: "In thenameof Allah the. agng
and all praise be toAllahfor the religion of Islam." In addition, if one says at the
beginning of wudu, "There is no god except Allah," or pfaise be to Allah pr 'I bear

witnessthat thereis nogod except Allah," then one has fulfilled the sunna.'

o~ ~ ~ 34gp4l~ l J $1~ 1>

' IbnMajah, 1heBook ol' Purificationand itsSunna 449.
M uslim 252.
Abu D awud 10 1.
Al-M adhahib al-A rba'a, vol. 1, 62.
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3 It is sunna to use the siwak the brushing of the teeth with the stick! at the
beginning of wudu, even if it is with the f i nge when the siwak is not available.
The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said Would it not be a
burden on my nation, I would have ordered them to use the siwak at every
prayer!!.'

4

T o rinse th e m outh th r ee tim es i s sunna even if th e t hree m outh fuls ar e fr om

a single handful of water. One is deemed as having fulfilled the sunna of gargling
thrice, even with these actions. T he Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said PVhen one performs ablution, he should rinse his mout h].'
~ Li ~ ~ ~ ~ l ' - 5 lg

5 To run water in the nostrils with three separate handfuls of water is sunna.
Meaning, one is to use three new handfuls of water when rinsing the nostrils.

+4dl ~ ~L' - Ml, ~ ~ i g & LJ,i,
6 During the rinsing of the mouth and nostrils, it is sunna for one to increase
the depth of rinsing provided he is not fasting, that is, one gargles further down
near the throat when rinsing the mouth and runs water further up the nostrils.
~

I~ .L ~

~~ l ~

7 It is sunna to pass the fingers through the bottom of a large beard with water
on the palm of the hand. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
observed this when he made wudu in that! he took a handful of water underneath
his throat and he ran his fingers between his beard. T hereafter, he said [T his is

what my Lord has ordered me]. It is said that Abu Yusuf held this as sunna, while
Abu Hanifa held it as permissible.'

ALA I~ ~
8 It is sunna to interlace the f i nger on the basis of the Prophet's order. The
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [If you make wudu then
interlace the fingers of your hands and feet].' This is done by passing the fingers
of one hand through the fingers of the other. T he Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! said [Whoever does not interlace his fingers in water, Al lah will
interlace them in Hellfire on the Day of Judgement].'

~

' M uslim 487.
A bu D awud 144.

A l-H idayah 12.

' At-Tirinidhi, The Book of Purification 39
T abarani 22/ 64.

l~
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9 It is sunna to wash the limbs three times. T he Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! [Performed the acts of ablution once and said, "This is the
obligatory requisite of ablution." He then performed each act of ablution twice
saying, "This is the ablution who God grants a double reward." He thereafter
performed each act thrice and said, "This is my wudu, the wudu of the Prophets
before me."].'

i~ ~ l ~ I/ I~ l

lg

10 Wiping the entire head is sunna due to the report that the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! [Performed wudu and wiped his entire head].
I m am Shafi'i hold s that th e sunna is to do so thr ice wi th wa ter renewed each tim e.

Our argument is that Anas God be pleased with him!! performed each act of
ablution thrice, but performed the wiping of the head once. He then said, "This is
the ablution of the Messenger of God" God bless him and give him peace!!. This
is a sound tradition.'

11 To wipe the ears, even if it is with the water used for the head is a sunna
practice as the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [The ears are
from the head].' However, Shafi'i disagrees with using the same water for both
lim b s.

D d lp
12

T o rub the limbs with water is sunna. T his is known as dalk, and other than

Malik and Imam Awza'i, no other jurist held it obligatory.
aYglg
13 Washing the limbs successively without pausing between them, such that in
normal weather the last part would not dry before one began the next.
W lp

14

T he intention of wudu is sunna. Though Malik and Shafi'i said that it is

compulsory because it is an act of worship which is not valid without it, as in the

case of tayammum. Our argument is the words of Allah [0 you who believe!
When you prepare for prayer wash your face...] and there is no mention of
intention. Abu Hanifa said if one does not intend, then the wudu is valid, but the

rewards are less. Another argument is: the reason it isobligatory in tayammum is
because the soil is not an original source where by one can attain purification. It is
Ibn Majah 420.
Bukhar i 185.

Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 30.
Abu D awud 134.
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therefore essential to make the intention to render the soil pure, whereas with

wudu, purification has been achieved through a purifying substance, namely
wa ter .

~LEJ Ql wl ~ 'P ~ Jly

15

The chronological order of ablution is sunna as Allah mentioned them in

His book, while Imam Malik and Imam Shafi'i held it as obligatory. This means
that to begin ablution with what Allah mentioned in the Quran is sunna tWash

your faces, and your hands and arms! up to the elbows; rub your heads with
water! and wash your feet up to the anklesj. The reason in our view as to why it is
sunna and not obligatory is because of the letter Saw' which is mentioned in the
verse. The Hanafi school held that this indicates union without restriction by

consensusof the expertsin language. On the other hand, Imam Shafi'i held, that
it is the letter fa'which creates a binding command for what follows.

tel ~ gpL Ql~~p!~g~ 64' I&I
16/ 17/

It is sunna to: i! begin with the right when washing the limbs, ii! to

commence the washing Rom the tips of the fingers and toes of the feet and iii!
with respect to the head, to begin the wiping &om the frontal part. A'ishah
reported that Allah's Messenger loved to start from the right hand side in

purification as he purified himself. Additionally, Abu Hurairah reported that
Allah's Messenger said [As you perform ablution, begin it from your right hand
sides].'

I 3 ~ / 1~ A
18 It issunna to wipe the neck, not the throat.

i~ pl ~ ~pldl: + y
It hasbeen said that the last four mentioned acts namely point 15, 16, 17, and 18!
are recommended, and not sunna

' An example of how one may attain wudu without intendingisby inadvertently falling in
a river or the like during which the parts required for wudu become wet.
Al-Hidayah 14.
Ibn M aj ah 401.
Ibn M ajah 402.
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~~ pll ~ 1>l J ~
Thc E ti uet les

Wudu Recommended M easu res

Literally, the word adab means to put something in its correct place. In itsj uristic
sense, it is considered as that which the Prophet performed once or twice. T his is

also called naf l, mustahab, mandub and tatawwu'. The one who undertakes its
performance is rewarded though is not blameworthy for its omission.'

~ - ,t,~ ! I
Thereare 14 Practices that are recommended i n wudu;

~~p e J~ ~ l
I/ To sit on an elevated place for the reason that one should avoid the used water
and allow it to flow away without splashing back onto one's clothes or body.
~

I J 1 - 1~

2/ Facing the direction of prayer for it is superior regarding the acceptance of
supplication during the ablution.

«~ ~1- 31 mg
3/ The third is not to seek assistance from others in performing wudu so one may
rise in worship alone without the help of others.

~ Lll p~ ~ l pmg
4/ To abstain from talking in a manner of the general speech of people which is
devoid of remembrance as this distracts a person from making supplication the
Prophet has taught us God bless him and grant him peace!!.

gLJJ! ~ ~~ l N ~ ~ lg
5/ To unitethe intention of the heart with theverbal utteranceof thetongue.

g~tj,L«lsdlg
6/ To make supplications which have been transmitted from the Prophet,
Companions and Tabi'in is recommended.

JS~ ~
I/ T

7, f fM N

f

washing or wiping each limb.

' Maraky al-Falah 46.

lg
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8/ To insert the little f i nge within the opening of the ears. This is performed in
order to increase the area of wiping.

~ lgl wL' M + y
9/ To move around the wide loose ring to ensure optimum cleaning is among the
desirable practices of wudu.

g~ L, >l - gl~~

l ~ l ~L' - glg~ ~ ly

10/ To gargle and draw water into the nostrils with the right hand and withdraw
the nasal mucus with the left hand .

l ~ ~ p l J~ >+ ~ P ly
11/ Performing wudu before the time of prayer has entered is from the etiquette
« wudu, though not for a person who is excused.' The issue of a person deemed
ex cu sed i s d et ai l ed i n d u e co ur se.

oJ ~ >~

L, gL Mlg

12/ To recite the two declarations of faith after the completion of wudu while
standing. The Prophet Peace be upon him!! said [If anyone of you performs
ablution and performs it well, and when he finishes ablution, he utters the words
'I bear witness that there is no god except Allah and I bear witness that
Muhammad is His servant and Messenger; all the eight doors of Paradise will be

opened for him, he may enter through any of them!.'
p ' Ql ~ ~ ~ ~ pl
13/ To drink horn the remahnng water of wudu standing is a recommended
practice of wudu; meaning, one is to drink from the remaining water he
perf ormed wudu from and do so standing facing the qibla or one may sit because
the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! [Drank standing from the
excessof wudu, the water of Zamzamj.'

lp l~ ~

l+ I:J~ dlp

14/ Upon this, it isrecommended to say, 0 Allah make mePomamong thercPentm
~ ~ neef romthm whoarepgre. [AIJaliumaji 'alni min at-tamuebin wa
j 'alni minal
mutatahhirinj.

I

A person deemed excused is one who suffers froma chronic ailment such as continuously
breaking wind and therefore unable to mai ntai n wudu for the tim
e needed to perform an
obligatory prayer. One is therefore excused and permitted to pray even while he/she suffers
from the condition during the prayer. Therefore, the observance of wudu prior to the prayer
time entering is not for such a person.
A bu Dawud 169.
Bukhari I 637.
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b~ pll ~ LAj g4J ~
Th at @Rich I s D i sli ked I n W ud u

Six things are disli k d i n wudu
.Il l g ~ l~ l i

I/ To waste water is disliked, due to the words of the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! to Sa'ad when he passed by him whilst he was making wudu

[What is this wastage, 0 Sa'ad?] in which he replied: ls there wastage in wudu?
The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Yes, even if you were at

aflowing river].'
2/ It is disliked to use very little water to the extent that one uses hardly enough
that it nearly becomes like wiping. The Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! said [Thebest of matters isthe middle course].'

3/ To slap water on the face is disliked for the reason that the face has honour,
and it should be performed gently, as the Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! said Do not hit the face!!.'
~ all p~ ~ i@
4/ To speak words of general speech, namely, that which is devoid of the
remembrance of God, is disliked as it entails distraction from supplication.
o~

i'I - a lp

5/ To seek assistance from others without a reason is disliked. Umar Allah be

pleased with him!! said: I saw the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!
pouring water to make wudu, so I moved so that I could prepare that for him
when he said to me, "Stop, 0 Umar - for verily I do not need anyone to help me

with my prayers."'
6/ To wipe the head three times using new water each time is disliked, because
wiping is only performed once.

lbn Maj ah 425.
Reported by al-Baihaqi 261.
Abdu-Razak 9/ 333.

Related by Abu Yahya in his Musnad 1/ 200.
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Wudu isdivirkd into three types

<I ! p<lj dl Q y op'Sl i my ij& li~

y ~ ~ L5$! iM

~ & I + ~ j : J!$1

T he first type is that which is obligatory upon one in a state of minor impur t
who wishes to pray even if the prayer is a voluntary one, or is a funeral prayer, for
indeed it is still a prayer even though it is not a complete one. It is obhgatory for
the prostration of recital and for one who wishes to touch the Quran, even if it is
only one verse that is written on a paper, dirham or wall as Allah said in the

Quran [None shall touch it except those who are clean].'
1 ~ 1~

~ 1' . ~ Ljlg

T he second type is that which is wajib for the tawaf of the ka'bah as the prophet
God bless hi mand grant him peace!! said [The tawaf around the ka'bah is like
prayer except that you may speak, and whoever speaks should not speak unless it
is good!.'
uglM pi c Jaa- Ib~
l i i Q + Q ~ gJ' : ~ Ljl~

The third type is that which is recommended on different occasions, namely.
when one wishes to sleep in a state of purification, or when one awakens from

sleep or so onecan continuously be in a stateof wudu. Other occasionsinclude, to
touch the booksof Islamic law, not the bookson the interpretation of the Qurart

I t is recommended for one in a state of wudu to refresh his wudu with the

intention of attaining rewards and closeness to God and provided that when one
makes wudu for the second time, it is performed in a different place. T he reason
being is that performing wudu upon wudu from the same place is disliked if acts
of worship are not perf ormed between them, for this is deemed aswastage.
y ~Any ~

Joyc
e

It is recommended after back biting, lying and after slander, which is to carry
talesspreading corruption upon the earth.
~

>L' ~
l ~

' Al-Waqi'a, 79.
2

A t-T irm id hi, the Book of Purification 960.

P 'y
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t is recommended after every mistalte iacluding the oration of evil poetry, as
vudu expiatessmall sins. TheProphet Godblesshimandgrant himpeace!! said
There is not a person who com
m
itted sin and then performed [wudu] and
hereafter observed prayer seekingAllah'sforgivenessexcept that Allah forgives
aim], then the Prophet God blesshimand grant himpeace!! recited the verse
And those who, having done an act of indecency or wronged their own souls,
emembef AI]ah and ask for forgivenessfor their sins].'
o~ l p~& ~ ~

[t isrecommended after laughingloudly outside of prayer. Thereason thisisthe

case isbecause to laugh loudly in prayer nullifiesthewudu and prayer; hence,

it is done outside of prayer it portrays a resemblance and is therefore
desir able to make wudu.

It is r mmended Wer ashing a dead person or after co ng him. Th
Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! said pg ~

heshouldobserveghusl, andwhoever carriedhi mshould f
~~

d]

J5~ $ ~

It isrecommended tomakewudufor thetimeof ever prayer
state of purification or not. Anas God be pie~ed~th h !!
Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! perfo~

whether hewaspureor not. TheProphet Godbiez himand
also said [For a man who performs ablutiori in a sgt

th

!!

f bl

deeds will be recorded in his favour!!.'

i.M l ~

It isrecommendedprior tothemajor bath ghusl!.A'ishah Allahbep]e~~ with
her!! reported that tlf theProphet performed themajor bath frompggb h
by washing hishands, beforeplacing hishandsinthecontainer, t} en h
wudu, like the wudu for prayer!.

p'y'~yy ~ ~ yj 51~

It is recommended when a person in astate of QQjor QtQQJimp~ +
mt, rep m~ d intercomm or sl ep. A'ishah Allah be pleased with her!!
reported If the Prophet asin a state of janabaandwanted to t o l
A l-I m ran 135.

Abu Dawud; T he Book of Funerals 3 16 1.

At-Tirmidhi 58 [Maraky al-Falah 51!.
' Abu Dawud 62.
M uslim 3 16.

,h
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made wudu, the wudu he would perform for prayer!!.' The Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said tlf anyone approached his spouse, and then
wanted to repeat sexual intercourse, then he should perform wudu between
themj.'

In a state of anger, it is recommended to make ablution. The Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said Anger is from Satan and the Shayatin are
created from fire, and verily you extinguish fire with water, so if any of you

becomesangry, he should performwudu!!.a
ply '

recommended when one wishes to recite @<ran from memory; and as
discussed earlier if one intends to touch the Quran, it is compulsory to perform
ab l u t ion .

It is recommended for the reading of hadith and when narrating it based on the
honour it has been given and what it represents.
pAk ~ lg>y
It is recommended for the studying of Sacred knowledge due to its status.

It is recommended for the adhan and y ama of prayer as well as for a sermon,
whether it is a Friday sermon or a sermon on marital relations or other.
k l~

When visiting the Prophet

+ ~U~

God bless him and grant him peace!! it is

r ec om m en d ed t o ob ser v e w ud u .

oy! ly 4LAJI ~a~

y Es~ ~ p yy

It is recommended when standing on Arafah, and for the numiing between the
Safa and Munc h in haj j because of the esteem they have been given.

Ahmad 3/ 21, Muslim 307.
Ahmad in his M usnad 3/ 2 1.
A bu Dawu d 4766.
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After eating camel meat it is recoininended to make ablution. The Prophet God
bless him and grant hiin peace!! was asked about wudu after eating the meat of
the camel, and he said [Make wudu from it!.' Note: The Hanafi view on this
matter is such, so that one is free from the disagreement of the scholars, such as
the view of Imam Ahrnad who held it as a requirement.

et~i ~ li l g ~~ 1m~ ~
It is recommended to make wudu after any act which is subject to disagreement,
so that one can be free &om the differences of the scholars, such as the touching
of a female. Note: touching a female does not nullify wudu, whether she is a
believer or not, but in order to avoid the differences of the scholars, it i s

recommended. In addition, it is preferred to observe wudu if a person touches his
private part with the palm of his hand even though this does not break wudu,

since Shafi'i, Malik and Ahmad said, "Whoever touches his private part must
perform wudu."'
g l ~ l>
1' e~

1' 1s~ g l ~

Tmkc thi ngs nulli/ wudu, and they arc;

~/ I J ~ l ~~ Mla~

ll ~

I/ Anything that exits Rom the front and back passage nulliAes wudu except the
air which comes out from the front passage of a female! and this is the most
so u n d vi ew .

o0gy ~

~

2/ Giving birth without seeing blood nullifies ablution. Imam Abu Yusuf and
Imam Muhammad said: "This is not classified as nif as postnatal bleeding!
because in order for it to be deemed as such, there must be blood. However, she

must make ablution due to the wetness and dampness." Though Abu Hanifa said,

"Asa precaution she is to perform the major bath." Note: it is rare for a woman to
give birth without the sight of blood, though if it does, the wudu breaks.

~ p JS'LP~ ~ Kl 4
3/ Thej awi ng of an impurity such as blood or pus from anywhere else other than
the two passages nullifies wudu. Imam Shafi'i maintained that whatever comes
out of the body, from other than the two passages, does not nullify wudu. The
Hanafi basis is the report of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!

"Ablution isfrom all typesof flowing blood."'
A t-T irm idhi; the Book of Purif ication 8 1.

Maraky al-Falah, 52.
Al-Ayni, vol, 1, 262.
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4/ Vomiting a mouthful of food and water, blood clots or bile nullifies wudu,
provided the vomit is a mouthful. And the definition of a mouthful is that the
mouth cannot be shut except with diEBculty and this is the correct view and the
way of the ten who were promised Paradise and the best of the T abi 'in such as
Hassan A l-Basri and Ibn Sirin. It has been established that the Prophet God

bless him and grant him peace!! vomited and thereafter performed wudu.'
Indeed, this was the way of the ten promised paradise.' Moreover, the Prophet,
"Perform wudu from seven things: from the leakage of urine, from all flowing

blood, vomit, from das'a a spurt of vomit! which is a mouthful, from sleeping
while lying on one's side, the audible laughing in prayer and the emission of
blood." '
~

I I ~I

5/ If a person vomits a few times and the cause is the same for each time, then
th ese sever al occur rences are d eemed as one occurr ence, and if t he ad d ition of all

these occurrences of vomiting equate to a mouth full, then ablution is nullified
according to Imam Muhammad,' though according to Abu Yusuf, he maintained
that if the place where he vomited was the same, then his ablution is void,
otherwise it is not. A s for the m ucus which descends from the head , it is not an

annulling factor by agreement of the scholars since it is pure. And the fatwa is in
accor d an ce wi th t h i s.

olgL p!glg l + ~ gyp
6/ If one's saliva is overshadowed by blood from an inj ury in the mouth! or the
blood is even wi th the saliva, ablution is void. I f on e sees that his sal iva is red or

yellow, then it is regarded as overshadowed. Though it has been said that a light
colour of red makes it even whereas a strong colour of red dominates it. In
add ition, the blood which descends from the head invalidates wudu because it

flows even if it is mi ni mal . T his is agreed upon. Likewise, the runny blood which
rises from the internal area of the body is an invalidator of wudu and the maj ority
h eld th i s v i ew .

q91~ ~ 1~ .~ ! ~p

A t-T irm idhi 87.

Maraky al-Falah 54.
Az-Zayla'i fi Nasb ar-Ra>p a I/ 44 and Ibn Haj ar fi ad-Darayya I/ 33. [Maraky al-Falah 54!.

For example, if one vornits a small amount not a mout hf ul ! because of a stomach virus
and then shortly after vomits another time because of the same cause, in this case the
virus, then the two occurrences are regarded as one, and if the addition of both equate to a
mouthful according to a person's est i mat i on , then wudu is void. If on the other hand this
person vomited a second time because of a different reason, such as coughing thereby

causing one to vomit, then it is regarded as a separate incident.
Maraky al-Falah 54
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7/ To sleep in such a way that one's buttocks are not firmly set on the ground,
renders the wudu void. This occurs when a person sleeps while he is in a sitting
posture, though his buttocks are not firmly fixed, resulting in the nullification of
wudu.

Maraky al-Falah states. According to the Hanafis, the sleep itself doesnot invalidate
wudu owing to the fact that it is not impurity; rather it is due to the sleeping
person not being able to remain free from that which breaks wudu. This is the
sound view concerning the issue contrary to Shafi'i and Hanbal. Likewise, if one
undertakes a light sleep in a manner that one hears those who speak around him,

then the wudu remainssound. Though if onedoesnot hear, thenwudu isvoid.'
Moreover, in the Hanafi school, wudu is rendered void by sleep in three cases: to
sleep on one's side, back or one of the hips. The reason wudu is void is because
one is not firmly set due to the relaxation of the muscles and joints. As for
sleeping in the sitting posture where the buttocks are firmed set on the ground,
then the wudu remains sound. Likewise, one's wudu remains sound despite
sleeping in a standing posture, bowing posture or a proper prostration pose as
done in prayer!, because in these postures, one is flexing or gripping his body

though if one'sbody collapses in any of thesepostures, the wudu is void!. The proof that
sleep does not invalid wudU except while lying down is the saying of the Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace! "Wudu is not imposed except on the one

who sleeps lying down; for if one lies down, hisjoints and muscles relax."' Abu
Hanifa compared this to the postures of lying down on the back or hips, because
the cause of deficiency is found and it is the relaxation of the joints which is
present in both positions.

~ /julJ ~

pe mL- l + gl' ituiu qadi ~ly

8/ The elevation of one's buttocks from the floor while one is sleeping and before
one becomes aware, nullifles the wudu even if one does not fall over. And this is
the evident view in the M adhhab on the basis that as soon as the buttocks are

elevated in a state of unawareness, ablution is nullified.

9/ 10/ Losing consciousness fainting! / temporary insanity / and drunkennessall
nullify wudu.

ot~ l~ Qpyp l~ plyy~ ygp5~~4 ~ gd~ Pl ~
11/ Ablution isvoid if a mature conscious person laughs loudly i« pray« that
indudes bowing and prostration even if he intentionally laughs in order to leave
the prayer. The same applies even if done forgetfully. With respect to audible
laughing; it is that which is heard by those around the individual. Though I mam
' Maraky al-Falah55.
A bu Dawud, T irmidhi, A hmad in his M usnad, and T abarani.

Kitab al-Fiqh 'Ala Madhahib al-Arba'a, Abdur-Rahman al Jaziri vol. I , 74-75.
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Shafli'i disagreeswith the ruling on the basis that it is not something that comes
out in the form of filth and is therefore not deemed as minor iinpurity in the case

« the funeral prayer and the recital prostrations. The Hanafi School held that the
funeral prayer does not consist of bowing or prostration which means audible
laughing in it, renders the prayer void though not the wudu. This is however,
contrary to a compl et e prayer that includes bowing and prostration in which case

t"e wudu and prayer is void!.' Note: smiling in prayer does not affect wudu or
prayer.

J'& '5l ~
gi zy ~ y
l2/ If a man rubs a vagina with his erect penis mithout a screen or cover! which
prevents the warmth of the body, ablution is void. The implication here is

rubbing, not penetration because if it is penetration then he will have to
undertake the major bath if the head of his penisdisappears in the vagina. And
Allah knows best. Likewise, if a man with his erect penis touches another man's
penis without a covering or a woman with her genitalia touches another woman's
genitalia with sexual excitement and without a covering, ablution is void.' Note:
s« h acts are offensive and forbidden in the Islam, though the position of the
jurist isto provide a legal answer for a scenario should it ever occur.

That H%ich D oes N ot N uS

.~ pl ~

Wud u

J~L 'l o~

Thereareten thingsthat donot notify wudu;

l/ Theappearance of blood that doesnot flow fromitsinjury onto another part of
the skin does not break wudu.

~ ~: d Jli gi ll ~ XI~+ IS!~i '5l

~ ~ + J pa p

2/ If a piece of flesh or scab is separated from the body without the flowing of
blood &omitsplace, then it doesnot breakwudu. The flesh or skin ispure and its
~~paration does not require purification provided there is no oozing of blood. An
example is a M adina blood veud ' that is termed 'rashta' in Persian. lt is attributed

« the Madina of the Prophet because it wasvery common to them. A rashta islike
a polyp or a piece of flesh that hangsoff the skin; it is also identified asa pi mpl e
« blister upon the skin. If it is separated from the body without the flowing of
blood, then the ablution remains sound.

lygylep~ ~ o>y>pp
' Maraky al-Falah 55.
Maraky al-Falah 56.
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3/ If a worm exits a wound, or exits from the ear or nose, it does not break wudu

on the basis that it is not deemed filthy due to its very minimal dampness.
However, if it exits through the anus, ablution is nullified. Hence, it is deemed as
something that breaks ablution when it exits from the two passages, though this
exclud es all other locations.

4/ Touching one's penis, anus or a woman'sgenitalia, does not nullify wudu. This
was the Madhhab of some of the great Companions such as Umar, Ali, Ibn
Mas'ud, Ibn Abbas and Zaid ibn T habit as well as some of the great T abi'in such

as al-Hasan al-Basri, Sa'id and Thawr God be pleased with t hemall!!. The basis
for this view is the hadith that a man came to the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! and said, "0 Messenger of Allah. What do you say about a man
who toucheshisgenitalsin prayer?" Thereupon the Prophet said to him, "Is it not
a body part from you."' And I mamTirmidhi said about the above hadith that it is
the best hadith on the subject and the most sound. However, touching one's
genitals requires the washing of the hands as the Prophet said, "Whoever touches
hisgenitals is to observe wudu."' Scholars said that the term wudu in this hadith
is meant in its linguistic sense, which is to wash the hands.

A~i~ ~
5/ Touching a woman doesnot nullify wudu. A'ishah Allah be pleased with her!!
reported [The Prophet would fondle and kiss! some of his wives, and then would
pray without making wudu!.'

+ IM Y.~g
6/ Vomiting less than a mouthful is not an annulling factor.

7/ Vomiting phlegm saliva! does not nullify wudu even if it is more than a
mouthful because it has not mixed with any filth, and saliva is pure.

~~ Jlpj ~

1pl; J.LZg

8/ To sway while sleeping where there is a possibility of falling does not break
wudu. Meaning, if one is sitting upright with the buttocks on the ground, then the
swaying does not affect the wudu because the buttocks are firmly placed on the
ground. The Companions of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!

would wait for the 'i@
ha prayer until their heads drifted sunk!, then they prayed
and did not perform wudu!.'
' At-Tirmidhi [Maraky al-Falah571.
Musnad Ahmad 4/ 22, Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi l Radd al-Muhtar vol, l/ 278.
Radd al-M uhtar vol, l/ 278.
' At-T irmidhi and an-Nasai l 65.
Abu D awud 200
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9/ Sleeping in a firm mariner is not an annulling factor, even if one isleaning on a
support, where he will fall over if it is removed; and this is the soundest view in
the school of Abu Hanifa with respect to this ruling and the ruling in point eight.
The description of this posture is to sleep seated upright while the buttocks are
firmly positioned on the ground.

10/ Sleeping in prayer doa not break ablution! even if one sleeps during bowing and
prostration provided the person maintains his posture according to the sunna.
However, if one's posture is no longer according to the sunna, such as one's arm
collapsing upon the rib area and ground, the wudu is invalid. T he Prophet God

bless him and grant him peace!! said [Ablution is not compulsory on one who
sleeps sitting or standing or prostrating until he falls on his side].' Therefore, if
one falls on his side, relaxation of hisjoints has occurred thus rendering the wudu
void. T he same rule applies outside of prayer; that is, wudu reniains sound if one
falls asleep in these postures.
JL -' l l

Zl g~

That f A i ch Obli ates The M a 'or B ath Gh usl

~L '1~ ~ ~ I~ ~ l~ ~
The maj or bath is compidsory if oneof thef ollowing ocncrs:

pip ~ ~ o~ o~ ~ ~ l l>l ~ l ~ Q j l Q
1- The discharge of sperm to the surface of the body obligates the major bath
provided it separates f rom its location due to sexual arousal, not sexual
intercourse. T his can occur due to a sexual dream or fantasizing, and applies to

both male and female. If however, one is struck in the back and consequently
discharges sperm, he is not required to perform the major bath because it was not
due to sexual arousal. According to Shafi'i, the emergence of seminal Auid, in

whatever way this occurs, leads to the obligation of bathing due to the saying of
the Prophet [Water is from water!; that is, bathing is due to the discharge of
semen. T he Hanafi proof is that purification is invoked by sexual impurity

Ijanaba] and sexual impurity is the ejaculation of semen through sexual desire.
The hadith mentioned by the Prophet that "Water isf romwater," is interpreted to
mean ejaculation by way of sexual desire.

' At-Tirrnidhi and al-Bayhaqi.
M araky al-Falah 58.

' Al-Hidaya 21.
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Marakyal-Falahstater. theHanafl school maintainsthat it isconditional for sexual
desireto bepresent whentheseminal fluidseparatesfromitslocation, thoughit is

not conditional that the sexual desire persist until the fluid exits the body

contrary toAbu Yusuf whomaintainedit isconditional for thedairytobcpresent when

the seminal fluid ants the body!. Therefore, according to Abu Hanifa and
Muhammad, thismeansthat if one holdsor squeezeshis penisuntil the sexual

desire subsides and fadesaway, and then some timeafter this seminal fluid
comesout, thenoneisrequired toundertakethemajor bath, thoughAbuYusuf

saysthat heisnot required to do so; and thelegal ruling [fatwaj isin accordance
w i th A b u Y usu f s v i ew .'

Equally, if one has a bath after which the rest of the semina fluid ex'ts be

has urinated, slept or walked many steps, then one is required to perform

major bath again according to Abu Hanifa and Muhammad contrary «
Yusuf whomaintainsthat it must exit tabbbody wiN s~ ~ ~ r~I ~ at ~ " '

however, the seminal fluid exits after urinating and after one's peniscomest

or after sleeping or walking many steps, then the bath is n« «qui«d again
issue they agreed upon.'

~ ~ ~I J

J tJ ~ ~

~ >~~~~

4~V ~

2- If the head of the penis disappears in one of thep'Nsages of a lin g h

being vaginaor anus!; themajor bathbecomescompulsory on" thpersons ~

the size of the head is &om the section that was removed in circumdsion i.e. it is

the head of a living man's penis!. The prophet God bless himand g'"e "'

peace!! said [When theprivateparts [of the mal e and femalej cohabit with ea

other and the penis disappears in the vagina, bathing becomes obliga«ry

both the male and fema]e!]. The prophet also said [When theprivate par s m
} pe i di pp

, b thi g be o

oblig tory '

p

,g~ + I Jl '~l~

3- The discharge of sperm due to intercourse with a de~ p rso

obligatesthemajor bath. Note: if no spermisdischarged, oneisnot required
observe the major bath because the desirewas one»ded

op~ ! lil pQ~~ Ma~~ ~P. J3
4 - If a person ~ er waking up finds the presence of thin liquid and c
remember adream!; the major bath is obligato< provided hispenis~ ~
before sleeping. If, on theother hand, thepeniswaserect prior to sleeping t"
all likelihood madhi, and madhi doesnot require the major bath.
' Maraky al-Falah 59-60.
ar~ y p-Faiah59-60 ~Radd ai-Muhtar vol, I/237 'I hird Edition, Dar al-Kutub @-'I
Ibn M aj ah 611.

' Al-Ikhtiyar 20/ Al-Bayhaqi in Sunan al-Kubra 1/ 141

5

pote: although such unlawful and offensive actsmay never occur, they rarely «

the duty of aj urist to provide a solution.
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5- If a person Bnds the presence of wetness after regILining consciousness or after
recovering from intoxication and believes it to be sperm, then he is required to
undertake the major bath.

6-7- When a female's menstrual periods or postnatal bleeding ends, it is
compulsory for her to perform the major bath.

~BI j Pl Ql+ igpSilliL'Ql~
And even if the aforementioned things such as menses or seminal discharge!
occurs prior to becoming a Muslim, one must still perform the major bath after
embracing Islam and this is the correct view. The reason being is that the trait of
maj or impurity panaba] remains even after becoming Muslim, and it is not
possible to meet the conditions of prayer or the funeral prayer, the prostration of
recitation or the touching of Quran unless the major bath is perf ormed. Hence, it

is obligatory to perform it given that one is Muslim and required to be pure when
he wants to pray or perform other acts of worship that require purity, as Allah
mentioned in the verse of wudu. I f however, one becomes Muslim, though was

not in a state of major impurity when he was an unbeliever, then the major bath is
recommended upon becoming Muslim.'
i Li S~ 1~

It is a communal obligation ffard kifayu] to bath a deceased Muslim. If however no
one performs thistask, then the sin fallsupon the entire community.
~ J~

Y1~

YLJ

That H%i ch D oes N ot Ob ' ate The N a 'or Bath

~

YsL to~

TherearetenthingsaPerson isnot required toperfor mthe mja or bathPom:

l- Madhi non-sperm male discharge also known as Cowper's fluid - which is the
name of the gland from which the fluid originates; and known in general terms as
pre-curn!. It is a white, thin, sticky fluid that is released from a man's penis when
he is aroused. T he fluid is released long before man reaches an orgasm. Such

arousal is due to passionate or romantic play or kissing. Moreover, the fluid that
exits from a female due to amorous play istermed kadhi.'
' Maraky al-Falah 61/ Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahirn alSilkini l03.
Maraky al-Falah 60, ft-4.
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2- . adi non-sperm male discharge! is describes as a white cloudy fluid that is

thick and warm and has no smell. It is released generally after urinating and

occasionally before.

.4 % ~ lp
3- The major bath is not compulsory, if one has a sexual drea

but fjnds

wet ~ upon awa .ng. A d the females are likethe m~esdue to thewords of the
Prophet who was asked: "Does a woman need to perform ghusi
Thereupon the Prophet said "Yes, if shedreamsand seesthe fluid "i
I J l al

4 GMng birth witho t isible blood does not obligate the major bath, since it is
not regarded as post natal bleeding [nif asj. Abu Hanifa maintained that as a
precaution she should perform ghusl on the basis that giving birth cannot be free
from a smal l amount of noticeabl e blood .
w l

5- If aman inserts his penis in a woman'svagina, but thereisa cloth or clothes!

that prevent thefeeling of sexual pleasure, themajor bath isnot compuiso~. It is
however, recommended toundertakethemajor bath asaprecautional measure
EAr y

6- Administrating medicine mthe anus such asa suppository! doesnot require
t h e b ath .

~~ ! J ~ g~ !JL' >~
I
7- Insertinga finger or something likeit into thevaginaor anusdoesnot r~ ~ e
the major bath, and thisistheopted view on the matter given thedeficiency of
sex u al d esi r e.

8 / 9- Having sexual intercourse with an animal or a deceased women without
discharging semen, does not obligate the major bath.
JI~I ~ ~ Q~L5 Jg ! + ~~ ~
I

10- If a male penetrates avirgin. though he does not break her hymen and does
not discharge semen, the major bath is not compulsory. Note: we said earlier that
if the head of the penis penetrates a woman, that it obligates the major bath, but
in this case, the fact that her virginity remained intact confirms that the

circumcisable partsdid not meet in a manner that would require the major bath
and that her hymen prevented the meeting of theprivate parts.'

Bukhar i 2S2.

' M~ & > 8-Fa d 62.
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To Wash

J t Jt -' Wig~ ~
It iscom
pul sory toleash dmnthingsduring thema
j or bath;

l~ i & lp~ Wig+ I~
. ashingthe mouth, nostrilsand the entirebody once, isobligatory in the major

bathbecauseAllahsaidintheQuran[If youareinastateof ceremonial impurity,

bath y« r whole bodyj.' This isa clear command requiring the washing of the
enti« body which includesthe nose and mouth, though not theinner part of the
eyes " am Shafi'i on the other hand disagreed with respect to the mouth and
nostrilsin the major bath saying that these are itssunan due to the wordsof the
Prophet God blesshim and give him peace!! who said [Ten things are part of
j «a. and he mentioned from among them the gargling and the rinsing of the

nos«ils[.' Additionally, the reason the gargling and rinsing the nostrilsare not

obiigato» n wudu, but are in the major bath isbecause in theverse concerning
u«

we are ordered to wash the face which excludes the nostrils and mout h.

b"ga«ry « wash the inner area of the foreskin that isusually removed

whencircumcised! provided it canbeopened or unwrappedwithout di%culty. If
thereisdifficulty, therequirement islifted.
pf ~

g 4~ !

Towash the inner part of the naveI isobligatory. Likewise, towash an op n 4
suchasaholeor slot! in thebodythat hasnot sealedisobligatory. Oneshouldbe

gentleandnot exert hardshipuponhimself.

~~

1J 'I~~

It is obligatory for a man to undo hisbraidsand wash the inside. And he isto do

thiseverytimeheundertakesamajor bath. Andevenif thewater reachestheroot
of hishair while it istied, it isnot valid; he must undo hisbraidsand allow water

Ioreach theroots. Thisisbecauseaman doesnot receiveadispensationbased»
beautification, although thewoman does.
Z~ tq a!~~ a!otg!~ ~

I
2

A l-M aida 6.

Recordedbyall the sound compilationsexcept Bukhari. [Al-Hiday~ "I.
Maraty al-Falah 63.
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provided the water

reaches the roots as is agreed upon, due to the hadith [Umrn Salama who asked

the Prophet, "Apostle of Allah, I am a woman who keeps her hair closely plated.
Should I undo it when I wash after sexual relations?" He replied, "It isenough for
you to throw three handfuls over it, then pour water all over your body and you

will be purified."' One of the reasons for thisasexperts have explained isdue to
hardship in undoing and redoing the hair that consumes a very long ti me.

|-gg-I pg ly~ > lp~~LJIo~ g~
It is obligatory to wash the skin underneath the beard, moustache, eyebrows, as
well as the immediate inner part of the outer lips of the vagina, not the internal
area.

Twel ve thingsaresunna in the mja or bath and they are;
W lg ~

l ~lJ- g 'I

It is sunna to start by uttering, " In the name of God, Most M erciful, M ost

Compassionate [taseij ye]," and to make one's intention. Note: j ust as a person is
rewarded for having an intention in wudu, the saine applies to bathing. With
respect to the tasmiyya, the Prophet said, "Every important matter that is not
commenced with the name of God, is devoid of divine blessing," and the tasmiyya
should coincide with the intention, so that the tasmiyya is on the tongue and the
i n ten t i o n is i n t h e h ear t .

gl Ql~~ l ~

+ ~1'Q !!>

One is to commence the actions with the washing of the hands to the wrists.
Therefore, the tasrnij rya and intention are to be observed with the washing of the
wrists. A'ishah God be pleased with her!! reported that If the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! performed the major bath from j anaba, he began
with washing his hands!!.

It is sunna to wash away any impuri ty if it is isolated on the body. The sunna is to
w ash i t o f f b ef o r e i t d r i es so t h at o n e f eels co n ten t th at i t h as b een r em ov ed .

A bu D awud 25 1.

Ibn Maj ah 1894.
M uslim 3 16.
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To wash the sexual organs is sunna even if there is no noticeable impurity; this is
so that one feels content that water has reached the section of the body that
connects with the private part when one is standing and disconnects when one is
seated.'

~ If ~|

~ ~ 1~

o~

~~ + Q~ ~

It is sunna to perform ablution, such as the ablution one makes for prayer,
washing the parts of ablution three times including the wiping of the head. Ibn
Abbas Allah be pleased with him!! reported on the authority of Maimuna, his
mothers sister, that she said [I placed water near the Messenger of Allah so that
he could take a bath froin sexual intercourse, in which he washed his hands twice

or three times and then put his hand in the basin and poured water over his
private parts and washed them with his left hand. He then struck his hand against
the earth and rubbed it and then performed wudu upon which he washed his

whole body after which he moved aside fromthat placeand washed hisfeet!.'

One is to delay the washing of his feet if he is bathing in a place where the water
gathers and rises, for this is what the Prophet did God bless hun and grant him
peace!!.

1~ l ~ ~ ~~

~ L gl y~ l g~ l ~ ~
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After this, it is sunna to pour water on the entire body three times, or one may
submerge himself in runni ng water or anything else of similar legal status such as
a large quantity of water. If one remains in such water for a short duration, then
he has fulf illed th e su nna.

lA~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ +Ill ~ j
One is to begin the process of washing by pouring water over the head, followed
by the right shoulder, then the left shoulder.
~

f la pe~

M W~

It is sunna to rub the body with the water [dalkj and to wash successively without
pausing between the actions.

' Maraky al-Falah65.
' M uslim 3 l i .
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The Et ueltes And Disliked Acti ons

Ghusl

- p i~ ~ + Ul ~P ~QW IJ - 5~15}.~ gl~l>l>

Theetiquettesof themajor batharethesameasthat of wudu. Theexception.

that in theamjor bath, oneisnot to facethe qiblabecauseone isnaked ah o~t

always. It isrecommended that a person undertake the major bathin a place

wherenoonecanseehim.TheProphet Godblesshimandgrant himpeace!!

said [GodisEver LivingandEver Concealedfromtheeyesof thepeople, andH
likes those who acquire the qualities of modesty and concealment; sp wl en

anyoneof youwantstobath, let himobservesecrecyj.' Marakyal-Falahexplains
that whenaman lsbathingdong ldeother menanddoesnot find thechanceto
observe secrecy, then he isto choose a place that isthe least exposed. Thisalsp

applies to a woman who bathes alongside other women. The sin isupon
onlooker if anpther person hasuncovered hisprivate part to bath.
i~ p l J o/ L ~ eg g

And that which isdisliked in ablution is disliked in the major bath with the
exceptionthat it isdislikedtospeak, evenif it issupplication, becauseIheprivate
parts are exposed.

i p&lp<a~ lJ~ glJ ~
When Ghusl I s Sunna And & cornrnenckcI
Ig~

gl

Occasions When Ghusl Is Sunna

~l "li ~3 J~ gl~
It issunna toperformthemaj or bathforfour occasion
l .~

I- Friday prayer because it isthe greatest of days. The Prophet Q+ bl
and grant him peace!! said [The greatest of daysisFriday] ~
l g~

~

2- The Eid prayers. The Prophet God blesshimandgrant him
perform the major bath on the day of Fitr, Adha and Arafah'

' Abu Dawud.
Ahmad 33/ 430.

Ibn Majah 13 I6.

!!
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3- It is sunna for the ihram, which is the state of sanctification that one enters for

haj and umrah asthe Prophet performed God blesshimand give himpeace!!.'

Jlpgl~ ~~ J p~ g
4. it is sunna for the one performing hajj to bath at Anf ah aj htr tits sea patssr the
meridian i.e. when the dhuhr time enters!. This is specific for the one performing
haj , not others.
~gal l J~ 5j
The Occasi ons 8 %en I t Is Recommended

l ' ~ ~ j J~ Mj
It isrecommended toperf orm the ma
j or bath on sixteen occasions;

i~ U ~ i+
1- The maj or bath is recommended for a person accepting Islam while free from

major ritual impurity panaba!, such as menstrual periods and postnatal bleeding.
The reason the major bath is recommended in this case is to ensure they are free

of any tracesof that which may havebeen previously.'
I + Lr
2- It is recommended for one who matures by age; and according to the adopted
view in the Hanafi M adhhab, the maximum age is fifteen years for both sexes.

Therefore, one who has not yet experienced a nocturnal dream or a girl who has
not yet received a menstrual period is regarded mature at the age of fifteen. See

the previouschapter: Conditions That Obligate 8 udu.

3- It is recommended for a person who recovers from insanity and fainting.

~ gim
el !!~ >
4- It is recominended after hji amah, commonly termed cupping. T he basis is the
Prophets hadith on the matter God bless him and give hiin peace!!. Note:
hji amah is when tiny cuts are made to the skin after which blood flows.

' At-Tirmidhi, the Book of Haj 830.
' Maraky al-Falah 68.
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5- After washing a dead body. Note: The scholars disagreed on this point and
point four, but in order to remove oneself from the differences of the scholars, one

is r ecommended to perform ghusl in these circumstances. The Prophet God bless
him and give hi mpeace!! would perform the maj or bath from four things:j anaba
sexual impurity!, the Friday prayer, hji amah cupping! and from washing a
d eceased .'

>.I~ i l J J g

6- On the night of Batuek Pmmunig!. This night occurs in the middle of the
m on t h of Sh a' b an .

p l~ lj ] g~ l gag

7- It is recommended on the night of Qadr Power! if one witnesses it or realises it
through the knowledge transmitted. From its signs are that it is bright, neither hot
or cold and at the break of dawn, the sun rises without rays. It occurs on an odd

day in the last ten days of Ramadan from the 21" to the 29'". Thisbeing the case,
it is desirable to spend the last ten nights of Ramadan in worship as the Prophet
did until he passed God bless him and grant him peace!!.

LeQ l I;~ i' w Jp' xy
8- Upon entering the Madina of the Holy Prophet, it is recommended to bath due
to the high status it has been given, and due to arriving in the Prophet's presence
God bless him and grant hi mpeace!!.

l f~ olJSEAl>~
9- It is recommended for the standing in Muzdamah at dawn time on the day of
Sacrifice which is the 10'" of Dhul Hij ah!
o>Lgl ml+ M J~ i ~ g

10- When entering MakhLh for Tazeaf at-Ziyunah a pillar of haj !, it is
recommended to perform the maj or bath. This also applies for tawaf in general,

for the reason that a person should perform the tawaf with completepurity.'
I -~ ~ .l~l .~ l ~ ~ >~

l! ~ ~ '~ >

11/ 12- For the prayer of a solar and lunar eclipse, it is a desirable and
recommended practice.
~La - lp

13- When seeh ag rain. This is essentially seeking forgiveness from Allah, and the
prayer or request is to be performed in utmost purity.
' Abu Dawud 348.
Maraky al-Falah 69.
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14/ 15/ 16- It is recommended for the prayer arising from fear, overwhelming
darkness in the day or due to the presence of strong wind, whether it occurs at
iiight or in the day becauseAllah has ruined nations such as the nation of Ad with
destructive wind. It is also recommended when one has repented from his sins
a« when returning from travel. It is also recommended to perform the major

» th when onehasbeen struck with filth [najasa] and its location or spot ishidden,
in which case one it is recornrnended to wash his entire body and clothes as a

precaution.'

~4~t~t
~ t ~

+

Iw l

» ically, tayammum means purposeand intention." According to the scholars of
jurisprudence, tayanimum is the wiping of thef ace and hands on soil which is pure.

» yammum is something specifically for Islam that was not introduced in any
previous laws before it. The proof for its legality is Allah's saying [And if youj ind
no water, then ta14'f oryourselvn ckan sand or earth and rub therewithyourf aces and hands.

allah does not wish toplaceyou in dig cuky].2This proof indicates the ease of the
« iigion; for previous to this in the earlier religions prior to Islam, one's
« sponsibility entailed many instances of hardship that could not be tolerated
except one whose intent was resolved in achieving its target. However, with the

advent of Islam came teachings that would not disconnect the servant f romhis
and leave in him disconnected from the Lord of mankind. Allah says [On no soul

« esGod placeaburden greater than it can bear].' Elsewhere, Hesays[Our Lord!
« y not on usaburden greater than wehavethestrength to bear].'
Indeed, the act of prayer, touching the Quran, tawaf and similar examples are
acts of worship that cannot be valid without wudu. However, the Sacred Law

allowed tayammum as a substitute for water during its absence or when one is
unable to use the water. T his was done so that the servant would not be barred

«omundertaking in theactsof worship or receivingitsbenefit and reward.'

Maraky al-Falah 69.

2Al-Maida 7.
Quran 2:286.
5

Quran 2:286. INur al-Idah 44.

Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 114.
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5 jeer
Condi tions That Vali date Ta ammum

i ~g hp~ ~ l ~
Therearenght conditionsthat one mustfulP I;

~ ~ L + oa ~~ ~ :~ gp/ m
i ll + ~ l ~ ~ ~ yMl : dphil
I- The first condition that validates tayammum is the intention; and its reality is
to have a firm resolve in the heart upon the action. The time for the iatention is
when one places his hands upon the substance he intends to make tayiammum
with. Note: the reason the intention is conditional in tayammum as opposed to
wudu is because the essence of the soil is physically unclean and is not deemed a
purifier for other things except it times of necessity. Therefore, if one wipes his
face with sand for example, he will not distinguish whether it is unclean or
purifying except by his intention. In other words, the soil does not act as a purifier
except with an intention. I t is therefore conditional for the performance of
tayammum. In relation to wudu, it is valid without an intention because the

essence of the water is pure; and is purifying for other things. It was created as a
purifier, though this is not the case with soil.' Note: the stipulation of an intention
is agreed upon according to all four jurists except Zufar the student of Abu
Hanifa. Zufar held that it is not obligatory because it is a substitute for wudu and
should not contrad ict its attr ib utes.

w~ Q+ l~~ lg '5l 'Yl : ii'g Wl ~

3ey~ y

- T here are thr ee con di tion s that validate th e inten ti on:

a! that one be Muslim. Tayammum isnot applicable to non-believers.
b! that one possess the ability to differentiate and discriminate so that he
comprehendswhat he says. Thiscondition entails one's sanity.
c! that one have knowledge of what he intends.

.I 'li ~ ~I <.'~
T

I ff

i

i

~ I~ ~

/ y

~

Jo~ g
!

conditional tosatisP oneof threethings;

I! that one intends purification from his unclean state. T his means that to intend
purification alone suffices for prayer, since purity is legally the key to prayer and
it is a condition that validates prayer. And even if one is in a state of janaba
major ritual impurity!, intending purification alone suffices.

' Marakyal-Falah71 Nur al-Idah44.
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i~ I l L- l gt
II! that one intend the tayammum! to make prayer permissible for him
Meaning, if a person intends tayammum to make prayer lawful, it is a valid
intention for prayer because its permissibil ity lifts the status of impurity.

i~+ i ga ~ 5 i~~

i~Le~ pt

Dg that one intend the tayammum to perform! a speci6c act of worship, an act
which requires purity. For example, the recital prostration requires one to be in a
state of purity in order to perform it; this means that if a person intends
tayammum so he can carry out the prostration of recital, then this is a valid intent
for prayer because purity is achieved by intending that act. Another example is

that of a person who says, "I intend tayammumf or the pray@of j anaza" and it is
known that the prayer of j anaza is an act that one must be pure for. Therefore, by
intending the prayer of j anaza in one's tayammum, one may also offer prayer with
this intent. Thus, if a person intends in their tayammum a specific act which
requires purity, then one is also permit t ed to pray with that intention.

!ydi pl alp ~Ip y1Jail ~ lg~ Ii! w~ '5li
A person cannot pray if he onto' intends tayanunum. Purity must be factored in the
intention in some form, as shown in the above valid intentions for prayer. And

neither can a person pray if he intends the recitation of $!ur~m, yet he is not in a
state of maj or impurity j anaba!. Meaning, this person is in a state of minor
impurity and intends tayammum for the recitation of Quran, not to touch it. In
his case he is already permitted to recite the Quran. Another reason is that mere
recitation of Quran in his case does not place one in legal purity.
Note: if one is in a state of sexual impurity [j anaba] and intends tayammum for the
recitation of Quran, then it is a valid intention since recitation is part of prayer
and one of its pillars!. Though if one intends tayammum to touch the Quran, or
enter a mosque, then he cannot offer prayer with either of these intentions

becausethey are not from the pillars of prayer. Likewise, intending tayammum to
visit a cemetery or to offer the adhan and iqama are not valid according to the
maj ority of Hanafi scholars. Moreover, Abu Yusuf held that if one intends
tayammum for the purpose of entering Islam, it serves as a valid intent for prayer
given that it is the peak of attaining nearness to God. However, Abu Hanifa and
Muhammad maintain that it is not valid and this is the soundest view. Also, if one

intends tayammum for the prostration of gratitude [saj da ash-Shukr], there are

varying views on the issue.'

' Maraky al-Falah 72.
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For the purpose of clarity, the Hanafisstipulate three conditionsin order for the
intention of tayammum for prayer to be valid. One must intend one of three
things: the erst is to intend purification from one's impure state. In this
stipulation, one does not have to specify his condition, whether it be major or
minor impurity, for intending purification alone is sufficient. The second is to
intend prayer to be lawful for oneself or to lift one's impurity. The third is to

intend a specific act of worship that requirespurification an act that cannot be
valid unlessone ispure! such asprayer, theprostrationof recitation or the funeral
prayer. If one merely intends tayammum without consideration of one of the
above, then prayer is not valid with such an intention. Furthermore, Imam Shafi'i

held that one isrequired to intend tayammumto perform the obligation and that
without an intention offering the obligation, it isnot valid. According to thisview,
if one intends in his tayammum, a nonobligatory prayer or an optional prayer, it
does not validate the obligatory one. If one intends the obligatory prayer, then it
serves as a valid intention for the optional one. However, in performing
tayammum for an obligatory prayer, one must intend its being obligatory; though

not need specify whether, for example, it isthe noon prayer of the mid-afternoon
prayer.'

i

AJ-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 116 !Reliance of the T raveller 90.
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2- The second condition that permits tayammum is: one must have a valid reason
such as bemg separated from water the distance of a mile,' even though one is in
the city. If one is at a distance that is less than a mil e, he must go for water. This
stipulation holds that there be a valid reason such as the absence of water.

However, this absence is split into two types; the first is the real absence and the
second type is the legal absence. The real absence is defined as the actual water not

being available or found by the impure person, due to being separated from it the
distance of a mile. According to the Hanafis, one is to seek water if it is near-by or

there are people present who may be asked or one has a predominant view it is
present in a locality based on evidence such as birds or a fruit tree. If this is not

the case, one is not required to seek it. What is considered in this case is one's
predominant belief. The &gal absence is defined as follows; the water is available,

though one has no ability to use it becausehe may contract an illness by using the
water or that one's illness will become aggravated or delayed. Another reason is
fear from a predator or another human or fear for one's possessions or trusts. In
addition is the absence of an instrument by which to extract water f r oma well or
another source; or fear of thirst or death upon oneself, companions or beast and
so fo r t h .'

cl- lp~ gpm~~ g~ glgl~ l ~
FQp!j ~ gt 4gLP o~ ~g ~ ~ / EJ1JAAjg
Other reasons include; contracting an illness fearing that it will aggravate one's
condition or delay the recovery ti me, or cause fever and diarrhea; or it is so cold
that one fearsharm to life or limb or that hewill become seriously ill from the use
of the water, or one fears an enemy which he may encounter in the search of
water. A person may fear for himself, goods, or trusts that he has in his
possession.

LQcewise, the fear of thirst or needing the water to make dough, for baking bread
is a valid reason. This may be due to a necessity of not having food, in which case
one may use the water for the dough and perform tayammum, though one cannot

use this water for soup because there is no necessity for it. And the absence of an
I

>eing separated from water means to be separated from a quantity of water that is suflicient
« r wudu; and in relation to the distance of a mile, Maraky al-Falah 72 states that one mile
equates to 4000 arm lengths [dhira'}, which is equivalent to 1866 metres. Other Hanafi sources
maintain that it is equivalent to the distance of 1848 metres [Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-

Saikini 117!, while the international established measure nowadays is 1852 metres. However, it
all likelihood that this mile is in reference to a nautical mil e which is a unit of length,

because the normal statute! mil e equates to 1609 rnetres and the Hanafi sources have not
mentioned this figure. A nautical mile was developed from the geographical mile.
corresponds approximately to one minute of latitude along any meridian. It is a non-SI unit
especially used by navigators in the shipping and aviation sector.
2
Ai-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 117-118.
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instrument to extract water such as a rope or bucket is deemed a valid reason for

making tayammum. Additionally, if one fears he will miss the Funeral or Eid
prayer, then he isto make tayanuaum. And even if one begins the Funeral or Eid
prayer! with the imam and then inadvertently breaks wudu, he is permitted to
renew tayammum and complete the same prayer. Ibn Abbas God be pleased
with him!! reported [If the funeral prayer came suddenly and you feared you

would miss it, pray it with tayammumj.' The reason tayammum ispermitted for
these prayersbased on the fear of missi ng them is because if they are missed, they
cannot be made up later.
g lj ~

1~ + ~ ~ ~ l ~

It is not a valid reason if one fears he will missthe Friday prayer or the time of an
obligatory prayer because the Friday prayer has a substitute, namely the dhuhr
prayer and the obligatory prayer can be made up as qad'a.

~ ills~ lg~ l'YP glp~ lg~lgl5~ gQI~ ~ ~ IJa ~ tg+ gl :~ Lit
3- The third condition requires that it be from a pure earth substance, such as
soil, stone and sand as well as gypsum, limestone, kohl, clay and arsenic

according to the Abu Hanifa and Muhammad, while Abu Yusuf maintained that
it is not permitted except with earth and sand. A person cannot perform
tayammum with wood, silver or gold as well as metal. Vital note: everything that
turns to ashes upon burning and everything that is made in fire cannot be used
for tayammum and anything else is permitted.' Al-Shafi'i held that it is only
permissible with earth in which things can grow, and this has also been narrated
from Abu Yusuf due to the words of the exalted [T hen take for yourselves clean

earth and performtayammum with it!,' that is, soil used for sowing which is the
view held by Ibn Abbas.

~ l Jai l ~ l - I: vga
4- The fourth stipulation is to completely wipe the parts required, which is the
face and the hands up to the elbows. One must therefore remove his ring,
interlace or rub between his fingers and wipe the entire skin of his face including

the hair according to the correct view. Another view holds that the majority of the
face issufficient aswell as the hands.' The Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said [Tayammum is two strikes, a strike for the face and a strike for the
arms to his elbows!.' This is also what the Prophet observed, because he was
asked about the method of wiping; [So he struck the ground with his palms, then
raised them to hisface, after which he struck the ground again and then wiped his
arms, the inner part and outer part until he touched hiselbowswith his hands!.
Ibn Ady Al-Kamil 7/ 182.
Maraky al-Falah 75.
Quran 4:43.
M araky al-Falah 75.
H akim Al-Mustadrak 1/ 287.

Ad-Darqutani in hisSunan vol.1, 179.
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5- The fifth condition requiresone to wipe with the entire hand or the majority of
it. It is not valid if a person wipes with only two fingers even if he does so
repeatedly until the required area is covered. However, in wudu a person may
wipe hishead with two fingers until he covers the required area, and this suffices.

~ 1+ 1~LaI ~ ~ l p~ p~~ <~ ly gl ed g gy ~
I~

~
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6- T he six th con di tion is that it m u st b e wi th two str i kes w ith th e inside of th e

pabns over the soil, even if the two strikesare from the same place. An alternative
solution to the two strikes is the wiping of the soil or earth! already present on
one's body, provided one intends tayammum when doing this. This situation
could arise by means of a dust storm where one is covered in sand. If this
occurred and one wiped the sand on his face and arms with the intention of
tayammum, it is valid.

~~ gt ~ li gi ~

~ ~l' LgUaiul:pLJl

7- The seventh condition stipulates that the things that are incompatible with
tayammum must discontinue before proceeding such as menstrual periods,
postnatal bleeding or minor impurity.

+ I~ L 'lgj : A LII
8- T he eighth condition that validates tayarnmum is to remove obstacles that

prevent the wiping of the skin, such as wax or fatty grease, because if one wipes
with these things present on the body, then he will in actual fact be wiping the
wax o r fat and n ot the ski n .

~p 3~3~ 3~ ~~
The Reason F or T

ammum A nd The Condi ti ons That R ender I t Obl ato

The reason for tayarnmum and the conditions that make it obligatory are the
same as wudu; namely, one cannot be legal for acts of worship unless he is pure.
Its conditionsare sanity, maturity, I sl am, being in a state of minor impurity, and
so for th .
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~ i i lSql
I ts Pi llars
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There are two pillars of tayazmnum; they are to wipe the arms with the elbows!
and the wiping of the face. If a person neglectsone of these, then his tayammum
is invalid .

l~

Thesmnan of Ayammumareseven;
p l~ Q~t J ~

l

T
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perform the actions in chronological order; namely, to wipe the face before the
hands to the elbows!.
ol lg lg

To perform the actions of tayaaimum successively without pausing between them.
The Prophet God bless hi mand give him peace!! was asked about the process of
wiping, and it is reported that [He struck the ground with his pal ms, then raised
them to his face, after which he struck the ground again and then wiped his arms,
the inner part and outer part until he touched his elbows with his handsj.'

~ l J ~ L, : ~ ~ l Qb-!! p~ l lg~ y~

yLPgl >Q~I Jl J ~ g~ ~~ IJLi~
l

When a person places his hands upon the earth, it is sunna to rub them forward
and backwiud in the soil, after which he is to shake off his hands. I n addition to

this, the fingers are to be open and spread from one another, not clenched when
striking the ground. The reason is to allow the earth to get in between the fingers
to ensure optimum cleaning. Note: the procedure of shaking the hands is by
hitting them together, and this is done by keeping the hands horizontal bumping
only the index fingers.
Abu Yusuf asked Abu Hanifa about how to perform tayammum and Abu H anifa

clarified this by leaning over to clean earth and rubbing his hands in it forward
and backward, after which he raised his hands and shook them and wiped his
face. He then he repeated what he did with his hands by striking the ground a
second time and rubbing them forward and backward. T hen he raised them,

shook them off and wiped each arm with the opposite hand including the inner

area of the arm up to the elbows.' The procedure of tayammum regarding the
arms is as follows: after one has struck the ground with his hands a second time,
Darqutani in hisSunan 1/ 179.
Maraky al-Falah 77.
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he is to wipe the outward part of his right arm with the inside of his four fingers of
his left hand i.e. kP handf or right ann! from the tips of his fingers up to the elbow.
He is then to use his left palm without the fingers and wipe the inner part of his
right arm from dieelbow! up to the wrists. He is then to pass the inner part of his
left thumb over the outward part of his right thumb. He is then to repeat this
act ion for his left ar m.'

i ~ t;
When To D chz Ta ammum

~ / Izp~ + .Il l ~ ~ g
It is recommended to delay tayanimum when one expects according to his
predominant view that! he will attain water before the end of the prayer time.
T here is narration from Abu H anifa and A bu Yusuf that in this situation, one is
required to delay tayammum.

«LadlmL' Qy «lLLmp h~ L31~ p
If one has been promised water, it waj ib to delay tayammum, even if one fears
that he wQI miss the prayer from its time. This is agreed upon in the Madhhab,
provided the water is available and close by. If however, the water is not present
with the person who promised it, or it is one mile away or more, then delaying
tayammum is not required.

.~ I ~

I ~~ Ipl ~pJl mpll ~ Lli ~ q

Provided there is no fear of missing the prayer from its time, it is necessary to
delay the prayer when a person has been promised clothes to cover his nakedness
or a water skin or rope to withdraw water. Though if one fears he will miss the
prayer, then he is to perform tayammum and pray, whereas the two companions
said even if he fears he will miss the prayer, he must still wait, j ust like the one

who has been promised water is to delay.'
«Ql ~

~ 3~
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It is uej ib to seek water the distance of 400 steps if one believes it is near ' ,
provided it is safe to do so. If not, then he need not search. Note: if one believes
water is close by based on evidence such as the presence of a bird, fruit or
information received, then he is required to seek water the distance of 300 400

steps in the direction he believes the water to be; and it is not permitted for him to
perf orm tayammum unless he has searched for water. If on the other hand he
does not believe water is near-by, then he is under no obligation.s

' Al-Fiqh al-lslarny, Ibrahirn asSalkini l22 Al-Badai' vol.l , 46.
M araky al-Falah 77.
Al-Hidaya 50
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One is required to request water from an accompanying person or one of his
compani ons if they have it!, provided that one is in a place where people are not
stingy or miserly with the water.' And if one is not given water unlessit is paid for
at the average price, then one must pay if he has extra money leftover from what
is needed for his basic requirements. If however the water is being sold at an
unreasonable price, then it is not compulsory to purchase the water. Hence, these
are the three conditions that require the purchase of the water; i.e. that one is in a
place where people are not stingy with water this is to indicate that the water will
generally be given in such a place!, the price is standard, and one has the means
to purchase it apart from what he needs for his basic requirements. A person is

not required to purchase the water if it is selling at a high price or at the average
price, though one does not have the means to purchase it, or one needs the funds
for hisbasic requirements.'
L i '54 d l
P m er With Ta a mmum

P lg lg~ lg l ~ iL' L ~ lgl ~ l 4 a
One may oKer as many obligatory and voluntary prayers he desires with only one
tayammum, though it is superior to repeat tayammum in order to remove oneself
from the view of the Shafi'i Madhhab. Imam Shafi'i held that he is to perform

tayammum afresh! for every obligatory prayer. The Hanaft view is that he is in a
state of purification as long as water is unavailable, which means he can perform
his obligation as long as its condition is valid. T herefore, tayammum acts like
wudu in that one is deemed pure until it is broken.

gl + ~ JAj ~ y
It isvalid to perform tayammum before the entry of the prayer time, just like it is
valid to offer as many obligatory and optional prayers one likes, because
tayammum is purification that is legally acknowledged provided the water is

unavailable. Therefore, tayamrnum acts in its place as long as this condition is
present.'
' IEone isin to a placewhere people are miserly with the water or they will not give water under
any circumstances, then one is to make tayammum and pray. What is meant here is that one is
convinced he will be refused or denied, in which case one is to perform tayammum and pray. If
one of his companions has water, he is to ask him prior to performing tayammum. I f one
performs tayammum before making a request or demand for water, it is valid according to Abu
Hanifa because it is not binding upon him to make such a demand on another person's
property. The two disciples maintain that he does not acquire the reward because water is
usually given. Al-Hidaya 5 I j.
Maraky al-Falah 78.
Al-Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 120.
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If the majority or half of the body is injured, one is permitted to perform
tay;unmum. The limbs which are assessed in this case are those used in wudu.
Therefore, if half of these limbs or the majority is hurt, tayammum is permitted.

For example: if the head, face and arms are injured and yet there isno injury with
the feet, one ispermitted to observe tayammum.

o~ I >Z >>
l
If the majority of the body is sound, then one is to wash the unharmed area and
wipe the injured part.

~ lg~

l~ ~ g~

One cannot combine the use of water and tayammum together; for example, a
person cannot use water for half his arm, and perform tayamnium for the pther
half. If one doesnot have enough water to complete washing, then he is tp pbserve
tayammum.

Moreover, if one forgets water during his journey, performs tayarnmum and

prays, but later remembers that he has water, he is not to repeat the praye
according to Abu Hanifa and Muhammad, while Abu Yusuf held that he is to

repeat it. The di sagreement pertainsto the situation of where he placed the water.
Did he place it in a particular place or did someone do so at his command and
remembering at the t" e of prayer or thereafter is the same. Note: there are three
scenarios here: a! he placed it himself and did not look for it, b! his slave pr
servant did it for him, but he did not know, and c! he did so himself, but forgot. In
the first case, his prayer is not valid on the basis of consensus [ji ma]. The other
twp cases are discussed here. Abu Yusuf argues that he is a "seeker of water" and

on ajourney a traveller isusually prepared with respect to water and looking for it

isrequired of him. Abu Hanifa and Muhammad hold that there isnp such ability
withput knowledge, and the water on a journey is readied for drinking and not for
other use.'

~

O'LQl ~il l J~

l ~ I~

l + ogM lg ~~ p l ~ l' ~

~

The factors that nullify tayammum are the same as wudu. It is also annulled

when one hasthe ability to use a sufBcient amount of water to wash the required
parts at least once. The meaning of 'having the ability to use64 water' is to have a
quantity of water sufficient for wudu, even if one has only enough to wash each
limb once. Having theabilitylo usethewater also meansone's excuse of permitting
tayammum is no longer present, such as the enemy retreating or one's sickness
has been alleviated or it is no longer cold or one has found an instrument by
which to extract water, in which case tayammum is void.
' Al-Hidaya 50.
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There are also other aspects tp consider in relation to the nullification pf
tayammum. ThePrst case is that the person in the state pf tayammum sees watei
prior to offering the prayer, in which case the tayammum becomes void. Thesecond
case relates Io one who sees water during prayer, in which case the Hanafis hold
that the sighting of water during prayer invalidates it given that purification has
ended. Shafi'i holds that the tayammum does not become invalid after one has

entered the prayer because the prayer has been called for and entered and

because Allah states [Do not terminate your deedsj.' Thethird casepertains tp pne
who sees water after the completion of prayer. If one sees water after the time fpr
the prayer has ended, then one is not to repeat his prayer, and there is np

disagreement concerning this. Though if one sees it prior to the end of the prayer
time, then one is not to repeat his prayer according to the maj ority of j urists with

theexception of the Maliki Madhhab.'

Jl~~ & l g~
The R idi

i lSI~I~ ~ I~

The Wounded Wi th N o H ands Or F eet

The one who has no hands and no feet and seer s from a wound upon his face is

permitted to pray without purification and does not need to repeat prayer and
this is the soundest view!. Furthermore, Ibn Abidin states: T he restricted pr

limited person who does not possess the two purificatory elements [at-Tahufainj.
namely, water or clean earth in that they are constrained to an unclean place and
unable to extract clean earth; or it may be that one's illness prevents one fi pm
seeking water or clean earth, then prayer is delayed according to Abu Hanifa

whilethetwo companionsheld that oneisto resembleand imitatethosethat pray
and that this is maj ib. So one is to bow and prostrate facing the qibla without
reciting Quran regardless if one is a state of minor or sexual impurity; this is

provided one finds a dry area. If not, then one may offer the prayer thrpugh
indication i.e. nodding! while standing. However, this resemblance does not

remove the obligation of offering the obligatory prayer and the prayer must be
repeated when one acquires water or clean earth. This case is similar to that of a

fasting person. For example, when a woman with menses becomes clean during
the day in Ramadan; she is required to abstain from eating the remainder pf the

day resembling those who fast and make up the day later. The legal ruling on the
matter has been issued in accordance with this view, and Abu Hanifa later

reversed his decision in accordance with this view regarding imitation!.

Likewise, theonewith no handsor feet and with an injury upon thefaceistopray
without purification and is not to perform tayammum and is not to repeat the
prayer. If one has no inj ury upon his face, then he is to wipe it in clean earth if he

M uham m ad 33.

Al-Fiqh al-l slamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 123.
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cannot wash it. Therefore, this ruling differs to the ruling above; in that one who
is unable to find the two purificatory elements that is, water or clean earth! due to
an illness is required to delay it or resemble those who pray as mentioned
previously and make up the prayer later."'
1~1t~t 1~1

5 'i i

T heF oo ear Eh u ai n

The wiping of the footgear' has been established by the Prophet's sayings and
actions God bless him and grant him peace!!. Scholars have mentioned that it
was sanctioned in the 9 year of Hij ra and there has been a vast deal of narrations

on the matter. From these narrations is what Ibn Khuzayma and Ibn Habban
relate; that the Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!! permitted those
travelling to wipe for three days and three nights, and for the non-traveller - one
day and one night, provided one purified himself and then wore the khuf.
Likewise, it is related from Hassan al-Basri that he said, "I was told by seventy
Companions that the prophet wiped his khuf , and it is du heart of thesunna, and that tlie
greatest in merit are the two 'Amray l ', and that onemust! love bb Ehalanan and that i t is
permi ssibk to wipe the khuf ." The 'Amrayn' are Abu Bakr and Urnar may Allah be
pleased with them!. And the Khatanan are Al-Hasan and al-Husain, the sons of
Ali Ibn Abi Talib may Allah be pleased with them!. Abu Hanifa said that
because this news of wiping the footgear has reached us by way of tawatur
uninterrupted transmission in large numbers!, then he fears that one who denies
its permissibility has committed disbelief.s

I bn A bidin.

The footgear typically worn by Muslims are ankle-high leather socks that are worn inside
the shoes. Muslims are permitted to wipe the footgear instead of washing the I'eet for

wudu. Additionally, the term khtigainisthe dual of khgg
f.
Ai-l khtiyar.
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It is valid for both men and woman to wipe the kkuf footgear! to obtain

cleanlinessfrom the state of minor impurity,' even if the wiping ison something
thick other than leather and it is the same if the sole is made of leather or not

~ Ijl~ 3g~
Condi tt'ons That Permi t The Wi i

by~ i a

Seven condi'tionsarerequiredtovalidatethewiping:

+~ + ~ 4d~ + wl Iil i~ plJ'P JJ gy~ pl ~ ~ ~

:Jpgl

>- The first requires that they be worn after washing the feet. It ispermissible to
wear the Nba even before completing wudu, provided the person completes the
wudu before the occurrence of anything that invalidates it. For example, if a
person begins wudu by washing his feet, wears the khuf, and then breaks wind
before the completion of wudu, the wtping of the khuf isruined and one must redo the process.
: ~lj lp

2- They must cover the feet up tp and including! the ankles.
l auL ~QLSvol . M L3ly

3- Onemust be able to continuously walk in them. It isnot permissible for one to
wipe on footgear that have been made from glass, wood or steel.

I
One isnot permitted to wipe hisfootgear to acquire cleanlinessfrommajor impurity.
2

Maraky al-Falah states several examples of things other than leather such asJukh a thick
cloth! and Kirbaas which is a thick type of couon!. The definition of Kirbaas is derived from the
dictionary ol'Legal terms Masbah a]-Munir 273!. In any case, these feet coveringsmust hold t~
the feet without beinStied and they must not absorb water to the skinaccording to Muhammad
and Abu Yusuf. This is also the saying of Abu Hanifa and the fatwa issued is in accordance
with this view.
3

It must be possible to continuously walk In khufs for a distant of one farsakh which is three
miles and more! according to the Hanafls. Given this, it is not permissible to wipe on footgear
that wi" tear with walking and neither on footgear that is not possible to walk in due to its
weight, such asfootgear made frommetal and so forth. tIbn Abidin I/ 139!.
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Ml p~1~ 1~ p~ 1~~ ~~ g~ ~ ~ g ~ : pl Jlp
4 The fourth condition requires that cud> khuf be free from a tear the size
equivalent to three of the smallest toes. If it is less, it is permitted. Imam Zufar
and Shafi'i said that it is not permitted even if the tear is less than this measure,
because the obligation of washing the area exposed makes the washing of the rest
obligatory. The basis of the Hanafi school is that the footgear [khuff ai n! is usually

not free from minor tears and the people will face hardship in taking them off.
Note: if for example the tears on one khuf are spread out, then it is of no harm if
the sum total of these tear s is k ss than t he measure described above; and if ther e

are multiple tears from both khuf s, then they are not to be combined; that is, each
khuf is j udged on its own. T his means that if there are tears on both khufs which
do not prevent the wiping, though if combined would equal the prohibited

measure; it does not prevent the validity of thewiping and thewiping islegal.'
~

pl + ~ l

I : ~ & lg

5- They must hold to the feet without being tied.

~

l Ql ~il l J~ ~~

: ~ >LJlg

6- They must prevent water from reaching the skin. Note: they must prevent the
amount of water present on the hand at the time of wiping. They are not
waterproof, but they must prevent this amount from reaching the skin.

u l' <zp al<~l ' 1~ <1 1~~ >~ <JAji <~ ~ ~ ai :<LJl>
3~ ~ pJAjl ~

jJQpjy ~

7- For wiping to be valid, the front part of the foot must be physically present, the
length being equivalent to three of the smallest fingers of the hand.' And if one is

missing the front part of his foot, he cannot wipe his khuf even if the heel is
present, because the compulsory place to wipe is absent. It is therefore
compulsory to wash the foot instead. Mere presence of the heel is not sufficient for
the wiping to be valid.

' Radd al-Muhtar I/ 460.
This means that the length is to be equal to width of three of the smallest fingers. lf » t, the>
it is not permissible.
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I eM
A nd When I t Be ns

' I ~ ~ ~M I ~ y~ ~XIslyly~ LL!41~>VyMlgilJp4~ + I ~ g
A resident non~ veiler! is permitted to wipe his footgear for one day and one
night i.e. 24 hours! whereas the traveller is permitted three days and three nights
i.e. 72 hours! and thisperiod beginswhen a person breaks hiswudu after wearing

the footgear.' Ali Allah be pleased with him! said that [The Messenger of Allah
God blesshim and grant him peace!! had appointed three days and three nights
as the period when a traveller is permitted to observe wiping, and one day and
one night asthe period for the non-travellerj.
~ l ~ g J> ~

>&l ow<1<w<a P ~Z < ~ ~ >>
1
If a resident begins to wipe and then travelsbefore completing his term, then he is
to complete the period permitted for a traveller, which is three days and three
nights.

M~I >~ 3>
l ~t~Q>l ~~ I J ~Mi<l i~~
i
If however, a traveller becomes a resident, and had already wiped for one day and
one night, then the wiping is nullified because he is now a resident, though if he
had not wiped for one day and one night, he isto complete thisterm.
yc
The Porti on Whi ch I s Obli at

l~ y
To Wi e A nd I ts Sunna

J ~JS!~ ~U'+ M~~Lel ~ l ~ t 4yt~'g ~w~ l~
It is obligatory to wipe the area equivalent to the three smallest fingers of the
hand over the top part of each foot. Note: if this area becomes wet even with a
cloth or by pouring water over the required area, then it is permissible. Though
the sunna isto use the hand. Additionally, the wiping of the footgear is to be done

once only over the top part of each khuf. It isnot valid to wipe beneath thekhuf ,
nor the back or side of it; and it isnot sunna to repeat thewiping.3
' For example; if a person makes wudu at 8:00 am and then wears his footgear, and then at
12:00 pm, he breakshiswudu. Hisduration thereforebeginsfrom 12:00 pm because it isat that
time in which he first broke his wudu.

For example; If one's duration of wiping his footgear begins at 10:00 am Monday, because
that is when he first broke his wudu; and then later tha night at around 8:00 pm, he becomesa

traveller, he ispermitted to keep wiping his footgear until Wednesday 10:00 am. Thisisa total
of seventy two hours.
Maraky al-Falah 82.
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It is sunna to begin the wiping from the toes of the feet up to the shin with spread
fingers. It has been narrated that the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! passed by a man who was performing wudu and he was washing his khuf,
the Prophet then took him by the hand and said, "Verily, my Lord ordered me to wiPe
li ke this," and the Prophet showed him from the front of the khuf toward the leg
once, and the Prophet spread between the fingers.'
1~

i~

.mi ~ ~i ~ i ~ ~

~

Therearef our things which annul wiPing;

~~ p l ~

~~ P

1- Wiping is nullified by all things which nullify wudu. This means that if one
breaks wind for example, then his wudu is void as well as the wiping over the
footgear. Therefore, he must make wudu again and wipe the footgear. However,
he is not required to take off the footgear and wash his feet.

~ l ~~K Ql p~ l Q l ~~~
2- The removal of the khan invalidates the wiping, not wudu. The same rule
applies even if the maj ority of the foot is revealed, because once the foot is
exposed, the minor impurity extends to the foot which now requires washing.
Moreover, the removal of the khuf on one foot requires the removal of the other
and the washing of both.

I S~ lg ~ MI g~ l + I Il l i Lol>
3- When the maj ority of one of the feet becomes wet with water, the wiping is
r ui n ed T h i s i s achi eved w h en ov er h al f th e f o ot b eco m es w et .

~p l~ Jr q l ani ~ gl ;Ai ~ g
4- When the period for wiping expires, the wiping is nullified provided one does
not fear he will lose his leg due to intense cold. If one fears such a thing, then he is
permitted to keep the footgear on until it is safe to take them off. In addition, if
the period expires while one is praying, the prayer is void.

~ ~ g~ o~ 9l o'g l J
The last three points namely, poi nt 2, 3, and 4! require only, the washing of the feet,
no t w ud u.

' Tabarani 2/30.
Maraky al-Falah 83.
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That H%i ch Is N ot Per mi t ted To Wi
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It is not permissibIe to wipe on;

T he turban. It is unlawful to wipe on the turban in exchange for wiping the head,
because it may prevent water from penetrating the turban and entering upon the
head, in which case the area required to be wiped i.e. a quarter! was not

performed. It has been reported that the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! did wipe on his turban, but what is ascertained from this is that the
wetness would reach his honourable head. [Malik informed that a report reached
me from Jabir Ibn Abdullah that he was asked about the wiping over the turban
and then he said; "No, not without the water touching the hair." '

'liipg ypo
It is not permitted over the cap, veQ or gloves because there is no hardship in

taking off these things. Nafi reported that he saw Safiyyah bint Abi Ubayd
perform wudu, she pulled off her headscarf then wiped her head. Imam
Muhammad said we adhere to this: the headscarf should not be wiped over, nor
the turban. It has been narrated that the wiping over the turban was performed,
then abandoned. This is the verdict of Abu Hanifa and our fuqaha in general.

Lay ge~ l g ~
Wi

The S li nt Or Band e And ?7u Li ke'

MJp4R
IJI~ CI4 IIIJISJ4~ pl 44~ 4~ 4~ ~ pl y~ yl ~
I4ml + 1+ + I~ q
If blood is drawn f r om a limb, or one suffers an inj ury or broken limb, adter
which he applies a splint or bandage, and due to the severity of the inj ury is

unable to wash or wipe the limb, then it is neces!tary [wejib] to wipe the majority
of what is used to support the limb. That is, if one is unable to wipe the limb, then
it is necessary to wipe over the splint or bandage. Note: there are two views in the
Hanafi Madhhab concerning whether it is necessary [wa
j ib] or obligatory [far/ to

wipe over the bandage. Abu Hanifa does not deem it obligatory; rather he
maintains that it is necessary [waj ib]; and this is the correct view, to the extent that
M uwattah of I mam M uhammad 52
M uwattah of I mam M uhammad 53.

The termj abira is typically two supports made of wood or palm branches and something
si mil ar , which is then wrapped with cotton materi al over the broken limb. ~ at is similar to

this is everything that is placed upon a part of the body which requires it, such as bandages
leather or a brace.
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if one neglects the wi ping without the possibility of harm or aggravation, it is
valid, and the prayer i s not deemed void. As for the two companions Abu Yusuf
and Muhammad!, Shafi'i and the maj ority of j urists, they held that it is obligatory
to wipe on the basis that the Prophet wiped over his bandage and that when Ali
broke his for earm during the battle of Uhud, or on the day of Khaybar, the
Prophet ordered him t o wipe over the bandages.
They also used as proof that analogical reasoning [qiyas] applies here due to the

wiping over the footgear [khugai n].' Abu Hanifa maintained that wiping is an
exchange f r omwashing and that washing beneath the bandage is not necessary if
it becomes exposed, though this is contrary to what is beneath the footgear
[khug ain]; and he held that the hadith of Ali does not i mpose the obligation on the
basis that it is a solitary narration [khabar ahad!. He therefore maintained that the
proof is speculative [dhanni ] and not decisive [qadi 'i ].
Furthermore, with respect to the amount required to be wiped, Abu Hanifa held
that it is sufficient to w ipe the maj ority of the bandage and that man has not been

requested to wipe the entirety, given that it would be burdensome and lead to
aggravation of the inj ury. Shafi'i held that the entirety is to be wiped with water
and that par tial wipi ng does not suffice. This is because the limb requires
complete washing, so l ikewise with wiping.

~ M Ii ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ l Js ~ l ~ ~
I f removal of the ban dage would cause aggravation or further harm, then it is

suHicient to wipe the part of the body that is visible between the bandages without
having to remove the bandage. Such an act is undertaken to prevent water from
trickling upon the inj ury that may result in infection or otherwise. If no harm
would be cau sed by u ntying the bandage, then one is to undo it and wash the

unharmed area and wipe the inj ury; but if wiping the inj ury! would cause harm,
t h en o ne i s to leave i t .

T herefore, in order to wipe over the splint, cast or bandage, it is conditional that

washing or wiping the inj ured limb not be possible, for fear of causing
aggravation, an increase in pain, or a delay in recovery. Likewise, one must not be

able to remove the bandage or cast for fear of causing further har mor a delay in
recovery. If one believes no adverse consequences will occur from removing the
support, then wiping over the bandage or splint is not permissible. Moreover, the
bandage must not go beyond the affected area. If it does, then one will be
required to uado it an d wash the unaffected area behind it provided no harm will
fo l low .'

' Maraky al-Falah 84/ Tabarani Masnad ash-Shamiyin I/262/ Ibn Majah 657.
Al-Ikhtiyar 40-4l ! AI-Fi qh al-Islamy
Maraky al-Falah 84.

Ibrahim as-Salkini 135.

' Al-Fiqh al-Islarny - Ibrahim as-Salkini l34.
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Al-Ikhtiyar stata: If the bandage over the injury extends beyond the actual wound
or cut; and untying the bandage and washing beneath it will cause harm to the
injury, then one is to wipe over the entire area or the majority according to Abu

Hanifa!. However, if untying the bandageand washing the unaffected area will not
cause harm, then one is to wash the unaffected area around the wound and wipe

the wound. If wiping the wound will adversely affect a person, then one is [to
leave the bandage tied andj wipe the section directly above theinjury. One isalso
to wash the area around the injured site and where the bandage has covered
unaffected skin, one is to wipe the untouched area beneath this. This is because
wiping has been granted due to necessity and it is to be restricted according to its
m easure. '

o~ ~ ~ % ~ lS~ lg
Wiping over the bandage or splint is like washing the area beneath it as long as
the cause is present. There is no time limit on how long a person can wipe the
bandage, though this iscontrary to the wiping of the footgear [khugaint which has
a duration of twenty four hours for a resident after which one must remove his

footgear and wash his feet. Though wiping one's splint or bandage has no
duration and can be wiped as long as there is a standing reason. The only factor
that does not allow one to wipe over an injury iswhen the injury heals.
~ + o~ l J ' >~

g~

It is not a stipulation to tie the splint or bandage! in a state of puri6cation. This
means that one is not required to place the bandage upon the injured area in a

state of wudu. However, with respect to wiping the footgear [khugainj, one is
required to wear them in a state of purification.

g~ QI~ p ~ plgJ l;~ ~ ~~ g
Towipe thebandage on one foot and wash theother ispermissible. However, this
isnot permissible for the wiping of the footgear [khugainj.

a+ IJ" ~ pi ~ IJls
The wiping is not nullified if the bandage falls og before the wound heals,
because there is a standing reason according to the Hanafis. However, this is
contrary to Shafi'i and other jurists who hold that its removal or its falling off
invalidates the wiping.'

"» }~ plya~ ~ l o'kj ~ gy P~ '4L~' + y
It is permitted to change one bandage with another. And it is not necessary to
repeat the wiping on the new bandage provided the old one was wiped though it
ispreferable to do so. Furthermore, if one places a new bandage on « p of the old
one, then he is not required to wipe the top one. Likewise, if one wipes over the

' Al-Ikhtiyar 41.
2

Al-Fiqh al-Islarny Ibrahim as-Salkini 136.
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top bandage and then ruins it or removes it!, one is not required to wipe the
bandage beneath the top one.'

~ ~.~ sasl~ tM st~ sl.ls>M ~ s.+ ~ l st~ ~

$ gl ~Iswsls~
l

6p~ lo~ g~
l , +I d jL
If one's eye is infected and the physician orders him not to wash it, or one has

broken his nail and hasapplied medidne upon the injury or an aid or the skin of
an animal for healing, the removal of which is harmful, then it is permissible to
wipe over the medicine. If however, it will cause harm to wipe over the medicine,
then it is permitted to omit the wiping.

~i/ i, ;~ I~~ i~ J Wigl ~ 3>
One isnot required to form an intention for wiping on the footgear [~

, splint,

and head. It is agreed among the scholars that a person isnot required to have an
intentioa when wiping the splint or head, whereas for the wiping on the khuf , it is
evident that intention is not a stipulation although some scholars have stated that
i t i s.

Qlp~ 4JI~~

l ~ L.

TheChapter Of Menstrnal Periods, Postnatal and Chronic Vaginal Discharge
oL31pl~I
Tbetypesof blood

~ L - lg~ La'g~

~p l ~

The types of blood that exit from the fernale vagina! are menstrual periods [~

,

postnatal bleeding [nifas] and chronic vaginal discharge [istihadaJ. The topic of
menstrual periods is one of the most important issues based on the fact that a vast
amount of rules are derived from it such as divorce, lineage, the permissibility of
intercourse, prayer, fasting, the recitation of Quran, i'tikaf religious retreat!, the
entering of a mosque, tawaf around the ka'bah and maturity. With respect to how
menstrual periods affects divorce is that; divorce is of three types: hasan proper!,
ahsan more proper! and hid'i innovative!. f he ahsan form of divorce is that a
man divorces a woman with a single repudiation pronounced during her period of
purity from menstruation during which he has not had intercourse with her. He
then waits until she completes her waiting period 'iddah!. The hasan form, which
is termed talaq al-Sunna is when a woman whose marriage has been
consummated is divorced with three repudiations pronounced in three periodsof
purity one in each!. And talag al-bid'ah innovation! iswhen the man divorces her
with three repudiations pronounce in a single period of purity. If one does this,
the divorce takes effect, but one has sinned.2 It is therefore evident as to why this
subject is of great importance.
M arak y al-Falah 85.

Al-Hidayah 1/ 266 Maraky al-Falah 87.
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Menstrual bleeding is blood that discharges forcefully! from the uterus of a
femalewhohasattained puberty, whoisnot ill or pregnant and hasnot reached
the age of menopause which isfifty five yearsold; and the fatwa issued isbased
on thisview!. Themiziimumdaysof menstriial periodsare three days and three
nights. Theaverageisfivedaysand themaxiinumisten days. The Prophet God
blesshimand grant himpeace!! said [The minimumperiod for hayd in the case
of a virgin girl or deflowered women isthree daysand its accompanying nights,
while the maximum is ten days].' This is proof that iscontrary to the view of
ImamShafi'i whofixesit at oneday andone night. Also, thered, yellow and da«
coloured fluid that a woman sees during the period of menses is menstruation,

until she sees pure white i A'ishah God be pleased with her! deemed whatever
wasother than purewhite asmenses.' Hence, when a woman seesblood for less
than three daysafter which it discontinuesand seespure white after that, then it
is deemed as chronic discharge [istihada! according to the Hanafi school; while
blood lessthan oneday and one night isdeemed aschronicdischarge according
to Sh afi 'i .

SuPPkmentarynota f romIbnAbidin 'sHashia

AccordingtotheSacred law, whenapersonattainspuberty, he/sheissaid tohave
matured [bdigh!. Nogirl becomesmatureprior totheageof nineyears. N«e: oIily
lunar monthsand yearsare taken intoconsideration in Islamicmatters. A gir» s
said to be mature isshe experiencesmenstruation after the ageof nine; or when
she sexually enjoysintercourse in her dream and seminal fluid is discharged; or

shehasno menstruation, but becomespregnant. Asfor thegirl urus th<ag«f niru'.

if she sees blood, then it isregarded as chronic vaginal discharge [ist<ada!; an
thisisthe strongest view. The same appliesto the menopausal woman according
t o the evid en t vi ew in th e M ad h hab .

Thzpillar of menstruation is the emergence of blood from the uterus; <hat is~
appearance of blood to the immediate part outside the vagina. If the bl>«
remainsin the inner part of thevagina, then it isnot deemed menses; and t»» s
the most evident viewuponwhich thelegal ruling[fatma! coincideswit~ according
[~ Quhustani. However, Muhammad held that it isbased on thewoman feeling it.

Darqutani, al-Zayla'i, vol 1, 191.
Al-Hida~ 6O.
A l-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 193.
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[It states in Sharh al-Warlayya:! It is recommended for a virgin to use cotton wool,
sanitary pads or a piece of old clothing during her menses to cover her private
part and for a non-virgin it is recommended all the time. It is disliked to place
something in the internal area of the private part as isdone with tampons!.
The kast time for menstrual periods is three days and their nights the nights have
been added in thistext toclanj!f the extent of timein hours, whichisseventy twoastronomical
hours!. Verily, it is not conditional for the blood to continue throughout this time in
a manner where there is no stoppage for an hour, because this is rare. Indeed, the
d iscontinuation for an hour or two or more does not invalidate it. A nd the

maximum time for menstruation is ten daysand their nights or 240 hours!.
That which is short of the minimumduration of three days or seventy two hours! even by a
small margin of timeis regarded as chronic vaginal bleeding [istihada! and not menstruation.
Al+ uhustani said: "If the woman experiencing menses for the first time sees

blood when half the plate of the sun has risen and its stops on the fourth day
when one quarter has risen, then it isdeemed istihada becauseit hasfalkn short of
the minimum duration of seventy two hours!, though if half the plate of the sun has
risen, then it will be regarded as menstrual periods. And with respect to the
woman with her regular days, such as five for example; if she sees blood when half
the sun has risen from the horizon and it stops on the eleventh day when one

third has risen, then the surplus above five isdeemed chronic vaginal discharge
[istihada], because it increased upon the tenth day with the amount of one sixth."'
The characteristic of menstrual blood The jurists agree that its colour is red but
closer to being black, and that it has a foul smell. As for the colours of yellow,
muddy and green during the time of menses, the preferred view according the
majority of Hanafi, Shafi'i, Maliki and Hanbali scholars is that it is judged as
menstrual blood. And they relied upon the hadith of A'ishah that is recorded in
the Muwatta of Imam Malik: [Woman used to send little boxes to A'ishah with a
piece of cotton cloth in each one on which was yellowness from menstrual blood,
asking her about prayer. She said to them: "Do not be hasty until you see a white
discharge."] By thisshe meant purity f rommenses.

<Q~ g~I ~j ~ ! oP'Ig. o>Ygl~ ~~L4-I dl~ . ~ ~ iy
Postnatal bleeding nif as! is blood that discharges after giving birth. The
maximum days of postnatal bleeding is forty days. There is no fixed limit on the
aunimum period which means the bleeding may stop at any time before the forty
days. Anas God be pleased with him! is reported to have said that Allah's
I

T hat is, she noticed blood when half the sun had risen and it stopped after the tenth day

w hen one third had risen. T he difference between half and one third is one sixth.
2

M uwatta of Imam Malik 99. [Radd al-Muhtar vol. I/ 474J
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Messenger God bless him and grant him peace!! had prescribed forty days for
women in the state of nif as, except if she is purified before this.' Therefore, if a

woman givesbirth and seesblood in excessof forty daysaccording to Abu Hanifa
and six days according to Shafi'i, then the excess is deemed as chronic vaginal
discharge [astthad'a].
~ 4 - 51
Chroni c V

rl l D i scha c I sli hada

.t~ , ~ i J ;~ l >i, ,1<i t<~ >~ <, ~ 1 - gi,
Igg]huh is the discharge of blood that stops ]n less than three days or blood in

excess of ten days of menstrual bleeding. Equally, the excess of blood after forty

days of postnatal bleeding. is regarded as Istihak r chronic vaginal discharge!.
Hence, if a woman begins to bleed and it ceases in less than three days, it is not
menstrual bleeding, it is chronic vaginal discharge [istihada]. Also, the maximum

amount of days for a menstrual period is ten days; the blood after ten days is

regarded aschronic vaginal bleeding. Thisalso appliestotheexcessof blood after
forty days of postnatal bleeding.
In addition, if a woman with regular days bleeds beyond her regu]ar days of

menses and postnatal bleeding and the blood persists unti] it breaches the
maxiinum duration for menses and postnatal bleeding, then it is deemed chronic

vaginal bleeding [istihada] Equally, the female that seesblood prior to the ageof
nine as well as the pregnant woman is considered chronic discharge.
Moreover, if a woman who has a known routine bleeds beyond her regular days of
menses and they are seven for example, then there are two situations that may
occur: I! if the regular days change during the days of her menses, such as the
menses becoming.nine or ten days, then it is regarded as menses and hef fegu]ar

days are considered changed. Indeed, it is estab]ished that the regu]a days of a
woman become established even after the one time of menses. Hence, her regu]ar

days are that which sheseeslast, which may increaseor decrease so she is to fQ]
back on her last period. The same applies to postnatal bleeding in that a womm's

regular days may be twenty for example; then during the days of b]ceding, it
changes to thirty or thirty five. 2! If the bleeding exceeds ten days and she has a
known habit that is less than ten days such as seven for examp]e!, then she is re]y
on her normal course i.e. seven! and whatever exceeds this is regarded as chronic

vaginal discharge [istituuk ].'

' Ibn Maj ah 649.

Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, IbrahimasSalkini 144.
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~ ~ I~ J Ql ~ i
P ure D a s bet ween Tw o M enstrual Periods

The minimum days of purification that separates two menstrual periods is fifteen

days. There is no time limit on the maximum days she could be pure for because
it may extend to a year or two and cannot be determined by assessment, though it
is known she will have a minimum of fifteen pure days.
gl

Hence, there is no limit for the maximum days of purity between two menstrual

periods; except for a female who j ust entered puberty suEering from chronic
vaginaI bleeding [istihada!. In this case the scholars calculate for her ten days of
menstrual bleeding from when she first noticed the blood, regardless if she sees
the blood at the beginning of the month, its rniddle or end. She is to leave prayer
and fasting from the first sight of blood. She is then given a. maximum of fifteen
days in which she is deemed pure and required to offer prayer and fasting.
Women are required to make up the days of fasting in which they are deemed
pure.' Note: A/-Ikhtiyar maintains that only ten days are regarded for her as
menstrual periods each month and in the remaining days i.e. nineteen or twenty
days depending on the month! she is deemed pure and therefore required to
undertake the performance of prayer and fasting. This view is one relied upon in
the Madhhab contrary to the first view mentioned by Shurunbulali in Maraky
Falah that menstruation is ten days and chronic vagi nal bleeding [istihada] is
fifteen days.'
If however, a girl matures, though is not suffering from chronic vaginal bleeding
[istihada] and she develops a routine or schedule of regular days regarding
menstruation, though later she suffers from chronic vaginal bleeding [istihada] and
the bleeding continues through her regular days and exceed the maximum days
of menstruation [hayd] or the maximum days of postnatal bleeding [nif as!, then she
is to rely on her regular days or schedule! and whatever increases upon her
regular days is considered chronic vaginal discharge [istihada].' In light of this, she
is to make up the prayers for the days beyond her habit. Note: when a woman has
established a routine, such as seven days for example, though on the following
period she exceeds this and bleeds for twelve days, then due to the fact that she
exceeded the maximum duration of menses, she is to fall back upon her regular
days which are seven! and anything above this is deemed chronic discharge
[isti hada]. However, if she had not exceeded the ten days and bled for nine days
only!, then this new number of nine days would be regarded as her new routine
for the following month.

' Nur al-Idah 58.

AI-Ikhtiyar 46.
' Nur al-Idah 58.
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Ibn Abidin states: If a period of purification i.e. a stoppage of blood! occurs during
a woman's menses where she bleeds, stops bleeding and then bleeds again!, then
i t is tr eat ed l ik e th e co n ti nu al fl ow o f b l o od . T h i s i s one o f sev er al v i ew s an d t h e

reasoning is that the continuous flow of blood throughout the period of
menstruation is not a stipulation by consensus. T his is one of the two narrations
from A bu H anifa.'

F orbi dden A cti ons D uri

M enstrual Peri ods A nd Post nat al Bk cdi

~L ' 1~Q~ laJlg~

l ~g

Eight thi ngsaref orbiddenf or a woman during mensesor postnatal bkcding;
p~ lp o~ l
1- Prayer is forbidden for the reason that the Prophet God bless hi m and grant
hi mpeace!! said [When the menstruation begins, abandon prayer, and when it is
finished take a bath and prayj.

2- Fasting, whether it is obligatory or optional, is unlawful on the basis of the
words of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!.
glg l ~ al o~ly g

3- To red te a verse from the Quran is not lawful i.e. the woman is not permitted
to read a verse of Quran, whether it is from memory or by reading it from the mushaj !. This is due to the hadith of Ibn Umar who reported that the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! said [The woman in the state of menses is not to
recite anything of the Quran and neither the sexually impure]. The unlawfulness
is the recitation. However, if it comes forth from one's tongue without the intent

of recitation, and was intended as supplication, or praise or intended as
invocation [tasbih], such as to say at the moment of tragedy, " ToAllah wc belong and
to Hi mweshall return;" or at the time of mount i ng a beast "Glory bc tothc one whohas
provided thisf or us, though wc could never of had this via our own sp orts; " or "Praisebe to
Allah;" or "In the name of Allah;" or "0 Allah/ Forgive me and my parents;" then it is
permissible and not unlawful to utter any such things for there is no breach and
there is consensus among the scholars that invocations, takbir, tahM i c. thereis nogod
except Allah! and sending blessings upon Prophet Muhammad is permissible for
the one in the state of menses, postnatal bleeding and sexual impurity.
Furthermore, the Malikis permitted the menstruating woman and the woman
experiencing postnatal bleeding to recite Quran and touch it for recitation for the
Radd al-M uhtar I/ 483.
A b u Daw u d 286.

T irmidhi 13 1, Ibn Maj ah 596.
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need to learn it or for fear of losing it. This rule however differs to one who is
sexually impure on the basis that the sexually impure person is able to become
p« e by bathing and this can be done before recitation. However, the
menstruating woman is unable to do this and for that reason, she is permitted to

recite for thepurposes of learning and teaching.'
~~

5I~

g

< To touch the Quran is forbidden unless it be with a covering that is separate

«om the Quran. Allah says [N~ ne can touch it, except those who are pure]'.
Note: one cannot touch any part of the Quran in such a state. Such parts include

theattached covering, thewhitepart of thepaper and thebook itself. The Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! said [No one besides the person in a state
« purification is to touch the Quran]. It prohibited to touch the verses if they are
written on various items, such as a wall, clothing or piece of treasure or in books.

Moreover, it is unlawful to touch only the verses if they are written in book of

>fsir, hadith, f i s and other subjects. However, if the Quranic verses in the books
of >fsir are more than that of the taf sir, then it takes the same ruling ol' touching
the Quran. As for touching the Quran with one's sleeve, there are two view that

have been reported from Imam Muhammad. The first is that it is prohibitively
disliked and the second is that it is not disliked. Lastly, it is permissible to turn the

pagesof the ! uran for recitation with certain things, such as a pen.'
5- To enter a mosque is unlawfuL This is due to the hadith that Umm Salam
reported that the Prophet entered the courtyard of this mosque i.e. the holy
Prophet! and exclaimed with a loud voice, [The masj id is lawful neither for a man
in a state of janaba major ritual impurity! nor a menstruating female].' And the
ruling for menstrual periods is like the ruling for postnatal bleeding nif as!.

6- Tawaf around the ka'bah is forbidden in the state of menstrual periods and
postnatal bleeding, even if the tawaf accepted. This is because purity is
conditional to its perfect performance. A'ishah God be pleased with her!! said

[Perform that which the pilgrim of haj performs, though do not make tawaf until
you become clean!. If one performs tawaf az-Ziyarah a pillar of haj ! in a state of
iimj or imPurity, then one must sacrifice a cow or camel and for the tawaf deemed

Maraky al-Falah 88 Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 146-147.
AI-IYaqi'ah 79.
3
An-Nasai, Darqutani and others. Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 196-98.

' Maraky al-Falah89.
' Ibn Majah 645.
Bukhari 305/ Maraky ai-Fai~ 89.
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~ Jib, one istosacrificea sheep, unlessshe repeatsthe tawaf in astate of Purity '
L;kewise, the one who makes tawaf in a state of minor impurity must sacrifice a

sheepunlessonerepeatsthetawaf in astateof purity.' The Prophet said[Tawaf
a ound the House is like prayer, except that you raay speak. So whoever speaks
should speak about that which isgood].

7 Sexual intercourse is unlawful for a menstruating woman or a woman in a state

of postnatal bleeding.'
gl o+ I ~

8- L kewise, sexual en]oyment of the ~ ea b
is fo this is the had ith : M al ik informed

a i o

: Z id

that a man asked the ProPhet g od bless him

d

P !! "
P o y ife i p rmissibleto me whileshe isin
periods." Hesaid, "Sheshould put on her Izar [the lar lo h
y!, then your concern is with her upper h lf."' I
a

id:

i is the verdict of A bu Hanifa. Somethi

came f r om A'ishah who said [He should avoid the pl
have whatever else].

~ ~ ' ~>' t ~ ~ ~~~

of bio& ,

~~

If the bleeding for the menstrual period sb ps due +
duration of ten days; or the bleeding stops ~ er fo~ d

which is the maximum duration! then it ~
' g

Q,

,

maj or

th. The reason is becaus th

particular theword Q~ ! has two d ff

ted with a sukun on the letter > ! and a gr amma on the letter h and the other

reading with ashadda on the letter >! and theletter 'h' and both letters read with

apg~ . f he one with the sukun implies [Donot approach thnn until they arepure]
' Al Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahimas-Salkini 149.
Maraky al-Falah 89.
Tirmidhi in the Chapter of HEI 960

p o o "

intercourse with his wife while she is menst t
Ip

ity m th a dinar, repent and not do it ag in. It h

rk, then one should donate a dinar . A nd if it

should o

half a dinar. The basis for this charity is the

llo

rt i Ab

'

l f a man had sexual intercourse with h
d as red, then he is to pay one dinar and if it

og

period,

"

i

!!. hasalso been mentioned that if it occurred t th b

ount is one dinar, if not, then hfdf. Addit

co i
i hat if one says it is permissible to make love to h
then he hascommitted disbelief. [Mar+ y al Falah 89!
' Muwattah Muhammad 75.

b
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meaning the woman may not be approached until her menstrual period has
ceased, and this is at the end of ten days which is the maximum for a menstrual
period, for if she sees any blood after ten days, it is not regarded as menstrual
periods, and for this reason intercourse is permitted without the major bath.i

However, theother reading recited with the shadda implies bathing which would
be«ad as[Anddonot approach themuntil theypurip thnnselvesj.'

~ >y~~ ~J L,~o~ l ~ pt ~ y~ gt ~

i I YI Q>4 Q ~gd Jai IgI+ 'Yg

J "!y+ p pi ~ lq~ i~ I ~~ !gl ~ l goal ~ pal~ Pli M'l~ m>t'
If however, the bleeding stops short of the maximum duration for menses and
postnatal bleeding! by thewoman completing her regular days, sexual intercourse
not permitted unless one of the following three is satis6ed:

i! sheperformsthe major bath, or
u! if she is unable to perform the maj or bath, then she is to perform tayammum
and pray even if it isa voluntary prayer, or

iii! until a prayer becomesdue upon her. This occurs when theblood stopswith
he« egular periods and shewaitsuntil theleast amount of timefromtheend of a
prayer passes upon her!. This time must be suHicient enough to perform the
inaj« bath and begin the prayer by saying 'AIIahu akbar,' instead, she does not
perform the bath, nor does she perform tayammum until the time of that prayer
ends. In other words, when the blood of a menst ruat i ng woman stops and she has
enough time to either bath, or offer tayammum with a prayer! before the time of
that prayer expires; though she does not do either of these and waits until the
prayer time finishes thus becoming a debt upon her, then she is permitted to have
sexual intercourse. And as soon as the time expires and the time of the new
Pray« enters!, sexual intercourse is permitted with her even though she has not

bathed or offered tayammumwith aprayer. However, if this timeisinsufficient in
allowing the bath plus the saying of "Allahu akbar" for prayer before the time
« pires!, then sexual intercourse is not permissible until she has a bath or waits

f» thenewprayer timeto pass.
To reiterate through an example isthe following: if thebleeding stops toward the
middle or end of the time of dhuhr and there is sufficient time for her to bath,

d«>s herself and say "Allahu akbar," then sexual intercourse is permitted when
'<sr arrives. I f there is insufficient time, then sexual intercourse is not

permitted only until after sunset or until shebathes!.'

i

Al-Ikhtiyar 45.
Al-Baqarah 222.

' M~ yg-Fai~ 90/ gaddal-Muhtar 2/403.
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Therefore, after thewoman'sregular dayshaveenckd shecannot havei ntercourseunk a! she

~ ormsthema
j or bath; or b! overstayammum withaprayer!; or c! aprayer tt'mee~

her in that shehad superi' ent timetowash andpray, but didnot until anewtjmearr ~d!

on

In addition, if the bleeding ceases short of her regular days, though is more than

three daysand less than ten or less than forty days for post-natal bleeping!, then

sexual intercourseisnpt pe~ itted with her even if shebathesuntil shecompletes
her regular days. For example, her menstrual period routine may last fpi seve~
days, but it stopped at five. In thiscase, sexual intercourse isnot perinitted even if

she bathes, because the return of blood is likely and this is unaffected by her
bathing before the completion of
her regular days. However, she isto pray an
I
fast as a precautionary measure.

In sum, therearethreescenariosarising fromthetimetheblood stops. ~ / ~ is
when the blood completely stops due to the woman reaching the m~ ,
duration for menses and postnatal bleeding. Thc second is when the blood
due to the woman completing her regular days; and this stoppage is shoi f pf

maximum duration for menses and postnatal bleeding. ~ thirdiswhen theblood

stopsshort of her regular days.
~ l gy~p~ l L i Jlg~ U-I ~

A woman with menstrual periodsor postnatal bleeding must repeat thedayspf
fasting ghemissed, not prayer. A'ishah God bepleased with her!! said [Wew«e
encountered with it menses and postnatal bleeding! thereupon we were prdered

tomakeup fasting, but were not ordered tomakeupprayer]. Thereason Prayer
isnot required tobemadeup isbecauseafter fivedayswhich istheaveragedays
pf menstmd periods, the prayers have become ma y and this ent~ls great
difficulty if awoman wererequired to makeup her prayers. Allah thereforeeased

thematter and excused them fromhaving todo so after their menstrual p rio

With respect to fasting, it issomethingwhichcomesonly onceayear and doesnpt
pose difficulty in their makeup due to having the comfort of time before
arrival of the next Ramadan.

[Radd alMuhtar states:] Mensespreventsonefrom the attaining the t
such as thepurestate requiredfor prayer!, though there isnp
bath for Physical hygiene, such as the bath for haj ; and the Han f h
not deem it unlawful. In-fact, they say it is recpmniended fp

perform wudu for the"

Of each prayer and sit upon her prayer

in ocations and utter the shahada repeatedly according tp

she does not forget her routine of prayer. And in pne narration
written for her as the best prayer she used tp offer Mpreo

i tiIcaf and its validity; and if a woman begins her i 't~ f in a pu
' Hashia Ibn Abidin, ol I/ 49O

Beirut Second Edition, D~ ~ -K i b 1-'

Fiqh al-islam>, Ibrahiin as-Salkini 152.
M usl i cn , 335.
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ruins it if interrupts her during this time. It prevents the necessary act of tawaf as
Sadr and renders it forbidden for a man to divorce his wife therein, though if he
does, it takes affect. This is termed taIagbid'i . A female becomes mature as a result
of her menses and her waiting period ['idda] is linked to her menses. With respect

to the expiation kagara] of murder or the expiation of fasting sixty days, menses
do not interrupt the days. However, thisis contrary to the expiation of a broken
oath and the like. Furthermore, is it disliked for her to imitate the fasting or not.

The reply is that many of the scholarsveered toward its dislike given that fasting
is unlawful; therefore, imitation of it is likewise. The remaining scholars opposed

this view saying that it is recommended for her to perform wudu and sit in the
place she offersprayer, which isimitation of prayer, then why not with fasting.'
Moreover, if a woman experiences her menstrual period prior to exiting Makkah
and did not offer tawaf al-dada', then it is excused from her and nothing is
required of her unless she becomes pure prior to exiting the buildingsof Makkah,
in which case she is to return and offer the tawaf.

oQ l ~

,y Q

Tha t @l i ch Is U nl ato l I n The State

anaba Sexual I m uri

~& l ~ p
Ft'vethingsaref orbidden ina stateof ma
j or impurity and they are;
al a~lingo~

l

l- Prayer asthe Sacred law imposesthestate of purity!.'
2- To recite a verse &om the Holy Quran is forbidden in a state of sexual impurity

[janaba]. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [The one with
the menstrual bleeding and the one in the state of sexual impurity must not recite
anything of the Quran], and this is the meaning agreed upon, in that one is not
permitted to recite Quran in such a state.
J~ ~, ~ m 3! ~

,

3/ 4/ 5/ It is forbidden to touch the Quran unless it be with a covering. This is

because Allah said [None shall touch it except those who are pure]." It is also
unlawful to enter a mosque or to make tawaf around the holy ka'bah. To make
' Radd al-Muhtar.
Al-Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 151.
Janaba lexically means "distance" and is used metaphorically in the case of someone who
is obliged to have a maj or bath ghusl! because of sexual intercourse or nocturnal
emissions, which makes him distant from being able to approach acts of worship.
' Nisa 43.

Ibn Majah 596.
A l-W~ l & 79.
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tawaf around the ka'bah isunlawful in the statesof sexual impurity. This isowing

to the following. the tawaf even if it isoptional! isoffered within the mosqueand
purity is required therein. Likewise, tawaf is included in the meaning of prayer as

has been established in the sunna that the Prophet said, "Tawaf around the
House islike prayer, except that you may speak. So whoever speaksshould speak
about that which isgood."'

~ ~ I+ ~~ I
77mt Whi ch I s Unla

l l n The State

Minor I m urit H adath

Threethingsareforbiddeninthestateof mtnor impurity;
~ ~ 5! ~ ~ I ~ ~~ I+ i~;~

i

Prayer, tawaf around the ka'bah and to touch the Quran without a covering is
unlawful asit is prohibited by Quranic text, even if it isa verse.
QI

Chronic Vaginal Discharge[Istihada] and Its Ruling

J~ ~

>is~~~~ ~ IQp--~, Q~g~L.~ $~oM ~ 5~1~mlsg ~ ~
> I/ I~m l.> l ~ l~ < ~ ~ >W ~ w i < ~ 4 >

The blood of istihada chronic vaginal discharge! is like that of a permanent nose
bleed. It does not prevent prayer, fasting, or intercourse. The one suffering «om

chronic vaginal discharge is required to perform ablution at the time of e~
obligatory prayer. The same applies for anyone who suffers a chronic condition
'udthr!, in that they must perform ablution at the time of every prayer, such as a

person who is unable to stop intermittent dropsof urine or continually breaking
wind. Other conditions include a perpetual nose bleed or the constant Aow of
blood from an injury. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said
[The women with extended bleeding is to perform wudu for each prayer]. And
with thisablution, one may pray as many obligatory and optional prayers as he
likes, even if duringthe prayer he/she isbleeding, or unable tostop urine or wind
from exiting. Note: the term excused [ma'dhur] applies to a person who suffers
from a chronic ailment for a complete prayer time and is therefore unable to

maintain wudu for the time needed to offer the prayer. One istherefore excused
and permitted to oEer the prayer even with the presence of the illness.
' Tirmidhi inthe Chapter of Haj 960. |Marakyal-Falah 91j.
Thisisknown medically as"dysfunctional uterinebleeding.
Ibn Majah in his Sunan.
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ggi all
N ul l

ati on

f Yudu F or One D eemed & m used

Jaii ~ pl pp~ ~~yMI .~ y Jla ~
~ e ablution of those who are excused due to a chronic condition! is nul li Ged

only when the tiine of theobligatory prayer ends, for example: dhuhr time finishes
Nid 'asr enters. Hence, with the entry of the 'asr, the wudu is no longer valid!.
pote: if a person is excused because of his chronic condition of breaking wind,
lhen even if thi s occurs during prayer, it does not invalidate it. However, if one
sccidentally cuts himself and bleeds, then this breaks his wudu because the

exemption was based on one's chronic ailment, and not for other factors that
Auliify wudu. Therefore, if one is excused because of a chronic ailment, then this
poes not excuse other factors that are not chronic. Additionally; the time of faj r
ziids when the sun rises and not at dhuhr time as some may imagine. Therefore, if
pne is deemed excused at f ja r t i me, his wudu breaks with the rising of the sun
according to Imams A bu Hanifa and M uhammad.

I ~ ~ J g~
@%en Is One D eemed E r cused

jp~ l~ ~~~ I~~~ pl ~~ ~Uai'I m~ ~ 15Li~~i +i
pne is not deemed excused until he suffers froni the illness for a full prayer time

fpr example, from dhuhr to 'asr! and in that timethere is no let up from the illness
that would allow him enough time to perform ablution and offer the prayer. This
isthe condition for its establishment.

gi dI lg~3g~ g
The Condi ti on Re ui red To Remai n E xcused

o~ gy ~ >~ ~ yJSJ oD~ y . ~lakhJ~ y
flic condition which is required for a person to be deemed as having an ongoing
excuse is; the illness must occur in every prayer tiine after it has been established
even if it only occurs once. Meaning, if a person establishes that he has a chronic
zilinent which is to suffer from one's illness for a whole prayer time!, then in
prder for this person to receive a continuing exemption, he is required to

experience the illness at least once in every prayer time after this.

~i l l gUai I3g~
The Condi ti on That N ul li es Ones Ext ern li on

+ IS~ y~ . Igy~ E
ig ~ ~ ~ gy ~g. Es~ l J~ ~
> e condition that nullifies a person's exemption to offer prayer in this state is
Ihe absence of the illness for a complete prayer time, for example; froin dhulir to
~ , one does not experience his illness, meaning they are no longer regarded as
excused and are therefore subj ect to normal procedures.
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T he chapter of naj asa is divided into two categories. T he first is the real or true

naj asa [naj asa haqiqiyyaj, which is referred to as khubth meaning repugnant or foul!.
This is known as all things whose essence or substance is legally regarded i mpur e
and filthy, such as urine, wine, flowing blood, stool, pus and vomit that is a

mouthful.' The second type is the hgal naj asa [najasa hukmtj yaj, referred to as
hadath, which is an attribute that the law applies upon unclean limbs. That is, it is
either minor or maj or impurity.

i M l !Lil
Q!i ~ l~
Filth isdivided i nto l t d typa: heavy and li ghL
8 i

EramPksof heavy Pith

+43ygLJ l~ gg~

i~ g~ JS~ 5 4 J~~t La~
l ~ l ~ p~~ I p+I~~ < ~
~ g~ «~ / I~
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Heavy filth includesthings like alcohol, flowing blood, the meat of a dead anima
and itshide skin!,' the urine of animalswhose meat isunlawful such as a human
fox or wolf, the dung of a dog as well as the dung of a predatory animal and it.
saliva, the droppings of a chicken, duck or swan, and whatever discharges from I
person's body which nullifies wudu, such as flowing blood, sperm, madhi pre
curn!, menstrual period, postnatal bleeding and vomit that is a mouthful and st
on.

' Nur al-Idah 62.

The meaning of flowing blood in this point is blood that flows from its original place t
another location which then requires purification. T he blood which pours forth from
slaughtered animal is deemed impure as Allah the Exalted mentioned in the Quran [or bloo
poured forth! g uran 6:145!. T hough the little trace of blood which reinains on the meat is pui
as well as that which remains in its veins, liver, and spleen. T he blood that exits one's body, bi
does not flow I'rom its place is pure according to the correct view for this does not nullify one
wudu!. Likewise, the blood of the flea, lice and ant is deemed pure even if it was a large amoua
The blood of the fish and the blood of the martyr are also deemed pure. Maraky al-Fal ah 95!.
That is, animals that have blood flowing through their body. T his however excludes fisl
grasshoppers, and animals that do not have blood flowing through their body.

10 8
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As for light Blth, it includes the urine of a horse because its meat is permitted to
eat even though it isdisliked. However, Imam Muhammad held its meat as pure.'
The urine of an animal whose meat is lawful to eat such as a sheep, and the
droppings of birds that are not lawful to eat such as a falcon, hawk and eagle.
Refer to table I and 2 at the end of the chapter!. Al-Hidayah, one of the main
Hanafi texts mentions that if one's clothes are soiled by the urine of a horse, then

it does not affect its purity, unless it is excessive according to Abu Hanifa and
Abu Yusuf. This degree of excessiveness is clarified under the next heading.
Muhammad on the other hand held that it does not prevent prayer even if it is
excessive.

Additionally, if one's dress is soiled by the droppings of birds whose meat is
unlawful, to the extent that the soiled area exceeds the size of a dirham, then

prayer is permitted in it. I mam Muhammad held that it is not permissible because

there is no necessity due to the absence of these birds in human habitations. Abu
Yusuf argued that they send their droppings from the air and it isdifficult to take
preventative measuresagainst this, hence, the necessity isestablished.'
4 'Yl~ ~ ~
?7' D

ce

l

Filth Tha t I s & @used

Regarding heavy Alth, the size of a dirham isexcused.' The reason thisisexempt
is because it is not possible to avoid a little impurity and it is therefore excused.
And the estimation of this unavoidable impurity is up to the size of a dirham. I f
however, the amount exceeds this, it is not exempt. Light Glth which has aHlicted
less than one quarter of one's dress or body, is excused, though if it reaches one
quarter, it is not. If it isasked asto whichitnn of clothing doa one nvasurctItcquarter?
The response is that it has been said that the minimum clothing a person can pray
in, is that which covers his private area i.e. from the navel to the bottom of the
knees!. Therefore, if light filth afflicts a person's clothes such as on the sleeve,
pants and bottom, and this amount equals to a quarter of the minimum clothing
for prayer or exceeds it, then it is not excused, though if it is less, it is pardoned.
' Maraky al-Falah 96.
' Al-Hidayah38.
' Imam Zufar and Imam Shafi'i said that such things are impure, whether it is more or less
because the text of law hasnot made a distinction. The Hanafi position isthat a little impurity
isunable to avoid and is therefore pardoned. AI-Hidayah!.
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Likewise, the specksof urine such as that of the head of the pin are excused even
if they come onto one's dress and body. The reason this is the case is because one
cannot prevent thismost of the ti me.

' pmlyi &l J ~~ I pt ~ pea Ji pt ~l;g~ ~
If a bed or soil that has previously been stained by filth, becomes wet because of
the sweat of one who slept on it or because of one'swet feet upon the soil, and as
a result the trace of filth appears on the body or feet, then both are regarded as
impure. If the trace of filth does not appear on the body or feet, then they are na<

regarded as impure. The tracesof filth are colour, smell, and taste. Fof example
if the mattress of a bed that was previously stained by urine became wet due to
the sweat of the person who slept on it, then it is deemed impure if the filth
appearson one's body or clothes. The same rule applies to soil that haspreviously
been stained by filth and then becomeswet due to the wet feet of a person.
~

g ~ $1~

3 M ~~

~ ~ J M ~ LbmL

Likewise, a dry ckandothdoesnot become impurewhen wrapped in a filthy damp
dygh which does not drip when it is squeezed. T he dry cloth remains clean
because the actual substance of the filth cannot separate onto the clean one since

nothing drips from it if it is pressed. For example; a damP undean sweater that does
not drip any water if it is squeezed is accidentally placed among clothes that are

clean and dry. An unaware person then wrapsthe filthy sweater with thedry clean
clothes. The result is the dp ckan clolha are not regarded as impure with such a
thing.'

~ La~

~ ytJF a~

A
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i
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dried urine, and the earth hasbecome damp through the wetnessof the cloth. For
example, someone urinated on the ground and an hour later it dries up. Qne theii
comes along and spreadsout hiswet jumper on thisground where thisperson had
urinated. He does exactly that, and as a result the ground becomes wet because of

the jumper. Consequently, the jumper remains pure unless some trace of filth
appearson thejumper.

~ 6 <t ~ ql gl ~ P l ~ ~ 4 ~ 1 ' ~ ~
Furthermore a cloth does not become impure if it hasbeen struck by a wind that
has blown over some filth, unless thefilth becomesvisible on the clothes. In other

words, if a wind blowsover some filth and thereafter blowsover itemsof clothing
or the like, the clothes are not deemed filthy or impure unless the filth is evident
on the item s.

' See table3 at the end of thischapter.
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V 'isible filth even if it is heavy! is purified by removing the actual fllth itself even
i f this is achieved by washing it once. This is the correct view according to Abu
H anifa. If its removal is difficult, there is ao harm if some trace remains, such as

colour or smell. And this degree of difficulty is achieved when one is required to
r esort to other than water for the removal of the impurity such as soap. In
summary, washing is not a stipulation after the substance has been removed.
There are however, many opinions on that which can be reinoved by one washing
a nd that which cannot.'

i~ .5 ~

lp Il5CI+L ' 4'Ql ~ y

I f the filth is invisible, it is to be washed three times and wrung aEter each wash.
Washing the invisible filth three times is obligatory. Though, according to I mam
Shafi'i it is compulsory to wash seven times, and one of the times with soil for the
filth of the dog.

ig~ l P l

p,gl iLp/ 5' P~ p l .L4gilla' gJJlg~P l ~ ~ ~ l ~ p
Filth [naj asa] is purified from the body and clothes with water or any liquid that
removes filth, such as vinegar and rose water.

'lSgg ~ 'l l i ~ ~ ~ 9 I. o~ g ~ l ~ ~
The footgear and the like are purified by rubbing them on the ground or soil
provided the filth is in a solid form even if it is moist. The majority of the scholars
hold thisview. The Prophet God bless him and give hi mpeace!! said, "If anyone
stepped on something of harm with his khuf, then the purification of that is soil,"
and the Prophet God blesshim and grant hi mpeace!! said, "If one arrives at the
mosque then he should observe his khuf, if he sees upon his khuf, something of
harm or filth, then he should wipe rub! them and pray with them."' Al-Hidayah
maintains the following [In the case of it being moist, it is not permitted until the
boot is washed] for the reason that rubbing on the soil will increase it and not
purify it. However, Abu Yusuf held that if he rubs it on the soil until no effect of

i mpuri ty remains, it isdeemed pure.'
A l-H idayah 38.
A b u Dawud 385 and 650.

A l-H idayah 7 l .
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Swords and the like, such as metal obj ects are purified by wiping them either in
spil pr with a cloth because in this situation, the filth cannot penetrate. T he

Companions God be pleased with them all! would kill a disbeliever with their
swprds, and then wipe them and pray.

~ IJy>~ a54all~ jL ~ y~ gNI~ ~ ~ 1«I~ JID
~I
~ en the traces of Glth disappear &om the ground, such as the colour and smell
pf urine and the ground becomes dry, prayer is permitted on that very ground.

The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Any ground which is
then verily it is purej. However, tayammum is not permissible from that

grpund because from what is determined is that the ground must be pure with
respect tp itself and purifying for other things, as commanded by God [Perform

tayammumwith clean sand or earth!,' and thissoil ispurewith respect to itself,

but is npt purifying for other things and for this reason one cannot perform

tayammumwith thisearth.
~~ pl i ny ~~
~ ewise, what is upon the earth such as trees plants! and standing grassbecome

purefrom 61th upon drying.
>uI ~ ~ I >t ~

W ~IS~ W~ I~

FQth is purified when its essence that is, its substance or structure! molecu1arly
transforms into something else, such as a pig becoming salt, dust or soap or fire
has turned it into ash. Another example is wine turning into vinegar. T his means

that the essence of the thing is np longer in its original form.
~

LJ I ~ ~ i & lg ~ p'JI ~

Sperm [mpnsj which hasbecomedry ispurified by scratching it oEtheclothesand
body, even if it isthedischargeof a female. And wet sperm ispurified by washing
it. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said pVash it if it is wet
and rub it if it is dry].' Imam Shafi'i held that sperm is pure. However, this is

cpntrary tp the proof Abu Hanifa adopted; namely, the Prophet God blesshim
and grant himpeace!! said [Thedress iswashed dueto five things....] and ainpng
them he mentioned Mani sperm!j.'

' Al-M aida ti.

Darqutani, 1/ 125.

Darqutani. Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 210. Al-Hidayah, 71.
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W hide skin! of a dead animal including that of the dog! is purified via true
tawing.' This can be achieved by using karad'h which are pods of the mimosa
p!at that are used to remove the foul smell and dampness and keep it from
rui ng. Salt and the peel extracts of oranges are also common in this process!, or
tbtbide may be tanned by something that has the saxne legal status as true
taaing, such as cleansing the hide with soil or placing it in the sun. The Prophet
Cd bless him and grant him peace!! said, "Hide which has been tanned is

pm."' The hide of a pig however, does not become pure by any means of
taaing. The same applies to the skin of a human due to itsdignity.

~~ L ~ t g ~ gy>j glll ~ M ~ / IolSZl ~ p
'Ilchide of an animal whose meat is unlawful ispurjficd if it is slaughtered in
acnrdance with Islamic Law, whilst the meat remains unlawful, and this is the

catect view which the fatwa coincideswith. One must keep in mind that this rule
ex'udes the pig. This means that the skin of an unlawful animal is purified
wIhout requiring the process of tanning provided it is slaughtered in the way
Istunprescribed though the meat remains unlawful!.
%b efore, if the animal is dead, its skin is purified by true tanning or something
ofiimilar legal status. Additionally, if the animal whose meat is not lawful is
slaughtered in accordance with Islamic law, the skin is rendered pure, while the
mat ;snot. TheslaughteringincjPct compensatesf or thetanning.

All other parts of the animal which blood does not flow through is regarded as
pmeItch as the hair and feathers that have separated &om the animal, including
thohorns, hoofs and bones that contain no fatty grease. However, the nerves are
iniptieaccording to the soundest view.

' Therord tanned or tanning istomake ananimal'sskin into leather by treatingit with
ctcnicals. A tanner is the word used for a person who does this. Oxford dictionary!.
A.Tm idhi, the Book of Purification T he Tanned Hide of a Dead Animal! 1728.
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Also, the skin that contains the musk is pure including the musk itself and it is
perxnissible to eat. This musk or perfume! is found in the body of a deer, gazelle,
and antelope.' The author added the permissibility of eating the musk because
there are many things which are regarded as pure, but they are not permitted to
eat such as soil. So he clarified the verdict in regards to eating the musk.

~~

~~ ~

~ Gyl,pl~

Civet is deemed pure. Civet is a strong smelling yellow substance secreted by a
civet cat and is used in the making of perfume. T his substance, which is foam or

froth, is taken from a pouch under the tails of male and female civet cats. A civet
cat is a small spotted and stripped carnivorous mammal found in Asia and Africa.
Civet has a very strong smell and its scent is similar to musk, but has a more
smoky, sweaty ar oma. It is permitted for one to pray whilst he is perfumed in it
for the reason that it has undergone transformation into an aroma. T his is similar

to the musk found in a gazelle. And something that has undergone
transformation is regarded pure.'

T ab le 1

' LanguageofJurisprudence, Maraky al-Falah 103.
M araky al-Fal ah 103.
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TheChapeer of Prayer
Linguistically, prayer means supplication, and according to Sacred law, it is
specific words and actions that begin with an opening takbir [Allahu akbarj and
end with finishing salams.

~Jabir related that the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [The
link between a Muslim and disbelief is the neglect of prayer! Muslim.
~Buraydah, Allah be pleased with him, related that the Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace!! said [T he bond between us that separates us from the rest
of human kind is prayer. Whoever neglects it will become a disbeliever! Ahmad
an d N asai .

On the basis of these hadith and others, Imam A hmad Ibn Hanbal held that

whoever intentionally neglects prayer will become a disbeliever. Whereas Imam
Shafi'i held, such a person is to be given the death penalty, whilst he is still
regarded as a believer. Abu Hanifa held, that such a person is j ailed indefinitely
or until he repents making up the prayers.

G m di ti ons That Obli ate P r

L ' I ~~ ~
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T/u conditions that rencler prayer obligatoryarethree;

Igj ~ lg ~ 5I
Islam, maturity and sanity. A disbeliever is not subj ect to prayer and neither is a
child until they mature.

~3ql l g ~j ,~
One is to order his children to pray at the age of seven, and hit them to pray at
the age of ten for neglecting prayer, with the hand not with the stick. The Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace! said, "Order your children to pray at the age
of seven, and discipline them at the age of ten, and separate their bedding

[regarding their sleeping area!."' Note: hitting in this context does not mean to
inj ure or to inflict physical pain; rather it means to use sensible and reasonable
discipline. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! forbade the hitting
of the face and Allah said about the Prophet [You have not been sent except as a
mercy unto mankindj.
' Abu D awud 495.
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The Reason Thai Obl
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The reasons that obligate the Ave daily prayers are its times, i.e. when the time of

prayer arrives, one is obligated to pray. And it is necessary to perform prayer at
the beghuiing of the prayer time which is allocated for the prayer. Note: the te~
waj ib muwassa' means that the Law Maker has allocated an extended tim

perform an obligation; and that such time is sufficient to perform the required act
and others acts of the same kind alongside it. For example, the time for the > < »
prayer is an extended time which fits both the dhuhr prayer as we]l as the

performance of other prayers alongside it. It is therefore necessary 'to pei form the
prayer, such as dhuhr at the beginning of this time period. Furthermore, if the time

becomes limited or restricted, then it means that the time is only sufficient
enough for the act itself and no other. This is known as waJib mtt~ ig Thus
should one delay his prayer right until the end of the prayer t.ime, such tha« t is

just enough time for the prayer itself, one is required to offer tlie obligation
immediately.'
~ ~+ 1~ l~
The Ti mes
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The ObIi al o

Pra ers

t~ ~

Thetirmsarefi ve;
1/ The dawn prayer fa
j r! begins at true dawn and ends j ust before sunrise. True
dawn is when the sky around the horizon begins to increase in light, before this

dim light sometiines appears overhead for several minutes, followed by
darkness, and this is termed the deception dawn.

Lll JWlg lp 51JJt pp %
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2/ Thetimefor thenoon prayer [dliukr} beginsaper thesunszenith at midday and
endswhen the shadow of all things upright becomes, i! twiceas long oi ii! ~ ups
to the obj ect, with an allowance made for the original shadow at noon.' Imam al

Tahawi opted with the second ruling and it is the saying of the two companions
Imam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yusuf including the majority of the fuqaha
' Usul al-Fiqh, Wahbi az-Zuhayli vol, I/57 l Maraky al-Falah 105.
Note: the original shadow at noon is the measure of the shadow as it stood when the sun was
at its peak. Therefore, an addition of the original shadow of that obj ect at noon t i me is to

taken into account. This means that it is the double shadow plus the original shadow at noon

according to Abu Hanifa; whereasaccording to the two companions, it isthe equal shado~ plus
i s original shadow at noon.
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such as Imam Malik, Shaft'i and Ahmad lbn Hanbal. Abu Hanifa opted with the
former ruling i.e. double! and it is the ruling that is the most correct and which
the majority of Hanafi scholars have upheld. Note; there is no dispute concerning the
beginning of the dhuhr prayer, rather, it is about its end. Therefore, the dhuhr time begins
when thesunmovesp omitsmeridian. Thereis nodisputeregarding this. According tothe two

companions, it endswhen theshadowof an ojbect isequal toitself, aper which the 'asr time
enters. According toAbu Hanifa, dhuhr endswhen the shadow of an ob
j ect is doubk itself ,
aPer which the 'asr enters.
T he reason A bu H anifa's view is maintained as the most correct, is due to

caution; because according to the narration of Asad from Abu Hanifa, if the time
of dhuhr npireswhen the shadow of things becomes equal to itself, then 'asr does
not arrive until the shadow becomes twice as long. There is therefore a period in
between which is disused. It is therefore cautionary to pray the dhuhr before the
shadow becomes equal to the object and offer the 'asr after the shadow has
become twice as long as the object. This will ensure that both prayers are offered

within their timingswith certainty. Thisisalso the viewin al-Mabsut.'
The two companions, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad used as their proof, the
imamah of Jibril Allah's peace and blessing upon him! where he led the 'asr
prayer on the first day at this time. The hadith is as follows: Ibn Abbas reported
the Apostle of God as saying f ibril led me at the House i.e. ka'bah! twice. He
prayed the noon prayer with me on the ftrst day when the sun had passed the
meridian, and prayed the afternoon prayer with me when the shadow of all things
wasequal toitself . On the second day, he prayed the noon prayer with me when the
shadow was equal to itself, and prayed the afternoon prayer when the shadow of
all things was double itself. T hen he Uibril! said: Between these times is time for
yourself and your nation].~
Abu Hanifa used as his proof for the double shadow!, the hadith of the Prophet
[In very hot weather delay the dhuhr prayer until it becomes a little! cooler

because the severity of heat is from the raging of the Hell-firej.' Abu Hanifa used
this hadith to show that there is no coolness when the shadow of a thing is equal
to its size especially in the Hijaz area. He also used the last part of the hadith of
Jibril above saying that because Jibril led the dhuhr prayer when the shadow of
thingswas equal toitself , isa proof that it is the time of dhuhr and not 'asr. And it is

about thispoint wherein the dispute lays.'
~

l~ g~ gl ~ lpl P ,l + o~LJl ilJ- l~ ~ l ~ pp

' Al-Ikhtiyar 57 I Maraky al-Falah 106.
Abu Dawud 393 ~At-Tirmidhi 139 l Darqutani 1/ 168. Thishadith has been deemed sound
by Ibn Khuzayma, Ibn Habban and al-Hakim in hisMustadrak I/ 193. tMaraky al-Falah 106j.
Bukhari 536.

' Al-Hidayah 83.
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3/ The time of the mid-afternoon prayer 'acr! begins when the shadow begias to
increase on the object it has doubled or equalled, until sunset; meaning, the rnidafternoon prayer beginsat the end of the noon prayer and ends at sunset.
~~ i J ~ pi~ ~i
4/ The sunset prayer mughrib! begins when the sun has completely set and enchs
when the dominant glow of red from the horizon has disappeared, and the fatwa
is in accordance with this. This is the view of Abu Hanifa and the saying of Ibn
Umar Allah be pleased with him! who mentioned [The red horizon!.' Likewise, it
is related from soine of the great Companions. One should bear in mind that the
fed colour of the horizon after sunset lasts for som e time, t hereafter the w hi t e

colour of the horizon appears. It is about these colours that scholars have di ffered .
The book al-Ikhtiyar another H anafi text states that it is the white colour that

determines the end of the sunset prayer and the commencement of the nightfal l
prayer, since it was the way of Abu Bakr, A'ishah and Mu'adth may Allah be

pleased with them all!. Al-Shafi'i said that it is up to the time in which three
rak'ahs can be performed, because angel Jibril God's peace and blessing be upon
him! led the prayer on both days at the same time. However, the Hanafi Madhhab
relies on the words of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! [The
first timing for maghrib is when the sun sets, while the last timing is until th e

disappearance of the evening glow!.

~/ The time of the nightfaU prayer 'isha! and witr prayer begin when the red
colour of the horizon disappears from the sky, and ends a li ttle time before true
pawn, according to Abu Hanifa. The Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! said [Verily, Allah has increased upon you, a prayer, and verily it is the
witr prayer. So pray it between the nightfall prayer 'isha! until the rise of dawn!.
I Js Ql p~ Yy
~ e mitr prayer is not to be performed before the S hx prayer due to the

sequential order, which isteajib. E the time of the M a prayer does not arrive then
it is sot compulsory to perform them i.e. the 'isha and witr!. In some count ries
such as Antarctica, true dawn appears before the end of sunset, meaning nightfall
does not occur, and in these areas, in these times that it occurs, the 'isha prayer is
not coinpulsory, nor is the prayer of witr because the reason that render s i t
compulsory is the coming of the tiine; yet that did not occur, and if the reason
does not occur then the prayers that require the time are not compulsory.

' Al-Baihaqi 1/373.
A t-T irmidhi, Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 23P.

' Ibn Hajar, Adiraya 1/ 188.
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N ol oi ni

~ l~ ~

Two Obli ato

P ra ers I n the One Ti me

I l~ !ip+ HIILNlh~ p4J!ii~ J 5!~i ~ gJ ~
pJAJ+ ~ 1j

One is not to join two obligatory prayers in the one prayer tisne even with an
excuse such as travel or rain, for it is not valid to advance a prayer when its time

has not arrived, and neither is it valid to delay a prayer until the arrival of another
unless it be at Arafah for hajj, with the condition that one performs the prayers
with the great imam and with the condition that one is in ihram. Accordingly, the
pilgrim is to join the noon prayer and mid-afternoon prayer together at midday
~ gkr!. The prayer is an advanced combining. That is, when the time of dhuhr
arrives, both prayers are offered with one adhan and two iqamasusually at Masjid
N am ir a and no sun na is to b e offered in between t hem.

i d>~ ~M lj ~ + 1~

T hey also join the sunset and nightfall prayer in Muzdalifah. The prayer is a
delayed joining of prayers; meaning the pilgrims are to wait until the arrival of the
nightfall prayer and then offer both the sunset prayer and nightfall prayer with
one adhan and one iqama.
Al>w~ P J ~ + 1+ j j

T he sunset prayer nurghnb! is not permitted to be prayed on the road to
Muzdalifah. It is performed in Muzdalifah. The Prophet God bless him and

grant himpeace!! said [The prayer isahead of you i.e. at Muzdalifah].'
"54all ~libel ~ ~
l
Recommended Pra er Ti mes

JL g ~

4 ~Li Yl ~

g

It is recommended for a man to pray the fajr at the glow of dawn, i.e. when the
sky brightens. The Prophet Peace be upon him!! said [Perform the morning
prayer at the shinning time of dawn!, as your reward will be greater]. The reason
the reward will be greater at the glowing time of dawn, is because the gathering is
larger, though when it is still dark, the gathering is less; and that which isoffered
in a larger group is superior. Additionally, Anas reported the Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! saying whoever prays the fajr in a group, and then
sits and remembers Allah until the rising of the sun after which he offers two
f~ ahs then it will be for him a reward like that of a complete hajj and compl ete
umrah]. fYith respect toa woman, itsperformance early when the dawn has notyet become
bright is recommended.
' Bukhari 1669.
Narrated by the five.

At-T irmidhi, the Book of Prayer 586. Maraky al-Falah 108.
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J Yl ~~ i J M~ ~~ ~ l J ~ l ~l~Ylg
In summer or hot conditions! it is recommended to delay the noon prayer until it
becomes cooler. Though in winter time or cool conditions! it is recommended to
pray it early unless it is overcast in which case it is better to delay, in order to be
certain the time has arrived. The Prophet God bless hi m and grant him peace!!
said [In very hot weather, delay the noon prayer, till it becomes a little! cooler,

because the severity of the heat is from the raging of hellfirej.' With respect to
offering prayer in cool conditions [The Prophet would offer the noon prayer
earlier if it was very cold].'

~

l~

1 ~ i « t;q

It is recommended to delay the afternoon prayer ['asrj in winter and summer, but
not to the extent that the sun changes and! becomes pale in colour. The Prophet
God bless him and give him peace!! [Would delay the afternoon prayer as long
as the sun was still clear white!.' The Prophet God bless him and grant hi m
peace!! said [The following is the prayer of the hypocrite, he waits until the sun is
between the horns of Satan, then he gets up and observes four rak'ahs and does
not r emember Allah except a little].'

+ ~! v J J .~
During overcast conditions it is recommended to perform the afternoon prayer
earlier in order to avoid the period which is disliked to perform prayer in. T he
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! stated [Observe prayer earlier on a

cloudy day, for one who misses the afternoon prayer has destroyed all his work!.

~ ~wp

~ J ~l . A ' J. .

It is recommended to oKer the sunset prayer maghrib! early in winter and
summer, to the extent that between the adhan and iqama should be the time
equivalent to reciting three verses of Quran, except in overcast conditions, where
it is better to delay to be sure it has arrived. The Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! said [My nation will never cease to follow their natural
behaviour, so long as they do not delay the sunset prayer till the stars appear in a
large number].'

~ l J M ~ gJJJI ~ Jl ~~ I ~ I;p

Buk har i 536.
Buk hari !8 6.
A bu D awud 408.

Narrated by the group.

' Ahmad and Ibn Maj ah 6~
J4.
Ibn Maj ah 68~
J.
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It is recommended to delay the nightfall prayer Vsha! until the first third of the
night. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Would it not be a
burden upon my nation, I would have delayed the 'isha to a third of the night or

haHI.' However, during overcast conditions, it is preferable to perform the 'isha
prayer earlier due to the minimal gathering present based on anticipated rain or
h ail.

L-'gI ~ y ~ ~i ~ l gl >pl ~ t
It isrecommended to delay the witr prayer to the end of the night if one is certain
he will be alert; meaning if one is sure that he will awaken from sleep and perform
the witr beforefja r, then this is preferred. The Prophet God bless him and grant
hi mpeace!! said whoever fears that they will not rise for tahajj ud prayer! at the
end of the night, then he should pray witr at the beginning of the night and
whoever intends to rise at the end of the night, then he should perform it at the
end of the night!j.'
«~« «0
~1 1~1

~ oQ Q lp o~ !l ~ p~ g l ~ lip
The Pr ohibi ted A nd D isli ked Pra er Ti mes

LL~ >P i j JIJ ~ ! Ql w& lplp~ l gl ~ «~ Q ~ Q~lip! j' g
T here are three times during which it is not valid to perform obligatory and
necessary prayers that were due upon a person prior to these times. For example:
fajr becomes a debt upon a person prior to the sun rising. Therefore, if thefaj r
prayer is delayed until the time when the sun begins to rise, it becomes invalid to

perform it at such time until it has completely risen. In addition, examples of
necessary prayers are vowed prayers, the prayer of tawaf, or a ruined voluntary
p r ayer.

~ ~ g1gl ~

l| + ~

T he ti mes are:

1/ the rising of the sun until it completely rises to the height of a spears length.
Hence, thef a
j r is not valid for a person performing it whilst the sun is rising.

2/ when the sun is at its mi dday zenith that is, its peak! prayer is not valid based
on the hadith of Uqbah which is mentioned in the next point.

~ ~ gt j I g ,l~ 1~

' At-Tirmidhi 167 and Ibn Majah691.
~ M uslim 755.
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3/ when the sun draws near to setting until it sets that is, from when it changes
colour and its rays appear weak and pale until it sets!.

Uqbah Ibn Amir said [There were three times at which the Apostle of Allah used
to forbid us to pray or bury our dead. When the sun begins to rise until it has
completely risen, when the sun is at its height at midday till it passes the
meridian, and when the sun draws near to setting till it sets].'
Al lkhtiyar states that: i! prayer, ii! the prostration of ur ani c recital and Iii! the
funeral prayer are not valid at the time when the sun is rising and when it is at its
peak and when it isclose to setting except the 'asr prayer which is performed when
it is setting. T he reason this is the case with respect to the 'asr is due to the words

of the Prophet God bless hi mand grant him peace!! [Whoever offered a rak'ah
of the 'asr prayer before the sun sets, then indeed he has caught it!.' Al-Hidayah
also mentions that a severe warning is issued with respect to the 'asr prayer in a
tradition recorded by Imam Malik in which the time close to sunset has been

described as one where "The sun is between the horns of Satan." Hence, offering the
prayer at this time is offensive, though the obligation is lifted. Thisis not the easeat
sunrise or at the time of the sun's zenith, f or the prayer is not vdid in these lima. Imam
Shafi'i maintains that the prayer is not nullified. Maraky al-Falah states that if one

isengaged in the dawn prayer and the sun rises, the prayer isvoid.

lg lp ~yg lM qpJI~ ~ P Q ~ +1i~ ym~ ejM Ulg lp Q ~ p4~l>t~ g
It is however permissi bl e to perform that which becom
es obligatory in that time,
though is disliked, such as a funeral prayer that occurred in that time or a

prostration verse that wasrecited in that particular time, not before it.' Likewise,
it is permissible to oKer the 'asr prayer of that day at the time of sunset, even
though it isdisliked. However, one is not permitted to offer the 'asr of the previous
day in that particular time.'

~i+ i ~ » »QlS~ l' gl5! ~+ S ~ lg 8'LJi l+ .P ZQ i ~l,~pl~
During these three times, it isprohibitively disliked [rnakruh tahnman] for a person
to perform voluntary prayer, even if there is a reason for it, such as a vowed
prayer, the prayer of tawaf, the prayer of wudu or the prayer of greeting the
mosque tahijy
yah!.

~~ J ~~ ~ ~ t.~ ~| ~ ~ ~ l.~ ,
' Abu Dawud 3 186.

' Bukhari 579 and Muslim, 608 Al-Ikhtiyar 6l].
' Al-Hidayah 89.
' This means that if a person recites one of the verses of prostration in the forbidden time, then
i is valid if one performs its prostration in that time. If however, a person recites the verses of

prostration before the forbidden time i.e., in a permissible time and does not observe the
prostration, and instead waitsuntil the forbidden time enters, he is not permitted to observe it.
Usul al-Fiqh-Muhammad al-Khudari.
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When the dawn time arrives, it is disliked to offer voluntary prayer with the
exception of its sunna meaning when f a
j r time arrives, one is only to pray the

sunna of the fajr and to offer moreisdisliked!. It is also disliked to offer voluntary
prayer after the dawn prayer.
~

l o~

~ g

It is disliked to offer voluntary prayer aAer the 'asr prayer even if the sun has not
yet changed colour. T his is due to the hadith that the Prophet God bless hi m

and grant him peace!! said [There is no prayer after the prayer of 'asr until the sun

sets, and thereis no prayer after thefaj r until the sun rises!.'
~ + 1i~

j ig

It is disliked to offer voluntary prayer before the sunset prayer maghtib!. The
Prophet God bless hitn and grant him peace!! said tBetween the two calls is a
prayer if one desires, except the maghrib].

It is disliked to perform voluntary prayer at the time the imam emerges to
conduct the Friday sermon until he has completed the prayer. It is disliked on the
basis that to listen to the imam is obligatory and to instruct good whilst the imam

is conducting the sermon is not lawful.' The Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! said If you said to your companion 'quiet' and the i mamis giving
the sermon, then you have indeed commit an evil act!!.' This rule applies even if it
is the sermon of Eid, haj , marriage, upon the conclusion of completing the
Quran, the lunar eclipse and when seeking rain.

Some may argue that there was an incident at the time of the Prophet concerning
Sulayk al-Ghatafani which is as follows; Once, while the Messenger was sitting on
the pulpit waiting to begin the sermon, a companion named Sulayk Ibn Hudba alGhatafani entered the masj id in his t om clothing. The Messenger after seeing his
poverty stricken state, ordered him to stand and pray. He did this so that the
other Companions could also observe his condition. The Messenger remained
silent until he had finished his prayer; then after seeing that the other
Companions had noticed him, he encouraged them to contribute to him, which
they did with open hearts. It is clearly evident that this was a special circumstance
and cannot be generally applicable as it was issued only once to this particular
Companion.

Bukhar i 58 1.
2

T abarani in his Awsat 8/ 179.
M araky al-Falah 114, pt 3.
Buk har i 394.

' Maraky al-Falah 114.
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Another point to bear in mind is, the two rak'ahs of entering the mosque are to be

offered immediately upon entering the masjid, prior to sitting down. Though, it is
clear in some of the narrations that Sulayk had sat down upon his arrival. One
narration states that; Sulayk sat down without praying, and the Messengei' asked
him if he had performed two rak'ahs? He replied that he had not, so the
Messenger ordered him to stand and perform two rak'ahs. T his confirms that he
was ordered to stand up and pray to reveal his condition to the other
Companions. '
l g o~ gJg l J gp~ l + y ~

l ~ 5 I ~ g Ql ~ ~

It isdisliked to offer voluntary prayer at the time of iqama except the sunna of the
dawn prayer; provided one is certain he will not miss the group prayer. The basis
for this is that it is one of the most emphasised sunan and because it yields great
rewards as the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said tThe rak'ahsof

fajr arebetter than the world and what it contains!. He also said tPray the rak'ahs
of dawn, even if you are trampled on or driven away! by horsesj." If however, a
person will miss the fajr due to the sunna, then he is to join the imam and

relinquish the sunna. It isdisliked to offer voluntary prayer before the Eid prayer
even if it is offered at home and likewise it is disliked after Eid prayer in the
mosque because at this time, one isto embrace hisbrothers.
1A33~ y 48+ J ~ W l ~

When combining the prayers in Arafah and Nuzdalif ah, it is disliked to perform
voluntary prayer between them, not even with the sunna of the dhuhr or the sunna
of maghrib, because the Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! tWould not
observe voluntary prayersbetween themj.'

It isdisliked for a person to offer voluntary prayer when there is minimal time left

to perform the obligatory one because one may miss the obligatory prayer from
its designated time.

~

9l ~ lwg

It is disliked to offer prayer when holding back the need to urinate or defecate.
Whoever performs prayer resisting the urge of such things, then one's
concentration will not be complete and it will preoccupy one's mind and attention
and is ther efore dislik ed .

Bukhari, 930.
M uslim, 725.
A bu Dawud, 1253.

Ibn Shaybah in his Musnad, 3/388.
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g~ l + gJLJ1J ' ' L~~ wp Lb q~
Prayer is disliked in the presence of food which one desires and craves for. In
addition, anything which distracts one's mind and reduces concentration in
prayer is disliked. A'ishah reported that the Prophet said [No prayer can be
rightly said! when the food is there before the worshipper, or when he is
prompted by the call of nature!.'
Qlhg I mm
e

The Chapter Of Adhan
Linguistically, adhan means to inform. Though according to the Sacred Law, it is
to carry out and notify people about the entrance of the time of prayer with
specific sayings. The adhan became part of Islamic law in the 1" Year of Hijra.
T hough, some held it was the second. Before the introduction of adhan, the people

would be informed of the entrance of prayer by calls in the street announcing,
"prayer-prayer." Thereafter, the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
gathered his Companions for consultation about what they could use to inform

the Muslims about the time of prayer. One of the Companionssuggested the bell,
but the others including the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
disliked this for they did not want to enact what the Christians observe. And one

of them suggested to burn a fire, but the Prophet God blesshim and grant him
peace!! did not want to imitate the fire worshippers and they did not end up
agreeing on anything. Then later that night Abdullah Ibn Zaid had a dreain and
during this dream he saw a man teaching him the sayings of adhan. When he
woke, he mentioned what had occurred to the Messenger of God God bless hi m
and grant him peace!! who became very pleased with this. The Prophet then
ordered hi m to mention the sayings to Bilal in order that he may utter them
aloud, and this is what Bilal did. From that time onwards, the adhan became an

established sunna for the prescribed prayers.

~li ! l~i li'tl ~
The R uli

The Call To A a n A dhan

A nd The Call T o Commence I ama

yLaQllA+ g~ g l~

yl l~ e.~ ~l ~lg! lg~ gy ~ 1~ oX~ ~ ~ lg l~~lai l ~

The call to prayer [adhan] and the call to commence [i r ma] are an emphasized
sunna for the obligatory prayers even if one offers the prayer alone, or whether
one is performing the current prayer or making up a missed prayer or whether
one is a traveller or resident. In addition, it is disliked for women to call adhan or

iqama Abu Hanifa said that if people of a city offer the congregational prayer
without the adhan being called for the prayer, then they have acted contrary to
' M uslim 660.
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the sunna of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! and have sinned. It
is also maintained by Imam Muhammad that the adhan is waj ib and that if the

residents of a land agree to give it up we would fight them. And the common
ground between these two rulings is that an emphasised sunna acts like a uej ib
with respect to the sin one receives for its omission.' T he Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace! said [And one of you should pronounce the adhan for
prayer when its time is due].'
Moreover, it is not sunna to call the adhan for the funeral prayer, Eid prayer,
solar eclipse prayer, rain prayer, tarawih or the rawatib sunan, and neither is it

sunna for the witr prayer even though it iswa
j ibtoperform.'
With respect to woman calling the adhan and iqama, it has been related from Ibn
Umar God be pleased with him! that it is disliked for women to call the aden or
i r ma, and there is no room for opinion in thisj udgement. T hus, he surely heard

this from the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! and he niade clear,
that a woman's situation isbased on her being discreet and that their raised voices
is a temptation and that the iqama ispredominantly made with a raised voice.
~Li! lpgal J Ldt
The Sa i

s

Thc Adha n A nd I ama

.~ lg~ ~l , .a uUt>~ .~ l ~ ~~, l ,t ~,lJ w,
The person announcing the adhan is to recite 'Alkhtcakhxr' four times at the start
and twice at the end, and likewise he is to recite the remainder of the sayings
twice. There is no repetition [tarj i] in the two shahada's, which is to pronounce
the shahada's twice in a silent tone and then call them aloud for Bilal God be

pleased with him!! did not observe this practice.' However, the Maliki and Shafi'i
view is that it is sunna to utter the two shahada's in a low tone that is heard by the
people before calling them aloud.
W u lj l lg

The iqama is like the adhan with respect to itswords.

~ g a~ 1~ lj D : ali! l P i l ay~ g ppjl ~ pi a~ l: W l p'54 M * py
During the adhan for the dawn prayer after the caller recites 'un' tosuan,' he is
to add the words prayer is belier thun skim
p' twice. And after uttering 'anne to suucss'
in the iqama, he is to add the words Qc pray@ is commencing, the payer is
commencing.' T his is what the angel descending from the sky did, and this is well
kn ow n.

Al-Ikhtiyar 64.
Bukhari 628 .

Kitab al-Fiqh 'Ala Madhahib al-Arba'a vol.1, 283.

' Maraky al-Falah 1l8.
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"' pJl ~
Recommended Actr'ons F or The Gd k r

+ BIJjJI'lelj gLi gLUL g+ Yy<4li'Ylj |'-~ ygl'Nl J~
It is recommended for the caller to pronounce the adhan without haste by taking a
short pause between every two words, and to utter the igmna speedily. It is not
permitted to call the adhan in Persian or any other language except Arabic, even
if it i s kn own and evi den t that it is th e aditan.

"5Lrdl ~ lipton~ l li&LLLp " gl g+ gt ~

"

It is recommended that the caller be righteous since he is like a trustee of the
religion, and that he have knowledge in the sunan of adhan, and knowledge of the
prayer times.

o~ L'

~ pJyC' tp~' I j ~

l JaCglpaLSI' gg ' t'J/li Ldl J

s~ gJap

p54JLlgl
I t is recom m ended th at th e cal ler b e in a state of ablu tion and th at he face the

direction of prayer except if he is riding. It is recommended that he place his
fingers in his ears and turn his head not the chest or feet! to the right when
saying 'come toprayer' and to the left when saying 'cmne to suaeu.' This is what the
Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! ordered Bilal to do.

In addition, it is recommended to revolve or turn in a circular fashion! within the

minaret as one is calling the adhan so people in every direction can hear the
adh an .

~~

g» %1~

l ,~ ~l Mlzgl~l I ~ J
I~ pealo&l~ p

I t is recom m end ed to allocate a suf fi cient am ou nt of ti m e b etween th e adhas an d

i r ma that allows the regular people to attend the congregation, taking into
consideration the recommended time to pray in. The Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace!! said to Bilal [Make room between the adhan and iqama so
that the one making ablution finishes his need and the one eating finishes his

mealj.'

o~ l : Jl>gl ~ EJ+ ~ ~ y~ l~

~ 'g yt ay~ ~ l,l ~ ~ eall y~ ~
.~~

' At-Tirmidhi, the Book of Prayer, 195,143.

l o~

l
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With regards to the sunset prayer maghrib!, the caller is to separate between the
adhan and i r ma the amount of time it takes to recite three short verses or the

time it takes to walk three steps and he is to repeat some of the sayingsafter the
m ~ , such as p ~ , p ~ , P ~ nrhi~
~

'or 'rise topray+.'
o+ L

That Whi ch I s Disliked I n The Adhan And I ama

~l~tg i ~ M I i libel c~~ 1og ~
It isdisliked to melodise the adhan, i.e. to sing the call in a way that changes the
words or to commit mistakes in the expressions. It is disliked for the caller to b

in a state of minor impuritywhen announcing the adhanand i r ma Though if one
does so, it is valid.

4> ot>I> aI~ ~ a~ > P Y~
It is disliked if the announcer of adhan is, i! in a state of major ritual i mpi ety
janaba!, ii! a boy who has not yet acquired intellect, iii! insane or under ~ e
influence of alcohol, iv! a female or v! an immoral person. And it is disliked for
adhan to be called whilst sitting.

~iil l i g~~~&l ~

~ ~~>'l ~Jyi b4~Jw J ! A5Jlg

It is disliked for the caUer to speak during the adhan and the i r ma even if it was
for returning salam. And if he does so during the adlian, it is recommended to
repeat it, though not the i r ma.

~ 1J ~

l p~ ~

gLa+ y

It isdisliked to call adhan and iqama for the noon prayer dhuhr! on Friday in the

city. This means, people in the city who have missed the Friday assembly prayer
with the imam, are not to call the adhan and iqama for the dhuhr prayer,
regardless if one has missed the prayer due to a reason or not and regardless if

one isperforming the prayer in a group or not. Also, this dislike is speci furca]$y
targeted at city locations where the Friday prayer is held, because the village
dwellers who live outside the city are not required to attend the Friday prayer
according to the Hanafi Madhhab which meansit isnot disliked for these people
to call adhan and iqama in their area and pray dhuhr, because for them it is the
prescribed prayer of that time.
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~ Li Y ly ply j l
Calli

The Adhan And I a ma For M issed Pra ers

~ ~ ~lAlJg>~~
The one who misses a prayer isto announce the adhan and the yamapnor to the
makeup of that prayer, asthe Prophet ordered Bilal to do when he and the group
missed the fajr prayer after resting on the way back from Khaybar.'

i4adl ~

Ml gl ~ lg l g gljgl gy>wGYl dy ofay.~ lpUIJy9 lJSy

Equajly, when one has missed a number of prayers, he isto call the adhan for the

first and makethe iqama. However, after callingthe adhan and iqama for thefirst
of the missed prayers, it is disliked if a person abandons the iqama in the

remainder of the prayers, though not the adhan, this isprovided that the missed
prayersare being performed in the samesitting. Meaning, if one called adhan and
iqarna in the first prayer, and then did not call adhan for the rest of the prayers, it
is approved, but if one abandoned the iqama for the rest of the prayers, it is
disliked. T hough to conform fully, one should call the adhan and iqama for all of
the prayers as the Prophet performed. When the non-believers kept the Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! engaged in the battle of Khandak Trench!

and he missed four prayersasa result, namely the dhuhr, 'asr, maghrib, and 'isha.
He prayed them in order and ordered Bilal God be pleased with them! to make
adhan and iqama for every prayer.'

gl>gl gl
What The L istener

The A dha n Should Sa

JP~ <~l +~ >! zl ~>y>~ ~ ! JLiy~ ~ IJ' P~ yM J'5y~ l ~ g~ 'I~ lpl~
pp31 ~ ~ o~ l : gim
el
If one hearsthe adhan being announced according to the sunna, in that there are
no mistakes or singing etc, he isto cease hisactions and isto utter the same words
as the caller, though when he hears the words, 'cmne toPruycr' and 'come tosuams,'
he is to say, %cn, isnopower or strength erupt withANah.'And in the adhan at dawn,

after the caller says, paper isbetter thanskep,' one is to say, ! eu hanssPokcn thetruth
andhasedonegood'or Qhateoer Allah wiNs.'

' ' l~jl ! []~ Q~ ~[ j 'Ql ~ lpi Lfloy JJI l swg+ I :J~ Q pea
l laze
.~~ ~ ~i l l l>~

' Muwattahof Malik 1/ 14.
At-T irmidhi 179, an-Nasai 66 1.
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Upon this, one is to supplicate and say, "0 Allah, Lord of this comprehensive
~ vitation and enduring prayer, grant Muhammad a place near to You, an
excellence and exalted degree and bestow on him the praiseworthy station that
You have promised him."

Conditions Of ThePrayer And ItsPiIIars
o~

l~

~ ~l

That Ho i ck I s Re ui red F or The Validi t

Pr a er

y aa ~ a~ tl ~

Inorderf orPrayer tobevalid, thefollowing twentyseven conditions must besatisf ied;

~ lp~ Ji!l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ gl5J,ly~ p ly~ l o~~ ~~ & 1~
I o~ l

~ Nl+ ~ lp~ pip
P~ cation from the state of minor and major impurity. In addition, purity of
one's body, clothes, and place of prayer from filth which is not excusable is a
necessary condition. It has been described earlier that the amount less than that

of a dirham isexcused for heavy filth; and for light filth, it is less than one quarter
of the clothes; and the area where the feet, hands, knees and forehead are placed
in ust also be pure, for if there is filth, the prayer is not valid. T his is most correct

opinion as held by Abu Hanifa.

Clothing one's nakedness and concealing the nakedness from view on all sides is
conditional for the validity of prayer, and it is of no harm if one's nakedness can

be seen by himself or others f'rom the opening of the neck of the clothes or from
be low .

I Js iY

sts ~

mLJ I M s ~

t Lo! ~ y ma l ~~

iLill JLi . Is

It is conditional to face the direction of prayer [qihh]. Accordingly, the one living
Makkah who can see the ka'bah is required to face it directly. Whereas the one
who cannot see the ka'bah must face its direction i.e. its location! even if he is in

M ale]yah, and this is the most correct view. With respect to the diagram below, the
person seen to the far right islegally regarded as facing the qibla, while the person
in the middle is truly facing it.
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y al-Falah 124

sf~

The arrival of the time of prayer is conditional for the validity of prayer and one
must be certain its time has amved; consequently, if one prays and is not certain
if the time of prayer has arrived, the prayer is null and void even if the prayer
t i m e h ad ar r iv ed .'

To form an intention is conditional. This consists of having a firm resolve in one's
mind in order to distinguish one act of worship from another.

~ 92
i ~ ~ ~ lg
To say the opening Allahu akbar without separating it from one's intention is
conditional for the prayer to be correct. Note: a person may make his intention at
the opening Allahu akbar; or one may make his intention and then say the
opening Allahu akbar without a long gap between them. Both are valid according
t o th e H anaf i M ad h h ab .

'l / Qli i ~ l gl Mlp
The second part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar is; one

must utter the opening Allahu akbar while standing before bending for the bow
tntku'I. It is stated in the book al-Burhan: If a person attends the prayer and finds
the imam bowing and this person first bends his back and then offers the takbir, if
he was closer to standing; then his entry into the prayer is valid.

Wl ~ t. <~ >
The third part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar is; one
must not delay the intention from the opening All@
Au akbar.

~ Nl + ~ ~ ~ i ~ l ~ ly
' Maraky al-Falah 125.
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The fourth part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar is; one
must utter the opening Allahu akbar to the degree that he can hear himself
according to the correct view.
w Ll l m p

The fifth part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar js; the
follower must intend being linked with his imam.

The sixth part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar is one
must specify the obligatory prayer being offered. This means, if one wishes to
pray an obligatory prayer, such as the dhuhr or 'asr prayer, then he must intend

that particular obligatory prayer, such as intending to pray thedhuhr for example
This applies even if the prayer is current or a missed prayer. It is not suffjcjent to

intend an obligatory prayer without specifying which one. Additionally,
specification is conditional at the commencement, such that if a person intends a
specific obligatory prayer and then commences it and thereafter forgets
completes the prayer under the assumption that it is a voluntary one, then it

counts as the obligatory prayer and he isthereby relieved of that obligation.'
~ lg l ~

p

The seventh part of the conditions that validates the opening Allahu akbar is: one

must speci6cally intend which tee
j ibprayer he ispraying, such as thewitr prayer,
the rak'ahsof tawaf and a voluntary prayer that wasruined in the past.
.

IJ ~

IJ ~

M,

It is not a condition to specify the intention for voluntary prayer even if it is the
sunna of the dawn prayer.

~ l ~ ~ pLill~

It is conditional and one of the pillars to stand in all the obligatory p~y~
though not for voluntary prayer.
~ Ml ~

~J i I g g i i lg lg

It is obligatory to recite at least one verse of Quran in two rak'ahs of the
obligatory prayer, as held by Abu Hanifa, though Imams Muhammad and Abu

Yusuf held that the minimum is three verses. Allah said [Read of the Quran, as
much as may be easy for you]. This verse commands that some portion of the
Quran be recited during the prayer. It does not confine the obligation to sur~ p
Fatiha, but rather indicates that any portion of the Quran can be recited to meet
the obligation. Abu Yusuf and M uhammad said that to memorjse the bare
' Maraky al-Faiah 128.
M uzzammil 20
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mi ni mum of what is requiredf or prayer! is individually obligatory pard 'ai n! and the
memorisation of the Fatiha and a surah is waj ib upon all Musl i ms and the

memorisation of theentire Quran isa communal obligation Pard kif ayaj.'
It is obligatory to red te . ran in all the rak'ahs of voluntary prayer and in all the
rak'ahs of the witr prayer.
o~

l~

There are no specific verses in the Quran that one must recite in order for the

prayer to be valid. One may therefore recite any verse from the Quran, and the
prayer is valid. Though it has previously been stated that the Fatiha is waj ib to
r eci t e.

The person following the imam in prayer must not recite Q uan; rather he must
listen and remain silent whether the imam is reading aloud or silently. Allah said
When the Quran is read, listen to it with attention and remain silent!!. The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! said [The imams recitation is
sufficient I'or you, whether he is reciting! aloud or silently!. Also, Abu Hanifa
and his companions as well as Imam Malik and Imam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal agreed
that the prayer is valid for a follower who does not recite anything behind the
imam. Also, the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! said [Whoever has
an imam, the recitation of the imam is recitation for the follower!j.'
Imam Muhammad said in a hadith: Isra'il informed us, M usa Ibn A bi A'ishah

narrated to me from Abdullah Ibn Shadda Ibn Had who said, The Messenger of
Allah led the 'asr prayer and a man recited behind him, so the man next to him
nudged hiin. When he had prayed he said, "Why did you nudge me?" He replied,
"The Messenger of Allah was leading you, so I loathe that you should recite
behind him." Hearing this, the Prophet said, "Whoever prays with an imam, then
the imam s recitat ion suffices for him ." A nother n ar r at ion states: M alik informed

us: Nafi' narrated to us from Ibn Umar that when asked, "Should anyone read
with the unam?" He would say, "When one of you prays with the imam, the
recitation of the imam is sufficient for him," and Ibn Urnar never used to read
w i th th e i m am .

' Maraky al-Falah 129.
A l-A ' raf 204

Darqutani in his Sunan I/33l .

' Ibn Majah 850.
M uwattah Imam M uham mad l 2i .
" Muwattah I mam M uham mad 1 l 2.
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And if the follower behind the imam does recite Quran, whether it is the Fatiha

or another surah, it is prohibitively disliked because there is prohibition on the
matter. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said N~ ne from
you should read anything from the Quran, if it were being recited aloudj.' And
the verse from the Quran and hadith that have passed previously are sufficient
proof.

M 1 + ~~

lgt g glg

It is obligatory to prostrate on something which the forehead can completely
stabQise; prostration is not permitted on things such as snow, hay, or rice in which
th e h ead can no t stab ilise or settle.

Prostration is permitted on the palm of the hand of the one praying and on the
edge of his clothes provided the place where the hand or clothes are placed is
pure. Note: if one performs prostration on the edge of his clothes or palm of his
hand without a reason, it is disliked. Thisdislike also applies to one who performs
prostration on the wrapping of his turban without a reason. If however, the
wrapping of the turban is completely on the scalp [without any part il touching &

foreheag and oneprostrateson thewrapping only, then it isnot valid.'

~1~ 91+ gLa5~1~ 3y~

y~ 1~

Prostration must be performed with the rigid part of the nose and forehead and it
is not permissible to restrict the prostration to the nose only, unless there is a
reason with respect to the forehead, such as an injury upon it. This is the view of
the two companions of Abu Hanifa.

' Jr >lgi ~
I pig~~ ~ Ql ~ MI~ p ~ >~ I+ gLi qiI,~ ~
ls + ~

m g 31~~

1

In addition to the conditions that validate prostration is, one must not raise the

level of prostration higher than the level of the feet by more than half an ann's
length; and if one increases over half a arms length, then the prostration is invalid
unless there is a jam crowd! in which case one may prostrate on the back of
someone who is offering the same prayer.

Yp~ gl lJs~~ ~pl ~ Jlp&t~ ~~ ~ ggi~
!MI~ U'~ g~

Darqutani 1/320.
Maraky al-Falah 131.

l J~M
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Also from the conditions that validate prostration is: one must place the hands
and knees on the ground according to the most correct view. Note, the author
clarified this point saying that the minimum requirement for the validity of
prostration is the placement of one hand and one of the knees on the ground.'
Though this is not the perfect manner of how it is performed. Additionally, part
of the toes of the feet must be placed on the ground during prostration, and it is
not sufBcient to place the top part of the foot on the ground during prostration.
The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [I have been ordered to
prostrate on seven bones, i.e. on the forehead and the Prophet pointed towards his
nose, hands, knees and the toes of both feet].

l P gg gl p~ y
~ wmg must precede prostration. This is conditional for the validity of prayer
j ust like recitation is to precedebowing.

~ Bi J .~ i~~gi~~
It is conditional to rise from prostration to a position dose to sitting accord g to
the correct view from Abu Hanifa who held, that one who is near or close to the

position of sitting is regarded as sitting.
l gl >pdlp

return and perform the second prostration is obligatory. The second
prostration is obligatory like the first prostration according to scholars of Ahl asSunna walJama 'a.

~

l ~Ji ~ p l >+ ly

It is obligatory to perform the last sitting for the time equivalent to reading «
tashahhud according to the consensus of the scholars due to the hadith of Ibn

Mas'ud when he taught the tashahhud to others saying [If you said this ti.e. the
tashahhud] or performed this, then you have completed prayer, if you desire to
rise, then rise and if you desire Io remain sitting, then sit].
o~ t >
To delay the l~ sitt g unta one h complet d al the pal~ of prayer is
conditional for the prayer's validity. Consider the following: if the one praying
recites the last tashahhud and then remembers the omission of a prostration in

one of the rak'ahs, then he is to perform it and must then repeat the last sitting
again because theprostration which was neglected isan original pillar of prayer.

' Maraky al-Falah 131.
Buk hari 8 12.
3

A bu D awud 965 .
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4 gl>tg
The pillars must be performed while one is conscious. This is conditional for the
validity of prayer.

In order for the prayer to be valid, it is conditional to have hdl I o led

p

~

pray and all its obligatory characteristics
~

a

er en t i at e

t h ese

ch ar ac t e ~ st i es

erisb s. One must also have conviction that the prayer b i

g ~

obligatory so that he does not perform a volunta pr
bligatory one; and so that he does not believe that the total of fou
da are 1obligatory, or that the three rak'ahs at maghrib follo d b
sunna making fi e in total are all obligatory. The rec on th
because a oluntary prayer can be achieved with an obligatory int tio , b
vice v er sa.

o'54 dl gl5~1

u >I ~ l>g g l +

Fromthecondi ti ons mentioned above,f our are regarrleg a pilk ; th

QI>~ I g» ~ l~~g I>-..I+ I~~l -tl
l- Stanthng tn prayer, ~- Recitation of y ea , 3- Qo

[~

!

[ j !.
~ n M d that the last sttting remaining the time
reciting the tashahhud is also apolar of prayer

Not : It

[

!.

poftant to unde tand the d ff

imilaritiesand differencesbetween thetwo. I.hed ff

two is that a pillar element is always part of the act, while the condit,
For examP : o ring is a pillar of prayer and is part of it, while ablution i
is external to it. Another example is the one performing haj ; for on
condition o being in the state of ihram before he can proceed to o
f
the standing at Arafah.

b w
od
f

~

Condi tions 0 Pra

~lyJ31~ omyl+ L glS4 payo~ l J gy/ 1~

3~ ~

Ql~ + Ly

T he remainder are conditions, some of which validate the entrance into prayer,
and these are observed prior to prayer, such as purity from filth, covering one's
nakedness, facing qibla, the arrival of the time of prayer, intention and the
opening takbir, while other conditions validate the continuance of the prayer,
such as recitation of Quran whilst standing, to delay prostration until one has
performed the bowing and to be awake and conscious. Therefore, therearef our piltars
of Prayer, and anything besidesthisiseither maj ib, sunna or conditionaL

o~ l 3g~ ,J - g~y J
B ranches Asson'gled Wi th The Condi ti ons

That H%i ch I s Associated Wi th The Condi tion

~

Pr

er

Purit

Ji Qlg~ lb tsQl ~ gi M + o~ l g+

Prayer is permitted upon libd which is anything that is thick and possible to be
split into two with its length and breadth remaining, such as a wooden board or

plank! with the upper part being purewhile thepart underneath isthe filthy side.'
~ glS li Ii

' ~ Hag ~ lb ~ ~

Prayer is also permitted on a clean cloth or an item of clothing! with the upper
part being the clean side while the inside layer or lining! is the filthy side; this is
provided that the inside layer is not stitched to the outer layer. An exampl e
includes a coat or something similar which normally has an inside lining that is

connected to the outer layer via slight stitching on the edges, though is not
completely stitched together. This being the case, if it is placed on the ground and
prayed upon, the upper part being the clean side while the inside layer is the
unclean side, then it is valid because it is like two items on top of each other.

However, if they completely stitched together, then it is deemed as one item and
t h er efo r e i nv al i d .

I J s. & ~ ~

l ~ g l 3P gg g U ~ + + ~

Prayer is also permitted on the clean side of a mat, clothes or carpet even if the
filthy side moveswhen the clean side does; and this is the most correct opinion.

' N ur al-Idah 84.
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If one of the sides of a person's turban is struck with filth during prayer,
thereupon he throws the Glthy part of the turban on the ground while the pure
section remains on his head; the prayer is deemed valid provided the filthy part
does not move when the clean side moves, although if it does, the prayer is
invalid.

W o~& l Yy lpu ~

~ W I~ J ~ l

One who hasno meansby which to remove the Glth from his clothes, is permitted

to pray with that Glth, and no repetition of the prayer is required for the reason
that Allah Almighty does not burden the individual except what is within his
ability. Furthermore, it is better to pray in filthy clothes as opposed to praying
naked.

o~+ l ~
That N%i ch I s Rd atcd To The Condi ti on

l,ql, g, .~

Cor r i

One 's N akedness

~. W ,t ~ ~ ,1i~~ g, -,~ - I ~l; ~ <~I Pq,

ewise, if one Gnds nothing to cover his nakedness, not even silk, grass or mud
and therefore he prays naked, no repetition of the prayer is required. Though if
prie finds silk, he is required to use it under these circumstances, because the

requirement of covering one's nakedness is stronger than the prevention of
wearing it in this situation. And if one finds something to cover his nakedness,
and one fourth of it is dean, whilst three quarters are not, prayer is not permitted

naked, and theclothesmust be used.' If however, lessthan a quarter isdean, then
one has the option of using it or performing the prayer naked.

I;l,y " M ~ - I JQI ~

- ~j i ~ ~

Prayer in dothesthat arecompletely Glthy ismore preferable than praying naked.
If a person findsanythingwith which he can cover part of hisnakedness, then it is
necessary to use it and cover the genitals and anus if that is al1one has enough
for .

LiltJPy peal ~ + LP~ t Ml ~

Note: even if clothes belong to someone else are found, though their owner gave permission
for their use, they must be used. If on the other hand, the owner did not give consent, then

legally they are not permitted to be taken and prayed with. However, should one do so, the

pfavef isvalid, but the personhascommitted a sin. PJur al-Idah85!.
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If a person only has enough to cover one of these parts, some scholars maintain
that he is to cover the anus, because it is obscene in the situation of bowing and

prostration, whereas other scholars held, he must cover the genitals because he is
facing the qibla with the frontal area.

~ >~ lygg j I, yl sQg1QLj D j!Ps~ l ppai~ yIib~gyl LJ& gg4JIo~ ~~p
It is recommended that the prayer of a naked person be offered whilst seated by
way of indication nodding! and stretching the legs out towards the qibla in an
effort to cover oneself. If however, one prays standing indicatmg with » s head

i.e. nodding! or he opts to bow and prostrate normally, then both are valid,
though the first option of praying seated isbest.

The private area of a man is that which is between his naval to the end of the

knees. The Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! said The private area
[amrah] of a male is the area between the naval to the knees].' The private area of
a slave includes more than that of a man, namely the addition of! her stomach
and back, and for the free woman her whole body is a private area except her
face, hands and feet; meaning the palms and back of the hands and the top of the
feet and underneath ispermitted to uncover.

I f one quarter of any limb from the private area taterah] isexposed, it preventsthe
vahdity of prayer. Note: the knees are part of the thighs and the ankle of a woman
ispart of her shins. The woman'sear is regarded as separate from her head and so
are her breasts. Likewise, a man's penis is deemed a limb as well as his scrotum;
all are regarded as individual limbs. The area between the navel and the pubic
bone is also one limb. For exampl e: if one quarter of a person's thigh is exposed,
then prayer is not correct because the thigh isa limb from the private area.

54Y~
I ~ O'Ml Lasl l ~ 'I p>+ ~~ I ila>lS>o>QI~ LaJ J>mL'S'l ly~ g>
If there are a few separate portions exposed in various placesof the private area
and the sum total of these exposed placesequals one quarter of the smallest limb
which is uncovered, prayer is deemed invalid. For example: if part of the thigh,
scrotum and lower stomach area each uncovered a small portion and the total of
thisamounts to one quarter of the smallest of these parts, in this case the scrotum,
then prayer is not valid. If it does not equal one quarter, then the prayer remains
sound .

' Al-Baihaqi, 1/222/ Al-Zayla'i, 1/ 123.
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77jgg Whi ch I s Relan d To The Condi tion

F aci
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' l~~ mL gt~ l>~ Jpp l~ ~ pl ~QjLaJIJLj
Whoever is unable to face the direction of prayer [qiNa] due to illnessor is unable
to dismount from his animal due to old age or other factors, or because he fears

an enemy, or a predatory animal, then the direction of prayer for him is the
direction he is able to face and which is safe for him .

v~ j ~

+ gg, & I! M peal fyg A~l+ 'lip~ ~ * ! ~ l~ ~

l

~ g ~I~ I

If one does not know the direction of prayer and there is no one to inform him
about it, nor is there a prayer niche [mihrab], then one must investigate using
personal reasoning and other evidences. If he later learnsthat hewasincorrect, he
is not required to repeat the prayer. Amir b. Rabia God be pleased with him!
stated that [We were in the company of Allah's Messenger in a journey. The sky
became cloudy and it became difficult for us to determine the direction of prayer.
Aswe finished the prayer, we came to know the direction of prayer. When the sun
rose, we mentioned it to the Holy Prophet upon which Allah revealed Where so

ever you turn, there is Allah's countenance!!.' Although if one realises his error
during the prayer, he must turn to the correct direction and continue the prayer.
Abdullah Ibn Umar God be pleased with him! reported [While the people were
offering the dawn prayer at scuba someone came to t hemand said: It has been
revealed to the Prophet tonight, and he has been ordered to offer prayer facing
the ka'bah. So turn your faces to the ka'bah. The people that were facing Sham
Uerusalem! turned their faces towards the ka'bah] and the Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! did not order them to repeat prayer.

~ tc+ I ~ g p ~m Q c Lop+ goal , ~

~+ I ~I ~l! w & p g ~ jQ

If a person begins his prayer with no investigation and after the completion of

prayer discoversthat he wascorrect, the prayer isvalid, and if heAndsout during
the prayer that he is facing the correct direction, the prayer is nullified, because
the person began the prayer with no investigation, and because the situation has
been strengthened with this confirmation received while praying, and one cannot
continue something in a strong mode after its weak commencement. Imam

Muhammad and Imam Zufar held that this person had left out the compulsory
action prior to prayer, that being the investigation, or personal reasoning. The

same applies to one who begins the prayer with no investigation and does not
discover at all whether he faced the correct direction. His prayer is nullified
because he omitted the investigation. Hence, if one learns in the prayer or does
not find out at all, then both encounter the same ruling if they commence the
prayer with noinvestigation.
' Quran: 2-115. Ibn Majah 1020.
Bukhari 403
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~ > p+ 1! 'l 9 +.~ l+. | p SP A
In a group prayer, if many people use personal reasoning investigating the
direction of prayer due to total darkness and it results in many peopi« acing

different directions because they are unaware of their imam's situation with
respect to what direction he is facing, then their prayer is valid. If however
someone steps in front of the imam, then hisprayer isvoid.
i~

l~

lp J

i 'Q ~ y

Thereare eighteen practica necasary inprayer
W Lajl o~l y

Recitation of the Fatiha iswajib due to thewordsof the Prophet God blesshim
and grant him peace!! [Whoever does not recite surah al-Fatiha in hisprayer, his
salat isinvalid]. Thishadith indicatesthat the prayer isnot perfect without it, not
that the prayer is invalid, because the hadith is a solitary hadith [aha!. And
solitary transmission doesnot abrogate the saying of Allah [Read of the Quran as
m« h as may be easy for you]. Abu Hanifa holds that the minimum recitation
that isdeemed valid in prayer isone verse whereas the two jurists held that it is
three short versesor one long verse.'
J ~ l.i ~ 'N pl o~p

In any! two rak'ahs of an obhgatory prayer, it is uejib to add to the Fatiha, a
surah or three versesof Quran. Note: thisisthe Hanafi position, that if one recites
a surah with the Fatiha in any two rak'ahs, the prayer iscorrect. Though in saying
Lexically, the term wajib may be given several names, one of which is tazim necessary!.
Legailv, in the Hanafi school: it is that which is established with a proof that is subject to
resemblance. This resemblance can occur in the proof itself, such asi mpl yi ng two meani ngs or

more or it can be in the prool's establishment, such as being a solitary !ahad] hadith on the
condition that it implies only one meaning. As for what is established with a definitively
established text !gal'i !, suchasthe Quranor hadith Muttawatir, that isnot speculative, thenit is
deemed obligatory. Moreover, the ruling upon the wajib is as follows: intentionally leaving a
wajib element is deserving of punishment, while its performance is rewarded. The one who
rejectsit is not deemed a disbeliever. If a person absentmindedly omits a wajib act in prayer, it

doesnot nullify theprayer provided heobservestheprostrationsof forgetfulness. Moreover, the
wajib acts were introduced in order to perfect the obligatory acts and that the sunan were

introduced in order to perfect the wajib acts and that the adab were introduced in order to
perfect the sunan. !Maraky al-Falah 141!.
Bukhari 756.

Muzzammil 20. !Maraky al-Falah 141!.

' Al-Hidayah.
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this, it is also waj ib to fix the recitation of the surah with the Fatiha! in the first
two rak'ahs as the Prophet did.

+ lgygl ~VSSE~ gy
Additionally, it is waj ib to recite a surah with the Fatiha in all the rak'ahs of the
witr and voluntary prayers.
goal J oslg l
T he reci tation of a sur ah or th ree ver ses is to be Ax ed in th e fi rst two rak'ahs of all

obligatory prayers, due to the Prophet's diligence in observing this God bless
him and grant him peace!!.

o~+ I 4 Gal ~~ g
It is toa
j ib to recite the Fatiha before the surah. And if one begins to read the
surah first and then remembers the order, he must repeat the Fatiha and then

read the surah and thereafter prostrate due to forgetfulness.'

IJ ~

~ pl~ ~

It is toajib to place both the nose and forehead on the ground in prostration. It is
not lawful to limit the prostration with the nose only unless one has a reason to do
so .

J~ Yl L ~ , p J ~ LJIO~

I QLYl~

In every rak'ah, it is uej ib to perform the second prostration before switching to
another action of the prayer, namely, the standing for the next rak'ah. If on the
other hand, one neglects the etiquette of the two prostrations by omitting one of
them from a rak'ah and instead stands up for another rak'ah, it is permissible and
does not invalidate prayer provided the person performs the prostration he
neglected.'
g5'.Ql J g~ YI~
It is necessary to remain motionless for a moment in all the pillars of prayer, i.e.
to be in a state of serenity and calmness in each pillar of prayer before moving
into the next position. This serenity is achieved by allowing one's limbs to conic
to rest and their j oints at ease. It is reported that the Prophet entered the mosque
during which a man entered and performed his prayers, then he came to the
Prophet and gave salam to him, upon which the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! returned the salam and said [Return and pray, for you did not
pray]. The man returned and observed prayer as he prayed before, thereafter, he
came to the Prophet and gave salam upon which the Prophet returned the salam
and said [Return and pray, for you did not pray!, and this occurred three times.
' Maraky al-Falah 142.
' M>W y a -r Va l 42.
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The man then said, "By the One who sent you with the truth, I do not know

better thanthis, soteachme."TheProphet God blesshimandgrant »mpeace!

said [If youarisetopray, make takbir, thenrecitewhat youknowfromtheQuran,
then bowand be at ease for a moment! in your bowing, then rise until you a«
standingupright, thenprostrate until you are at ease serene! inprostration, then
I

riseandbestill andserene! inyour sitting, andperformthisinall your pray«s].
Q l j s,lj ! , ~ l J ~ ~ l;,Ig~J~l l >quills

The Grst sittingand therecitation of the tashahhud in it, iswajib; and thisis
correct view. It is also wajib to recite the tashahhud in the last sitting.

~

l ~ ply ~ ~ <JAN!I/i Ldll

It is teajib to rise to the third rak'ah without any delay after reciting the
tashahhud. If a person forgetfully remainssitting after the tashahhud the amount

of time it takes to perform a pillar, he becom
es liable to offer prostrati» » f
forgetfulnessfor delaying the compulsory standing of the third rak'ah.
gp>!~ l M p

It istee
j ibto utter the word 'sahun' at the end of prayer, though not thewords
'uponyes' for the reason that the intended thing, which is the exit of prayer 's
achieved when one says, 'salam.'
~ & 1~ 1~

! ipg l ~ ~ !

Thesupplicationof thewitr andtheadditional takbirsof bothEidal-Fitr andEid
al-Adha are~jQ. Theviewthat thesupplication of witr iswajib istheviewheld
by Abu Hanifa. Regarding the additional takbirsof Eid, each takbir isdeemed
wajib, suchthat if it isomittedwould requirethe prostrationsof forgetfulness.
13 o~ p ~W5 ~ 'l JuU!~ y

It isuejibtospecify thewords Allah' akbar' for the start of all prayers not only
for theprayersof Eid. Abu Bakr Ibn Abd al-Rahman reported that Abu Hurairah
would utter the takbir in every prayer, whether it was obligatory « n« obligatory.'

~ ~ I ~LiJ | g ! l o~ g

In the second rak'ah of both theEid prayers, it iswajib to say, ~~

~

fo

the bowing ruku'!. Note: in the second rak'ah of the Eid prayer, the additional
takbirsof Eid are offered after the recitation of Quran, after which it is. P b
say, 'Allahu akbar' for the bowing. Therefore, the additional tak» r» nd the
takbir of the bowing are attached. This iscontrary to the first rak'ah, because in
the first rak'ah, the additional takbirs come before the recitation of Q<ran.

' At-Tirmidhi tMaraky al-Falah 143!.
' Maraky al-Falah 144.
Abu Dawud 835.
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~4k ~J ygly~~I Jly~~ ly~ ly~~ Qy~t~ l QgIp~ l a~i~ pl QI~ ~
It is uej ib to recite Quran aloud in the dawn prayer as well as in the first two
rak'ahs of the maghnb and &ha prayer even if they are missed prayers and are
being made up. One isalso required to recite loudly for the Friday prayer, the Eid
prayer, the tarawih prayers and the witr prayer in Ramadan. Note: audible
recitation is that which is heard by others.

> 1~

w w -~ <~ ~ > X l~-Ml > ~~'~ ' > ~~~ > ~ ~ i~w i J >I~ >1~

It is a+j ib to recite Quran silently to the extent that the one can hear himself in all

the rak'ahsof the dhm
hr and 'asr prayer, in the third rak'ah of the magkribprayer,
in the third and fourth rak'ah of the 'isbn prayer and in all the rak'ahs of

voluntary prayer offered in the daytime. The one performing an obligatory prayer
alone such as the fajr or tnaghrib! has an option between reciting Quran aloud or

silently.' Likewise, the one offering voluntary prayer at night also hasan option,
whether he wishes to recite audibly or silently.

i~ ~pi+ +! i J gl >.~ i~l~l j ;,Q i3>! ~
If one omits the recitation of a surah in the first two rak'ahs of the 'isbn prayer,
then he is to repeat it aloud in the last two rak'ahs with the Fatiha aloud as well;
and this is the most correct view. In the event of this situation occurring, one is to
advance the Fatiha, then the surah, though some held that one should advance
the su r ah first.

.~ ~ 31J 4 g+ 5 WUUI 3p gp
If the Fatiha isnot recited in the flrst two rak'ahs, one is not to repeat it in the last
two rak'ahs, i.e. one is not to recite the Fatiha twice in the third rak'ah and twice
in th e fou r th.

' The reason he has an option is because he isan imam for himself and because there isno one
behind him who can listen to his recitation. He may therefore recite audibly or silently. AlKarkhi God bless him! held that he is not to raise his voice to the extent hat the imam does,
because there is no onc behind him who is listening. However, some jurists maint.ain that to
make his prayer si mil ar to the congregation isof greater benefit. Al-Hidayah 126!.
Maraky al-Falah 14-I.
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P ra

Sunna in literal terms means way or path. Technically, it means the path taken in
religion without obligation to do so. Another definition maintains that it is what is
requested by the Lawgiver without a decisive command or it is that which was
performed by the Prophet in a manner he was diligent upon and did not leave
except for a reason. Neglecting a sunna in prayer, even if it is deliberate, does not
invalidate prayer and prostrations of forgetfulness are not required. However, if
one intentionally oinits a sunna, it is an offence and thi s offensiveness is worse

than mere dislike. The individual is rewarded for performing a sunna and
reproached for leaving it with a small sin. Indeed blame is easier than
punishment.
J~

yg~ l ~ g

Thesunun of prayer arePPyom;

;~ ~ i.U ~~Bi~~ p ~ +9i.ii ~ ~ ~HI~,
To raise the hands for the openi ng AllaJts akber to the level of the ears for a man
and slave, is sunna for the reason that the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! would perform this PVhen beginning the prayer, the Prophet would give
takbir and then raise his hands until his thumb came near his ears!.' Shafi'i
related a hadith from Ibn Umar who said [I saw the Prophet, when he opened
prayer would raise his hands until they were at the level of the shoulders] and the
Hanifa Madhhab enact upon thi s hadith in the event that one is ill. A free woman
i 8 t o r aise h er h an d s t o th e l ev el o f h er sh ou l d er s.

pbbs91~ p
To stretch the fingers at the opening Allahu akbar is sunna When raising the
hands for the opening takbir, one should keep the fingers of both hands stretched
and the palms should be facing the direction of prayer as the Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! observed.

~Li ~i< ! ~& I ~l~ ! ~,U ~
It is sunna for the follower behind the imam to say hh opening takbir together
with his imam. This is the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifa provided the follower
does not finish saying the naxne, 'Allah or akbar' before the imaxn does. It is
therefore closely linked. However, according to the two j urists, it is sunna for the
follower to utter Allahu akbar after the imam has completed the takbir, though
without separation, such that he is to connect the a
l ai in the name of Allah with
the letter r in akbar in the imam's takbir meaning when the imam utters the ktter r in

theword akbar, it issunnaf or thef olkwer tosay ALhh at that Point!.'
Darqutani, 1/ 300-Abu Yala in his Musnad, 1/389.
Nur al-Idah, 89/ Maraky al-Falah, 146.
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~lbQ ~ l ~ QI, ~ gt:~ pl ~ p.~~ ~ g~ l + ~ l oJ + pl ~ yy
QIP l Qlg~

l ~ g~ l

It is sunna for a male to place his right hand over his left hand under the na~ .
Ali God be pleased with him!! said [Verily, it is from the sunna to place the ri ght
hand over the left under the navelj' and the teclndque of this placement is to
place the inside of the right hand over the top part of the left hand, forming a

drcle with the little finger and thumb around thewrist
L ~~ + p a Jgl
It is sunna for a female to place her hands on her chest without the formation of a
d r cl e wi th her h ands.
SLJIQ

The opening glorification [thana'] is sunna, and it is to say: 'Glory be to You, O
Allah! And I praise You. Blessed be Your name, and Exalted is Your maj esty.
There is no god other than You.' [Subhanaka Allahuma wa bi-hamdika, wa tabaraka
+ku, wa ta'ala j adduka wa la-ilaha ghayrukaj. This is also referred to as t he
opeaing supplication or the opening praise.
oi l~ i ~ le

To seek protection in Allah f'rom the accursed Satan for the redtation of Quran is
sunna. This is known as the ta'awwudh. And the one who arrives late to prayer is
to recite the la'awwudh during his make-up actions for the reason that he mu st
reci te Quran for hi msel f , in which case it is sunna for hi m to observe this. All ah

the Exalted said When you read the Quran, seek God's protection from Satan
the rej ected one!!.

~P ' J~t~
I

y, '1 II

pe

NW M ~

N~ ~

' a lh b I l ' I

f

every rak'ah before the Fatiha is sunna. This is termed the tasmiyya. The Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! would begin his prayer with 'Bismilkzhi
Rahntani Rahim,' and the saying that this is waj ib is weak.

It is sunna to say, Mni II' after the Fatiha for the imam, follower and the one
prayi ng alone.'
~ M lg

' Darqutani 1/~ .
Quran 16:98.
Mar aky al-Falah 147.
Mar aky al-Falah l 47.
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~ en rising from the bowing posture it h sunna t p~ ~ b
~ rd praise is only for You,' [Rabbana malakal hamd]. This is sunna for the
follower and the one praying alone according to the consensusof Hanafi scholars,
whereas Abu Hanifa held that it is sunna for the imamto say, "Sami Allahu Liman
" only, whereas the two companions maintained that it is sunna for the
imam to say "Sami ' Allahu liman hamidah, Rabbana walat al hamd," although they

held that the last part is said silently. And thisview hasbeen narrated from Abu
H anifa as w ell.

sunna to redte all these utterances sQently, i.e. the opening glorification

[ kana], seeking protection in God from Satan the accursed [ta'awwudh] uttering
the name of God [gasmijya], saying 'Amin' and praising G« [~ mid].
~ i/ I Able.~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ JIN NI
To stand upright at the time of the opening Allahu akbar without han~ g «
bowing! the head, issunna.

~

l~~ l p4/ I~ y

$t is sunna for the imam to say the opening Allahu akbar aloud as well as «
gasmi' which is, Sami gllahuliman hamidah Allah hasheard thosetohopraisehim!.

Spreading the feet the disbLnce equal to four Qngerswhen standing. Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud saw a person standing in prayer with histwo feet together andjudged it «
be against the sunna. He advised the person that if he practiced murawaha, it
would have been more preferable.' The word murawaha isnormally taken to mean
to stand on one foot and then the other, alternating between them as the other

becomestired Although another meaning isto leave a slight gap between the feet,
and this is the preferred view according to the above narration since the person
was standing with the feet together. Based on this, the hadith means that
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud instructed to leave a small gap between the feet since the

sunna was not to completely join them and neither to keep them far apart!-'
Furthermore, the sunna of standing in the lines is to join the shoulders as is
clearly apparent in hadith and if a person is to spread the feet beyond the
shoulder width, then it will be impossible to still maintain shoulder contact.

I J ey~

An-Nasal 1/ 142.
2

Fish al-Irnarn.
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F« the+j r and dkukr prayer, the surah that follows the Fatiha isto be Rom the
lengthy part of the mufassal section. The mufassal section isthe last seven sections
« theQuranwhich beginsfrom surah al-Hujurat to surah an-Nas, and itslengthy
part is from surah al-Hujurh to surah al-Buruj; and for the 'asr and 8 4 prayer,

the surah is to be from itsmedium part which isfrom surah al-Buruj to surah alah, and for the mghnb prayer it is sunna to redte from its smallest part

which is from surah al-Bayyinnah to the end, and this is provided one is a
resident.

lf oneisa traveller, then hemay redte any surah he wishesand thisisthe sunna.
The same applies if there is a desperate need, in that it is sunna to recite any
s« ah. The Prophet God blesshiin and grant him peace!! said PVhen I stand for
prayer, I intend to pray it long but on hearing the cries of a child, I cut it short, as

I dislike to trouble the child's motherJ.' There is also a report that the Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! [Recited the mu'awwidhatain in the dawn
prayer whilst in travel].

~ ~ l J 3~~l ~>b
To lengthen only the ~ rak'ah of the dawn prayer issunna, the wisdom being
t"at thedawnprayer isa time of sleep and unawarenessand one prolongsthe first
rak'ah in order for the people to make the prayer and increase the gathering.
However, I mam Muhammad says, "It is recoinmended to lengthen the first
« 'ah of all prayers." In addition, it isdisliked tolengthen the second rak'ah over
that of the first by reading more than two verses, an issue they agreed upon. With
respect to voluntary prayer, the rules are not as stringent.

l~ a~ ggg gl i~ p
sunna to utter the takbir of nab bowing! and to gloriEy God three times

thereh. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would make takbir
every time he declined for ruku!. And with respect to the glorifications, the

Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [If one performs ruku, he
should say three times, "GlorybelomyLord thegreat"and thisisthe minimum!.' In
addition, if the imam lifts his head from the bowing posture before the follower
hascompleted thisthree tasbih, then he istojoin the imam, and thisisthe correct
vi ew .

~, ~ ~ y;Ip~, ~ l t<~ ~ J ~ ~~ t~

' Bukhari 707.
Maraky al-Falah 149.
M uslim 392.

' Abu Dawud 885.
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When bcnving, it is sunna to grab the knees with the hands and to spread the
angers out. The female is not to extend her Bngers. It is also sunna in the bowing
posture, to keep the legs vertical while the back is straight and to make the head
even with the buttocks as related in the hadith [If the Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace!! was in ruku he would even his back that if water was

poured on his head it would remain!.'

o~ !Ldll gg gl~ gglg
T o rise &om the bow and then stand for a moment in serenity is from the sunan,
whereas Abu H anifa held the rise as obligatory.

When offering the prostration, it is sunna to place the knees upon the ground,
followed by the hands, and thereafter the face. Additionally, it is sunna to do the
opposite when rising from prostration i.e. the face, hands and knees!. If however
one is frail, then he may do what is possible. tThe Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! would when he was performing prostration place his knees

before hishands, and when rising, would raise hishands before his knees].2

c ! ggl~ g~~
T o say, 'Alkrhu akbar' when declining for prostration and when rising &om it, is
sunna as the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would recite Allahu
akbar for every incline and decline.
I gpss

T o prostrate between the palms is sunna. The Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!! PVould place his face between his hands when prostrating].' Whereas
I mam Shafi'i disagreed and used as proof the hadith related in Bukhari, that is
[When the Prophet prostrated, he would place hishands near his shoulders].
LJ~ %
par~ j

Uttering the tasbih, 'Gbry bc to my Lord, +mt kigk' three times in the prostration is
sunna Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud reported the Prophet God blesshim and grant him
peace!! as saying PVhen one of you bows, he should say three times: 'Glory be to
my Lord the great,' and when he prostrates, he should say: 'Glory be to my Lord
most high' three times. This is the minimum number!.

~ gl l~ ~ l~ig~ ~ ~ ~y~~ ~ M + plolibcg
' Ibn Majah872.
A bu D awud 83 7.
M uslim 392.
M uslim 40 1.
A bu D awud 885.
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It issunna for a maa to distance hisabdomen from his thighs, his elbows from his
sides and his arms off the ground. Ibn Abbas God be pleased with him! said: I

came to the Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! from behind. I saw the
whiteness of his armpits and he kept them far away from his sides and raised his

stomach {from theground!.'

~~ ~ '4igpotal ~ Li ' 'l~
It issunna for thewoman to reduce the distance between her limbs by connecting
her abdomen with her thighs. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!

passed by two women who were praying and said If you perform prostration,
then link some of the limbstogether!!.2
1~ ~

lp~ P ip

It has already been stated that the rising from the prostration to a point that is
near to a sitting position is obligatory. However, it is sunaa to completely rise
fjroni the prostration assuzning the sitting position to its full. Additionally, it is
sunna to briefly adopt the sitting position between the two prostrations.

~

l iJ4$ ~~~

I ~ Q ~ ~ 1+ ~ JJI ~ gg

Duj~ the brief sitting between the two prostrations, it is sunna to place the
hands on the thighs, j ust as one does in the sitting of tashahhud During this sitting,
on e is n ot t o tak e hold o f t h e k n ees an d t hi s i s t h e co r r ect v i ew .

I~

~ g ~ l ~ ~~ li ly

During the brief sitting between the two prostrations and during the sitting of
tashahhud, it is sunna for a man to lay down his left foot on its left side and sit on it
while the right foot is allowed to staad upright with the heel in the air so that the
toes are facing the direction of prayer, as was related from Ibn Umar God be

pleased with him!!. Thisisknown as the IPirash style.
atoll J~~p
The female is to adopt the tatnarruk style of sitting, which is one's posterior on the
groinid aad the left foot on its side, emerging from under the right which is
ver t ical .

It is sunna to gesture with the index finger when reading the tashahhud, as held
by all four Imams as the correct view. Abdullah Ibn al- Zubair said: The Prophet
God bless him aad grant him peace!! used to point with his finger and he would
' Abu Dawud 898.

Al-Baihaqi 2/ 223, Sunan al-Kubra.
An-Nasai 1/ 248.
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not move it.' And this is the view held by Abu Hanifa whilst Imam Malik relied
upon other traditions indicating that the Prophet did move his finger. The
method of indicating with the finger is to raise it at the time of rejecting the
notion of partnership to A Uah and is lowered when affirming that it is only Allah.
Thus, it is raised when one says in the tashahhud 'La ilaha' and lowered when
affirming 'I /h Alk h. '

~ ~91~ P V Ldi;.i~~
The recitation of the Fatiha after the first two rak'ahs is sunna according to the
most correct view whereas Imam Abu Hanifa held it as teaj ib.

~ 91~ pL4-1J + y~ 41~ ~ l 92
'~ + a~ le
The recitation of the ibrahi mgyu in the last sitting of the prayer is sunna. However,
to send blessings upon the Prophet once in a lifetime is obligatory as Allah said

[0 you that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect].

L31PLSY~ lgglg l bli !t ~ QitsSly
It is sunna to supplicate wi th words that resemble the Quran and the sunna of the
Prophet, not the general talk of the people after reading the ibrahi miyya!. T he
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Our prayers cannot be
correct with the talk of people included in it].' Abu Bakr reported that he said to
the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!, "Teach me, 0 Messenger of
Allah, supplication, that I may ask for in my prayer." Upon which the Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! said, "Say, '0 Allah! I have done great
wrong to myself and none except You forgives sins, so forgive me and be Merciful
to me as You are the All-Forgiving, the Most-Merciful.'"].' Note: It is not
permissible to supplicate in prayer that which resembles the general talk of the
people, such as, "0 Allah! Marry me to this person or give me this much gold."
Hence, thesunna is tosapph'cats that which hasbeen conveyed to us through revelation, though
Nggringsomething tehidi resembksttu talk of thepeople nul l i fy' prayer.

l I~I p I

~ liJYlp

Turning to the right and then left in the two finishing salanlsof prayer is sunna.

~ BI/ ~

I + IPL gi laa4lpJ'&g.I I Qli

In the two finishing sakes of the imam, it is sunna for the imam to intend in both

his salmns; the men praying with him as well as the females and children, the
guardian angels,' and the pious j inns, and this is the most correct view.
Essentially, the imam is giving salam to the aforementioned persons.
A bu Dawud 984.
' Al-Ahzab 56.

Muslim, an-Nasai 1217. [Maraky al-Falah 153!.
' Bukhari 834.

The guardian angels are those that record the sayings and actions of tnan and prevent him
from harm.
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Ql PLogils'i klgppill g ~

l palp' sli&i g L~ J ~4}}~}}l i p
'

It is sunna for the follower to intend the imam in the side the imam is on.

Meaning if the imam is on the right side of the follower, then he is to intend him
in the salam on the right, and if the imam ison the left side, then the follower is to
intend him in the left salam. If however, the foll ower is next to the imam, he is to

intend the imam in both the salams, including the people, guardian angels and
pious j inns.
Jai i i 5" + I a~ l i 'p

It is sunna for the one praying alone to intend only the angels in his finishing
salams, provided no one is with him.

gyral ~ mUl ~

g

The tone of the second finishing salam should be made lower than that of the first.

pl Ql p LJ~~L p
It is sunna for the follower to say his finishing saLams together with the salams of
his iaLam according to Imam Abu Hanifa, while the two j urists maintained that
one is to off er hi s salams af ter th e sal am s of the i mam . N ar r ated: 'I tban bin M alik

God be pleased with him!: We offered prayer with the Prophet and used to finish

our prayer with the taslim along with his.'
To begin the finishing salam &om the right side is sunna.

4! l j ig g~ l ~Ui-'l~
It is sunna for the latecomer to the group prayer to wait until the imam has gl en
both the finishing salams before making up what he missed. The reason for this is
to ensure that the imam has finalised his prayer and is not going to observe
prostrations of forgetfulness, for the latecomer has no knowledge of this due to his
lat e ar r i v al .

' Bukhar i 838.
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IQL,>i'd@.I><pal+ ~

lJ w
igos4-i ~
I aC+ J sI J~~Illi Z

I t is sunna for the follower to intend the ixmam in the side the imam is on.

Meaning if the imam is on the right side of the follower, then he is to intend him
in the salam on the right, and if the imam is on the left side, then the follower isto
intend him in the left salam. I f however, the follower is next to the imam, he isto

intend the imam in both the salams, induding the people, guardian angelsand
piousjinns.
~ W ~ l >~ l i p

It is sunna for the one praying alone to intend only the angels in his finishing
salams, provided no one is with him.

/ pal~ i 'L31~

g

The tone of the second finishing sahua should be made lower than that of the first.

1 ! lpLJ~ gU g
It is sunna for the follower to say his finishing sums together with the salamsof
his immn according to Imam Abu Hanifa, while the two jurists maintained that
on e is to offer his sal am s after th e salam s of th e im am . N ar rated: 'I tban b in M alik

God be pleased with him!:We offered prayer with the Prophet and used to finish
our prayer with the taslim along with his.'
1 ~i l~ lg

To begin the finishing sahunfrom the right side issunna.

L! I j ig ~~ l ~LID-'lp
It is sunna for the latecomer to the group prayer to wait until the imam has given
both the finishing salams before making up what he missed. The reason for thisis
to ensure that the imam has finalised his prayer and is not going to observe
prostrationsof forgetfulness, for the latecomer hasno knowledge of thisdue to his
late arr ival .

' Bukhari 838.
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A dab

~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ P -Ql pl~ 1Qbl ~
It is from the etiquettes of prayer for a man to withdraw his hands from his
sleeves at the commencement of the opening Allahu akbar.

' 1/ 1
~ L3L a~ QQLL L ~ l i '~l $~
1 L51> ~ l ~Q~l QLiw~ ~ p gf~ l + g
It is recommended to look at the area of prostration when standing, at the top
part of the feet when bowing, at the tip of the nose when in prostration; at the lap
when sitting and at the shoulders when giving the final salams. This is
recommended for both male and female, the intended aim being to protect
oneself fr om distr act ion. I f one is blind or in dar kness, then he should refl ect

about the greatness of Allah. T he Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
said PVorship Allah as though you see Him, but if you are unable to acquire this

level as though you! see Him, you should placein your mind that Hesees youj.'
gG- 1L J~ 1~»
It is recommended to resist coughhig as much as one is able to. If one coughs for
no reason, prayer is nullified.

It is recommended to keep the mouth d osed when yawning, even if one must
grab his lips with his teeth, and if one is unable to do so, then he should cover his
m outh w i t h hi s h an d or sl eev e. A n d if o n e cov er s h i s m o u t h w i th h i s h an d o r

sleeve, even though he has the ability to grabs his lips with his teeth, then it is

disliked. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said P'awning in
prayer is from Satan, so if anyone yawns, then he should close his mouth as much
as he is able].'

p~ l + ~ . + ~ !Laxly
It is recommended for the imam and people to stand for the prayer at the time
the caller says, 'cote' to sauce' for the reason that the caller is giving an order to
come forth , and i t need s to be answered.

i~ 1~ li w : + i pl 91gp~ p
It is recommended that the hnaxn begin the prayer when the caller says, S cPruyer
is n netmcncing
g ' according to Imam Muhammad and Zufar, whereas Abu Yusuf

stated that it is valid to begin once the call to commence the prayer iq'ama! has
finished as held by the majority of scholars in the Hanafi Madhhab.

' Bm ~ 50.

At-Tirmidhi, The Book of Prayer 370 l Muslim.
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When one intendsto pray, he is to withdraw his hands &om his sleeves though
not for a female! and then raise them to the level of the earsand utter the opening
Arabs akbar without extending the letters. One is to form his intention of prayer
when he saysAllahu akbar. With respect to extending the letters, thismeans that
it is Not permissible to extend the hams in the name of Allah in the saying of
Allahu akbar because the expression would then turn into an enquiry, which isan
indication of doubt. If one intentionally does this, it amounts to disbelief.
Likewise, it is not permissible to extend the hanua and the letter 'b' in akbar. If one
extends either one of these three letters, then he is legally regarded as a person

who isnot prayingand theprayer isvoid. With respect to extending theletter 'l in
the name Allah, it is valid provided it is not made too long. As for extending the
letter 'h' in the name Allah, this is deemed incorrect in the Arabic language, though
it doesnot invalidate the prayer.'

41g~

Q4 h ~ & g ~JS' g~+ I ~ >

It is valid to begin prayer with any pure glorification of God, such as @fey bsto
Al ba'or Vl cc issogod hatt Allah' even though it isdisliked. The remembrance is to
be pure and utter remembrance not mixed with the requests of a person's needs,
such as, '0 Allahforgive m"' because one is asking for forgiveness and neither with
'Thereisnopomr or might erapt Allah' and neither with 'H%aovcr Allah wills'because

one isasking for the removal of evil and harm, and neither 'I I thannant of Allaj}'
because one is asking for blessing.

~ Qlg Qi nly Jp~ g4Jl ~p~ ~ 3 ~a goal <~P l~ M gl ~ spy
The opening AQuhu akber is permitted in Persian if one is unable to say jt in
Arabic, which was a saying of Abu Hanifa upon which he later overturned. If
however one is able to say the opening Allahu akbar in Arabic, then hh
commencement of that prayer in Persian or any other Iangthqp is invalid
Likewise, the recitation of Q uan in any other language other than Arabk is
invalid in a ritual prayer.

3~ g+ I J;I

:Jpi,i'l pga . + %i + I
0~ dl My 3w Qtwy ~

i~~

i 3gL g

N ur al-Idah 93.

Maraky al-Falah 157.

This means that one is permitted to utter a sentence which expresses the meaning of the
Allahu akbar in another language should one be unable to do so in Arabic.
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Thereafter , one is to place his right hand over the left hand under the navel
without del ay after the opening3~ aQer, for this is the sunna during standing
according to Abu Hanifa ' Then, one is to redte the opening gloriBcation, which

is: ~ ry hs+ Foe, 0 ANah, and I praise You. Bkmd is Your samr, and ihaltcd is Your
m~ . ~ <isuogod other thas Yog. With respect to the placing of one hand over
the other under the navel, this is to be observed even during the opening
glorification or praise, for it is considered a sunna that is part of the standing. The

rule is that each performance of prayer in which words of invocation i c. dhikr! is
prescribed by the sunna, the hands are to be folded, though not for performance

where such recitation is not prescribed. They are therefore folded in the state of
quitu< supplication!, funeral prayer, though are released during the rise from the
bowing and between the additional takbirs of Eid as there is no dhikr or recitation.

It is sunna upon anyone who prays to begin with this opening glori6cation
whether it is the imam, his follower or one who prays alone. If however a
latecomer attends the prayer, he is to recite this supplication if the imam has not
begun to recite Quran, whereas if the imam begins reciting, the follower is to
r em ai n si l en t .

g~ l 5 ~~ i a~4 i~l+ ~p p'
One is then to say the ta'atetemS for redtation, saying "I seek refuge with Allah
from Satan the rej ected," provided he is the imam or praying alone. This is due to

the words of the Exalted [When you read the Quran, seek God's protection from
Satan the rej ected one!. The latecomer to the prayer [mash' ] is to say the

> 'memutN, though the onewho beginswith the imam [Nmqtah] is not to. Note: the
latecomer is to observe the ta'awwudh when he stands to make up what he missed

of theprayer, because he must recite Quran for himself.
~ l ~ i~

One is to delay the ta'aunou4t until ~

~

the additional takbia of the Eid prayer on

the basis that the 4 'awwudh is for the recitation of Quran and yet recitation comes
af ter the add itional tak b irs of Eid .

JgigQQl p A@
5~J5J ~~ j t~ ~ p ! ~ Qcl~ ~
Thereafter, one is to silently say, In tJic ~

j

+ ~~4 ~ ~ ++. I " t

A
1' Md a & d t Pl
< '> t'' I ' P
Prophet, Abu Bakr and Umar used to begin prayer with; All prai se bc' > A~ ~
~ ~ of rdI ~ ones [alkamdu LNghi Rabbil 'alami nj,' which clearly indicates that

' TheProphet Godblesshimandgrant himpeace!! said [A part of thesunnaistheplacingof
the right hand over the left below the navel]. This is recorded by Abu Dawud from Ali God be
pleased with him!.
2

At-Tirmidhi, the Book of Prayer 245.
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the tasmiyya would be uttered silently. And anyone who recitesg urrLn in prayer h
y, I Ib

Q Al fA MW M j bL N M ~

h,

before the Fatiha only whether it be an obligatory or voluntary prayer
Furthermore, it is not sunna to say the tasmiyya between the Fatiha and a surah,
but it is not disliked. And this is by agreement of the scholars.

- l,l ~g ,l ;,~ t! < l« ~tj.l~<I.YI ~ t~, Qg l t> <
The Fatiha is then recited, after which the imam and the followers say,
silently. This is followed by the recitation of a surah from the Quan or three
verses. Silently in this case means, able to hear oneself, though inaudible tp
o th er s.

I gMlgil>~g!lIlg~lMLyamQel~.Qljg+l~~f~
One is then to say 'Allahu akbar' while moving downwards into the bowing
posture and pause for a moment in serenity in the bowing posture! phadng his
head evenly with hisbuttocksand holding the knees with his hands extending the
f i nger and uttering the tasbih, Uk ' bc to sy Lrprd the~

' three times which is the

minimum. Thereafter, he is to rise and pause for a moment at ease saying gllak

har hggrd theist tohoptaiscHim, our Lord all PraiseLr Yaga," if he is imam pr praying
alone. It is su6icient for the follower to say, 'Lord, all praise is Y~ ' [~ ba~
m
alarial ha~ as we were ordered in the hadith [If the imam says, "Allah has
heard those who praise Hi m," then say, "Our Lord, all praise isYours."].'
.I; t& ~l:%
After that, one is to say, 'Allahu akbar' when declining into prostration and is
place his knees on the ground, then his hands followed by his face between his

palmL He is to perform theprostration with his nose and forehead and pause for
a moment saying Qfmy bc to ny Lard ~

Q h three times and this is the

m in i m u m .

~ olglyM l ~ ~ gy~ ghent I+.~ ~ j ~ J M l ~
In the prostration, one is to distance his abdomen from his thighs and distance
his upper arm from the armpits when there is no crowd or cramming, and he is to
direct the f i nger of his hands and toes of his feet towards qibla. The female in
prostration connects her limbs bringing them close together joining her abdomen

with her thighs. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! [Used tp
prostrate creating as much space between his torso and thighs! that if a kid goat!
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wished it could pass through this space].' The Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!! also said PNhen a believer makes a prostration, each limb in hisbody
makes the prostration, therefore, he should make each limb face the qibla insofar
as he is able to!.

>~ < ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ I>' ~ I ' ~ > l~

~~ <!

0y d 54g st &

He is then to rise from prostration saying 'Allahu akbar' and adopt the sitting
posture between the two prostrations pausing for a moment in serenity pladng
the hands on the thighs. He then utters the takbir [Allahu akbar] and prostrates
for the second time and pauses for a moment at ease during which he says, 'Gk ty

bc to my Lonf nui t high' three times. In prostration, a man is to distance his
abdomen f'rom his thighs and his upper arms from the armpits. ThereaRer, he is
to raise hishead saying the takbir and rise to the second rak'ah without depending
on the ground with one's hands and without briefly sitting, such as those of the
Shafi'i M adhh ab observe.

~~ 5g~ 5 8 5I gp9lSi 'L'Jl i+Sglp
The second rak'ah is performed like the first one with the exception that there is
no ~@st ' opening glorification! nor is there Ar'aumedh, which is seeking refuge in
Allah from Satan for recitation of Quran.

I J J'ly! Iul~ g~pl j ural ~ ~ ~o~ JSpLil w 3I pUI j ! ~
kk~ ~ ppll~ yoyably~ lJF~pL~ y>~ Jl ~ l ~

~lpLdl ~ ~

~ y~ l gp ~

l~ p~pi p gpYl o~ l~ g~ yad~~y

It is not sunna to raise the hands, such as for the bowing posture or when rising
from it, except for the openilg taker of all prayers, the tat bir of donut supplication
of witr! and for the additional takbirs of both Eids. Externally from prayer, it is
sunna to raise the hands at, i! the time one sees the ka'bah; ii! at the time one

greets the black stone, iii! when one is upon the Safe and Manoak, that is, upon
standing where the ka'bah can be seen one is to say, "Allahu akbar, there is no
god except Allah" raising the hands opening them directly towards the sky and
supplicating, iv! when one is standing in Arafah and Muzdalifah, it is sunna to
raise the hands; v! after the first and middle stoning of the jamrahs it sunna to
raise them for supplication!; and lastly, vi! it is sunna to raise the hands after
every prayer when one has completed the t ash' T he rule is based on the words of
the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! [T he hands are not to be

' IbnAbi Shaybah, Ahmad. Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 386.
An-Nasai, Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 387.
Bukhari 17S2.
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raised except on seven occasions: the takbir of the opening glorification!; the
takbir of qunut supplication!; the takbirs of the two Eids; and he mentioned four

occasionsfor the hajj pilgrimage!!.'

~ ~ LJ ~ggoL ~ g~ ~ pg~ l ~ ~~ ~ Ii 'L31<peQl g~ ~ + $1gy I>Q
Jq~ olglgcu 4 1M ' +~
When the male completes the second prostration of the second rak'ah, he is to sit

for tashahhud aad isto spread hisleft foot and sit upon it while his right foot is
upright with the toes directed towards the qibla. During this, he is to place his
hands on his thighs Battening his fingers. This method of sitting is known as the
igirash style. And the female is to adopt the gguenwk style of sitting, because this
provides the best cover for her.

sy l pul'! I w'4ajugj iJIw '4aigjy+ Ij ~

4>I ''l~w kl~ ! >~ gl~ t! g

a~lSyyklv ypP l lJ JJs 5LJIa~LJslly~l+ lpiiiu& l:gyJy~l>@villj ~ lP
.4~ ~ya~ l~ gt ~ t~4151$13 Jt ~ t i~ Lrdl 41y& + y~ PLJI
One isthen toutter thetaahahhadasreported by Ibn Mas'ud and indicatewith the
index finger for shahzada, raising it at the aegation [there isno godj and lowering it
when affirming [except Allahj. Nothing is to be added to the tashahhud during
the arst sitting, for one must not delay the standing for the third rak'ah. The

tashahhud is, 'Greeting to Allah. Peace be on you, 0 Prophet, and the Mercy of
Allah and Hisblessings. Peace be upon us and upon Allah's righteous slaves. I
testify that there is ao god except Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah. Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud God be pleased with him! said [The Messenger
God bless him and grant him peace!! took me by the hand and taught me the
tashahhudjust as he taught me a surah of ! uran, and said, "Say: Greeting toAllak ..
up to itsend"!.'

@~ + ~ I't>>~ < ~ ~9IJ Q M QlUItg~
.!SZ p ~ ~ l~l' i hl ~ ~~~

! heal : J~ I~I ~ ~ J v' ~ ty>Te l i '

Subsequently, one is to recite the Fatiha alone in the last two rak'ahs. He is then
to sit in the last rak'ah and recite the tashahhud, followed by the ibrahimiyya. He

thea supplicates, that which resembles the Quoi and sunaa. Upon completion,
the Bnishing salamsare to be made beginning with the right, then the left saying
"May peace be upon you, and the Mercy of Allah" during which one is intending
ia his sulams those who are with him as was mentioned earlier.

Al-Zayla'i, vol, 1, 389-390.
M usli m.
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i L! lu L
The I mamate

Its Rank and Ruling

gliQI~
To be the imam of a group prayer issuperior than giving the call to prayer [adhanj
> pl~ Jl JL P i' 4 + l. i~

le

To offer prayer in congreyLtion is an emphasized sunna for a &ee man who has
no valid excuse to be absent. The Prophet God bless him and grant hini peace!!
said I planned or was about to order the collecting of firewood and then order

someone to lead prayer, then I would go from behind and burn the housesof men

who did not present themselves for the prescribed! prayer!!.' The Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! was diligent with respect to the congregational
prayer throughout his whole life and one should not leave it unlessthere is avalid
reason .
~ l 5 1~
G mdi ti ons That Vah'date The Positi on

I mam

e«lg lyiggillyJJuJlyj+ lpPL $1:«L l ~ «~ BIJLP ml gl~
17icamditionsthat vdidatethepasitionof imamfor a mak of sound healthan six;
l- Islam. If one rejects theJudgement Day or the Caliphate of Abu Bakr or the
Prophets Companions God be pleased with them all! or curses or swears at Abu
Bakr and Umar or rejects the intercession of the Prophet and examplesas such,
then his position as imam is invalid.

2- Maturity. The prayer of a boy is considered as a voluntary one even if he is
praying an obligatory prayer.
3- Sanity. Prayer behind a person with no capacity to discriminate or differentiate
between things is invalid.

4- Male. It is not permitted for a male to pray behind a hermaphrodite or female.
5- Redtation of + aran from memory. One must memorise a minimum of three
short verses or one long verse in order to validate his position of imam.

j Uly~ lyiliLillpwlsglsqlih l ~ O'Adly

' Bukh~ 644.
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6- It is conditional to be &ee from excuses such as: a! a perpetual nose bleed,
b! stuttering with letters Usually with the kttcr f !, c! mumbling or muttering in
one's speech which usually entails repetition of the letter 't ', d! lisping, which is,

not pronouncing the letterscorrectly, such aspronouncing the 'sin' asa 'tha' or the
'ra' asa 'ghain', and in this situation it is not valid for others to pray behind him
unlessthose behind him suffer from the same problem.'

Likewise, one'sposition asimam isinvalid if he ismissing a condition such asthe
absence of purity or exposure of one's nakedness [gzyrah]. It is not valid for the
i m am to b e n aked whilst those b eh ind hi m ar e cloth ed .

~Im
pel ~
Condi tions That Val i dat e T he Folloui

The I ma m

yl sl~ gl ~
Theconditionsthat validate thefolloui ngarefourteen
~ ~

~ala ~ LLl g M l i '

T he follower is to maize his intention to follow the imam at the opening Allahu

akbar. Note:joining the intention to the saying of Allahu akbar isof two types; the
first is the real or true joining [haqqiyya] and the second is the legal [h+kmip+]
joining. The haqiqiyya is to intend in one's heart together with the saying of the
opening Allahu akbar. As for the hukmiyya, it is to intend and then shortly after
that say, 'Allahu akbar' without a long gap between them. Both are deemed
correct in the Hanafi M adhhab with I mam Shafi'i maintaining that it is a

stipulation that the link be true [hagiqiyya]. Note: pne must also intend the prayer
in his intention. See The Conditionsof Prayer in the earlier chapter.
~ L Jl i lw l ~

L~ ~ L! l P -! li '!

If there are females who wish to join the group prayer, the male imam must
intend being their imam so that their following pf him is valicL If he does not,
then their following will not be correct.

T he heel of the imam is to be in f'r ont of the heel of the follower, otherw ise the

follower'sprayer is invalid.

' Nur al-Idah 87.
Maraky al-Falah 126.
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The imam must not be in a lesser state than the one following him, such as the
imam praying a voluntary prayer while the follower is offering an obligatory one

or the imam is praying while suffering from a chronic disorder, yet the follower is
free fro m illness.

!4/ l gpss
It is conditional that the obligatory prayer of the imam sot be different to the
obligatory prayer of the follower. This means that both must be praying the same
obligatory prayer because the follower is in partnership with the imam and there
must be unity so that the prayer of the imam is joined to the prayer of the
follower. According the Imam Shafi'i, it isvalid if they are different.

Y>~ 1 ~ ~ g~~ ~M ~ ~+ Yt>
It is not valid for a traveller who is shortening prayer to pray behind a resident
imam who is praying the full number of a four rak'ah prayer after its time has
ended; meaning, when the time of a four rak'ah obligatory prayer has expired, a
traveller cannot pray behind a resident imam who is performing it at such time.
And neither can a latecomer to the congregational prayer be an imam for anyone
else. Consider the following. when a person who arrived late to the prayer stands
to make up what he missed, no one can come and join him, and if someone does,
the following is invalid.'

.~ l~ ~ <~tli~<LYl~ J .Yt~
A row of women must sot divide the imam and the male followers; otherwise th e

following is not correct. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! sai d
tlf there is between the imam and himself, a river, or road or a row of wome n ,

there is no prayer for him].

A river large enough for a boat to pass through is not to divide one &om &is
imam and neither are they to be separated by a road which a cart could p~ s
through.

iJ imYi~ i~qgtg+

~! i li pi Mi~ MUi'i + Iw ~ Jail Yg

The imam and follower must not be separated by a wall in which the followers
does not know the changing actions of the imMn due to sayings resembling eac=}
other. If there is no confusion with respect to hearing or seeing the imam, t ax
the following is valid accordixg to the most correct view. It is reported that terai
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would pray in the room of A'ishml
and the people in the mosque would be praying that same prayer behind him.

Maraky al-Falah 167, pt 7.
Abi Shaybah, 2/ 35.

Abu Dawud 1121. Al-Baihaqi 3/ 109.
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Theimant isNot to be riding upon a beast while the follower iswalking on foot, or
the follower is riding a beast different to the beast of the imam. If however, they
are both riding the same beast or in the same vehicle, then imitating the imam is
correct.

~~ ~ ~ tg l pig~
T he follower must not be on one boat while the im am is on another boat that is

not attached to it because in that case, they are deemed as two separate beasts.

~~ yoJyvta gyp>cy~ p~lll y j J l~ 4LIJb ~ g~ l ~ Sty
If the follower [m~ taCt'j knows that his imam is in an impure state, then his
following is not correct and he is to repeat the prayer. Hence, the follower must
Not have knowledge that the imam's state is ruined according to his Madhhab,
such as blood flowing from an inj ury or vomiting a mouthful in which the imam
does not repeat wudu.' However, if the follower don not knout that the state of the
imam is ruined, the following is valid.

~ Ji JLML ~ Nl ilail
When Thc F oIIow cr I s B ct tcr Condi ti oned Than Thc I mam

p~ pak~lelaJI ~ j
It is valid for one in a state of ablution to pray behind one in a state of
tayammum. Amr Ibn al-'As God be pleased with him!! said: I had a sexual dream
on a cold night in the battle of Dhat al-Salasil. I was afraid if I washed, I would
die. I therefore, performed tayammum and led my companions in the dawn
prayer. They mentioned that to the Messenger of Allah God bless him and grant
him peace!! upon which he said, "Amr, you led your companions in prayer while
you were in the state of janaba sexual impurity!"? I informed him of the cause
that impeded me from washing, and said: "I heard Allah say [Do not kill yourself,
verily Allah is merciful to you"j. The Apostle laughed and did not say anything.
This ruling however was disputed by Imam Muhammad who deemed it notpermissible.
QJ

One who washes his limbs such as his feet is permitted to pray behind one who
wipes them such as the khuf, splint, or bandages.
mUuglib
I

For example, if a person witnessed the imam vomit a mouthful prior to the prayer and he
did not repeat wudu, then if the follower has adopted the Hanafi school of thought, then
hisfollowing of this imam is invalid.
Abu Dawud 334.
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Onewho standsis permitted to pray behind an imam who Ls seated. It hasbeen
established that the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! prayed the
noon prayer during his sickness of death whilst sitting, and the people prayed

behind him as followers standing.' Imam Muhammad said that it isnot permitted

and this is based on analogical reasoning [pj ' s] constructed upon the stronger
state of the person standing.'
To follow an imam who is humpbacked isvalid!~ j

A person who prays through indication nodding! is permitted to « liow a person
Bke him, due to the equality of their status. That is, the imam and followers are all
praying through indication.
w -~ J

It is permissible to offer a voluntary prayer behind an ~ ~ perfo~

g an

obligatory one because one is constructing a weak element upon something that is
stronger, namely, the obligatory prayer.

lj ~ i& L,~ M L,! p/ i~~ l~4! l~p>. Lt 4i.M ~w p al
If it becomes evident that theprayer of the imamisvoid, then oneisto repeat the
prayer. The prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [If the imam's
prayer becomesinvalid, then the prayer of whoever is behind him is invalid].' The
imam must announce to the people to repeat their prayers as much as he is able
to, such as writing or sending a message to inform them and this is the opted
view on the matter. Abu Bakr God be pleased with him!! said: The Apostle of

Allah God bless him and grant him peace!! began to lead the people! in the
dawn prayer. He then signalled with his hand: remain at your places!. Then he
entered his home and returned while drops of water were commg down «om » s
head and he led them in prayer.'

' Al-Baihaqi 3/431 5697!.
Al-Hidayah.

Mentioned by Ibn Al Jawziya in the Book of Tahnik l/488.
A bu Dawud 233.
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I' ' ~ i 'Q ~ m l~ 4 + l~~

The congregational Prayer isexcused if one of nghteen situationsoccurs;

1- Heavy rain hard enough to wet one'sclothing.

2- ln very cold conditions, i.e. a strong cold in which one fearsfor hissafety
3- Fear from an oppressor. If one fears harm upon himself or that he may be
robbed of his possessions from a thief, whether it be a time of war or not
ex cused.

4- Darkness that is overwhelming.

5- One who is confined, such as in lock up, custody or other.
~~i ~ J u ' ~ b pt ~J

6- Beingblind isdeemed an exemption from the congregational prayer.
7- If one suffersparalysis in some of hislimbs [fatt].

8- If one has been dismembered losing hh hand and leg, though if one is only
missing his hand, then he is not excused from the group prayer. If however one is

missing only a leg, then the correct verdict is that he is excused from the group
p r ayer.

9- Poor health, such as flu or disease.

10 If one is crippled, i.e. unable to walk due to a crippling condition.

11- In muddy conditions, one is exempt from having to attend the group prayer.
The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [If the shoesbecome wet,

then pray in the homes].'
12- If a person suffers&om a chronic illness, he isexempt.
WpG~ ~ EAI pla y

13- Old age and feeblenessisdeemed avalid excuse asit entailsdifficulty.
14- Gaining knowledge of jurisprudence ffaphj in a group is regarded as a valid
excuse for missing the group prayer provided one would miss this chLss if he
attends the congregational prayer. Hence, one is excused in this situation.
H owever, for Arabic grmmnar one is not excused.

Ibn Hajar

Takhlisal-Habir 2/31.
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l5- In thepresence of food which onedesires, oneisexcused for thereason that,

at this timeone's mind is preoccupied and is not ableto be firmand completein
all the pillars, necessary requirements and recommended actionsof prayer.
i slgg
l

>6- preparing to travel and fear of missing theconvoy oneis travelling with. Note:
The travel itself is not an excuse; it isthe fear of missing the convoy.'
gpss 'g | ~ o~ pa~ ~ uLip

17-Attendingor caringfor asickperson isavalid excuseasit wouldcausetheill
patient harm and hardship in the absence of a carer.

18- In the presence of a strong blowing wind at < ght, not during the day, one 's
deemed exempt. A strong blowing wind at night has the potential « eau~
problems such as hurling fragments in one's face etc.

.Ql» d~

~ ~ ~ t la~lJJ ~ ~M m+ I~

If one iscut oEfromthecongregational prayer dueto oneof thereason~ whid
allows one to be excused!, then he is still revnuded provided he intended to pra!

inthecongregation, andeven if oneintendedbut therewasnoexcusefor him, he

isstill rewarded. TheProphet God blesshimand grant himpeace!! said [Aetio»
are by intentionsj.

I~ py ~L! I ~ QIg
TIteMast Eati tied Ta BeImasst d std TheElitIttette g TiteI.tace
ul QL ~ MI
The & re With T7teMost Right To BeImam

i I yi » -tg. ytt a~ » ys~ sysJs ~ ~ ~~ Ll.l~ + t lsl

If the owner of the phace is not present among the people, and neither Ne

appointed imaxn or a person of authoriy ,' then the most learned in the rule

prayer has the most right to be Imam even if he does not possess a d~p
knowledge of other areas. Note: lf all these individuals gathered, the sultan
Hashia Ibn Abidin [Maraky al-Falah 171!.
Buk h ar i.
3

Such asa leader [am&} orjudge [ltaCk'!. In reality, theperson of authority and rule i» upe

all of them including the owner of the place and the appointed i mam. ThLs

authority and rule isgeneral and it wasnarrated by Bukhari: Ibn Umar would pray behin
Hijaj and it is enough to say that he was disobedient. [See Fat-h ai-Bari 2irl g! No« : it state

al-Binayahthat thisoccurredinthetimeof thepast giventhat peopleof authority wereschol
and the maj ority of them were pious. [Maraky al-Falah 172!.
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the most right to be imam, followed by the leader [amir!, j udge and then the
owner of the place. With respect to the owner of the place, the onewho rents a
plac« f dw« ing has more right to lead the prayer than the onewho owns the
place. In addition, thejudgehas morepreference over the imam of themosque, a
point w» c» s clearly stated in hadith that the Prophet said: "Oneshould not be
led in his place of authority, nor should one sit on his takn'ma beddingor seating
area! without his permission.'

[As<~ <+>>>W! One can be an imam in a house, mosque or any other place.
With respect to performing the prayer in a house, the possessor of authority and
rule [> + ~~ a! has the most right to be imam, then the owner of the place,
though the owner of the place may giveconsent for others to lead. If theprayer is
offered in a mosque or any other common place, then the one who hasauthority
[dhNsdtan! i.e. the one who presides over and oversees Islamic affairs, whether he
be a ruler or judge is also the one with the most right to lead theprayer. If the
one who possesses authority and rule [dhu sulgan! is not present, then the imam of
the mosque is the one with the most right. If none of these individualsare present

i.e. the one who holds authority and rule [dhu su&an! as well as theowner of the
place and the imam of the mosque!, then the one with the most knowledge
concerning t"e rules of prayer has the most right followed by the rest of the
categories mentioned below.'

2- Thereafter the one most distinguished in the recitation of Quran; meaning one
who knows the rulesof recitation. It does not merely mean the onewhoknows the
most Qpran; rather he must know the rulings pertaining to its recitation, such as
when to stop, when to connect, how to pronounce the letters and the rules
associated with such issues. The Messenger of Allah Peace and blessing of God
be upon him! said [The one who is well grounded in the Allah's book and is
distinguished among them in recitation should act as imam for the people].
Indeed, some maintain such as Abu Yusuf! that the one most distinguished in
recitation takes preference over the most learned. However, the response is that
recitation is needed for one essential element of prayer, whereas knowledge is
required for all the elements.'

QlpJI QQJQIpj
3- Then the most pious [wara'!. This term refers to one who abstains from
anything that appears to be forbidden. And this isregarded as a higher level than
piety aspiety aloneentails staying away from forbidden things.

' Muslim673/ Abu Dawud 582/ Maraky al-Falah 172.
' Al-Fiqh al-Islamy, l brahign as-$gJkini 316-317.
Muslim 672/ Maraky al-Falah 172.

' Al-Hidayah,133.
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4- Then the oldest The Prophet May the peace and blessings of God be upon
him!! said to two people Whenever prayer time becomes due, you should
pronounce the adhan and then the iqama and the older of you should lead the

prayer!!.'
5- Thereafter, the one with the best moral qualities, for the people behind him are
pleased with him as imam due to hispersonality and the followers may increase as
a result.

6- T hen the one with the most handsome face, i.e. the most handsome because

beautiful featuresgenerally entailsgood within.

l ~ ~ QI~ L~ ~ QI~ L mal ~
7- Then the one with the noblest lineage.

8- Then the person with the most beautiful voice.
9- T hen the one with the cleanest clothes.

.Iy I t Jii gyral ~ I~Big~
l ~ I ~L'Ipi~ li I~ Idli .peal Jl yMIyt cg~ lp~
If all are equal, they areto drawlotsor choosethe person the peoplewant If they
dhegree, then the majority view deddes the outcome. And if they select one who
is not the most appropriate, then indeed they have made an error, though there is
no sin .

~ l 1o+ ~ gL
?7' I mamatc T hat I s Di sl i ke

~l A

The imamate of an ignorant slave, i.e. one who is not learned in the lawsof Islam.

T he imamate of a blind man is disliked because no one can direct him to the

direction of prayer during the prayer.

p U-lgl gl dgggI~Qlg
T he imamate of a bedouin desert dweller! and the child from fornication is
disliked as well as the imamate of an ignorant person. T he reason for their dislike
is due to the reduced numbers they will attract. A bedouin most of the time is

ignorant, whereas the child resulting from fornication in this case means an
ignorant person with no knowledge and lacking discipline because of his father's
absence.
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Ldlp

The haamate of an immoral person isdisliked due to hislacko« mphasi» n
religion.

gu lp
The hamat e of an innovator in religion is disliked. Indeed, an inn

who performs what the Prophet did not practice, preach or approv« f and in
which there is no precedent. [Marakyal-Fahrh ~ ] Imam Muhammad reported
fromAbuHanifaandAbuYusuf ghatprayer behind6' peopreof desireisw<~ i<W
whereasthemost correct rulingisthat it islawful, thoughdislikedsolongaswhat
he innovates does not take him outside of the fold of Islam.' It is therefore not

permissible topraybehindonewhorejectstheintercessionof theProp~« « the

angelswhorecordtheactionsof man, or thevisionof God for thebelieversin the
hereafter, even if hesaysthat God cannot be seenbecauseHeisexaltedabov« l
things, asthe Mu'tazila state. Equally, prayer behind an anthropomorphist isnot
permitted, such asapersonwho saysthat God hasa hand andlegsimilar to that
of Hiscreation. Such a person isan innovator even if hesaysthat God isa body
unlikeall other bodies. In truth, Godisneither abody nor substance. Heisunlike

all thingsandnothingislikeHim. Moreover, rejectingtheleadership[~tJt~f~] of

Abu Bakr is deemed unbelief just like one who rejects the Israh and Mi'raj.
Equally, it is not permissible to pray behind one who rejectsthe wiping « «
footgear or cursesandswearsat AbuBakr, Umar and Uthmanor accusesA'ishah
may Allah be pleased with the Prophet'sfamily and Companions!. And it isnot
permissible behind one who rejects something that is necessarily known in «
religion, given that it amounts to disbelief. Indeed, their interpretation of such
matters is disregarded.

o~ l J~

It isdisliked for theimamtolengthen theprayer toanextent wherepeopl« «est
it. Rather one should perform the prayer according to the hadith of theProphet
May the peace and blessings of God be upon him!! [0 People-' Some o y

make othersdislike good deeds. So whoever leadsthe people should sh« e» t].
Note: even if the believersdo not mind the prayer being long, it isstill disliked

duetothewordsof theProphet [Hewholeadstheprayer shouldmakeit short].'
~I+ 1m& g

It is disBked for naked personsto perform the prayer in a group.

ol+ LS~

p!Lj l ~ ~ gP.i~ le

' The Prophet God blesshim and gran him peace! said "Pray behind every Mushy. pious«
impious." Abu Dawud 594.
Maraky al-Falah 174.
Bukhari 90.

' Bukhari [Maraky al-Falah I 74j.
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It is disliked for women to gather and pray as a group. One of the reasons for its
dislike is due to the announcing of the call to prayer adhan! and the cal] to

commence iqama!. Likewise, it isdisliked for women to attend the congregational

prayer as the Prophet Peace and blessing of God be upon him!! said Their
homes are better for thein! and [Prayer in their homes are better!.' If however the
females perform the prayer in their own congregation, it is necessary for the

female imam to stand in the middle advancing only her heel forward in the way
that a najced prayer is performed. If the female imam stands forward like a man,
she has sinned, though the prayer remains sound.

' P'Sly L jl~ ~ mlgl~ ~
If there is only one person with the imam, he is to stand to the right-hand side of
the imiLm. It is disliked to pray on the left side of the imam or behind due to the
hadith of Ibn Abbaswho said, "I stood on the left side of the Prophet after which
he held me and directed me to his right;" and if there is more than one person,
they are to pray behind the imam.

iLJIp ~ L4-I p y~ l p JL gl ~
The men are to form the first row or rows, then the boys, followed by the
hermaphrodites. This is a precautionary measure because if the hermaphrodite is
male then the standing behind boys will not harm them and if they are female
then she is already at the back, thereafter the females form the last row. Note: the
first line is considered as the best of all the lines in congregation. This is followed

by the second lineand so on. The Prophet God blesshim and grant himpeace!!
said [Divine mercy is bestowed first on the imam, then it passes to those who are
opposite to him in the first line, then to those on his right side, and then on the
left side; then it passes over to the second line, and other lines in the same
manner!.

1~1 O~OO~O

' Ahmad 2'/ 86.
M uslim 763.

M araky al-Falah 122.
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o~ y~ ly~ mLI j ly ~ g~ l ~ Q
A%at the Follower I s To Do A

~ ~

the I mam Cpm k ta A PNar Or Other

l~ g~ lj ig + Lpl + g

lf the imam oKers the Qnishing salams mding theprayer! yet the follower has not
completed hisauhahhad, then he isto complete histashahhud for the reason that
it is ~j ~, and thereafter perform his finishing salams. However, if the follower
has « ad the tashahhud, but not the ibrahimiya, then he is to omit this and give
saiam with the imamon the basisthat the ibrahimiya issunna, though joining the
imam is necessary [ma
j ib! Additionally, if the imam hasrisen for the third rak'ah

and the follower has not yet recited the tashahhud, then he should recite it,
although if hedoesnot complete it and riseswith the imam, it ispermissible.

~ l. >~ 1~t t ggl gL~ g~ 1~ + ~t>~l glg>g>
lf the imam raises his head before the follower completes his three talkie in
bowing or prostration, then the follower must join the imam leavingthe ~ k-

'm~+ La~ >>
I , +P ~ f ~+ ~PI ~~l

~~1'~ t4j l~lqQg

If theimamforgetfullyperformsaneagreprostrationor standsup~ performing
the last sitting, then the follower is nogto join him, rather, he is to wait f« «
imam. If the imam continues ahead and performsthe extra ralr.'ah by prostrating
instead of sitting back down, then the follower isto give salam alone. If however
the imam sits down after standing without registering the extra rak'ah by
prostrating, then the follower is to give salam with the imam.

ia'lp wL'Im atp yM I+ ~pappJl~o+ Ia>L .~N~>@
4''Ip p4! >p~dQ
And if the imam stands up for the fifth rak'ah forgetting to perform the last
sitting> the follower is to wait and utter tasbih to warn the imam. If the follower

gives the flnishing salams alone before the inuLm prostrates in the additional
rak'ah then the follower'sprayer isnullifled because he performed a pillar alone,
i.e the last sitting. Therefore, if the follower gives salam in this case before the
amhasregistered theextra rak'ahby prostrating, then hisprayer isvoid.
~M +

LYlJ+' ~ g~ lg

any

laGl recites the tashahhud in the last sitting, it is disliked for the

follower to offer the f i nishi n sefamr before him. It is disliked because he has
disconnected from the imam although his prayer is valid. And if the sun rises
after the follower has given the finishing salams but before the imam had given
salam, then the followers prayer is deemed valid which is agreed upon. Abu
Hanifa held that the imam'sprayer isvoid with histwo companionsdisagreeing.'

' Maraky al-Falali 179.
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~ l Ql !Ldl

To rise for the sunna prayer straight away and link it to the obligatory prayer is a
sunna of the Prophet peace and blessing of God be upon him!! with the
exception that it is recommended to separate a moment between them as A'ishah
reported that the Prophet would wait the amount of time it took to recite, "0
Allah, You are peace, and peace comesfrom You, Blessed You are, 0 Possessor of
glory and honour,"' thereafter he would stand for the sunna prayer.

It has been reported that Shams ale-Imma alH
said, "There is no harm in
reciting invocations between the obligatory and sunna prayer," though another
Hanifa text al-Ikhtiyar maintains the contrary, stating that every prayer that is
followed by a sunna is disliked to sit and supplicate for. Instead, one should
become pr~ cupied with the sunna so that he does not separate the sunna from
the obligatory prayer.

~Lllem ~

ilg~ plw g+ os& JJJ~ it~M m!L4 ~

~

After the imam offers the final salams, it is recommended that he move to his left

side to perform the supererogatory prayer which follows the obligatory one.
Thereadter, it is recommended that he face the people if he wishes after having
completed the supererogatory prayer. Samura Ibn Jundab narrated that the
Prophet God grant him peace and blessing!! used to face us on completion of the

prayer.'
I:> 4Igy~

~

One is then to seek forgiveness with Allah three times, as Thauban God be
pleased with him! reported that when the Prophet of Allah finished his prayer; he
begged forgiveness three times and said, "0 Allah! You are Peace, and peace
comes from You, Blessed You are, 0 Possessor of glory and honour."

J}$! gg~ ~ + > ~~+ ~ + j5~~~ ~~ gpl"g 41j ~ ~ ~ ljpaLlp~ / I~l g~i~~

~ i~~~

>~ Q~~ a < ~ .~ P + ~>~ l dq~ l 4 i 4 M~ Y.~ >4IYl
O
~ I J p+ J ~34: ~~

' Abu Dawud, the Book of Prayer.
Bukhari 845.
M usli m 59 1.

p pc'~
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This is followed by redting the verse al Euny and the mua~Qutain, which are
the last two surahs of the Quran, as Uqbah Ibn Amir God brpleased with him!
said: the Apostle of Allah God gr ant hi m blessings and peacij! commanded me
to recite the mu'awwithat after every prayer.' One is then to~
Qod thirty
three times uttering "Ghny be to A/lah" Subhana Allah! praN,Qod thirty three
times uttering "All praisebetoAllah" - AlW mdu Lil Lah! and ntspify Hisgreatness
thirty three times saying "God is great " A4krhu akbar! after whch one is to say,
~ onehas thetight to beu+~ <~ ~ CA+ A Alone, ui lhout ptttgr. ToHimbelongs
all ggtel ignty and Praise, and H4 m ~ all things, Omnipotetlt. 'hereafter, one is to

supplicate for himself and the MusBms with his hands raisetl<d is to wipehis
face with hispalms upon completion of the supplication. Theprophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said [When you supplicate to God, mpplicatewith the
jnward sides of your palms, and do not supplicate using thejt backsides. When

you havecompleted your prayer, wipeyour facewith them].~
i~

~

i~

L ~ l,

Zp p u g ~ ~

Therearesix~ ight things that nulli+ prayer.

Speaking aword duringprayer, forgetfully or by mistake, rendeotheprayer void.
For example, one may have wanted to say sO People' intendingzverse of Quran
but instead said '0 Zaid'. The Prophet God grant him peace andblessings!! said
p'hese prayers are such, that it is not correct to utter the talk pf people in jt].
imam Shafi'i disagreeswith respect to the one who makesa mis> eor forgets.
L' 5U' ~

Q als d lp

Supplication with words that resemble the general speech of the people
invalidates the prayer.
& 1 g ~~

ii

' A bu Dawud I S 18.

2Ibn Maj ah 1181.

Lexica ly, the ord fasad means, contrary to right. Though according to the Han~ scholars

of jurisprudence, it isthe termcommonly used in relation to actsof worship fy~ !
in thesame degreeas the term 'budan' void, invalid!. For example; one fnay 5' , thisprayer is

Ifgsid" unsound, corrupt!, or "thishaj isfags," or "thisfast isf~ " A d th

same as saying, "this prayer is batik invalid! or, "this haj is bfutit" and "this fast is bgtgL"

However, with respect to dealings, this is not the case. Hence, the termI ~
regarded as the same with respect to worship ['ibadat! though not with respect to deggngg
res'~ !. Nur al-Idah 106.
' M uslim 537.
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Toutter the sulamwith the intention of greeting others, nullifiesthe prayer even if
one does so forgetfuHy for the reason that it is speech.

'4aLI pt ~LJ pLJI>;g
Replying . someone's salmn with the tongue or by shaking hands renders the

prayer void, even if onedoessp forgetfully. However, agalureuith~ > ~ QQy
wilhout shakingliandsor talking, isdisliked according toall jurists, though theprayer
remainssound. TheProphet wasreported to haveperformed thiswhilepraying.'
Jabir narrated: The messenger of Allah sent me for some job. Then I returned

andjoined himashewasgoing on aride!. Qutaibah said that hewasperforming

prayer while herode. I greeted him and he gestured to me. When he completed

theprayer, hecalled meand said: "Yougreetedmejust nowwhileI waspraying"

Qutaibah said: "TheProphet washeading eastbound when hewaspraying "

Excessive movement nullifiesprayer, and thisexcessive movement isjudged by
an onlooker in whom it appears in hisview that one is npt engaged in prayer.
Moreover, excessive movement isestimated asthree continuousmovements, such
that if one walks three continuous steps, the prayer is null and void. Hpwevei if

one separatesthe three movementsby walkingone step and then stopping, then
walking another step and pausing in an effort tp conform with the rest pf the lines
the prayer remai ns sound. And it does not matter whether the inpvements are
intentional or inadvertent.'

I~ ~

I J~

Turning one'schest away &om the direction of prayer. Note: turning one's chest
away from the direction of prayer [p'blaj renders the prayer void if there is np

reason to do sp. However, if thereisareason, such as aperson whpaccidentally

broke his wudu and consequently turned from the qibla tp make wudu sp he
could return and continue the prayer. This is termed bina'. In this case, pne is
pardoned.

Eating something from theoutside of the mouth invalidates the prayer even if it is
smalL The reason this is the case is because one is able to abstain fi pm such a
thing.

I~ ~ ~i L I ~ 4 Jsi~
Eating that which is between the teeth nullifies prayer if it is the s~ pf a
chid>pea.
' Muslim.

Al-Fiqh al-l slany, Ibrahiin asSalkini 297.
Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahiiii as-Salkini 297.
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4~ !

Drinking is an annulling factor even if one raises his head to the sky whereby
water falls in hi s m o uth .

To dear the throat without a reason invalidates prayer. If however one has a
reason to do so, such as phlegm that prevents one from reciting, then it does not
invalidate the prayer.
oyLjly ~pi g ~ L!l~
To groan, moan or sigh or exhale loudly! invalidates the prayer.

~l' gt ~ gi ~ Y~ gt~ p~ 415 gg~l~
Audible cries due to pain in the body or due to a calamity, such as a loss of a
friend is an annulling factor, but not the audible cries due to the thought of
Paradise or H el16 re because in this situation, one is in concentration.

Replying to a person who sneezeswith the words, 'MayAllah hangst ay ~

ym'

r eamthepruyer poid according to Muhammad and Zufar, though contrary to Abu
Y usuf.

Ql 51Jl + X ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ g
Responding with the words, %be' is no h it! ~ t A/krh' to someone who was
asking if Allah has a partner nullifiesprayer because it amount s to speech.

4 ~ l gL y gL ~ YLs~ ~ p
Responding to bad news by saying V'oANuk m befoNI, and toAllah m shall mdms'or

respondingtogood newswith AllPteist betoAllah, ' invalidatestheprayer.
Responding to amazement by uttering 'A m isnoon' woWtyof worship chapt Allah'
or responding with Gbty betoANah' rendersthe prayer void.
~ L5Jl J ~ LS~ I+ I~ ~

.~ @~

Anything that is intended as a response nulliBes prayer, such as the verse 0

Yahya, take hold of the book!! which was intended as a response for a person
who was asking for a book.

my' ~ l ~ L ~ pli gi il ~

' Mary'im 12.

j~~p
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When a person in the state of tayammum sees wider and is able to use it, his

prayer is nulM ed. AdditionaUy, when the period of wiping the khuf footgear! Is
complete, the prayer is annulled and the same rule applies to a person who takes
oE his khuf in prayer.

If an IHIterate person who neither reads nor writes! learns a verse while he is
engaged in prayer alone, then it stands nullified. This occurs by the ilhterate
person recalling the verse after having forgotten it, or he memorised it
immediately after hearing it, or learnt it from an external source outside of the

prayer.'
Finding d othes to cover one's nakedness, renders the prayer void.

Iygg ! 1+ ~ pl ipliy
If a person who prays by nodding his head becomes able to bow and prostrate
normiLHy during the prayer, his prayer stands nullified because he cannot
construct soinething strong upon something that began weak.
~ > ~ i f ~ Li g i ~

The remembering of a missed prayer, one which is required to be performed In

order, nullifiesthe prayer. For example; if a person isengaged in the 'asr prayer
and then remembers he missed the dhuhr prayer, then the prayer isvoid and one
must make up the missed prayer followed by the current one. This isowing to the
order of prayer - which istoujib.

I I J~

M~ ~ 54

If, during the prayer, the imam is replaced with someone not elIgible for the
position of imam, prayer is nullified, such as an illiterate person who has no
knowledge asto the procedures of prayer and what it entails or someone insane.

The rising of the sun at dawn invalidatesprayer. Accordingly, if the dawn prayer
is offered at this time, then it is not valid. T his is due to the hadith mentioned

earlier that 'Uqbah ibn 'Amir God be pleased with him!! said [The Messenger
forbade usfrompraying at three particular! times] and mentioned, at thegjgjgg O
f
thc sun.

I J LLlp

' Maraky al-Falah 187.
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When the sun moves &om its peak at mid~ y, both Eid prayers become invalid if
the prayer is being offered at such time.
IJ ~

l ~ g J~ >g

When the 'asr prayer time enters on Friday, the Friday prayer is void and can np
longer be performed as the Friday assembly prayer. This may have been due to
the imam extending his speech or because they began late. If they begin and '+sr
time enters, the Friday prayer is void.
o~ l I ~ g
If a splint or bandage! falls off a healed injury, the prayer isdeemed nullified.

When a person who is exempt [nla'~
no longer suffers &om his condition, the
prayer is void. In other words, when the reason of what caused one to be exempt
no longer exists, there his prayer becomes invalid. Note: ma'dhur is the term used
to define a person who suffers from a chronic illness, such ascontinuous bleeding
from the nose or other illnesses that prevent one from maintaining wudu and

offering the prayer. This person is excused and permitted to pray even when the
condition is present in prayer. However, if such a person ceases to suffer from his
illness, the prayer is void.

o~ ~ gt l~ ~Wig
The prayer is void if one intentionally breaks his wudu or because his wudu
breaks due to the actions of another. For example, a fruit may have fallen from a
tree onto his head and b lood flow ed as a resul t.

g~ lgag glg
Fainting or a Bt of insanity in prayer renders it void.

Discharging sperm due to staring at a sexual object or because of a sexual dream
while asleep nullifies the prayer. An example with respect to the first point is
looking at something inappropriate or at one's wife while praying.

~ l } g~yJl& ~ ~

gK J ~ ~ W~

~

o~ J e~

l ol~&g

If a man stands alongside a woman who arouses sexual desire - in a c
~om iete

prayer' that both areparticipating in that is tky arej oined under tliesameopening
takbir! in the same place with no screen between them, and the hai n had
intended to lead her prayer in his intention at the opening takbir, then his prayer
is void. I f the imam does not include her in his intention, then it is of no harm , for

her prayer isnot permitted.
' A complete prayer isone that includes bowing and prostration. Thistherefore excludes
the funeral prayer.
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Note: muhadlia or closeness! is the standing of women next to men [with the
lik lihood of touching]. If they are near each other for the performance of a pillar
according to Muhammad or for the equivalent time according to Abu Yusuf, in a
prayer that includes bowing and prostration; and they are participating in the
same prayer and the same place without a veil between them; and he did not
indicate to her to move back, then his prayer is nullified. For he is ordered to
direct her to move back in accordance with what Ibn Mas'ud related saying,
"M ove them back insofar as God has moved t hem behind."' I f she does not move

back with his indication, then her prayer is nullified. The last of the conditions
that nullifies his prayer is; that the imam had intended to lead her prayer at the
opening Allahu akbar. If the imam does not include her in the intention, it is of
no harm since her prayer is iiot permitted, because without her inclusion,

participation is not established in the Hanafi view, with Zufar disagreeing.
Hence, the conditions are: 1! that the woman arouses sexual desire, 2! that they be
standing near each other [muhadha], 3! that it occur during the performance of a
pillar or the time it takes to perform a pillar, 4! that it be in a complete prayer,
that is one that includes bowing and prostration. This therefore excludes the
funeral prayer. 5! that they are participating and joined! in the same prayer that
is, under the same opening Allahu akbar!, 6! that it be in the same place, 7! there
is no screen or veil between them, 8! the man did not indicate to her to move back

and 9! the imam intended to lead her prayer at the opening Allahu akbar.2
~t t~
~t
t~l t~

A vital notefor thef olkui ngpointer. If a person inadvertently breaks wudu in prayer,
it is permitted for him to leave the prayer, renew wudu and return and continue
the same prayer he was performing. This is termed bina'. However, there are
certain actions that if performed on the way to renewing wudu or on the way

back, terminate the prayer and prevent the individual from continuing that very
prayer. An example of bina' is the following. The Apostle of Allah God bless him
and grant him peace!! began to lead the people in the dawn prayer. He then
signalled with his hand to 'Remain at your pLaus.' T hen he entered his home after

which he returned while drops of water were coming down from his head and he
led them in prayer. In addition, the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said [A person who vomits, has a nose bleed, or emits madhi in his prayer
is to turn away and perform wudu, and he may then continue hisprayer as long as

he has not spoken].' However, if one engages in certain actions, they would
prevent one from continuing the prayer he began and one would consequently be
required to begin a new prayer. These actionsinclude:

.~ P Q lq~J! ,l ~ D cd l+ 1! ! cw& laa ~ eely~+ ~
Abdur-Razaq fi Musanafih 3/ 149. [Maraky al-Falah 188].
Maraky al-Falah 188.
Abu D awud 233.

' Ibn Majah and Darqutni. Al-Zayla'i, vol. 2, 60. [Al-Hidayah, 141j.
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Uncovering the private area [monrh] after unintentionally breaking wudu in prayer
invalidates the prayer and prevents its continuation, even if it was necessary to

~~ e the private part in order to purify oneself. An example includesa female
who exposed her arms to perform wudu, since the arm is part of her private areL
T herefore, revealing the private part nullifies the prayer and prevents its
con tinuation .

i~ + l>b gl Lal~~ilgwu
Reciting Quran on the way to renewing wudu or when returiM g &om it, nullifies
the prayer and one can no longer continue it.

Q~

~ WI~ ~ g yelhi yA ~ g

After inadvertently breaking wudu in prayer, to remain in the prayer for an

amount of time equivalent to performing a pillar, and his remaining is made
while he is consciousnulliBesthe prayer. This means that if one is aware he has
ruined wudu, but remained anyway, the prayer is void. Consequently, it is not
permitted for this person to go and perform wudu and return and continue the
prayer, rather, he must start a new one. If however, there was a reason for his

remainder in the prayer such asovercrowding or hewaited until hisnose stopped
bleeding, then he ispermitted to continue the prayer after renewing wudu.

.~

~ P U I ~ .I - u ,

To move away from nearby water to other water invalidates the prayer if the
distance wasgreater than two rows.
~ ~ I~ ~

I~

A person's exit kom the moqucbelieving he has broken wudu renders his prayer
invalid. For example, water may have run from one's nose, but he believed it was
blood and as a result left the mosque. If this occurs, one is not permitted to
continue the prayer. If however, one did not leave the mosque, he is to complete
what remains of the prayer.'
~ o~ g ~ ~

l ~j ybcy

Crossing the lines of prayer in a place other thus a mmquc, such as a house or the
like, believing oneself to have broken wudu, nullifies the prayer even if one has
not b roken wu d u.

~p

~
p i I» >l ~&W
' qlql ~ l ~

'~ <I>I.~ j & ~l ull' ~le 'I>

Moving away &om one's position believing he is not in a state of wudu, or that the

time period of wiping theP etgcar has expired, or believing that he hasneglected
one of the previous obligatory prayers which requires the maintaining of order!
or that he has Blth on himself, nulli8es the prayer even if thisperson doesnot exit
the mosque in all these cases, because the moving away from one's place
imagining these things, invalidate the prayer and prevent its continuation.
' Al-Hidayah I 42.
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Ql ~ Qlg

However, in all such caseswith respect to thecontinuation of pi'ayer i.e biz+'! it i
better to repeat the prayer &om the start to avoid the djeagreement between the

scholars such as theruling of Imam Shafi'i Allah be pleased with him!.
At thispoint, the rulings~

ini ng to the bina ' of prayer areconcluded.
A~ At A~

u L!~ + ~

y

To help or instruct other than one's own imam nullifies the prayer. There is np

harmif onehelpshisown imam, but not othersbecause thisamountsto teaching
and instruction and is therefore a category of human speech. It is reported that
the Prophet recited Quran in prayer and left out a word. When he finished the

prayer he said, "Is Ubay not among you?" He answered; 'Yes.' The Prophet said,
"Did you make mention of it to me in the prayer!?" He replied; 'I thought it was
annulled.' The Prophet returned, "Had it been abrogated, I would have informed

you." This shows that a person can help prompt his imam if he forgets the verse
or inakesan error. Though not another imam. Ali God be pleased with hjtm! said
"If the imam seeks to eat, then feed hi m." Meaning, if you see that he needs to be
prompted, then do so. It must be pointed out that the reason which caused the
Prophet to forget recitation in prayer and miss the prayer from its time pn a few

occasions is because God allowed this to happen in order to set precedence fpr
mankind as to what they should do if they encounter the same circumstances. It
was not a direct mistake on the Prophet's part.'

~~ ~ g~ t i~ JU-'Yl ~ ~ lg
To utter, Allahu akbar during prayer with the intendon of changing to another
prayer nullifies the first one for the reason that one has ended what hebegan and

achieved what hehasintended.' An example is aperson whobeginsprayer alone
and then intends being a follower of an imam. Al-Hidayah states that if a perspn
after praying one rak'ah of the dhuhr, commences the 'asr prayer or
supererogatory prayer, then he has rendered his dhuhr invalid due tp
commencement of another prayer. Another Hanifa text, Fat 'h d Kadir states: that
if one prays a rak'ah of the dhuhr prayer and then changes his intention to that pf
the 'asr prayer, then the rak'ah performed for the dhuhr is void, since it is valid tp
change from one intention to another. This is provided that one intends with his
heart not his tongue.'

~

' Risalah an-Nafi'ah

Maraky aLFalah 190.
Fat 'h al-Kadi r.

l ~l~ ~ 3I ~ + IP ~ l~p5i ll ci aM ~ Ijl

l 86
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If anyone of these mentioned nulliBcation points occurs before adopting the last
sitting for the equivalent time of reciting the tashahhud, the prayer is deemed
void. Note: the duration time of the last sitting is the time it takes to recite the
tashahhud, though if it occurs after one has adopted the sitting for the equivalent
time it takes to recite the tashahhud, then the opted view is that the prayer is valid
as held by Imam Muhammad and Abu Yusuf!. However, Abu Hanifa maintained
that it is void. The rule here is that coming out of the prayer based on the act of
the one praying is obligatory according to Abu Hanifa, while it is not according to
the two j urists. Therefore, the involvement of these acts at this stage i c. ap er tk
lashahhud in the last sitting! is the same as their involvement during the prayer,

while the twoj uristsheld it islike their involvement after thesalams.'

It is also invalid by extending the hanue in the takbir, that is, the first letter in
Allahu akbar. T his invalidates the prayer because the meaning of the words have

been severely altered due to the incorrect pronunciation. This point has been
mentioned earlier. See the chapter Hote To Pnf onn Prayer.
~

Y 1 oddly~

Reciting Quran that is not memorised; rather it is from the mus'haf or another
source, annuls the prayer. Abu Hanifa held that if the imam recites his Quran
from the mus'haf , his prayer is invalid. The two j urists maintained that it remains
intact because it is a form of worship.

To perform a pillar of prayer or having time to perform a pillar, during which
one's private area is uncovered or during which one has Slth on his clothes,
nullifies prayer. If however one repels the filth straight after it falls leaving no
trace or one covers the private part immediately after it becomes exposed, then

the prayer remains sound. The filth in this text is that which is nonwxcusable and
prevents the validity of prayer.

a I I ~ Bql ' ! g » g~ l gi,L q
Performing a pillar earlier than one's imam, and not being j oined by the imam in
its performance, invalidates the prayer for the follower. For example: the follower
bow ed an d r ai sed h i s h ead b efor e t h e i m am h ad bow ed .

~~ ~ ~ 1~~ J Lgl i L- g

' Al-Hidayah l 45.
Al-H idayah l 52.
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If a latecomer joins the imam in the prostrations of forgetfulness after he had
already risen to mat e up the actions he missed, his prayer isvoid. For example:
the imam offers one of the final salams after which the latecomer rises. T he imam

then remembers that prostrations of forgetfulness were required of him, so he
prostrates. If the follower now joins the imam after already rising, his prayer is
deemed invalid, because he disengaged from the imam.

~ pL4-I~ Lagi ~ i~ ~l>t ~ ~ pl~ ~ l isis'J ~ y
If, after the last sitting just before the final salams! one remembershe omitted a
prostration of the prayer, and asa result performsit, then the failure to repeat the
last sitting ayiin nulli6eshisprayer.

Ql il~tg gi~&l my
Failure to repeat a pillar a&er previously performing it while asleep invalidates
the prayer, becauseit isa condition to perform theactionsin aconsciou» ta« .
' pl ! ~

~

A loud burst of laughter by the imam deliberate or not! nul l i us the prayer even

for the one who arrived late to theprayer, for theprayer of theimam isconnected
with those behi nd him .

Intentionally breating wudu ~

redting the taskahhN~ in the hat »ttmg

invalidates the prayer. This means that if one intentionally breaks wudu after

adopting the last sitting for the equivalent time of tashahhud, then his prayer is
void according to Abu Hanifa because a section of the prayer has been ruined
The twojurists held that it isvalid.

I~ >>>lg l l .t>1~ l l t >t >m ~t Zu'
~~ P l~ !~ YI ~ ~ y
Giving the final salams of prayer after two rak'ahs believing oneself to be a
traveller or believing it to be the Friday prayer or tarawih, wherein rea4ty, it isthe
M a prayer, which isfour rak'ahs, nullifiesthe prayer. Thisisalso thecase, if one
is new to Isbim or emerges as an ignorant Muslim, and believes the obligatory
pa yer 4 t o ~ 'ahs whe it is not, prayer is null and void because he has
intentionally given the final sal ads in a manner of ending the prayer before its
tim e.
~~~~~~~~t
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i~

l~

YP

That 8 %ich Does Not NuN

T hePra

8%irst tkefoIJowing donot ndlifyprayer, tlieirperfonnana remainsdiafikd.
~

~~ M J l M ' P A

If the one praying looks at something written and understands it, even if it is
Quran or other, it does not invalidate the prayer.

l gg~pl y ~l' l ~ L JSlgl
Eating food that iscaught between the teeth with minhnal mouth movement, and
is lessthan the size of a chick~

doesnot nullify prayer, though isdisliked.

,ul<l~g.~ Y.>~ > ~ J,l ~,l
If a person walks on the area where one makesprostration, it does not ruin the
prayer even though the one who crosses has committed a sin. And even if the
passer was a female, dog or donkey as the Prophet Peace and blessing of God
upon him!! said [Nothing interrupts prayer, but repulse as much as you can,

anyonewho walksin front of you, for heisjust a devil].'

ur.-! l~c j!Q~M lj o~ ~ lZy Q!oP ~ Jg
Prayer issot ruined if one lookswith lust at the genitalia of hisdivorced wife and
this is the opted view on the matter, even if this lustful look establishesher return
to him. The prayer remains valid because there is little movement or action
involved. If however, he kisses or touches her, then his prayer is nullified. Note;
the same rule applieseven if the woman isa stranger.
o~

l J o+ Q

That H%i ch I s Di di k d I n T he Pra

l' ' g~

g4

~ M e+

Smmtyseve thingsaredisliked dunngprayer:
EiLy o~ ~

l~ ~ yl ~ lyJy

It isdisliked to intentionally omit a uej ibor sunna practice, such asfidgeting with
one's dothes or body, because one has neglected concentration which is the very
spirit of prayer; and due to Allah's saying. [[Successful indeed are the believers,
those who humble themselves in their prayersj!.
Yf ~

A bu D awud 7 18.
M umi nun 1-2.

l~
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To turn over or brush away! a rock is disliked, except if one does so once for
prostaLtion. Jabir lbn Abdul Bar asked the Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!! about the smoothing of a stone, upon which he answered [Once, and
if one left it, it is better for you].'

p4 91wyp
Cracldng the Bngers is disliked during prayer. The Prophet God bless him and
give him peace!! said [Do not crack the joints of the fingers whilst engaged in
prayer].
To interlace the Bngers is contrary to the actions of prayer and is therefore
disliked. Ibn Umar God be pleased with him!! said [This is the prayer of those
who earn the anger of Allah!.
~

lp

To pray with the hands on the hips is disapproved.
~

u li J3 lg

Turning the head around by turning the neck isdisliked. The Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said [Allah, the Most High, continues to turn
favourably towardsa servant while he isengaged in prayer aslong as he does not
look to the side by turning his neck!, but if he does so, Allah turns from him].'
The Prophet Peace and blessing be upon him!! also said [If only the person
praying knew who he ispleasing when he turns the head].
i mpl y

Sitting in the style of iq'ah, such as a dog with the buttocks and arms on the
ground and the legsvertical andjoined to the chest, isdisliked.
~ lg~~ li ly

Placing the forearms on the ground during prostration is disliked. The Prophet
Peace and blessing of God be upon him!! is reported as saying [See that none of
you stretchesout hisforearms on the ground! like a dog].

To roll up the sleevesoff the arnsisdis;approved.

~ M l + + ~gwp J~l/ lg o~ g
' Ahmad 3/300.
Ibn Majah 965.
A bu Dawud 988.
Abu D awud 909
A t-T abarani.
A bu Dawud 896.
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To wear trousersonly despite one'sability to wear a shirt isdisliked. Thebasisfor
the disapproval is the lack of recognition and appreciation. It isrecommended for
a male to pray in all three items: i! underpants or cloth, ii! a shirt and iii! turban.

Whereasfor females, it isrecommended that they wear: i! a longshirt, ii! veil and
iii! a complete body wrapper.

ogL'! l p~ l~~p
ReturiM g the greeting of salamwith a gcstgag, such as with the finger or hand, is
disliked during prayer.

~ pal l y
To sit cross-legged in prayer with no reason is offensive because one has left the
sunna style of sitting.

Having a braid in one's hair during prayer is disapproved because the Prophet
Peace and blessings of God be upon him!! passed by a man who was praying
with his hair braided, upon which he said [Leave your hair to make prostration

with you].'
aj ar isdisliked in prayer. I 'tij ar isto tie the head with a scarf or cloth leaving the
m i dd l e of the h ead uncov er ed .

4 y' M p

Holding up the dotheswith the handsisdisliked in prayer. Thisisthe pulling up
of the clothes or holding them up from behind when going into prostration. T he

Prophet may the peace and blessings of God be upon him! said, "We have been
ordered toprostrateon seven bonesand not to tuck up theclothesand the hair."
plg&glpa4!~ p
Sadf is disapproved. This is the placing of one's shawl on the head and shoulders

and then letting the sides hang. Likewise, pladng an item of dothing upon the
body in a way that the armsdo not passthrough the placesdesignated for them,
such asa coat that one places on hisback to hang. The Prophet God grant him
blessingsand peace!! said [If one of you hastwo piecesof clothes, he should pray
in them; if he has a single cloth, he should use it as a wrapper and should not
hang it upon his shoulders like theJews].'

Ql Ja! ~ ~P l ~ y
' Tabarani 9/267.
Bukh ari 8 10.
Abu D awud 635.
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It is disliked to tuck up clothes under the right armpit and Ging the sides of the
clothes over the le& shoulder or vice versa, for the reason that it is desirable for

both shoulders to be covered and because one will be preoccupied with tucking
up the clothes.

!~ l Q> ~ J iilp lg
Reciting @aran in a state other than standing is disliked, such as to finish reciting
the Quran in the bowingposture.

g~ l J @
pal iaSgl Qlb~
l
To lengthen the flrst rat 'ah in a voluntary prayer is disliked.

~1~ 1~ J ggQI+ ~UIJ~ p
Lengthening the second rat 'ah over the f irsone in all prayers, be they obligatory
or voluntary, isdisliked.
~ Pl ~ i~ le ~ ~J ig~ l gl+ g

Repeating the same surah in one rak'ah of an obligatory prayer is disapproved.
The same applies to one who repeats the same surah in both the rak'ahs provided
he does so intentionally and is able to recite another surah from memory. If
however, one does not know another surah, then it is wajib for hiin to read it so

that hefulfilsthe requirement of joining another surah to the Fatiha.'
41+ g l +ps4g~ otlgp
It is disliked to recite a surah and then reverse the order of Quran by redting
another surah which precedes the one previously read. This means, it is sunna for
the individual to read the Quran in its order of placement, and the first surah
after the Fatiha is the al-Bagarah and the last is an-Nas. Accordingly, if one reads a
surah which comes before the one previously read, it is disliked because Ibn
Mas'ud God be pleased with him!! said [Whoever recites the Quran in reverse,
then he is in reverse].2
yJ Mfg ~ gp 4 imp
It isdisliked to redte a surah, then skip the next surah, and instead recite the one
that comes after that. For example; to recite surah al-Ikhlas in the first rak'ah and
then recite surah an-N as in the second thereby skipping surah al-Falaq.

Intentionally smelling perfume is not from the actions of prayer and is contrary to
thenature of prayer, which is focus and concentration.

' M~ 1 a -Fa a I 99.
Al-Baihaqi 2/ 433.
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Fainaing oneself with one's dothes or with a fan once or twice is disapproved
because it is contrary to concentration, even if the movement is minimal.

o~ p>~ 1J ~ 1~ ~ ~pt <* p~ tJ @
CD
Turni ng away the fingers of the hands and toes of the feet from the direction of
prayer during prostration and during other positions where it is possible to direct
them at the qibla is disliked, such as when in tashahhud and the hands are placed
on the thighs.

tW ' j ~ 3'J ~A ' ~ ~~i ~
Neglecting to place the hands on the knees during the bowing is disapproved.
This is also the case, if one does not place the hands on the thighs between the
two prostrations, or does not place the right hand over the left whilst standing.
~ ~ y ~ ! LJly

Yawning and dosing the eyes in prayer is disliked. The Prophet God bless him

and grant him peace!! said [If one of you standsin prayer, he should not shut his
eyes].' Also, Abu Hurairah God be pleased with him!! reported the Prophet
God grant him blessings and peace!! saying [Yawning is from Satan and if
anyone of you yawns, he should check his yawning as much as possible, for if
anyone of you during the act of yawning! should say 'ha', Satan will laugh at
him].'

Raising the eyesto the sky isdisliked in prayer. The Prophet May Allah bestow
blessings and peace upon him!! said PVhat is wrong with those people who look
upwards! toward the sky in prayer.' He then said sternly, "They should stop
doing that; otherwise their sight will be snatched away."].

Stretching the body in prayer is disliked because it is from sluggishness and
lazin ess.

JJdl ~ 1g
Miimnal movement that is incompatible with prayer isdisliked.
%
+JANEAit 4Jaiuy ~ y 4LaJJAy

' Tabarani 2/356.
Bukhari 3289.
' Bukhari 750.
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Taldng an ant and killing it is disapproved without a reason. Though if it bites, it
is not disliked. Umar Ibn al-Khattab God be pleased with him!! would kill the

ant in prayer until its blood appeared on his hand.' Also, to cover the face and
mouth during prayer is disliked.

I oil+ I~
Placing something in the mouth that prevents the recitation of Quran is disliked,
such asmoney or tissue. If however, it issomething that melts, it nulhfgesprayer.'

Prostration on thewrapping of the turban without having a reason such as intense
heat or frost on the ground, is disliked. Note: if the wrapping is around the
forehead and is prostrated on, it is valid for the reason that a covering between
the forehead and ground does not prevent the validity of prostration.'
4>~ + 3

To prostrate on apicture that resemblesliving beings is disapproved.
~ QI. ~w g ~ I j s g4 ci l lp
To prostrate using only the forehead without having a valid reason with the nose
is disliked since it is wa
j ib to place the nose unless one has a reason.

To pray on a road that people use is disliked.

Ij pLp+ Ig
To pray in a washroom or in the vidnity where a person relieves himself such as a
communal toQet is detested. In the time of the Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! there were areas where people went to relieve their need known as a

communal toilet area or dunghill. Note: the term washroom means a place of
washing only that does not have a toilet in it.

Prayer at graveyards is detested. Ibn Umar said [The Prophet forbade the

observance of prayer in seven places: a dunghill, a slaughter house, a graveyard,
the middle of the path, a bathroom and a watering place where camels drink

water and sit, and upon the roof! of the ka'bah].' Additionally, to pray pn 18nd
without the permission of its owner is disliked.

'Ila as4unan 5/ 151.
M araky al-Falah 201.
Maraky al-Falah 201.
Ibn Maj ah 746.
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To pl y withia a short proxhnity of Slth is disliked since we are ordered to
distance ourselvesfromfilth aad itsplace.

~gl~t~ gl~ g Wu q
To resist the urge of urination or defecation in prayer or to redst the urge of

breakiagwind isdisapproved. TheProphet Peaceandblessingsof God beupon
him!! said [It is not permissible for a man who believesin Allah and the last day
to perform the prayer while he is feeling the call of nature until he becomes
light].'
~

~g ! ~
l sma l yt ~ / I u j v L' Ij l MI w'L ~ ~

To p ay with ~ NbkAS upon one'sdothesor body h disliked unlessone fears
he will miss the prayer time or the congregational prayer, because to miss the
obiigato~ prayer from itstime isunlawful and to offer the prayer in congregation
is an established sunna at least, though if one does not fear this, thea it is
p« «rabie to remove the fath. Note: this type of filth is that which does not
prevent theprayer frombeingvalid.
Qi JI ~ L' j

~

I!

Prals« tnssorkclothesthat arenot shieldedfromgenerd dirt isdisliked.

~ tqpi J! Y!~ lg!~~
To pray with the head uncovered is disapproved except if one does so out of
humility aad humbleness to God.

~~ l.~ >JLJIJ

L>UIJ. .p~ aj

~ eriag theprayer in thepresenceof food that one hasdesire for, isdislikedon
the basis of distraction. Furthermore, anything that distracts the m d md
reduces coacentration is disliked.

. tsy Jl ~ s

To count the verses of Quean on the hand as well as the tasbik is disapproved,
though Imam Muhammad and Abu Yusuf held that it isnot disliked. Regardless
of these different views, if one countswith the tongue, prayer isvoid according t
all j urists.

.J ~~ ~Ql~tgL4,~ ~1~ I~ I J' pL!'I 4>

' Abu Dawud 91.
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It is disliked for the imam to stand alone in the mihaLb prayer-niche! or to stand
alone on a raised platform or higher ground, the reason being that it resembles

the Jews and Christians in that their leader is specified in a special place by
himself. Ibn Mas'ud God be pleased with him!! said [T he Prophet forbade the
imam from elevating himself upon something, and the people are followingj.'
~

!Lail'

In a congregational prayer, if there is room in a row in &oat, then to stand behind
it, is dislilced. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Allah and
Angels invoke blessings on those who arrange the rows in prayer! in a

compact form and he who fills soine space in the rows, Allah elevates him a
degree on that account!.
pto~

AS' 3 Y!;~~ ~i

To wear dothes that have pictures of living things are disliked to offer prayer in.
This is also the case if there are pictures suspended above or behind one's head,
or between one's hands on the floor. Likewise being near a pkture during prayer
is disl ced, except if it is tiny, such as a dirham which gives resemblance of a ke g
or the head of the picture is missing, for nothing can be worshipped without a
head, or the picture resembles objectswithout a soul, such asan ocean.

~ EdJpilSyt g~ <A~ j!+ j!ly
To pray while there is a hot pot or brazier containing coal right in &ont of the
person praying isdisliked because it resemblesthosewho worship fire.
To pray directly in &oat of a group of people who aresleeping isdisapproved for
fear of laughing or making eye contact that would cause one to be shy or lose
concentration. I f however this was not the case, then there is no dislike. A 'ishah

God be pleased with her!! narrated that [The Prophet God bless him and grant

him peace!! used to offer prayer while I used to sleep acrossin hisbed in front of
him, and then, when he wanted to pray witr, he would wake me up and I would
pray witrj.

o54dl J~ g o~ Y~ ly ~ ~ l|
Towipe away dirt &om the forehead that will not affect one during the prayer, is
disfjked because it is a form of fidgeting when there is no reason to do so. This is

also the case with wiping away sweat. If however, these things will cause harm,
then there is no objection.

' Ibn Hajar, Takhlisal-Habir 2/ 43.
' lbn M.ja 995.
Bukhari 5 I 2.
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hl Q Q ll m id~ lS~ gt a& Q Y}la~ Q Yiqp, ~ p
Redting none other than one particular surah is disliked, unless one does so to

ease the matter or to imitate the recitation of the Prophet to receive blessings
God bless him and grant him peace!!.
~

I ga ~ w ~pg l + / p i ~

It is disliked if one neglects to place a barrier screen! when offering the prayer in
a place where someone is likely to pass in front of him. The Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!! said [When anyone of you prays, he should pray
toward the barrier, should stand close to it and should not allow anyone to pass in
front of him!.'

oyy~ g lil~ lgJ ~ iylllj i>yi~I >QlJ
Plari

A Barrier Screm A nd Prmm ti

A Passer

J IJ&Ltl gl>>Jp p+ I i~ j~ JtEl~

Crna i

oyy~ J ~lp!!

If the person intending prayer believes that someone will pass in &oat of him,

then it is recommended for him to insert a barrier the height of an arm'slength
or more into the ground with the thicknessequivalent to a Sager.

The sunna is to stand dose to the barrier; and to place it at either side of the
forehead and not face it directly, but rather be either a little to the right or left of
it. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said Peahen one of you
praysfacing a barrier, he should keep close to it, and not let the devil interrupt his

prayer].'
J5ll l J' ~ Q LlplligaYP U ' ~

~

I m]ig

If there is nothing available to place as a barrier, then one is to draw a
perpendicular line in &oat of him, while some scholars maintain that he is to
draw the shape of a crescent horizontally, and if the ground is hard, then one is to
put something in front of him in a straight line. Abu Hurairah reported the

Prophet God blesshim and grant himpeace!! assaying / @hen one of you prays,
he should put something in front of his face, and if he cannot, he should set up his
staff; but if he has no staff, he should draw a line; then what passes in front of him

will not harm him]. According to Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, it should be in the form of
a sem i cir cle.

M uslim 505.
Abu Dawud 695.

Ibn Maj ah 943.
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~illj i>Jy ~
It is recommended whether or not one has placed a barrier, not to drive back s
person who tries to pass through the area of prostration, for prayer is based upon
tranquillity and calm.

~ ~ ~egg~

l ytapl 'gl ~ ~~ ~~

If someone tries to pass in &oat of the person praying, he is permitted to drive
him back with gestures of the head, eyes, or something other than this, or with
tasbik, such as saying, 'Glory be to AQah', though it is disliked to perform both
because one of the acts suffices. The Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! gestured with the children of UmmSalama.'
eilj dl w/ Ij y w'ag
A male is permitted to drive back those who try to pass, by elevating his voice
when reciting + aran.

~ ~9 L-~ gg Yyg~ l ~ ~

Js~ 1uLnl ~ ~ ~ Ipl o~L'Yl auJp

Females are to ward off passerswith gestures or with the dapping of their hands,
using the top part of the right hand onto the inside palm of the leR h md. The

Prophet God blesshimand grant him peace!! said LThe men should say 'Gkry be
toAl eph' Subhan Allah! and the women should clap! however, the women are not
to raise their voice, not in recitation or in tasbih because their voices are fitna

temptation!.

' ~><L ~ ~>~Z~t J>> ~>>O> >u~pa Y>
The one praying is not to inflict physical violence upon the one trying to pass.
And with respect to what is related in the hadith of the Prophet Peace be upon
him!! who said PVhen one of you prays, he should not let anyone pass in front of
him; he should remove him away by force! as far as possible, but if he refuses, he
should fight him for he is only a devilj thiswas uttered by the Prophet at a time
when one was still permitted to make actionsin prayer, such as shaking handsfor
salam, but indeed such actions have been annulled which means the 'hostile'
secti on of the h adi th is also an n ulled .

Ibn Majah 948.
Bukhari.
Abu D awud 697
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~

I+ Yg

That W ii di I s N ot Disli ked I n Pr

M j ll ~ 4 o+ Y

To tie something around the waist, such as a belt or something similar is not
d islik ed .

M~ ~

! lilo~ j ~

It is not disliked to cany a sword or something similar during prayer provided it
does not distract one with its movement.

I Jg~ j ~ y J wA J& >l pM Yj

Pladng the handsin the two openingsat the kont of the traditional shirt or in the
split of the openings is not disliked, and this is the preferred view for it does not
take away from one's concentration.
pJIYj

There is no dislike if there isa Quran in &ont of the person praying » a sword
hanging in &oat of him, because neither of them isworshipped. Allah said ~ en
you 0 Messenger! are with them, and stand to lead them in prayer, let one party

of themstand up withyou in prayer! takingtheir armswith themj.'

~

lJr. pl~ gl~ pl~~ Jrli ~ yl

Praying towards the back of a person who is tiLIldng is not disliked because Ibn
Umar God be pleased with him!! on occasions used to take Nafi' as a barrier on

hisjourneys. Likewise, praying towiLrdsa candle or hunp isnot disapproved, and
this the most sound view because it does not resemble those who worship the fire.

~~Le; ~ JrL
To prostrate on carpet that has pictures on it resembling living beings, is of no
harm provided one does not perform the prostration on the pictures.

+ 91J & l~ J l~ lj ~ l ~ ! j lPlit J L' ~ p j ~ p j
Killing a snake or scorpion fearing they may cause harm, even if it takesmultiple
strikes to kill them and during which one skews from the direction of prayer, is
not disliked, and this is the most evident view on the matter. This is specifically

for one who feared harm. If one had no fear and yet killed them with a lot of
movement, there is disagreement if the prayer is nullified or not.

gg gl g o~

~

An-N isa 102.

Ibn Abi Shaybah, Al-Zayla'i, vol, 2/96.
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There is no harm if one shakes his clothes to prevent them from sticking to his
body in the bowing posture.

~ ~I.~ t>!gtgt~ 'tt~'~ t~ j l+ t~ ~

t~t~tdt~ ~ ~ Y~

There isno objection if onewipeshisforehead &om dirt or grassa&er the prayer
is complete. And neither is it disliked prior to its completion if it disturbsone's
concentration in prayer or could potentially harm him

If one looks right or left! through the corner of hh eyes without turni ng the face,
it is not disliked. However, it is better to omit it because it is from the conduct of

prayer to look at the area of prostration.

~ 4+ jt~ /I + i~ l~pl j .y+ lj ~ lj ~Pl Js4~ 4~ t.5j
There is no harm if one prays on a mattress, carpet or board provided the head
meets the firmness of the ground. However, the best prayer ison the ground or on
that which the earth produces such asgrass and straw.

Pj l~ ~ pl~.-,~ l,l~ ~ t. 5j
There is no harm if one repeats the same surah in two rak'ahs of a voluntary
prayer, i.e. to read it once in the first rak'ah and repeat it again in the secoiiQ
rak'ah of the prayer.
4444
~ 4 t4~

M~~ ~,~ 4~t54alt+ ~ Q
iYhcn Is I t Necessa
fYa ib T0 t"<
And Whm I t I s P~ ~

a~ l ~ 'I.!~ g~ l. ~~ i'ttt I t54aft+ ~
It is tej ib to cut off prayer, even though it is an obligatory one if there are
desperate calls for help from someone. Though not with the normal calls of a

parent because to discontinue prayer is only permitted when there is a need.
Imam at-Tahawi held thisview for the obligatory prayer. However, with respect tp

voluntary prayer, if one of the parents knows that their child is engaged in prayer
and he is called, then there is no harm in not responding to the call. Though if
both are unaware about one'sengagement in prayer, then he is to answer them.'

4~ j ~ J ~ l QQy ~~ jf~ + ~ Q~~ j 44~ gj LP~ Qjan@
lA4$~ l+Jgjj+ j
It is permi~mible to cut off prayer, even though it is an obligatory one, if there is

thief whoisstealinganythingequivalent toa dirham, evenif theproperty belongs
to someone else or because one fears a wolf or something like it is about to attack

the sheep, or fears that a blind man may fall into a well or hole. Note: If the oiie
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observing prayer believes that a blind man may fall in a hole, it becomes wajib to

disengage prayer and attend to hi m. In this case, the person praying has a duty of
care towardsthis person.

dpi J J -, ;m i u. L,~ La Yg . dgi~ ~ a.u i ~ s i.i
It is teeftb for the midwife or nurse! to cut off prayer if she fears the death of a
child or its mother. If she has not sbLrted the prayer, then there is no harm in
delaying the prayer and attending to the child or mother.

~ QI~ LJ,l ~+ i~U ~l~ ~ l~ ~t l~i~MiUs~
Thisis also the case if a traveller fears &om a thief, highway robber, or fearsRom
an animal, in that it ispermitted to delay the obligatory prayer of that time until it
is safe.

a~ I Z~l;+
?7' P uli

j i 5'yJLa y ~ J~L1' > .~

~ ~

One 8 %0 N e k cts Pr

>~+1~ J

u ~ l. ~

i ,1~

~ IJ.J ' 1~ ~ ~ ~

I~ i~ I j >L>

i>i yi

The one who intentionally neglects prayer due to laziness or idleness, is to be
beaten harshly until blood Qows from his body and is then imprisoned during
which he is subject to physical pain, until he performs his prayers or dies in
confinement. This ruling also applies for one who does not fast RaxmLdan due to
jazziness, i.e. he is beaten and imprisoned. However, one is not to be killed for
leaving prayer or fasting due to idleness, unless he rejects the belief that prayer
snd Ramadan are obligatory or unless he belittles either one of them.
A~ At A~
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Wi tr

~VSSE ~ 'g y g ~ lg «! I

The prayer of witr is necessary [teej ibj. This was the ruling held by Imam Abu
Hanifa, and it is three rak'ahs with one pair of finishing salarns only in the last
rak'ah. That is, the three rak'ahs are not separated from each other through
salams. A narration from Ibn Mas'ud, Ubay ibn Ka'b, A 'isha and Umm Salam

reports that the Messenger of Allah God bless him and grant him peace!! would
perform witr consisting of three rak'ahs, and would not give salam except at the
end of the three.' The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [T he
witr is a duty, so he who does not observe it does not belong to us; the witr is a

duty, so he who does not observe it does not belong to us; the witr is a duty, so he
who does not observe it does not belong to us]. In addition, the one who denies

the val idity of this prayer is not deemed an unbeliever as its requirement has been
established through the sunna. It is performed at the time of 'isha, therefore its
adhan and iqama are deemed sufficient for it.'
Abu Yusuf and Muhammad held the witr as sunna on the basis of the Prophet's
saying, "Three is prescribed for me and has not been written upon you."'
However, according to the two companions, it is of the highest levels with respect
to the sunan, to the extent that it is not permitted seated with the ability to stand
and neither upon one's beast without an excuse. Moreover, the witr is to made up

as dada if missed asmentioned in al-Mahit.'
~ , y J t~
In each rak'ah of the witr prayer, it is uej ib to recite the Fatiha and a surah. One
is also required to adopt the sitting posture at the end of the second rak'ah and
recite only the tashahhud.
U LU u Li w

And one is not to recite the opening glorification of prayer when standing for the
third rak'ah because one is not beginning another prayer.

' Extracted by Ibn Abu Ya'la from Ibn Mas'ud that the Prophet would recite in the first
rak'ah of the witr "Sahih Isma Rabbikal A'la," and in the second rak'ah "Qul Ya Ayyuhal
Eafi run," and in the third rak'ah "Qul hutvaNahu Ahad." Hadith Ubay is reported in the
Musnad of Ahmad 5/ 123, Nasai 3/ 235 and Ibn M aj ah 1182. T he hadith of A'isha is

reported in Al-Mustadrak, 1/ 304 and is related by Ahmad in his Musnad 1/ 155-156 and
Nasai in Muj taba Min as-Sunan 3/234, 1698. Al-Hakim said that the hadith is sound
meeting the conditions of Bukhari and Muslim. tAl-Ikhtiyar 85I.
Abu Dawud, 1414. Al-Hakim confirmed the authenticity of this hadith.
Maraky al-Falah 216 / Al-Hidaya 159.
Al-Ikhtiyar 85

' Al-Ikhtiyar 84-85.
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I~ J gggl+ QC
i ~ j + p milel~ wAgy~ aj+ Ioelg~ gyIjg
After the recitation of the surah in the third rak'ah, one is to raise his hands to the

level of the ears and say, Allahu akbar and thereafter supplicate while standing
before bowing, and this isto be performed asdescribed everyday throughout the
year. The Prophet God bless him and grant hi mpeace!! pVould perform qunut
in the witr befpre rukuj and according to Abu Hanifa one is to place the right
hand over the left hand, whereas Abu Yusuf held, that one should raise the hands

as Ibn Mas'ud would raise them with the pal ms facing the sky. In addition, Imam
Shafi'i held that pne should not supplicate qunut in the witr prayer except in the
second half pf the nipnth of Ramadan and held that the qunut is after the bowing
posture.

j 'j ul ~ j ~

Qj

One is not to utter the qunut supplication! except in the witr. Imam Shafi'i held
that one is not to utter the qunut in the witr prayer except in the second half of
Ramadan, though he held that it is to be uttered in the dawn prayer throughout

the year. The Prpphet God blesshim and give himpeace!! uttered thequnut for
one mont h in the fajr prayer invoking Allah tp punish the tribes of Ril and
Dhakwan.' This was because the Prophet Peace and blessings of God be upon

him!! was betrayed which led to seventy Muslims being slain upon which he
supplicated in the dawn prayer. Imam Abu Jafar at-Tahawi said that one should
not recite the qunut in the dawn prayer unless a calamity has transpired, in which
case there is no harm. [f the qunut is made in the dawn prayer, it is performed
after the bowing as the Prophet performed.

ith regardstorecitingqunut inall theprayersin theevent of a calamity upontheMuslims,
only ImamShag 'i held this view. Though Imam Ibn Abidin held that in the event of a
calamity, theimamis to recite thequnut in the audibk prayers only and thisis the vinoheld
by ImamAhmad and Imam Tha~ .'

JS~ yM ~ ~p~ l~~~3~
>j

yM~ y~

I;!+ I:Jpai ll y SdtaLa ~~ lg

D ~~ J<gg i .J~ ~ U~ ~+ , 3 K 'l , 2 5 ' .Js.J.i m

4Ij ~ l l J + 41~ j ~

>UN l, W l ~ l~ pl ~ l~ ~

.!LMl5~~ 1t~ ~glj g+ j

A n-N asai 1698

Maraky al-Falah 2 17.
Bukhar i 1003

Maraky al-Falah 2 18.

j~

J~ g ~ j
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The meaning of qunut is supplication, and it is to say [0 ANah wc ask Your help,

Yourforgr'vcncssand Your guidance. In Youwcbelieve, on You we rely, You wcPraisewith
every good, Nc are gr~
to You and not ungrateful, and disoum, abandon him who
commits outrages against You. 0 Allah, You alone do wc worship, to You wcpray and
prostrate. You wc stnvcfor and hasten to obey, hoPingfor Your Mcny andfear i n Your
punishment. Truly, Your earnest punishment shall overtakethc unbelievers, and maythepeace
and bkssingsbc upon Muhammad, our ~ hct and hisfamily!, and the follower is to
recite the qunut like the imam.

5:~ J4~.+v i ~~~~~~ L.:zl ~ g~ y >l Jlj pJZ L ~ ~$21J' pLgl t.~ lj>
l
i p y g .. ~p lIf the imasn begins to recite an extra supplication after the first one, Imam Abu
Yusuf said, "The f ollower is toj oin thc imam and recite the supplication
whereas Imam Muhammad said, "Thcfollower isnot toj oin thcimam, but rather shogun
say, 'Amin' only.

LI d>L>M >' ~ LJ>'>~ M~ 4 S>~ m ~ ~ ~ I ~ l ~ l
~ 3g~ lg~ Ji 3 ~1~
> dl> ~

I > + jul ~ >

The extra supplication is [0 Allahguid'c usalong with those Youhaveguided p

along ui ththose Youhavepardoned, bcan Sly tousalong Nith thosewhomYou
toand bkssfor usthat which Youhavebatmygf. Pnytcct us porn thedcviL Youh d ~
for ver il Youdecreeand nonecandecl over You. For surely hcwhom Youshow allegiance
tois never abased and hc whom You take asan enemy isnever honoured and might O our
Lord, Bksscd and Malted arc You, and may thc peace and bkssings bc upon Nd

andhisfamilp and hisCompanions!.

o~ SI J>~ L'JJ~J LI B>>I, ~ l> m'5UJ ~ ~ ] . J~
u gL>w! '4u g4yl cgLJl ~ l~
Whoever does not know the qunut is to say, [0 Allah, forgrvcmc] three times or [Our

Lord, giveusgoodinthislifeandgoodin thcbc mf andheep usawa~frvmthetorment of
the/ re! or [0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lorg

~ J ~J J py~ 81J 'LSL ~~ J ~ Li ~ l J ~ ~ g~ l lp~
l
If one follows an i mamwho recites the qunut in the dawn prayer, he is to perform
it with the imam silently according to the most evident view and keep his hands
down by hissides.

Jt'pSJI~ ~t ~j sg~ ~ p]y~ $ ~ g jl~!ggj lJog~~
~ ~ I Jl>g ~

~
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If one does not remember to say the qunut in the third rak'ah of the witr and then
remembers it during the bowiag or when rising from it, he is not to say it, but
rather should leave it and make the prostrations of forgetfulness. If however one
utters the qunut after raising his head from the bow, he is not to repeat the bow,
but must perform the prostratioas of forgetfulness for moving the qunut from its
original position and delaying a necessary action.

~l }pl' gg! l~y ~l g~ ~g~ g ! ~+ I'.Iy~ gM ljig g}I ! ly ~! ~
If the i mam bows before the follower completes his qunut or the imam bows
before the follower even begins it, then the follower is to leave it aad join the
imam if he fears that he will miss the bowing with the imam. If on the other hand,

he does not fear he will miss the imam in the bowing, then he isto supplicate and
then join the imam if possible.

nut 3Qgg! lJ p43l d>M M tgl ~pl ugt m+ IpL! I3~gy
If the imam does not utter the qunut, then the followers should, provided it is
possible tojoin the imam in the bowing. If it is not possible, then the follower is to
disregard the qunut aad join the imam.

P -t,~ - ~ IS,

tS ! l . ULJl~g, J <l.~l j , !!

If a latecomer to the group prayer catches the imam in the third rak'ah of the witr

prayer, thea he isregarded ashaving caught the quaut in thelegal sense; meaning
even though he missed the qunut, the fact that he caught the third rak'ah islegally
ruled as having caught the qunut. Accordingly, he is not to make up the quaut
when he stands to perform the actions he missed with the imam.
~

~L ' ~ J ~ & i y~

It is recommended that the witr be prayed in congregation oaly in the month of
Ramadan, which is what the majority maintain, whereas outside of Ramadan it is
better to pray the witr alone. However, Shamsale-Imma said regarding witr outside
of Ramadan that if there is only one or two followers with the imam, there is no
dislike because the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would wake
A'ishah and she would perf ormwitr with the him.

c~ i @a JIi i 8~ Ii ga lJ JJJI~ I l>~ 4IJ}~ ~ }gLaogj mg lg ~~ ~
&~ o~ ~

y

The witr prayer in congregation in the month of Ramadan is superior than to
pray it alone at the end of the night, because when it is permitted to pray as a
group it is superior and greater. Umar Allah be pleased with him! would perform
witr in congregation, and this is the most sound opinion as stated by Imam
Qadikhan. Though other scholars maintaia that the opposite is the soundest view.
~t t~
~t
t~t 1~
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SuPererogatory Prayer [NatouPl]
The author used the term namaPl and not sunan given that it is more common
and in view of the fact that all sunna is deemed nafl, though not vice versa.

Linguistically, nafl means extra, and legally, it is actions that are not obligatory,
not waj ib and not sunna. And this is synonymous with the term voluntary or
optional, which is an act of worship performed by a person without being required
to d o so .

iJSj i '

Thennphasued sunan are:
~

l P g~

The two rat 'ahs before the dawn prayer faj r!, and this is one of the most
emphasized sunna, to the degree that Abu Hanifa said, "If one prays it while
sitting without a reason, it is not permitted." Abu Hanifa relied on the words of
the Prophet Peace and blessings be upon him!! [Do not omit them the rak'ahs of
dawn! even if you are driven away by horses].

The two rak'ahs after the noon prayer dhuhr!, after the sunset prayer nmg~ !,
after the nightfall prayer 'isha!, and the four rak'ahs before the noon prayer
gbrhr!. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [A person who
persists in praying twelve rak'ahs in a day and night, for him God will build a
house in heaven].'
. l a~ p ~

Equally, the four rak'ahs before and after the Friday prayer finishing them with
sglums in the last rak'ah are emphasized sunan. Ibn Abbas God be pleased with
him!! reported that the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! would
perform four before the Friday prayer and Abu Hurairah reported that the
Prophet said After Jumu'a, you should per f or mfour rak'ahs!!.'

~ p l JJV~ j 0JJVj eLJJIj + I Jd peal M* j
T he r ecommended sunan ar e the four rak 'ahs before the 'asr and th e f our b efo r e

and after the M a prayer. The Prophet God bless him and give hi m peace!!
[Would offer four rak'ahs before 'isha and four rak'ahs after 'isha upon which he

' Maraky al-Falah 225.
A bu D awud 1253

Recorded by the Imam's of sound compilation except Bukhari. Al-Zayla'i, vol. 2, 137- 38.

' Ibn Maj ah 1129, 1132.
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would rest!.' Likewise, the six rak'ahsafter the maghrib prayer are recommended
sunan as the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [He who prayed
six rak'ahs after the maghrib prayer would be made equivalent to the worship of
twelve years!.'

i y&l ~~ p~ YI~QwULJIg yt. Yg~ l lsiMQI~ LQl~ Jpgl ~ ~ lJ ~ ~
~ en performing an emphasized sunna prayer which isfour rak'ahs, one is to
limit the first sitting to the tashahhud only, and when one stands for the third

rak'ah, he is not to repeat the opening supplication istjfkh!,' contrary to a
voluntary prayer that consistsof four rak'ahs, for verily in a four rak'ah voluntary
p~ay~r, one isto recite the opening supplication and ta'atvurudhin the third rak'ah.
Thisisnot thecasewith an emphasized sunna prayer.

~ + I:~ g.~ lgo~ ~ LcI Q I'I - l~ la~ l J YI~ !y~ a~ ~l&L'J Iil
If one offers avoluntary prayer consisting of morethan tworak'ahs s« h as« « !
and does not sit for tashahhud except at the end, the prayer is
because it hasintegrated as one prayer that included a coinpulsory »tting at the
end. Note: the validation of this prayer is based on the principle of Isti» » .
Istihsan literally meansto approve or to deem something preferable. In itsjuristic
sense, Istihsan is a method of exercising personal opinion in order to avoid any
rigidity that might result from the literal enforcement of the existing law.

,.4JIJ ~

II,gl Q ~l Jl gg

It is disliked to pray more than four rak'ahs of voluntary prayer in the daytime
with only one pair! of salams. Meaning, four should be the maximum number of
rak'ahsa person prays; thereafter it isrecommended to offer the finishing salams.
To offer more with only a single pair of salams at the end is disliked. Hence, one
pair of salarnsistoseparateeveryfour rak 'ahsof voluntarycIay prayer.
It isdisliked to pray more than eight rak'ahsof voluntary prayer in the night with
« y one pair! of salams. Meaning, one pair of salams is to separate every eight
rak'ahsof voluntary prayer at night, otherwise, it isdisliked.

LL~IJ ~ 9ILP~ ~~ <I~ | I , ~
The best practice in the day and night with respect to voluntary prayer is to
perforni them infours according to Abu Hanifa. A'ishah God be pleased with
her!! said that the Prophet would offer four rak'ahs, do not ask about their
' Abu Dar d, the Bookof Prayer.
' Ibn Majah I37<.

' l'hisisalso referred to astheopening praiseor glorification [thana'!, which isread for the
commencement of all prayers.
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excellence and length since they were inimitable in perfection and length!. He
secondly! would offer four rak'ahs, do not ask about their excellence and length.'
There is also another narration that the Prophet was diligent in performing the
midmorning [duhaj as four rak'ahs and diligent in performing four at night-timej.'
Although Imams Abu Yusuf and Muhammad held that the best practice in the
day is to perform voluntary prayer in f oun' as Abu Hanifa held, whereas the best
practice at night is to perform them in pairs, and the fatwa issued is in accordance
with this. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [The night vigil

prayer is offered as two rak'ahs followed by two rak'ahs!.s
~+ In~ ~ ~ I ~ l o~ g
Voluntary prayer at night particularly in the last third, is superior to voluntary
prayer in the day, since it entails greater difficulty and due to the saying of Allah:
"They forsake their beds of sleep, the while they call on their Lord, in fear and
hope: and spend in charity! out of the sustenance which We have bestowed on
t h em ." '

l aQ ~ ~ l 'LibelJP y
To prolong the standing in the night or day prayer! is better than performing a
large number of prostrations. Note: a person achieves a large number of
prostrations by praying more rak'ahs. T hough if one lengthens his standing i.e.
recitation! instead of this, it is the most excellent practice. The Holy Prophet
God bless him and give him peace!! was asked as to which prayer is the most
excellent one? He answered, "The prayer containing prolonged qunut."' The
scholars of hadith have interpreted qunut as standing in prayer. Thus, lengthy
recitation of Quran is the best prayer.'
QLUI i W ~
I ~

l o~ g~

Greeti ng The Mosque Tahiyyah!

ThePrayer Of TheForenoon Dnha! And Nighi Vigil Prayers
It is sunna to greet the mosque with two rak'ahs of prayer before sitting. The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [If a person enters the
mosque, he is to not to sit until he offers two rak'ahsj. Note: Ibn A bidin in his

Hashia says: "Our scholars dislike its performance in the times disliked for prayer,
such as after f a
j r and 'asr. Therefore, if one enters after f a
j r or 'asr, he is not to offer
' Muslim 738.
M uslim 7 19.
Bukhari 990.

AsSajda 16.
Ibn Maj ah 1421.
Maraky al-Falah 250.
Bukhari and M uslim.
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the greeting prayer [ ahiyya]; rather one is to offer tasbih, tahN and send blessing

upon the Prophet in order to fulfil itsrights."'
j 1~>lg

Performing the obligatory prayer is a substitute for the greeting prayer [tahiy ah].
lbn Abidin states: "The reality is that what is required from the one entering the
masj id is the performance of prayer in it so that the prayer is a greeting to the
Lord. The most evident view is that one's entry into the masj id with the intention
to offer the obligatory prayer as imam, or to pray alone or as a follower all! serve
as a substitute for the t abi d provided one prays upon entry into the masj id. If
one's entry into the masj i d is for the obligatory prayer, though the prayer has time

before commencing, one is required to offer the greeting prayer [tahiyya] prior to
sitting. Likewise, if one enters the inasj id for something other than prayer, such as
a lesson, or reinembrance of God, then the tahiyya is required prior to sitting."

Shurunbulali stata in Maraky al Falah: According to the Hanafi Madhhab, the
tahiyyah is not excused even if one sits before praying, though it is recommended
prior to sitting. And il' a person repeats his entry of the masj id, then two rak'ahs
suffice for the day.'

- I m+ J~ dl ~ 4l>l o~ p
Likewise, performing any prayer upon entering the mosque serves as a substitute
for the greeting prayer even if onedoes not intend thegreeting prayer.
4j L4r + a~ pJ JJVJLAS~~ Aj

>t is recommended for one to pray two rak'ahs after ablution before the water on
the body dries. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [There is
no Muslim, who performs ablution perfectly and then offers two rak'ahs receiving

themwith his heart and mind, but that Paradisewould beobligatory for him].'
~

iJ t

Equally, it is recommended to pray four rak'ahs or more for the midmorning
prayer [duha]. Its time is when the sun completely rises to the period before its
zenith. A'ishah God be pleased with her!! reported that the Prophet God bless

him and give him peace!! would observe the midmorning prayer as four rak'ahs
and would increase as he pleased.'
ir-N l o~ p ogL'

Mi o~ y ~ l o~

~ Jy

lt is recommended to offer the night vigil prayers, the guidance prayer, and the
prayer of need. Regarding the night vigil prayer, it is preferable to offer this prayer in
~ dd al-Muhtar vol. l/ 458 Maraky al-f alah 231.
Radd al-Muhtar vol. 2/ 458.
Maraky al-Falah 23 l .
M uslim 234.
' M uslim 7 l 9.
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the last third of the night. And the mi ni mum r ecommended number to pray is
eight rak'ahs. However, the saying that this prayer is recommended is the legal
status of night prayer, wherein reality, it is an emphasized sunna in the sense that
the Prophet never failed to perform them except on a rare occasion. As for the

gled> nceprayer [ stikhara],Jabir relates that [The Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! used to teach us the guidance prayer for all matters, as he would a
surah of the Quran]. Lexically, Istikhara means; the request of that which is good.

A person performs the prayer when he has resolved to undertake an act, during
which he asks Allah to guide him in relation to the thing requested to that which

is good and beneficial for him in his religion, life, and hereafter. The guidance
prayer therefore pertains to future matters. And concerning theprayer of need,
Abdullah Ibn Abi 'Aufa al-Aslarni God be pleased with him!! is reported to have
said, "Allah's Messenger came out to us and then said, 'If anyone's need rests with
Allah or with any of His creatures, he should perform ablution and pray two
rak'ahs.'" ' T he prayer of need is undertaken due to a matter which has befallen a

person and he therefore asks Allah to repel that which he dislikes, or he asks
Allah to provide him with what he seeks.

, ~~ l ~ a~ ~
l pe g~ ~ pl W l j Q' ~ l
It is recommended to stay up in worship in the last ten nights of Ramadan and
the two nights of Eid, as the hadith mentions [Whomever passes the night of Eid,

Allah will preserve his heart on a day when hisheart will die].~
It is recommended to stay up in worship in the first ten nights of the month of
Dhu al-Hij ah, as the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said "No day,
of the days of the world is best in the sight of Allah, on which He is worshipped
than the worship! of the ten days. And the fast of one day during these days is

equivalent in reward to the fasts of a year and the worship! of these nights is
equivalent to thenight of qadr."'
In the middle of the month of Sha'ban, it is recommended to spend the night in
worship because it expiates the sins of the whole year. The night of Friday

expiates the sinsof the week, and the night of qadr expiates the sinsof one's life.'
Ali Ibn Abi Talib God be pleased with him!! reported that Allah's Messenger

God bless him and give him peace! said [If the night of the middle of Sha'ban
arrives, you should offer prayer during the night and fast during the day].'

Ibn Maj ah 1384.
Haythami 2/ 198.
Ibn Maj ah 1728.

Maraky a1-Falah 235.
' Ibn Maj ah 1388.
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M .l l 4 g~ 'Jl .+ ~

However, it isdisliked to gather in the mosquestospend these nightsin worship,
« r neither the Prophet God blesshimand give him peace!! nor the Companions
observed them in the mosques. In fact, the majority of the scholars from the
Hijaz, such as 'Ata and the fuqaha of Madina including the companionsof Imam
Malik stated that performingany of these nightsina group isan innovation.
Ao A~ A~

~ld l J -.~

l>LJl .

I-o~

g

VoluntaryPrayer H%ik Sitting
And Prayer Upon a Beast Or kfeansOf Transport!

<LQ1J ;,& 1+ ~ 1J .~ l
Sitting For The VoluntaryPrayer With TheAbilily ToStand

1J ~

L5~ ~ i~is'~ 51~Udl~ I ~

4 . pLdl+ a~& Ip Usli ~ l ~ye

voluntary prayer ispermitted sitting even if one hasthe ability to stand, although
one receives only half the reward of the one standing unless there is a reason for
sitting, in which case one acquires full merit. And during the prayer, one is to sit

like a person in tashahhud if he hasno reason to pray seated, and thisispreferred
view on the matter. However, Abu Hanifa held that one may sit as he wishes

becausewhen a person ispermitted to leave the original posture of standing, then
<o leave the normal manner of sitting isbetter. If however, one possessesa reason
« r sitting, then he may adopt the posture he is comfortable with. Regarding the
first point, the Prophet God blesshi mand give himpeace!! said [Theprayer in a
standing condition isbetter than prayer in a sittingcondition, and the prayer in a
sitting posture is half the prayer of one who offers it in a standing posturej.'

~ 81~lsul 5> pli ~Lil w la li aUl jL y
It is permissible to complete a voluntary prayer sitting after starting it standing
according to Abu Hanifa. This is the most correct view on the basis that standing
is not a pillar in voluntary prayer and one is therefore permitted to leave it.

However, thisiscontrary to the twojurists.

A bu D awud 95 1.

Maraky al-Falah 237.
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Pra er U on A Beast Or M eans 0 Trans org

A person outside the city is permitted to offer voluntary prayer whilst riding on
the back of a beast, aad he is to pray through indication toward any direction the
beast turns. Ibn Umar God be pleased with him! said [I saw the Messenger of
Allah God bless him and givehim peace!! praying on theback of a donkey when
he was facing Khaybar, and he was praying through indication!.' Note: this rule

applies when one has passed the buildings of his area of residence. It is the place
that if a traveller reaches, he is permitted to shorten his prayers.' It is not a
condition that one be a traveller according to the Hanafi view, though he must
pass this area. According to Shafi'i and Malik, it is not permitted unless one be a

traveller. Abu Yusuf holds that voluntary prayer upon a beast is permissible
wi thi n one's area and that i t is not a condition to exit the area of r esi dence.

~P 3 ~ ~dg".~ 3

If one begins a voluntary prayer upon the back of abeast aad then dismounts, he
is to coatiaue the prayer; though if one begins on the ground, he cannot continue
the prayer if he mounts the beast. The reason being that when one commences

the prayer on the ground he has necessitated all the conditions, though when he
mounts the beast, some conditions are omitted such as facing the qibla, being in
the same place and the reality of bowing and prostration.
al ~ ~~

~l ~ g ~ I j ~ La~ y oJSQI!! i lgl QIQL, gpss ~ ~gl ~ ,ygl I !!

ASI QN~ l~ J~ a! JL,
Prayer through nodding on the back of a beast is permitted for the emphasised
sunan as well as other sgnan even if it is the suaaa of the dawn ggj r!, though Abu
Haaifa held that onemust dismount the beast for thesunnaof the dawn prayer as
it is more emphasized than other suan.

~>$1psLrg~PI J og gM ~ JI5Q~
l <~lg + ~ pl o~ Q sL4$IQ~

lj&

It ispermissible for one offering voluntary prayer to lean on something such asa

stick or wall if he becomes tired and there isno dislike on the basisof having a
reason. If however, there is no reason, then it is disliked according to the correct
view, for it is considered as bad manners.

~ / I+ ~ ggl~++ IJ ~ lSgq~ ~L ~Il l + ;~ I~

Muslim, Abu Dawud, and an-Nasai, vol, 2/ 1i l .
Maraky al-Falah 237.
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Filth upon a beast does not prevent theprayer from being valid,' even if the Blth
is on the saddle or stirrups, and this is the most correct view. This rule is adopted
by the maj ority of the H anafi scholars based on necessity.

g&YI ~ lJI o~ ~ Yg
Prayer is not permitted wtLIking and this has the agr eement of consensus. The
reason it is not pertnissible is because one is continuously changing places.
~t t~
~t
t~t t~

j Ig l Ls ~ lg lp ~ P l o~

lJ

Obligatory And 8'aj ib Prayers Upon A Beast

i!L4-Ia~ Yyaob li ~ u g~ 4ys!yQI! y! L5w> 'l! l Yy~ lj UIo~ elJ31Jt ~ Y
~ !gl + + I ~ o~ ya
Obligatory and waj ib prayers are not permitted on a beast and neither is the
funeral prayer. Examples of necessary prayers include, i! the witr, ii! the prayer
that one promises to perform nidhr! and iii! voluntary prayer that was ruined, for
verily if a person spoils a voluntary prayer it becomes necessary to make up and
this cannot be offered upon a beast or in a vehicle. Likewise, the prostration of
recital is not permitted upon a beast if its verse was recited on the ground.

JXLI~ p~ ~~ paJ~g ~L' J ~I~gl ~ ,4 ~ ~~ . p~ YI
However, in all the above cases, it is permissible upon the beast when there is a
necessity such as one who fears for himself, his beast or clothes from a thief who
may steal from him! if he di smount s. In this case, it is permit t ed on the back of a
beast. Allah says [If you fear an enemy, pray on foot or riding as may be most

convenient!j.' Other valid reasons include fear from a predatory animal, or the
ground is excessively muddy in which if one prostrates, his face will disappear.
And if it happens that one has no beast and the ground is excessively muddy, one
is permitted to pray standing nodding with his head.'

pl~ ~ ~ ~~lgl ~~ ~
Equally, if the beast will become uncontrollable by the rider dismounting from it
or there is no helper present to assist him to remount the beast due to his inability
to mount by himself, then both obligatory and necessary prayers are permitted
riding on a beast.

' This ruling does not change even when the filth exceeds the area of a dirham. The area
of a dirham is the internal part of the palm. Maraky al-Falah 238!.

' Al-Baqarah 239.
' Maraky al-Falah 239.
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l J i~ I

Era er l n A Ca ' e H owdali '

~ Iyyti~l - 'lS i~ ~ i~ lS~IMI Js ~

lJ i'

ll~

Prayer in a carriage, which is fixed upon a beast, is regarded like prayer on its
back, and it is the same whether the beast is moving or still.

QIi ~ ~ JI~

i~ >QIjJ~ gg~ >glj logle ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ p'y

If one stops the beast and places logs underneath the carriage so that the base «
the carriage is leaning on the ground using the logs as pillars, the carriage is
regarded as having the same status as the ground, and in this situation, it is
correct to perform the obligatory prayer standing in the carriage, not sitting.
IJ i ~ l e ~
Ri tual P ra er On A Shi

B oat

IpggQL~ ~t~ ~ ~ ~isQ4sLi~~L ~ g+ ~ QIi~
OSering obligatory prayer on a moving ship in a sitting posture without having a

reason to sit, is valid according to Abu Hanifa' and one is to offer the prayer
through bowing and prostration while sitting. One cannot pray through nodding
The reason thisispermissible according to Abu Hanifa isbecause to stand while
in a ship usually entailsdizziness. However, the best thing is either to stand and
pray or exit the ship if one is able because this will distance one from any
disagreement.

<~p iJ ; ,~ i <J , ~t'ai ~I»> ,i di, + VI~>.,~ -~5!|
However, ImamsAbu Yusuf and Muhammad held that one is not permitted to sit

unlesshe hasa reason to do so, and thisis the most evident opinion; and a valid
reason may include dizziness or being unable to exit the ship. Therefore,
according to thejuristsAbuYusuf and Muhammad, one isto pray standing in the
ship unless there is a reason, in which case he may offer it sitting. The proof they
used are the words of the Prophet [Pray standing in a ship! except if you fear
drowning].'
li ly I ~PI ~ j + 9g

Oneisnot permitted to offer prayer in the ship through indication nodding! if he
isable to bow and prostrate, and thisis agreed upon.
I

A howdah is a carriage that ispositioned on the back of camel s or elephants for traveUers to

journey in.
2

Even if one is able to exit the ship onto land, the prayer is correct. However, if one isable «
exit the ship, it isbetter in order to avoid the varying viewsof scholars and be content at heart
[Maraky al-Falah 240].
Maraky al-Falah 240.

' Al-Hakim l/409 and al-Baihaqi 3/ l55.
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~ pl J ~ lgLQV~
l ,;~LJlSU,~ +yi~ w~~ l& JD~P~
« ship at sea istied down with an anchor, but isbeingswayed by astrongwind,

« n it is regarded as a moving ship, which means that one may pray sitting
according to Abu Hanifa because it is regarded as a moving ship. Though
according to Abu Yusuf and Muhammad, he is to stand if he does not possess a

valid reason. Although, if the ship is not being swayed, then it deemed as a still
ship at shore and this is the most correct view. The ruling of a still ship tied at

shore is given next.

IJQ

1,1~1,~~ 1J |

~ 3~
1

If « ship h tied at shore, prayer is not permitted sitting if onehas « A S~y
stand according to « majority. And if one prays standing, and &ere h p
eship on thebottomof theground, then theprayer isvalid. If no< « n prayer
is n« permitted in it according to the preferred view on the matter unless it isnot
possible to exit the ship, in which case, one may offer the prayer based on the
necessity. Though it is apparent in other Hanafi books, namely al-Hidaya and al-

» » ya that prayer is permitted standing in a vessel which is tied at shore
regardless of whether it is touching the ground or not.' Hence, if a ship is tied at

sho«, onc is lo exit if hecan. If he cannot, then he ispermitted topray onboard whilst
standing If hecan exit bul om
itstopray on board thc ship, then hisprayer is correct if he
p«yc» landingwithpart of thcship touching theground. If nopart of theship istouchingth
ground. then hisprayer is nol valid sinceheis abk loexit theship. This last point isidentical
« a person whoplaces a carnage upon a beast and then halts the beast and places logs

underneath lhcbaseof thccamagcsothat it hasthesamekgal statusasthat of theground.

Thcperson thenpraysstandingin thecaniagebecausetechnically, thecarriageislikethat of

the« und becauseof lhepillars that support il. Likewise, if part of thc ship tied et sIiorc
touchestheground, onc may pray standing even though heisabk to exit, becausetheship or
boat hasthesamestatusasthat of thcground. If nopart istouching, thai t!ieprayer isinvalid
sincehecan exit andpray onland.
n summary, a moving ship allows a person topray i n it standing accord' g to& two

ut siltin accordi~ toAbuIIanif a even without a reason!. Andif lheship isambl ed at ma

and is being swayed, il is regarded as a moving ship and is lhereforesubject to thc same
di sagreemcnt.

If th » p isanchored at sea, thoughisnot beingswayed, thenit isregarded asastill ship al
»orc Afew ruksarederivedconcerningastill ship at shore; if oneopsisprayer standingwith
part of theship on lheground, hisprayer is valid. If not, i.e. thereis nopart touching thc
grou«! then hisprayer isinvalid unkssheis unabk loexit thcship, in which casehemay

~+~ lhcprayer standing. Additionally if aship isanchored at seaand isstiN, oneobviously

cannot exit theship and is therefore allowed to op er theprayer based on thc necessity. And
Allah knows best.

' Maraky al-Falah 421.
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~ ll J~ J + 1~ ~ ~ ~yl~ l QSyo~ l pLil ~ Um
bel j l ~ ~Gall ~ ~ y
If the ship is sailing, one is to direct himself towards the qibla at the
commencement of prayer, and every time the ship veers from the qibla, one is to

r~ ect himself towards it throughout the entire prayer so that he completes it
while facing qibla.
~ >ld l J
T arawih'
~ 'lp JL P i '
T he tarawih is sunna for both male and female. Abu H anifa held it as an

emphasized sunna. The Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!! said

[Upon you is my sunna and the sunna of the rightly guided Caliphs after mej
» d verily Umar, Uthman and Ali God be pleased with them all!! were diligent
with respect to the tarawih prayers.
~UiS ~ ~ Q L Q~

y

To pray the tarawih in a group is a communal sunna kif uya!, i.e. it is a collective
sunna because it has been established that the Prophet God bless him and grant

him peace!! offered it in a group as eleven rak'ahsconsisting of the witr.' Though
he later discontinued to perform the tarawih in a group for fear of it becoming
compulsory.

e isah r the ~

prayer until the arrival of dawn. And it is valid to offer

e witr before or after the tarawih, though it is best to delay it until after the
tar aw ih .

~

l~ ,ml ~l&~ t'o+ Jy~ ~|JJ31«iigl+Mlg « L~

It is recommended to delay the tarawih prayersto shortly before one thi« of «
night haspassed or just prior to half of it, though scholars recommend tarawih to
be offered before half the night has passed. Other scholarsmaintain that there is
nodislike in delaying tarawih to after half the night and thisisthe soundest view
because the best night prayersare at the end of the night; however, even though it

Tarawih isthe plural of tarwiha. Lexically, tarwiha is the name given to the onetim' of r e.

It also impliessiuing because thisisa rest for the body. In itsjuristicsense, it isconsidered
as the rest one has after four rak'ahs. It was called such, because the sitting after the prayer
is rest. [Maraky al-Falah 242!.

2

Abu Davi d , T irmidhi.

Ibn Khuzayma 2/ 138. Maraky al-Falah 243!.
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is not disliked, it is better not to delay tarawih until such time for fear of missing
the prayers with t he entry of dawn.

Tarawih is twenty rak'ahs consisting of ten pairs! of finishing salams according to
the consensus of the Companions; that is, each pair is finalised with finishing
sal am s.

la;~ i qI JS~ ~
After completing four rak'ahs of tarawih, it is recommended to sit and rest for as
much time as was required for the performance of four rak'ahs.

pglg~ U-I gyral ~ li ng
This is also the case between the last tarawih prayer and the witr, in that it is
recommended to sit and rest for an amount of time equivalent to two pairs and
this is what Abu Hanifa held. And during this rest, one may utter invocations or
recite Quran.

~LjJIJ , p ~ j l ~op$ l, ~w ly I p l i p dQg~

l Js ~ l j og 4i glj ill ~ ~

It is sunna to recite the whole Quran in the tarawih prayers once in the month of
Ramadan, and this is the soundest view. It is been sai d of Abu Hanifa - that he

completed the Quran sixty one times in Ramadan. In the day he would complete
it once, and in every tarawih prayer he recited the Quran once, thereafter he
offered the dawn prayer with the wudu of 'isha prayer for forty years. If the people
dislike or become weary f r omthe effort of reciting the Quran once in the month,
then the imam is to recite the amount which does not deter the people from the
prayer and this is the opted view, because it is better not to make people loathe
the group prayer which then causes them to neglect its attendance. It states in the
books al-Ikhtiyar and d-Muhi l, that the best thing in our time is not to make people
dislike the group prayer, for the larger numbers are greater than lengthy
recitation. T he legal ruling [falwa! issued is in conformity with this.

i Js i !pili,l gq~ ~

JSJ J ym 4l~a ~ iU~

However, the ibrahi mij e in every tashahhud of the tarawih prayer must not be
neglected even if the people dislike this, because it is an established sunna to
recite the ibrahimiya according to the Hanifa school and obligatory according to
I m am Sh af i ' i . A n d t hi s i s th e ch o sen v i ew o n th e m att er .

>~

1~g+ $1~

g~L.'~l3

Likewise, one is not to abandon the opening glorification at the begimiing of each
tarawih prayer, and neither the fasbih in bowing and prostration, for some schoob
of thought hold these actions as obligatory whilst in the Hanifa school, they are an
emphasized sunna. Thus, one must not abandon t hemeven if the people dislike
this for it is deemed idleness on their part.
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However, if the people become weary, the imam may abandon the supplication
just before the finishing salams prior to the end of each prayer.

~~ Yyl~~ l -l~ ~~lg l ~ Y~
If a person fails to oEer the tarawih by himself or in a group in its appointed
time!, it cannot be made up later because tarawih is the sunna of a specific time, it
is not like a sunna of fasting. If a person makes up tarawih, it is regarded for him
as voluntary prayer, not tarawih.

Obligatory and voluntary prayers are permissible within the ka'bah. Allah said
[...that they should sanctify My house for those who compass it round, or use it as

a retreat, or bow, or prostrate themselves therein in prayer!j.'
~ ~~ l. ~ ~91o~l Yop~ ~ , ; - J' - ! '~
l Qg l&g
Likewise, they obligatory and voluntary prayers! are permitted on top of the
ka'bah even if one does not place a barrier for himself, although it is dishked to
do so, because it is an oKensive etiquette to get on top of the ka'bah.

When performing ritual prayer in congregation inside the ka'bah or above it, if a
follower turns his back to any direction other than the face of his imam, then his
following is deemed valid. If however, the follower turns hisback towards the face
of the imam, then his prayer is nullified for the reason that the follower will be in
front of the i mam in the same direction in which the imam is praying. See the
outlay below.
* Follower's face - imam's back
Follower's face - imam's side
Follower's back - imam's side
' Follower's back - imam's back
' Follower's side - imam's face
* Follower's side - imam's side.

though the follower is facing
the other way
Follower's face - imam's face

tMaraky al-Falah 246]
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One'sfollowing of the imam is valid if the imam prays inside the ka'bah with the
door open while the followers pray outside. Note: It is not a condition for the door
to be open, but it is a condition for the follower to know about the changing
actions of the imam . I f one can hear the imam while the door is closed, then the

following is valid.

4LI~ ~ Q l ~yt MLSQ MI i ~ ~ gL' I QlgL's~ I~
If many followers including the imam offer prayer around the ka'bah in a circular
manner, then all their prayers are valid, except for the one who advances in front
of the imam in the same side the imam is praying. If however, there is a follower
on the other side of the ka'bah and he is closer to the ka'bah than the imam, it is

valid because he is not praying in the same direction of the imam. See diagram
four below .

Diagram four
At this point, it does not matter
if he iscloser than the Imam.

I mam ~

Follower - his person's prayer is
void as he is prayi ng in I'ront of the
imam while praying in the same
direction as the imam.
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Prayer Of The Traveller
A traveller in I slam receives dispensations and allowances that a resident nontraveller! does not. Such dispensations include: the traveller wiping his footgear

for seventy-two hourswhilst the resident may only wipe for twenty-four hours. It is
permitted for the traveller to break his fast during Ramadan even though he is of
sound health. Additionally, it is not necessary for the traveller to attend Friday

prayer or Eid prayers, whilst it is obligatory for the resident. Imam Shafi'I held
that the traveller is permitted to unite the dhuhr and 'asr together at the time of
dhuhr or at the time of 'asr. Equally, one may unite the maghtibwith the 'isha at the
time of maghnb or 'isha.

p~ gl~~ + I~ l
The Travel D ue To Which The R uks Cha

e

~ :Ja plym&l ~YIp K y~ cM lp<l ~ t ~ piet4A o~ p& gl ae~ ~ P
c+ Yl~ g~ c~ gclb~ gcl~~ ~p a'9! a I' QQ I JpcJlj l labl~ g l ! l

JlJl~ l~ lp> ~ lJ LP~ z>~~ ~l~l l>
The smallest journey due to which the legal rulesare changed' is the distance of
three daystravel &om the shortest daysof the year, at an average pace and having

rest periods along the way.' An average pace is regarded asthe walking pace of a
camel or walking pace of humans on land. With respect to a mountain range, the
pace considered is that which is appropriate to its conditions, that being the pace
of a walking camel or walking on foot. If one is at sea, the wind at an average pace
is the factor considered. Note: T his rule law has been calculated by scholars in
terms of kilometres, in that if a person travels the distance of 8 1km one-way by

whatever meansof transport it may be, then he isregarded asa traveller.'

I

Such as the shortening of prayer, the permissibility of not fasting during Ramadan and

the wiping of the footgear for seventy two hoursetc...

2

T he travel of three days does not mean the travel of every minute of the day for three

days. Rather, the night is the time of rest aud the day is the time for travel. For example: if
on the first day, a person intending travel sets off on the journey early and travels only
until midday, and then reaches a rest area where he camps overnight. Then on the second
day, he setsoff early and travels until a liltk ager midday, and then on the third day sets off
early until midduy, then he is deemed a traveller. Maraky al-Falah!. If however, one covers
thisdistance in a short period of time, then it holdsthe same ruling.
Maraky al-Falah 248 pt-5.
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hetraveller ispermitted toshorten thefour rak'ah obligatory prayerseven if his
m+ ~on for travel is « disobey Allah, such as theft. This is according to the

Hanafi School while Imam Shafi'i and Imam Malik held that one intending evil
in his travel receives no dispensations. The shortening of prayers is permitted
when one passes the buildings of his area of roidence as well as passing the
« wnyard tjina] ' that is connected to the buildings of his area. Though if there is

farmland « an open space aroundf our hundredpaceslong! which isconnected to the
« l anyard, then it is not a condition for one to pass this. Therefore, once a person
passes the buildings of his area including the townyard that is connected to the

butl« ngsof hisarea, he may shorten prayer even if he hasnot yet travelled Slkm.
» « « s not have to go beyond thefarmsor orchards that may be connected to
th« ownyard. Note: nowadays, when a person passes the buildings of his area and then
reacheslheparksor cemetery jina'!, thismay beconnecled toanother town or village. Inthis
case. i.e. if thej ina', such as theparksj cemetery is connected with another vNage!, it is not

conditional for one opass thenext town beforeshortening hisprayers; rather onemust only
pass thej ina 'concerned wi h histown.

~ pLIp i c ~lpdl + g M l QLaLM l i LQI: Ldl l

The townyard [jina'I is an area regarded as a place of benefit for the town or
"illage such asfor thenuunng of aninnalslikeastableor aplace of burial.
+

I Li ~

Condi ti ons That Vali date The I ntenti on

fQ t 4Q Q l 4y~

Travel

$~

Threecondilions validatetheintention of travel

!Ll ~Y ~ + t ~ i Laii pJs! ~t! LII! X4-l,J%
must be independent self-governing! with respect to making the

judgement for himself. For example; a soldier with his commander is not
independent and neither is a wife with her husband. T he basis for this is that the

soldi« « wife cannot form a proper intention because of the uncertainty of the
«» el, such as - will they travel the required distance or will they turn back half
way, «c. Therefore, one cannot bejoined to someone else where he cannot make

th« etermination for himself. In thiscase, oneisnot independent.
2- Maturity is conditional.
I

hefinaI «wnyard! is a place that benefits the community ol' the town, such as a

« m« et' , park, or stable. Therefore, if one should pass the buildings of his town as well as

he cern«e> connected to thisfor example, then he ispermitted to begin shortening his
prayers even if he has not yet travelled Hl km.
Maraky al-Falah 250.
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3- Qne cannot travel less than three days; that is, less than 81km one-way, it must
be at least 8 1k m .

~Ui gl ~ ~~Q ! ~

A person cannot shorten hisprayersif he hasnot passed the buQdingsof hisarea
of residence. Note: M araky al-Falah states that one is npt deemed a traveller when
he resolves to do so and neither when the time of travel arrives or when he

mounts his beast or sits in his vehicle! yet all the while he remains in his tpwn;

and Allah knows best. The shortening of prayer begins when one passes the
townyard [fina'Jor the buildings of his area of residence. This is due to the saying
of Allah Peahen you are travelling in the land, there is nothing wrpng in ypur

shortening the prayer].' Verily, in this verse, the shortening of the prayers is
conditional upon travel and one is not travelling until he passes the buildings pf
w h ere he lives. T here is a narration from A nas in w h ich he said : "I offered four

rak'ahs pf dhuhr prayer with the Prophet at Madina and two rak'ahs at Dhul
Hulayfa shortening the 'asr prayers!." Thus, the Prophet God bless him and

givehimpeace!! did not shorten prayer until heexited fromMadina.'

g gM Iyo3~ p M ly~ yj p o!QL5<~ Ies~ ~ l AUy'I~ glSy l~'Ligl~ l!jy&y'I
~~ lgyi I~L'yt so~t
And if the buildings have been passed with the intention of travel, prayer cannot
be shortened if the passer is: i! a boy or ii! a dependant person whom isjoined tp
his leader who has not made the intention of travel, such as a wife with her
husband,' or a slave with his master or a soldier with his commander. I n such

cases, prayer cannot be shortened. Likewise if one intendsto travel a distance of
less than three days journey, which is less than 81km, they are npt permitted tp
shorten prayer, because according to the law, a distance which is less than 81km is
not regarded astravel.

~ V JtpJ~i +i ! ' 'Yl! p l i y~+ BI~ ~ lyLligi i
The intention of travelling and residing istaken from the primary source which is

the person who isfollowed, such as the leader, husband, master, commander etc.
and not the follower, such as a wife, slave or soldier, unless the follower actually
knows the intention of the one they are following, in which case one may intend
for themselves, and this is the soundest view. Note: The journey's destination
must be known. If a wil'e travelling with her husband or a soldier with his leader

does npt know the destination or intention!, they cannot shorten their prayers
because they do npt know if they will travel the required distance of 81km. If they
know the intentions and destination and the journey meets the conditions, they
may shorten prayer.
Quran 3:101.
Bukhari 108~
J.

Maraky al-Falah 250.
' That is, the husband did not make an intention to travel, so the wife cannot intend travel m
she is dependent on hiin.
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The shortening of prayers according to the Hanafi Madhhab is regarded as
prayer in its original state as it was when it was Brst introduced for the traveller.
Verily, when the prayer of the traveller was revealed from the beginning, it was

two rak'ahs, not four as in the case of the dhuhr prayer for the resident. It is for
this reason that the prayer of the traveller in the Hanafi Madhhab is not an
allowance [rukhsaj, it is an 'arimah. T he term 'azimah is used in the Arabic text

above, and is intended to read as theprayer of thetraveller isan 'arimah. The word
'arimah literally means a firm resolve. According to the Sacred law, it is regarded
as a matter that was sanctioned and made law! from the beginning without it
being connected to any variance. On this basis, the Hanafi School deems it wajib

l'or a traveller to shorten his prayers. Imam Shafi'i and I mamAhmad held that
the shortening of prayer is a dispensation, therefore, if one wisheshe may shorten
prayer and if one wishes he may pray the full number. I mamMalik held that the
shortening of prayer isa sunna and not wajib.'

DLJJplyU.wligl g> lil Yl s~ + Y~
l aml+ Ip a~ ~

J~NIpyuaJI~ y~ 4/ 1~l ljlj

As previously mentioned, it is maj 'i b for a traveller to shorten his four rak'ah
prayers to two rak'ahs, though if a traveller completes four rak'ahs and sat the
Arst sitting, the prayer is valid, though is disliked because the finishing salams

have been delayed.' In this case, the last two rak'ahs are deemed as voluntary
prayer for him. If however, he does not sit for the Brst sitting after two rak'ahs and
continues the prayer as four rak'ahs, then the prayer is not valid, unless he
intended to be a resident when standing for the third rak'ah, in which case the
prayer is valid, even if he did not perform the first sitting, because in this case, it
isobligatory to pray four rak'ahs, and the prayer of a resident who missesthe first
sitting in a four rak'ah prayer does not invalidate the prayer. 1n summa' , if the

travelkr prayedfour rak'ahs without opi ng thePrst sitting, hisprayer is void, unless he
intendsresidence when standingf or thethird rak'ah.

' Rawai'ul Bavan, 484.

' The reason the finishing salams have been delayed is because one is required to pray two
rak'ahs, not four; and because one delayed his finish by praying four, it is disliked though is
valid if one offers the first sitting.
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The tramcar is to continue shortening his prayers until he reenters his hometow
pr until he makes an intention of staying at another town or village for fifteen
days.' If one intends to remain for ku than + k m days, or does not intend hi
length of stay, and remained for years, then he may shorten his prayers in both
cases for that duration or until he intends. The reason being, that one has rtpt
fixed the intention, so he does not know exactly when he will depart. 'Alqamah
Ibn Kays remained in such a state where he shortened his prayer for years'
Additionally, Ibn Umar Gpd be pleased with him!! stayed on in Adharbij an fpr
six mont hs and continued to curtail his prayers,"

~ii ! l ~ ~ 3 ~
H%en I s A n I nten ti on

talm a,~ l

Resi di

Not Val id

! ~ M i li ! l i

The intention of residing is not valid in two towns where a person has not

specified only one asaplace of residence. For example: oneintendshewiQstay at
Makkah and Madina for 20 days, but does npt specify his residence at one pf the
locations. In this case, one is required to remain shortening his prayers even
though he has intended twenty days, because he has not specified only pne tpw
where he will reside. The reason is that the intention at two locations implies that

he will be at different locations and this prevents the rule of residence from
operating. The exception is when he intends to spend the night at one of the twp
places, in which case he will be become a resident the moment he enters the
location .'

~ QI + 1~ ajar J 3j

Intending thedesert asaplace of residenceis not valid, except for thosepepple
w ho l iv e in ten ts as th eir hom es.

~ + I j im i'~

3j

For ex~ pie: ap' rson who hm departed Austral i a for England for seventeen days is leg, ll
regarded asa traveUer and istherefore permitted to shorten hisprayers on theway to Fngland
However, he must discontinue shortening his prayers when he arrives at his destination

England because he has intended a stay of fifteen days or morc. If hei ntnuk to slay f or kss y
fi~ Qys, then hr is 0 shorten hi sPrayersf or this duration. Likewise, upon returning to Australia
this person is to shorten hisprayers on the way, and discontinue upon reaching his hometown
Abi Shaybah 2/208, al-Zayla'i 3/ l 85.
Abd al-Razzaq and al-Baihaqi. Al-Zayla'i, vol. 2/ 185; al-Ayni, vol. 3/ 20.
Al-Hidayah 207/ Maraky al-Falah '252.
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An inteation of residing is not valid for soldiers who are Gghtiag on enemy land
for the reason that there is hesitation in their intention as to when they will leave

and how long they mll stay. Thus, in thissituation prayersmust continue to be
shortened becausetheintention of residingisnot valid in suchastate.
~ I+ i o~ Lc J l;ply, Yp
ln addition, an intention of residing isnot valid for soldierswholay siegeto a city
or town agtuast disobedient Muslims in our land, because again there is hesitation

between staying and departure in which the intention is not specified. The

Prophet God blesshim and give him peace!! stayed at Tabuk for twenty days,
shorteningtheprayers duringhisstay!.'
y ~ l «lm i
A TraveIIer Pra '

Behi nd A Reside r And Vice V~ a

I >i~ i>~ ~ plg~ ~L
If a traveller offers prayer in its time behind a resident imam in
congregational prayer, then the prayer isvalid and the traveller isto complete the
prayer as four rak'ahswith the i mam.

~ ~ ~ ~ yg~ g O
JAJJ
If however, the congregational prayer isnot being offered in itstune t» t 's '<
time hasexpireJ! the traveller isaot permitted topray behind a resident ~
though the traveller can be the imam for the residents in this case

e imam if the prayer isoffered in itstime. The Prophet God blesshim and

give him peace!! performed prayer with the people of Makkah while he was a
traveller saying ICotnplete your prayer, for we are in travelj.' Therefore, the
traveller can be a follower behind a resident i mamif the prayer is offered t» ts
time, though not if itstime hasexpired. And it isvalid if the traveller istheim
in both cases.

o& lJ~g ' P JJi J! ~1~ ~j l gP$~ 'p'~:>i
g~ lmalj ig ~ ~ Q ~ li~ Yy<

' Abu Dawud 1231.

2

For examp!e;thetimeof thedhuhr prayer haspassed, andthereside« imam~

missed it from itstim
e. Thev therefore gather together to pray it » a gro"P
trave!!er is not permitted to pray behind this imam who is a resident, though the tra
imse!f can be the imam. And even if the resident i mamsaid the opening Allahu akbar g
ore the time of the prayer had expired, the traveller is still not permitted to Pray behi d

thembecausethetimeisnot sufficient. tMarakyal-Falah ~ 3I
Abu Dawud ! Muwattah of !mam Malik.
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If the traveller is the imam, it is recommended for him, afb.'r the anal salams on

completion of two rak'ahs, to say, Comp~ your prayer, I ama tranekr. « wever»

prior totheprayer, heisrequired tosay thesewordstoprevent uncertainty. And
after the tranelkr imamcompletes his prayer, the followers stand and complete
their prayer without recitingQuean because theimam'sredtation suEcesandno
one may enter and pray behind them.
~ lpU1«~
M aki

U M i ssed P ra ers

~ $1~ t ~ ~ 1>

If a traveller missesaprayer anddecidestomakeit upwhenheisaresident, heI
tooffer it astworak'ahs. And if a resident missesa prayer anddecidestom« I
up when he is a traveller, he is to oNer it as four rak'ahL The factor considere
here pf whether to pray the full number when one is a resident « tw« ak ah

when a traveller, is the status of theperson in the last timing of the pray« >e
mimd; meaning, if aperson isa traveller in thelast part of theprayer time, and then misses

theprayer, heistooper tue rak'ahs, andif onebecomesa resident inthelast part of itslim
e
and thenmissestheprayer, heistooperf our rak'ahs. Consider thefollowing. Person X is
a traveller who has not yet offered the dhuhr prayer and has nearly entered the
timeof 'asr. Therefore, in thelast part of theprayer time, heisatraveller. He the>
misses the prayer and returns home becoming a resident. The end result of th>s
scenario is that he was a traveller in the last part of the prayer time and is
thereforerequired to make it up as two rak'ahs. Hence, the status of the perso» n
the last timing of the prayer determines whether he prays two or four

Additionally, if oneis aresident in thelast timing of thedhuhr prayer, missesthe
prayer and then decides to travel thusbecoming atraveller. He is to offer the full
number of rak'ahswhen making up the prayer because in the last part of its time,
he was a resid ent.

One's Place o & uelli

Its T es And What I nvali dates l t '

Jaii ~ ~ 9IQ gl ~ ~

A person's original permanent residence i.e. homeland! isno longer regarded as
such when it is replaced by a new permanent residence. If onesimply departsfor
travel or temporarily lives in another location»then this does not nullify the status
of one'spermanent residence, for indeed thiscan only be changed wit» omet» ng

like it. If a person goes on journey, and resides in a temporary residence,
I

In order to enact the laws of travel, ii is vi al to know some of its basic deAnitions. I<is

essential to know the types of dwelling places, such as one's permanent residence i.e.
homeland! and one'stemporary placeof residence. Thereisadifferencehere, becaus« heplace
of temporary residence is a place one travels to intending a stay of at least fifteen days or m« e

whereasone's permanent residence isthe place one wasborn or married in and intends to Ii«
out his life - this is known as his per manent home.
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thereafter, he returns to his permanent residence, one's status of a traveller ceases
and he now has to offer the prayer in full.
~pi ~

~ liMI+

The place of Iqama' endswhen; i! a person locates to a similar place like it, or
ii! if he merely sets out on a journey froin that place of dwelling, or iii! if he
returns to his permanent residence, in which case his temporary residence ceases.
For example: one travels from Australia to Syria where he is studying law. This
person intends his stay at a village called Barakah for about six months. This is
therefore known as his temporary place of residence i r ma! where he is to offer
prayer normally because it isfor f i ftee days or morc. If at some point this person
decides to move to another town, then his temporary residence at Barakah has
ended because he has moved to a similar place like it. Additionally, if this person
returns home to his permanent resident i.e. Australia!, then his temporary
residence at Barakah is no longer regarded as such. Hence, one's iqama ends
when, a! one locates to a place like it; b! returns to his hometown; and c! sets out
on a journey from that place. With respect to point 'c' of setting out on a journey:
this means that if one goes sight-seeing for the day and it was8lkm away, then he
is permitted to shorten his prayer and his temporary residence ceases until he
returns!.

csJ&~l l'Ya~1~y cy~ yl acp~gl c~ dgsdlpa~ l~Qgly
One's permanent residence homeland! is the place one is born or married. And
even if one did not many there, but intended to live in as a permanent place of
stay and not to emigrate from it. Thus, it t is regarded as a permanent place of
stay in which one intends to live and remain in. If for example, a person born in
Australia travels to the United Kingdom to study medicine and he takes up
residence on campus until his course is complete; then his place of temporary
residence i r ma! is the United Kingdom, though his permanent residence is
A ustralia.

The place of iqama temporary residence! is the place one intends to reside in for
half a month or more that is, fifteen days or more!. This means, if a person
travels to another country and intends to reside there for at least fifteen days, then
he must offer his prayers normally.

'gyp~ wligi gp L pa~+ ~ l+ pg~

l~

~

The place where one intendsto reside for ku than fifteen daysisnot regarded by
scholars as a place of residence. T his means that if a person goes on travel and
decides to remain in a village or town for kss than fifteen days, he is permitted to
shorten prayer for that duration.
~~~~~t i~e

' The placeof i rma isone'stemporary residencewhere onehasintendedat least fifteen days.
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A Sick Person

How ThePrayer Of A Sick Person IsPerformed

gpss~l~ lJ~Leaos yl ~ Ll ool j ~> yl <~~ ft p~ ~ ~ pl pLdl JS~ pl ~> ~ l>l

L~m p5Yg
l a~ pl J ~L' ~
If one is unable to stand for the entire prayer or it will be difBcult due to the
presence of strong pain or one fears aggravation of his present illness or that it
may delay hisrecovery if he were to pray standing, then it is permissible to pray
seated oHering bowing and prostration, and one may sit any way he likes. The
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! was asked about praying ~~th an
illness upon which he said [Pray standing, and if you are unable, then pray sitting,

and if you areunable then pray! on your side! and if one isable tostand for part
of the prayer, then he isto do so according to his capacity.

! gPcj g P ~PI~ ~

t >~ ~ oQl ~ yc Qggl~ g~ >~ lyt g Jl y~ <~
l

If one is unable to bow or prostrate, but capable of sitting even though leaning
against something, he ispermitted topray sitting and nod hishead for the bowing
and prostration; and hisnod for theprostration isto be lower than hisnod for the
bowing, and if one doesnot lower hishead further down, then theprayer stands
invalid. Note: the same rule applies if one cannot prostrate, but able to perform
the bowing; in that he is to nod for both of them. The basis for this rule is the
hadith of the Prophet God blesshimand grant him peace! who visited a man and
sawhim prayingon a cushion. The Prophet removed it after which the man took
a stick and began to lean upon it. This was also removed by the Prophet as he
said, "Pray sitting if you can and if you are unable, then pray by indicating
nodding!, and make your nod for the prostration lower than your nod for the
bowing."'

t~~

gJ

And one is not to elevate anything to his face to prostrate on, such as a board.
Though if he doesthis and lowershishead further down for the prostration than
the bowing, the prayer isvalid. If not, then the prayer isdeemed invalid, because
onehasleft the compulsory prostration through nodding. The Prophet God bless
I

Whether it isthe iftirash style, the tawarruk styleor inacompletely different manner, though

it is disliked to sit in an offensive manner when there is no reason to do so.
Bukhari I l l i .

Al-Baihaqi in Sunan al-Kubrah 2/306. !Maraky al-Falah 25.5!.
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him and give him peace! said [Whoever of you is able to perform prostration, then
he should perform it, and whoever is unable, then he should not raise something
to his face to prostrate on, but rather for bowing and prostration should indicate
with his head!.' In the text al Mju tabah, it states: The manner of nodding for
bowing and prostration appeared to resemble each other, in that - is it enough to
just slightly move forward with the head and body. Or is one required to lower
themselves as far as possible? The narration thereafter became a arent with a
roof th at

er m its the sli h t m ovem ent of the b od

and h ead.

Shaykli atlslam held that if one prays by indication and slightly moves hishead for
the bowing, and then for the prostration slightly moves his head, then it is
permitted according to Abu Hanifa. Ibn Fadal on the other hand held that it is
not valid because the action required has not been performed; and that the reality

of indication is to lower the head. Additionally, some scholars say, "If a person
suffers froni an ailment with his forehead and nose, such as severe dizziness, then

he is permitted to pray with indication nodding!, and he is not required to lean
forward as far as possible."'

Ya~ l ~I ~ y~

p>Qy~ tg~ ~ yaQytJyblyi ~ + yt a~
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If it is diFicult to offer prayer sitting, one is permitted to lie down on his back or
side and oNer the prayer through indication, although the first option is best, i.e.
to lie down on one's back because one hasmore of hisbody facing the direction of
prayer. And during this posture, one is to place a cushion under his head in order
to direct his face towards the qibla, not the sky, and must raise the knees if
possible to avoid extending his feet towards the direction of prayer.

JIj c~LOCI~ pl~Q Ij<l gy>QQJy~~ o~ :~ yiQJdl o~ l!! ~ ~~ t ag! I~~ g~
l
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If one is unable to pray by nodding his head for five prayer or less, then they are
postponed so long as he understands communication; meaning that his rational
faculty isfunctioning, and thisismentioned in al-Hidayah as the correct view.
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T abarani 7/ 177.

Maraky al-Falah 256.
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The author of al-Hidayah then! resolved the issue con6rming in the books alTajnisand al-Mazid: that if a person is unable to indicate with hishead for num
thang ''Preyedand still maintainshisunderstanding of communication, then heis
not required to make up the prayers, and this view is held as the most sound
according to Imam Qadikhan and others like him in the book al-Muhit. This was

also the opted view of Shaykh al-Islam and Fakhr al-Islam aaSarakhsy!. In
addition, the book Adh-Dhahiriya states that "It is tlie ckarest report" which the
fatwa coincideswith. It isalso the opted view in the book al-Khilasah; and in the
book of al-Yanaabi' and al-Badai' it is deemed the soundest judgment and alWalwaliji held thisview. Hence, if one is unable to nod for five prayer or less, they
are postponed whilst prayersin nceu ofPveneed not bemade upin thesoundesl view.
B ranches
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It isnot valid toindicate with the eyes, eyebrows, or heart, and if onedoesso, it is
nest correct because prostration is linked with the head, not with the eyes,

eyebrows, or heart. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace said!! [If
the sick isunable to pray standing, then he may pray sitting; and if he isunable to
pray sitting, then he may pray on his back and if he is unable to do this, then

Allah has accepted his reasonj. Scholarsdiffered with respect to the last point of
the hadith which reads: Allah has accepted his reason. Some scholars hold that
this means; that his prayer is delayed and others maintain that it means he is
required to make up his prayers later and some maintain that prayer is excused

from him in that state. The author maintainsthat one isnot required to make up
the prayers and this is the saying of the majority.' This is contrary to the
Madhhab of Imam Shafi'i which allows a person to indicatewith such things, such
as one's eyes.

yl. l~ l l ~~
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If one is able to stand, but unable to bow and prostrate, then he is to offer the
prayer through indication whilst seated. This means that one is to bow and
prostrate by nodding his head whilst seated should he be unable to do so
normally.
l j i LYt g g gw Q ~
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If one beginsthe prayer in sound health, but isthen overcome by illness, he isto
continue the prayer in the posture he isable, even if it is through indication, and
this is the most correct view.

M araky al-Falah 258.
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lf a person prays in a sitting posture oNering it through bowing and prostration,
but then recovers f'rom illness, he is to continue the prayer, although if one

offered part of his prayer nodding with hishead, but is thereafter able to bow and

prostrate, he isnot permitted to continue the prayer according to all the Hanafi
jurists because a person cannot form the stronger element upon the weaker
element. This person must therefore begin the prayer from the start. For example;
jf one commences his prayer by nodding his head and through the course of his

prayer, he recovers and is able to pray normally, then he cannot complete the
prayer and must start a new one.

~ l ~I
If one suKers &ozn insanity or a loss of consciousness fainting! for Qve prayers or
less, then he is liable to make them up. If the prayers missed exceed Qve, i.e. the

sixth prayer timeexpires, then he isnot liable to make themup.
~ lgo~ l LUa 1J
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If a sick person dies and was unable to pray through indication i.e. nodding!,
then it is not necessary on him before dying to make a will [wasijyahj instructing
his heirs to pay the fee for the prayers, even if they were only a few.
lgi ~Li51+ 1Ly ~ alpyLLI ~ Jail gl p~ l l e~
This is also the case if a traveller or sick person breaks his fast in the month of
Ramadan, but dies before residence and before sound health. T his means, the

traveller died before becoming a resident and the sick person died before

regaining sound health. Verily, they are not required to make a will instructing
their heirs to redeem the lost days, because in both situations they were not in a

position to make up thedays.

' It is mentioned through Sacred text, that if one is unable to fast on the day required then

fidya fee! is to be paid; and scholars have agreed that the same applies to prayer. > pen a

person recovers, he is still liable to make up the unperformed days. The fee is half a measure
!sa] of wheat or itsequivalent value. !For measurementsand weights, see page 28!.
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A person who breakshis fast in Ramadan even when he had no reason to break it,

isrequired to make awill instructing hisheirsto pay thefidya for the dayshe was
able to make up but did not and thus remained a debt upon him until he died.
This means that if the person was capable of making up the days, but did not and

thereafter died, leaving the lost daysas a debt, then he isto make a will for those
dayswhich hewas able. In the will, thisperson is to leave instructionsfor hisheirs
or responsible family member to redeem the missed days for him.
gal ~
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The heir or responsible family member! isto pay thisdebt from the third of the
wealth, which the deceased left, for every day of fasting and every prayer that was
missed, even the witr prayer; the fee to be paid ishalf a measureof wheat [sa'! or
its equivalent value, though the equivalent value is better because of the varying

needs of the poor, and this amount or its equivalent is given for each prayer or
fast missed. If however the deceased does not make a will leaving instructions for

hisnext of kin, then it isnot necessary for his next of kin to pay hisdebt, though
he is still permitted to do so. And the way to compensate for each day of fasting
that wasmissed by the deceased isby feeding a poor person asthe Prophet God
bless him and give him peace!! said PVhosoever dies while some fasts of the
month were outstanding against him, the needy should be provided a meal on his

behalf in lieu of the fast of each day] and with respect to prayer, a singleprayer
is regarded like a complete day of fasting, and this is the correct view whilst other

scholars maintain that a whole day of prayer is equivalent to making up one day
of fasting.'

And if the deceased did not make a will before dying, but his next of kin paysthe
debt on his behalf anyway, it is permissible God willing, for Imam Muhammad
held that if the next of kin paysthe due, it ispermitted God willing.

~ J <!z, <~ >t~ w,
It is not permissible to fast on behalf of the deceased, nor can one pray on behalf

of the deceased. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [One
cannot fast on behalf of another and one cannot pray on behalf of another,
however, one may feed others! on his behalfJ.' As for other narrations contrary to
Ibn Majah l 757

Maraky al-Falah 26 l .
An-Nasai 2/ l 75.
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this, is the saying of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! who said
tWhoever died and upon him remained fasts, his custodian fasts them on his
behalf] verily thishasbeenannulkd. Thus, it is not correct for people to give money
to the poor, so that they the poor person! can fast and pray on behalf of the
d ead ?'
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If the deceased does not leave enough wealth to suf6ce what he had directed his
next of kin to pay, then the next of kin is to pay that small amount of wealth to a
poor person, in which case he reduces a portion of the debt owed in prayer and

fasting days depending on the amount he gave, and then after the poor person
takes the wealth, he voluntarily gives it back to the next of kin who collects it.
T hen again, the next of kin pays the wealth back to the poor individual in which
case another portion of the debt of the deceased islifted according to that amount
of wealth. Then the poor individual voluntarily returns the money to the next of

kin who collects it. Then the next of kin pays the money again to the poor
individual in that another portion of the debt has been cleared etc... until the debt
of the deceased owed from the prayersand fasting daysare cleared.
~M l~
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It is perxnissible to give the entire fee ~ aj to one poor person for all the
outstanding prayers, though one cannot do this if he is paying the fee of a broken
oath, because with respect to broken oaths, the payment is specified. Allah says
[He Allah! will call you to account for deliberate oaths: for expiation, feed ten
indigent persons, on a scale of the average for the food of your families].~
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To maintain a sequential order between a missed prayer and the current one is
necessary; that is, one must offer the missed prayer before the current one. If
there are a few missed prayers, the sequential order is also required between the
missed prayers themselves provided they are less than six. For example, if a
person misses the fajr, dhuhr, 'asr and maghrib, then he must perform them in
order and thereafter offer the current prayer, in this case the 'isha. T he reason a

sequential order is required is due to the words of the Prophet God bless him
and give him peace!! whoever missed a prayer due to sleep or forgetfulness and
did not remember it until he was praying with the imam, he must complete the
one he is praying, and then pray the one he missed, and thereafter repeat the one

heprayed with the imam!!.'
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I- The order isexcused when the desirable part of the prayer time is insufBcient
in allowing the performance of the missed prayers plusthe current one, and this
the most correct view. An example of the disliked times, is the period before
sunset, in which case one may pray the current prayer, then the missed one if he
cannot pray both in the desirable time.

2- Forgetting isan exception to the order because a person cannot offer something
he cannot rem em ber.

~ ~ I Qg~
l c~
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3- The third iswhen the missed prayersbecome six not includingthe witr. Verily,
the witr is not a reason to excuse the order even though one must still perform it
in order after the 'isha prayer. Note: T he reason the order is excused when a

person misses six prayers is because if one had to repeat them in order, it would
burden him and Islam is opposed to this as Allah said, which means [He has
chosen you, and has imposed no difficultieson you in religionj.2

Darqutani 1/42l.
Hajj 68.
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The sequential order remains excused, even if one performs some of the missed
prayers, so that they are reduced in number, because once the order is excused, it
remains so. For example, if a person has seven missed prayers, the order is
excused. If this person begins to make up the prayers and reduces the seven to
four, the order remains excused.

~ ~ pl+ ~
And neither is the order restored if one misses a new prayer after missing six old
ones, for the reason that once the order is excused after six, the missing of a new
prayer does not restore the order and this is the soundest view.
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If a person oKers an obligatory prayer and during this remembers a missed one,
even if it is the witr, then the prayer becomes invalid in a suspended form. If one
continues to pray five prayers all through which he remembers the missed one,
then all are invalid in a suspended form. When the tixne of the fifth prayer ends,
which means, the sixth prayer time enters, the prayers are converted to valid
prayers according to Abu Hanifa. And they remain valid, provided the missed
prayer is made up when the timeof the fifth prayer ends, not before. If the missed
prayer is made up before the time of the fifth has ended, then the five obligatory
prayers performed are deemed invalid in essence and stand converted to
voluntary; meaning, the quality of those prayers is no longer regarded as
obligatory, rather they are regarded as voluntary. Consider the following. if a
person begins the 'asr prayer and then remembers he has not prayed the dhuhr.
However, throughout the day, he does not make up the dhuhr; rather he
continues to offer his prayers without making up the dhuhr. He therefore prays

the 'asr, maghrib, isha, fajr and dhuhr of the next day without having made up
the dhuhr he missed. At this point, the new 'asr time arrives. T his person
performswudu and makes up the dhuhr he missed the previousday. T he fact that
he made up the dhuhr in this time validates all his prayers after missing the
dhuhr. Though, if he made up the dhuhr before this time, the prayers he prayed
are converted into nafl. See the diagram on the next page.

Note: the reason the prayers became valid is because the fact that they were
labelled as suspended is as though one did not perform them, and the order is
excused after six prayers. Hence, they were suspended due to the order, but
became validated with the dropping of the order.
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lf one misses a large number of prayers, it is necessary to make them up until one
predominantly believes that he is free of debt; and during the making up of these

prayers, one is required to specify each missed prayer, such as saying, "I intend to
perform the dhuhr prayer of Tuesday, the 8'" of Rajab 1394 AH." However, this
method may entail great difficulty. If however one wishes to simplify the matter,
then he may specify the first dhuhr prayer due on him or the last dhuhr due on
him. The same rule applies when one is observing unperformed fasting of
Ramadan of the past two years. The requirement for specifying in these cases is
one of two correct legal views, which oppose each other. Verily, one view
tnaintains that specification is required and one view holds that it is not.'

pl+ I~
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A person who becomes Muslim in enemy land dar al-harb! and does not pray, or
fast and does not know the requirements of Islamic Law, is excused from having
to make up what he missed because the ai mof the law requires the individual to
have knowledge of the compulsory actions, and this is not present in enemy land.
However, Imam Zufar held the view that one is not excused based on his
ignorance.

' Maraky al-Falah 266.
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If one starts an obligatory prayer alone and then the prayer in congregation
commences, he is to cut off his prayer by giving salam standing, and join the
imam provided he had not performed a prostration in the prayer he began alone.
And if one prostrates for the first rak'ah! in other than a four rak'ah prayer, such
asfa
j r or maghnb, and then the prayer in congregation commences, he is to cut off
his prayer after the Prostration by giving the finishing salams, because if he adds
another rak'ah, then he will be deemed ashaving completed the obligatoryprayerf or
f'ajr and maghrib in a technical sense. With respect to the maghnb prayer, completing
the majority of rak'ahs is regarded as completion of the prayer in a technical
sense. I t is thus vital not to add a second rak'ah.'
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If one prostrates in a four rak'ah prayer, such as the dhuhr, and then the prayer in
congregation commences, he is to add a second rak'ah to it, then Gnalise these
two rak'ahs with salams so that the two rak'ahs he performed are regarded as
voluntary prayer; after that, he is to join the group offering his obligatory prayer
in order to secure the merit of praying with the congregation.

If a person has offered three rak'ahs from a four rak'ah obligatory prayer alone,
then he is to compl et e the prayer because the majority has been performed, and
the major part takes the rule of the whole. After this, he is to join the group with
the intention of offering voluntary prayer, except in the 'asr prayer or fa
j r, for the
reason that we have been prevented froin offering voluntary prayer after the 'asr

and f aj r. Theref ore, he is not toj oin the congregation of thef a
j r or 'asr as a voluntary act.
However, Imam M uhammad maintained that this person is to complete the

remainder of his prayer sitting, so that the prayer is regarded as a voluntary one,
and thereafter join the group prayer and offer the obligatory prayer in a group. In
this manner, one will achieve the merit of the voluntary prayer as well as having

performed the obligatory prayer in a group.'

Maraky al-Falah 268.

' Maraky al-Falah 268.
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If one stands for the third rak'ah of a prayer consisting of four rak'ahs!, thereafter

the prayer in congregation startsbefore he prostrates for the third rak'ah, heisto
cut off his prayer standing by giving finishing salams or return tothesittingpostl re
+~ gi>< t> Pnishing sak ms!, and this is the most correct view. AsSarakhsy said, "If
one does not return to the sitting posture, the prayer is void, because sitting is
required." Fakhr aEIslam said, "The sound position is that one is to say 'Allahu

akbar' standing intending to begin the prayer of the imam. By this, he will attain
completion of his prayer within his commencing of the prayer of the imam; and if
he wants, he may raise his hands for the takbir."'
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If a person isoffering the sunna of the Friday prayer, and then the imam emerges
for the sermon, he istogive the finishing salamsafter tworak'ahs. Thisisalsothe
case if one is offering the sunna of the dhukr prayer, and then the prayer in
congregation commences; that is, he is to give finishing salams after two rak'ahs.

Following this, one isto complete thesunna after prayingthe obligatory prayer.

45@~| ! Jl~ Vy ~ t~li~ lJQIM I,~ ~
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If a person arrives at the mosque and Gnds the imam offering the obligatory
prayer, he is to join the imam and is not to preoccupy himself with the sunna,
except the sunna of the dawn prayer provided he is sure he will not miss the

obligatory prayer with the i mam. Indeed, one is to offer the sunna offa
j r even if
he isin the mosque, though one should offer it away from the linesof the group
prayer. And even if one issure he will only catch the tashahhud of the imam, he is

to offer the dawn sunna because it hasgreater merit than any other sunna prayer.'
The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [When the call to
commence the prayer has been announced, there is no prayer except the one

being commencedj. However, this excludesthe sunna of the dawn prayer as the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [The rak'ahsoffa
j r are more
loved to me than the world and what it containsj. Though if one fearshewill miss
the dawn prayer with the imam by praying the sunna, then he isto leave it and
join the group.

' Marakyal-Falah269.
~Malakyai F<ah270.
M uslim.
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The sunna of thefaj r cannot be made up unless one misses thefaj r prayer with it
as well in which case one performs the sunna first, then the fajr prayer. However
Imam Muhammad held that one may offer the sunna after the sun has risen, but

before the sun reaches its zenith. He held that there is no make-up [qadaj of the
sunna as the sun is rising or after the dhuhr has enters, which was agreed upon.

~
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If one misses the sunna beforethe dhukr, he is to make it up beforeoffering the two
rak'ahs which come after the dhuhr prayer, because originally, the sunna of the
four rak'ahs precede the sunna of two rak'ahs. This was the view of the author
which coincideswith the majority. Furthermore, the makeup of this sunna is to be
done in the t i me of dbrhr.
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A person is not considered as having offered the d4 hr prayer in congregation if
he only catches one rak'ah with the imam; rather he has caught the superiority
and excellence of the congregation. This person has gained the spiritual

superiority of the congregation, though he has not prayed the d'huhr with the
congregation in reality.' This means that is one offers one rak'ah of the dhuhr
prayer in congregation, it cannot be said that one has offered the dhuhr prayer in

congregation. Based on this, if one promises to pray the dhuhr in congregation
and he only offers one rak'ah of it in a group, then he has not fulfilled his
promise. The same rule applies to catching two rak'ahs of the dhuhr prayer; and
this is agreed upon.' And scholars differed about the one who catches three
rak'ahs with the imam, whether or not he has made the prayer with the
congregation.

In addition, the reward [ghawabj of the congregation differs to the superiority and

excellence [tadlj of the congregation. It is agreed upon that whoever catches one
rak'ah from a four rak'ah prayer then he does not attain the reward of the
group; rather he attainsthe superiority and excellence of it. The same rule applies
to catching two rak'ahs in congregation from a four rak'ah prayer!. Scholars

differed with respect to catching two rak'ahs from a three rak'ah prayer as well as
three rak'ahs from af our rak'ah prayer. It is said that in such cases, one attains the

reward [hawabj of the group because one has completed the majority of the
prayer, while othersheld the contrary.'
Al-Hidayah 177.
' Maraky al-Falah 271.
' Nur al-Idah 150.
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A person may perform as many voluntary prayers as he likes before the
obligatory one if he is sure its time wiII not pass. If not, then he is to relinquish
this.

4SOi3p4] c tp LYlj >~ mp>~ LSl~wl lJ~~i
If a person f i nd the imam in the bowing of a rak'ah, and then offers takbir
Allahu akbar! and remains standing until the imam raises his head from the
bowing, then he has not caught the rak'ah and is required to make it up. Note: In
any situation, if the imam raises his head from bowing without the follower

joining him, the rak'ah is considered unperformed and the follower will have to
make it up. Additionally, if the follower is descending into the bowing posture

while the imamraiseshishead, the same ruling holds. There must be partnership
in the act in order for it to be valid. Ibn Umar God be pleased with him!! said [If
one catches the imam's bowing by joining him in that posture before he lifts his
head, then verily one has caught the rak'ah, and if the imam liftshis head before
one made the bow, then one has lost a rak'ahi.'

I Yg
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If the imam has recited that which is required in prayer namely, one long verse
or three short verses! thereafter, a follower bows before the imam does, then, if

the imamjoinshim in thebowing, thefollowersbow isdeemed valid even though
it is prohibitively disliked to proceed ahead of his imam. This dislike is due to the
words of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! who said Do not
overtake me in bowing or prostration!!. H owever, if the imam does not j oin the

follower in the bowing or the follower bows before the imam completes the
recitation required, then the follower's bow is invalid and he must perform the
bow again, and if he doesnot and continues the prayer, it isvoid.

It is disliked to depart the mosque after the adhan has been announced until the
prayer is performed, except if one is attending another group prayer such as an
imam or the caller of prayer who is committed to another group prayer. T he

Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said tOne does not leave a mosque
after the adhan, except a hypocrite or a man who had a need and intended to
return!.'

ly ~ lJ ~ g~ ~ ma l ~ f ljl Yl aa+ 5 l>~

' Abdur-Razak2/27~
J [Marakyal-Falah272!.
Ibn Habban 5 / 608.

' Maraky al-Falah 272.
Abu Dawud and al-Baihaqi, Maraky al-Falah 273.
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There is no dislike if one departs the mosque after having prayed alone, except if
the congregation commences before his departure for the dhuhr and Isha prayer;
in these cases, one is to j oin the group offering voluntary prayer. This is because
one is permitted to j oin the dhuhr and 'i sha with the intention of a voluntary prayer
and another reason is to evade a position of blame and accusation for avoiding
the group prayer. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said
[Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day must not stand in the position of
being accused by others!j.'
i+i' o~
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One is not to offer the same prayer he has already performed. These are the
words articulated in the hadith mentioned by al-Zayla'i, and scholars held
different interpretations as to the meaning. Some said it means: "One cannot pray
the same obligatory twice for the seeking of rewards." Others maintained that it
means: "One must not abandon the prayer and begin a new one the moment he
believes he has ruined it, for the reason that such actions would encourage satanic

whispers." Others maintain it means: "One is not to repeat the obligatory prayer
believing he has not offered the first one properly."

The Prost rat i ons

~ ~ .~
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ness

l >~

TheRuling Of TheProstrationsOf ForgetfulnessAnd ItsCause
yg i!~
l sl~ ~ lgJQ + p~

gl ~

~

If a person forgetfully omit s a uej ib element of prayer, it becomes necessary to
perform two prostratioas, the tashahhud and the f i nishi n salams, and this is all

that is required even if one omits multiple acts.' The prostrations of forgetfulness
was legally established to mend a defect that occurred in prayer and for that

reason it is deemed necessary to perform. The way it is performed is as follows:
when the person sits for the last sitting of prayer the equivalent time of tashahhud,
he is to observe one salam to the right after which he is to perform the two

prostrations. This is followed by the recitation of the tashahhud, ibrahimiyya and
supplication and is concluded with the finishing salams. If one performs the

prostrations of forgetfulness prior to the salam, it is somewhat disliked. Note:
according to the j urists

forgetfulness, doubt and oversight are all regarded as

one an d th e sam e i n relat io n to t he r u l e.

' Al-'Ajluni fi Kashf al-Kafa' 2/333 [Maraky al-Falah 273!.
Maraky al-Falah 273.

The same rule applies if one delays, commits excess or deficiency with respect to a waj ib
element, not a sunna one.
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If one deliberately omits a wajib element, he has sinned and must repeat the
prayer to mend the defect caused by the deliberate action.

~ ~j fgpl l M gl ~ o~ a~ ppt aJpl l p~l py .' ~ + J yl : > g~

~ lg ~
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q ~l~ ! ~ 4' ' ~ l~ o~ gai~ 1

However, there are some cases where jurists have said, One is not lopc/ ~ ~
p mtrationsof p getf uhessp r ddiberaleomissioas, crapl in tlutesituations
I- If one intentionally omits the first sitting of tashahhud.

~- If one deliberately delaysthe prostration from the Brst rak'ah to the end of the
prayer .

3- If one intentionally ponders over anything, for an amount of time it takes to
complete a pillar.
~
8 %en To P

l ~~
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It issunna to perform theprostrationsof forgetfulnessafter the finishing salam of
prayer, though it has been stated that this action is ma
j ib. The basis of the Hanafi

view isthe report that the Prophet God blesshimand grant himpeace!! [Offered
two prostration of forgetfulness whilst seated after the salam].' In addition are the
wordsof the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! [For each error are two
prostrations after the salutation!.' Therefore, the Hanafi view holds that it is
sunna to perform the prostrations of forgetfulness after one has offered the salam
of prayer and that it is sufficient to offer them after the first salam to the right
side. Imam Shafi'i on the other hand held that one is to make the prostrations
prior to the final salams due to the report that the Prophet God bless him and

give him peace!! [Made the prostrations for error prior to the finishing salarns]. It
is recorded by all the six sound compilations. Imam Malik held that prostrations

due to deficiency are made prior to salutation and those due to excess are made
after th e sal utation .

Bukhari in the Chapter of Sahu. [Maraky al-Falah 274].
Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah.
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It is sufficient to make the prostrations after offering one salam to the right, and
this is the soundest view and that which the majority of scholars mai ntai n. Their
reasonsfor this view isthat it is superior and precautionary because once a person
has offered both finishing salams, he is permitted to speak; hence, it is best to be
offered after the first salam. It is somewhat disliked to offer the prostrationsprior
to the Gnishing salamsof prayer.
~

l >~
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The prostrations of forgetfulness are cxnrscd when the sun rises right afar one has
offered the salams in the dawn prayer. In other words, if one offers the salam of
prayer before the sun rises and then it emerges, the prostrations are excused.
Likewise, the prostrations are excused if one offers the salamsprior to the sun
changing colour in the 'asr prayer, thereafter it changescolour.

| ~ l~ ~LJl~ L ~~ py
Additionally, if one offers the finishing salams and then performs any act that
prevents him from continuing the prayer, such as intentionally breaking wudu
after the salam, or laughing and talking, the prostrations of forgetfulness are
caused. In other words, should one intentionally perform an act after the salam, an
act which would prevent one from continuing the prayer, such as speaking, then
the prostrations are excused.

~ [p~ g J~ lpp~tl,l ~
TheRuling Of TheFoQomr Ma'mum! And Lalecorner Masbug!
InRetneion ToTheProseralions Of Forgeefnlneee

~~

>~<! ~ t~ > ~p> ~

The forgetfulness or error of the imam makes the prostrations binding upon the
followers, though if the follower is forgetful, the prostrations are neither binding
on the imaxn nor the follower. The reason isthat if the follower does prostrate the
prostrations of forgetfulness by himself, he would be at variance with the imam,
and the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! said, "Do not be at variance
with your Imams," and the Prophet God bless him and give him peace! said,
"The imam is responsible for you, who lifts off you your forgetfulness and your
recitation."' Another narration states that the Prophet God bless him and give
him peace! performed the prostrations of forgetfulness and the people performed
the prostrationswith him.'
' Abu Dawud, at-T irmidhi.
Amda al-Ahkam 2/ 36.
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The latecomer to the group prayer must perform the prostrations with his imam

because he isjoined to him! after which he isto risetomake up what he missed
from the prayer.' If the latecomer then makesan error i.e. he forgets! while he is
making up the actions he missed, he will have to perform prostrations for that
error as well. Though not the one who was with the imam at the start. For
example; person X begins the prayer with the imam, but then falls asleep in the
prayer. When he wakes, he is required to make up what he lost. However, if he
forgets something when making up what he lost, it is compensat ed for by the
imam without the need of forgetful prostrations on the basis that he began with

the imamwhereas the one who arrived late to the prayer and missed a portion of
the prayer with the imam, is required to prostrate for his own forgetfulness,
should he commit one when making up the actions he missed.
B ranc/ia

The imam is not to perform the prostrationsof forgetfulness in the Friday prayer,
nor for both Eid prayers in order to repel the discord due to the large number of
people.

g~l

I+ Iil!pa~ l l~ ywlygl~S +Qadi p- ! I ~l>4,~ + I~ Jg31>yuj~pi +
Qlj ~ l ply>pa, ~ g ~

!

One who forgets to perform thej il t ~ ~eg
g in an obligatory prayer is to return and

sit, provided he does not completely stand, and this is according to theevident
report which is the correct one. The Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said [When an imam stands up at the end of two rak'ahs, if he remembers
before standing straight up, he should sit down, but if he stands straight up, he
should not sit down, but perform the two prostrations of forgetfulness!.' And if a
follower behind the imam! forgets to sit, then his case is like one who ofers a

voluntary prayer, he is to return and sit even if he was completely standing,
becau se he is a follow er .

, ~ pl J ~ >~ g ~yt >~ I$1gISgp,~
i M >I i g ~
I

l~

~ ~gt ~+ Igl ~~iQjp
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Note: before the latecomer rises to make up what he has missed, he should wait until he
knows that the imam is not going to perform prostrations of forgetfulness; thoughore may
rise after reading the tashahhud when he fears the period of wiping the footgear will
expire, or the time of the Friday prayer will expire, in which cases one doesnot have to
wait for the imam to give salam. Maraky ai-Falah 276!
A bu D awud l 03 1.
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If the person who forgets to sit at the first sitting! returns to the sitting posture

after being closer to standing, then he is to perform the prostrations of
forgetfulness. Note: one is regarded as being closer to standing when the bottom
half of the body is straight up, whilst the back is leaning. If on the other hand one

was doser to sitting, then he is not required to offer the prostrations of
forgetfulness. One is regarded as closer to sitting if his legs have not been
straightened. If one returns to the sitting posture after completely standing,
scholars differed whether the prayer is nullified or not, though the clearest report
is that the prayer is sound.

~~ I~ ~.~ LI J ~, ~

I ~S~BI >~ I ~ ~ ~g

If a person f mgcts to PtrP nn the last sitting and rises for the fifth rak'ah, he is to

return to the sitting posture provided he doesnot prostrate in the fifth rak'ah, and
must then perform the prostrations of forgetfulness for delaying the compulsory
sitting. It has been narrated that the Prophet God bless hi m and grant him
peace!! [Returned to the sitting posture! after standing for the fifth, and he

performed prostrationsof forgetfulnessj.'
Q ~ + IJ ialg l g. W lJ i ~,p~ lj ap I ' i li >L ~ q, ~ ~ g ~D ~ JP
Yys~ ~ i
If on the other hand one performs a prostration in the fifth rak'ah whether it is

done forgetfully or intentionally!, then his obligatory prayer is converted into a
voluntary one for the reason that he has engaged in a voluntary prayer before the
compl eti on of the obligatory one. Abu Yusuf held that: the prayer is no longer
regarded as obligatory from the moment one places his hands on the floor for the
prostration in the extra rak'ah, while M uhammad said it is when one's forehead is

raised from the floor; and he may add a sixth rak'ah if he wishes, even if it was in
the 'asr prayer or a fourth rak'ah in the fP
a for the reason that it is desirable to
complete thisvoluntary prayer which was not originally intended. And there is no
dislike for having added these rak'ahs because they were not intended from the
start, and this is the soundest view. Upon this, one is Not to perform the
prostrations of forgetfulness for having left the sitting, because what is rendered
deficient by an invalidating factor cannot be mended. Note: voluntary prayer is
perf ormed as two rak'ahs minimum and for this reason it is desirable to add a
sixth rak'ah or a fourth rak'ah in the dawn prayer.

my Jb ~ gQi ~ l o>LsI w~ + gyQ g~ ~ / Ip~ l~ g~
i
g aQi l' ~l gI > I ll ~

Bukhari l 226.

' Maraky al-Falah 278.
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~ ~ si~ing and then stands up without offering the

finishing salams, he isto return and sit and perforin the f i nishi n salamswithout

repeating the tashahh« .' And if one prostrates in the fifth rak'ah, it does not
nuQify his obligatory prayer because the kst siMsg has been performed. It is
however, recommended for this person to add another rak'ah to the extra one so

that the additional two are regarded for him as a voluntary act. This is followed

byprostrationsof forgetfulnessfor delayingthefinal salams.
qLiJIg~ l~~ ~St~ gP I La . I~ ~ILj ' ~
If a person has pe« rnied the prostrations of forgetfulness in a two rak'ah
voluntaryprayer, he isn« to add another two rak'ahsupon them, for the addition
of two rak'ahs! nullifiesthe prostrationsof forgetfulness by falling in the middle
of the prayer. Though if one doesso that is, addsan extra two rak'ahs! then he is
to make the prostrations of forgetfulness again and this is the opted view on the
m atter .

~ ~ YQs~

~ Vl~ o~ ag~ tj ~ ~ ~

lf a person on whom the prostrations of forgetfulness are required, offers the
f i nishi n salam and at that point is joined by a follower, it is valid for the
follower! provided the foriner person the imam! performs the prostrations of

forgetfulness. If he does not, then the following is invalid according to Abu
Hanifa and Abu Yusuf, though contrary to Muhammad and Zufar. Note; the

follower istojoinhisimam in theprostrationsof forgetfulness.'

~ .t~ ~~Jp ! I ~ iwlr ~ i ~
i~ ~
If one forgetsa necessary act in the prayer, the prosrations of forgetfulness are

required tomend thedefect. And one is required to perform the prostrationsof
forgetfulness, even if he deliberately givessalam intending to cut off the prayer;
providedonedoesnot turn awayfromtheqiblaor speak after having offered the
salam!. However, it hasbeen maintained by some scholarsthat turning away from

theqibla doesnot affect him provided he doesnot leave the mosque or speak'
Comments: In the event that the prostrations of forgetfulness become due in
order to remove deficiency, one is required to perform the prostrations, even in
the case where one deliberately gives the finishing salam intending to cut off the

prayer and not return to it, even though one remembers what is required of
himself it'. thePros«« <~ of forgctf i> m!. In this case, one's salam is disregarded
and does not move one outside the prayer,' and he must perform the prostration
' Note: if one offersthe salam standing, it is valid, though one has left the sunna; for it sunna to

givethe salamseated. [Marakyal-Falah278]. However, Al-Hidayah maintainsthat one isnot to
givethesalamsstandingsincehe hastheability tosit back downandoffer them.
Maraky al-Falah» !~.
Maraky al-Falah» 9.
' Th » b ausethe m« e n ent» n « change what islawful and leg timate doesnot i n'
it; and the offering of the salam with this intent is disregarded while rememb n
ht

r quiM of on~ if. Hence. one is required to performthe prostration of forgetfulness as th
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of forgetfulness provided he does not turn away from the direction of prayer,
leave the mosque or speak after having observed the salam. Moreover, if one
offers the salam resembl ing that he owes a prostration from one of the rak'ahs
[~~j > ridbrjyaj or an obligatory act, the prayer is deemed void. The rule in this
regard is clear because the item isa pillar.'

, g t~ , ~ ~tp < ~ y t~t~z ~i ~ c, J ~ » g~
>f a person praying a four or three rak'ah obligatory prayer givesthe final salams
tliinking he has compl eted the prayer, but then learns he has only prayed two
rak'ahs, he is to complete the prayer by praying the rak'ahs he neglected and
znake prostrationsof forgetfulness.

'll 5g .~ l ~~ ~ ~ ~~ q I~I mgl5g] ~ ~~ ~

yo~ J4 i Q

If a person lengthenshisthoughtsor daydreams, and delaysthe final salamsuntil
he becomesaware, then he isrequired to makeprostrationsof forgetfulnessif this
time delay was equivalent to performing a pillar. If not, then he is not required to
perform prostrations of forgetfulness.
t~~t~l ~t

0 es4 ~ ~ I gg y1~ l ~ ~t ~ ~ g J~l ~ ~4'P l + jplSl>JaQ~ ~>m J ~ 1o~ l
l f one is uncertain about the number of rak'ahs he has ov ered before the

completion of the prayer, and this was the first time that doubt had arisen after
acquiring maturity, or doubt which is not a regular occurrence, the prayer is void
and is to be commenced from the beginning. The Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! said [If one of you is in doubt as to how many rak'ahs he has
prayer, he is to start afreshj.' I mam asS arakhsi held that what is meant here is

that doubt is not a regular occurrence. The meaning is not that one does not
forget at all, rather it is not routine. Therefore, if a person has doubt about the
number of rak'ahs for the first time and then did not have doubt of that kind for

many years; after which it occurred, one is cease the prayer and commence a new

one because it is not a regular occurrence. Moreover, the prayer is to be ended

with actions that are deemed contrary to prayer. It cannot be discontinued with
the intention alone. Thisindicatesthat actionscontrary toprayer are required.

i"ram of the prayer remains, as long as one does not turn away fromthe qibla or speak.
Marak>~-Fai~ 2~~I.
Maraky al-Falah 279/ Ibn Abidin.

2

Bukhari and M uslim.

Maraky al-Falah 28l.
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Furthermore, the text clearly states that the doubt is concerned with the number

of rak'ahs offered, which indicates that if a person for example doubts in the
second rak'ah of the dliuhr prayer that he is praying the 'asr and in the third rak'ah

that he isofferinga voluntary prayer and in the fourth rak'ah that he isengaged
in the dfiNhr; the Hanafi scholars held that he isperforming the dhahr prayer, and
that the dpubt is not given consideration in this regard; and this is maintained in

al-Bahr.' Moreover, if one doubts whether he has offered prayer or not and the
time of prayer remains, one isrequired to pray.'
3 JL~

g! Yl p

5 u '5l w 2 ' pli

If a person's doubt arises after the finishing salams of prayer, then it is

disregarded unless one is certain he has left out an act, nam
el y, a necessary
element, in which case one must make up what he omits. Maraky al Falah savages: If

after the completion of the prayer, one is informed by an upright person that he
has left out a rak'ah, yet the person who offered the prayer is certain that he had

completed jt, then the information isdisregarded, though if two upright people
inform the person that he has left out a rak'ah, then their information is enacted

upon. And if the imam who lead the prayer differswith those who prayed behind
him; and the i mam is certain, then the saying of the followers is disregarded,
though if the imam is not certain, then their saying isaccepted.'

PQL,i i .J' Q~ l ~PWML ~ ~ ~iP'>~
1
If a person's doubt occurs f'requently, he is to base his decision upon his
predominant view. If one does not have a predominant view, thea he is to take

with the~ umumthat heknowshehasperformed and continue fromthat point.
The Prophet Gpdblesshimand grant himpeace! said, "If someonewasforge!ful
in prayer, and does not know whether he prayed one rak'ah or twp, then he is fp

continue from one rak'ah, and if one does not know whether he has performed
two or three rak'ahs, then one is to continue from the second rak'ah, and if pne
does npt know whether he has prayed three or four, then he is to continue from
three, and one must perform prostratipns of forgetfulness before the salams."'

~~ ~ l + uSqP w m g

In the case of continuing fromthe minimum, one isto adopt the sittingposture
and recite the tashahhud! at each occasion that he believes to be the end of his

prayer so that hedoesnot become like one who isneglecting the obligation of the
sitting posture.

Hashia I bn Abidin 5/ 393.

Maraky al-Falah 281
Maraky al-Falah 281.
' T irmidhi 398.

' Al-Hidayah 82/ Maraky al-Falah 282.
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Furthermore, if one is certain that he has acquired the state of minor impurity
[hadathj and he has doubt about whether he is pure, then he is regarded as being
in a state of minor impurity. If one is certain he ispure and hasdoubt about being
in a state of minor impurity, then he isdeemed pure. Thiscorresponds to the base
rule that certainty is not removed with doubt. Moreover, if one doubts some of

the aspects of his wudu and this is the first time it had come to mind meaning it
is not regular!, then one is to wash the place of concern. If the doubt is frequent,
one isto disregard it. The same applies to the wiping of the head.'
oj ~ l Q~
The R ecital P rostration

There are versesin the Quran that if recited, require the rccitcr toprostrate as well as the onc
who hears its recitation. There arc three conditions that validate thc recital prostration and

they arc: r! to bepurefrom minor impurity and physical hfikment, 2! One must face thc
directionof prayer, 3! and oncmust cover hisnakedness i.e., theawrahof themak andfcmak
must bc covered, Thepillar of thc recital prostration is toplace theforchead on thcground.
And its ruling is asfollows: if it is recited inprayer, it is nccmary toperf ormimmediately.

And if it isrecitedoutsideof prayer, thenit isnecessarytoperf orm, but may beslightly delayed,
though isdisliked. Additionally, it cannot beperfor med with tayammumunkssthcconditions
of tayammumaresatisfi ed.
44XPj 0j ~ l p~
Thc Cause

l ~ ~ LIgy.i54dlJ ~

~

The R eci tal Prostrati on And I ts R uli

i l~ lg lJs~ l~~ ~.~

lg vLJI~JLllJr ipM I~

The reason for the prostration of recital is due to the reader who recites one of its
verses and the listener who hears it; and this is the soundest view. The recital

prostration is uej ib to perform and may be slightly delayed according to Imam
Muhammad if it is recited outside of prayer, although it is somewhat disliked to
delay from its time. Abu Yusuf held one narration from Imam Abu Hanifa; that it
is wajib to prostrate immediately for one who recites one of the verses of
prostration. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [The
prostration is obligatory! for one who hearsit and for one who recites it!.
~ ~LdL j t j

I >~

The prostration becomes a+j ibupon anyone who recites one of its verses, even if
it is recited in Persian or in any other language and this is agreed upon.

~

Ij i 5IS + t~' o~ glJpiJS v i~

' Al-Fiqhal-lslamy, Ibrahirn as-Salkini 334.
Ibn Abi Shaybah from Ibn Umar. Al-Dalai', vol. 2, l 78.
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Reciting a letter of the word 'saj ds'with the word before it or the word after, from
the verses which require prostration, is regarded as recitation of the entire verse
and one must therefore prostrate according to the soundest view. Though it has
been mentioned that one is not required to prostrate unlesshe recites the majority
of the verse of prostration. Additionally, it is held in the book Mukhtasar al-Bahar.
that if a person recites the word "kYas
j ud" tohich means but prostrate, and then
pauses and does not recite the word "Waktarib" tvhich means; and bringyourself

closer, then he isrequired to prostrate.'
I~ l I

~ pi~ le~ lphali julypl gyley~y l~ YlyJangly~! lyml~YIpi I ~ pent Ql ty
tglp~ lg~ ly ~ l~ g
The Verses of prostration aref ourteen and they arein thef olk wing surahs.
1! Al-A'raf. 2! Ar-Ra'ad. 3! An-Nahl. 4! Al-Israh. 5! Maryam. 6! The first mention
of sajda in the surah al-Hajj, not the second mentioning of sajda in the same
surah. However, Imam Shafi'i held there are two prostrations in al-Hajj.' 7! AIFurqan. 8! AI-Naml. 9! AsSajda. 10! In the surah Sod upon reading the following
words: [ he! fell down, bowing in prostration! and turned to Allah in repentance!.
Verse 24. Although some scholars state the prostration is required at the words,
[And a beautiful place of final! return!. Verse 25. 11! Ha Mim Sajda or Fussilat!.
One is to prostrate upon reciting or hearing the words in surah Fussilat, [And
they never flag nor feel themselves above it! Verse 38, although, I mam Shafi'i
held that it is at the words [If it is Him that you wish to serve]. Verse 36. 12! AnNajm. 13! AI-Inshiqaq 14! Al-'Alaq.

Al-'Alaq, 19 [Maraky al-Falah 284!.
Maraky al-Falah 284.
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Who I s Re ui red To P rostrate
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T he prostration of redtal becomes tejaib when one hears it, even if he does not
intend to hear it, and the ruling is the same whether one understands its meaning
or not, as is reported from many of the great Companions, God be pleased with
them all. However, this excludesa female experiencing menstrual periodsor postnatal bleeding that is, they are not required to prostrate if they hear its

recitation!.' And neither is the imam or his followers to prostrate if they hear it
fr om a follower behind this imam or from a follower of another imam. For

example, if the dhuhr prayer is being prayed, and one of the followers behind the
imam recites a verse of prostration that is heard by the imam and followers, they

are not required to prostrate. On the other hand, if a person outside the prayer
hears it from a follower who is offering prayer, then the person outside the prayer
is required to prostrate.

lyjl ~ Bi J ~ ~

!g~ A! ~ IgJa ply' o~ l~ lp~

i ~ ~ lapa

If the imam and his followers hear the verse of prostration from another person

who is not praying, they are to prostrate after the prayer. If they prostrate in the
prayer, it wil! not suffice but their prayer remains sound according to the most
apparent viewin thisregard.'
I+ ~

pl ~

Hearing the verse of prostration in Persian or any other language and
understanding it, makes it necessary to prostrate. Indeed, this ruling is the one

relied upon. This is what Imam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yusuf held though
Abu Hanifa said it is necessary even if one does not understand its meaning but
was informed to prostrate.'

/ + I ir~ gJ ~
Experts differed whether a person is required to prostate if he hears the verse of
prostration from a sleeping or insane person, i.e. one may have uttered the words

while sleeping. As-Sarakhsy said that it isnot necessary because the recitation of it
I

This means that the prostration is not required o a menstruating woman or one suffering
from postnatal bleeding should they recite it or hear it from others. Though if one hears the
recitation from them, then others are required to prostrate. With respect to a person in a state
of janaba sexual impurity!, if he recitesa verse of prostration or hears it from others, then he
must prostrate. And if othershear the verse recited fromhim, then they must prostrate aswell.
Additionally, if it is heard from a disbeliever or a bov capable of differentiating!, then one is
required to prostrate. [Maraky al-Falah 286!.
Maraky al-Falah 286.
' Marakv al-Falah 286.

' Maraky al-Falah286.
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will not be correct given the absence of differentiation from the sleeping or
insane person!. Furthermore, if it is recited from an intoxicated person, it

becomes imposed upon him to prostrateaswell as thosewho hear it from him.'
~ ~ lp ~ l ~
The prostration of recital is not necessitated if it is heard from a bird or an echo.
A person may have a pet bird that mimics others.
. ~ y . op~ i 3~
Wi l h What Thi

Can The Pr ost r at i on Be Carn ed Out ? A nd H%en To P

onn I t

The verse requiring prostration can be recited and offered within a prayer and
outside a prayer. If it is recited outside of prayer, it is not required immediately
and may be delayed for some time. Though if one reads it, but performs it after
concluding his recitation or one hears it being recited from another person and
then travels home and prostrates, then he has fulfilled it. However, it is somewhat
disliked to delay the prostration from the time of its recitation without an excuse,
because one may forget it with the passing of time.
If it is recited within prayer, it is required immediately; and the one praying may
either conclude his recitation with the verse of prostration, at which point it is not

conditional that he offer a specific prostration for it; rather he may offer it in the
original bowing of the prayer if he intends to perform it in that posture. Likewise, if
he concludes his recitation with the verse of prostration, then he may offer it in

the original proslration of the prayer, whether he intends to execute it within that
postur e or not.

However, if one does not conclude his recitation with the verse of prostration, and
reads three verses or more after it, then one must now offer a specific prostration

for what he read and the original prostration of prayer does not suffice. And aPer
having opt ed a specif icprostrati on, it is recommended that one rise and recite at least
three verses or more, then bow and conclude the remainder of his prayer.'

~ lgA ~ ~ ' J ~
The prostration of recital may be carried out with either an additional bow or
additional prostration in the prayer, other than the original bowing or prostration
of prayer. It is however recommended to execute the prostration of recital with a
prostration and not a bow. And if the prostration verse is the last verse one reads,
aP v which one ov ersa speciPcprostrationfor his recitation!, then he is to recite Quran
after rising from it, even if it is two verses from another surah. This is so one does
not construct the bowing upon the prostration immediately upon rising from it. If
however, one rises from it and then immediately bows, it is disliked.3

' Maraky al-Falah 286.
Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini, 335.
Maraky al-Falah 287.
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In the case where one stops reading immediately after reciting the verse of
prostration; or does not read more than two verses after reciting it, then it can be
carried out with the original bowing of prayer, provided one intends it within th at
posture. Meaning, the original bowing of prayer suffices provided one intends to

execute the prostration of recital in that posture. [Naraky al-Falak states:j To avo id
confusion amongst the followers, the imam of a prayer as well as his follower s a re

to carry out the recital prostration within the original bowing of the prayer. T he

same applies to a silent prayer.' Moreover, it is mentioned in at-Tatarikhiy a that if
one recites the verse of prostration in a silent prayer, then it is better to fulfi l t he
obligation during the bowing posture in order to prevent confusion amongst t he
people; and if the prayer is an audible one, then to offer prostration for t he
recitation is superior.'

Pt a>'O
UI»>~ ! l>l i>'5UI:gj! la>' ! i Qla>~
It is also accotnplished with the original prostration of prayer even if one does n ot

intend to carry it out in that posture, provided one concludes his recitation wi th
the verse of prostration and does not read more than two verses after reciting it.

In other words, if oneconcludeshis recitation with the verseof prostration and does not read
more than two verses after reciting it, then he may carry out his obligation in the ori gi nal
prostration of tkeprayer cvcn if hc did not intend it Serein. However, if one recites mn re
than two verses after reciting the verse of prostration, then it can no longer be
carried out with the original bowing or original prostration of the prayer; rath er
one inust now offer a specific prostration or a specific bow for what he read.

~lgly .Q glJ o~ l p~g ~ i g ~t ~ ~J ~l yt a~p4Q ~pl
'04 ~

6 LSgw ghee ~

g J ha~~

w ~ g zi l goal cm ~

l L~ L I

If a person hears the recital prostration from an imam, and did not become a
follower at all or he does become a follower j oining the imam in a rak'ah of pr ay er
that did not include the recitation and performance of the prostration, then t he
hearer is to prostrate alone after the prayer according to the most evident view.
Though if the person joins the imam before he prostrates, then he is to prostr ate

with the imam. Whereas, if the person j oins the imam after he prostrated, though
his j oining was in the same rak'ah the verse was recited in, then the person is
j udged as having accomplished the prostration as he has caught the rak'ah and is
under no obligation to make the prostration. For exampl e, if a person hear s t he
verse in the first rak'ah, but j oins the imam in the second, then he is to prostr ate
after the prayer. If a person joins the imam before he prostrates for the verse, ha is
to prostrate with him. If a person j oins the imam after he prostrates, though it is
in the saine rak'ah he recited the verse and performed its prostration, then he h as
accomplished the prostration by catching the rak'ah.
Maraky al-Falah 287.
' Radd al-Muhtar.
Maraky al-Falah 287.
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A verse of prostration that is recited in the prayer must be carried out in the
pr ayer. If not, then it cannot be made up after the prayer . Additionally , one must
repent for intentionally leaving it.

ulggl ~ Ui g o~ lg~ ggl~

g~
l gg ~l~ ~ iS! p ~

o~ lp~V-'0l gp

I f a person recites a prostration verse outside of prayer and then prostrates, and

then enters prayer and recites it once more, then he is to prostrate again, though
if he di d not prostrate for the f i rs oae, then the prostrati on in the prayer sufBces
for the two according to the most evid ent view on the matter. In other words, the
on e performed in the prayer suffices f or the two on the basis of its strength. Note:
t his rule appl ies on the condition that one recites both verses in the same sitting;
for if one changes his sitting between the two recitations, then two prostrations are
du e. Equally, if one performs the pr ostration of recital in the prayer , and then
r ecites it after the salam of prayer, then he is to prostrate once more on the basis
t hat the one performed in the prayer has legally ended; this is according to the
m ost ev i d ent vi ew on the m at ter .'

J ~ I> ~

g 4 >P ~

T his is also the case for a person who repeats a prostr ation verse in the same
sit ting, in that one prostration suffices for the repetition.' T hough this does not
ap ply for two different sittings; [this ~ cans that if one recites the prostr ation verse
i n two separate sittings, then the perf ormance of one prostration is not sufficient,
since there are two places where the d uty of prostration must be fulfilled].
I ~ J w b gl
When I s A Si a i

L~

g p~ J U-'5 L ~

Re la<e t

l J~ ~

A sitting is replaced with another when one simply moves away from the flrst area
t o a distance of three steps. T his is al so achieved by tardiyya, which is the manual
pr ocess of making carpets or material Such a person takes material or fibres and
pl aces it through posts fixed to a wall or floor and goes back and fort h with such
Eibres. Indeed, such movements exchange the first sitting. With respect to the first
po int of moving away the distant of th ree steps, this is when one is on open land,
d e ser t , or a ro ad.'

~ ~i ~4
M ar aky al-Falah 290.

T hat is, one prostration suffices for a per son who recites a verse of prostration twice in the
same sitting. Note: the word sitting is the t r an slated word of maj lis. It is describ ed as an area

t hat one may occupy for a duration of t i me and then depart from. For example; one's fi rst
sitting was the swimming pool, though after exiting the pool, one's sitting isaltered or replaced.
M ar aky al-Falah 290.
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Likewise, it isreplaced if one moves fromone branch to another, or by exitma a
swimmingarea in a river or in a large reservoir, and this is the soundest vievy.
I ~ JJ - 5 l
Tha t Which D oa N ot A lter A Si tti

A sitting isnot replaced by moving from one corner of a small house to another
Meaning, that one may read the verses of prostration or hear it a number of ti~ es

and yet oneprostration sufficesin thissitting for all the recitationsand hearings
l M gp~

lg

Likewise, moving from one corner of the mosque to another does not replace the
first sitting even if the mosque is a large one because a person can be a follower

anywherein themosque wherethere isspace.'
Being on a moving ship does not alter a sitting, and the same ruling applies if it is
mot i onl ess.'

A sitting is not replaced by offering a rak'ah of prayer in which a verse of
prostration is repeated. T his means that if one recites the verse of prostration

more than one time in the same rak'ah, one prostration suffices. This point is
agreed upon. Likewise, a sitting is not replaced by offering two rak'ahsof prayer
in which the verse of prostration is repeated according to Abu Yusuf, thoUgh
contrary to Imam Muhammad. In other words, if one recites a verse of

prostration once in one rak'ah and once more in the second rak'ah, the sitting
does not change according to Abu Yusuf, while it does to Muhammad. Therefore
one prostration suffices according to Abu Yusuf."

Drinking, eating two mouthfuls, or walking two steps doesnot replace a sittirig.
Likewise, it isunchanged by leaning on something, or sitting and standing in
same spot, or by mounting and dismounting a beast in the place one recites the
verse of prostration.

A sitting isnot replaced if one repeatsthe verse of prostration in hisprayer upon
his moving beast.
M araky al-Falah 290.
M araky al-Falah 2%!.
M araky al-Falah 290.
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If the sittingpf the listener changesand not that of the reciter, then the obligatioa
pf prostrating will be repeated for the listener. Meaning, the listener hears the
verse of prpstratipn in one sitting, and then changes sittingsand hears the verse
aggin frpni the reciter who has not moved. Hence, the reciter remains in the same

place whereasthe listener does not. In this case, the obligationof prostrating is
repeated for the listener. Though if the listener remains in the same sitting, while
+ e reciter does npt, then it is not necessary for the listener to prostrate twice as
one sufBces for the two, and this is the most correct view.

Br a nba

l~lg~~ ig~ t~ gfegg
Meed to recite a suriLh and leave out the verse of prostratioa, whereas the

opposite is npt disMted. This means that one may read the verse of prostration
leaving out the rest pf the surah, and there isno dislike in such practice.

~ i~ f~l ~i~
Upon reciting a verse of prostration, it is recommended to add another verse of

~

in to it The reason isto prevent the assumption that one verse isgreater than

another, wherein reality they are all the wordsof Allah.'
b gl a' I ~ J'y

If is preferable tp silently recite the prostration verse from people who are not
ready pr ardent tp perform it, i.e. they may not have ablution or may be too tired
to perform it.

~ !y ~ gyp!~y p~,g 1 4 ~ ~! ~pLJlj ~5p.li ~~ l ~ Ldl~z~
am ~

Ml

~ en a perspn is peering the prostration of recital, it is recommended to stand
for it and then prostrate as A'ishah God be pleased with her! performed. Umm
Saiama Gpd be pleasedwith her! narrated [I saw A'ishah reading the Quran and
if she passed by a verse requiring prostration, she stood up and then prostrated!.'
A nd the hearer of the verse is not to raise hishead from the pros~

on before the

~ ter Note' In reality, there isnogroup performance for the recital prostration,
preferred fpr the reader to prostrate first for he is the first person to
respond to what he recites; and the reciter of the verse is not to be ordered tp
forward and the listeners are not to be ordered to Bne up 4 rows
Rather, they prostrateasthey arewhen they hear it-

Maraky al-Falah 29 l .
Al-Baihaqi 2/ 326.
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ogM I ~
Conditions

T4 Reci tal Prostrati on

~ ~ I Y}, ;~ I S I~ ~

i

The conditions which validate the recital prostration are the same conditions of
prayer, with the exception of the opening Allahu akbar.
op~ i p~
H ow To P

~

~

on n The R eri lal Prostrati on

g~~ $~sa j ~> gl- ~ ~ ~ ~ o~ lya~ ~ gl~ p

The recital prostration is performed as such; the individual prostrates once,
between two takbirs that are sunna. T here is no recitation of tashahhu d op

finishing salaxns i.e. one is to say one takbir and descend into prostration and
thereafter say the second takbir upon rising from the prostration, and during the

prostration, one should say three times"Gkry betomy Lordmost high. '

~

1;~
Its Ruling

+! ~ .' g~ ~ i!'lj~jest I+i~p ~ ~Q5 4!l w~~ gtq4] IM 4 y+ ~ Ii~
~ I'

The prostration of gratitude is disliked according to Imam Abu Hanifa, in whi+
one is not rew arded for doing, and its abandonment is better. However, I m~

Muhammad and Imam Abu Yusuf held: It is an a@ion that bringsonedoser toA~
in tohirk ono is totoortktif oriOtrf onnirtr. Abu Bakr God be pleased with him!! said
PVhen anything came to the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! which
caused pleasure or by which he was made glad! he prostrated himself in gratitude
to Allahj.' Irnams Shafi'i and Ahmad held that the prostration of gratitude is
legally valid. Malik does not take it as legal, while Abu Hanifa said it is not
r ecommended . According to some scholars, ablution is necessary for this
' Marakyal-Falah 292.
' Scholarsgave several reasonsastowhy Abu Hanifa held thisview. These include: Abu Hanjfa
did not see this act asan act of full gratitude, and that complete gratitude isattained through a
prayer consisting of two rak'ahs as Prophet Muhammad did on the day of Fat'h Makkah. As for
what is related regarding the Prophet prostrating if he saw amiction and suffering, this is
abrogated. [Al-Fiqh al-lslar y, Ibrahim asS alkini 340I.
' A bu D awud 2 768.
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prostration and according to others, it is not. Ibn Qayyim said, "It appears from
the prostration made by Ka'ab I bn Malik that it was customary among the

Companions to make prostrations when they received good tidings." Abu Bakr
God be pleased with him!! made this prostration when he was informed of the
mur der of Musailamah. Umar God be pleased with him!! prostrated when
Y armuk was conquered. T he Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! also
prostrated several timeson such occasions.'

op~ i o~

T he prostration of gratitude is performed sgnilarly to that of the recital
prostration along with its conditions that are the same as prayer, such as purity.
>a li
A Vi tal B

t Tha t Prcvm ts R

M! 4 4l eli 5l+ JSJ~ ~J l~~

J ~ >~

cb Cala mi ti a

l ~t ly ~ . glSJl J ~

1~LYl Jli

I mam an-Nasafy states in hisbook ALEaafjr. Whoever recitesin the smne sitting all
of the prostration verses with the intention of reciting all of them, and makes one
prostration for each of the redtations, Allah wN save him from whatever he is
troubled with [from the matterspertaining to this life and the hereafter, and many
scholars are of this viewj.
ti ttle

Abu D awud 2769.
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Condi ti ons T/iat Ob ' at e The E n'da P ra er

RI~ ~ 4d~

l~ + ~ ~ g ~

l o~

The Friday prayer is individually obligatory upon one who satiat es Severr
con di tions. It is established in the Quran, Sunna, and Consensus of the schplars

ij ma'!. T he one who rej ects it is a non-believer. The Prophet God bless hi m and

give him peace!! said Bear in mind that Allah hasmade compul sory for you the
Friday prayer at this place of mine, on this day of mine and during this mpnth pf
mi ne and in this year of mine, until the Day of Resurrection. He who abandpns it

during my lifetime or after, while he has a j ust or tyrant ruler, making little of it
the prayer! or denying it, Allah will not unite his gathering, nor will He bless his

affairs. Beaware that his prayer will not be valid nor will his zakat or haj ; npr will
his fasting nor his virtues be accepted as long as he does not repent. So he whp
repents, Allah will restore for him His grace and forgive him!!.'
~

l ~ ~ y J J~

Condi ti ons That Render The F ri da Pra er Obl at o

a+ lg o~g d l

1- One must be male therefore excluding femal es! and 2- Freedom therefore
ex cludes slaves!.

~ 9Ig Qm
litt I ~ g P-I>~ Q ~t~ u92
j! I>
3- One is to be a resident in a city or in a place where one is regarded as a resident

of the city, such as living in the courtyard that is adjacent to the city. This is the
correct view. This is the place that if one crossed with the intention of travel, he

would be deemed a traveller; and if one reached this point after returning from
travelling, he would be deemed a resident. Therefore, if one is a resident pf a

small town outsidethecity, Friday prayer is not compulsory on hi m. TheProphet
God bless him and give him peace!! said [There is no Friday prayer!, nor the

prayer of Eid al-Fitr or Eid al-Adha except in a city or large town!. The Prophet
God bless him and give himpeace!! also said [The right of the Friday prayer is
upon all Muslims except four: the possessed, the female, a boy and the sick! and

in another place in al-Bayhaqi, it states [and with the exception of the bpy, the

Ibn M aj ah 108 1.
A l-Baihaqi 3/ 179, Sunan al-Kubrah.
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possessed and the traveller!.' Hence, a person living in a small village outside the
city is not obligated to attend the Friday prayer, but the person living within the
city or a place where he is regarded as being a resident of the city, is duty boun'
to attend.'

4- T o be of sound health, and free from ill ness. T he Prophet God bless him an<

give him peace!! said [The Friday prayer in congregation is a necessary duty on

every Muslim, with four exceptions; a slave, a woman, a boy and a sick person!.~
Friday prayer is not obligatory on the traveller, though if he hears the cail, it
preferred that he attend.

5- Safety from an oppressor is the fifth condition. The Friday assembly prayer is
not necessary upon one who fears an oppressor.
I i p~ y

6- One's eyes must be sound, i.e. to possess the ability of reliable sight. Friday
prayer is not obligatory upon a blind person, according to Abu Hanifa. Though
this is contrary to Irnains Muhammad and Abu Yusuf who said, "If he can fjnJ
someone to take him, then he is required to attend."'
4 ! 1~ ~ p

7- Soundness of one's legs, i.e. one must have the ability to walk. Friday prayer is
not compulsory on one who is crippled and this is agreed upon in the h4adhhab.
I~
G mdi t i ons That Vali date Fri da Pra

There aresix conditi ons that Mli date Fn'dayprayer,.

.!t ~1~ I
1- It is to take place in the city or in its courtyard, such as an area used for the
benefit of the people like a park. The performance of the Friday prayer is val id in
many places within the city.

~i ~1~~

I,

2- It is conditional that the prayer be conducted by the siiltan as imam, Qr Qs
deputy.
Al-Baihaqi 3/ l 83, Sunan al-Kubrah.
Maraky al-Falah 296.
A bu D aw u d 10G2.

' Maraky al-Falah 296.
Maraky al-Falah 296.
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3- I t must take place at the time Of dkuhr. Anas Ibn Malik said: The Apostle of
Allah God bless him and give him peace!! used to offer the Friday prayer when
the sun declined.' According to Abu Hanifa, Malik and Shafi'i, the time for
Friday prayer is after the sun passes the meridian. It is not lawful before it. It is
not valid before the entry of the dkuhr timeand neither after the dhuhr time ends,
which means if one is praying the Friday prayer and the 'asr time enters, the
prayer isnullified.
i+st j 4 ~

~ ~

l>

4- T he sermon must be before the Friday prayer for the purpose of the Friday
prayer,' and the sermon is to be delivered in its time. If the imam gives the
ser mon before its time, it is not valid.

IJ I~ lpgg~ l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I g~
From those who are obliged to attend the Friday assembly prayer, there must be
at least one person from amongst them who is able to hear the speech of the
i mam, even if it is only one person, and thisis the correct view. This is regardless
if he is mut e, asleep, or whether he is a slave, ill or a traveller, even if he is in

maj or impurity aad then after the speech performs the major bath, there must be
at least one individual who has the ability to hear the speech.

~Ldl gi j l>
.>- General consent from the leader is conditional. Indeed, this is f romthe signs of
Islam and something specific to the religion. If for example, an i mam closed the
doors of his castle or the place in which he and his companions pray, then the
Friday prayer! is not permitted. However, if he permits the people to enter, it is
va lid .'

~ ~ >l ~>L
o>~ P ly~ Qg
l aup ow yQt o>~ M lysi JPa~
6- There must be a group present. This is achieved with three men besides the
imam, even if the men are slaves, travellers or are all suEering from an illness. It
is also a condition that they remain with the imam until he performs the first
prostration, and if they leave the prayer after this, the imam is to complete the
Friday prayer. T hough if they leave the prayer before this i.e. before the first
prostration! the prayer is nullified. And even if only one person leaves before the
Abu D awud I 079.

1 his means that the imam must deliver a sermon which is intended I'or the Friday assembly
prayer. T herefore, if the Imam sneezes and utters the words "al Hamdulillah"due to sneezing, it
does not serve as a substitute for the sermon; because these words were not in tended for the

Friday prayer, rather, they were for sneezing; and for his reason, the objective of the sermon
must be for the Friday prayer. [Maraky al-Falah 2iJ7!.
Maraky al-Falah 2J
' 8.
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first prostration and tworemain, the prayer isnullified as held by Abu Hanifa,
whereas Imam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yusuf stated that the three men are

requiredonlyfor theopeningAllahuakbar.

jtJ~~~ Mp
The Friday prayer isnot validwithafemale or boy included with two men;three
men are required since women, and boys do not satisfy the conditions that

obligatethe Fridayprayer.

It ispermitted for a slave, ill person or traveller to lead the Friday prayer asthe
imam, if he haspermission from the leader.

~~~.~~~U'J~ ~ i~ t~

,~~ i~ ~ <~ QiJ ~ c~. t~~ ~t~ ~ p ~ i,

A comprehensivecity, according toAbu Hanifa is a place that hasa muth, kadcr,
e who implements the law and establishes the hudud penaltia!. In

addition the number of buildingsmust be equal to the number of buildingsin

Mna accordiagtothemost evident view. ImamQadikhan held that thisviewhas
consensus.

In theevent that thejudgeor leader isa mufti, then either one issufBcient for all
threeroles; i.e. thejudgewhoisa mufti can assume theroleof ajudge, mufti and
leader. Thisimpliesthat havingoneof thesepersonsinan area would render it as
a city provided thebuildingsamounted to that of Mina.
~~ t >t <~

The Friday prayer is permitted in Mina during the days of haj provided it is
conductedby theIrkolifuor thehrakr of the Hijaz area.
The Ser mon A nd I ts Sunan

I+ I g o~ gI ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ l g ~Lai g1~ ~
tsthe Friday sermon to that of an invocation, such as one tasbih
0 Allah

Subhan Allah! or one tahmid All praise be ~ Allah

!. it is vahd, though is disliked because the sunna has not been
fulfilled. Imams Muhammad and Abu Yusuf said; that the sermon must be at

least aslong asalengthy remembrance, longenough tobeidentified asa sermon
[whichisat least aslong asthe tashahhud.' ImamShafi'i maintainedthat it isnot
pe~ i«ed unlesshe deliverstwo sermonsthat conform to practice. He used ashis

basis, thewordsof Allah [Hasten earnestly totheremembranceof Allahj.'

~M~ ~ ~-FR~ 299.
Quran, 62-69 .
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TheFriday sermon consists of eighteen sunan;

~ l ~ ! ~t YZ~> ~ ~l>9l>~ l J ~>~ l ~ a l ~ ~ ~ l>»~ l ~ » >~ l
1- To be in a state of purification when delivering the sermon is sunna. It is only
deemed sunna and not obligatory because the sermon is not the prayer.
2- Clothing one's nakedness during the sermon.
3- To sit upon the pulpit before commencing the sermon.
4- It is sunna to call the adhan in front of the pulpit, j ust like the iqama is made in
f'r ont of the pulpit aRer the sermon.

-' oK J' <p* gi o~ ~

a< JSg ~ ~ oql ~

lpuLi p

5- A fter the adhan, the imam stands to deliver the sermon leaning on a sword in
his left hand, which i s the method observed in all countries that were conquered
by force. Though if the country was taken or occupied peacefully, then the imam
does not adopt the sword. The wisdom of the sword is to show the people in what
way the nation was overcome, and that if the people denounce their Islam, then
that land remains in the hands of the Muslims, in which they may resume
fighting. However, the Madina of the Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! was opened with the ! uran, and as a result the sermon is given without
t h e sw or d.'

~ g ppaJl JLa- lg
6- Facing the people is sunna as the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!
per f or med with his Companions during sermon.
& 1~ Q M ~& lg el ~ ~~1J g
7- I t issunna to begin the sermon with praising Allah al-Hamdulillah!, followed by
glor ification which is beQtting for God.
j l >+

'lg

8- I t issunna to declar e the two testimonies of faith [shahadataynj.
+ ~ ~'I~ ~ 'I ~ + i~ ~ly
9- T his is followed by sending blessings upon our holy Prophet God bless him
and givehim peace!! which is sunna.
10/ 11. It is sunna tu advise the people about abstaining from disobedience to
A l l ah or to frighten the people about the punishments of the hereafter, and
r emi nd them about th eir duti es to Allah and dealings with others etc...
M araky al.l' alah 300.
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12- To redte a verse from the Holy $4 ran issunna. It isreported that the Prophet
God bless him and give him peace!! recited Quran in his ser mon and fear the
Day when you shall be brought back to Allah!.' Themajority of scholarshold that
the imam is to seek refuge with Allah from Satan the rejected before recitation.

However, he is not to say the tasmiyya [bismilahi arRalimani arRak rriJunless heis
going to recite the whole surah, in which case he is to say it aswell.

13- Conducting two sermons is sunna for the reason that it has been the
occurrence f rom the Prophet's time until now God bless hi m and give him
peace!!.
~ M I ~ ~ ~ lg
14- I t is sunn a for the im am to sit for a m om en t between th e tw o ser m ons «

th e

extent of three versesof Quran.

~L'Jlida4I l~- lJ ~ y~ Cul~ ~ l I;~ Q «~ ly LJI, ~ l «~l«'Q
15- To repeat the praises and glorifications of God including theblessings upon
the Prophet at the beginning of the second sermon.

P ~Li

Ml ~ ~ ~ «&dig

16- In the second sermon, it is sunna for the imam to make supplications of
forgivenessfor the believing men and women.

' l g l~ glg
17- It is sunna for the people to listen to the sermon. It is sufficient if one at t empt s
to listen but is unable due to a long distance or another cause. Sh« ld one b e
unable to hear the sermon, it suffices though silence isrequired.

~

l j ig ~

18- It is sunna to curtail the duration of the two sermons eliiivalent to W e
recitation of a surah &om the long part of the mufassal section which is any suraah
from surah al-Hujurat to surah al-Buruj.

It isdisliked to lengthen the sermons or to abandon one of itssuaa

Al-Baqarah 281.

' Marm>a-Fza 300.
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8%en Is On@Re ui red To At md The Frida Pra n'

~ JlJ J~QIglibl P lHay4 M ~ l ~ ~ ~ !~ ~
It isobligatory to proceed tovnLrdsthe Friday prayer in a tranquil state and leave.
buying and selliag when the first adhan is called. Note: the author used tha
Arabic word sa'iy, which meansto hasten in order to correspond with the words of
Allah PVhen the call to prayer is proclaimed on Friday, hasten earnestly to the
remembrance of Allah and leave off business and trade!. Though what ha
intended, is to proceed to the Friday prayer walking in a tranquil state due tn
words of the Prophet God blesshim and give him peace!! who said [If the prayeI.
has been announced, do not come to it hastily, but rather come whilst you arm
walking tranquilly!.'
B ranchy

p5 5yo'54m~ L$tp~ Ipg
When the imam emerges usually from the room near the pulpit, in order to
deliver the sermon, there is no more prayer and no taOdng until the imaxn

completesthe Friday prayer. This is the saying of Abu Hanifa as the Prophet
God blesshim and give him peace!! said [Even saying to your companion 'listen'

while the imam is giving the sermon on Friday is to speak foolishly!.' Though
I m am s Muha mma d and A bu Y usuf said, "T here is no harm if one talks when the

imam emerges provided one ceases before the imam speaks." And if the imam
orders the blessing upon the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!, then
one may utter it silently. By doing so, one will attain two merits; one for listening
to the sermon and the other for sending blessing upon the Prophet. Likewise, if
one sneezes, he is to praise Allah within himself. Indeed, the implemented and
relied uponruling in the Hanafi school isthat speaking is prohibited whether one
is distant fromthe imam or close to him!; for the reality is that the person distant
fr om the imam takes the same ruling as the one close to him. One is therefore to
l i st e n and r emai n silen t.

~ laJMly ~

E ating, drinking, fidgetiag with an object or something similar as well as looking
around isdisliked for the one attending the Friday sermon. One should observe
w hat heobserves in prayer and refrain fromwhat he refrains from in prayer.
' 5'yL~ s~ 5g

' Bukhari 908, Muslim l 249.
M uw attah of Imam M al ik 6 .

' M arakyal-Falah302.
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When the imam emerges, one is n ot to return thegreeting of salam or to reply to
one who sneezes, because one cannot engage in something else other than the
listening to the imam and this applies when the imam appears to conduct the
Friday sermon. Abu Hanifa disli ked the response to aperson who sneezes and the
returning of salam to others when the imam emerges.'

~ l + g~ l Ii l !+ I + ~

l ~ $'p

The imam is not to give salam to the people when he arrives at hi s point on the
pulpit because if he does so, he wi ll compel the people to that which is unlawful;
namely speech.'

~IM I J ~ !~ gyral op~
It is disliked for someone who is obliged to pray the Friday prayer, to leave the
city after hearing its call and not having prayed it.

~ / 1~ A ~ >L 4I>t gJ~ ~
If a person who isnot obliged to pray the Friday prayer attends it anyway, such as
a traveller, then it is credited for hixn as the obligation he had to perform in that
time, namely the dhuhr. Meaning, since one is not obliged to attend the Friday
prayer due to a valid reason, he must still perform the dlruhr prayer in that time.
However, if he attends the Friday prayer, it is credited for him as the obligation
required in that time.

Q .W] gL! aI + Jla, ~ I 4Y!y lgJ! ~ dp i ~~ '4Li ~ !~ g + ~
If a person prays the dhuhr prayer before the Friday prayer without an excuse, it is
unlawful, though his dhuhr prayer is considered to have been formed if he does so.
Afterwards, if he decides to attend the Friday congregation and! he moves
towards it and finds the imam performing it, then his dhuhr is nullified even if he
does not catch the imam in the Friday prayer. The reason is that the mere making
of an effort towards it renders his dhuhr void. However, Imam M uhammad and

Abu Yusuf held that it is not nullified until hej oins the prayer with the i mam.

Q>~ l J ~~ ~ I ~l>typa

l~>~

It is disliked for those who are excused &om the Friday prayer such as a traveller
or sick person! as well as prisoners, to perform the dkuhl prayer in congregation in
a city on Friday. It is also disliked for the one excused from the Friday prayer to

offer the dhuhr prayer alone in the city prior to the people performing the Friday
prayer. It is recommended for the excused persons to delay the dhuhr prayer until
after the Friday prayer has concluded and to offer the dhuhr prayer alone. T he
basis for this is the following. i! city locations on Friday are designated for the
Friday assembly prayer. According to the Hanafi school, the Friday prayer is to be
observed in a comprehensive city and not in small villages outside the city. T his
' Maraky al-Falah 302.
Maraky al-Falah 303
N ur al-I dah l 66.
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being the case, it is not disliked for residents of small villages outside the city to
« I adhan for the dhuhr and perform it in a group, because for them it is the
ob»gation of that time, ii! if those regarded as excused from the Friday prayer
offer the dhuhr prayer as agroup, it will interfere with the Friday assembly prayer
and cause confusion amongst otherswho may believe it to be the Friday prayer.'

lf a person joins the Friday assembly prayer when the imazn is in the Bnal
tashahhud, or making the prostrationsof forgetfulness, then he is to complete the
remainder of his prayer as the Friday assembly prayer according to Imams Abu

Hanifa and Abu Yusuf. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said

[Make up what you have missedj. Imam Muhammad, Malik and Shafi'i held,
th« if a person fails to join the congregation in the second rak'ah of the Friday
p~~y~r before the imam raises his head from bowing, then the person must
continue t he prayer as the dhuhr prayer, which is four rak'ahs, not two. However,
t" e fatwa i s with A bu Hanifa And Allah knows best.

' M~aky M-Fad 303.
Ahmad 2/ 238.
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I ts R uli

A nd Condi ti ons That Render I t W a i b

oFL 51~ Qjw~ i ~ l>~ ~ 1~ ~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ ~PI P ~ l> ~~ Io~
T he prayer of both Eids is l ej ib upon any person who is obliged to perforate the
Friday assembly prayer. T his ruling has been established on the basis of the
Prophet's diligence in performing the Eid prayers and because it has been
established that the Prophet God bless hi mand give him peace!! performed it
from the time it became law until he died without neglecting its performance. T he

khulafa ar-Rashidin God be pleased with them!! also observed this as well ~s ail

thejurists. And thisisthe basis for its necessitation.' The conditions for the Eid
prayer are the same asthe Friday prayer with the exception of the sermon, for the
Eid prayer is valid without the sermon, though it is a minor offence to omit it
because one has neglected a sunna. Note: the reason the Eid prayer is walid
without the sermon is because it is delayed until after the prayer, which ther< fore
excludesit as a condition, rendering it a sunna. Additionally, it is not a stipulation
for the Eid prayer to consist of a group of three excluding the imam as is the case
in the Friday prayer. Verily, it isvalid if there is one person with the imam.
~ ~ l .~

J ~

l - ~gP

Likewise, it is an offence to advance the sermon of Eid before the prayer, for this
is contrary to the sunna of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!.

~ l m py M ~ m l
R ecommendations On Ei d Al-Fi tr

l' ' ~

Z> ~ l J' ~ ay

Therearethirteenrecommendationson thedayof Eidal-Fitr

l~yylg J+ Kl~Q pigJSLgI

A narration in Abu Dawud states that Anas related: "When the Prophet entered Vladina, they

had two daysin which they would play. The Prophet inquired, 'What arethese two days?' '< hey
said, 'We would play during these two days in the days of ignorance.' The Prophet ~aid,
'Indeed, Allah has replaced for you these days with something better. T hey are the Day of A dha
and the Day of Fitr.'"[Abu Dawud 1134!.

2 Maraky al-Falah 305.
N ur al-I dah 166 .
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It is recommended to eat an odd number of dates before going to the mosque.
Anas God be pleased with him!! reported that the Prophet God bless him and

give him peace! would not depart for the Eid al-Fitr until he ate a date and he
would eat them in odd numbers!.' However, there is no sin if one does not eat
before the prayer, although if one does not eat in that day, there is blame on his
part.

oL' ~ t + g ~ g JLIt is recommended to perform the puriBcation bath gkusl!, brush the teeth siteak!,
to use perfume and to wear the best clothesone has. Ibn Abbas reported that the
Prophet God bless hiin and give him peace!! used to take a bath on the day of

Eid al-Fitr and on the day of Eid al-Adha' Also, it isrecommended to brush the
teeth in all prayers and is encouraged on special occasions. The Prophet God
bless him and give him peace!! on the day of Eid would perfume himself.'
y gl i,~ l EP~ g h~~

It is recommended for a person who is required to pay the sadaqah al-Fitr, to give
it before the prayer, for the reason that the Prophet God bless him and give him

peace!! ordered a person to perform this before the people departed for prayer.

i 'O'Jlppeal
It is recommended for one to exhibit and display happiness and joy in gratitude
of the blessingsAllah hasbestowed upon us, and so thisjoy may affect others.
485 ~

if~ i o+

It is recommended to give extra sadaqah, depending on one's capacity. Note: if
one does not possessextra funds, then he isto give only what is required.
~L- 3I ~ ~ ~ g~

lg

It is recommended to be awake early at the earli est period in order for one to

worship in a state of vivacity.

It is recommended to arrive early at the place of prayer in order for one to acquire
the max i mum rewards and benefits, such as being i n the first line.

J~I I~~J ~ l gl ~ l Ii! aJai ~<I~ I W LI ' 4 Lail ~l ~ ~ ~ L~ ~

;~ i ~ i i>i ~~ i <i»
Bukhari 953.

M arak y al-Falah 305.
' Ibn M aj ah 13l 5.
Al-M ustadrak 3/ 256.
' Bukhar i and Musl i m.

j ~

II~ ~
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It is recommended to perform the dawn prayer ia the local mosque in order to

fulfil its right, and then to proceed towards the areaof the Eid prayer walking and
uttering the takbir silently. T he Prophet God blesshim and give him peace!! used

to go for Eid prayer walking on foot.' And Ali God be pleased with hi m!! is
reported to have said [It is a sunna to go on foot tothe Eid prayer]. The Prophet
God bless hi m and give him peace!! said [T he best remembrance is the one

performed silently].' And upon reaching the destination of prayer, one is to stop
uttering the gakbi r according to one narration. Though according to another
narration, one is to cease the Aakbir when the Ei d prayer begins.

One is to return from the mosque via a different road. This is the recommended

practice. The Prophet God bless him and give himpeace!! went out by one road
pn the day of Eid and returned by another.' One reason for this is that both roads
will bear witness on the Day of Judgement.

Gal l J ~ l o~ ~
It is dtshhed to offer voluntary prayer at the pm
m rermte of Eid prior to the Etd

prayer, a position that is agreed upon; and it is disliked at home before the Eld
prayer according to the maj ority of Hanafi scholars. Ibn Abbas God be pleased
with him!! is reported to have said that Allah's Messenger went out and led the

people in the Eid prayer observing no prayer beforeit or after it.'
g~

I gL- ' I Q sM ~

iJ g~ ~

It is disliked to offer voluntary prayer at the gam er-site afhr the Eid prayer, this

applies only to the prayer-site of Eid, and this is the preferred view ~ rding to
the majority of the scholars, due to the saying of Abu Sa'id al-Khudri God be
pleased with him!! who reported that Allah's Messenger God bless him and give
him peace!! did not offer prayer before the Eid prayer. As he returned to his
house, he would perform two rak'ahs." It is therefore not disliked to perform
voluntary prayer at home after the Eid prayer i n accordance with the hadi th.'

' Ibn Majah 1297
Ibn Maj ah 1296.
Ahmad 1/ 172
A bu D a~md 1l 52

Bukhari, Musli m and Ibn M aj ah 129 1
Ibn M aj ah 1293.
' Maraky al-Falah 307.
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The Ti me

The E i d P ra er

The valid time to perform the Eid prayer is when the sun has risen above the
horizon the height of a spearslength or two, and ends at just prior to! noon.

H o+ To P

orm The E i d P ra er

One is to intend the prayer of Eid within himself, and is also required to intend
being linked with his imam as mentioned in the Conditi ons Of Prayer. The imam is
to utter his intention of leading the prayer.'

~L'31l~ p ~ ~
Then the opening Allahu akbar is given, after which the imam and follower recite
the opening glorification [thana'J.

l+ JSJ ~a g > l,"g al~Jl ~ i~ ~ ~
The additional takbirs are then performed by the imam and followers, and they
are thr ee takbi rs for whi ch the h an d s ar e r aised for each one of th em , and th is is

the way of Ibn Mas'ud. Note: They are called the additional takbirs as they are
additional to the opening takbi r and it is sunna to remain silent between each

takbir the time equivalent to three takbirs

/ pe +Sl y ~~ l ~ jan i l ~Xpsogp p iVLilll mal ~ ~

pi ~ p'

After this, the imam is to seek refuge with Allah from Satan the cursed for
recitation and then silently say, I n the same of Allah, Most Mercif ul, Most Gracious.
He then recites the Fatiha along with another surah preferably being Sabi Hisma
Rabbikal A'irk reciting the whole surah. Following this, he is to proceed into the
bowingposture with the people.

~ UJl.gp u/ at ~ay ~ag/ 1p WAUL~ ~

l, 1J- l i 'LU Li1~ii

When the imam rises for the second rak'ah, he isto begin with the basmala, then
the Fatiha, followed by a surah; and it is recon mended that the surah be 4
Ghashiyu according to Abu Hanifa. The Prophet God bless him and give hi m
peace!! would read in the two Eids and Friday prayer, Sabi Hisma Rabbikal A'Lab
and Halctaka hadi thul Ghashiya.'

Maraky al-Falah 307.

That is, "In the name of Allah, Most Merciful, Most Compassionate".
A bu Hanif a's M usnad 142
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QlJ'J'I! Jl~l~ ~JZ~ j p!lingsQyNIJPQ <z j ~~ I g glg!l~l~ + p'
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~

r this, the imam and the people are! to pronounce the additional ~

rs three

times raising the hands for each one as was done in the first rak'ah; and thjs

method is superior to advancing the additional takbirsbefore the recitation, since
it was the practice of Ibn Mas'ud and many of the Companions agreed with his

saying Godbepleased with themall!!.'

I f however, the im am advances the additional t a k e in the second rak'ah before

the recitation, it is permitted. And on completion of the prayer, the imam is
conduct two sermons during which he is to teach the people the lawspertaining to

sadaqah al-Fitr as the Prophet did God bless him and give him peace!! because
the sermon was sanctioned in order to teach people the laws pertaining to

sadaqah al-Fitr.'

The R uli

M i ssi

~

The Pra er

Ei d A l-Fi tr A nd D ela '

ll

Q'pg! l g o~ l ~ 4 ~

One cannot make up the prayer of Eid al-Fitr if it ismissed in congregationwith
the Qnam, because the conditionsof the prayer are incomplete without him.

If there is a reason that the Eid prayer cannot be performed on the proper day,

then it may be delayed and performed on the following day only. For example, if
the moon is veiled or is witnessed after the sun had passed its peak, then it is
permitted the following day only. Another reason could be that the Eid prayer
was performed when it was cloudy after which it became known that the dhuhr
time had entered which meant the Kid prayer was performed in a non-permissible
time.

~ 1~ ~ali i 4ys~
T he R u k s

QI ~~ 1

Eid Al Adha And I ts Variation To Eid Al-Fi tr

'$'I~ ~ I~ ~ ~ IJ ~ ~ ~~ tl .~ ISQI ~ ~ ~
Ij ~ ~ l ~

' Maraky al-Falah 308.
Maraky al-Falah 309.

QIgM jails~ 4I Wlp

~ !~
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The rules of Eid aEAdha are the same asEid atFitr, with the exception that for Eid

ulAd4 one is to delay eating until after the prayer, for the reason that it is the
recommended practice based on the report that The Prophet would not eat on the
day of Eid al-Adha until he returned upon which he ate from his sacrifice.'
However, if one does eat before the prayer, it is not disliked. Other differences
are: that on the day of Eid alAd4 one is to utter the takbir aloud in the street
when leaving to the prayer-site and in the sermon of Eid aLAd4 the imam is to
teach the people about the sacrifice, namely the slaughtering and who is required
to sacrifice and the time of sacrifice and the judgment of eating etc, and he also

orms them about the takbir of tasktiq during the sermon for the reason that the
ser m on w as san ctioned for th is instruction.

In addition, the 11~, 12'hand 13~ of Dhul-Hijjah are known asthe daysof tashriq'
in which the meat of the sacrifice was dried in the sun, in order to preserve it. And

the days of nahr Sacrifice! are the 10 , 11'" and 12'". However, the 10' is
specifically known as the day of nahr and the 13 is specifically known as the day

of tashriq. The 11'" and 12'" are known as both the days of nahr and tashriq.
Moreover, the takbir of tashriq isthe takbir that is said after the prayersbeginning

from thefaj r on the9'"up to theend of thedaysof tashriq.

I,t ~~ j I p~
The prayer of Eid al-Adha may also be delayed for three dayswith a valid excuse,
on the basis that these three days are the days of sacrifice. The prayer is valid

between therising of the sun a spearslength or two! until just before midday for
three days. The prayer cannot be performed after this time.
~~ ~ ~ ~ lg
If one tries to emulate those who are standing on Arafah, then it is not regarded
as anything. Indeed, such an act isunlawfully disliked [makruh tahrim] because it is
an innovation in religion and isoffensive. Verily, the standing isan obligation in a
specified place, just as tawaf is a pious act in a specified place. It is therefore
unlawful to make tawaf around any mosque or any house excluding the ka'bah
imitating those at haj . Our scholars held that whoever makes tamaf of a mosque
excluding the ka'bah, then disbelief [kuP[ is feared for that person. The same
applies to one who stands in a place resembl i ng those who stand at Arafat.'

Al-Baihaqi 3/ 283 and Ahmad 5/ 3a2.
Nur al-I dah 16' .
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The R uli
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The T ak bi a

Tashn

n Whom l t I s H a i b
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t<LYi~ ~ !~i l » i i>i ~Zg~<>~ i~ J , ~ ~ <i. ~

It is teej ib to commence the takbir of tashriq aRer the dawn on the day of Arafah
9' Dhul Hij ah! and is to be ended after the 'asr prayer on the day of Eid al-Adha
10 Dhul Hij ah!. It is to be pronounced once, straight afar entry obligatoryprayer

which is performed in a recommended group prayer.' And the takbir is waj ib
upon the imam who resides in the city and hisfollowerseven if they are travellers,
slaves or females according to Abu Hanifa However, the women are not to
pronounce the takbir aloud as thismay lead to fitna temptation!.
Based on this view, it is not required of the one who prays alone, a traveller or
those who reside in villages outside the city. Equally, it is not required after
voluntary prayer, witr or janaza. With regard to the takbir being wajib upon a
group, the basis is the saying of Ibn Mas'ud God be pleased with him! who said,
"The takbir in the days of tashriq is not upon one or two persons. The takbirs are
upon those who have prayed in a group."' Also, the reason the utterance of the
takbirs has been judged as wajib is because Allah said [Remember Allah during

the appointed days].' Furthermore, Shafi'i maintains that the takbir is an
emphasised sunna [sunna mu'akkada] and that it is not a requirement that the

takbir bejoined to the finishing salamof prayer.'

l ~ Qi i Lyg yl lgM yl l>~ gyco~ ~ ~ls ~ g JSyg ~ : YLiy
g + 1El ky ~

Ay c4P+

Imatn Muhammad and Abu Yusuf said that the takbir is waj ib straight after every
obligatory prayer upon anyone who prays the obligatory prayer, even if one prays
it alone, is a traveller, or resides in a small village. They maintained that this is
toaj ib until after! the 'asr prayer of the QRh day starting froxn the day of Arafah.
And this is the adopted practice and the fatwa issued is in accordance with this.
' Note: thistherefore excludesthe female group prayer. That is, if a groupof woman perform
the obligatory prayer amongst themsel ves electing one of the females to lead them!, then this
does not necessitate the takbir. However, if women performed the prayer being led by a male
imam, then they arc to utter the takbir silently and not audibly. As for thc imam and those with

him, they are required to utter it loudly. Moreover, it is necessary to join the takbir to the
finishing salam of prayer.
Tabarani 12/ 268.
Quran 2:203.

Al-Fiqh al-lslamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 352.
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Thismeans that it beginsafter thefaj r prayer on theday of Arafah 9 ! and ends
after the 'asr on the final day of tashriq 13'"! according to Muhainmad and Abu
Yusuf. Note: This is precautionary, because to perform something that is not
required is better than to leave the command of remembering Allah during the
days which are known sM' gnat! and those which are appointed mg'/ gag!. Allah

said in surah Hajj, verse 22 [Remember Allah during the known days] and in
surah al-Baqarah, verse 203 [Remember Allah during the appointed days]. It is

maintained that the appointed days are the days of tashriq and that the known
daysare the first ten daysof the month of dhil hji j ah. There is another view that
holds that the known days are the days of nahr and the appointed days are the
daysof tashrig.'
The issue is a matter of disagreement among the Companions The two jurists
relied on the statementsof Ali God be pleased with Him! adopting the maximum
as that is the precaution taken in matters of worship. Abu Hanifa relied on the
statement of Ibn Mas'ud adopting the minimum as pronouncing the takbir aloud
is an in n ovation.

There isno harm in reciting the takbir after the prayer of both Eids.
Qt all: J~ i !t ~ ly

The takbir is; Allah isthe Greatest. Allah isthe Greatest- There isnone worthy of
worship except Allah Allah is the Greatest. Allah is the Greatest- All Praise be to
A llah.
t t 1t t t

' Maraky al-Falah3I 2.
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The Pr a er

The Soh r An d L unar E cli se A nd T he F ear P ra er

Thetennkusuf referstoa solar eclr'psewhilst thetermkhusuf ref ers toa lunar eclipse. Also, the
meaningof the term'fear'in thefear prayer refersto that which bringsabout dreadin a
person, suchasan earthquake, strongwind or darkness t'n thedaytime.

It issunna to pray two rak'ahswhen thesuniseclipsed,' in the same manner that
one performs voluntary prayer. The i mamof the Friday prayer or the sultan's
deputy is to lead the prayer. If not, nogroup prayer is to be observed. The prayer is
offered without adhan or iqama and without audible recitation of Quran, and no
sermon is delivered, but rather one calls "The prayer is gathering," Qabisah alHilaali reported that there was an eclipse of the sun in the time of the Prophet
God blesshim and give him peace!. He came out bewildered pulling hisgarment,
and I was in his company at Madina. He prayed two rak'ahs and stood for a long
time in them. He then departed and the sun became bright. He then said, "There
are signs by means of which Allah, the Exalted, produces dread in his servants.
When you see anything of this nature, pray as though you are praying a fresh
obligatory prayer."'

It issunna to lengthen the prayer, such as to read surah al-Baqarah.

c~ t~ p~ LJI~

gli pt L' gliLdl~

Q l Lg jill' ~ ~ I! ~

LJL 4bl~ a ~ IP~pa y~ pSgJ + g
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It is sunna to lengthen the duration of bowing and prostration in both rat 'ahs,
after which the imam is to supplicate to Allah while sitting and facing the qibla,
or if he wishes, he may supplicate standing facing the people, and this is superior.
One should not be upon the pulpit supplicating to Allah. The people are to say,
dmin to the supplication and this is to be maintained until the sun brightens or
appears. Abu Dawud reported that he Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! stepped forward for a long t i me as much ashe could do so in the prayer.
But we did not hear hisvoice. He then performed abow and prolonged it as much
as he could do in the prayer. But we did not hear his voice. He then prostrated

hi msel f with us and prolonged it which he never did in prayer before. But we did

' That is, for asolar eclipse[kusuf!.

2

The reason the prayer is to be conducted by the imamof the Friday prayer is to prevent
dispute which may arise between the people.
Abu D awud l l 8 1.

27
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not hear hisvoice. He then did similarly in the second rak'ah. Then he uttered the
salutation, he stood up, praised Allah and Exalted Him, and testified that there is

no god but Allah and testified that he is His servant and Apostle.' This tradi tion
indicates that the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! recited the Qturan

quietly in the prayer of the eclipse. This is the view of Abu Hanifa and Sh.afi'i.
Although there is another tradition narrated by A'ishah God be pleased with
her!! which shows that he recited Quran audibly. This tradition has been
transmitted by Bukhari. The view that the Quran should be recited loudly is held
by Imam Ahmad and Ibn Khuzayrna Imam An-Nauawi stated that Shag 'i, M~
Abu Hanif a and the maj ority of thej urists hold that oneshould recite Quran quietly art the
solar eclipseand loudly at thelunar eclipse.'
~ ~ 15g >ly l~ !Lgl ~

! dQ

If the imam is not present amongst the people, they are to oEer the pr ayer

individually just asthe prayer of the lunar eclipse phase! isprayed individiIally.
Verily, there is no congregation when the moon iseclipsed i.e. lunar eclipse!.

. ~ l+ lps<j M! L! gaily ~Qyl LJL5'5LJ ! i>M l g ! ly<l~g QQl ~ l g>g a~ l5! y
Other prayers which are offered individually are the prayer of terrifying darkness
in the day, the prayer due to strong wind, whether it is during the day or at ni ght,
and the prayer of peril, which is fear or threat, such as from an earthquak e or
lightning, or rain or sickness and the like.

' HakimMustadrak, 1/481[Maraky al-Falah313j.
' Awn, Al-M a'bad 1/ 460.
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There isaprayer for the seeh ng of rain. The prayer isnot offered in a group, it is
prayed individually. The prayer is lawful with no dislike, and in saying this, it is
not sunnabecause Umar Ibn al-Khattab did not offer prayer when he sought rain.
His actions did not go beyond seeking forgiveness.' Additionally, Umar was the
most diligent in adhering to the sunna of the Prophet. T he Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace! requested rain with his Companions and had it been
established that he offered prayer, then it would have become well known. In
addition, there is a sound report that a man came to the Prophet complaining
about drought. The Prophet raised hishandsseeking rain and there is no mention
of prayer or turning the cloak inside out. However, the fact that Umar left the
observance of prayer does not negate its permissibility. The basis of its

permissibility isowing to a Shadh narration mentioned on the matter.'
T he scholars thereafter differed whether the prayer should be offered individually
or in a group. Abu Hanifa maintained that it is offered individually, not in a
group. Imams M uhammad and Abu Yusuf held, "T he imam is to pray two

rak'ahs reciting Quran audibly such as in the Kid prayer, though without the
additional takbirs." The proof used to support this view is the narration of Ibn

Abbas God be pleased with hi m! who said [The Prophet prayedfor rain consisting 0f
tue rak'ahs such as theprayer of Eid in which he recited doud, and theprayer is without
adhan or uIamaj.' They also held that the imam is to deliver a sermon after the
prayer like the Eid prayer. Concerning whether it be one or two sermons; I mam
M uham mad maintained that it be two sermons where the imam briefly sits
between them. A bu Y usuf held that it is to be one sermon aAer which the imam is

to face the qibla and turn his cloak inside out and supplicate the request of rain.
T herefore, the position of the Hanafi School is that it is permitted if it is offered
in a group.' However, it is up to the imam of the people; if he wishes he may
perform a prayer or not.

T here is the seeking of forgiveness when seeking rain. Allah said [Ask forgiveness

fromyour Lord, for He isOft Forgiving; He will send rain toyouin abundancej.s

' Al-Baihaqi 3/351tMaraky al-Falah 315!.
hlaraky al-Falah 3 I 5.
At-T i r rn i dhi 558, Abu Dawud 1165.

Marak y al-Falah. 315.
Surah N uh 10-11.
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It is recommended to exit the dty for those seeking rain and depart into the
desert or into an outer region of the country for three consecutive days. They are

to exit walking inwashed worn out clotheswhich are patched or not!, and they
are to be submissive and humble, fearing Allah during which the heads are
low ered .

JMQI~qL5JI~~ ~p~lyZIply I~

~ i ~ y~ Li c~ JSii~ 1~ ~

$adaqah charity! is to be forwarded for all the three days before leaving and all
should renew their repentance to Allah. It is recommended that the anim

taken with the travellers for three days as well as the elderly and the young in
order to attract the Mercy of Allah upon them. The Prophet God bless hi mand

give him peace!! said [Had it not been for the pious youth, the grazing animals,
the elderly whom pray, and the young who breastfeed, Allah! would have poured
punishment inavast amount].'

g~

~ Nl ~

lyi pl+ }~

l ~ ~ ~ }~

The people who reside in Malckah are not to exit to the desert, but rather, are to
gather in the Masjid al-Haram. And the people who reside in grig gg~ ~ d.
Qerusalem! are to gather at Masjid al-Aqsah, the reason being isthat these places
are honoured and there isan increased mercy that descends upon them of which
th ere is n o doubt.

41~ ~ 1~ J LA 4 1M~~ ~
And this is also required for the residents of the Madina of the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! - that is, they are to gather in the masjid of the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!. For even if the Prophet is not
present, the mercy of Allah continues to descend upon his enlightened Madina.
Allah says [You have not been sent, except asa mercy unto mankind].

~ Li I~ l :J~ ~S~+ i ~ ~ iLdl ~
l ~ ~ll~ ~ t gg Ql>~ 4 ~

~pai~ L'lip~a lail iLdl ~

!I 'gl!~ ~

- 'lg ma ls 5~ ~ ~ 4~ ~

During the supplication, the imam isto stand facing the qibla raising his hands,
while the people are sitting facing the qibla saying Arni s' to the imam's

supplications. The supplication for rain is;Act h. Giveusrainthagwill help L}, ~ ir
goodandpodunk@,in abundancethat uill conu nowand not later whichcoypu tingpygnd
f~ iIi l sg~ mops! always. Other supplicationsresembling this may be also uttered,
silently or aloud.

T abarani 22/ 3 N! and al-Baihaqi 3/ 343.

A l-Anbiya l07; Maraky al-Falah 316.
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There is no switching around the cloak reverse fold! during the request for rain
according to Abu Hanifa Switching the cloak means placing the right side of it on
the left side and vice verse or turning it upside down. T his is do98neto indicate a
change of state. These actions are not to be performed in the view of Abu Hanifa,
though; Imam Muhammad stated that the cloak is to be switched. Al-Hidayah
however said that he is to turn his cloak inside out, due what is reported, that the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! faced the qibla and turned his cloak
inside out!.'
~ ~o~

Yg

Non-Muslims are not to be present during the request for rain on the basis of
Umar preventing their presence; and because if rain is given, it »4 corrupt the
vulnerable Muslims. Also, the obj ective of the j ourney and departure is to attract
the mercy of God; whereas non-Muslims acquire His displeasure. This is the case
even if it is permissible to say that the supplication of the disbeliever is answered
as the text al-Khaniyya states. The reality is the reason they are prevented from
attending is not because the supplication of the disbeliever is not accepted as
some have u nderstood . H owev er , the reason is because it is feared that the weak

Muslims will become mi sgui ded if they are given rai n because of the disbelievers'

supplication. Therefore, it is paramount that the disbelievers not exit the city by
themselves for the request of rain, in order to prevent them corrupting the feeble
mi nded; and neither are they to exit with the Muslims because it is disliked to
unite their group with the Muslim one.
t~l att t~t

~ + I o~

~L

dt M ~~

4."~ +

The prayer of fear is per mitted during the presence of an enemy or predatory
beast even if the fear is not immense.' The prayer of fear is permitted when one
fear s h e w 01 d rown in a Good or tor r ent or fears he will be burn t .

I

Recorded by all six compilations.
M araky al-Falah 318.
M ar aky al-Falah 3 19.
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If the people are tense or apprehensive to pray behind one hnam for fear an
enemy could attack them at any time, thereby n~ ne is on watch due tp their
engagement in prayer, then they are to be divided into two equal groups, the first
group stands opposite to the enemy while the other group pray one rak'ah from a
two rak'ah prayer such asf or the Friday prayer! or pray two rak'ahs from a four
rak'ah prayer or from the maghrib, because it is not possible to split the rnaghrib
into two equal halves, thus he allocates two rak'ahs to the first group. Qn
completion of the rak'ah or two from four!, this group returns to face the enemy
walking. If they ride or wefk to a direction other than the direction of the lines whuh are

oppositetotheenemy, theprayer isvoid.'
goal Ql I ~ i i ~ p~ yi ~ 4 ~ ~

c~ ~ iL p

Thereafter, the second group arrives and prays what is leR of the prayer. The
imam then gives the fmal salams alone - while this second! group returns to the
enemy walking.

l~ y l~ paalu + lpfly gyral ~ +LE
After this, the Brst group returns and completes the prayer they began without
reciting @aran, because they were with the imam from the commencement and
the judgement is that the imam's recitation is regarded as recitation for the
follower, regardless if they leave and return. Upon completion, they give the final
salams and return to the enemy.

g~l~ ~ 4 I+ pIlail gl g~ ! I ~ it
The second group may then return if they wish or they may pray in their current
places, and they are to make up what remains from the prayer with recitation of
Quran for the reason that they are latecomers to prayer, due to the fact that they
began after the first group and latecomersmust recite Quran for themselveswhen
making up what they missed. The Prophet God bless him and give hi mpeace!!
performed the prayer of fear according to thisdescription.
Note: T here are sixteen varying narrations about the prayer of fear. The Prophet
God bless him and give him peace! performed it twenty-four times and all are
permitted, but the greatest and closest to what the g uran states is that mentioned
above. In addition, one of the reasons that the prayer is split into two groups is
that while one prays, the other protects the rest of the people, so that the enemy
does not realise that half the people have left for prayer.
' M araky al-Falah319.
A bu Dawud 1234 [Maraky al-Falah 319j.
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If one's fear intensi6es from an enemy for life and limb, one is permitted to pray
alone while riding his beast by way of indication nodding!.
> > 4

The prayer of fear in thismanner aswell asdividing thegroup! isaot permitted
unlessit be in the presence of an enemy or foe.

w+ I ~ a~ IJ p'j LJIP. ~ ~
It isrecommended to carry a weapon during the prayer of fear. ImamMalik arid
Shafi'i held it as necessary to carry a weapon due to the saying of Allah ~ en
you 0 M essenger! are with them, and stand to lead them in prayer, let one party

of them stand up in prayer! without you, taking their armswith them; when they
finish their prostrations, let them take their positionsin therear. Andlet the other
party come up which has not yet prayed, and let them pray with you taking all
precautions, and bearing arms: the unbelieverswish, if you were negligent of your
arms, to assault you in a single rush!!.'

QlQ+ PopQP~ Qj 5o~ ~ QQ~~ lppgl ~ o~ l g l~ j~ ! g~
l
If there is no apprehension or unease for all the people to pray behind one dynam,
then the best method is that each group prays the entire prayer behind its own
inhun; meaning the first group prays the entire prayer with its own imam,

thereafter the second group prays the entire prayer with its own imam, it is
therefore prayed in a manner that one prayswhen it issafe.
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The F uneral R ul es

It is sunna to turn thedying person on hisright side. And it ispermitted tokeep
on his back, as they are easier to treat, though his head is to be slightly
inclined so that his face is directed towards the qibla and not the sky.

Q~~ 5ga~U-! ~ ~ o~ ~~~ I Si ~ ~
It is sunna to instruct thedying person to say, Thereisnogod but Allah letting him
hear it so he can repeat it! but without irritating insistence and without ordering
to say it. It should not be said to the dying 'Say....', rather it is recommended

tp encourage the dying to repent to Allah, in saying 'I seek forgiveness from
Allah, the One and only' etc.' However, the disbeliever is to be ordered to utter
the testimonies of faith. Anas God be pleased with him!! said: A young Jew
became ill. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! went to visit him

upon which he sat down by his head and said to him "Accept Islam." The boy
looked at his father who was near his head, and he said, 'Obey Abu al! asim.' So
he accepted Islam, and the Prophet stood up saying, "Praise be to Allah who has
saved him through me from hell."' This shows that it is meritorious to visit a nonMusliin during his illness. In such cases, I slam behaves on humanitarian

grounds.' Therefore, thedying istobe reminded about the shahada given that the
prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [Whoever's last words were
'There is no god but Allah', he will enter Paradise].' The Prophet God blesshi m
and give him peace!! also said [Prompt your dying with the saying 'There is no
god but Allah']. With respect to the first point about instructing the deceased
gri 6 0ut i nsistence, this is due to the nature of the situation, for at that t i me it is

difficult and it is feared that the dying may become annoyed.

Instructing the deceased talqin! after his body has been placed in the grave is
legal through Islamic law!. Instructing the deceased means to instruct the
deceased with the declarations of faith; "T here is no god but Allah and

Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, the Holy Book, and other matters of
creed. [Ibn Abidin states in his Hashia:] It is reported that the Prophet ordered the
instruction ttalctin] of the deceased after the burial. Therefore, one is to say, "Q
' Maraky al-Falah 322.
Bukhari 1356.

Abu Dawud 1/ 882.
A bu D awud 3 110 .

Abi Shaybah 2/ 447.
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s« " arid such, r emember your religion that you were upon in the world' n~ e]y
la ilaha illa Allah Muhammad rascal Alk h, and that paradise is true, hell-fire is true
and the r esurrection is true; and that the hour is coming of which there is no

doubt; an d that Allah will resurrect those in their graves; and that you are pleased
wi th A ll ah as the Lord and Islam as the religion and M uhammad as the

Messenger, and the Quran as the guide; the ka'bah as the qibla and the believers
as brot h e rs.'

Indeed, t he basis for this instruction is the saying of the Prophet, "Instruct your

dead, 'I testify there is no god but Allah.'"' This has been related by the group,
except Bukhari and this action is attributed to Ahl as8 unna tealJam' 'g.
Fur t her mor e , the word 'mawtaakum' translated as dead or deceased in the above

hadith leaves no doubt that theexpression and meaning is literal and real. And it
is not per missible to leave the literal position unless there is proof to the contrary.

It is therefore necessary that it be specified as literal with thesaying 'mawtaakum'.3
Additionally, the authentic hadith of the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace! or dered that the bodies of the idolaters slain on the day of Badr be thrown
into a weU whose interior was uncased wi th stones, then he approached the well

and began calling the unbelievers by their names and fathers' names, saying. "Q
So and so-son of so and so, and So and So- son of so and so, it would have been

easier hmd you obeyed Allah and His Messenger. We have found what our Lord
promised to be true; have you found what your Lord promised to true?" To which
Umar sai d, "0 Messenger of Allah, why speak to lifeless bodies?" And he replied,
"By Him in whose hands is the soul of Muhammad, you do not hear iny words

better than they do." This authentic hadith clearly shows that adead person hears
the word sof a living person.

Though it has been said that the deceased is not to be instructed reminded! after
being placed in his grave, although this sayi ng is attributed to the Mu'tazilah.' AlQadi Arnir Muhammad al-Karmani was asked about the instruction or reminding
the deceased upon which he said, "Why should a person not observe this

instruction of the deceased, seeing that it contains benefit from what is
transmit ted fromtheCompanions, God be pleased with themall."
~

5p ~ ~ ~ M Lip

It h a s al so b een said that one is n o t t o b e o r dered to in struct th e deceased an d

aeither ishe to beprevented from doing so. This means that thepersonwho leads
the funeral procession, usually the imam or anyone else, is not to be ordered or
prev ente d from instructing the deceased .

' Riidd al- AI»hiar v<!l. 3/8!.
' M ri sl i t» !alii .
' M ;s! ,i kl' .ll I'»I; li :l22.
M ll I Ill /' ill I' lllkll ,Q2
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It is recommended for the relatives of the dying person and his neighbours to visit
him and recite surah Ya- Sin in his presence, as was ordered by the Prophet Gpd

bless him and give him peace!! who said [Recite over your dying Ya-Sin!.' They
are also to remind him and fulfil his rights and offer water tp drink as the thi rst at

the time of death is great.' Furthermore, they should produce in his mind a sense
of hope mentioning God's unlimited inercy.

mal oq~ ~~ LLI ~
Some of the later scholars maintained that it is good to recite surah ur-Rag in the

presence of the dying, due to the saying of Jabir God be pleased with him!! [For
verily, it makes easy theexiting of the soul].'
o~ ~ i~ 1~~ U.l ~l~ l J l~

lg

Scholars differed whether the female with her menstrual periods or postnatal
bleeding should withdraw from the presence of the dying, implying that this may
prevent the presence of angels descending due to the attendance of a female in
such a state, as is related in the hadith. The Prophet God bless him and give him

peace!! said [The angels do not enter the house where there is a picture, or a dpg
pr a person in the state ofj anaba sexual impurity!!.' Indeed, one in the state of
j anaba is similar to one whp suffers menstrual periods. Note: The dpg kept for
watching agricultural fields or cattle or the house is exempt from this prohibition.
And the word picture refers to an image of sentient obj ects.

+ ~I+ y~ jul ~ jul J~ gl'~ iL + yCul ~ .' ~ ~ Jpi~ Le~

yoLk J ~4liP

~~ L I ~ Ul p~ L~ lg~ LiLo~ tpoJ LM ~ po~t ~
Qppn death, it is recommended to close the j aw of the deceased with a wide
bandage tied around the head and under the j aw so the mouth is not left open!,
and the eyes are to be gently dosed, since it is an order reported in the sunna.
The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [When you visit your
deceased persons, you should close their eyes, for verily the eye-sight follows the

soul and you should say good words for the angels say, 'Amin' to what thepepp]e
pf the house utter for or against him!].' T he one closing the eyes of the deceased

is to say, In the nameof Allah and on thereligion of theBchmed RePhet. 0 Allah, frighten
thematter on him and smooth thepatli f or what is ager it, andhonour him in Ymgr NiNtijgg
and mat c that whk h he hasgoneto better than that which liecmecout f rmL ~

' An-Nasai 6/ 265.
Maraky al-Falah 323.
Imam Suyuti Mandhur 4/ 5!!~
J.
A bu Dawud 227

' Ibn Maj ah 1455.
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It is recommended to place something heavy on his stomach, such as a metal to
prevent bloating as was related by Imam Shafi'i!, thereafter the hands of the

deceased are placed on his sides. It is not permitted to place the hands on the
chest of the deceased for it is a practice of the People of the Book. Also, the limbs

andjointsshouldbe made flexible by bending the forearm to the upper arm, the
calf to thigh and the thigh to the stomach and then straightening them. Likewise,

the fingers are flexed in order to smooth the process of the washing and
shrouding.'
o~ gl d l i~le o+ y

It is disliked to recite @iran at this time in the presence of the deceased until he
is washed for verily as the washing is taking place, the impurities and filth are
being washed away!.

~~ ~ ul <~ P~ t M>
There is no harm with announcing the death to the people. Verily it is
recommended in order to increase the amount of people who perform the funeral
prayer. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [If any Muslim
who dies and forty men who associate nothing with Allah stand over his body i.e.
they offer prayer on him!, Allah will accept them as intercessors for himj.~Note, if
the number increases the intercession would be more effective as the Prophet
God bless him and give him peace!! said If a company of Muslims numbering
one hundred pray over a dead person, all of them interceding for him, their
intercession for him will be accepted!.s

It is recommended to make haste in preparing the deceased for burial. The
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [And make haste, for it is not
advisable for the corpseof a Muslim to remain withheld among his family].'

T he deceased is to be placed on a bench or washing pEatf orrn! which is lightly
fumigated with incense or a scented compound by circling the washing bench in
odd numbers, such as three, five, or seven times. Note: During the wash, it is
permissible to place the body in one of two positions. One may place the feet of
the deceased facing towards qibla, or one may place the right side of the deceased
towards the qib l a.

M araky al-Falah 325.
M uslim 948.
M usl im 947.
A bu D awud 3 1 .5 3 .
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Accordingly, the body isplaced in the position that isagreed upon, and this is the
most correct view note: whichever position is convenient is permissible!.
4 'p ~

Thereafter, the private area is covered, which is between the umbilicus to the
knees. However, al-Hidaya states that it is sufficient to cover the major private
area.'

The clothes of the deceased are then removed, and he is given wudu without
rinsing the mouth or nostrils. Though a young child who is not mentally
competent for prayer is not given wudu.

If however the deceased is in a state of sexual impurity such as after sexual
intercourse or is a menstruating woman or a woman with postnatal bleeding! they
are to have their nostrils and mouth gently rinsed.

~ +1~f 1:~~~l+Li$1
~~ ~ p! ~ ~ ~l ~
Upon completion of wudu, water which has been boiled with sidr lote tree leaves!

or hund a type of leaf! is poured on the deceased. And if there is no lote tree
leaves to boil with the water, then plain unmixed! water is to be used. It was
reported that Allah's Messenger God bless him and give hi mpeace!! came to us
when his daughter died and said [Wash her three or five times or more, if you see

it necessary with water and sidr lote-tree leaves!1.'

~

l. ~ p~ t~ I

The head of the deceased including thebeard is then washed with khitmi, which is
a plant that has sweet aromas and is used as a cleansing agent also known as
m ar sh m all ow .

~ + +~ ~

l J. 1 QI.GlJ

Thereafte« he deceased is tilted onto hisleft side as it is sunna to aQow the right
side to be bathed first! and is then washed until the water reaches the part that
touches the bedside. During this tilt, water is poured from head to toe. The body
is then placed on its right side and similarly bathed, until the water reaches the
entire body.

p~ I y, '~ ~~ ~ pUI l~ ~ t ~
' Maraky al-Falah 326.
Bukhari l 2$3 .
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The deceased is then inclined in a sitting posture slightly leaning forward to
prevent him falling! and the stomach is gently messaged to clear away any traces
of remaining bodily substances!. Whatever exits the body is to be washed away,
and the washing process is not to be repeated. Ali Ibn Abi Talib God be pleased
with him!! is reported to have said that when he bathed the Holy Prophet God
bless him and give him peace!! he began to trace out from hiin, which one traces
from the deceased. But he did not find it. T hereupon he said [May my father be a

ransom for you. You are the most pure. You were clean and pure in life and you

areclean and pureafter demise!.'
l~
The deceased isthen dried with a doth. Hanut balm or an aromatic compound! is
then placed upon the beard and head of the deceased as was related from Ali,
Abbas, and I bn Umar.

o~ ~ + ~g LSJlg
Thereafter, the places that touch the floor in prostration are rubbed with kgfgy
camphor!. That is, it is placed on the forehead, nose, hands, knees and the feet as
A bd ullah I bn M as'ud n ar rated .

awUall ~ l l~gl J ~

l J~

l~

lg ~ ~

Cotton is not to be used during the washing, and this is the most evident view in
this regard. However, some scholars such as Imam Zayla'i have said there is no
problem in placing cotton on the face, though the majority hold that during the
wash one should not place cotton in the anus or front part of the deceased.

yo~ p~ Myo~ yo~ ~
T he nails, beard and hair of the deceased is not to be cut, trinuned or combed

due to the words of A'ishah God be pleased with her!! "Why do you stretch the
forelock of your deceased?"

LpJ J ' $ adglpk ~~ ~ gj ~ o'Igloo
The wife is permitted to wash her deceased husband for the reason that she
remains his wife for another four months and ten days.' Though the opposite is
not permitted i.e. for a man to wash his wife, the reason being that ceremoni al
relations have ceased!. Likewise, a slave who has given birth to a child of her
master cannot perform the washing of her master, though if there is no one
present to wash him, the slave is permitted to wrap a cloth around her hand and
purify her deceased master by tayamrnurn. If a woman is not found to bath a
woman, then her husband is allowed to purify her by layammum.
' Ibn Majah l467. The isnad issound.
Ibn Shaybah 2/ 160.

' Maraky al-Falah 328.

' If however, she givesbirthafter hisdeath or her waitingperiod ['idda! of divorce iscomplete,
she cannot bath him. [Maraky al-Falah 328!.
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~~ ~ ~ + ~ gyi ~ gg~
l cii~ g~ M La~ J&gl g ol~1~ l
If a female dies amongst men, they are to purif'y her by tayammum, and the
person who conducts this, is to wrap a cloth around his hand. Likewise, if a man

dies amongst women, they are to purify him by taymnmum with a cloth wrapped
around the hand of the female who does it. If however, there is a relative present

who is unmarriageable mahram!, then they are permitted to give the deceased
tupummumwithout a doth whether the deceased ismale or female. The reason this
is the case is because they are unmarriageable. Hence, it is permitted for them to

touch thepartsof the deceased that arerequired for tayammum.'
~l» il ~ U J

~

l ~ l liS

The same applies for a hermaphrodite; that is, they are to be puri6ed by
tayammum according to the most evident opinion.

It is permitted for a man to wash a young girl who has not reached the age of
puberty provided he does not desire her. Likewise, it is permitted for a woman to
wash a young boy provided she does not desire him, because their body parts are
not classified as private partsdue to their age.'
~ l~

~ l. l y

There is no harm if one kisses the deceased out of love. A'ishah God be pleased
with her!! said: I saw the Apostle of Allah God bless him and give him peace!! as
he kissed Uthman Ibn M adhun while he was dead, and I saw that tears were

flowing from his eyes!. Note: Uthman Ibn Madhun was the foster brother of the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!; he was an immigrant and was the
first among the immigrants to die. T he Prophet kissed him out of love for him.
Abu Bakr is also said to have kissed the Prophet when he died.

~ Bi ~ i~

g, ~t~i ~ J yiJ ,

It is the responsibility of the man in preparing his deceased wife for the burial
and shrouding according to I mam Abu Yusuf, even if he is in Bnancial difficulty
and this is the correct view which is in harmony with the fatwa issued. Note: the
kafn are the shrouds which the deceased is made to wear prior to being placed
into the grave.
J Jl M~

Whoever dies and has no money, then the cost of the shrouding is to be paid by
those who were legally required to assist him before he died such as hisfamily!.

' Maraky al-Falah 328.
Maraky al-Falah 328.
' Abu Dawud 3 157.
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~ti,l ~ ~

~

4J S

np sgch person present, then the responsibility falls upon bait al Jhf,
which is wealth that the imam of the Muslims has gathered from charity

dpnatipns, taxesontheground, zakat etc.

~ L3I ~ ~ g'I l~

Ja

lf however, thereareno funds given for the shrouding of the deceased! fromli t
either due tp insufficient funds or inj ustice in that they say that the righ:of
wealth is fpr the benefit of the M uslims, or due to ignorance! then it is uppnthe

pepp]ewhpareabletpdonatefundsand assist.
~ M I 4 Jt

~t ~ !~

whp is fiQancially unable to assist the deceased in the shroudingOr

isrequired toseek assistancefrom otherson behalf of thedeceased.
J~

MLSL : UVULAgt~~
l

To enshroud the deceased is obligatory. As to the number of cloths used, thi is

divided into three types; namely, sunna, sufficient and necessity. The suana

shrouding of aman consistsof, i! a shirt, which extendsfrom thebaseof theneck
tp thefeet ii! awrapper [~ , which isthe inner shroud, its length being fromthe
head to the feet, iii! an outer wrapper [lif af ah] its length being longer than one's

ody, extending beyond the head and feet with which the entire body canbe
wrapped with an allowancemadefor thetyingof theknotsat bothends.' Andthe
quality of theshroudsistobe equal to theclothing onewould wear when hewas
alive, such as pn the day of Eid celebration or Friday prayer.' Additionally, one
should not be extravagant in shrouding. The Prophet God bless him and give

him peace!! said [Do npt be extravagant in shrouding, for it will be quickly
decayed] . .

Impgrtang nope: There are times of necessity or little means when some of the
shrouds are unavailable, for example, Mus'ab Ibn Umair God be pleased mth

him!! was martyred on the day of Uhud. He had only a striped cloak, when his
head was covered, his feet appeared and when his feet were covered, his head

appeared. Thereupon, the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said
[Cover hishead with it, and cover hisfeet with grass!.' In thisexample, it isclear
that due to the circumstances, this man was shrouded only in a single garment,
which sufficed due to the necessity. This means that in the event of necessity, it is

permissible to enshroud the deceased in what isavailable. Though if all shrouds
are available, it is sunna to use all shrouds. Thus, the shrouding is divided into
three sections: 1-sunna if all are available!, 2-sufficient and 3-necessity.
' Maraky al-Falah 329.
M araky al-Falah 329.
A b u D aw u d 3 l 48
A b u D aw ud 3 l 4 9 .
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I ~ ~ H I ~ p . ag e ~l~] : j,45'
The sufficient shrouding is the inner wrapper [ rarj and the outer wrapper

[kf g ahj. White cotton isthe best and preferred type of shroud. Abu Bakr God be
pleased with him!! said [Wash these two clothes of mine and enshroud rne in

them!.' Thishadith clearly indicatesthat thesetwo shroudsalonearesufficient.
~ ll gl goal ~ uLi13lp~I~YI ~ P y
The length of both the inner wrapper and outer wrapper are to be from the head
hair! of the deceased to the feet with an allowance for the knots at the ends.

The shirt is to have no sleeves, or opening at the bottom and no pockets for this
is a need for the living not the dead!. Additionally, the edges are not to be
h ea u n ed .

~ JIJ i g lo+ ~
T o include a turban with the shrouds is disliked, and this is the soundest view as

it was not included in the shrouds of the Prophet God bless him and give him

peace!!. However, some jurists haveallowed it.'
The procedure of the shrouds is to first position the outer wrapper on the bench,
then the inner wrapper on top, after which the deceased is made to wear the shirt
and set down on these shroud s.

p oM 'epM j
The inner wrapper [izarj is first folded from the left side, then from the right side
so that the right part will be over the left part!. Thereafter, the outer wrapper

[lif af ahj is folded similarly.
e~~ l ~

wl I~ y

The shrouds may be knotted if it is feared they will unfold.

3~~ p~ g Iqli ~ 1J dgl ~I .~g
In the sunna shroud for a woman, two additional d oths are added to that of the
shrouds of a man!; the first is a veil [kkiwig to cover her head and face and the
secon d i s a cloth used t o cov er her breasts that ext en d s fr om th e chest ar ea to the

umbilicus. T hough it has been said that it is to extend froin the breasts to the
knees. Thus, the sunna shroud for a fernaleincludes five covers: l/ shirt, 2/ veil, 3/
inner wrapper, 4/ outer wrapper and 5/ breast tie.
I ,~ J& gl ~

' Recorded by Ahmad.
Maraky al-Falah 330.
Mar aky al-Falah 330.

4! i 'M I ~ !g p
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Thesuffici enshrouding for a woman are three; the inner wrapper, outer wrapper
~ a~ii [e ~ q .
~ I~~ Lag~ + ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ p
T heprocedure of shrouding a woman is as follows; the female is made to wear the

shirt. Her hair is then divided into two folds and placed over the right and left
breast, over th e shir t.

uli UI~ ~~ ~+ I p
Theveil isthen placed upon the head and face over the shirt so that it will end up
beingunder the outer wrapper.

T he breast d oth is then tied over the outer wrapper to prevent them from

unfolding and potential exposure. Hence, we have the shirt, followed by the veil,
inner m'apper, outer wrapper, and breast tie.

~ p~* gt+ l~ggliSQI~ p
The shrouds be they for a man or woman! are then scented with aroma from
aloes and the like and this is performed in odd numbers before the deceased is
placed in them. The Prophet God bless him give him peace!! said [If you place
an aroma upon the deceased, then do so in odd numbers].'
~ g L ogy~ l ~ p

The shroud of necessity whether for a man or woman! is what is available as
m entioned in the had ith ear lier .

o~

l i~

~ ~

The Pra er Over The D ead F uneral

a er

l l5gty a~ I So~ I ~
I ts Ruling And PNars
~ y ~ o~

l

The prayer over the dead is a communal obligation, meaning it is collectively
obligatory, though if a few persons perform the prayer, then the rest are relieved
of the obligation. Allah said [And Pray over them]. And the Prophet God bless
him and give himpeace!! said [Pray over every pious and impious person].'

'Ldll ~1~ 11 LS~Ig
Ah mad 3/ 33l.
T aw b ah 103
A b u D a r d S~
J4.
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Th<pillarsof the funeral prayer are the sayings of Allahu akbar and the standing
i.e. to stand and perform the prayer!.
I+ o~
Condi tions

l 1j ~

The Funeral P ra er

l~ j
I ts conditions are six;

<jQ j ~ l p~ l
>/ 2/ The deceased is to be Muslim and in a state of purification. Allah said [Nor
cloyou ever pray for any of them that die, nor stand at his grave, for they rejected

M ah and HisMessenger, and died in a state of perverse rebellionj.' With respect
to the second point of purification, this means, the deceased must be free from
tilth regarding his clothes and body including the area where the deceased is
placed. The reason purity is a condition is because the deceased, during the
prayer, is in front of the people and it is the right of the imam that the dead body
h e clean .

3-The deceased is to be placed in front of the people.

~ij g ~ jl~&+ lj~ jt4j~ j
4-The body of the deceased or the majority of it should be present. If not, then

half the body with the head isto be present. Prayer isnot to be performed if the
deceased is not present. As for the prayer over Najashi, this was something
specific for him according to the agreement of Hanafi scholars as well as the
Malikis. It was considered as a Miracle for the Prophet. As for the Shafi'is and
Hanbalis, they held that the funeral prayer is permitted upon a non present
deceased.~

Q ~ lj ~ ~

~

l gg j

5-The people who are praying over the deceased must not be riding or sitting
unless there is a valid reason; because standing during the funeral prayer is a
pillar and one cannot leave the standing position unlessthere is a valid reason.

Ml goal Jpi~ I+ ! ~ LJI pat Q yl~l>Q glsgp~ ~QIJoM l gg p
6-The deceased is to be placed on the ground during the prayer. If he is placed on

a beast such asa horse! or isheld up by thehands of the people, then theprayer
is not valid according to the chosen view, unless there isa legitimate reason, such
asthe ground isextremely muddy.

T awbah 84.
2

Al-Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahirn as-Salkini 390.

!9 6
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The Funeral Pra

Itssunan aref our;

~ l ! gL! I 5i ~ l ~ «l~ pl Ml !Li
1- I t is sun n a for the imani to stand near the chest of the deceased whether it is a

finale or female; the reason being is that the chest is the place of the heart and the
light of I mam.'
/ gal i~ l J «L'Jlp
2- After the first Allahu akbar, one is to recite the opening glori6cation thaaa!
and it is [Glory be to You, 0 Allah and Praise be to You, and Bkssed is Your Natu; asd

Ex'altedis Your Mja esty, andthereisnonetobeservedbesides Youj. Note; It isperm
issible
to recite the Fatiha with the intention of the opening glorification thana'!. It is

reported that Ibn Abbasperformed prayer over a deceased and recited the Fatiha
and said, "In order that you know it isfrom the sunna." Imam Shafi'i held it as
obligatory. Hanafi jurists say that there is no problem for one who intended it as
recitation in order to remove oneself from the varying viewsof the scholars. Given
this, it has also been stated that the most correct view is that if one recites it with

the intention of recitation, then it is disliked, though not if one recites it with the

intention of theopening glorification.'
i 'LJI J ~ y~ kl~ ~ ll ~ + i~ ly
3- After the second Allahu akbar, it is sunna to redte the blessings on the Prophet
God bless him and give him peace!! and it is [0 Allah! Shower Your Mercy upon

Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, asYou showered Your Mercy upon
Ibrahirn and the family of Ibrahim. 0 Allah! Shower Your blessings upon
Muhammad and the family of Muhammad asYou showered Your blessingsupon
Ibrahimand the family of Ibrahim. Behold You are Praiseworthy, Glorious].

j LI p~t >~tl!>Q>a~
I >~ >!~ Mp>'ILII» ~ I>J!lp
! St>~ ~ ly»!» »-ql~>!~ l~ l+ >~ >>!~ ~ l I'> 4>~ ~~ J>i>!» . ~!!
l>!»!»!>~ >!l ~~ '!!I~ p l~ P LIll 1~»'p>dl>+ I> Ill ~ l>J>'» ~ yy>!p

4- After the third Allahu ~ bar, to supplicate for the deceased is sunna. This
supplication should not relate to anything other than the matters pertaining to the

here« r If however, one supplicates for the deceased with that, which is
Maraky al-Falah 333.
' HukharI 1335.

' Marakyal-Falah333 and Nur al-Idah 181.
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transmitted from the Prophet, it is superior and more effective. And f romthese
supplications is what Auf Ibn Malik God be pleased with him!! learnt from the
Prophet God blesshim and give him peace!!, which is [O Allah, forgive and have
mercy upon him, excuse him and pardon him, and make honourable his

reception. Expand hisentry and cleanse him withwater, snow and ice, and purify
him of sin as a white robe is purified of filth. Exchange his home for a better
home and his family for a better family and his spouse for a better spouse. Adinit
hiin into the Garden; protect him from the puni shment of the grave and the
torinent of the firej. And Auf Ibn Malik said I wish I was that deceased person!.'

~l~! l g lj' J +4~ w ~ u l! l~ + >
After the fourth Allahu akbar, the finishing salams are observed without
supplication, and this is the most evident opinion on the matter, though, some
scholars have permitted one to say, 'Our Lord! Give us good in this world and
good in the hereafter and save us from the torment of the fire'.

gg91o~ l~ J ~wj ~3g
The hands are not be raised for the takbirs!, except for the first one based on the
report of Ibn Abbas and Abu Hirairah that the Prophet during the observance of
a funeral prayer raised his hands for the first takbir, but not after that.3 However,
many scholars choose to raise their hands for every takbir owing to a narratioii
th at I b n U m ar observ ed it.'

I/ ~M ~

SJp~

~ i 'iil+ gp

lf the imam says 'Allahu akbar' a fifth time, the followersdo not join him, rather
they wait for the finishing salams of the imam, and this is the opted view on the
m atter .

lail ' LJ~ l~i~ igi ~t L3~ i ~Sy LJ~ i+ I:3~~~ gi ~ ~

'Y~

lf the deceased was insane or a young boy or girl who had not reached puberty!,
then one is sot to supplicate forgiveness for them because they have committed iio
sin, rather one should supplicate; 0 ANah, make 64m a ~ f or our sakehon; ~

makt him/ Lv a sodomof mtoardand tmxnmfor as; and gandcr hie/her ani nteri or fry I s,
aad onetecumintcrnmion is acaptcd

i

M uslim, at-T irm idh i, an d an-N asai.

Al-Baqarah 201.
Darqutani 2/ 75 [M araky al-Falah 334j.

' Marakyal-Falah 334.
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l ~ Lj l ~

The One M ost E nti tk d To L ead The F uneral E ra

~~

~ l g~

l

The sultan ruler! has the most right to lead the funeral prayer.

After the sultan, his deputy is the one with the most right. The deputy is the one
the sultan chooses to lead the people in his absence.

~ G
al ~
Subsequent to the sultan's deputy, the judge is the one with the most right to lead
the funeral prayer because he is in charge with authority and implementation.

+ I I I Ip
Then the imam of the locality i.e. the imam who is responsible in that area!.

Qgl p
Then the guardian or the family member responsible for the deceased! pro~%ed
it is a male. The female has no right to conduct the funeral prayer and neither a
boy. The father of the deceased has more right to be imam than the son. Abu
Hurayrah narrated the following from the Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! [Three supplications are accepted: The supplication of the oppressed, :h e

supplication of the traveller and the supplication of the parentsto their child!.'

lailsl ~m !gimel'5l pM I ~ d~ ~ .gl!o~ ~ i po~ i il i lpM l~ d ip
1~ p ~ ~ 4J4+~ gJaLeQl
The one with the most right to lead the funeral prayer may give permissionto
others to lead the prayer. And if others with the lesser right! lead the funead

prayer without permission and in the absence of the ruler and his deputies!, Qen
the one with the most right may repeat the prayer if he wishes. And the peyl e
who prayed the first time with another imam! are not required to repeat Ih e
prayer should it be repeated.
The one most entitled to lead the funeral prayer has more right than the per m
whom the deceased instructed in a will to lead the prayer after his death, and he
fatwa issued is according to this view. T he reason this is the case is because h e

instructions of the deceased as to who leads the funeral prayer after his deati i s
invalid.' Meaning, if the deceased before dying directed someone in the form f a
will to lead the funeral prayer and then died, it is of no significance, the leahr s
Ahmad 2/ 523.

Maraky al-Falah, 334.
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with authority to lead the prayer as earlier mentioned are still more entitleti tp

lead theprayer. Though some scholars mentioned that if thepeopleagree to him
being imam, then he is more entitled, for verily Umar instructed Suhaib to

performthe funeral prayer and UmmSalamah instructed Said Ibn Yazid to pray
over her and Abu Bakr directed Abu Bardah to perform theprayer over hi mand
A'ishah directed Abu Hurairah to perform the funeral prayer over her. Scholars
of this view sav, "So as for the saying that the wil l or instruction after death is

invalid this isdisregarded."'
j~
l c.~ + ~ i 54o '04~ pg~
l
If the deceased is buried without a funeral prayer performed pver him then it is

to beoEered over his grave, even if thedeceased had not been washed prov,.Q~
the body has not begun to decompose; and this is determined by a person's
predominant belief. And if there are only seven people present tp perf orm
funeral prayer, then they should f or mthree lines. T hat is, the imam stands alpne
at the front followed by three people in the first line behind him. This is followed
by two people in the second line and one person is to form the last row. This is
because the hadith clearly states: [If three rows pray upon a deceased he is
forgiven!!j.'

mls ~ gj ~LI-I t ~ l ~
TheRuli

M rChi k Funeral Pr mrs g ] TQ game Tfme

If there are several bodies, it is best to perform a separate funeral prayer fpr each

body. The first funeral prayer is to be performed upon the most pious and
learned!, and then upon the second most pious, and this is the sequence.

L! 1!lw P ~~ g+ ~

~ 1J L ~ P ~

If there are several bodies, it is valid tp perform a single funeral prayer for all pf

them by putting the coFins in a long line closest to the qibla in a way that the
chest of each of them is in Bont of the imam i.e. opposite to the imam!. gee l e
diagramheloise.

~~ 1p ~ Wl p ~ ~ g~ ly 451 l L JL gl + ~
Maintaining theorder when placingthebodiesin thismanner isvital. Verily, the
men are to be placed nearest to the imam, then the boys after the men, then the
hermaphrodites followed by the females, followed by the teenage females. Imam
Hassan related from A bu Hani fa that if all the dead bodies are males the mpst

superior and oldest should be placed closest tp the imam, and this is also the, vtew
of I mam A bu Yusuf .'
Maraky al-Falah 335.
This was mentioned by lbn Haj ar al-'Askalani in Fat'h al.Bari :0/ 187; and T irtrtidhi

Chapter of Funeral 1028 [expressed wordsto that effect!. Maraky al-Fal ak' 33{1
' Maraky al-Falah 336.
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If the imam prefers he may gather them in a line extending from one side to the
other, horizontally as seen in the diagram below standing near the person who

was known to be most righteousand knowledgeable.'

l pga

lr I~

gm lp~ lpi ~gy

If a11 the bodies are buried in one grave because of a necessity, they are to be
placed in the opposite arrangement. Note: the opposite arrangement means that
the most superior person who stood closest to the imam and furthest from qibla in
the funeral prayer isplaced in the opposite arrangement and is positioned closest
to the qibla at the burial. He is then followed by the one who knows the most

Quran and the knowledgeable aswas done with the Shuhada of Uhud. ~

~ ~&>g ~ l~~ ~ J ' m ~ Lgl o~ ~ J, ~ ~ ~ e~ g~
oj & lj gJ i oii L ~

M araky al-Falah 336.
M araky al-Falah 336-337.
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One who arrives late to the funeral prayer and finds the imam silent! between
two takbirs, is nut to join the imam; rather, he is to wait until the i mamsays the
next takbir and then enter with him and he is to correspond his supplications
with the imams supplications; and after the imam completes the funeral prayer,
the latecomer is to make up what he missed before the dead body is lifted up
from the ground. If one cannot make up what he missed, including the
supplication before the deceased is lifted, then he is to make up only the takbirs

beforethecoffin iscarried upon the shoulders.'
pl ! l ~ ~ $~
A person who was present with the imam at the opening Allahu akbar, is not to
wait for the next takbir of the imam before joining, rather, he joins the imam
straight away. For example; a person who was present with the imam at the start
may have become confused in his intention or was j ust unaware and thus delayed

his entry into the prayer. In this situation, he is to perform the opening takbir and
is considered as having caught the prayer with the imam and he is to give the
finishing salams with the imam, the reason being is that he was there from the
star t.~

~

l j ;~ lmli !~ I + 4,I/ I

s oever attends the funeral prayer after the imam has given the fourth takbiz,
but before the final salams, is deemed as having missed the prayer and this is the
most correct vi ew. H owever, I mam M uhammad and A bu Yusuf said that one is to

perform the one takbir followed by three takbirs after the finishing salams of the
imam, but before the coffin is lifted. The legal ruling [falwaJon the matter is in
acco rd ance w i th th is view . T he sam e was m ai ntai ned in al Ehi las and oth er books.

As to which is the most correct, the disagreement is evident.'
~ ~ g~ + I J

g ~ o~

lo+ ~

It is somewhat disliked to perform the funeral prayer within the congregational
mosque with the deceased in the mosque. The Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! said [A person who prays over the deceased within the mosque
receives no reward].' There are two reasons for this dislike. The first being that
the mosque was not built for that purpose and the second reason is that the
deceased may soil the mosque, and for this reason, it is disliked.

1~S ~

lj ~ Lll~ ~~~L ' ~t

M araky al-Falah 337.
M araky al-Falah 337.
M araky al-Falah 337.
Abu Da r d and Ibn Majah, Aj-Zayla'i, vol, 2, 27~.
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Equally, it is disliked to offer the prayer if the deceased is outside the
congregational mosque while some people are inside, and this is the opted view
on the matter, and this is regardless if the imam is outside with the deceased.
Though I mam an-Nasafy held that if the iinam is with the deceased outside the

mosque, it isnot disliked in the agreed view.' Note: It is disliked to perform the
funeral prayer on the road or land Of the people.
~ J ~~ ~~ M
If a newborn displays signs of life by crying or making sounds at birth and
thereafter dies, it is to be named, washed and prayed over. T he Prophet God
bless him and give him peace!! said P 'hen an infant utters a sound after birth!
prayer will be observed over him!.

fs p ~s~~ J ps~as ' ll J ~~ ~
If a newborn does not make a sound at birth, it is to be washed according to the
preferred view on the matter and thereafter wrapped in a cloth named! and
buried with no funeral prayer.

! ~i~ qiumi~ giMi.~~i~ i~ ~
Likewise, a funeral prayer is not performed upon a boy who was taken captive!
along with one of his parents from enemy land [dar alkarbj; and the reason is that
he takes the rule of his parents, unless one of his parents converts to Islam, in
which case he is ruled as being joined to the parent, thus making him eligible for
a funeral prayer if he dies; or unlessthe child hixnself becomes Muslim; or unless
the child is taken captive without his parents, in which case the child is judged
according to the person who took him captive, or according to the land where the
child resides, which is Islamic land, resulting in a funeral prayer upon death. This
applies even to the extent that if a child of unbelieving parents! is kidnapped and
taken to Islamic territory where he subsequently dies, a funeral prayer is
perforined upon his body. Imam Abu Hanifa withheld his view on fourteen
matters in his life, and one of the matters was the child of disbelieving parents
whether or not the child would be in Hellfire or Paradise, though Imam
Muhammad said the following. "I know that Allah will not punish someone with
no sin."

g oUdiq ij~ J ~ ~ ~

w~ ~

~ ~

g pl y ply g~
i

If a disbeliever dies and he has a M uslim relative who is present!, then the
Muslim relative is permitted to wash the disbeliever as though he is washing a
filthy cloth. He the disbeliever! is to be enshrouded in adoth uponcompletion of
the wash and placed in a grave or may be given to the people of hisreligion. This
situation may arise in the event that the disbeliever has no family member

Maraky al-Falah 338.
Ibn Maj ah l508.
Maraky al-Falah 33<
J.
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present. In addition, the Muslim should not take great care in performing the
xnan of the washing. The Muslim may follow the deceased body from a di stanc~ .
This indicates that it is not possible for an apostate [mur ed] to be washed for he

has no creed, thusthe murtadisplaced in a holeas if placing the corpseof aJog
Note: TheMusl i mcannot enter thegrave of an unbeliever becausethecurse may
also descend upon hi m, and especially at this t i me, the Muslim is in need pf

Allah's Mercy. Ali narrated: I said to the Prophet God bless him and grant him

peace!! "Your old and astray unclehasdied." He theProphet! said, "Qo and bury
your father, and then do not do anything until you have come to me." Theref ore
I went, buried him and came to him. H e ordered me to have a bath, so I had a

bath and he supplicated for me!.'
qM, I ilb. J Pi ~P Jeliyj I j s ~

5p

Funeral prayer is not to be performed over a rebel even if he was Muslim. A rebel
person is one who rebels against a j ust Musl i mleader, and this is the agreed yjew ~
And neither over a highway robber who dies in the battle as a result of his actions
p-~ l ~ ~ l g pK y ~ ~ | J li p

A murderer who killed his victims by strangulating them is not to be prayed
over! and neither a determined transgressor who would take up ar ms at night
time as he ventured through the town, provided he dies in that state. With respect

to the murderer, the reason is because he would course the earth spreading
anarchy and ruin.
i~

el~ ~

J~ y

A person who is killed due to a family feud or tribalism is not to be prayed over!
even if he is washed. This is punishment and insult from Allah and a warning tp
ot h er s.

~ ~J ' ~

J li p

One who commits suicide on purpose and nol due to extreme pain is to be washed

and prayed over according to Abu Hanifa and Imam Muhammad, and it is the
soundest view, because the deceased is a believer who has committeJ

However, Imam Abu Yusuf held: prayer is not to be performed upon this person
However, the agreed view is that if it was an error or due to extreme pain, thorn
the deceased is prayed over.

l~ ~~i~ i J;I; ~ 'Y
A murderer who killed one of his parents intentionally and unj ustly is not lo b<
prayed over as a punishment for him f romAllah.

' A bu Dawud 32 14.

Maraky al-Falah 340.

' Maraky al-Falah, 340.
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The Decomd And The Burin

~ lp+ ! ~ ~ J~ ~~ ~t ~

~

It is sunna for four men to cany the coFin and each man! is to carry it for forty

steps. The Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace said!! [Whoever carriesa
cofFin Panara] forty steps, then forty major sins are expiated from him].' ln
addition, Abu Hurairah said [Whoever carried the bier by its four sides, then he

lias fulfilled what is upon him].' It is disliked for the cofFin to be carried to the
place of burial on the back of a riding beast without an excuse. Additionally, the
cofFin of a child is to be carried by one person, though the carrier will be changed
four times.'

~ALI I

~ +J NI,L-.~ ~ILL i+ ~ ~ J ~ Nil+.~
~ ~ QL~ p' ogL + ~ Jl

As stated, it is sunna for each person to carry the coffin for forty steps. This is

performed as follows: the carrier is to begin from the front right of the cofBn
airrying it upon his right shoulder," after which he is to slide backward and!
carry the back part on his right shoulder. He is then to carry the eront left side of
the cofBn upon his left shoulder and is to conclude his carry with the back part
of the cofBn carrying it on his left shoulder. T his process would ensure ten steps
on each side, thus equalling forty. Imam Shafi'i said that the sunna is that two

personsare to carry the coffin with the one in front placing it on the base of his
neck and the one behind on the upper part of his chest. The basis is that the coffin
of Sa'id ibn Mu'adth was bourne like this. We would say that this was due to the
rush of angels bearing him.

l~ l~

lgl g>~ L pay~

& l pl~ pl ~

It is recommended to walk quickly with the coffin without surging forward in a

way that leads to the shaking of the body. The Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! said [Be quick with the deceased, for if it was a person who was!

righteous, then you forward it to welfare, otherwise, you put off an evil thing
down from your necks!. T he sunna is to walk at a quick pace, but not the pace
that leadsto the shaking of the body.

' Ibn 'Asakir in his History, 27/81 [Maraky al-Falah 341I.
Abdur-Rizak in his Musnaf 3/512 [Maraky al-Falah 341|.
Maraky al-Falah 341.

' Note: the front right of the coRn will be on the left hand side of the carrier, because the
deceased is placed onto his back. T o further explain: there is only one side at the front whereby

one can placethe coffin upon his right shoulder whilst movingforward with the coffin.
At-T abaqat of Ibn Sa'id [Al-Hidayahj.
" M uslim 944.
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Walking behind the cofBn is superior than walking in front of it, just like the
obligatory prayer is superior to voluntary prayer. Ali God be pleased with him!!
said [By the One who sent Muhammad with the truth, the greatness of walking
behind the coffin over walking in front is like the greatness of the obligatory

prayer over avoluntary one].'

The audible remembrance of God is disliked when carrying the coffin. T his

includes audible recitation of Quran, for verily upon the people is silence or
inaudible remembrance. T here is no harm in weeping silently. And even to
remind those of death should not be observed. T he saying behind the coffin
[janaza]: "Every living shall thing die" is an innovation. And it is disliked for

women tojoin.'

It is disliked to sit before the cofBn has been placed from the shoulders of the
carriers. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Whenever you
see a funeral procession, stand up until the procession goes ahead of you or until
it is put down]. Another hadith in Bukhari states that the Prophet God bless
hi mand grant him peace!! said PVhen you see a funeral procession, you should
stand up, and whoever accompaniesit should not sit until the coffin is put down].'

The grave is to be excavated to a depth of half the height of a man's body or to
the height up to his chest if one was standing, and if one excavates the depth
further , it is better.

There are two
o ava - the first type is known aslahd, which is a grave with an
empty space dug into the side of the bottom of the grave, which is toward the
direction of prayer and is large enough for the body. See the diagram.
The second type is shaq, which is a simple trench down in the middle of the floor
of the grave, with low block walls raised along the trench sides, in which the
deceased isplaced before the ceiling of the wall isenclosed.

' Transmitted by Abdul-Razzaq inhiswriting3/448.
Maraky al-Falah 342.
Bukhari 1307, M u sli m 958.
Bukhar i 13 10.
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~ tJ' yl ~ ~>~ ~
T he deceased is to be buried in a lahd grave not in the shaq type as it issuperior!.

Though if the earth is soft, it is preferable to use the shaq grave. The Prophet
God blesshi mand grant him peace!! said [Thelahd isfor us, and theshaq isfor
othersj.'
~ l ~ ~ ~ l P -a y
T he body of the deceased isto be inserted into the grave from the direction of the

qibla with imam Shafi'i disagreeing. In hisview, the body isto be pulled in from
the feet of the grave due to the report that the Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!! wasplaced like this. The Hanafis maintain that the side of the qibla is
revered, therefore, it is r ecommended to insert the body from this direction. The

H anafi argument is based on the narration in al-Bayhaqi that the Companions

placed the Prophet in his grave from the side of the qibla. Though al-Bayhaqi
maintains that this is a weak tradition. It may however be noted that at-Tirmidhi
recorded a tradition on the authority of Ibn Abbas that the deceased should be

placed in the grave from the side of the qibla. It istherefore evident that there is
difference of opinion on the matter.~

ill Lojul J~ g1'~ i L + pill ~ .' ~ l~J~
T he person placing the body in the grave is to say, In the name of Allah and
~~or ang the religion of tlirt Mmcngcr of Allah, may the havings of Alk h he upon kinL,
< n d it is of no harm whether there is one or two persons placing the deceased at
the bot t omof thegrave. Though the sunna is that they be an odd number.'
' A b u Daw ud 3202.
'W wn al-M a 'bad, vol, 3, 205-0ti. A bu D awud, vol g, 9 I 3.

M araky al-Falah34;I.
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The deceased is made to face the qibla, upon his right side as the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! ordered, when he said [T he Bait al-Haram isyour
qibla, alive or dead],' thereafter, the knot of the shroud is undone as the Prophet
God blesshim and grant hi mpeace!! ordered the knot of Samrah to be loosened.
~

l ~

! g~

Unbaked bricks and bamboo cane! pieces are then placed over the niche opening
closing off the lateral hollow dug into the side of the grave with respect to the
lahd type where the body is placed!. AlJami al4aga'i r states that it is recommended
to use mud and cane because a bundle of cane was used on the grave of the
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!.
l~ ~ Yl.g ~
T he u se of bak ed bri cks or w ood is d i sli ked as th ese tak e the rule of constru ction

and beautification whereas the grave is the place of decay. Al-Hidayah states that
the effect of fire on br icks is detested as it entails b ad o me n .

0 MY ' ~ ~

It is recommended to curtain the grave of a fernale with a sheet until the bricks
have been placed over the niche, though not for the grave of a man, unless there
isa necessity, such as to repel rain. Ali God be pleased with him!! once passed by
people who were burying a deceased, in which they placed a cloth. Thereupon Ali
said [Thisisperformed with women, not men].'
~ l J l J+ p

The grave is then filled with earth as a cover for the deceased. It is also
recommended to sprinkle three scoops of earth upon the grave. The Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!! performed the funeral prayer and then
attended the grave and inserted earth near the head thrice.'

~~ Yg.&l ~ ~
The grave is to be shaped like a hump and is not to be Qattened into a square
cube! shape because the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! prevented
such actions.

' Abu Dawud 2869

Ibn Abi Shaybah. Al-Zayla'i, vol, 2, 303/304. Al-Hidayah.
Al-Baihaqi 4/ 34.
Darqutani 2/ 27.
M uslim 968.
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To build something on the grave for beautification is unlawful. Buildings on
graves have been emphatically denounced by the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! [The Prophet forbade the graves to be plastered, or they be

used assittingplacesor abuilding to be built over themj.'

.'LiU Mlg.Lal! ~4'! ~ dl J !K g ~ .Lp! .+ ~
To build something strong upon the grave after the burial to strengthen tt, is
disliked because thiswill last for life timeswhereas the grave is the place of decay.

There is no harm in writing on or marking the grave! to prevent its signs froxa
vanishing and prevent it from being desecrated, and so it can be visited and
respected and serve as a reminder to others.

p~ lpo~ l ~

.I 'Nl ~ La- 3 ~Q l J ~ dl e+~

It is disliked to use the homes as a burial place, for this is specihcally for the

Prophets. Al-Kamal stated, "Neither the small child nor the adult is to be buried
in the house they died in, for this isspecifically for the Prophets."

It is disliked to bury a deceased person in places termed aLFasaay like a cellar,
vault, or crypt! which is like an enclosure that isjoint to the house, large enough
to occupy a group of people standing. It is disliked because it is contrary to the
sunn a.

~ l+ l. ~ l g ~ ~ gagp~

~ J ~ lp~

There is no harm in burying more than one body in a grave when there is a need,
and between every corpse, there is to be a division with soil. This was what the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! ordered in some battles, such as the
battle of Uhud.'

Whoever dies on a ship and is away from land and it is feared that the body ~
cause harm to others, then the deceased is washed, shrouded and prayed over,
and thereafter released into the water. I ma m Ahmad Ibn H anbal held that th e

deceased isto have a weight placed upon him in order to sink to the bottom of the
ocean, and Imam Shafi'i held the same view if they are near the land of the

enemy, otherwise the body is placed tightly between two planks to obviate
bloating and thrown into the sea so that it reaches the shore.

Ji I Sg~ ~' I '54 ~ gl + ~ ~ dl Li Ji i p p i pl ~~ L. + ;~

M uslim 9 10.
B ukhari l 345.
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It is recommended to bury the deceased in the cemetery of the area he dies in or
i s k illed. T h er e is n o h arm if the d eceased is m oved a d istance of one or tw o m iles

before being buried because the distance to the place of burial may amount to
that expanse. Though it is disliked to transport the deceased more than this.
Likewise, it is disliked to move the body from one city or country to another.
m ~i -

After the deceased is buried that is, earth has been filled on top!, it is not
permitted to move the deceased to another location according to consensus,
unless the land was taken by force and the owner wants to remove all bodies and
reclaim his right or unless the ground is taken due to right of Sfbf ah
Preemption!. Shuf'ah or preemption can be simply defined as the right to
purchase something before others. The Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said [Whoever hasdate-palm trees or land, should not sell it until he offers
the would-be bought thing! to his partner!.' The neighbour is therefore more
entitled to purchase the land before others. An example which pertainsto Shuf'ah
and the removal of the deceased is the following: a person who owned land sold it
without informing his neighbour. This new owner then buries someone on the
land. However, the neighbour who had forwarded a legal claim with the judge is
awarded the land on the basis of preemption. As a result, this new owner is
permitted to relocate the deceased body or bodiesor he may opt to leave them.

If a person is buried in a grave that was excavated for someone else, then the
value of the excavation is to be paid, and the deceased is not to be remcived from
the grave, for it isnow hisright.

It is peanissible to unearth the grave to search for goods that fell in it such as
clothes or money. It is also maintained that one should only remove soil from the
area he believes the goods fell and extract them.

~ l p Jl g~ ~
It is also permissible if shrouds were taken by force or theft and their owner will
not accept anything but the shrouds or something valuable remained with the
deceased in which case it is permissible to unearth the grave and retrieve these
effects. Abdullah ibn 'Amr said: When we went out along with the Apostle of God
to al-Ta'if, we passed a grave. I heard the Messenger of God say, "T his is the
grave of Abu Righal. He was in this sacred house sanctuary! protecting himself
from punishment!. When he came out, he suffered the same punishment which
his people suffered at this place and he was buried in it. The sign of it is a golden

' Ibn Majah and an-Nasai.
' Maraky al-Falah 346.
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bough which wasburied with him. If you dig it out, you will find it with him. The

peopleliastenedtoit and tookout thebough."'
+ I k!gapl lr gl iLill ~ ~ p ~ Yg
The grave isnot tobe unearthed if the deceased was placed in the grave facing a
direction other than that of ka'bah or because the deceased was placed on his left
side. The unearthing of the grave for these reasons is not permitted. And Allah
kn ow s Best.

[br aky alFalahstates:] Many Hanafi scholars of recent times hold the view that
gathering near the family of the deceased and remaining until people offer their

condolences isdisliked. Instead, when people return from the burial, they are to
disperse and go about engaging in their own matters and leave the family of the
deceased to deal with their duties. It isdisliked togather at the door or pathway of
those who have suffered a calamity, for it is an act of the people of ignorance and

the Prophet prohibited such a thing. Thisdislike also extends to gathering in the
mosque. It is also disliked to be treated to a feast by the family of the deceased
because being treated to a feast was sanctioned for joyful times and not for times

of grief and it is a repulsive innovation. The Prophet God bless him and grant

him peace! said [There isno slaughter ['aqr] in Islam].' Abdur-Razzaq said: they
used to slaughter cowsand other thingsat graves. And thisiswhat ismeant by the
hadith for they would slaughter at the cemetery a cow or sheep. It is however

recommended for the neighbours of the deceased or distant relatives to prepare
food for the family of the deceased so that it would suffice thein for the day and
night. The Prophet God bless hi mand grant him peace!! said [Prepare food foi
the family of Ja'far, for there has come to them that which is keeping them busy
or something which iskeepingt hembusy].'

A bu Dawud 976 .

Ibn Abidin states: It is disliked to make food on the first day or third day or after one week;
and likewise, taking t'ood to the cemetery on special occasions such as Eid! is disliked. The
reality is that preparing or making food for the purpose of eating is disliked, though making
food for the poor is fine. He said: all such actsare for thepurposesof show and the desire to be
heard; and they are therefore tobe distanced from because the pleasure of Allah isnot sought.
!Note: there is no issue with reciting Quran over the dead. This isnot the issue. Theissue isthat
nowadays, the family of the deceased isexpected to spend a vast amount of wealth on food and
prepare a gathering where they call the righteous to recite the Quran; all of which is for the
purpose of eating and not for the sake of God. The preparation of food in Islam is meant for
good times and not for sad times!. Imam al~ rtubi held in at-Tadhkira [t18]: All such actions
are deeined su nn a nowadays and that to leave such a practice is regarded as an innovation; the

situation has thus reversed. Ibn Abbas said: a year will not pass the people except that thev
r emove in it a su n na and revive in that time an innovation; until the sunan are dead and the

innovations are alive. A personwill not practice the sunanand reject innovationsexcept for the
oi>o who Allah h as aided in disregarding the anger of the people toward him because of his

acting contrary tn their desire. !Maraky al-Falah 347!.
' A bu Dawud 3 2 2 2 .
T irm idhi l ti 10 .
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I t is recommended for men to offer their cond olence s and likewise for the women

who will not cause discord [fiona]. This is based on the saying of Prophet
Muhammad God bless him and grant him peace!! [There is no believer who
consoles his brother for a calamity, but Allah will clothe him with garmentsof
honour on the Day of Resurrection].' The Prophet also said ]Whoever consolesa
person stricken with a calamity will havea reward equal to his]. In addition, after
one has consoled his brother once, it is not a requirement that he do so a second
time.3

q+ liql ' J ~

~ pl~ .~ 1~Jl P l -~l .' ~J'
It is recommended for men and women to visit the graves of the departed, and
this is the soundest view. It has been stated by some scholars that it is forbidden

for women to visit the graves, whereas the soundest view is that it ispermissible
for them to attend. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said v isit
the graves, as it! reminds you of death],' and Fatima would visit the grave of
Hamza every Friday, whilst A'ishah visited the grave of her brother Abdur
Rahman. The sunna of visiting is to visit standing and to supplicate standing as
the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! performed when visiting alBaqi'. A'ishah reported that whenever it was her turn for Allah's Messenger to
spend the night with her, he would go out towardsthe end of the night to al-Baqi'
and say, "Peace be upon you, abode of a peoplewho are believers. What you were
promised would come to you tomorrow, you receiving it after some delay; and
God willing we shall join you. 0 Allah! Grant forgiveness to the inhabitants of
Baqi' al& harqad."'
~ l >Ja EldLSy~ p ~

~~~

~ i i! P

It is recommended to recite the surah Yadin as it has been reported from Anas

God bepleasedwith him! that the Prophet said, "Whoever entersthegraveyard
and redtesYaws ogeringitsrewardtolheA~! Allahwill relievethemtherein and
he acquiresthe reward equal to the number of them." Theauthor explained that
one who recites YaSin and advances the rewards of recitation to the deceased

shall receivesrewardsaccording to thenumber of deceased people therein asheld
y Imam al-Zayia'i, and that the deceased is relieved from his punishment
therein for that day.'
' Tirmidhi l601.
T irmidhi l 602.

Maraky al-Falah 347-348.
M uslim 974.
' M uslim 2 126.

Maraky al-Falah 349.
Tuhfatu al-Ahwadhi 3/ 275.
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Anas stated that he asked the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!,

saying; "0 Messenger of Allah, if we give sadaqa on behalf of our deceased, or
perfprtn haj on their behalf, will that reach them?The Prophet God bless him
and give hiin peace! replied [Yes, it will, and they will be delighted just asone of

ypuisdelightedwhenadish hasbeen given tohimasagift!.' Thus, aperson may
forward the rewards of his actions according to Ahl as8unna walJama'a and this
will reach and benefit the deceased as Imam Zayla'i stated. The Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! said [Recite Ya Sin over your dead]. And as
stated earlier, the word 'matutaakum' translated as dead or deceased in the above
hadith leaves no reservation or doubt that the term and meaning is literal and

real And it is not permissible to leave the literal position unless there is proof to
the cpntrary. It is therefore necessary that it be specified as literal with the saying
'maurtaakum".
T herefore, one is to donate the rewards of his actions to others according to Ahl

as-Sunna wal Jama'a. The basis is the narration of Ibn Umar who said that the

Prophet said, "If oneof you voluntarily givescharity and makesit on behalf of his
parents, then they will receive the reward and his reward will npt be deducted."'
And this is regardless of whether the act is prayer, fasting, hajj, charity [sadaqaj,
the recitation of Quran, invocations and all other righteous acts. This will reach
the deceased and benefit them as mentioned by Imam Zayla'i in the chapter of

Ha
j j 0n Another's Behalf . Moreover, Ali narrated that the Prophet said, "Whoever
enters a cemetery and recites surah Ikhlas eleven timesafter which he donates the
rewards to the dead, he is given rewards as much as there is dead."
Furthermore, in the explanation of al-Lubab, it states that one is to recite of the

Quran that which easy upon him with respect to the Fatiha, the first part of the
Baqarah aswell as the last part including the verse al-Kursi. Likewise, Surah basin, T abarak al-Mulk, Surah at-Takathur and al-Ikhlas twelve times or eleven
times or even seven or three times is to be observed. Following this, one is to say,
"Q Al lah! Allow the reward of what we have recited to go to so and so."
The scholarly majority hold that the recitation of the Quran reaches the deceased
whether it is recited at the grave or far from it, especially if the reciter on

completion donates the reward of that recitation to the deceased. Furthermore,
the reciter also receives the same reward without reducing anything from his

reward or the reward of the deceased. The position of the Hanafis and Hanbalis is
that a M uslim is entitled to donate the reward of any kind of worship he performs
tp whomever he wishes of the Muslim dead.

Al-K amal 2/ 3 l 3 .

' AbU D uwud 880 and an- tasai and Ibn Habban graded it a sound narration.

' Maraky al-Falah, 322.
'I'uburuni fil Awsat 7/ 358 / M araky < Fait h 350

l!urcitituni and mentioned by alJa'luni in Kashf aJ-Khaya 2/282 M~ y Q ppp 350j
' I l ualt i u Il!n Ab id i n.
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There is no dislike if the reciter of Quran sits near the grave in order to recite the
Quran in tranquillity, and this is the opted view.
4aP ppo~ly ~ g~ l + >padl og p

It is disliked to sit near the grave for other than reciting Quran. In addition, it is
disliked to step or walk upon a grave due to lack of respect. Abu Hurairah
reported the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! as saying [It is better
that one of you should sit on live coalswhich could burn hisclothing and come in
contact with his skin, than he should sit on a gravej.'
~ LLl iLaiy Qlg
It is disliked to sleep on a grave and it is prohibitively disliked to relieve oneself
on a grave whether it is urinating or defecating.

i~ I ~ ~ lg~

l Jig

To remove moist grass or trees from the graves is disliked for the reason that as
long as the grass or trees remain moist, they supplicate to Allah. And with the
remembrance of Allah, His Mercy descends, upon which the deceased is relieved.
The proof is the Prophet's actions when he passed by two graves. He took a green
branch of a date-palm tree, split it into two parts, and fixed one on each grave.
The people said, "0 Messenger of Allah! Why have you done so?" He replied, "I
hope that their punishment may be lessened till they the leaves! become dry."'

~ ~ Ul+ ~LY,
Though there is no harm in removing dry grassor trees because their purpose has
ended, i.e. th eir invocations.

TheRuks Of Martyrdom Shahada!
Literally, the term Shahid has many meaning; such as: a! the one whose testimony
is true and b! one who dies in the path of Allah. It is given this expression i.e.
dying in the path of Allah! because the angels of mercy bear witness to him or
because he has present with him that which will testify to his actions, namely his
blood and injuries; or because he witnessed dar a18alamwith the exiting of his
soul. And Allah knows best. The tern Shahid in itslegal sense, isgiven below.

' M uslim 97 1.
Bukhari 13 6 1.
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The Reali t 0 A M art r Shahi d A ccordi

To I sla mi c L aw

A person who is killed has died in his fixed time according to AALusSNnna teel.
J~

'a. T"at is, he has died in the time Allah decreed for him regardless of the

cau se of d eath .

~ P l i 4k i l

A Shahid is one who is killed by combatants of war, or rebels or by a highway

robber regardless of the murder weapon!, or is killed by a thief in his home at
mght or day! even if it is with a heavy object, such as a rock or solid entity.
Additionally, one is deemed a Shahid if he is found on the battlefield and the
signs of injury are manifest, such as damage, breakage, burning or blood from the

eyes or nose; or he is killed deliberately by a Muslim from oppression with a
sharp instrument, such as a knife/ sword. And in all these cases, thepecos kilkd is

Muslim, mature and free &om menstrual periods, postnatal bleeding and sexual
purity [janabaj and is not murtatha, meaning his death is not delayed until after
the end of battle, it isbefore. If for example one remains alive for a period of time

while the battle isstill ongoing and then dies, he isregarded asa Shahid. Though
if he lives on and dies after the battle ends, then he is regarded as murtatha.

M<rtatha according to scholars is one who is carried away from the battlefield
injured, though still alive and dies after the battle ends.'

' 1~ ~

l

H%at I s D one Wi th A Shahi d

p~gI~~M ly ~ lgp+ L5~ 14' U ~ iL, ~ g~g ~ g W ~ ~ ~L
The Shahid isshrouded with hisblood and dothes, isprayed over and not given a
bath. Ibn Abbas God be pleased with him!! said: "The Apostle of Allah God
bless him and give hi mpeace!! commanded to remove weapons and skins from
the martyrs of Uhud, and that they should be buried with their blood and
clothes." T he deceased is removed of effects that are not sui table as shroudi ng

»ch as armour, weapons, wool or sponges, as the Prophet God bless him and
g»'e him peace!! ordered i n the above hadith.

Nor al-Idah l HH
Aliu l ! aNu l 3 l 2H.
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One is to add or take away from the cIothes of the Shahid if he is not wearing
enough to fulfil the sunna or iswearing in excessof the sunna shrouding.

I t is di sli ked to rem ove all of th e clo th es of th e Sh ah i d . T h is i s so t hat t he m ar ks
of b at t l e r em ai n on h i m .

TheFolk wingAre To Be Washed Accordi ng To Abu Hanif a

~ >1m w >i t ~ >i ~
The Shahid is washed if he is killed in the state of sexual impurity Psnl haj or is a
boy, insane or in the state of menstrual periods [!kryo or postnatal bleeding nif asj
according to Abu Hanifa.' The reason is Handha1ah Ibn Rahib Allah be pleased
with him! was martyred on the day of Uhud, thereupon the Prophet God bless
him and grant hiin peace!! said [I saw the angels washing Handhalah Ibn Abi
Amir between the sky and the ground with nimbus and water!. Abu Sa'id then
said, "We went and observed him and his head was dripping with water." The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! then sent us to inform his wife,

upon which she informed us that he was in a state of sexual impurityj.' And the
reason wi th respect to the boy and insane is that the sword compensates for the

washing of persons who are characterised with sin, though for a boy and insane
person they are free of this attribute of sin. Hence, they are not included in the
meani ng of the Shuhada of Uhud.

6'g l~ Ji 'pt JismpapoM Iw p~ p1z!'IJ ! pL'!1~~ >~pl at ~ p ~+~ ~J .~ !1j1
!~ ~ ptg~ lgtgl gl~ plpl ~ l Sym+ Y
Likewise, a person whose death is delayed until aker the battle has ceased is to be
washed. This is called i rtilhalh. This person is no longer regarded as being in the
category of the Shuhada of Uhud for the reason that he has used the faculties of
life. T he person will still be rewarded as a Shahid but will not be considered

among those martyrs who are exempt from the maj or bath before burial. The
status of irtithath is achieved by eating, drinking, sleeping or taking medicines
after the battle has ended. I t is also staying alive until the time of a written prayer
passes during which one is sane. Likewise, one is regarded murtatha by being
transferred from the battleBeld to seek treatment, not for fear of being crushed on
by a horse, or he left instructions preparing for death, or he sold, bought or spoke
many words, in which case he is given the status of irtithath and is subsequently
washed. However, with respect to the ruling of the hereafter, one is deemed a
' Maraky al-Falah 354.
Ibn Habban 15/ 495, Haki m al-Mustadrak 3/ 225.
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Sluillid and will receive the reward promised for a Shahid.' The reason one is
ilei i» ed rnurtatha is b ecause he has availed the faculties of life and has been

govt rued by the rule of the living. The Shuhada Martyrs! of Uhud died thirsty
even though water was being circulated amongst thein. They did not accept it for
fear that they might lose this honour of Shahada. They were removed from the
battlefield so that animals would not trainple on them. beyond this, they did not

enjoy any rest.'
< ~ ~ ~/ Y ~Pl .M I P pj i ~ ~q~
i
If however, one of the abovementioned points occurs such as eating or drinking!
before the battle ends, then one is not dassified as m~ ~ by such actions;
rather he is deemed a Shahid

A person who diesin the city or other place! and the cause of death isunknown;
that is, it is not known whether he was killed because of oppression or because

someone exercised the penalty of hakt upon him legally executed by order of the
judge for crimes committed! or whether it was a result of an eye for an eye, then

such a person is bathed and prayed over. Such persons are not considered
Sh uh ad a.

In sum, a complete Shahid in this life and the hereafter! is one who is sane,
mature, Muslim, free from major impurity, who dies after being struck to the
extent that he does not eat, drink, sleep, seek medical treatment or removed
from the battlefield alive rather he is removed dead!. The ruling according
to A bu H anifa is that he is not bathed and is shroud ed with his clothes after

being stripped of that which is not fitting for shrouding, such as weapons,
armour and the like. He is prayed upon and buried with hisblood and clothes.
The second type of Shahid is regarded as a Shahid of the hereafter; and it is
the one who is missing one of the above conditions, such as being killed in the
state of sexual impurity, menses, or is a boy, insane or did not die after being

struck but lived on!, or is killed by accident. Such persons are deemed
Shuhada of the hereafter but are not classified as complete Shuhada. They
will receive the reward that Allah promised the Shahid. Such persons are
bathed, enshrouded, and the prayer over them is like the prayer of others.
Persons similar to Shuhada of the hereafter are those who die by drowning,

burning, or one who dies as a result of the collapse of a wall, or during the
path of seeking knowledge, tuberculosis, fever and so forth. They are to be
washed, shrouded and prayed upon even though they are Shuhada of the
hereafter.'

M araky al-Valah 3i 4.
Al-H idayah.

l'iqh al-lslamy, Ibrahimas-Salkini 2>7-298.
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p~ l ~ L5J ~
T he Cha ter

F asti

p~ l ~
The Reali ty DePnition! Of Fasting

Dl~ i cg lo~ ~ yc+ LII+ dl ~ILla,aw pll~ ,~ JL >I~ l~g j ~ gl
Fasting is to abstain during the day &om allowing anything to enter into the
stomach through the mouth, nose, or cavity in the body, whether intentionally or
by mistake; or that which has the same legal status of the stomach such as the

brain.' In addition, fasting is to abstain from sexual gratification; and one's
abstention from eating, drinking or sexual gratification is to be in unison with the

intention of fasting.' Equally, this abstention is to be kom a person who fits the
criteria for fasting, such as being Muslim, sane, mature, and free from menstrual
bleeding and postnatal bleeding. Note: with respect to the intention which is
knowing in one'sheart that anewill fast that day!, it is rare that one would fast without
an intention. In the exceptional case that one does not intend the fast overnight,
then one may still do so up to the timejust prior to midday.
I

Lexically, fasting is to refrain

whether it is refraining from speaking, actions, eating,

drinking or from other things. The legal definition of fasting isgiven above.
2
For example: if a person suffers an injury and he places medicine upon it; the fast is void if
the inedicine penetrates the cavity and enters the body.

Such as sexual intercourseor to emit sexual discharge due to foreplay.

' The intention of fasting is to have a firm resolve in one's heart upon the act in order to
distinguish one act from another. And to make one's intention with the tongue is not

conditional. Furthermore, the intention is required regardless of the type of fast, such as the
obligatory, waj ib, voluntary; even the inake-up fast [qadaj. Al-Ikhtiyar states: that the intention
of fasting is a stipulation, and it is to know in one's heart that one will fast. It is not conditional

that the intention be affirmed on the tongue; and there is no disagreement concerning the
beginning of the time of intention, which iswhen the sun sets; though they disagree concerning
its end time. Zufar said, "T he intention is not conditional for the resident of sound health,

because the time is specified, such that no other act of fasting is accepted in that period except
Ramadan. T herefore, if one refrains from that which the law has commanded, then it 1'ulfils the

obligation ol' Ramadan." We say, "It is an act of worship that cannot be valid without an

intention, just like all the other acts of worship; and because the Prophet said Action are by
intentions!; and also because refraining from eating, drinking or sexual gratification may be the
normal habit or routine for many people; or it may a remedy for the sick or it may be a diet for
those who exercise. T he only way to specify this is with an intention, such as one does when
rising for prayer." As for the permissibility of allowing the intention of fasting! to be formed all
the way up to midday prior to the sun reaching its peak!, we say that Ibn Abbas reported that
the people awoke on the day of uncertainty. A bedouin came and said, "I have sighted the

moon." The Prophet asked hiin, "Do you testify hat there is no god except Allah and that I am
the Messenger of Allah?" He replied, "Yes." T he Prophet said, "Allah is great, one Muslim is
enough for the Muslims." He then began the 1'ast and ordered others to fast. He ordered a caller
who called, "T hose who have eaten should not eat for the remainder of the day and he who has
not eaten is to fast. Abu Dawud 2340 / at-'I'irrnidhi S 1/ an-Nasai fil Mujtaba vol. 3, 132/ Ibn
Majah 1602. Ibn Khuzayma authenticated the hadith 1J24 / Ibn Habban 3446!. Al-Ikhtiyar
181-183I.
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p~ l ~ ~ j ~
T he Cause H%ieh Ob ' ates Ramada n

414! ~

M pj >p j l CJ+j7 D~ JLA+j M~ j ~ j

The cause, which obligates the fasting of Ramadan, is one's presence in the time
that is correct to fast, this therefore excludes the night!. And the arrival of each
day of Ramadan is a reason obligating one to fast that particular day. We said
earlier with respect to prayer, that when the prayer time arrives, one is obligated
to pray. Likewise, the arrival of the month of Ramadan is a cause obligating one
to fast its month, and each day is a cause for the fast of that day. Thus, the month
of Ramadan is a general cause, while each day is the cause for the fast of that day.
Al-Ikhtiyar states; "The intention of fasting is condition for each day, because
each day is a day of worship one by one. Does one not see that if one ruins a day

of the fasting, that it does not prevent the rest of the days from being correct?'
Additionally, if a person matured or embraced Islam during Ramadan, then he is
required to fast that which remains of that day and the rest of Ramadan and not

what has passed.'
~ l M Sj ~ j ~
I ts R uli

A nd The Conditi ons That Render I t Obl at

1 i ~ .1~ ~ 1~
It is obligatory to perform the current Ramadan as well as m aking up an
unperformed Ramadan which was missed, provided one meets four conditions,
and they are;
Ij P dlj ~ 51
Islam, sanity and maturity. One must be Muslim, for the verses of Quran and
hadith with respect to Ramadan are aimed at Muslims. Also, fasting is not
compulsory upon an insane person or one who has not attained maturity.

pl Yl >I>, pe'Jl>'I , ~pl >I> + 1 / ~~ pl,+ I>
To have knowledge that it is obligatory is required by law. This is therefore a
condition for those who accept Islam on enemy land where there is little
likelihood in knowing the requirements. One who lacks this knowledge on enemy
land is not obliged to fast provided he became Muslim in that place. However,
one may become aware of this obligation by being informed by two upright

Muslims, though the two companions maintained that it is not a condition that
they be upright. In contrast, a person being on Muslim land makes Ramadan
obligatory because ignorance is no excuse for him in this situation.

Al-Ikhtiyar 182.
M araky al-Falah 356.
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Condi ti ons That Ob ' ate One To F ast R amadan

i LiYlj ~ iA"j ~

j~ g~ ~

l : Clat ~ ~ j I c'~ ~

The conditions that make it obligatory to fast Ramadan are; to be free from ill
health,' menstrual periods or postnatal bleeding and to be a resident. If one is
travelling, then fasting is not compulsory, though if it is achievable, then it is
better to undertake its performance.

p~ l ~lit~
The Condi ti ons That Validate The F asti n

Ramada n

The conditions that validate the fasting of Ramadan are three; they are, a! the
intention, b! to be free from anything that is contrary to fasting, such as menstrual
periodsor postnatal bleeding and c! to be free from all thingsthat break the fast.
i M I~ ~ I J ~ Yj

It is not a condition to be free from sexual discharge. This means that a person
may have had unconscious discharge while sleeping, or one may have had
intercourse prior to dawn and did not remove the filth until after dawn. This
discharge that remains on the body or clothes until after the dawn arrives does
n ot affect th e fast.

l L., peal j ~ l -~ .Lanai ~
The pillar of fasting is to abstain from the desire for food, sexual intercourse and
that which has the same legal status of both, such as medicine entering the body
through a deep cut.

+ t kl~i~ plJ ~l~tl~.Vi ll ~ ~ lpll pe
The legal consequence that is derived from fasting is: the compulsory obligation
that one is obliged to perform is cleared. And the individual is rewarded in the
hereafter, by the will of God and Allah knows best.

' The law requiresthat one be of sound health. If one is ill, then he ispermitted to break the
fast and make up the day when he recovers.
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F asts A nd The Desn i Li on
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p~ t j- gf !~ l ~
Fasting isdivid'edintosix types;
~A dJ 3 3 J~p
1- Qbligatory fard!

2- Necessary wajib!

3- Sunna

4- Recommended desirable!

5- Voluntary naA!,

6- Disliked.

+ pl J yy&ly~l~liSJl ~ ~~~ p~lail g~ ~ ~ .'~ a~ ~ lLI
1- As for the obligatory fasts, they are, i! the fasting of the current Ramadan or an

unperformed Ramadan, ii! expiation fasts kaffarah! which a person must perform
should he violate certain rules during Ramadan, and iii! nidhr which is the fast
one vows to perform, and this isaccording to the evident view due to the saying of
Allah [T hen let them abide by their vows!.'

Ji; ~ o~ I L iLjai :~ ~ lgl LIp
2- As for the uej ib type of fast, it is the voluntary fast that was ruined meaning, if

a person begins to observe a voluntary fast and thereafter breaks it, then it
becomes necessary to make up as an act of worship!.

3- As for the sunna type, it is the day of Ashura which is the 10'" day of
Muharram! induding the 9 . The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
sent a person on the morning of Ashura to the villages of Ansar around Medina
with the following message!: He who got up in the morning fasting without
eating anything! should complete his fast and he who had breakfast in the
morning, should complete the rest of the day without food!. The Companions
said; We henceforth observed that.'
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4- The recommended fast is the fasting of three days of every month. And it is
desirable to perform these days in the white days of every lunar month, which is
the 13 , 14 and 15+. They are named the white days at that time, because the
light of the moon is strongest and the brightest as Abu Dawud narrated [The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would order us to fast the three
white days! of 13'", 14'" and 15'". The Prophet said, "This is like keeping
perpetual fasts."'
lg ~ pl

It is recommended to East on the Mondays and Thursdays of each week. The
Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! said [The worksof the servantsare
presented to Allah! on Monday and Thursday, so I like that when my works are
presented, I am observing fast].

It is recommended to fast six days of the month of Shawwal, and it has been said
that these six days are to be fasted consecutively immediately following Ei~ Fitr!, though it has also been said that the six days can be fasted intermit» tly.
The Prophet God bless hi mand grant him peace!! said [He who observed the
fast of Ramadan and followed it with six fasts! of Shawwal, it would be as if he

fasted perpetually].' Meaning, Allah multiples good by ten times thus by fasting
thirty days of Ramadan it comes to three hundred, and fasting the six says «
Shawwal brings a reward of sixty days. Thus, fasting for thirty-six days eq« s to
fasting the entire year. There is some difference of opinion among the jurists
whether fasting for six days successively, immediately after Eid ai-Fi« i» uperi«
to fasting six days randomly throughout the month of Shawwal. Imam Shafi'i,
Ahmad and Abu Dawud hold the view as six consecutive days.

yLp JaapLp,p~ glSPl 31~~~ i ~ >gl> ~ i ~ l ~ mgly~ ~ p~ J5~
i~ t
It is recommended to fast any day which is established asbeing mentioned by the
Prophet and one which the sunna promises reward for, such as the fasting of
Dawud Peace be upon him! in which he would alternate his days by fasting one
day and breaking the next. This is the best fasting and the most beloved to Allah
as the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Fast one day and
break the other day. That is known as the fasting of Dawud and that is the best
fasting].'

A bu D awud 2443.
2

At-Tirmidhi, the Book of Fasting 747.
M uslim 1164.
M usli m 1159.
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5- As for voluntary fast, it is that which is not mentioned in the above categories,
provided it is not established as a day that is disliked to fast. Meaning, if it is
established that there is no dishke in fasting on a particular day, then there is no
harm in undertaking its performance.

6- As for that which isdisliked, there are two types. The first issomewhat disliked
and the second is prohibitively disliked.

~ LJl~ l~~ ~l ~ Q ~ .'Jg91
The first type which is somewhat disliked!, is fasting the day of Ashura alone
10 Muharram! without joining with it the 9 of Muharram. Ibn Abbas God be
pleased with him!! said; When the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!
fasted the day of Ashura and commanded us to fast on it, they the Compani ons!
said; "Apostle of Allah, this is a day which is considered great by the Jews and
Christians." The Apostle of Allah God bless him and grant him peace!! said,

"When the next year comes, we shall fast on the 9'" of Muharram." But the next
year the Apostle of Allah breathed his last.' This indicates that one is to fast the
9'" and 10'" of M uharram.

The second type of fast that is prohibitively disliked [makruh tahrim], is the fasting
on the day of Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha and the days of tashriq, which are the 11'",

12'" and 13'" from the month of Dhul- Hijjah. Abu 'Ubaid, the freed slave of Ibn
Azhar reported; I perf ormed Kid along with Umar Ibn al-Khattab Allah be

pleased with him!. He came out in an open space and prayed and after completing
it addressed the people and said; "The Messenger of Allah God bless him and
give him peace!! has forbidden fast on these two days. One is the day of Fitr and
the second one, the day when you eat the meat ! of your sacrifices."
l p~ ~l i I oP y

It isdisliked to single out Friday alone for a day of fasting, unlessit coincideswith
one's regular days of fasting or unless one connects the Friday with the previous
day or day after. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Do not
single out Friday among days for fasting unless one among you is accustomed to

fast on days! which coincide with this Friday!]." The Prophet God bless him
and grant him peace!! said [None of you must fast on a Friday unless he fasts the

day before or after].'
' Abu Dawud 243~
J.
M uslim 1137.
M uslim 1144.

' Abu Dawud 2414.
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It is disliked to single out Saturday for a day of fasting unless one connects the
Saturday wi th the day before or after it, or unless it coincides with one's regular
days of fasting.

~» ~~> ~tYl ~>g I>t » QI<>>
It is disliked to fast on the day which is celebrated by Persians; and the day
celebrated by atheists i.e. the first day of autumn!, unless these coincide with
one's regular days of fasting.

~ Nl. MIp~ ~ ~ ~ I~yAl ~ ~ 5 pl :~pa~ ~ g~J4r~~lp~ eg~
It is disliked to perform continuous uninterrupted! days of fasting, even if it is
only for two days; and the description of this is; on the Grst day of fasting, one
does not break his fast after the sunset until he has fasted the next day and
reached its night. Ibn Umar said that the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace! forbade continuous uninterrupted fasting. They some Companions! said,
'You yourself fast uninterrupted,' whereupon the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! said, "I am not like you. I am fed and supplied drink by Allah!
during the night."' Commentators are of the view that the observance of
uninterrupted fasts was the special prerogative of the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!.

It is disliked to fast for one's entire life that is, every day for the maj ority of one's
life! for the reason that one will become weak and the fasting will become a
routine in which the purpose of fasting is lost.

' Bukhari l 961.
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The Types Of Fast That Requires Onc ToBeSperipcIn Thc
I ntention Prior to Dawn; And A%en I t Is Not Condi tional

Note: there are several typesof fasting where a person is required to be specific in
his intention - and to make the intention at night prior to dawn. There are also
other types where this specification is not required.
Wl ~ ~ L~ Y gi 31 ~ l
ThcFasting That Docs Not RequireA Person ToBeSpe6j icIn TheIntention,
Nor ToFormThe IntentionAt Night Prior ToDawn!

~ ~ YyWl ~ ~ J~ 'Ygi ll ~ l I }
As for the type of fasting for which it is not conditional to be sped6c in the
intention, nor to make the intention at night prior to dawn iswhen;
I- One is fasting the month of Ramadan; for indeed, the fast is valid if the
intention is made during the night itself from sunset! until a short period before
the noontime. Hence, it is not a condition to be specific in the intention, nor to

make it at night prior to dawn.
/

ip~l j ~ l giblet

2- It is not a condition when one hasvowed to fast a specific day. This means, if a
person has vowed to fast on a particular day, he is not required to be specific in
the intention, nor to make it at night when that day arrives. For example, on
Monday, one vowed to fast on T hursday. Therefore, on Thursday it is not a
requirement to be specific in the intention, nor to form the intention prior to
dawn. The fast is valid with an intention made during the period, which is from
sunset the previous night until just before inidday.
3- Likewise, it is not a condition for voluntary fasts nafl!.

' Q L g}JJ l} ~i
g ~ l ~~

l

These three types of fast' are valid if one makes the intention during the night
itself up to a short time before midday. And the description of this period
midday is from the break of dawn until the time before the sun reaches its peak
This means it is valid to make the intentionfor the above types of f ast P om any limePom
sunset thcnight bef ore. up tothcmidday of theactual day of f asting prior tothesun'srcnith.
' That is, a! Ramadan, b! a vowed fast which isspecified for a particular tim
e and c! naA.
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A'ishah God be pleased with her!! reported, T he Prophet God bless him and
give him peace!! came to me one day and said, "Is there anything with you to

eat!?" I said 'no'. Thereupon he said, "I shall then be fasting."'

yI lgL ' Logy Uul! ~ l ~ g, Ml ~

JiJlyi~ l ..i l l~agLa ~il>l~ JS! Lat~ ~

~ plJ Lja~
These three types of fasts are also valid with a y ncral u+ Mf icd! intention of
fasting or an intention of a yytunhsp f ast, even if the person who intends them! is a
traveller or sick, and this is the most correct opinion. Meaning, if any person
whether he is a traveller or sick person forms a general intention without
specifying the kind of fast to be observed or an intention for a voluntary fast

during Ramadan, then it counts as Ramadan. T he reason this is permissible is
because Ramadan is already in a fixed time and therefore does not need to be
specified and according to the Sacred law; no one can perform other fasts during
Ramadan, except the fasts of Ramadan. In the principles of fiqh, this is termed
wa
j ib Mudayyiq. This also applies to a vowed fast which one has specified with
respect to its timing. For example; a person who vowed to fast on Monday can
intend this day as a voluntary fast and the vow of fasting that day is thereby
achieved through this intention. This is because the day has previously been
specified, and for this reason one is permitted to have a general or voluntary
intention.'

~ lpfl .>olpi Q j uePp e .l ~~ i ~ ~

~gl5 Q p l ~ ly m gLa g~lol ~ g

It is valid to fast the month of Ramadan with the intention of performing another
tee
j ib fast, though the waj ib fast is not valid. And this rule applies only to one of
sound health or a resident, though contrary to the traveller for the reason that
Ramadan is not compulsory on the traveller, which means if he intends a wa
j ib
fast, such as a vow fast, then whatever he intends of the mji ib fast is accepted and
not Ramadan, as is one narration from Abu Hanifa. T hough the two Companions

maintained that it is Ramadan that isaccepted.

g~ ~g ~ l ~ 'lpg~ lpl ~ $1g ~ pl ~

lp

There is difference of opinion amongst the scholars about the sick person who
intends another teej ib fast during his fasting of Ramadan, whether the wajib fast
is accepted, or whether it counts as Ramadan!. Shams al A 'i mma stated that the

soundest view is, 'It is regarded as Ramadan and not A4 mja ib f ast,' and this is
reiterated in the book al-Burhan. T hough Imam Hasan stated that whatever one

intended iswhat is accepted, and thisview was opted by the author of al-Hidaya.

M uslim 1154.

Maraky al-Falah 362.
Maraky al-Falah 3 i3.
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T able 1 displays what is and is not fulfilled for a person who intends anothe:
waj ib fast duri ng Ramadan whereas table 2 summarises the different intention:
w h i ch ar e v al id fo r R am ad an .
T ab le 1

T able 2

~ ~ lgl~ ol~y ~ J ao~ ~ ly~ al j ~ l~g& 1~ 5p
A promised fast which is spec+ ed with respect to its timing, such as on
particular day isconsidered unfulhlled if oneperforins the fast on that day with i
different uej ib intention. VerQy, what is accepted is the different uej ib intentio>
intended on the day. Meaning, if a person vowed to fast a specific day, and upoi

arrival of that day, this person performed the fast intending a different tvjaibfast
then what is accepted is the latter, while the original specified fast remains a deb
w h i ch mus t st i l l be f u l f i l l ed .
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Asf or thesecond type, it isa condition tobcsPenj k in theintention f or thef ast tobeogi red!
thcpreviousnight pnor todaten. Thisisreguired,
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l- When one is making up an unperformed Ramadan that is, gada!.

4 ~ o~ ll iLasp
2- When one is making up a ruined voluntary fast, that is, the gada of nafl!.

+ l~l. - i,US'Jl ~ ~
3- When one is performing the expiation fasts kagarah!, aswell all the other types
of expiation fasts such as the expiation of breaking an oath.

~~ ~I ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4I ~ gI: Qpc5~ I ~~ l~

4- It is also conditional when one vows to fast in a general way, such as the saying
If God alkviates my illness, then I wN fast a day and thereafter he regains good
health. Hence, when this person decides to honour this day, he is required to be
specific in his intention and make it the previous night prior to dawn.

o~g l
S ' hti

~ Jg3'541~~ + ~

Thc M oon And Fasti
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On Thc Da

Doubt

Ramada n

J~ l~ gl~ + g~ ~ ylg~ a~gu~
Ramadan is established when the moon is sighted. And if the moon is not visible,
the people are to complete the month of Sha'ban as thirty days and then begin

fasting. The Prophet God blesshim and grant himpeace! said [Fast when you see
it, and break your fast when you see it and if the weather iscloudy, calculate it i.e.
the month of Sha'ban! as thirty daysj.' Note: The lunar months consist of either
twenty-nine days or thirty days. If the sky is clear, the people begin and end
fasting with the sighting of the new moon and if the sky is overcast then they have
been instructed to complete thirty days of Sha'ban and thereafter begin the
fasting.

M uslim 1080.
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The day of doubt is the day after the twenty-ninth day of the month of Sha'ban.
Due to overcast conditions that have concealed the moon on this doubtful day,
there is an equal measure of knowledge and ignorance with respect to the reality
of t h e si t u ati on .

~ l p~ ~ y ~ J sp ~ ~ ~ + p~ Yl p~ J5~ op s
It is disliked to fast during this day except a voluntary fast that one is firm about
with no wavering in the intention! between it and between other fasts. Hence, the
intention of a voluntary fast must be firm with no wavering or hesitation. T he

Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [The day of doubt is not to be
performed as a fast on the belief that it is Ramadan, rather it is observed as a
voluntary fast!.'
If it appears that this day is from Ramadan, then one's voluntary fast sufBces for
that of Ram adan . I n other words, what one fasted is valid for that of Ram ad an.

Note, this issue has several variations. Fiat, if a person forms the intention of
Ramadan, it is disliked. T hough if it becomes evident that it is from Ramadan,

then his fast is valid as that of Ramadan! because he witnessed the moon and
maintained the fast. If it becomes clear that it is still the month of Sha'ban, then
his fast is regarded as a voluntary one. Sggnid, if a person forms an intention of

another waj ib fast, it is also disliked, except that this dislike is lesser than the first
case. If it then becomes evident that this day is from Ramadan, then his fast is
valid as that of Ramadan! due to existence of the basic intention. If it appears
that it is the day of Sha'ban, then it is regarded for him as a voluntary fast. Third, a
person may form the intention for a voluntary fast, and there is no dislike about
this on the basis of the hadith. Fourth, one can make the intention itself
condi tional, in that he will form the intention if it is Ramad an , but he wi ll not if it

is from Sha'ban. With this type, he is not deemed as a person who is fasting
because he is not decisive in forming his intention. Fgkh, is that he makes the
intention conditional regarding its details, in that he will form the intention to fast
if the next day is Ramadan, and if it is from Sha'ban, then he will fast on account
of another waj ib fast. T his is disliked due to indecision between two conditions

that are both disliked. If this day appears as Ramadan, then, his fast is valid
because he was unwavering in the structure of the intention itself. I f however, it

turns out to be from Sha'ban, then his fasting of another waj ib is not valid.

' Al-Zayla'i vol, 2, 440.
Al-H idayah 129-130.
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If one is hesitant upon the day of doubt between fasting and breaking fast, then
he is ruled as not fasting, such as the saying, "If il isRamadan, then I amfasting and
if it is not, then I amnotfasling," and the reason one isruled as not fasting isbecause
he is not decisive in his intention. And if it later appears that the day is from
Ramadan, then one is required to make up the day.

~ p L40+ J4Q~ ~ l~ ~ ptjtppl ~ 4+j
It is disliked to fast a day or two at the end of the month of Sha'ban. Though it is
not disliked to fast more than two days The Prophet God blesshi mand give him
peace!! said [Do not fast for a day or two ahead of Ramadan except a person who

is in that habit of observing a particular fast and he fasted on that dayj.' The
reason is that there should be a clear distinction between the two types of fasts.

JU-I ~ !j mII ~ j ~ j ljl >Uai! 4p . ~ l j + 34uL3I~ l ~ l~
On the day of doubt, the mufti orders the people to wait without the intention of
fasting!. Afterwards, when the time for intention expires and the day did not
appear asthat of Ramadan, the mufti orders the people to break the fast.
Qi Wj U I g a~p l ~ ~ ~

~ ~
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Though the mufti, judge and the elite are to fast during this day of doubt as a
voluntary fast!; and the elite are those able to control themselves from wavering in

their intention and able to differentiate their voluntary fast from the obligatory
one.

i sa , J'hapl y ~
The R uli
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Whoever sees the moon of Ramadan alone, yet his statement is rejected by the
judge, he is required to fast on his own, for Allah said So whomever witnessed
the month of Ramadan, must fast!!.' Though if one sees the moon of Eid al-Fitr
alone and his statement is rejected, he is not permitted to break his fast even if he
is sur e he has seen the m oon of Shaww al .

~

l J ~ li ll a>~L Li oJaij!lSgya~ ~lagYy~ ~ pl J + 1J~
l

And if a person breaks fast in both these situations i.e. when witnessing the moon
for the month of Ramadan and the month of Shawwal! then he is to make up the
days, though he is not liable for expiation kaffarah! even if he broke his fast
before thejudge had rejected his statements, and this is the correct view.

M uslim l 082.

Al-Baqarah l 85.
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If there is an obstruction in the sky, such as clouds or dust, the imam is tp accept
the testimony of a singk uPng
ght toihvu or one tohose situation is aaknoton, and this is
the correct view. And the imam is also to accept the news of the sighting! even if
spmeone else of similar status to the wi tness

testifies based on what the witness

told him. For example, an upright person named 'X' sees the moon. He then

informs another uPright Person named 'Y' about what he saw. Person 'Y' then goes to
the judge and informs him that person 'X' witnessed the moon, and this is

accepted. Person 'Y' also needs to be of equal status to person 'X', such that if
person 'X' isupright, then person 'Y' is required tp be upright and this is the
meaning of the words of similar statustothewitness!.
And the testimony of the single upright witness or one whose situation is
unknown, is accepted even if such a person is a female, slave, or one who has

repented after being punished for accusing others of sexual acts. And it isnot a
condition for such a person to utter the words of the shahada as to what he
witnessed which is "I bear witness that..."! and neither is it conditional for one to

be subjected to legal proceedings or commissions. We therefore accept his news
withput legal proceedings, or commissi ons, because he is informing about

something, he is not giving legal testimony in court.' [Al-Hidayah states: The
imam is to accept the t est i mony of a single person who is in possession of moral

probity, for the sighting of the moon, whether such person isa man or woman, a
free man or a slave]. Furthermore, if one sees the moon, he is required to inform
about this in-front of thejudge in the same night if he isin the city. If he resides in
a small town and is an upright person!, then he is to i nf ormabout it between the

people regarding what he saw or do so in the mosque and they are to fast
according to his testimony.
~ t i d ' i ~ I ~lSli l ~

l J~ ~

If the sky is og re tedfor Eid al-Fttr, it is conditional for the imam to have the
testimony from two free men or from one Bee man and two free women and it is
conditional that they say the wordsof the shahada when they inform about what

they witnessed, such as "I bear witneN... g though they are not tp be subject tp legal
proceedings or commissions.
' Hence, the news of the sighting is accepted without commissions where the judge presides
over the case hearing argumentsand counter claimsand so forth. Such a thing is not stipulated.
Furthermore, such legal proceedings or commissions are also not stipulated in other matters of
law, such as the freeing of a slave.
Maraky al-Falah 3 i9.
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If there is no obstruction in the sky for Ramadan or Eid al-Fitr, then the testimony
of a large gathering is required. Abu Yusuf says fifty people are considered as
being a large gathering. However, the determination of a large gathering is

entrusted to the opinion of the imam meaning, the i mam will determine what a
large gathering is! and this is the correct view.

~ l>~ l J'>l>~ !>>y »~ >& l~ l>~
I
If the people begin Ramadan based on the testimony of a single person, and then
they complete thirty days of fasting and thereafter no one sees the moon of Eid alFitr even though the sky is clear, it is not permitted for them to cease fasting
which is the view agreed upon in the M adhhab. T his means that the person who
first wi tnessed t he m oon of Rain ad an was m istaken, and that it was not Ram ad an.

Hence, they are to fast this day!.

' QgQs i~ 4gl5 I>l Jail + g ~~ 3y l,Qm o>l+' ply I>I Q ~ p l ~

IP
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Scholars differed in that if Ramadan is established based on the wi tnessing of two
upright persons and then thirty days are completed and yet no one sees the moon
for Eid al-Fitr even though the sky is dear!; do they fast another day? Or do they
celebrate Eid al-Fitr? Some i n the M adhhab maintain that they are to break their

fast and celebrate Eid as held in ad-Darayya, al-Khilasa and al-Bazaziyya.
However, others maintain that they are to remain fasting given that the moon was
not seen in a clear sky, which indicates their mistake. T heir t est i mony therefore

i.e. of the two witnesses! becomes invalid.' Though there is no disagreement that
the people are permitted to cease fasting if the sky is obstructed upon completion
of thirty days, even if Ramadan is established on the testimony of a single person.

~ lS~

QIJ~ g

And the moon of Eid al-Adha takes the same ruling as Eid al-Fitr.

' Maraky al-Falah 370.
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It is condi tional in establishing the remainder of the months; the testimony of two
upright men or one man and two free women!! and these individuals must not

have previously been punished for making false accusations of a sexual
intercourse against others. Note: This j udgement applies when there is an

obstruction in the sky; for if there is no obstruction a largegathering is required.'
JUsLI m~ l~
The RIdi

Sen

The M oon From Di erent Pl aces
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If the sighting of the moon is confirmed in a region, it is necessary upon all the
people in all the other regions and to adhere to this sighting, and they must fast
accordingly. This is the most evident view in the M adhhab and the fatwa issued is

in accordance with this view and one in which the maj ority of the scholars have
mai nt ai ned. Therefore, the people of one region or city! who fast 29 days would

be required to make-up a day if the people of another region fasted 30 days with
their sighting of the moon. This is because the Prophet's words "Fast whenyou see
the moon" are general and inclusive of all M uslims.

[Ibn Abidin in his Hashia states:! The different regions are not taken into
consideration according to the evident view in the school; a view which the
maj ority maintain and the fatwa coincides with. Therefore, the people of the west
are to act in accordance with the sighting of the people of the east. [The exPlanation
Provided in al-Hashia states:] The disagreement with respect to the different regions
means, is it necessary for each region to consider only what they see in their
region and not be required to act in accordance with other regions; or do they
disregard other regions and act according to the first sighting to the extent that if
it is seen in the east on Friday night and in the west on Saturday night, are those
' Maraky al-Falah 370.
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of the west required to act in accordance with the sighting of the people of the
east?!. One view maintains that each region takes its own ruling as held by azZayla'i and the author of al-Fayd. It is also the sound view in the Shafi'i school.
However, the most evident opinion, which is relied upon in the Hanafi, M aliki

and Hanbali school is the latter view that the first sighting is a sighting for all
Muslims! on the basis of the words of the Prophet "Fast when you see it." '
Muhammad Ali Sabuni in his Taf sir Ayal al Ahkam explains whether or not different
regions are disregarded or accepted. He says: "The Hanafi, Maliki and Hanbali
schools maintain that the different regions are disregarded; so that if the moon is
seen in one country or region!, then it becomes necessary on the rest of the

regions in the world to fast or break the fast. This is because the Messenger's
words "Fast when you see il and brcak your f ast when you see it" includes the entire
nation of Muhammad [ummah]. So whoever sees it in any place, then that sighting
is a sighting for all Muslims. [He adds ] The Shafi'i school maintai ns that each

region that is far from the other takes its own ruling and the sighting of one does
n ot co u n t f or t h e o t h er ." '

The Shafi'is hold that if the moon is confirmed in one district, then people of the
surrounding districts are required to fast if they are close. Such closeness is

determined as being less than twenty four f aaakh. As for those far away, they are

not required to fast on the basisthat the regions differ.'
Moreover, it is worth noting that A'isha God bless her and be pleased with her!
said, "T he breaking of the fast for each nation is the day their group breaks their
fast and the sacrifice [ad'ha] of each nation is the day their group sacrifices."' Abu
'Isa explained that some of the people of knowledge explained this hadith by
sayi ng that it means that the fast and the breaking of the fast is done with the
group and the masses of the people.

l J ~ M l ~ pay O
J yt Jlygl + JlS,I~ lgl - J'541~y~ o~ $y
If the moon is sighted during the day whether it is before noon or after noon
time!, it is disregarded and Is considered as belonging to the following night, i.e.
the ruling of that day does not change, for the Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! said [Fast when you see it] clearly indicating that one must first see
the moon prior to fasting and what is understood from this, is sighting the moon
at night according to the Companions and the Tabi'in and those after them. And
this is the opted view on the matter.

' Radd al-Muhtar vol. 3/ 364 l Third Edition, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya Beirut.
Tafsir Ayat al-Ahkam vol. 1/ 196.

Note: onefarl khis equivalent to three miles. Therefore, twenty fourfanakh isequal to seventy
two miles. [Ibrahim as-Salkini 129I.
Kitab al-Fiqh 'Ala al-Madhaahib al-Arba'a, Abdur-Rahman al Jaziri 500.
' Talha reported it from A'isha in Al-Musnad from Abu Hanifa from Ali from Ai-Ahmar from

Masruq who said... [Al-Ikhtiyar vol. I/ 186]. T he same was mentioned by T irmidhi 697.
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Therearegenerally twentyf our thingsthat donot nulli+ f asting:

L 4p L y~~~ yt J5IQL,
Eating, dmdcing or having sexual intercourse forgetfully, does not break the fast.
The Prophet God bless hi m and give him peace!! said [If anyone of you
forgetfully eatsor drinks while observing fast! he should complete hisfasting, for
Allah has fed him and given him to drink].'

j yN~~P 43~ d~ ao+ J I~ ogycJSt oly~ wa+~ C~ l+ >~~
4DA p~
If one has the ability to fast, yet he forgetfully eats or drinks, then he is to
reminded of fasting by onlookers, and failure to remind him is disliked. If on the
other hand this person appears to have no strength or ability to fast, then it is
better not to rem ind h im .

If a person hasan orgasm because of looking or thinking about the sexual area of
a female, it does not break the fast, even if one stared or thought about it for a
while. And the reason fasting is not void is because there is no intercourse and not

even a picture or form resembling it. The Prophet God bless him and give him

peace!! said [Three things do not break a person's fast; vomit, cupping and
discharge!.

J~

Ar-ygy~

'Igt~ y'I~t

Applying oil to the body does not break the fast. Likewise, the application of
eyeliner + hl! does not break the fast even if the taste appears in the throat, and
even if the colour appears in the saliva, because A'ishah God be pleased with
her!! narrated that the Prophet applied eyeliner kohl! while he wasfasting.
If one is subjected to cupping, the fast is not broken because The Prophet was
cupped whilst he was muhrim and while fasting!!.' Note: There is a hadith
attributed to the Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! that he said [The
cupper and the one who issubjected to cupping, breaks their fast], the meaning
here isthat they lose their reward, not that their fast isbroken.s
' Bukhari l 933.

At-Tirmidhi and Darqutani. AI-Zayla'i, vol, P, 446
Ibn Maj ah l 678.
' Bukhari 1938.

' Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah and al-Baihaqi.
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I f a person backbites, the fast does not break. T he hadith which is attributed to

the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! when he was passing by two
men, one was being cupped and the other was the cupper and they were
backbiting another person, thereupon the Prophet God bless hi mand grant him
peace!! said, "T hat their fast is broken." This means that they have lost their

rewardsfor fasting.'
~

$~ ~
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If one intends to break his fast, but does not do so, then he has not broken his fast

because the person did not undertake the action.
If smoke enters the throat unintentionally, the fast does not break for the reason
th at is was un intention al and ther efore u nav oid ab le.

~+ 5li ~ g~ ~~>91+ ! l pl ~ l ~yl j ~ UaJI~Li ! ygU p'I
Likewise, if dust, even the dust of flour, or a Qy or the taste of medicine
accidentally enters the throat while one remembers he is fasting, then he has not
nulli6ed his fast. Note: one may have had medicine prior to dawn and the taste
lingered in the mouth until long after dawn.

If one awakens in the state of sexual impurity tljanaba! due to a sexual dream or
sexual intercourse before dawn! the fast does not break, even if one remains in

this state for the entire day or many days. A'ishah God be pleased with her!! said
[T he Apostle of Allah would be overtaken by the dawn when he was in a state of

major ritual impurity when hewas fasting!!.'
If water or medicinal oil is poured in the opening of the penis, the fast remains
sound according to Abu Hanifa and Imam Muhammad, though contrary to Abu
Yusuf. It isas if Abu Yusuf considers that there is a passage between this opening
and a body cavity for which reason urine emerges. Abu Hanifa understands that
the bladder provides a barrier between them and urine is pushed out through it.
This issomething that does not belong to the category of fiqh. The answer is to be
given by a medical expert. This is similar to casesthat fall under tahqiqal-man'at.'

~>t B
ELLI+ w I~ ~ & yt

' Abu Dawud, Ibn Majahand al-Baihaqi Maraky al-Falah372.
A bu Da r d 2382.

Al-H idayah.
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If one enters a river and water enters inside the opening of the ears, the fast does
not break .

4itj ] l!lg ~ a]p ~» ~ p~ p~ 4jt ~
If a person places a twig in his ear or an ear bud! and withdraws wax with it and
then reenters the twig back into his ear again, the fast does not break according
to the agreement of the scholars, because this wax or general dirt does not reach
the br ain .

oaLl y l ~si ' " li k& ~ l+ >gl
If nasal mucus enters the nasal passage and is sniEed back into the throat and
swallowed on purpose, the fast remains sound.
<l m y~ L'3'I LMl Jy + 4 ~ ~
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The mucus or phlegm! of the throat must be expelled so that it does not break
the fast according to the saying of Imam Sha6'i God have Mercy on him!, for the
reason that a person has the ability to emit it from the mouth.

Y~9! ~
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If one inadvertently vomits, the fast does not break even if it is a mouthful. Thisis
due to the words of the Prophet God bless hiin and give him peace!! who said [If
one had a sudden attack of vomiting while one was fasting, no atonement is
required of him, bul if he vomits intentionally he must make atonement] and
la
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mouthful, the fast is not broken according to the most correct view held by Imam
Muhammad because he is not nourished by thisand because it does not resemble
the picture of one who is breaking his fast, which is to swallow in the real sense.
However, Abu Yusuf says that the fast is void.

l pi &i ply~
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Intentionally vomiting ks than a mouthful does not break the fast according to
the most sound view, even if the vomit that came up goesback inside according to
the correct view. This is the opinion held by Abu Yusuf saying that the vomit has
not come out legally. On the other hand, Imam Muhammad held that one's fast is
nullified if he intentionally vornits less than a mouthful.

l~» <Z> 'l ] ' Vy t>t
If a person swallowsthe traces of food that remain between his teeth from the predawn meal, it does not break the fast provided it is less than the size of a
chickpea. The reason it does not nullify fast is because it isjudged as part of the
saliva, and this is something of which one is unable to avoid.

' Abu Dawud 2374.
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Chewing something like sesame that comes from outside the mouth until it melts,
does not break the fast provided the taste does not appear in the throat. However,
r« ne m aA'ous a sesame that comes from outside the mouth, then his fast is

broken according to Imam Muhammad. Note, chewing without letting anything
ent« the inside and swallowing a sesame that comes f romoutside the mouth hold
two di« rent rulings. The latter breaks the fast while the former does not. If on
th« th« hand one swallows a sesame that was stuck between his teeth, then the
fast does not break as mentioned ear lier .

~Qadi ~ o.Lc5Jl ~ ~ yp~ l ~
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There are twenty-two things, which if performed wijll iagly and intentionally
wi« « being compelled, results in the term
ination of the fast and requires a
compulsory make-up day and expiation to atone for theviolation. They are:

~J~ lz+ Lill Js ~

i~ I J t+ I

Having intercourse in either of thepassageways vagina or anus! breaksthe fast of
both « doer and the receiver of the act and makesthemliable for expiation and
p~ « make up the day!. This is due to the completion of offence. Note, the
ruling is the same whether one has an orgasmor not because in this case carnal
desire issatisfied even without it. Moreover, I mamShafi'i restrictsthe obligation
of expiation for intercourse only and not for eating or drinking.
~g~l~ ~l upi - I ~ il~ ~ / lpJSQlg
Eatmg « drinking whether it isfor nourishment or for a medidnal bene6t even
if it isminimal! breaks the fast and necessitatesexpiation and a make-up day.
g J ~~ gu lp
r o swallow rain water after it enters the mouth, breaks the fast and necessitates a

make-up day and expiation.
yp>Ij l Q! M >ISga
l g l ~ l JSly
I

There are several actions that if performed during the day of Ramadan, results in the
nullification of the fast, a makeup day, and an obligatory expiation in order to atone for
the major violation. >he expiation consists of freeing a sound slave, though if one dm>not
have the means to do this, then he must fast two consecutive months. And if one is unable,

then the expiation is to feed sixty unfortunate persons twice. In the event that the
expiation is not performed, then it remains as an unperformed obligation upon the person
concer ned .

Al-Fiqh al-Islamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 427.
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Eating raw meat, even if it is damaged requires expiation and a make-up day.
Though if the meat is worm infested, it does not necessitate expiation for the
reason that there are no nutrients left in the meat of which benefit is derived.'

Eating the fat or grease of meat! nullifies the fast and requires expiation and
qua, aad this is the opted view according to Imam Abi Laith.

yii l l ~ lawq
Eatiag jerked or cured! meat breaks the fast and necessitates the penalty of
expiation and dada, and thishas the agreement of the Haaafi scholars.

Eating a seed of wheat or chewing it aad thea eating it!, breaks the fast and
makes one liable for expiation and a make-up day. Except if the seed is chewed
and consequently melts away leaving no trace in the throat!, in which case, the
fast does not break and no expiation is necessary. Indeed, because it is such a
trivial quantity that by melting away and not appearing in the throat, it sticks to
the teeth, which means nothing has entered the stomach.

i LidlJ - ~iL- ~ la~ ~l .

~1~ = t~ l~

If one swallows a seed of wheat, sesame or something of the like, things from
outside the mouth meaning they were not stuck between one's teeth and were put
in the mouth and swallowed!, the fast breaks and one is liable for expiation and a
makeup day, aad this is the preferred view by scholars.

~ gQl ~ l JStp
Eatiag a beneficial type of soil known asAnnang! nullifiesthe fast absolutely and
necessitatesexpiation and dada. And it does not matter whether one is in the habit
of eating it or not. Note, this tvpe of earth is known to contain some medical
benefit. Maraky al-Falah states that this was commonly consumed by pregnant
women to gain somebenefit and based on this benefit the expiation is necessary.

Mt >& Ig} Ji iaflS~ qQI ~ ~
Eating soil that is non-beneficial, such as dry earth [known astiPQ nullifiesthe fast,
and necessitates expiation provided one is in the habit of cating it. Though if one
is not in the habit of eating this kind of soil, then the expiation is not
necessitated .'

' Maraky al-Falah, 376.
Maraky al-Falah 376 point 4.

' Tij il isdanibedasdryearth. Maraky al-Falah 377.
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Eating a small amount of salt nullifies the fast and imposes expiation and dada;
and this is the opted view on the matter. Note: If the salt swallowed is a lot, the
ruling changes in that the fast breaks, but the expiation is not imposed, because
the tendency of man is to veer towards havi ng a small amount of salt, not a large
o n e.'

M~ Y~ ~ yl ~ yj ~~lp Q~ lj
Swallowing the saliva of one's wife or friend breaks the fast and atonement is to

be observed through expiation. The reason being that one is not repulsed from
the saliva of his wife or friend, though if one swallows saliva from other than his
wife or friend, then the expiation is not required because in this case it is detested
by the one who swallows it.

If a person intentionally eats ~ backbiting, or eats! aj hr being subj ected to
cupping, or ~ touching his wife, or ~ kissing with desire, or afhv sleeping
near his wife touching and kissing her! without ej aculating, or ~ applying oil on
his moustache because he believes that such acts such as backbiting and cupping!
have terminated his fast, then he is liable for +pi anos and to make up the duy. The
exception ho~ever which ncuses the expiation! is if he is given a legal ruling by a
scholar whosaid that such actsdobreak thefast, such as cupping, which someof thepeople
of hadith regard asa terminator of thef ast; and this was his understanding! in which case
he is not liable for expiation because according to the offender, he believed he

had broken the fast af ter cupping and backing biting, and so went ahead and ate! based
on the ruling given. And the other exception is if he had heard the hadith of the
Prophet but did not understand its meaning according to the Madhhab, such as
[The one who backbites has broken his fast], so he progressed forward and ate
based on what he understood, not knowing the meaning given by the M adhhab,
then in both cases the expiation is excused. T hough if there was no such ruling
issued or one did know the meaning of the hadith according to the M adhhab, the
expiation is necessary to perform. And whatever the case may be, one is still liable

to make up the day. In summary, if a person intentionally eats aft r the above mentioned
acts, then heis liablefor expiation and dada unlessan Islamic scholar issued a ruling or the
person did not know the correct meaning of a hadith hehad heard according totheN adhhab.

>a~t ~ z <g
If however the person knowsthe meaning of the hadith he heard according to the
Madhhab! then he is liable for expiation.

M araky al-Falah 377.
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Expiation kaf arah! iswajib upon a female who willingly complied to have sexual
intercourse with her husband who was forced to have intercourse with her.

Consider the following. an oppressive king forces a man to commit sexual
intercourse with his wife during the day in Ramadan and whilst he is forced, she

willingly complies without being forced. Thus, the expiation becomes necessary
upon her due to the serious crime of compliance and facilitation. Indeed she
actualised the crime from her side in facilitating and allowing her husband to
perform these actions. Another scenario is, if a woman knows that the dawn ti me

hasarrived and yet she allows her husband to have intercourse with her willingly
and he has no knowledge of the arrival of dawn.
ui J1~ 4laa Lyo~LiX ll j ~
The E r i ati on And That Ni l i ch M ouser I t

Abu Hurairah narrated: While we were sitting with the Prophet God bless him

and grant him peace!! a man came and said '0 Messenger of Allah! I have been
ruined.' Allah'sMessenger asked what was the matter with him. He replied, 'I had

sexual intercourse with my wife while I was observing fast.' Allah's Messenger
asked him, "Can you free a slave?" He replied in the negative. Allah's Messenger
asked him, "Can you keep fast for two consecutive months?" He replied in the

negative. The Prophet asked him, "Can you afford to feed sixty poor persons?"
He replied in the negative. The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!
kept silent and while we were in thisstate, a big basket full of dateswas brought
to the Prophet. He asked "Where is the questioner?" He replied, 'I am here.' The
Prophet said to him! "Take this basket of dates! and give it in charity." The man

said, 'Should I give it to a person poorer than I? By Allah, there is no family
between the two mountains Medina! who are poorer than I.' The Prophet smiled
until his premolar teeth became visible and then said, "Feed your family with it."'

If a person violates the rules in the day of Ramadan, then he has made himself
liable for expiation, however, the expiation is excused if during that same day a
female received her menstrual period or she gave birth and was in the state of
postnatal bleeding nifas! or during that same day the person wasaE icted with an

illness, one which allows the breaking of the fast. If however a person
intentionally makes himself ill such asjumping off a building to injure himsell' in
order to escape from the expiation, then he has not succeeded because he is still
liable.

' Bukhari 1936.
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In contrast, the expiation isnot excused if one isforced to travel in the same day
~ r it hasalready become imposed on him!. And thisapplieseven if one travels
willingly. Thisisaccording to theevident opinion on the rnatter. For example, if a
person indulges in sexual intercourse, then it becomes necessary to perform the
expiation. If however, such a person is forcefully taken on travel in that same day
or willingly, one remains liable.

!4tYy~ f~~ ~ ~ L- ~~ 4 ~ ~ ~0<~ j m~ ~gs~>xP o>~ >
>i~ .i>i >I~

.m>.i~ ~

~ ~ >' L5 ~ ~ 'l!~ i~

~i>>~J-' i~

pl

The expiation isthe freeing of a slave, be it male or female, who isphysically and
mentally sound, even if the slave is a non-believer. And if one is unable to free a
slave, then he is to fast two consecutive months, and these two months must not

coincidewith the two Eid daysor the daysof Tashriq 11'", 12th and 13'" of DhulHij ah!, for there must be no break between the sixty days, otherwise the
expiation will be invalid. If one is unable to fast for two consecutive months! then

the expiation is to feed sixty unfortunate people who are to be treated to lunch
and dinner at their respective time, so that they are content. Note: The sixty
people who are treated to lunch must be the same sixty people who are treated to

dinner; or the unfortunate personsmay be treated to two lunchesin two daysor
two dinners for two nights, i.e. one every night; or they may be treated to dinner
and a pre dawn meal. Note: if one unfortunate person is fed for sixty days, then it
i» alid, because it is equivalent to sixty people.

~ ,t~ ~,t~ gI ~1~ ~ ~1~ ~,t~~ gL ~

~ y ~ ~l

It isalso permitted to give each poor person half a measure su] of wheat or flour,
or one measure [sa] of dates or barley, or the value equal to the above may be
given to each of the sixty persons.

~

! pl,l J >~ JSI>gl> ~ ~ lyi>li5~

Oae expiation suffices for sexual intercourse committed on many days or for the
act of eating on many daysthroughout Ramadan even though these offences! are
daysof Ramadan of two different years. Thisisprovided that the expiation does
not fall between two violations such as sexual intercourse!. For example; if one
indulges in sexual intercourse on the first day and then immediately after that
pays the expiation, should he commit a further violation later, then a separate

expiation will have to be given. Therefore, one expiation suffices for multiple

violations committed over many years provided no other violation is committed
after having paid the expiation.
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If however, an expiation has occurred between two acts of sexual intercourse or

two acts of eating, then one expiation will not sufBce and this is the evident view
on the matter as another expiation is required for the second violation.

igni%~ ~ !~ I ~
What Nulli

L~ L

The Fast Without Re ui ri

E r iation

The following cases do not require expiation jkagarahj on the basis that the nature
of the things that are eaten are such that they contain no nouri shment , or they
may contain nourishment but there is a valid reason for their consumption.
Eating something of this nature would not impose the expiation, although the day
must be inade up. Moreover, the act which does not include the completion of

desire concerning the genitals holds the same ruling, such as an orgasm due to
kissing.

Other examples include the swallowing of paper which does not require the
expiation on the basis that originally, it contains no nourishment. Equally, if there
is something that is inadequate of being nourishment, such as raw rice or dough
that is unmixed with butter, then the expiation is not required, whilst one is only
liable for the day. Theref ore, the breaking of thef ast is not one of nourishment or not one
urherethereis completion of carnal desire regarding thegenitals. Additionally, the thing eaten
may contain nounshment, though thereisa valid reasonf or its consumption.
Q~

j ~

~ /

Therearepflyseven thingsthat nuDij ythefast, but donot necessitatetheexpiation;

LU~p1~ pl I' ' lq! ~ M lp
If the person fasting eats raw rice, Qour, or wheat grain, the fast is nullified
although the expiation is not necessitated.

~ pl ~ ~

p!

If a person eats a nuethf id of salt, he is not liable for expiation for the reason that
it is not one's desire to have a mouthful of salt; hence, the circumstances are
different.

Eating soil that contains no medical benefit and not being in the habit of eating it,
invalidates the fast but does not require the expiation; for the reason that it serves
no medical purpose. Though if one was in the habit of eating this non~ if icial
earth, the expiation becomes necessary.
IL LSgl 'Lanai gl alp yI
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Eating the stone of a fruit, cotton or paper, breaksthe fast without necessitating
the expiation.

Eating uncooked quince or raw quince nullifies the fast whereas the expiation is
iiot imposed. Quince is a hard yellow shaped fruit which has to be cooked prior to
eating.

Eating a raw walnut doesnot impose the expiation. If on the other hand one eats
a raw almond, then the fast breaksand the expiation isimposed.

glI l~~l lw~ ~tiLaa. + Ipl
Swallowing a pebble, metal, or soil, nullifies the fast while no expiation is
necessa ry .

jag@Ipi ~ lgl
Taking aa enema or pouring drops of medicine! through the nostrils breaks the
fast, whereas the expiation is not required. An enema isgenerally used when there
is a need, thus not requiring expiation. Note; an enema is having medicine
inserted through the anus. However, Abu Yusuf held that taking an enema and
pouring snuff through the nostrilsor throat requiresexpiation.
The forceful pouring of something down the throat nullifies the fast, but does not
require the expiation. And this isthe most correct opinion.

~ 9ij .l ~!i. ~~~tj y t!t
To drip water or oil into the ears nullifies the fast, and this is the soundest view.
The fast is invalid because the fluid will inevitably reach the brain through this
action, though expiation is not required. The Prophet God bless him and give
him peace!! said [The fast is broken with whatever enters!.'

ml i yt wps- Ql ~ yy~lyJ ~lyl ~ & g
Applying inedicine to a wound of the stomach or head, which then penetrates a
cavity reaching the inside of the stomach or brain, nullifies the fast though does
not necessitate the expiation.

~ Jp~ l lJ P pt~ ~ P'~pl
If rain or snowwater entersthe throat, and isswallowed by acei den, it breaksthe
fast but does not require the expiation; and this is the most correct opinion. Note:
there is a difference between forgetfulness and accidental. If one swallows
forgetfully, the fast doesnot break.

Abu Yala. Al-Zayla'i, vol, 2, 453-54.
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If one quid'cntalE
y breaks his fast with the water used for gargling, in that it seeps
down one's throat, then expiation is not imposed upon him.

~+ i.g, u+ ~ t,t
If one is coerced to break his fast even if it is through sexual intercourse, the
expiation is not imposed.

~~ IJ ~ yt~l
If a female is coerced to indulge in sexual intercourse, then the expiation is not
imposed on her.

. ~ ,t - Z ~t~a i~ ~ ~ ~t~ i+ -J l..~ - a t~1
If a married woman or slave breaks her fast for fear of falling ill because of the
duties she performs, then the expiation is not required of her, as the fast is ruined
due to a valid reason.

If water is poured into the insides of a person who is sleeping, then he isnot liable
for expiation, though the fast isvoid. Note; this person is not like the one who has
forgotten. For example; the one who forgets to mention the naine of Allah upon
an animal he slaughters does not render it unlawful to eat. T hough if the person is
insane or asleep at the time, then their slaughtered animal is not lawful to eat.

Furthermore, to drink whilst sleep-walking holds the same ruling.'

~ Bi J ~ i~ g .L i mt i

yt i

Eating on purpose after eating forgetfully does not impose the expiation even if
one knows the hadith concerning it; and this is the soundest opinion. The reason
the expiation is not imposed is because eating forgetfully! has a likeness to one
who has b roken h is fast an d th is likeness is not over even i f one know s the h ad i t h

of the Prophet

God bless him and give him peace!! "T he one who eats and

drinks from forgetfulness is to complete hisfast."' Furthermore, the hadith isahad
or transmitted through solitary narration!, it is not mutatuatir or mash-kur. It is a
hadith which does not impart affirmative knowledge on its own unless it is
supported by extraneous or ci rcumstanti al evidence. T he expiation therefore

cannot be imposed on this basis.'

1~ is ~ L ~ l t' ~ L
If one has sexual intercourse forgetting he is fasting, and then after remembering,
continues to have sexual intercourse intentionally; expiation is not necessary
upon him on the basis of what we have described above, namely that it has a
likeness to breaking one's fast. However, the day isobligatory to make up.
' Maraky al-Falah 382.
Bukhari 1~
J33.

Maraky al-Falah 382.
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< a person eats after making his intention of fasting in the day and not
overnight!, the expiation is not required as held by Imam Abu Hanifa. This was
also the view of Imam an-Nasafi who said, "Expiation is not necessitated if one
breaks his fast after having formed his intention in the daytime."' Zufar on the
other hand held that he is liable for expiation.

y t<~rYi~~ i~m ~ t>t
If a person begins the day as a traveller and then intends residence and thereafter

breaks his fast by eating, expiation isnot necessary upon him even though it was
forbidden to eat.

J5$~ ~ t Le~ i L
If a person becomes a traveller after starting the day as a resident, and thereafter

breaks his fast by eating while he is a traveller!, expiation is not imposed upon
him, while he is liable for the day. In other words, if thef aj r passes over a person
who has intended to fast that day and before he becomes a traveller, then it is not
permitted for him to break his fast that day, though if he does, then only the day
isrequired to be made-up.'
~ j ' 5p!~ i ' Q ~
>f a person abstains from eating with no intention of fasting and no intention of
breaking fast, then the day is not deemed a fast, however, the expiation is not
necessary upon this person, though he is required to make up the day because the
intention isa requirement.

JUa~p~ lg~ Jgl ' p L ~l~ gt
If one eats the pre-dawn meal sahur! or has smcual intercourse during which he
has doubt about the rising of dawn, wherein reality it had already dawned, then
the expiation isnot imposed on such a person, though the fast breaks.

ii i ~

lq~ gMi ~ + I pl

The expiation isnot imposed if a person breakshisfast believing that the sun had
set, when it had not.

~ ~t ~ ~l ~

~I ~

~I ~ pl ~ i>~ Jp~y~

An orgasm due to sexual intercourse with a dead woman or beast or an orgasm
caused by rubbing the genitals between the thighs of someone or by rubbing them
on the abdomen of someone, or due to kissing, touching, or masturbation, does
not impose the expiation, though the fast is void. Note: we stated earlier that if
there is no completion of pleasure by way of carnal desire through a location that
is desired, then the expiation is not necessary, and this is the case at hand. Even if
a person has an orgasm, it not regarded as complete for the reason that it is one
sided.

2

Maraky al-Falah 383.
AI-Fish al-islamy, Ibrahim as-Salkini 421.
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There is no expiation if a person breaks a fast other than the fast of Railnadan,
though one isliable to make up the day.
Having sexual intercourse with a sleeping woman or while she is temporarily
insane, does not necessitate the expiation due to the absence of offence on her
part.

~ gi~ ~ g J ~~ i~i
The dripping of anything such as liquid or the like! into the vagina breaks the
fast, but does not necessitate the expiation, and this is the most correct view as it
has a resem b lance to an enem a.

1p ->i>l
Inserting a finger which is wet with water or oil into the anus or inner part of the
woman's vagina, doesnot impose the expiation, though the fast breaks and thisis
the opted view on the matter.

j ' lgl I+ y J >1~ ~o>~J ~ j ~l yl
Inserting a piece of cotton into the anus or the inside of the vagina to the extent
that it disappears, requires dada, though no expiation; even if it was a cloth or
something similar that disappeared. However, if the side or edge of the cotton or
cloth! remainsoutside, then it is regarded asthough nothing entered.
.I .i , I
Expiation is not imposed if smoke isintentionally inhaled into the throat, though
the fast br eaks.

~ ~ ll ~~~ l P ~ ~~lg~ g j.I~/ I ~Q/ ~ I gg~pgp 4- Ill
Vomiting intentionally, even if it is less than a mouthful nullifies the fast without
obligating the performance of expiation and this is the most evident view. The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Whomever intentionally
vomits must make up the dayj.' Though Imam Abu Yusuf held that in order for
the fast to be nullified, the person must deliberately vomit a mouthful and this is
the most correct opinion [which means, if a person intentionally vomits lessthan a
mouthful, the fast remains sound according to Abu Yusuf with no expiation
necessary because he says that a small amount of vomit is as though there was
nothing to begin with and he used as a proof, that the small amount of vomit does
not nullify wuduj.

~~ g'6~ p~ tl i I glSp~+ I~ ~ ~L ~lJ gl

' A bu Dawud 2374.
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Likewise, if a person intentionally returns a mouthful of vomit back inside the
stomach! after it hadforcef ully nsen, and he remembershe is fasting, then he is not
liable for expiation while the fast is void, whereas if he had forgotten, the fast
would remain valid, because it islike a person who eatsout of forgetfulness.

I >w gLS>~1' !~ a P t!
Expiation is not imposed if a person eats the food that is stuck between his teeth
the size of a chickpea. Though the fast breaks because it is possible to avoid eating
something this size as opposed to a sesame.

~+ 1~ ~ ~Gal g l l; 5t Lm lgg p~ l gp' yt
If a person intended to form his intention of fasting in the day, but he eats
forgetfully before making his intention in the day, then he is not liable for
expiation, though he is liable to make up the day. This means that a person
absentmindedly ate during the day before observing hisintention in the day. lf he
first intended and then forgetfully ate, the fast would remain valid.

Note: in thefolIowing Arabictext, theuerdsPomMaraky al-Falah ham beeninclude'dunthin
the bracketsfor clanty, since there isa grammatical term thai may not beidnrtip ed correctly.
Thisgrammatical tenn isreferred toasa "thaw 'ataf ."Furthermore, al Hiduyah 138 and alIkhtiyar 193, ckarly mainlain lhesameruling.
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If one becomes unconscious i.e. suffers from fainting!, even for the entire nionth
of Ramadan, then he is given the status of that of a sleeping person and is liable
for the missed days, except the actual day in which one fainted. And if it occurred
at night, then one is to make up for the entire period of fainting except the day

that followsthisnight.' Note; thisruling differswith respect to theinsane.
If a person suffers from insanity for part of the month, he is to make up the' days
The basis for this is that there is no hardship in making up days which are less
than a month as distinguished from the person who is insane for the entire
month, and issubjected to hardship through performance.

Al-Hidayah 193.
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If one seer s from insanity for the entire period of Ramadan, he is not liable to

makeup thedayseven if thisperson isdeemed legally insane, such that! heonly
recovers at night from his insanity! or during the day after the time for intention

haspassed, becauseone cannot fast at night and neither after the noontimewhen
the time of intention has ended.
I n Summary

If onefaints or isunconscious!forpart of themonthof Ramadanor eoe theWirep 'Mo
Ramadan, he is liable to make up the days. If oneis insanef or part of the ~

h he i al o

liabletomakeup thedays, though if oneseers insanityf or theentiremonth, he8 not 1~ k
to makeup thedays.

When I t Is N ecessa
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1- If a person breaks his fast, it is necessary to abstain fr m eati g for
remainder of the day. Thisperson is also required to make up the day

~ l g~ ~ I;~ .~ >~ ~l
2- If a woman becomes pure from her menstrual periods or postna~ bl~ ~

straight after the true dawn, then shemust refrain fromeatingfor theremainder
of the day. And she is required to make up the day at a later time. Asfor one in a
state of menstrual periods or postnatal bleeding, it is forbidden for her to fast,

because fasting whist in thisstate isforbidden and to imitate somethingforbidden
is also forbidden, and similarly it is not necessary upon the sick or the traveller to
abstain f rom food, because they have permission to eat due to their hardship.
However, it is sunna for the one who is permitted to eat, to do so in private, not

openly, otherwiseone maybeaccused.
~~HI 'Y!.~ l~ q~~~ i~ ~ i >~~p
34 / If a boy matures after true dawn or a no~ liever accepts Is]Mn af'ter true
dawn, they must abstain from eating for the remainder of the day. And they are
not required to make up the day because prior to dawn, they were not subject to
the commands of Allah regarding fasting. Whilst the persons in point one and

point twoareliablefor theday.
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Disli ked A cti ons 8 %en Fasti

~L 't 4 pLcaUop
Thereareseve thi ngs that ae disliked tvhenf asting.

I-To taste something with no reason is disliked. If a woman has a harsh husband
who will rebuke her for an increase or salt in the foA , then she may taste it. If
however he will not, then it is not permitted. Note; the meaning here, is tp t te
without allowing anything to enter the insides.

2- Chewing something without a reason is disliked. It is however permitted if

there is a need for it, such as chewing a small child's food when feeding. However,

this is provided nothing reaches the inside of the body with the saliva. Equal
chewing on gum is disliked unless there is a reason. The reason for this dislike is

based on the notion that other people who see this will accuse the person of
breaking fast and it is not lawful for a person to assume a position where he will
be accused. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [He who

believes in Allah and the last day, should not stand in the position of blame!. This
is the case even if one has a reason. I f, on the other hand something of it sliould
enter the body with the saliva, the fast is deemed void.

~lygl wQ'J g+ lpt Jl~gl ~ + ~ ~ 1! glo~ Lilp~ lp
3-4/ Kissing and caressing while fasting is disliked if one is not sure of himself
about having an orgasm or sexual intercourse as a result of such acts, and this is
the evident view on the matter. If however, one is in control and sure that these

things will not result in an orgasm or intercourse, then it is permitted. If someone
would kissor caress another with lust and an emission results, the fast will break.

ma l ~ + IJ ~ gl ~ y
5- Gathering the saliva in the mouth and then swallowing it, isdisliked.

6-7- It isdislikedtoperformanyact whichisbelievedtoweakenonefromfasting
such ascupping, acupuncture and blood-letting.
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~LOUo+ 5 «I "I~
Thereare ninethi ngsthat arenot dishked whenf asting;

~9i + -.~ U,i, ~ i
Kissing and caressing is not disliked provided one is sure and in control of
himself! that it will not lead to an orgasm or intercourse. A'ishah God be pleased
with her!! reported that the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! would
kiss and caress his wives while fasting, and he had more power to control his
desires than any of you.' If one discharges through kissing or touching, one must
make up that day, but is not liable for expiation.
~ gL'J l ~
Rubbing oil or lotion onto the moustache is not disliked during the fast.

The application of kohl eyeliner! is not disliked, because there is no direct link
between the eyes and the brain. The Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! applied kohl whilst fasting.
Cupping or acupuncture! is not disliked, provided that one believes he will not
tire from such a thing.

Blood-letting is not disliked if one believes he will not tire from it. Blood donating
is also of this category as thiscould have a synergistic incapacitating effect.
.Gg 5~ , t ~ , <z g, J,ls ~
There is no dislike to use the simak at the end of the day; rather, it is sunna j ust
like it is at the beginning of the day, even if the siuek is moist or wet with water.
The Prophet would use the siwak at the beginning of the day and at the end while
fasting.' And the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! also said [The
siwak is sunna, so perform siwak any time you wish!. Imam Shafi'i on the other
hand said that it is disliked in the evening as it does away with the blessed effects,
which is the smell of the mouth which resembles the blood of the martyr.

Bukhari 1927, M uslim l l 06.

Al-Hidayah 3 l 9.
Ibn iVlaj ah l 678.
Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, Al-Zayla'i, vol 2, 460.
' Mentioned by I mamSuyuty inJami as-Saga'ir 2/ 550.

" Al-Hidayah.
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Rinsing the mouth or nostrils for other than wudu is not disliked and neither is
taking a bath, or dressing in wet cloths to cool down; and the fatwa issued is in
accordance with this view. These practices are not disliked according to Abu
Yusuf, whilst Abu H anifa held that they are disliked. H owever, it is the view of

Abu Yusuf which is more widely held on the matter because Abu Dawud
transmitted that the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! poured water
upon his head while fasting due to thirst or heat.' And Ibn Umar would wet his
clothes and wrap himself in them while fasting.'
t 'LaU~

I

That H%i ch I s R ecommended N%en F asti

~I ' t i i'N d ~

Therearethreethi ngsthat arerecommendedf or the oneobservingf ast
q~

1

1- The p~ awn meal sahur! is recommended; The Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace!! said [Observe sahur, for verily there is blessing in the sahurj.'
1~ LE
2- To delay the pr edawn meal to shortly before dawn is r ecommended. The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [T hree things are from the
qualities of the Messengers: To break the fast immediately upon sunset!, to delay
sahur and to place the right hand over the left hand in prayerj.' Note; there are
some people who do not observe the pre-dawn meal, or who observe it too early.
According to moderation, this is not endorsed. The Prophet and his Companions
observed the pre-dawn meal to acquire strength for fasting the day and would
delay the pre-dawn meal to the extent that the time between observing the meal
and dawn was equal to the time one could recite fifty verses.
J~ l

3- To be haste in breaking the fast on a day where there is no obstruction or
clouds in the sky is recommended in accordance with the above hadith.

A bu D awud 2359.

Mentioned by Bukhari.
Buk hari 1923.

Al-Haythami 2/ 105, '1'abarani, Maraky al-Falah 389.
Bukhari 575.
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Fyrggi tous Ci rcu st ances

~ pigP+ lg~ PI
TheIg, ThePregnant And ?7u Breast-Feeding.
The circumstances which are deemed legal and for which no sin is awarded for

the breaking of fast are eight: illness, travel, coercion, pregnancy, breast-feeding,
hunger, thirst and old age. In each of the cases, one is permitted to break or leave
the days of fasting at hand and make up the days later when one is able. For
example: an old and frail man who suffers from an illness is allowed to leave the
fast and pay a fee fidya!. If this person regains strength for fasting, he must make
Up the days that he missed. Sim
ilarly, Ramadan may be missed in the following
scenarios.

«~ll «+ p1~ pl o~1j mL' Q JaiUI
It is permissible to break one'sfast, for one who is ill and fears with good reason!
aggravation in his illness or a delay in his recovery.

A pregnant or nursing woman is permitted to leave the fast if she fears a loss of

mind, death, or illnessupon herself or child regardless if the child isher own or a
child she nurses!. If the fear ispresent, she is to delay the fast to a later date. The
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [Allah has remitted half the
prayer to a traveller, and fasting to the traveller, the woman who is suckling an

infant and the womanwho ispregnant].'

J~ p~+ ~ ~

y~ I gt <~ + I ~ l~

plSL«~ l M+ Ip

The fear which is considered genuine allowing one to break his/ her fast is that

which isbased upon one'spredominant belief through past experience or on the
information &om an Islamicphysician who isskilful and upright.

~leakg~ ! JJ' ~
It is permitted to break the fast if one suffers unbearable thirst or hunger in which
he fearshis demise or that he may lose hismind or senses.

' Abu Dawud 2402.
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~ l~ o+ ~ Qlj ~~ gl~ ~ l~lS
The traveller is legally permitted tp break his fast. However, to fast is better

provided it will not harm him and provided that most of his companions
accompanying him are also fasting and that each person is funding his own
expenses separately, though if they are sharing the expenses of the travel or are
not fasting, then it isbetter to break the fast and be in accordance with the group
In any case, the traveller is permitted to break his fast opting instead to make up

the day at a more convenient time. Allah saystIf anyone isill or on ajourney, the
prescribed number should be made up fromlater days!.'

~ 5L~ + ll>l~~M l+ ~ L.
@%at Is A nd I s N ot Re ui red

A Person N%o B reaks F ast D ue To A n m m e

p~ g o~ j ~ j ~ ~ oyJ$ Jlyj + ~ lp~ + e~ f l ~ pj
If a person dies before his excuse ends such as illness and travel, he is not
required to make a will instructing his heirs, to redeem the days he lost. The
reason is due to his excuse which remains. For exainple, a sick person who dies
before regaining sound health is under no obligation to make a will for the days

he lost because hisexcuse remains. Note; a missed fast isredeemed by paying the
fidya fee!.

~ l ~ ! 4 i'!l g~ LayYI~ J l~ ! g~
l ! 4Lai Jl lpyJi LoI~

oJrJI IpSy> dl!y

~ p l~ ! ~

And if one Bndsother days in which he can make up the missed days, then he
must do so when he regains sound health or after becoming a resident!. If

however, he does not make up the days, then he is required to leave a will
instructing his heirs to redeem the days he was healthy for or the days he was a
resident for that is, the days he was able to make up but did not!. Consider the

following. Person 'X' fell ill for 15 days of Ramadan. Thereafter, he recovered for
ten days and then died. Prior to death, this person must make a will instructing

hisfamily to make up only ten days of fasting for him because hewas only fit and
able for ten days and they are the days that he is responsible for. The other five
days are not required because, a! he did not find other days in which he could
make up the lost ones; and b! because he had only recovered for ten days. Hence,
one is responsible for the days he had the ability to fast but did not. In the event

Quran 2:l84.
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that one dies and was not in an able position to make up days, then he is not
responsible. Note: If the deceased left no instructions for the fidya fee! to be
taken from a third of his estate, then it is not necessary that the fidya be given on

his behalf. If however, someone wishesto volunteer, then it isaccepted. The fidya
ishalf a measure [sa'] of wheat, or its value for each day of fasting.

igadl g pLJI Q~ 9g
It is not a stipulation to make up the fasts of Ramadan successively, i.e. one day
straight after the other, joining all the days together. However, it is perinitted to
do so. It is also permitted to make up the missed fasts intermittently from time to
t i me. In saying this, it is recommended that the fasts be made up successively and
not be delayed more than they have to; in order to make haste in pious actions.
Note: the types of fasting are eleven. Eight are mentioned in the Quran, four of
which are to be done successively and four which are permitted to be done
intermittently; and then there are three types which are established through the
sunna. As for the four that are to be performed successively, they are: 1! the
per formance of the current Ramadan at hand as Allah said [Whoever witnesses

the month is to fast!.' 2! For the expiation of dhihar as Allah said [Anyone who
cannot find the means must fast for two consecutive months!. 3! Killing someone
accidentally as Allah said [Anyone who cannot find the means is to fast for two
consecutive months]. 4! For an oath as Allah says [Anyone without the means to

do so should fast three days. That is the expiation for breaking oaths when you

have sworn them!.' Indeed, it isstipulated that such fastsbe done successively.
As for the types that are permitted intermittently, they include: 1! the make-up
[dada] of Ramadan as Allah says [But if any of you are ill or on a j ourney, should

fast a number of other days]. 2! The fidya of shaving for thernuhrim asAllah says
[If any of you are ill or have a head injury, the expiation is fasting, or sadaqa, or

sacrifice!.' 3! The fidya for tamatlu' asAllah says: [Anyone who comesout of ihram
between umrah and haj should make whatever sacrifice is feasible. For anyone
who cannot, there are three days fast on haj and seven on your return, that is ten
in all]. 4! The recompense for hunting in the state of ihram as Allah says [...or
expiation by feeding the poor or fasting proportionate to that, so that he may taste
the evil consequencesof what he did].

Quran 2:185.
Q uran S8:4.
Q uran 4:92.
Quran 5:89.
Quran 2:184.

' Quran 2:196.
' Quran 2:196.
Quran 5:95.
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As for the three types established through the sunna and in which one has an
option of performing i ntermittently, are as follows: 1! the expiation fasting

[kag arahj for intentionally breaking one's fast in Ramadan. 2! Optional fasting and
3! the vowed fast, i.e. one promised to perform a particular day. T he same is

maintained in Bada-i ' as8ana-i ' aswell in Tuhfatul FuqaJIa.'

Dl ~ LIL,4~ Yq.~ l Js ~~ ~ l ~L
If another Ramadan comes along, yet one has not fasted the previous Ramadan,
then one is to perform the current one and thereafter make up the unperformed

Ramadan. And there is nofi 'dya penalty fee! for delaying these missed fasts up to
the current Ramadan. Although, according to the Shafi'i Madhhab, there is.
~ IAJI ' ' I

y g Lo~

!y JS'Ji & t+ g'yi li j ~
' yi li +

~ l jg g

It is permitted for a &ail old person male and female! to break their fast. They
must however pay the j idya for every day missed. The fidya or f u! is half a
measure of wheat which equals 1.6 kg!, or the equivalent in cash. Note: the frail old
person is called the shaikh f ani in Arabic for the reason that he is close to death.
And the a
j uzf aniah is in reference to an elderly female.

ai ApgIp~ yJi ~
One Who Vowed To Fast His Enti re Li e An d 8 'eakened As A Result

4I ~

4~ 4& 1+ >~ ! JP.g~ y~

~ l E3~ Y ~ ~ ~ cAQI p~ yA~
~ 4~

If a person vowed to fast his entire life and as a result becomes weak and feeble

because of his working efforts to provide for himself and family, then he is to
break his fast and pay thefidget. If however, he is unable to pay thef idj a due to
financial diHiculty, then he is to seek forgiveness &om Allah and rescind his vow;
i.e. one is to seek pardon for his shortcoming!.

Bada-i' asSana-i' 2/ 2l 0 Tuhfatul Fuqaha 2/ 341[Maraky al-Falah 392j.
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As there is expiation to atone for violations of fasting, there also exists expiation
for other violations. Such expiations become imposed for issues like breaking
one's oath and murder. The expiation kaffarah! of a broken oath is, 1! to free a
sound Muslim slave, 2! to feed ten poor people, 3! to provide clothing for ten such

persons. If one isunable to do any of theabove, onemust fast for three days.

QI 'U>Ly~ ~

ptglj ~ J 3d A e+ 4M+ J
o.~ ~ J>4 p+ lj Ni' ll 4

If the expiation of a broken oath or murder is required of a person, and he does

not have the financial means to carry out the expiation of freeing a slave or tp
feed or clothe unfortunate persons, tlicn hc is required tof ast. Though if this person
i s old and feeb le and therefore un able to fast or he does n ot fast when he has the

ability to do so until he becomes old and enfeebled, then in both cases, it is not

permitted to pay the fidya. The same applies to theexpiation [kagarah! of fasting.
In addition, one cannot undertake the atonement of fasting unless he is unable tp

expiatewith payment.'
.~ » i ~ i~~ i <~ ,~
The Permi ssi bi li

B reaki

Vol unta

Fast Wi th Or Wi thout A Reason

<l>~j ~i s 4 ~ l g~
It is permitted for a person who is performing a voluntary fast to break it with np

reason, according to the opinion of Abu Yusuf. A'ishah Gpd be pleased with
her!! said: The Apostle of Allah God bless him and give hi mpeace!! came tp me
one day and said [Is there anything with ypu to eat!.j I said, "Np." Thereupon, he
said [I shall then be fastingj. Then he came another day and we said, "Messenger
of Allah, hays a typeof f ood! has been offered to us as a gift." Thereupon he said
"Show that to me." He then said, "I had been fasting since morning,
It is vital to point out, that if one breaks a voluntary fast, it becomes necessary tp
make it up as an act of devotion.

~ l oJ:Ldl oi igM I dg~

~p~ M Qgl j s. ~ jj~ !~

Entertaining is regarded as a reason for breaking a voluntary fast! according tp
the most evident view, for both the guest and the host, and for them is the glad
tidings of this great benefit in that the Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! said [Whomever breaks his fast for the right of his brother, the rewards pf
Maraky al-Falah 393.
M uslim I 154.
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fasting a thousand days are written for him and upon making up the day, the
rewards of another! thousand days of fasting are added to his! account!!. This
hadith has been specifically indicated to by the author of Nur al-Idah. This means
a guest may break his voluntary fast to entertain his host, and the host may break

hisvoluntary fast to entertain hisguest. And Allah knowsbest.

~ ~~ li'dg~arJl~ p '. tLt~ Jb~ g~ Ill5I~Ladl~ JL ~t 4+ tli~
l
<Ip! l gpss J 4 p~ p 4 ~~

If a person breaks a voluntary fast in any situation whether there is a reason or
not!, he is required to make up the day, except if he begins to fast during one of
the five following days, they being the two days of Eid and the days of Tashriq,
for verily there is no requirement to make up the days if one breaks his fast
during these days as we have been prevented from fasting on these days! and this
is the most evident view on the matter as held by Abu Hanifa, for it is not
permitted to complete the fast upon these days, on the basis that he has engaged
in something prohibited. T hus, he is ordered to break his fast and attend to

entertaining hisguest during these days of celebration and Allah knowsbest.
U'~ yoddl y p~ l,~j
Ful lh'

~ ~ ~jul p+ I ~ L

One's Promi se Such As ast i

Pra ers and Other.

~i l l ~til l pP ~
When I s One Re ui red To Ful l His Promise

Joy~ u'g m~ l ljl ~ i'QQI u! I' ' ~j j ljl
If a person vows to perform good deeds, then he must fulfil what he proaiised,
provided three conditions are met. Allah Almighty said let them fulfil their

vows!!,' and the Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! said PVhomever
vowed to obey Allah, then he should obey Allah and whomever vowed to disobey
Allah, should not disobey Him].

g+ gt
1-T he act one promises! is to be from a category which is mij ib, such as fasting,
prayer, and haj . This means that a person can make a vow to observe fast and
prayer since prayer and fasting in essence! originate from a toa
j ibcategory.
10~

' Haj 29.
Bukhari 6696.

j!+ jesty
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2-Theprimaryactual act itself must be specifically intended by the person, not the
pre-requisite of the act; for example, one cannot promise to make wudu becauseit
is the pre-requisite to prayer. And wudu is not the primary thing that is intended,
but we do so in order to pray. Hence, one cannot intend a thing that is linked to
act; rather, he must intend the act. It is the primary act itself which one must
vow, such as prayer, fasting, charity etc.
lg+ g+ gl ~

3- The act that one promises must not already be required of a person, fpr
example, one cannot promise to pray the noon prayer dhuhr! because it is
already compulsory to perform. Hence, one cannot promise to perform an act that
he must already perform, but rather it isan additional act.

o~i ' o~ gl P ~
Qne is therefore not required to perform wudu if he promises to do so because it
is not the primary act; rather, it is the precondition for prayer and other acts of
worship.
i y~ l i~

Likewise, a person is not required to perform the recital prostration if he vows to
do so because it is already necessary to respond to the prostration verse if one
hear s or reci tes it.

~ Pl i>Lg $~

Qne is not required to visit the ill if he promises to do so because it does not

originate from a wajib category as menti oned in point 1 above. Though Abu
Hanifa disagreed saying; that If one intendsto visit his ill brother today, then his
vow isvalid and if one promised to visit his friend, he is not required to fulfil this,
because the visiting of the ill is a worship and he mentioned the saying of the

Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! [The one who visits the sick is as
though he is in the fruit garden of paradise until he returns!.'
&gal ' ~ & l! l 7g

pro~ ing to do acts of worship which are already required is not valid because
they are already imposed on the person by law.

One's vow is valid if he promises to free a slave for the reason that it is

compulsory to do so in the event of kaffarah expiation! where one isrequired to
free a slave.

~~pi p

' Muslim 2~68.
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If a person vows to perform religious retreat I M ap then the vow isvalid in thaI
one may perform it as a promised act since it originates from a waj ib category.

Vowing to perform a voluntary prayer or fast is valid and after one has promised
them, they become necessary to perform, and equally sadaqah charity! is alsa
included in this category.

~ ,ggI ~! ~ ~>Q~ UJ >1UQJ I~i ' ~i i '
If a person vows a general unspecified! promise, such as saying, "I swear by Allah
that upon me is a two rak'ah prayer," then he is required to fulfil this vow. If on
the other hand one attachesa condition to a promise, such as, "If Allah grants me
a child, I shall feed ten people," then he is also required to fulfil the vow if the
condition or event occurs such as a child. Hence, vowing to fast an unspecified
day or a vow that issubject to a condition are necessary to fulfil.

The R uli

0

One H%o Vowed T o F ast The T w o D a s

E id

4~~ yLa~ ~ y>~ 1J ~~ IpL!~~~ l p~
Promising to fast both the days of Eid as well as the days of Tashriq is valid, and
this is the opted view on the rnatter, though it is necessary to break the fast during
these days mentioned and make up the days later, as Abu Hurairah reported that
the Prophet God bless him and grant hi m peace!! prohibited fasting two days,
Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-A dha.'

~ l ~ el~ i ~ ~ ~l~
If however one keeps fast on these days of Eid and Tashriq due to their vow! it is
valid, though it is unlawful.
ogW I ~

L p igi JI ~ 4 ~LsI l L

Tha t Ni l i ch I s D isre arded I n A Vow A nd Tha t 8 %i ch I s Bi ndi

I>~ + I~gal >gl gl ~ ~ i~
Factors that are not binding and disregarded! as being part of a vow are the
specification of the ti me, place, aswell as the specification of dirhams or a specific
poor person. For example, if one vows to donate a particular dirham or to feed a
particular poor person, one is not obliged to donate that particular dirham or feed
that particular poor person since these specificationsin a promise are not binding,
though the act itself must still be carried out. The rationale being that it is the
pious action that brings one closer to Allah which is the aim, it is not the t i me,

place or person, and for this reason, the time, place or person are disregarded in
the v ow .
M uslim 1137.
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If one promises to fast the month of Sha'ban and instead fasts the month of
Raj ab, it is valid for the reason that the promise to fast is the obj ective. The actual
month is not required to have arrived, and because one did not wait for the
month to arrive, he has benefited in the rewards, which may have been missed in
t h e ev en t o f d eath o r ot h er r easo n s.

v ~bt gi ' ~

~ g o ~ ~P g

If a person promises to perform two rak'ahs in Makkah and instead prays them in
another city, it is valid and permitted, because the pious act is achieved, not the
place where it was carried out.
Q yA g~

ly

Promising to give sadaqah wi th a specific dirham, but instead donating a different
dirham is valid due to the pious act, and because specifying a particular dirham or
money is not considered as being part of the vow.
g~

oqi ~

l w Jm~ lg

If a person promises to feed or assist a poor person named Umar and instead
opted with Zaid, the vow and pious act is valid, because the meaning of a pious
act involving sadaqah is to satisfy the need of the poor; and this is the intended
meaning without considering the time, place or person. However, this is contrary

to Imam Zufar who said, "Oneshould sPecig thesef actors "
L ~ i~ y+ M L ~ ~y 3 l ~ ~ l+ g~
l
If one makes his vow conditional, such as saying, "I swear by Allah if I regain
sound health, I will give sadaqah," which means the promise of giving sadaqah is
based upon a condition, then its performance before the arrival of the condition
does not suf Bce, since the vow is li nked wi th the cond i tion.
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I 'ti ka « Rel ' 'ous Retreat » '
m~ Yl ~ ~

Its definition is to remain with the intention of seclusion! in a masjid where the
five daily prayers are perforined in congregation. Ali and Hudhayfa God be
pleased with them!! said [There is no religious retreat I'tikaf! except in a
congregational mosque!.

It is not valid in a masjid where the five daily prayers are not performed in
congregation, and this is the opted opinion on the matter.

g m~ 5l ot~ p
I aaf for a female is the masjid of her home, which is a place she has designated
for prayer in her home the place where she customarily performs her prayers!.

' Linguistically, I'tikaf meansto seclude oneself and remain; such asto say, "Thisperson
'akafa upon the Quran;" meaning that he remained in the state of reciting Quran. And
I'tikaf has been a practice in the majsids from the laws prior to Islam, though Islam
affirmed and established it. And the proof that I 'tikaf was practiced in the laws before
Islam is the statement of Allah in the Quran "We covenanted with Abraham and Ismail
that they should sanctify My house for those who compass it round or use it as a retreat, or
bow or prostrate themselves [therein in prayer!." Al-Baqarah l25!. And another proof that
Islam sanctioned I 'tikaf isthe establishment of the Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! whom would retreat the last ten days of Ramadan, until he died and it has been
established that the wives of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! observed
I 'tikaf after him.
Tabarani 9/302. The hadith is deemed ma~ uf .
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>- Necessary type ou
j ib! - this type of I 'tiki' is that which one vows to do; such as
promising, "I swear by Allah, I shall observe I 'tikaj ' or "If Allah cures the illness
of such and such, I shall observe I'tikaf." Fasting is conditional when observing
this type of I 'tikaf. To spend less than one day in this type of I hkaf is not
permitted.

~ 91~ l J oJS~ ~li 5~
2- The second is susaa mu'akhuk an emphasized sunna! in the last ten days of
Ramadan. This type of I 'Iikaf is sunna kifaya, meaning that it is a communal
sunna.

el~ a ~

3- The third type is that which is recommended any other time of the year apart
from the above two types.
&qui l l ~

Fasting is a condition only for the vowed I M af, which is the wajib type
mentioned above, not the voluntary type!. Note, there is no vou!ed I h'kaf unless one
orally expresses it, because it is linked with the tongue, though this is not the case
~'.Ih the intention because the place for that is the heart. The Prophet God bless

himandgive himpeace!! said [There isno I'tikaf without a fastj.' Thismeansthat
feting is conditional for the wa
j ib formof I 'tikaf on the basis of unanimous
nu ration.

< ~ l + L LejJl5p!yso~ iw :54i Wty
'k e shortest period for the recommended I M af is any duration of time according
IoImam Muhammad. T his is established by remaining for a moment with the

ixtention of I 'i aaf even if one does this while wal l i ng through the masjid, and the
f~ given is in accordance with thisview. Though according to Abu Hanifa, the
shortest period for making I 'likaf is one day. According to Imam Abu Yusuf, it is
Ilegreater part of the day.

ISarqutani and al-Baihaqi.
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H%en I s I t Pennissibk To E n t The M as'i d I n I tika .

! lli ~l~ l~i ~ l !I~ ISe~~~ ~lJQ5 i a 4gI~ l5is~ mLL3I ~
A person in I 'tikaf is not to leave the mucid except for a legal need such as the
Friday prayer or to answer the call of nature, such as urinating, or because of
necessity, such as the collapse of the masjid. In addition, one may leave if he is
coerced by an oppressor or because his family members have been separated and
he is required to attend to them.
~ L ~ a.~ 1~

+ -m ~ ~Kll~

If one fears for himself or his goods from a rebel, then he is per mitted to leave
and enter another mai d immediately after leaving the Brst one; and one must not
engage in anything except in the travel to the other masjid.
o~ ~ ~ ly ~ lp!l ~

gm

If one exits the nuuj id for any duration of tin e without a valid reason, the uej ib
form of I 'tikaf becomes invalid and other typesof I 'tikaf such as the voluntary type
isdeemed over that is, it has come to an end due to leaving the masjid!.

IJ JLypl~ ~ LCLL+ Iompu~g~~ qM M I 151~
The person performing I a af is permitted to eat, drink, sleep and to form a
contract for the purpose of trade for himself or family, a contract which he or his
family are in need of; thisis to be performed only within the masjid. This isowing
to the fact that if one leaves the masjid for this reason it would spoil the retreat. It
is therefore permitted with dislike.

Al-Hidayah states that eating, drinking and sleeping are to take place at the
location of the I tikaf . T he basis for this is that there was no place of abode for the
prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! except the masjid. Further, it is
possible to meet these needs in the masjid, and there is no necessity of coming out
for them.'

' Al-Hidayah 343.
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It is disliked to bring items of trade to the masjid for the purpose of trade, for one
should not turn the masjid into a marketplace.
o~~

ply 4 ~ og y

It is disliked to form a contract for the purposes of trade even though it is
permitted, as one has devoted himself to Allah and should not engage in the
m atters of the wor ld .

~ gi ~ tq!i g ..~ lgi M
~ I ops
It is disliked to maintain complete silence if one believes it is an act that will bring
him doser to Allah, though if a person is silent because he has nothing to say, it is
not disliked. Muslims are prevented from remaining silent as an act of worship for
the reason that it was, and is the observance of the Christians and the Jews. Abu

Hurairah narrated from the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! that
the Prophet prohibited continuous fast and the silent fast!.' If one observessilence
without believing it to be a pious act, but rather held his tongue from speaking
things of no benefit, then there is no harm. In addition, it is commendable to

recite Quran, to remember Allah through invocations, hadith, knowledge,
learning and the biography of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!,
or the biographies of the heroes of Islam and the books of religion. One is to
engage in beneflcial discussion and learning.

m~ l l~ l., aM M IJ !+ I
H%at I s U nla m

I n I ti k a A nd I t s N ul li cati on

~ l~>~i >gl ~ p
It is forbidden to indulge in sexual intercourse or to kiss and fondle. Allah said
[Do not associate with your wiveswhile you are in retreat in the masjid!.'
~ lpw Jly'5l p ~ ~ . p
I aaf is nullified if one indulges in sexual intercourse or has an orgasm asa result
of kissing and fondling, and it does not matter if one indulges in these actions on

purpose or forgetfully, or whether he was keen to comply or under duress or
whether it was in the day or night. If an orgasm results, the retreat is nullified.

' AbuHanifa'sMusnad I/ 192.
Al-Baqarah 187.
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If a person v s to observe I 'tit af for a certain number of days, then he must
observe I 'tikaf during the nights of those daysas well.

i lygl y lkJ uLll Jep' dp
i iaU ! LU
I !j !I!I ~
A person who em I 'tif f for a certain number of nights must also observe the

daysconsecutively even if a consecutive order isnot stipulated when vpwizg And
thisisthe most evident view on the matter. The basisfor thisisthat I 'giQf isbuilt
upon a consecutive order in that it continues through the night and day thpugp
thisis contrary tp a fmt which ls built upon separation in that the nights~ e nol
acceptable for the fast. Thus, fastsare obligatory with separation even if theperson
expressly stipulatesa consecutive order.'
j!Ll ' ~ gy

A person who votos~ dayt in retreat must also remain for two nights Thereason
that the nights become binding with the days is because this person iztzzded a

dual form which is a combination of both day and night in meaning. One is
therefore bound by the ruling as a precaution. One must therefpre <<ter the

masjid a little time before the sun setson the basis that the night precedes<heday
and remain for twp nights and twp days.'

QLUIg~~~ L' + I~ ~ g
If a person forms an intention specifically for the days without the nights, it is
valid because it is directed towards the actual obj ect."

iL YLp~ i!t YI~ ~ YwrL' QLUIgt~ L ~ lg~~~ ~~ l
If one t ern I 'tikaf for a month whether it is specified or not! and he inteIMls the
duy r only or intends the ni ght ~ , then this intention cannot come into egect
unless he expresses what he wishes to ruk out and cactus'c in his intention, sUch as
the saying, "One month in the day excluding the nights."

Maraky al-Falah 404.
Maraky al-Falah 404.
Maraky al-Falah 404.
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The L e ali t

I 'ti ka I ts Stat usA nd f YI'sdom
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m~ YIp

Religious retreat [I 'tithe is legal and permissible through Quranic text and the
Prophet's sunna Allah states in the Quran [Do not associate with your wives

whileyou are in I'tikaf retreat! in the masj idj.' As for thesunna, A'ishah narrated
that the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! would perform I'tikaf in
the last ten days of Ramadan when he arrived at Madina until Allah took his

soulj.' I mamal-Zuhri said; "I amanuued at thepeopk in how theyktIt I tikaf, whilst the
Prophet God bksshim and grant hi mpeace!! would perf or mthisaction. They kaveit whilst
theProphet did not, until hepassed. "

~ ~ 1~ g5' lyl Jg gl ~ ~ t~
Religious retreat is from the most honourable of actions, provided it is performed
with sincerity to Allah, for the reason that this person in I 'tikaf is waiting for the
group prayer in the masj id and is therefore like one who is constantly engaged in
prayer. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [The slave of
Allah! does not cease prayer so long as he is in the masj id waiting for the prayerj.

goal j l ~ l ~ gL'dl g~t~ ~ l j ~ ~ pt i ~
From the benefits and merits of I 'tikaf is the heart being separated from the
mat t ers of this world while submitting to the Master and Owner of all that exists.
~

J EiDLS

Another merit is a person's remaining in actions of worship in the house of Allah
as in accordance with the hadith of the Prophet God bless him and give peace!!
who said that Allah said [I am to my servant as he expects of Me. I am with him
w hen he rem ember s M e. I f he rem embers M e in his heart , I r em ember h im in

Myself. And if he remembers Me in an assembly, I mention him in an assembly
better than his. And if he draws nearer to M e a hand- span, I draw nearer to him

an arm's length. And if he draws nearer to Me an arm's length, I draw nearer to
him a fathoms length and if he comes to Me walking, I rush to him at great
speed!."

Al-Baqarah 187.
Bukhari 2026, M uslim 117 1.

Bukhari, the Book of Wudu; Maraky al-Falah 405.
' Bukhari.
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In addition to the benefitsis; one isfortified safeguarded! with Hisstrong hold.

p~t ll :Jpi ~ ~ li ~ LL~ ~I Js~
~+4 L~Jj ~pg JJV~

Jp-~ Q ~ ~ I+ :ill~ ~ M Jljg
~ g l ~~0j ~

'Ata ibn Abi Rabah stated the following. the example of a person in I 'tiki' islike
the person who stands and waits on a great door of a king, great minister or an
imam! because of a need he has. Equally, the person in I 'tikaf utters, "I toN not
~ ~ ~ <~ ~ 'door' of my Ma r until HchasP rgmen ecmy sins, whicharethe
reasonsf or the distancehel en meand Himand thedescending of cdamitiesupon me." 'Ata
ibn Abi Rabah was a tabi 'i , a student of Ibn Abbas God be pleased with him!!
and one of the teachers of Imam Abu Hanifa. Abu Hanifa said of him [I did not
see anyone greater in jurisprudence than Hammad and that there was no one

whom had gathered the entirety of knowledge more than 'Ata Ibn Abi Rabahj.
M ost of the narrations of A bu H anifa were from 'A ta whom heard it from I bn

Abbas and Ibn Umar, Abu Hurairah, Abu Sa'id, Jabir and A'ishah. He died in
115 Hijrah and he was eighty yearsof agej.
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Thef ollowing « Hibatul Fattah» is a compktion of the book Nur
al-Idah by Muhammad Muhyi al-Din Abdul Hamid
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TheMeaning Of Zakat
o5'g l ~
Lilerally, skat has two meanings,

I- The first ispurity, such asthe saying of Allah p'ake from their wealth so that
you might pm' and sanctify them!.'

. >I:gQ~

gg~gl 15' :~ y ~ g a~P pisl gl ~ y

2- The second meaning is extra and growth, such as when a person says the
plants havegreurn! intending the meaning, that they have increased.

o5~ 3 g~ 4 ~ ~

.~ ~ Q~ ~ JUI ~ ~~ ~

+ G.~ tl J o5'Ql ~

Zakat according to the Sacred Law is; the ownership of a certain amount of
wealth that has been prescribed by the law for a poor Muslim who is not a

Hashimy and neither a slave of a Hashimy. Note; o~mership or possession!
meansexclusive control over it and the right to undertake transactionswith itgl

I ts Ruli

4JLg/ plysl~ Qg ply L~

And U

J/

n N%om I s I t Obl ' ato

Ql . by~ ~

4J~ ~ l ~ p Q ~ g olSgly

ca lf Qg QIy a
Zakat isobligatory on aperson whosatisPesf ivconditions;
1- One must be a Muslim. Zakat is not compulsory on the wealth owned by an
unbeliever living in a Muslim country; rather they will payj izya - a protection tax.
The reason Islam is conditional is because zakat is an act of worship and such
worship cannot be brought about by an unbeliever.
2- The person must be free, not a slave. The reason freedom is stipulated is
because perfect ownership can only arise through it.
3- Maturity isconditional for the reason that it isnot imposed upon a minor.
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4- Sanity is conditional for the reason that zakat is not necessary on the wealth
possessed by children who have not yet gained intellect or those mentally
unsound according to Imam Abu Hanifa. However, Imam Malik, Shafi'i and
Ahmad hold that it iscompulsory to be paid either by their parentsor guardians.

; m l~ j + ~ ~ ~j l 1 jl ~ jI - 1'jl ~ 1 ~

~ ~Ng<~ <ij

5- One must be in possession of a nisab minimum amount! from things of a

productive nature of which a profit isderived, such asgrazing cattle, crops, gol4
silver or merchandise for business. T he nisab is a sum of wealth large enough to

require the owner to pay zakat on it. In addition, there is no zakat on effectsthat
are not of a productive nature, even if these things are in excess of one's needs,
such as cars, utensils, food, clothing, shelter, or furniture etc., if such itemsare not
for tr ad e.

4 Fl
ail M+ j 5j~
Condi ti ons Tha t Ob ' ate I ts Pa

~ pl~ ~ l ~

4 J+ 1JyCgl : Ql>1~~ / 1 ~ j

The condition that obligates one to pay zakat is; the possession of the original
nisab mi ni mum amount! for a complete year. Meaning, one must own the

minimum amount and a year must pass over such ownership. Accordingly, the
obligation immediately ariseson the passage of a year.
4 i l>l ~
Condi tions Thai Validate I ts P

~ ~ ljjl jlM I J ~ ~ L1j a~

onnanee

Ql>I ~ LI: ol5$1g alg~ gl:Ql>l ~

.oLSj o~ L4 g1ol5$1Jr'-I ~ 4 ~ gj aJ1
In order for the act of offering the zakat to be valid, the one paying the zakat is
required to intend zakat, and he may do thiswhen paying the zakat to the poor or
at the time when he is separating the required amount from the rest of hiswealth.
This is essential to the proper performance of the act of giving zakat. To offer
zakat without an intention coinciding with the payment or with the setting-aside
of the obligatory portion is not valid. It is not a stipulation for the poor person
receiving the zakat to know that he is receiving zakat.
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W eal th On Ni l i ch Z ak at M ust B e P ai d
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Therearef ivetyPes of maIth on which zakat is compulsory;

~ l, ~ dl~ ~M l : J~Ql
l - The first is gold and silver whether it is in the form of bullion, j ewellery, cash or
bank notes. The value of these is to be equal to the amount discussed ahead.

gl~ ~ lyclili1+ lg MlgJ MI~ pl~ I: JLlly
2- The second is livestock and they are camels, cows and sheep which is agreed
upon in the Madhhab!. According to Abu Hanifa zakat is required upon horses.
Note; livestock refers to cattle that graze on pastures.
coql -ll ~ p~ .' ~ LJlp

3- The third ismerchandise of trade once it equals the value of the nisab.

4- The fourth is on that which the earth produces from crops and plantations of
fruit food crops!.
.j l5 Jl : ~ ~ 1p

5- The Bfth istreasure troves minerals, gas, coal etc.!.
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The Nisab Mi ni mum Amount On Gold A nd Si k er

'Yl' , ~ ~ ' p i~I ,< ~~ s ~ i~ ~.l u ~~ ~ >1~ + ~ m i J .~ M,
i JU' ~

The nisab istheportion of wealth minimum amount! a person owns that requires
him to pay zakat. If a person possesses this nisab minimum amount! for a
complete lunar year, thepoor now owns this portion and the owner is obliged to
pay zakat.

Zakat isnot due on gold until it reaches twenty mithqols the approxi mat e weigbt
being 87grams!.' And with respect to s6ver, there is no zakat due on it un' there
is 200 dirhams the approximate weight being 700 grams!. This is the nisab

minimum amount! which is required before zakat becomes due. When the go]d
reachestwenty mithqols or 87 grams!, it is necessary to pay 2.5 %on it

which is

half a mithqol. Note: if apmon ownscurrency that equals this value, then one must pay
zakat on i t.

,JlA~ ~ ~ ~ l+ w> + 8 ~~I + J +

Then, for every four mithqols in excess of the twenty mithqols!, one is to pay oae
tenth of a mithqol or theequivalent value!.' Thismeans that when thereistwenty mithqols
of gold or 87grams; or onepossesses currency that equals thevalueof this amount!, 2.5%is
required.' Theadditional amount that is over and abovethe twenty mithqolsincurs nof eeuntil

it reachesf our mithqols or 17.4 grams!. When it does reachf our mithqols one tenth of a
mi thqol or its valueis due!.

Q ~~ M~>~ ~t J5j ~ ,p ig>~ pay~

pJM , . 3p

q~ ly + g4 ~
When the silver reaches 200 dirhams, it is necessary to pay 2.5%on it w> ch is

Qve dirhams. Then, for every forty dirhams after the initial 200!, one dirham is
d u e.'

.l Jl

g held by Abu Hanifa with respect to the amount that increases
upon the nisab!, whereas Abu Yusuf and Muhammad said, whatever increases
upoa the mi ni mum amount nisab! requires 2.5%to be paid even if it is very IitQe.
I

A mithqol synonymous herc with a gold dinar! is a gold piece. Kitab al-Athar 1661 Note: the
figure of 87 grams for gold and the 700 grams for silver is from taken rom Maraky al-Falah

t~ eFishof AbuHasifa AndItsProofs, Vol, 1/331! Marakyal-Falah410.

' Note:onemithqol equatestoapprox 4.35grams. Four equatesto1j.4grams.

3

Note: 40 dirhamsequate to 140 grams, because 1dirham equatesto 3.5 grams. Therefore 40 x
3 5 equals 140 grams. Hence, 700 grams requires 2.5'k. And for every 110 gramsafter that, one
dirham is due.
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Therefore, the two j urists maintain that whatever amount exceeds the 20 mithqols
or 200 dirhams is subj ected to zakat by the same calculation. T he basis for this

view are the words of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
addressed to Ali [What is in excess of the 200 dirhams is subj ected to its

prescribed rate!.' Abu Hanifa relies upon the words of the Prophet in a tradition
of 'Amr ibn Hazrn [There is no sadaqa in what is less than fortyj.'
Summaryof zakat ongold
A! There is no zakat on any gold less than 20 mithqols or 87 grams!, b! when
there are 20 mithqols and a lunar year passes over it, then half a mithqol is due
upon it or 2.5%!, c! then, for every 4 mithqols after the initial 20 mithqols, one
tenth of a mithqol is due. Note: if, after the initial 20 mithqols there is some
excess, but it is less than 4 mithqols, no zakat is due, d! zakat is imposed on gold
and silver dust as well as on j ewellery and utensils made of them. Shafi'i said that
it is not imposed on women's j ewellery nor on silver rings for men. The reason is
that it is lawful; therefore, they are si mil ar to dresses worn. The Hanafis mai nt ai n
that the cause is wealth that grows, and the evidence of growth is present and that
is its readiness for use in trade by the very nature of its creation. This evidence is
legally acknowledged as distinguished from dresses.' Imam Muhammad said: "As
for j ewellery consisting of gems and pearls, there is no zakat due on that, whatever
the case, but if it is gold and silver jewellery, then zakat is due upon it, unless it
belongs to an orphan, boy and girl, who has not come of age, in which case there
is no zakat due on their money. T his is the verdict of Abu Hanifa."'
Summaryof r ake on sik er
A! T here is no zakat on silver less than 200 dirhams, b! if there are 200 dirhains

and a lunar year passes over it, 5 dirhams are due, c! if there is any excess,
nothing is due until it reaches 40 dirhams; and then 1 dirham is due for it.

Likewise, for every 40 dirhams after that, I dirham is due, d! if the predominant
part in silver metals or dirhams is silver, then their ruling is that of silver, but if

the predominant part is another metal, then their ruling is that of goods or
commodities. In addition; one must pay zakat on the currency that he has owned
for a complete lunar year if it equals at least the market value of 700 grams of
silver. Since the zakat is for the benefit of the poor, if the money one owns
corresponds to the minimum value of silver, zakat must be paid.

' Abu Dawud.

This is found in the document of 'Amr ibn Hazm God be pleased with him!. Al-Zayla'i,
vol.2, 367. tAI-Hidaya 268j.
Al-Hidaya 26~
J.
M uwatta of I m am M uham mad 153. K iiab al-A th ar l ti9.
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Condi ti ons That M ake Z akat Obl ato

On L i ve Stock

l !~ ~g ~lp l J' oLS! l ~g -! l ~
Zakat onlivestock becom
esobligatorywhen threeconditionsaresatisjied.

1. The Grst requires a year to pass over the animals while they are in the
possession of their owner.

I l a + i1:~Lily
2. The second requires the animab to reach the nunimum number nisab!. Note:
Z akat on an im als is cal culated in num ber and not v al ue.

ga~i~ l ~

P ~ ~ - e+ ..~ i~i<L3lJP <L + J ~ ~~i. ~ ~l>
.-.lSgl 1+k~

~

l

3. Theanimalsmust spend the whole year or most of it grazing in pastures <f the
animalsgraze or eat Romwhat the owner hasgrown or paid for, such ashay, then
the zakat is not necessary to pay.
j Yl olSj
The Z akat on Camels

-.l-' l+" J+ l ~ QI ~~

- .lSl>P, ;Z; ~ Gal gYl~ ~ ~ f i g ~

There isno zakat if a person ownslessthan Ave camels. When a person ownsfive
camelsand a lunar! year passes over them, then the zakat of one sheep is to be
paid. This is the case up to nine camels.

~ P'Jl ~ ~l gl ~l l ' l+ " l~ PYl ~ ui Ql
When the number reaches l0 up to 14!, the zakat due is 2 sheep. When they
reach 15 up to 19!, the zakat is 3 sheep. When the number reaches20 up to 24!,
the zakat is 4 sheep.

When they reach 25 head up to 35!, the zakat is one bint makhad, a sh~ arnel
which isone year old and entered its second year.
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When they are 36 up to 45!, the zakat due is one bint labun, a shecainel which is
two yearsold and has entered its third year.

Igloo ~ ~~ ' ~ g~+ !~ ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ ! gl LMI Lnlil p
When they reach 46 up to 60!, there is a charge of one hiqqah, a shecamel which
is three years of age and hasentered its fourth.

~ .i g ~ ~ l ~ mMlpami ~ ~ p~~ !PYl ~ '~ l>>
When they are 61 up to 75! there is a charge of onejadha'ah, a she camel which is
four yearsold and has entered its fifth year.
~j' Ql g~ ~

~
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When they are 76 up to 90! the charge is two bint labuns. When they are 91 up to
120! the charge is two hiqqahs.

a+LAP- M 04 ~

~

J 4~

When the number cunuch 120 up to 144!, the charge is one sheep for every five
camels. T herefore, for the first five in excess of 120, there is one sheep; for ten,

there is two seep; for fifteen, there is three sheep etc. up to 144. When the camels
reach 145 up to 119! the zakat due is a pair of hiqqahsplusone bint makhad When
there are 150, the zakat due isthree hiqqahs.
~ Q ~ ~~~ ~ Q ~

~
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Thereafter, for every five camels in aeeu of 150 up to 174!, the zakat is one
sheep. When they are 175 in number up to 185! the zakat is three hiqqahs plus
one bint Niakhad

gI g& p!l ~ ~ yL y~I ~ ~ i gQc yg~ ~%~ ~ Qy! y4! ~ ~
When they are 186 up to 195! the zakat is three hiqqahs plus one bint laban. When
they reach 196 up to 200, the zakat is four hiqqahs.
.~~
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Then, for every 50 after 200, one is to enact the same process he did in the 50
after 150.
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The Z ak at On L i vestock

Note: The owner must have possession of animals for one lunar year before zakat
is compulsory. And the nisab minimum amount! is governed by the number of
animals in one's ownership and not by the value of each ani mal.

ilSj ~e l + 1~ ~~ ~ Jil J ~
There is no zakat paid for less than thirty pasturing cattle.

i 'LII J ~ pj' d ~ goal ~ + ly aMl ~ ~ ~ J+ I ~ Jla ~~ '5l' ~
When a person owns tldrty cattle up to 39! and one year has passed over them,
the zakat due is a tabi ' which is a one year old cow that has entered its second
y ear .

iJL3lJ' ~ gi l- d~ yi ll~ ~ lgi+ I~ ~ ~ ~ ql+ i 'IJj
Upon read ung forty head up to 59! the zakat due is a 'sou-sin' which is two years
old and entered its third year.

~ 'Jl Js~ I ~ ~>l>~ I~ ycv~ ~ ~ gj l J j fi ~ y~ ~ ~ + gl gl
~ >~y
When they reach seventy in number up to 79! the zakat due is a tabi ' and mg-siw.
When they reach eighty head, the zakat due is two musins. And this is the
procedure in that for every tlurty animals, a tabi ' is due and for every forty
anunals, a ~ n is due. For example, if one possesses 90, this comes to three labi 's
since one is due for every thirty.

+ I iLSj
Z aka t On Shee

A nd Goats

ilsj ~ LJI+ I~ ~ ! ~ Jil J ~
There is no zakat for less than 40 grazing sheep. Note: The mi ni mum on which
zakat ispayable is40. Therefore, from 0-39, there isno zakat.
1~ i& '4j " J+ I M J~ a~~ r1~ >Lpli I
When the number reaches40 up to 120! and a year has passed, the zakat due is
one sheep.

, ~l;l l+ " ~ ~ , >~ i <L. ~ ~tgI
When there are 121 up to 200!, the zakat due is two sheep.
i oL ' ~ ~ ~

i~ lpp ~ L ~

gl g l

Upon reaching 201 up to 399! the charge is three sheep.

il ' u1~ ilL~~'I~ g'IQl
Upon reaching 400 sheep, the zakat due is four sheep.

4~ L~ >/ 1~ Ql~> pl >+ $p~tl~ a lpJ~ lp<iQ+Q i/i + >y i'L lSJ y
Thereafter, for every hundred sheep after four-hundred, the zakat is one sheep,
which must be a lamb or a goat which is at least one year old!. And it is not
permitted to pay aszakat an animal lessthan one year old.
~ l il5 '
Z akat On H omes

~ l J olSJI ~ ~ g Ql ~ 41~ ~~

~l ~ i

Abu Hanifa held that zakat iswajib on horses when five conditions are satisfied.

~ l yl ~ dl ~ LLa' ~

g+ gl : Jg9'I

1- The first condition is that the value of the horses must equal the nisab of gold
or silver. This means it must equal the value of 87 grams of gold or 700 grams of
silver.

~ L g/ gl : ~LJlg
2- The horses are to be pasturing horses, grazing on open range pasturage for the
whole year or the majority of it. Thisexcludes pasturage growing on the land that
a p erson own s.
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3- One year isto pass over the horsesbefore zakat becomes obligatory.

gl. lg' ~ ~

PQI~ ISg~
l , i ' ! l+ ~

~ l' pS' 'lSgP,I I'~
I I'pS' d+ ' t: uJlp

4- The fourth requiresthat one have in hispossession male and female horses, for
if they are purely male, then zakat is not necessary to pay, whereas if they are
purely females, Abu Hanifa held two narrations on the matter God have mercy
upon him!. One of these narrations held the requirement of paying zakat and the
other d id not.

~

~t ~ g P 4am'Ipe ~P<~

LaMl w Mill 0+ dt: ~ + id

~ l J osj 5 a~j l ~ y~ ~ p1
5- It is conditional that the owner have acquired the horses for the purpose «
producing offspring, for if they are acquired to ride on or to carry about people
or items!, then no zakat is due upon them.' Imam Abu Yusuf and Muhammad
held that there is no zakat paid on horses at all. They relied on the words of the
Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! [There is no sadaqah on the
Muslim for hisslave or horse!. This is recorded in all the six sound compilations.
Abu Hanifa relies upon the words of the Prophet God bless him and give him
peace!! [On each pasturing horse is a dinar or ten dirhams!.3

.l ~'u~~ !' .LS >+ IiL' j g
l i~

~ + lp! + Iil ' gP: Q l QU!& l j ! ~ ~t~ j P p

According to the Madhhab of Abu Hanifa, the method of paying zakat upon the
horses is to be left to the owner; if he wishes, he may subject them to evaluation
and pay 2.5%on this or if he wishes he may pay one dinar upon every horse. This
option of paying a dinar upon each horse is available provided all the horses are
of equal value. If on the other hand, they differ in value, then it iswajib to subject
them to evaluation and pay the 2.5%required.

I

If however they are taken for the purposes of trade, then one is required to pay zakat

upon t hemas he would for the merchandi se of trade.
' An-Nasai 246g.

' Darqutani and aI-Baihaqi. Ai-Zayla'i, vol, 2, 357-58.

~~ I ~ y~ ol5j
Z akaCOn M erchandise 0 Trade

The meaning of the merchandise of trade is all thingsthat a person usesfor trade,
even if they are grazing animals, crops, or Eruits.

' ~~p~ t ~ lyt ~ >I ~LI a' ~ ~ gP~J~ P' ~ l J .~ ~~ p~ p~ g
The merchandise or goods! used for trade is to be evaluated at the end of every

lunar year. If itsvalue reachesthe nisab the mininium amount! of gold or silver,
then one isrequired to pay 2.5%of its worth.

- LSQ~ , Z I>t~
~aaiII I Ji LaJI+ J~ JII, ~ JI JI~I.LaI
During this evaluation, it is necessary to keep in mind the benefit and future! of
the poor and unfortunate persons, meaning that if the merchandise of trade
amounts to the nisab of silver if it is evaluated against it, though would not
amount to the nisab of gold if it is evaluated against it, then the goods are to be
evaluated against the silver and this iswhat is meant by the benefit of the poor.

La+ I~ a I I JaJl~ g JI JS' ~LaJI+ ~

ISJtp

However, if the merchandise of trade reaches the nisab the minimum amount! of
both gold and silver, though the evaluation against one of these would be more
beneficial for the people, then one is to evaluate the goods to what is more
benefi cial.

The Zakat On Cr s And F ruit

liJ3L' Ln I~ yt uLi ~ i oLI ~~ gN'I~ ~~ JSJ gIj I ~ O'I~ g ~

p~~ >

lilt' ~lql~ ISy L ~ qlgl« Pq~ Iq~~ IS
Abu Hanifa held that anything that grows from the earth i.e. crops / produce /
harvest! requires zakat, whether it is a small or large amount, or whether it can
keep good in storage such as seeds, cotton or saEron or whether it is unable to
keep good in storage such as vegetables or fruit.

~ y @ ~l : J,QI: ~ ~ ~i ~ ,QI ~ P ;ZP ~ g ~t gI ~ ~~ ~ ~t ~ ,~

i lgwu, JIS ir pqIS.IG
NISgl~ ~lLJ ~LaJI~, I La' ~qIS-I+ i l:pLl~y
.JL4 5 ir +,LLIgl5gI~ ~1
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Abu Yusuf and I mamMuhanimad held that there isnozakat on that which grows
from the earth except when two conditions are satisfied; a! that the nature of the
produce is such that it can remain stored for a year i.e. non perishable!, and: b!
that the harvest reach the level of nisab aiinimum amount!. The nisab for harvest
that can be weighed is five meiiq which is approximately 960 kg!. Whereasif the
harvest cannot be weighed, then the nisab is the value of five atony . Note: one

wasqisequal to sixty sa'sby the standard of the Prophet God bless him and grant
him peace!!.
Imam M uhammad the student of Abu Hanifa! held that there is no zakat on soft

tender greens i.e. every plant which man nourisheshimself! which include annual
herbs, vegetables and juicy fruits [rutabj' which have no enduring fruit, i.e. it
cannot last a year without a great deal of treatment! such as water melon and
cucumbers. On whatever there is of wheat, barley, dried dates, raisins and their

like, there is no zakat until they amount to five wasaqs and a was' is sixty sa'
which is approximately 960kg!.'
.lim
ni I J+ I gY~ 1 ~

Yg

And it is not a stipulation for a lunar year to pass before paying the zakat upon
one's harvest as is agreed upon, for the reason that Allah stated [...eat of their fruit
in their season, but render the dues that are proper on the day when the harvest is
gathered!.' Hence, it is not conditional for a complete year to pass before paying
the zak at on one's har vest.

g l~

. 'ISd~
l a~ l~ ~ l, ! .+ I,QI LJI+ I~ glSgl ~g lggg~glgl &I ~I ~
.1+ "

~ ~t ~ i ~t

Scholars agreed that if the crops and fruits are grown from rain water for the
inajority of the year, the rate of zakat is one tenth or 10%! and if, for the majority
of the year, they are grown from irrigated water, then the zakat is half a tenth or
5%! on the total harvest.

' Rutab refers to what cannot be stored and does not endure, such as a sweet fruit.
The definition of enduring is that it should last for a year in the main without a great deal ol'
treatment, such aswheat and barley.
The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said [T here is no s kat on anything less

than five wasps!, but according to Abu Hanifa because of the Prophet's saying [That which the
earth produceshasa due on it a tenth], without distinction. [Kitab al-Athar 174!.
' AI.An'am 14 1.
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If a Muslim or Christian findsvaluable mineralssuch asgold, silver or lead in the
khura
j land or in ushr land, whether one findsthem in their original form or they
were buried there in the pre-Islamic times in the days of ignorance, it is called
treasure trove!. Note: ushr land is a land on which zakat is obliged and

+4raj land isthat which land tax islevied. Al-Hidayah states that if minerals are
found within a house, then there is no charge on it according to Abu-Hanifa.
ImamMuhammad and Abu Yusuf held that zakat isdue regardless.
I >~

~

I j lSQI J ~ y

An immediatezakat of 20%isnecessary when one hasdiscovered atreasure trove.

+Lai ty ~t+ tv~

'tt>, tt~+ wgtp~ tj j >~ mp t+Li j l j lS! t~ ~

t

.olS$1m~La ~ y

The wealth zakat! that results from treasure and minerals! is to be added with
the animals of the war booty! and distributed for the general benefit of the
country. Thiswealth isnot to be specifically donated to thepoor and unfortunate
personsand neither to all the other types of recipientsof zakat because thisisfor
thegeneral benefit of the nation. Thisisstatecapital.
olSQI ~ ~~

IAll~s~ Lily, ol~ ~l i bel QI ! : 4g J QLi kl ~ g>~J3lma l OMNIQloLS~Ig~
. ~ l >I>o~l I J~o~ >UJI~o~ ligIg~o~ + ~ g y o~
The recipientsof zakat are eight as Allah mentioned in His saying [z~ t is for
thepoor, destitute and helpless, those who are employed to achxuniste« « unds
thosewhose heartshave been recently reconciled to the truth, for the freeing « a
slave, theoneindebt, those fighting for Islamand the way farerj.'

pigQt It~ t~p5' Yt~L'Jtq~pL Yt&~ i :~ ~ tlSJt~ }gw~Mt t vjtm~

T awbah 60.
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These are theeight typesof recipientsupon which zakat is forwarded to, provided
two conditions are met; i! that one is M uslim and ii! that it not be the father,

children or wife of the person paying the zakat, because he is required to fund
them anyway through his general expenses not zakat!. If however, one is not
obliged to fund one of his relatives, then zakat may be allocated to them. It is

therefore not valid to pay zakat to; a! a disbeliever,' b! a rich wealthy man who
possesses the mi ni mumamount, c! to a wealthy infant, d! to a person of the family
of Hashim, and their freed slaves, e! to one's father, grandfather, his child, or the
child of his child, f! to his wife or g! to purchase the shrouds for a deceased
person .

Onehastheoption of restrictingtheentire zakat to one of these categoriesor may
distribute it among them equally.

Bepnigion Of Each Of TheEighl TypesOf ~eopk

!.! + '!t~ Jl 4~i '!JS:~ ~ !! 1
l-A neat@pc+on fapr! isonewho possesseswealth, though it doesnot amount to a
nisab minimum amount !. In other words, a person who himself does not have
enough to pay zakat isdeemed a poor person.

2- A h s&utc and hdpksr person miskin! is one who does not own anything aside
from a few basic necessities of his own. T he cir cumstances of the destitute are

worse than that of a needy person.

~lpSyI~ ~>I : ~ Phyll l IS
A ae cmPhyef to co8cct are persons who are appointed by the Islamic head of
state or government to collect zakat.

They can however be given other types of sadaqah although Imam Shafi'i disagrees and
held that he is not to pay it to him and this too isa narration from Abu Yusuf. The Hanafi
school relies on the words of the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! [Give
charity to the people of all religionsj. Had it not been for a tradition narrated by Mu'adth,
we would have upheld payment to them out of the zakat as well. Ibn Abi Shaybah. AlZayla'i, vol. 2, 398!. Al-Hidayah 291.
The Prophet God bless him and grant hi mpeace!! said [0 Banu Hashim, God has
prohibited for you the dirty wash water of the people and their impurity, and has
compensated you with the fifth of the fifthj. Al-Zayla'i. vol.2,403!. Banu Hashim are the

families of Ali, Abbas, Ja'far and al-Harith ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib God be pleased with
them! as well as their clients. All these persons transcend from Hashim ibn Abd Munaf,
u>d the tr ibe tastes its n am e from him .
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4- Those whose hear t hmv ec ately hem mconcikd num Muslims! are people who the
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! would give zakat so that they
would accept Islam or new convertswere given zakat to strengthen their faith or
zakat was given to people so that when they returned to their non-believing!
people, they would preach about Allah and His Messenger God bless him and
grant him peace!!. It should be noted that Umar God be pleased with him!!
discontinued the giving of zakat to new converts due to Islam's increasing
num ber .

' a~ pi@Jll~ l~w+ I lysi pl~ + ~ >l g g~ I~IS~i ll~ l:~ ~libel J!p

5- ShmsPurchasing their f andom are slaves who make an agreement with their
masters, in that if they pay a fixed amount of wealth to their master, they will be
freed. Islam therefore established a portion of the zakat for them as it is
concerned wi th th eir freed om .

~ pylJ ~ ~ ~ jr'1~ all : ~ ~Ugly
6- Thmcin debt are persons who are in debt and unable to settle it. Note: one may
be in possession of a nisab, though one's debt is in excess of thisamount.

7- Striving in the'pa6t of AEhh refers to the soldiers whom the imam prepares for
war with the intention of making high the Word of Allah. They are therefore
given enough to suffice them for the operation.

~ll >GtJtJ~ ! l z ~ > J 'I~~

iii JI> es J l j + ! LLI: p ~

.o~ J M J4 EJJIS g y ol5$1J l e~

8- Thc Travdkr ueyfarer! is a traveller who has no spending money at hand
therefore bringing hisjourney to a stand-still and rendering him unable to reach
his destination where he does have wealth. He is therefore given &om the wealth
of zakat even if he possesses a great amount of wealth in his homeland.
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~ ilSQI m~ j~ YI
That H%i ch Z akat I s N ot P enni Ned F or

It is not peradtted to allocate or forward! zakat for the construction of a mosque,
for the burial of a deceased, nor for the debt of the deceased.

msLa ol5+soooloJI$ 4LIJlsol~ olSQIJlsoloit JttosoooooJ ILosIr ' oiI Ys
.g>LJI 4>~
It is not permitted to allocate zakat to buy a slave in order to f'ree him/ her
because the wealth of zakat isdifferent to the wealth that is for the general beneBt
of the people and also because zakat has been outlined and specified by the Law
Giver Allah. Note; this applies when there is no agreement between the slave and
his master as discussed earlier. T hough, if there is an arrangement between the
slave and master, then zakat is permitted for that cause.
~ l ~~

Sinagali Al Fitr C/ianty Of B'reaking Fast!
The obligation is based upon the words of the Prophet God bless him and grant

him peace!! in his sermon [Pay for each free person and slave, for the mature
person and the juvenile, one-half measure [sa'! of wheat or one measure [sa'] of
dates or one measure [sa'! of barley!.'

Conditions Tliat Rmdn SadaqajttAl-Fitr Wa
j ib
~ l ~ JS~ ~ I ij ~ ~

Sadaqah aI:Fitr iswa
j ibupon I

who meetsthreeconditions;

I .I ~M %I ~+ ~1:D LJI>. I~ ~+ ~t . LlI, ~ . + <1J,NI
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tI L I; ~LaJIIslSI~ls sc~ ] tl Jso ~loa'JloSSoJo~ l ~ls
.UJI i / i t Yg

I! that one be Muslim, ii! free and iii! that one possess the nisab the minimum
amount! on top of the amount needed to cover his housing necessities and debts.
It does not matter whether a person owns this mirumum amount for a year or not
or whether it is growing or not such as being invested to produce more money,
' This is related from al-Zuhri through different chains of transmission. One of these is
recorded by Abu Dawud. Al-Hidaya 2~
J7!.
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the sadaqah must still be paid!. In addition, it is Not a condition for one to be sane
or mature. This indicates that if one suffers from insanity or is a child, then the
sadaqah is paid on their behalf. The basis is that the cause is "the / cad person"
whose financial burden he bears and over whom he exercises legal authority as
such a person i.e. the head! is associated with the obligation of j itr!.
l+ l~ !~
The Gua rdi a n I s R e ui red To Pa

gt ~ ~ Y~.~~

a~ -~pg~ l ~
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The Sada ah On B e

l o9p~ pi ~ ~ ~ JL ~ + pl ~ ~
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The man is required to pay the sadaqah offatr! from his own money for himself,
his young children who do not have mcaNt! and for his slave who works in the

home. Though it is not necessary for him to pay thefitr &om his money for his
wife, his mature children and neither his slave used for trade or hi s disobedient
slave until he becomes obedient.

JL QglSg~
l a~ Jl ~ Upi+ ~ t JlL 4.

f glj : JildlS~~ lpi ~ l ~ Jl

.Jil l ~ i ~

The rich child who has money is to have it paid for from that money. A nd the
insane person takes the ruling of a child, in that if the insane does not possess
wealth, then it is to be paid for from the money of his guardian; though, if the
insane person possesseswealth, then the guardian pays it from that.
~ ~ Jl~ p
@%en I t I s N ecm a

To Pa

+ ~ % a~ l ~ pr ~ ~ l gpUa ~ l ~ ~ ~
.~ lg~ ~ M Io~ + ~ I~ l ~ ~~ . o~
Sadaqah al-Fitr becomesobligatory from the dawn of Eid al Fitr. It is therefore &

obligatory on those who die prior to dawn. Also, the sadaqah is not required 0!
those who are born or become Muslim after the dawn of Eid. Additionally, it i~
recommended to pay the sadaqah of j itr after dawn arrives, but bef ore tht'
performance of the Eid prayer.

3! g>: + el'4l ~ 4>:+ >' ~ r
Jgtj l
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If a person pays the sadaqah al-Fitr a day or two in advance, it is valid. Some

scholars maintain that it may be paid in advance by ten days and even halfway
through Ramadan, while others held that it is valid to pay one month in advance,
which is at the beginning of Ramadan.

It has also been stated by some scholars that if it is advanced a year or two, it is

valid, while othersheld, that if it is paid ten yearsor more in advance, it isvahd.
. ~ L!Li~ csJpaJ5 g~
l ~ I-~l ~
The sadaqah of+ ra is not excused if it is delayed, even if one extended the delay.
However, one has committed an offence due to the delay.

~ l ii~ ~ ~ ~ p l ~Mal
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Sadaqah al-Fitr can be paid with one of the four following types of food; i! wheat,
ii! dates, iii! barely, iv! raisins sultanas!.
~ lg l ~l~

a~ 1y1~ ~~ QLPyl a~~ yl ~ pyl g i ~ g~ ~ ~lyJs~
The amount due per person is half a measure [sa'j of wheat, Qour or saui k which

is a mix of wheat and barley! or one may give one full measure of dates and
barley.

According to Abu Hanifa, raisins are in the same grade as wheat. Whereas Abu
Yusuf and Imam Muhammad held that raisins are in the same grade as barley.
Al-Shafi'i said that for all these things there is one I ' due to the tradition of Abu
Sa'id al-Khudri God be pleased with him! who said, "This is what we used to pay
during the period of the Messenger of Qpd." ' The Hanafis adopt the hadith
previously mentioned; where the Prophet said in his sermon [Pay for each free
person and slave, the young and old, one half sa' of wheat or one sa' dates or one
sa' of barley]. What al-Shafi'i related is interpreted to mean what is paid in excess

' An-Nasai 2503. 1 hishadith is recorded by the six sound compi l ati ons in long and short
ver sions.
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voluntarily.' The [sa'jmeasure according to the Egyptian scale is two and a third
scoops with a ladle. The ladle is the instrument with a long handle used to scoop
foodstuff.

~ l pl~ 1j+ y
It is permitted to give sadaqah al-Fitr in cash that isequivalent of either one of the
above.

~ Qo~ lg.~ 1~ lpl~ Ig1+ g+ Ig1<~ IJ~
The most evident opinion upon which the fatwa is given, is that paying the
equivalent in cash is best. For what isessential, is that which is most beneficial for
the poor and needy.
~ I ~~ U I~ J ~
The Reri i ents
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ah A l-Fi tr
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The renpients of sadaqah al.Fitr arethesamerenPimtsasthat of zakat. Theyare:

Iys+ 0% wJ~

lysg~ lQIolt~gly oddly~ LilyqsI+ I

i - T he Poor

2- Destitute and helpless
3- Those employed by the imam to collect zakat
4- Those whose hearts have been recently reconciled to the truth new Muslims!.
5- For the freeing of a slave who have made an agreement with their master!.
6- T hose in debt

7- Those fighting for Islam
8- The wayfarer i.e. the traveller stranded from his hometown!.
+ ~~ 3I Qg

A person may restrict the total sadaqah to one of these categories, even if aU the
other types of recipients are present.

' Al-Hidaya 300.
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The Sada ah And Z akat To Another Ci
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When the zakat has been gathered after the completion of a year and when the
sadaqah al-Fitr which is necessary to pay hasbeen settled, it isdisliked to transfer
the wealth which has been collected! to another city, even if the two cities are not
far apart in that the distance between the two is lessthan that which one needs to
become a traveller, unless in the other city, there isa relative of the one who paid
zakat or sadaqah, or unless in the other city, there are people who are in greater
need, or there are people who are more righteous in which case it is not disliked
to transfer zakat or sadaqah to them provided they are eligible!, or in the other
city there are people who would be more beneQcial for the Mushn nation in that
they would be a cause for teaching others knowledge. In these cases, it is not
disliked to transfer the wealth to them from the zakat or sadaqah.

. oM 49 p i ~~ + 9 ~ i ~ + 9 ~ . ~l~ ~ <~gliQLi~yWQ~ ~ QIa
However, the best act is to distribute the zakat and sadaqah to the closest

relatives, followed by the next closest relatives and so on. Thereafter it is
distributed to one's neighbours, then the people of one's area, thea to those in the
same profession as he provided they are poor! and then to the people of that
state.
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'Die 'Rook Of 'kl'ajj A nd Qrrrrah
m thea alted said p'eopk ortreallah to~
Jfad thewuy!!. Quran 3:97.

Wg 'mag to th House, . hoeverisabk to

Qe Prophet God bkss him andgrant himpeace!! said A Umrah is an eipiationp r sins
t ramped betreccn it and the ant, but an acaPted hajj uill receive no kss a remark than
ParadmeJ,
Thischapter usesa number of parti cular wordsthat areasfollow:
'href > - isthenameof aplaneabout threemikstothe east-southeast of Mecca.
Ejc j - isthepilgrimagetoMecca
~

- isthestateof consecration that pilgrimsenterf or haj j and umrah.

bl andal-Haram-istheholy mosguein Mecca that encompasses theka'bah.
Sufa andNanak - arethe twohillsconnected by a coursead
j acent toMajsid alHaram.
Umrah - istheksser Pilgnmage or togo toMecca whereone ispermitted to visit any time of
+ year!.
TaSiyah- isthesaying "Ever at your service, 0 Allah, ever atyour service. "
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H a " A nd Umrah

TheMeaning Of Ha
jj

. ii Pi i ~ ~ I~III,'> ~ ~ : Jpi i + gl ~ I Ie.~~+ I! ~
. ~ ~

~ J~ ~

Jg l I>J ~ ~

p e ~l ~!!

Linguistically haj j means to aim for something great. For crampk; one may say
hajj aj tu such and such, if it upas one's intenti on to honour hi m. According to its legal
meaning, haj j is to visit a specified place, to perform specific actions in specific
tim es.

. ~Li~ ~ g~ gi3lpl+I wl ~ ~ ~ ~

IJLSJ,ILJ

As for the specified place, it is the sacred House of Allah in MaMvLh and the
m ou n tai n o f A r af ah .

~ Li~ ~ piglpaoogle~ l ~ ~ ly g~ la~ ~+ l : ~ ~ ~

l J+ Ql G
led

As for the specific actions, it is the tawaf of the House of Allah, the moving
between the Safa and Marwah sa'iy! and the standing at Arafah.

~ Iy I~ i eei ~ ~ I~ iIIale
Asfor the specific times, it is the months of hajj that are mentioned in the coming
paragraphs.

~ I~ I Iiy~ e+ I~
The Ruli

0 Ha " And The Condi tions That Render I t Ob ato

i.+ Ie ~ te,I I YI: ~ ~. b~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I~ + i i~ Iqi~ ~ IJ ~ y +
Hajj isobligatoryoncein a lif etime upon onetohosatisfiessix conditions, they are:
1- Islam. One must be a Muslim as haj is an act of worship. The Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! sent a Messenger to Yemen, and said [Invite
t hemto testify that there is no god but Allah. If they obey you, then inform them
that they must do such and such] and he mentioned haj .

2- Maturity. The child is not obliged to perform haj due to the words of the
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! who said [The pen has been lifted
f romthree! and he mentioned the child and insane among them.

3- Sanity. A person who is not of sound mind is not required to observe haj in
accordance with the above hadi th .
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4- Freedom, i.e. one must not be a slave. The Prophet God bless him and give

peace!! said [A slave who has performed haj ten times and is then set free is
under an obligation to perf ormthe hajj of Islam; ajuvenile who performs the haj
ten times and then attains maturity is under an obligation to perform the hajj of

Islam].'
i~Lj aW iL lg~ ~ JS Ji g ~ LJI Lg
l I lw' ~

Ls ~ 'u & gt D ~ysoLii ' ls igai lIJ

s4>pP~ Jl ~JP-y~W Dg! J~ y~~ Ej& 4i~P
5- One must possess the f i nanci a means - which is to have sufBcient funds to
spend upon oneself to travel to and Rom the journey and also to buy or rent
either for accommodation or transport. These funds must be extra to the funds
one has left for his family members during his absence! from his wife, young
children and servant until he returns. This means that one must possess the
ability to maintain himself and family until his return.

.~+ 1~1~j +l ~~l

' ! g ila . ~ i~ l,+ l~

6- One must have knowledge that hajj is obligatory. This condition is exdusively
for those who become Muslim in the land of the enemy dar al-harb!. This means
that if one embraces Islam on enemy land, he must have knowledge that hajj is
obligatory before it is imposed on him.
I ~ l~ l Lj y
The P roo

H a " Bei

Obli al o

t> Yly, ~ lya~ LSJi
The evidence that haj is obligatory is based on the verses of Qur~tn, the sunna of
the Prophet God bless him and give him peace! and the consensus of the
scholar's jI ma!.

. ~ QIgUa- l ~ ~ I~

L'll S4J!!:~~4 J~ ~L5JII i

As for the Quran, Allah says [Pilgrimage to the house is a duty men owe to Allah

those who can aKord thejourney!.'

As for the sunna, there are many narrations, such as the saying of the Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace!, "Verily, Allah has declared hajj obligatory
upon you, therefore perform haj ." The Prophet God bless him and grant hi m

' Al-Baihaqi . Al-Hakimal-Mustadrak. Thishasbeengradedassound bythe twoshaykhs.
Quran 3:97.

peace! also said, "One who possesseswealth and has all the meansby which he

could reach the sacred House of Allah and yet doesnot performhajj, he may
either die as a Christian or Jew."

"-,'Ldi ~~y+i "l~ ~

i .1~ i»,

And verily, all the scholarsof Ahl asSunnahave stated that haj isobligatory upon
those wh o ar e ab le.

I ~lyi Q~
The Condi ti ons Re ui red For P

onni

Ha"

i.iA >-' "

TherearethreeconditionsaPersonmust meetinordertoPerformha~;
* Yg pLili ~~ II'~ lil lg ' " ~A

Q"! lyLM t: J'! i

1- Sound health; this means that one's body must be free from illnesses that

would prevent him fromperformingthe actionsrequired in thejourney of hajj. If

one'sbodyor ailment preventshimin undertakingthe required actionsin hajj
then he is not obligated to perform it.

Hajj is not obligatory on the crippled, chronically ill or those who have disabilities

Likewise, it isnot obligatory on onewhohaslost hislegsor isill and neither upon
anoldenfeebled person. However, they arerequired toinstruct otherstoperform
haj on their behalf.
l ~le ~ + I j ~~ l ~

~ jg ~

2- It is conditional that the route to Makkah be safe; and the factor considered
here is that one has a predominant belief that it is safe The fat issued
matter is in accordance with this view.

olgl~Ls + I~ yalj~ ~lolgl~ l5+l ' <+ <l+ ~ yy>y14p-yj o'tP <
. ' Li"Yl ' ! ~

1.

3- The female must be accompanied by her husband or a relative of the

prohibited category mahrarn!, such as her son whether she isyoung or old. If the
mahr3m unmarriageable person! will not accompany her unless she covers h~
expenses, then she must fund his expenses. The rule of mahram is someone

whom she isforever forbidden to marry because of lineage or affinity that is the
relation by marriage or suckling. Ibn Abbassaid; I heard the Messenger of Allah
God bless him and give him peace!! saying [A man should not be alone
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om an unless she has a m ah r am with her an d a wom an should tr avel wi th a

. ahrani!. A man said, 'Messenger of Allah, my wifehasset out for hajj and I have

b«nselected togoonacertainexpedition jihad!.' TheProphet God blesshim
and give him peace!! said [Go and make haj with your wife!.' Additionally, the
. inor and the insane person are not considered in the category of mahram as
protection is not attained through them.

Condi ti ons That Vali da te H a "

:~pc Lg~ ii%+ I~
Hajj isconsidered valid tvhen threeconditionsaref ulPlkd;

. ~LJJL.~ i, ~ lg Wl~~ ~ .-,L ~ ~ ~l~ ! 1
l That one acquire the state of Ihram, which is a combination between the

liitention in the heart toperformthe ritesof hajj or umrah! with the utteringof
h upon the tongue. This intention and recitation is made when one
~'<ars th e ih r am clothes. I t is called I ti rarn b ecause the one in th is state i s

«rbiddencertain thingsasshall becoveredfurther on.

~ s~ sgM Imal g j aply
>That the haj take place in the spedfied time for haj . Thistimeisprescribed by
4e Sacred law.

~~ ~y gl + g+ I my
3And not to indulge in sexual intercourse prior to the standingat Arafah.
I~ p

gyral l Ql ~ gim
e l ~i ~ yJlp' ~ pa ~ l o~~ ~ g~
'he time of haj isspecified by theSacred Law. It isthe month of Shawwal, the
m
onth of Dhul Qa'dah and the Qrst ten daysof Dhul Hij ah.

M ycs'|gal Qp~ lyi~ I~ ~ l ~ Ay ~g~ ~ I + I!! : alai ~l J i
.~ i ~ ~l~i~ , ~~ l
LLh said [For hajj the months are well known!.' Allah has also said [They ask
".!u concerning the new moons. Say: They are but signs to mark fixed periods of
+ e in the affairs of men for pilgrimage!.' And indeed the Prophet God bless
4 khari and M uslim.

?

UBaqarah 2:197.
0-Baqarah 189.
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him and grant him peace!! clarified this in what has been mentioned earlier and

in what the Companions narrated from him God bless him and grant hiin
peace!!.

~l~~ gyral ~ + !~ l~l el~ L~ pll lie+ + Lpl~pl gLiI~ ~ ialg o+ ~
. ~ t, ] pl !1~ 51
It is prohibitively disliked for a person to adopt ihram for hajj before this time;
and it makes no difference whether a person issure of hi mself in abstaiiiing froin
the forbidden acts of ihram or whether he is unsure of himself, it is disliked

before the specified period. Note: even if one enters the state of ihram, he cannot
perform any actionsof hajj until the period of haj arrives. In relation to umrah, it

ispermitted during the entire year by agreement of the scholarswith no dislike,
whether in the months of hajj or other months, except for five days that are
disliked: the day of Arafah, the day of Sacrifice, and the daysof Tashriq because
during these timesthe pilgrimsare busy performing haj .
I i lSqI

ThereareltooPillarsof haJJ'

~ m gP 3! ~ l ~>W ~ "" p~ ~'» ~~~ ~ i d' ~ » ~~ 3>~~ ~ pgl : y gl
~ ~ gl Ql lazily~

Jtya~

l ~y~ + ~ gl ~ 4lp! ~

1- The first pillar of haj is the standing at Arafah, even for a moment. The time of
standing at Arafah begins when the sun dedines from the meridian on the 9 of

Dhul Hij ah until the next dawn, which is the 10 of Dhul Hijjah. The Prophet
God bless him and grant him peace! commanded the caller to call "Hajj is
'Arafah," that is, the chief of all the pillarsof hajj!. The greatest act in this case, is

for one to stand at Arafah before the sun hasset and remain standing there until
it sets. As for the one who reaches Arafah after sunset, he may leave for
Muzdalifah even after a moment of stay.

2- The second is to perform Tamp al-Zij erah also known as 7~

+ gf~ !

around the ka'bah seven times. And performing the majority of these seven
drcuits satisfies the completion of the pQlar. For example, if a person performs
four circuits, then he is regarded as having completed the pillar in a technical

sense, because indeed the law has set that having completed the majority satisfies
the whole. T his tawaf is performed after the standing at Arafah. If this action is

missed on the 10'" of Dhul Hij ah, it must be performed by the 12'" of Dhul
Hij ah.
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I ~ & lp
T he fYa 'i b R c ui rements

Ha"

~Qlen t ~Wig~ g
Thereareeight necasities of hajj ;

1~ ~ c'JiQJ~ l !p ~ l o~ ~ ~ mayc~ Q~~ y~ mpiplI: J~QI
1- The Brst necessary element is the standing at Muzdalifah even if it is only for a

moment. Itstime isafter the true dawn on the 10 of Dhul Hijjah until the sky is
very bright. Note: at Muzdalifah, a person is to unite the sunset prayer and the
nightfall prayer at the time of the nightfall prayer 'isha!.

. 4~ JSJ ipgl ~ p~ l.~ l ~gA ~ c~ l~ ~ opglp~ l ~ ~ l : ~QI~
2- The second isto go between the Safe and Naneeh seven times known assg'iy!.
One is to begin at Safa and end with the M~ Nah. This means that one is to
perform seven circuits beginning the first at Safa and conclude the last circuit at
M arw ah .

. ~~ lg~ l l i j g+ I~ ~.' ~ LJlp
3- The stoning of the sites Qarnsahs! during the days of Nahr and Tashriq. The
first site is known asJamrah al-Kubrah, which is closest to al-Khayf mosque. The
second site is known asJamrah al-Wusta. The third site is known asJamrah alAqabah.

~l+ IIm~l: / pcM + i M g~ ~l~l+ : ulgl~
4- The fourth is T graf ~ hdr also known asTawaf al-Wada' or farewell! which is
wajib upon other than those who reside in Makkah. This is observed when one
intends to return to his family. Some scholars held that it issunna, not wajib.

~l : J ~,~ M I~i ~
5- It is wajib to shave or cut the hair after concluding the stoning of Jamrah alAqabah on the 10'" of Dhul Hijjah, and it should take place within the boundaries
of the Haram of Makkah. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace! said
"May Allah have mercy on those who shave their heads," and he repeated this
another two times, after which the people said: "And what about! those who cut
their hair short, Messenger of Allah." The Prophet God bless him and give hiin
peace! replied, "And those who cut their hair short." In addition, some scholars
have deemed this act as sunna.

~~ I ~~ ~ pl~ gl gG.I: ~ >LJI
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6- It is waj ib to adopt the ihram &om one of the miqat sites. T he rniqat are
designated sites where one must wear the ihram from as mentioned earlier, and
t hese ar eas ar e d iscu ssed f u r ther o n .

t ' ai ~
7- I t is waj ib to uncover the head and face for a male, while the female covers her

head but uncovers the face. It is reported in the Muwatta' that Yahya related to
me from M alik from Nafi' that A bdullah Ibn Umar used to say that women in

ihram should neither wear a face! veil nor gloves.'

. Lh+ ~ 31: ~ LJI
8- The eighth necessity is not to wear stitched clothes, for the garments of haj
must be seamless containing no sewing in them.

O~

~

Therearemany sunan during ha
j j ti me,

, ~i~ $i~ JL - fail+
The major bath ghusl! is sunna when the pilgrim intends to enter ihrmn even if it
is a menst ruat i ng woman or a woman in a state of postnatal bleeding.

c~ am ~l>~y i~i~i ~

gt + y

To wear two new doths known as izar waist wrapper! and ridah cloak!, is sunna
and thereafter to perform two rak'ahs of supererogatory prayer.

To pronounce the talbiyah many times with an audible voice. It is recommended
while standing, sitting, riding, walking and even in the state of maj or impurity.
The talbiyah is: [At Your service, 0 Allah, at Your service. At Your service, none
can be associated with You, at Your service. A ll Praise and blessing belongs to
You as does the kingdom. None can be associated with You].

~j,~~ i~ '+ i+ a
The Tmeef alb um arrival! is from the sunan.' Hence, from what we have learnt;
there are three types of tawaf. The first is obligatory and this is Tawaf al-If adah or
az-Ziyarah!. 'I'he second is waj ib and is the Tawaf asSadr or al-Wada'! which is the
farewell tawaf. The third is sunna, which is the Tawaf al-Qudum arrival!.

Muwattah, In 'I'he Chapter Of Hajj, 15.
This tawaf is also called tawaf at-Tahiyah greeting!.
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Thef ollowi ng are also deemed sunna;
a! after adopting ihram, it is sunna to send blessings upon the Prophet God bless
him and grant him peace!!, to make supplications for Paradise and protection
f r o m t h e H el l fi r e.

b! to say 'Allahu akbar' and Thereis no dn'ty but Allah' when the pilgrim arrives at
the place opposite to the ka'bah.
c! to perform voluntary tawaf as often as possible.

d! to leave Makkah for Mina after sunrise on the 8'" of Dhul-Hij ah and to spend
the night there.

e! to spend the nights in Mina in the days of Mina.
f! to offer sacrifice by the pilgrim who observes the Ifrad form of haj .
h! to drink the water of Zamzam and to pour it over one's head and body.

i! taking hold of the Multazam, the wall of the ka'bah that stands between the
door and the black stone by placing one's chest and face on it. And taking hold of
the drapes of the ka'bah and supplicating to God.
~ LQI
The Sites

I ~ l~

I hram For H a " M awa 't

Allah specified the sites that a person is required to adopt ihram from. One isnot
to pass through these sites except in a state of ihram for haj j or Umrah. The sites
ar e as fo l low s;

<Lp~ l. ~ ~ y~ y ~ IP 8 ~
AlJuhf ah near Rabiq'h - This is the site for the residents of Syria and
Egypt and the Maghrib e.g. North-West Africa! and the people
passing through those countries. This siteis approximately 204km away
f romMakkah.

y~All JAQ~ Iy3y
Dhul Huhryfa - This is the site for the residents of Madina and the
people passing through Madina. This siteis approximately 450km away
f romMakkah.

gj l+ I P 9 j y wing
iii!

Dhat lrq . This is the miqat site! for the residents of Iraq, Iran,
Khurasan etc... And those passing through these places. This site is
approxi mately 94kmaway f romMakkah.
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c~ >~ ~ Qy~ p 9 Jjl'Jl z~g
Jamal Nazil - This is the site for the residents of Nard and an
iassing through the country. This site is approximately 94kmau<ay
lf akkah.

I'alamlam - is the site for the residents of Yemen and countries
ndia, Pakistan, and Malaysia etc...! and anyone passing thr<
hese countries. Thissitaisapproximately 54kmany porn Nakkah.

~'ISil~ l D~J, c+ LNIoiaml~ gI+ ~ p gl~ ~y
. 1~pl~ l~~ J g~gl
d for those intending hajj to adopt ihram before reaching or,
d to do this is best, provided one is sure in himself that he wil
of th e forbid den acts of ilu cun .

q~ 'II+ oa~lgL4 pli ~ iX Llrg l NIem~ + IM~ L<
. L~ 'III o~ gl + I~ I P l
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If oneisa resident in the country of hajj, but livesdoser to Maldcah than the sites
of ihram, then his miqat site of ihram! is any place he chooses on the way to
Makkah, though it is not permitted for him to enter the vicinity of al-Haram with
the intention of haj j or umrah, unlesshe first observes ihram.

: ~t, L. ~ J~~ / otal YI>lgt1>I
If aPeaon wisha toperf ormhaJJ', then uponhimisthef ollowing;

I~' c~ I~ l~c~

~t Lb~ gl~co~ ~t o~ ~ ~cO,l-' ~ ~co~Lili'I + gt-1

pl>! 14/ i!~~ Nlj a+ Ql i > ~

P ~ il>jj ~ 91i x ~

~ C~

4 aiLlglj l ~

t ~ A~ Flkglj

i . It is recommended to cut the nails, trim the moustache and shave or cut the

hair. Thereupon one is to perform wudu or the major bath, though the major
bath is best on account that the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
performed this when preparing for haj . It is then sunna to wear new garments

one of which isthe izar!, a wrapping around the bottom half of the body and the
other part called the ridah, wrapping it around the top half of the body. And it is

better if both arewhite and new. A person isalso to apply perfume after bathing.
Abu Hanifa and Abu Yusuf held that it does not matter if the traces of perfume

remain on the body after assuming ihram. However, in the opinion of Imam
Muhammad and Zufar, it is disliked to apply perfume in which traces remain
after ihram has been adopted, This is also the view of Malik and Shafi'i. A'ishah
God be pleased with her! said, "I used to scent Allah's Messenger when he
wanted to assume ihram and also on finishing ihrain before the tawaf al-

Ifadah!."' Thisclearly indicates that the tracesof perfume remained on the body.
What isprohibited with respect to perfume is the use of it after ihram.

cL - J .~ + i ,t }~ i : J~ < ~ , J
One isthen to pray two rak'ahsof prayer after which he isto say, 0 ANah, I toisk
toperformhajj, soeag thej oN~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t thishajj!Penmc. The reason for
this supplication is because hajj contains many actions that involve hardship.
Thus, one requests Allah to lighten the difficulty of the journey. With respect to
the prayer, the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! offered two rak'ahs
of prayer at Dhul Hulayfa on wearing the ihram clothes.
Ij ~ l gl ~

' Bukhari 1539.
Bukhari l554.

~ M ~ Y~

~ ~ I~

: J~ ~ p'
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ARer the prayer, one is to utter the talbiyah At Your stri ct, 0 ALhh, at Your scryiu.

At Yygr Nni cc, none can ht asmiatcd ui tk You, at Your scni u. All Ruisc and blgggng
bebngs to You as doer Stdkingdea Now can bt uuociataf teak You!!. It is recommended

to recite the talbiyah audibly while standing, sitting and walking. It is particularly
recommended during every ascent and descent, when mounting and
dismounting.

Accordingly, when one pronounces the talbiyah intendmg in his heart, then
iadeed he has acquired ihram. Al-Hidayah states one does not legally enter the
state of ihram with the intention alone unless he says the talbiyah. Though Imam
Shafi'i disagreed on this point. The reason according to the Hanafi school is that
the intention is like a pact for performance; therefore, it is necessary to follow jt
up with dhikr remembrance of God!.
<J& lp i ~~

lg i ~ g l ~

2. When one has adopted ihram, it is forbidden to engage in; a! obscenity which is
sexual intercourse or amorous talk or the meaning of intercourse, b! sin and

disobedience to God, c! to argue or quarrel with others. God states in the Quran
[For haj are the months well known. If anyone undertakes that duty therein, let
there be no obscenity, nor wickedness, nor wrangling in the haj , and whatever

good you do, be sure! Allah knows it].'

~ ~~l ~ 1~~

pter ~~ QYglp, < 1oqL'Wig~Ql ~ ~ g

Forbidden also is; d! to kill, hunt, to point towards prey or indicate where it is.
Allah said [Forbidden is the pursuit of land-game as long as you are in the sacred
precincts or in pilgrim garb!; and e! to cover the head or face for a male and the
woman must not cover her face, whilst it is obligatory to cover her head. Note:
The female may cover her face with a cloth or rag provided it does not touch her
face, whether it is for a need or not, or for fear of temptation or the like.

~ gI aIP~ yI Jly~ pI ~ J ~ Uag ~ gl , ~ pl < IyEI + pI o~ ~ ~I
It is forbidden, f! to cut the hair or nails, g! to place perfume on the body, h! tp
wear stitched clothing, such as shirts, trousers, shoes, or to wear moccasins boots!
and things of the like.

y~

' Baqarah 197.
A l-M ai d a 96.

l.yl ~ 4J~

l lg. pQ i g~ ~g~j ~ gl 4 ~ .
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However, it is permissible to perform the major bath with water only because this
would be required in the event of sexual impurity Panaba]. And verily Umar Ibn
al-Khattab performed ghusl whilst in ihram.' It is permitted to enter into a wash
room, or take shade under the drapes of the ka'bah or under a canopy, although
Imam Malik said that seeking shade under a tent or what resembles it, is disliked,

because it amounts to covering the head.' One may also take shade underneath a
hand held carriage or something of the like.
The marriage contract of a person in ihram is considered valid, though the
consummation of the marriage is forbidden. Imam Shafi'i and other imams held
that even a marriage contract while in the state of ihram is unlawful and the
tnarriage is invalid.

lyte~ ~ >prgl + Qt~g g~lg ~ M l Jy J+ apl+ 1~ l t~l + P pl!P 3
! ~ ~ ~ ~ g goal ~l+ ~ mg! gGa- l ~~l~ pi ~w Lil! ~
3. Taw a al -

dum A r ri val u

n arri @
i

i n N akkah

When one enters Makkah, he is to begin with Masjid al-Haram and is to make
tawaf around the ka'bah seven times commencing Rom the black stone. Though
prior to the tawaf, one is to face the black stone, greet it, pronounce the takbir

and tahhl saying; ?7ite is nogod erapt but Allah! during which his hands are raised.
If one is able, he should touch the black stone wi th his two hands and kiss it

without hurting others and if he cannot, then he is may greet it from a distance!.
He is then to make tawaf and when he reaches the black stone again, it is counted
as one and so forth. One is to kiss the black stone every time he passes it in his
tawaf. Note: thef loor is marked with a black li ne toindicate one's al i gnment with the black
stone tosigniP when onehas compkted a circui t. This is known as Tamaf aLQud'um, and
it is sunna. After this, one is to go to the station of Ibrahim and pray two rak'ahs
next to it or where it is possible in the mosque, and this is waj ib to perform,
whereas Imam Shafi'i held it as sunna. Additionally, Imam Malik said that this
tawaf is an obligation due to the saying of the Prophet [Whoever comes to the
House is to greet it with a tawaf]. On completion of the two rak'ahs, one is to

return to the black stone and greet if able or at least face it and utter; 'God is
great. There is no god except Allah. Glory be to Allah.' [Allahu akbar, La i laha
i llailah, Subhan Allah].

The Prophet God bless him and give him peace!! said [The hands are not to be
raised except on seven occasions...] and among these, he mentioned the greeting

of theblack stone. In addition, the Prophet God bless him and give him peace!!
kissed the black stone upon which he said to Umar [Verily you are a strong built
man, so do not torment people for the black stone!.' Thus, no Muslim should be
afflicted wi th harm in getting to the black stone.

' Muwattah In TheChapter Of Hajj 6.
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It issunnafor a manwhowishestoperforln thesa'iy between theSafa and bl anch ap r
tauraf al-Qudurn, that he observe idtiba' pnor to the tazoaf; and ramal in theprst thee
nrcuits, and then walk normally i n the remainder. Ramal - In the first three circuits of

tawaf, it is sunna for the men to walk hastily, lifting their legs forcefully, keeping
the chest out, and moving the shoulders simultaneously like a challenger in an
arena. This is accompanied by idtiba' which is the passing of the top sheet under
the right armpit and letting it hang from the left shoulder. This is observed before

the tawaf. One should then walk normally in the four remaining circuits. It is

recommended that in every circuit one should kiss the black stone if able! and
touch the Yemeni corner as Imam Muhammad held it as Sunna. Ibn Umar

reported that when Allah's Messenger God bless him and give him peace!
performed tawaf in haj j and umrah he walked swiftly in the first three circuits
Ramal! around the house and then walked in the other four circuits and then
observed two rak'ahs of prayer, and then ran between Safa and M arwah.'

. iyglJ>& ~ Lo~ JSg 4~ ~ l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oygly ~ l Ql
One is thea to proceed towards the Saf e and Manoah and move between theni
seven times beginning at Saf e and ending at Maneeh Therefore, when one arrives

at Safa, heisto climb upon it to suchanextent that hewill seetheka'bah during

which he is saluting the House, pronouncing the takbir and tahlil, and blessings
upon the Prophet. He is then to raise his hands and make supplicatipns fpf
needs. I'his is based on the report that the Prophet climbed onto the r afa and pn

seeing the House turned towards the qibla and made supplications tp Gpd!.'
Following this, one is to descend towards Marwah walking in his normal

When hereachesthe centreof the valley, he is to adopt a rUnning gait by way pf
sa'iy between the two green pillars. After that, he is to adopt his calm gait until he
reachesMarwah. He is to climb it and perform thesame actsthat he perf ormed at
Safa. All this constitutes one of the seven circuits to be done between the Safa and
Marwah. Hence, from Safa to Marwah is considered as one circuit and the i etui n

to Safa is considered as the second and so forth until one has comp]eted seven

such circuits.' 'I'hefirst circuit isto begin at Safadueto thewordspf theprophet

God bless him and give him peace!! [Begin with what Gpd, the Exalted has
begun] .'

~ j ppjl l~ ~& ii! ~~ l gj ~ ~ L'j i g~~ yu~g l gpssj l + j + 4~ ~
gl~

l g~ ~

M u sl im 2894.

Al-Zayla'i vol 3/ 53. Al-Hidayah 368, Imran Ahsan Khan.
Al-Hidayah-Hajj Al-Ikhtiyar 210!.
M uslim, Abu Da~wd, Ibn M aj ah, and Malik.
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at N i na 8th o Dhul Hi "ah .

ARer having completed these actions, one is to remain in Maklcah until the 8 of

Dliul-Hijjah lmown as the day of deliberation. When this day arrives, one is to
depart for Mina after sunrise where he is to spend the night. This isbased on the
report that the Prophet God bless hi m and grant hi m peace! offered the fajr
prayer on the day of deliberation at Makkah, and when the sun had risen he

departed for Mina In Mina, one will observe the noon prayer, afternoon pray« ,
sunset prayer, nightfall prayer and dawn prayer on the next day 9 ! for this is
what Jibril performed with Ibrahim and the Prophet. After the dawn prayer, one
departs for Arafah.

Ly ~

cii ~ gl ~ j ~ l pi ~ ~ LJIp~ ~ ISI>P-5

cc ~ LLI ~ p
5. Standi

at Ara ah 9" o Dhul-H i "air

After praying thedawn prayer on the 9'" of Dhul-Hijjah in Mina, one then departs
f« Arafah At Arafah, one isto stand near the mountain of Mercy to listen to the
sermon of the imam and learn the rituals of haj from him. The time limit for the
standing at Arafah is from mi dday on the day of Arafah 9'"! until the dawn of the

10'". If onemissesthisti me limit, thehaj isinvalid.
The best practice in undertaking this ritual is to stand at Arafah prior to su» «
and remain there until it sets. Imam Malik holds that if a person leaves prio« o

sunset and does not return, then his hajj is invalid and he must return the
following year.
Accordingly, when the sun passes over the meridian on the 9 of Dhul-Hij jah, two
sermons are conducted by the imam. And provided the i mam is present, one is to

pray the noon and af ternoon prayer combined at mi dday and one adhan is called
with two iqamas. Note: The entire area of Arafah is considered as a place of
standing except for the valley of Uranah.

Duringthe sermon, the imam instructs the peopleabout the station of Arafah t"e
station at Muzdalifah, the throwing of the stones at the Jimar, the sacrifice, the

shyi ng of the head and the Tawaf az-Ziyarah. The two sermons are separated as
in thecase of the Friday prayer.' The Prophet God bless him and grant » m
peace!! said [Allah Almighty boasts of the people of Arafah on the day of Arafah
saying; Look, My angels at My slaves. They come dishevelled, dusty arriving from
every deep ravine. Bear witness that I have forgiven them. They will return like
the daytheir mother bore them!.
Addi ionally, Imam Malik held that one is to terminate the uttering of the

talbiiahas soon as he adopts the post at Arafah because responding with speech
occUrsprior to carrying out the pillars. The Hanafis on the other hand rely on the
A l flidayah 370
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report that the Prophet continued to say the talbiyah until he reached Jamrah al'Aqabah and the reason according to Al-Hidayah is that the talbiyah is like takbir
in prayer, and therefore, he is to say it until the last rite of his ihram.
. + ~ Li ii l> LI gl ~ ~~
I ~ ~ li Ii
After sunset at Arafah, the people depart for Muzdalifah where they will spend
the night. I mam Shafi'i held that one is to stay until mi dni ght at M uzdalifah
whereas Malik held that one must stay for as long as it takes to kneel a camel and

then stand it back up. Note: the maghrib prayer is not to be performed at Arafah,
but it is to be performed at Muzdalifah, combined with the 'isha prayer at the
'isha t i me, and both prayers are observed with only one adhan and one iqama. If a

person observes the rnaghrib prayer on the way to Muzdalifah, it is not valid
according to Abu-Hanifa and Muhammad. Additionally, the congregation is not
stipulated for these two combined prayers according to Abu Hanifa because
maghrib has been delayed beyond itstime in contrast to the combining at Arafah
where the 'asr was brought forward prior to itstime.'

~ y'pi' Ql. ' p ~ W l~

' lg' ~ '4dipp~ p ~ l y 'LSI'P-6

6 - When the Nahr day arriveswhich is the 10 of Dhul-Hij ah, one is to pray the
dawn prayer at the earliest part of the dawn, i.e. while it is very dark, not during
the twilight. After this, one is to stand at Muzdalifah even for a moment. During
this stand, strong supplication should be made. It is recommended to stand after

the dawn prayer with the imam and supplicate. Allah said [Celebrate the Praises
of Allah at the Sacred monument!. The entire area of Muzdalifah isregarded as a
place of standing except the valley of Mahsar as the Prophet God bless him and
grant him peace! mentioned.
The time of the standing at Muzdalifah is from the arrival of true dawn 10'" of
Dhul-Hij ah the Day of Sacrifice! until the day has grown considerably bright. If
one were to neglect this standing without a valid excuse, he would be liable for
sacrifice [ddm!. Imam Shafi'i held it as a pillar on the basis of the words of Allah
[T hen when you pour down from Arafah, celebrate the praises of God at the

Sacred Monurnentsj.'

~ i p ci~ JS~ ~ ~ l La ~ indio~ ~ ~ ~
~ J ~ ~ ~ ~J
.~M 15l i~ pl ~ 1~~

' Al-Hidayah 376.
Al-Baqarah 198.
Quran 2-198.
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One then departs for Mina before sunrise. At Mina, he is to throw seven pebbles
at Jamrah al-Aqabah and is to pronounce the takbir with each pebble thrown.
After the throwing of the first stone, one ceases to recite the talbiyah.Jabir God
be pleased with hiin!! reported that the Prophet God bless him and give him

peace! ceased the talbiyah upon the first throw and said, 'Allahuakbar' with every
throw, upon which he slaughtered and shaved his head and then proceeded

towardsMakkah to performtawaf in thehouse. If onethrowsthestoneanditfallsclose
to theJamrah, it isvalid. If thestone dropsfar awayPomthej amrah, it isinvalid. If one
throwsall seven at once, thenit iscounted as one time.' Also, with respect to the pebbles,
it is recommended to gather them from Muzdalifah or from the road of Mina. It
is disliked to gather the stones from those which lay at the jamrahs. Following
this, one may sacrifice if he wishes and then shave or cut his hair, though shaving

isbest asmentioned by the Prophet earlier God bless him and givehimpeace!!.
When one has performed all these actions, everything becomes lawful except
women sexual intercourse!. Imam Malik excludes perf ume as well, since it is one
of the things that leads to sexual intercourse. We rely on the words of the Prophet
[Everything is lawful for him except women].

! i f aM g>~ppJ~~ Ja

bp cgU ~i l ~ l p~ ~ g M g!~p p' -7
~ ~ Mgc~ gLJI!~ ~

7. Tat a az-Z i a rab

nou n also as Tawa al-I adah

Thereafter, one is to return to Makkah on the same day to perform tawaf
provided he is able i.e. on the 10 Dhul-Hijjah which is the Nahr day!. If one is
unable, then he isto return on the next day 11 ! or on the day after that 12 ! for
the tixne of tawaf is for the three days of sacrifice Nahr! though the Grst day is
best. However, one is not to delay the tawaf beyond this. Its appointed time
however is the day of Sacrifice Nahr! on the basis that Allah ment i oned the tawaf
in conjunction with the slaughter. Allah the Exalted said [And eat thereof! and
then said [And perform the tawaf around the House!.'
Hence, there are four actions that are performed on the 10'" and they are: i! the
stoning, ii! slaughtering, iii! shaving the hair and iv! tawaf al-Ifadah. Abu Hanifa
held it necessary to perform the acts in order. If one advances the slaughtering

over the stoning or the shaving over the stoning, then one must sacrifice an
animal on the basis that Ibn M as'ud said, "Whoever advances a ritual over a
ritual must sacrifice."' In addition, when three of these four acts have been

performed, one isreleased from hisihram, though he must first performthe tawaf
before having sexual intercourse.

' Ai-Veda! a .
A bu Dawud.
' Q uran 22:29.

' Fiqh al-islam, Ibrahimal-Silkini 518.
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en one arrives in M aklcah, he is to observe tawaf in the House seven times,

and this is known as Tr ef al-If adah and it is a pillar. This tawaf is also called

Tumef ar-Ziyarah, The basisisthe report that theProphet God blesshimarid give
him peace!! after he had his head shaved, departed for Makkah, and performed
the tawaf of the H ouse. T hereafter, he returned to M ina and offered the noon

prayer at Mina. [Note: If a person performed hissa'jt after tatmrf al-Qudum[arrival!,
he does not have to do ramal in the first three circuits of tawaf az-Ziyarah. But if
one did not do sa'iy after tawaf al-gudum, then he is to observe ramal in this tawaf
i.e. tauaj az-Ziyarah! followed by sa'iy after it!. The performance of this tawaf after

these three days is disliked. And if one delays it beyond these three days, he
becomesliable for atonement through sacrifice [dam! according to Abu Hanifa.'
..~ l ~

.~ g l J ~ l+ l l~ ~ U ~ ,

After completion of this tawaf, everything becoines lawful even women i.e. sexual
intercourse with one's partner!.

QmLi ~ 1!p Z ~ j l ~ po>l Ql ~ Q>~ l p,J ~ Ql ~ >A j!ISlag
8. S endi n the n ' ht i n M i na and the stoni

o the amrahs on 1l ' and 1Z' o Dhul-Hi "ah

If a person had travelled to Makkah to offer Tauef at-Zij erah on the day of Nahr
10~ of Dhul Hij ah!, then he is to return to Mina on the same day and reside
there. It is disliked to spend the night anywhere else other than Mina during the
days of Mina.

o~ IS~ Z aJlpf l ~ ~ M l ~ l~ l ~ g~ +DU-I ~~ gg l>P-9

~ l;~ l. + , I+L-Q L,< ,~

lj ;g l

9. Qn the 11 of Dhul-Hijjah, one is to stone the three sites aRer midday. He is to
throw seven pebbles at each site. And he is to begin with the site closest to the

Khayf mosque!, throwing seven pebbles, saying "Allahu akbar" with each pebble
thrown. He then throwspebblesat thesite after that which isthe middleJamrah!
repeating the same actions as the first and then the last site termed al-Aqabah
repeating the actions of the previous sites!. Note: between the stoning of each site
one is to remain there momentarily during which he faces the qibla and recites

the takbir, praises Allah, and sends blessings and salams upon our Holy Prophet
God bless him and give him peace! during which one supplicates to Allah what
he wishes. T he hands are raised for this supplication. T his is based on the words

of Prophet God bless him and give him peace! who said, "The hands are not to
be raised except on seven occasions," and among t hemhe mentions the occasions

near the two Jamrahs. Thus, all threeJamrahs areeach stoned seven times during gghich
takbir isuttered upon each throu; and supplication is madeat thePrst taro si tes.
' Al-Hidayah 382.
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1o. On the 12 of Dhul-Hijjah, one is to repeat the actions he performed on the
11 . That is, one is to stone all three sites as he did the previous day. And upon

this, hajj iscomplete.'
If however, a person remains at Mina overnight on the 12' of Dhul-Hij ah, then
he must repeat the stoning of all threeJaxnrahs on the 13 of Dhul-Hijjah as was
performed on the 12'" and 11~. If on the other hand, one quickly leaves for
Makkah before nightfall on the 12'", then he does not have to repeat the stoning

on the 13'" of Dhul-Hij ah. Imam Shafi'i held that after thesun setson the 12 i.e.
the third day of sacrifice! it is not lawful to depart until one has repeated the

stoningon the fourth day 13" Dhul-Hij ah!.
Abdullah Ibn Umar God be pleased with him! said, "For whoever the sun sets

during the middle days of Tashriq 12'"! while he is in Mina he must not leave
until he has stoned the pillars gamrahs! on the following day!!." I mam
M uham m ad said : W e ad here to th is and i t is the ver d ict of A b u H anifa and our

fuqaha in general.
On the way to Makkah, it is recommended to stop for a time at al-Abtah between
Mina and Makkah because the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
camped there.

~lP m i ~i~ !!~ ~ >! >!~ i ~ >~ i ~lP ~ <~~ M g!~~ < -11
. + I~ M I~J' p~M I ~l+ I ~ pa~ l~ l mlplegi glsgl
I ~. Taw a al - 8 ada '

now n also as Taw

q u a d r -Far ewel l

Thereafter, one is to return to Mal~ and perform Taznuf asSadr in the House
making seven circuits. This tawaf is the last of the actions of haj j and it is the

tawaf that is deemed a wajib element of hajj. The Prophet God bless him and
give hiin peace!! said [If someone observes haj to the house, the last of his

business with the House is tawafI. This tawaf is not wajib for the people of
Makkah because they do not leave it or bid it farewell. There is no ramal i n this
<awaI . After completion of the farewell tawaf, one is to go to the Zamzam and

drink some of its water whilestanding, pouring some of it over the head and face,
Thereafter one may go to al-Multazam, which is between the black stone and the
door, placing the chest and face against it and ask Allah for whatever one wishes.

I

~he meaning here is that the actions of haj j are complete even though one is still

required to perform the farewell tawaf as the last of his actions.
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Snmmaty - Haj j hy'nson lho8" of Dail Hijj ah
l . Observeihromp om thc mNIat sperij icd si ta!

2. Arri ve at Makkah andperf orm Tawaf al-Qudum sunna! startingP omthc black stone.
Two rak 'ahs of prayer at thcplace of Ibrahi m and thereaf ter go between theSaf a and
M arwah seven ti mes

3. On the8" of Dhul-Hjij ah onc travelsto, and residesat Mina obsermngdhuhr, 'asr,
maghrib, 'i sha, and thcf a
j r of thc nmf morni ng.
4. On thc of Dhul-Hji iah, oncprogresses to Araf ah whcrc hepauses and listens to thc
talk of theimam. If thcimam i spresent, eombi ncdhuhr and 'asr at noon ti me wi th one
adha n and two i amas. Onc i s to remai n herc unti l sunset

5 Aj ar sunset, proceed to Muzdalif ah and combinemaghnb and 'i aha prlyer with onc
adhan and onc ulama On thc 10 Dhul Hji j ah in Muzdalif ah onc is to stand at
M uzdal i ah a er the dawn.

O'. Thereaf ter go to Mi na and stone onlyJamrah al Aqabah seven li ma. Then saenfi eeand
shave thc hair but no samal i ntereoursc!.

7. If abk on thc i 7, return toMakkah and observethe Tawaf az-Ziyarah If adah! which
is api llar, seven nreui ts. Then return to Ni na

8. l l" and 12", stonethcthreesita on each day.
9. Return to Makkah and'pnf orm Tawaf as8 adr wada'f arewell! whi ch is wa
j i b.
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ThereAreThrccTyPcsOf Hajj OncCanPerf orm. Thy arcasfollows:
1- Qiran- ThistyPcof ha
j consistsof forming anintentionf or botli umrah and haJJ together,
with only one ihramPomtheihramsites mawaqit!. The clothing of ihram in this type
is not to be taken off until Eid and it is compulsory to sacrifice during this type of
hajj. This is what the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! performed.
For this t!ye of hajj, one is to perform two sets of sa'iy, once for umrah and the
other for hajj; and one is required to sacrifice out of gratitude.
2- Tamattu' - Is when umrah and hajj are pnf ormcd separately. Though both are
performed in the time of hajj. This haj j includes ihram for umrah first. After
completing the umrah, one can remove the clothes of ihrain until the day of

deliberation 8'"!. Thereafter one observes ihrarn for haj during its time, though
both the umrah and haj j areperformed in tlic months of hajj . The person performing
tamattu' must sacrifice out of gratitude.

3- ~
l ad - This type of ha
j j consistsof perform
ing only hajj during the days of hajj. The
clothing of ihram cannot be removed until haj is compl ete.
t t ~~t ~tt

UN R AH

e~ 1~

~~
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Linguistically, umrah means obedience. Its legal meani ng is to visit the House
of Allah, Al-Haram to perform specific actions.
o~ l

Umrah is an estabhshed sunna according to the most evident view in the
Madhhab. T hough some scholars maintain that the correct view is that it is

necessary [uej ib!.
~ go~

+

I s T here A S eci ed Ti me F or Umrah?

:~lgl~ J ~ ~+ ~ >. ~ 1~l 1~ J ~ j~

+I sl e

Legally, there is no specified time to perform urrirah; therefore, it is permitted
anytime throughout the year. Although, it is disliked to perform umrah during
five days;
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The day of Arafah and the day of Nahr 10 Dhul-Hijjah! as well as the three days

of Tashriq 11'", 12'" and 13 Dhul-Hijjah! and the reason being is due to the
congestion of the people performing hajj. It is however recommended to perform
uxnrah during Ramadan.

o~

lg ~

. La+ ptJell 'tia ~ lJ~ ~ I+ i:i~ Ig
The pillar of uxnrah is to make tawaf around the House seven times or the
majority of these seven.
: o~ l ~ ~ lg
T he Wa i b E k ments

U n rah

Therearetuonecessaryacts of umrah
i!
ii!

The running between the Safa and MarwiLh saVy!
T he shaving or cutting of the hair.

. ogaJJI 5 j ~
The Condi ti ons R e

i red F or U mrah

payN~ Lpl~ J~Jy Jl5~ yc+ I~ Q~~ I M J gled ~ . tI~ YI i~

L~ y

I p~ l~li5IP 1
The condition for umrah is to adopt the ihraxn. If a person is a resident in
Makkah, then he is to adopt ihram from the area of al-Hill this is an area outside
the Haram!. And if one lives in a distant region and intends to perform umrah,
then he isto observe ihram from one of the designated sites for hajj.
o~ l ~

i~ IJ,ytJl+ I:Jpi y c+ IJ olig>La~ JS~ y~+ ~ dtdMYI>lgllil
gQ!1~ 5I~ I~ c~ p i~
If a person wishes to perform umrah, he is to remove his normal clothes and
cleanse hixnself as was previously mentioned for haj such as the major bath!.
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T hereafter he is to utter: '0 Allah, et na I toish toPcg rm Nmrah, so make easy the
goumcy and accept itfor me' - after which he is to say the talbiyah. This is the ihram
fo r Umrah. T he talbiyah is: [At Your service, 0 Allah, at Your service. At Your

service, none can be associated with You, at Your service. All Praise and Blessing
b elongs to You as does the kingdom. None can be associated with You].

+ Ii ! . e~ yl o~ + P a~ l >~ oygly ~ l ~ ~ P c~ 'Ll~ Jr+ P .ylj P

M hen one enters Makkah, he is to observe tawaf of the ka'bah, which is seven

circuits. After this, he is to go between the Safa and Marwah seven times sa'iy!.
Thereaf t er , he is to shave his head or cut his hair. When a person does this, his
umrah is complete.

gl Ql ~

~ytJl +I !! I l~ l l ~ ~s'! ss~ J~ s~ l~+ I~ pl ~'i'IJ ~ gl pa:glg l
.~ J ~ ~

pJ V'~ + Ipo~ l

Qiran is to combine both haj j and Nmrah ui th the one ihrum. After praying the two

rak'ahs of ihram, one is to say, [0 Alkh, vtrily I uish topetfarmumrah and haj j, so
make easy the j ourney and accept these actionsf rom me]. Following this, he is to
pronounce the talbiyah as mentioned earlier for umrah and haj . On compktion of
these actions, one hasacquired ihram.

glg l

+ Iol~yoLs~ g' M l sl~l~yoo~ y+ Isl~t~ JsooIgl gl
/ iran is superior than performing hajj alone, and superior than performing
umrah alone. Q ran is also superior than performing tamattu' which is to
perform both umrah and haj - though at separate intervals!. Imam Shafi'i held
that the Ifrad l'orm of hajj is superior.' Imam Malik held that tamattu' is better
than qiran. Imam Shafi'i relies upon the hadith that the Prophet said, "Qiran is a
rukhsah exemption!," and maintains that there are additional requirements in
the Ifrad form such as talbiyah, journey and shaving and is therefore superior.
T he H anafis rely on the words of the Prophet, "0 family of M uhammad,

pronounce the tahlil of performing haj and umrah together."'
The I frad form of haj iswhen one performs haj j alone in the time of haj .
Al-Hidayah.
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When the person performi ng qiran enters Makkah, he is to begin by making
tawaf for umrah which is seven circuits around the House!, during which there is
r am al i n th e fi r st t h r ee ci r c u i ts.

He is then to pray two rak'ahs aRer the tawaf, because each tawaf is followed with
two rak'ahs whether the tawaf is obligatory or optional.

Upon this, one is to proceed to Safa and Marwah and move between them seven
times [sa'iy]. And with this, the actions of umrah are complete. Note: one is not to
shave his head in between the umrah and the hajj because this is a violation of the
ihram ol haj . He is to shave on the Day of Sanip ccj ust as the person in the Ifrad
for m d oes.

p l ~ I Jp l J ~

.~
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He then commences the acts of haj j by going back to al-Haram a second time and
performs Tawaf al-Q ndum for hajj around the ka'bah. Then, he is to continue the
actions of hajj as mentioned earlier.

Sacrifices are to be made on the Days of SaniPa 10-12'" Dhul-Hij ah! and are to
take place in the area of Haram.

j + 1J~ pI+ I~ ol' gAgl ~ ~ y~ l Ip,~ II~ g~lall ~ ~lip
cpUyJl NIMSi~ le+ I ~lag iZiygl g alai faill~ a92
il'
After a person stonesJmnrak d Agabah on the 10 of Dhul-Hij ah, it is uej ib upon
him to slaughter a sheep, or adopt a share between seven people in slaughtering a
cow or camel the share being 1/ 7!. This sacrifice is one of thanksgiving to Allah,
the Glorified and Exalted for enabling him to perform haj j and umrah and
enabling him to the obedience of Allah.
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If there is no animal available to sacri6ce or one does not have the funds to buy
an animal to sacrifice, then it is necessary to fast ten days. Three of these days are

« be fasted before the 10~ of Dhul-Hij ah and a further seven days after
completing the actions of haj . These seven days may be fasted in Makkah
intermittently; meaning, they do not have to be seven continuous days of fasting,

they may be separated apart. Thisrule isdue to the wordsof Allah [For a person
who does not find an animal there is fasting of three days and seven when he
returns. These are ten complete days].

Imam Shafi'i held that people are to fast the seven days after they have returned
« their families and that it is not permitted before it, and he used as hisbasis the
words of Allah [He should fast three days during haj j and seven days on his

return, making ten days in all].' However, other scholars of Quranic
interpretation maintained that 'rcturri' refers to the completion of hajj. In addition,
it is recommended for one to eat from the sacrificial meat according to I mam Abu
H an ifa.

T a m attu '

The description of this form is that the worshipper begins from the miqat sites

during the time of hajj. He is to adopt the ihram for umrah and then enter
Makkah. He is to perform the tawaf tech r am' !, go between Safa and Marwah
and shave or cut his hair. H e is then to release him self from the state of ihram. O n

the day of Tarwiyah deliberationM th!, he is to wear the ihram of hajj from the
Haramand perform hajj.'

Spi + luLqg~Lil l~ S~ go~ l + J : 4~ +g

y' S .

J~

~ I,<~ II ~ i,i ap i~i
Linguistically, tamattu' means comfort and Imcury. Legally, tamattu' means: To

observe iliramsolely for umrah from the designated sitesin the timesof hajj, and
upon completion of itsactionsor the majority, one is to observe ihram for haj . As
previously mentioned this type of haj j is when umrah and haj are performed
separately, but both are performed during the time of hajj.

I

Al-Baqarah uzi.
Al-Hidayah.
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Tamattu '

. glp l gy~+ yaLampo~ l ~I>t~ ~ tyasa g+ Iilail ~ ~ l + I
Tamattu' is deemed superior than performing hajj by itself. It is also superior to
performing umrah alone. However, qiran isdeemed superior than tamattu'.

/ La~ i M ~AplJl+ I >! I~ YI~ g~ JaJ~ a~liLI~ o~ l + d ~
~ I+JpLiJJI~ ~ Il ~~ , W J a ~ + ~ ~ ~ p
The one observing tamattu' is to begin by adopting ihram &om the miqat
designated sites!. Following this, he is to pray the two rak'ahs of ihram after

which he says[OAllah, verit I intendtopeg9rmUmrah, somakecap thejounce ~ m
and acct this act Pma mj. Thereaf'ter, he is to pronounce the talbiyah until he
arrives at M aklcah where he is to observe the tawaf for umrah and is to cease the

talbiyah when he commences the first circuit. Imam Malik held that one is to
cease the talbiyah when he sees the House because umrah isa visit to the House.'

<a~ ~ ~t~ t~~ p i Ll~ t ~ o~P~~ l '~~ ~ g~ l+ I ~
Thereafter, he is to pray the two rak'ahs of tawaf and then go between the Safa
and M arwah seven times. He is then to shave or cut his hair . It is necessary that
one shave his head in order to be released from ih ram .

. p~ l ~ ~~ p ' Q+ ~, Q~ ~~ + >+ lop
Upon completion of these actions, all things become lawful even women sexual
intercourse!. Meaning one is thereby released from his ihram. Note; al-Hidayah
states that the cause of being released from one's ihram is the shaving of the head,
as isthe case with the final salamswith respect to prayer.

Jpt g~>~ ~p l ~ + I p~l ~ p j~gl y~ ~! M l gi ~ ~LI jp ~la I~[
.L I ~

p l

Then on the 8 of Dhul-Hijjah termed the Buy ot Bafiberation, one is to adopt
ihram for hajj &om the Haram area the sacred area of Makkah! and carry out its
actions as previously mentioned. Note: It is called the Day of Deliberation
because after Ibrahim upon him be peace! had seen the vision to slaughter his
son, he remained patiently to establish the reality of the vision, that thevision was
not from Satan the accursed .

A1-Hidayah.
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The Sacri ce

l p~
Gratitude

chili yto~ uAJ + I. Jl 'Yl ! + I~ oL' p~uJ ~ l ~p ~ l I u ~ yii!
After a person stonesJamrahaLAqabak on the day of sacrifice 10" Dhul Hijjah!, it
is +<j ib upon him to sacrifice a sheep, or take a share in a group of seven in
sLcrificing a cow or camel the share being 1/ 7!.

, i qUgll pa l J 1;gi P, ~ qli!~ y~ l !~ ~~ P !ll ii 5U'!LeM i P
If one does not have the means to sacrifice, then he must fast three days prior to

the day of sacrifice 10 Dhul Hij ah! and seven days upon his return as
mentioned earlier in the ruling of qiran.

. ji~ 'Yyp~ 4+ gyaL' ~i ~ ~ ~ l~~s&~ mal I'INl~ lip
If however, onedoesnot fast three daysprior to the 10+ of Dhul Hij ah, then heis
required to sacrifice a sheep, for no fast or charity will suNce unless it be the
sacrifice of a sheep.

Vi olati ons Nubi l e I n I hram

j,+ I ~ t

~p+~ Thevio
lationsaredivideintotw
otypes;
Violating the restrictions of Ihrazn, such as intercourse while in the state
of ihr am .

2. Violating the sanctity of the Haram i.e. the Sacred area of Makkah! such
as hunting in this area.

L + pc~~ ~ ~ L ~ cL~~ g L, ~ : ~ l ~ ~1Ql~
.~

!l~ ! l + ~& I

l ~ ~ L ~ g cM ~dy~~ p

1- Violating therestrictionsof ihramisdimdrd intofonr sections;

i! The first part requiresthe sacrificing of an animal to atone for theviolation, ii!
the second requires the giving of sadaqah charity!, iii! the third requires one to

pay less than the above sadaqah, iv! the fourth requires one to pay the value in
cash or other, asshall be explained.

<peal ~~
When Thc San i

c

A n A ni mal l s W a 'i b

ao~ y~ ~~ >Ill a~ t lg~ ~ yl s4'LkJ ~ ~~ ~ l>1p>j lLIII ~ l + ~
i

g l - 1 lgl> L l 3 - i ,
If a mature person in the state of ihram performs any of the following acts, then

he isrequired to sacrifice an animal to atone for the violation. The violationsare;
a! to perfume a member or limb! of one'sbody. The limb islike the head, calf,
thigh and what is similar; b! or he dyes his hair with hair dye, c! or rube oil or
something similar on hisbody, d! or wearsstitched clothes for a complete day, e!
or covers his head for a complete day, f! or shaves a fourth of his head, g! or he
cuts the nails of his hands and feet in the same sitting, h! or cuts all the nails of
one hand, i! or neglects a necessary wajib! element. The reason sacrifice is

necessary in all these cases isbecause there is clear prevention from the Prophet
God bless hi mand give him peace!! on such matters.

When I s Sada ah R e ui rcd?

gi p~ ~ Pl ~i~~ pl aUa+ ~ yi ~~ ~ lii ~ lil ~ l + ii~ l~ ~
l l>l~ ~ >i
One is required to pay sadaqah if he, a! perfumes less than a limb, b! wears
stitched clothes for lesethan a day, c! covers the face for less than a day, d! covers

the head for lessthan a day, e! shaveslessthan a fourth quarter! of hishead, f! or
cuts only one nail. The reason sadaqah is required in these cases and not sacrifice
is due to the deficiency of the offence.

If one performs Tauef al-Qudumor Tatoaf asSadr ia a state of minor impurity or
neglectsa circuit from Tatoaf asSadr or leavesout a pebble from one of the three
sites, then he is liable for sadaqah. And for every circuit of Tamef asSadr and foi

each pebblewhich isneglected, a sadaqah isto be paid.
' g i Lt ~ 1~ P ' ~ l+ ~ g l ~~ I~
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Thesadaqah that onemust givefor each offencementioned ishalf ameasure[sa]
of wheat or its value in cash.

ii~ 1~ Jil l ~ ~
H%m Less Than The Above Sada ah Is Rc ui red

aL' QJ~ ~ lipi'l~ ytjj i pLllp~ l+ l>l" ~ I~ Jjgl~ y
< a mature person in the state of Q~

killsa louse or locust, then it is necessary

for himtogivesadaqahof whatever amount hewishes.
~
When I s Onc

l~

~

ui red To Pa Thc Value?

d~ dt~ ~ g" ~ - - ~ lSggcJJS.lyi~l " y Iyl~ gLllI'~ IPi lil

lf a mature person in the state of ihram killsor huntson the land, then the atumal

killed is evaluated by two upright people and if the assessment amounts to an
offering, then one has the option between, i! purchasing an offering and
slaughtering it in the Haram area and then give it assadaqah to the poor, or ii!
one may purchase food equal to the value of an offering! and distribute this
~ ount amongst the poor, giving each person half a measure [sa'j of wheat or iii!

one hasthe option of fasting one day instead of feeding each poor person hag a
sI ! This means that the animal killed is evaluated in terms of food. And if for

« ample the animal evaluated amounts to the feeding of ten people, then
normally, they are to be given half asa' eat'h, though one has the option of fasting
one day for each half sa'.

And if the animal killed doesnot amount tothevalueof anoffering, then onehas
option of buying meals for the poor according to the value of the kill! or

fastingaccordingto the method described above.

~l~ld st~~g yt~ yt Lay yt lg~ QSyl ogti gl l ~ gt l,l~ + bl ~ l ls' ~ 5p
I gl o~

There is no obligation if a person in the state of Quan kiHs a crow, scorpion,
m« se. rabid dog, mosquito, ants, Bees, ticks, turtlesor what cannot be hunted or
gamed- lt is lawful for a person in the state of ihram to kill harmful animals,
whether it is in the H aram or outside of the Haram area.

g~ l
H ad i Saa i ce

vari

5M 1~

ThehleaningOf Hadj i Ogni ngf
i P l Jl g ~ I pa'. g & l
The hadyi is a sheep that isovered to the poor in the Haram.

gJblpl~I
+ j Yl ~ glSdg Ldl- ~ ~ ~ + l~ glSgp ce ~ + Id ol Jste
The sacrifice of a sheep must be at least one year of age. If the o8'ering is a cow,
the minimum age is two years old. If the offering is a camel, the mininium age is
five years old. The offering isof three kinds: camels, cowsand sheep. The basis is
that when the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! deemed a goat to be

the least form of an offering, then it isnecessary that the best be cowsand camels.
Y Lp aoL'J l m ay ~
A Shee Su

cps F or H%a t Vi ol ati on

ei ~ ~ygi~ pL el c~ + P ~l+ ~UletYJai~ JSJ.g W+ i~
. wli yl o~ iiW~ ~ ~ &1~ & ~ h~

yt ~ gt / y

The sheep suN ces for all violations except if one performs Tamaf ar-Zj erah a
pi llar of haj j! in the state of sexual impurity tjanaba], or indulges in sexual
intercourse after the standing of Arafah prior to the shaving or cutting of the hair
in which case it becomes necessary to sacrifice either a cow or camel in botli
si t uations.

g& 13 p~
Conditions

The

eri

H ad i

. Lr ~ , ~~» ~ ~ ~ ~+ alg&l J >Y>
It is a necessary requirement for the sacrificial animal to be free from defect,
limping, and others factorsresembling these.
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The time of slaughtering the offering for the qiran form of hajj or the tamattu'
forin is the three days of Nahr 10 , 11 and 12 Dhul-Hijjah!. As previously
iiM
;ntioned, the one performing qiran or tamattu' is required to sacrifice, and
these are the days he is to sacrifice his offering. If one is slaughtering for other
thaii these reasons such as for a violation or omission!; then legaUy, there is no
sljedfied time for the sacrifice.

g&l~ i g~
The Pk ce
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eri

The
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The place for slaughtering any offering is the Sacred area al-Haram. And one
must not specify the slaughtering to Mina, unless the offering is a voluntarily one
or the offering suffers an injury during the journey, in which case it may be
slaughtered in its place. If the offering is a voluntary one, then it is sunna to
slaughter it in Mina during the days of Vahr as the Prophet God bless him and
give hini peace! did, otherwise it is in al-Haram. Hence, the place of slaughtering
the offering is Makkah due to the words of Allah [An offering that reaches the
ka'bahj,' unless the offering isa voluntary one.

p~ lge~ l ~ + I o!i !

Visiting TheProphet pba!
s> ~'s i es'
The Ruling Of Visiting Graves

osl s~ ~

~ 1! ~eJp ~J Ssbsi i ~ 1 .&sos Jilai'sf i r e~ s s~ l os s-

l- Visiting the graves of the dead from a general point of view is to take lesson or
heed from, and to supplicate for the deceased. It is a sunna practice to visit the
graves due to the words of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
who said P would have prevented you from visiting graves, but you may now visit
them!.' Al-T irmidhi added to the above: for it reminds one about the hereafter.
Ibn Majah also added from Ibn Mas'ud: and it makes one overlook the worldly
pleasures.

~ @+ s+ 4 n'All !pi a! ~I ~!p! b~pLLgi 1 j !/ 11!!!!!!M u& pall ~1+ Jli~
. ri SL~~ sL'iL r.'1, rS'~sLI al ~ bs~ l + 14~

~ l ' J SS,

The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! also said [Visit the graves, for
verily you will remember death] and it has been narrated that the Prophet God
bless him and grant him peace!! passed by the graves of Madina and turned his
face towards them and said [Peace be upon you, 0 residents of the graves. May
Allah forgive usand you. You have preceded us and we are followingj.

up! t~ i~ isE3nit J31! ggt 4 JQ! l JP<~ l J 351 ~ 1i~ i & g l i!4!!
2- Visiting the tomb of the Prophet God blesshim and grant him peace!! ismore
significant and emphasized! in the sunna because the lesson realised from his
passing is stronger and the supplications of blessings for him is required. Note;
this means that visiting the graves of the dead is deemed sunna and visiting the
tomb of the Prophet is more significant.

~ 1 ~~ gI51Jl gi~ g!!~t J ~~ i~;~ i~ ~l gill.~
~ 31~

1~.~1+ 1~

J ~ + l. ~~

1, . 1 ~J

The tomb of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! is located in his
Mosque, the one he mentioned in great importance saying [Do not tighten the
straps except to three masjids; my Masjid, the Masjid al-Haram Maldcah!, and
Masjid al-Aqsah Jerusalem!j.
I

M uslim.
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'I'he Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! also said [One prayer in this
masjid of mine is better than a thousand prayers in any other masjid except the
sacred masjid, Masjid al-Haram].

. ~ytu. duou!s!. I!y~ ~ !! p~ lgo~ l ot uJIi 4ig
The Prophet God blesshimand grant him peace!! said pVhoever madehajj and
does not visit me, hasturned away Rom me].

The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! also said [If anyone comesto
visit me for no other reason except visiting me, it is a duty for me to be his

intercessor on the day of Rising!.' The Prophet God bless him and grant him
peace!! said [If anyone makeshaj and visitsmy grave after my death, it islike he
visited me while I wasalive!.'

I>l>PPos+ o
!t>ooopl> J ~ luy4u PQ olIy+ I~yy ~ ~~t4i oooQ I~ +lu>
l -3
l. l,~

/
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4 ~ J +i ~I MP Q i OgLIj ~
3 Correct beha vi our.

Indeed if the law hasordered one who visits a grave to adhere to the boundaries
of the Sacred law during hisvisit, and to be serious, tranquil and fearful, then this
is more required during the visit of the Prophet's t omb, in that one be more
serious, tranquil and in a higher state of fear from the punishment of Allah! for
without doubt, thisrequirement is stronger when visiting the tomb of the Prophet
God blesshim and give him peace!!.

ogpu ~ J~ gl i ~ Jl~ 4oJlo~ l~+ I l>QJugl~ ~ oui~ Q~ y-4
y o!I t u ~ ~ oui Lo

i- It issunna for a person who Allah hasbestowed HisBlessing upon by assisting
him to perform haj and umrah, that he travel to the Madina of the Messenger to

visit him [may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, his family and
Companions].

~ l~dl~ ~

~~8'I~y~ L~ 1 'L' ~ ~ + 'I~Udlo~ t 1~LeI~/

~ ~ > <~ i ~ »t~ ~ » ~ ~~. g~J ~ ~ t l !! <~ ~~ J~~ ~
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' Darqutani and Tabarani in al-Anat .
Darqutani, Tabarani, and al-Baihaqi.
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When a person is standing in front of the pure and honoured tomb of the

Messenger of Allah, heistopausefor amoment inobedienceand fear, adhering

to the boundaries of etiquette, taking hold of the rope of this firm religion and
send salutations upon the Prophet in abundance as the Prophet God blesshim
and give him peace!! said [There isnot a person that sends salutationsupon me
except that Allah returns my spirit and I return the salam].' The Prophet God

bless him and grant him peace!! also said [No one sends salutations upon me
from my nation, except that Allah sends him t« salams] and for this reason
salutation is to be made in abundance.

>gg~t.P~ lJi~ l ~ ~ woI j Q~ ~| I~ I ~ ~ ~l~ ~ t, ~
'4 l ~ >a ~ lp ~~

Ll Q p~ p~z~

P I d l ~ >A gJ~

We ask Allah, the Most High and Great to give usthe ability and aid needed to
perform pilgnmage to His House 'al-Haram' and to visit the tomb of Hisbles
Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!, for verily it is only with the
permission of Allah that one isable to perform this.

» <~ . <~ i L !!~ M a ' .u ~~i <w ~ !!

~t~. y~ ~ zi~. ~~ ~tJ~+ igl -~i~ t yi
Indeed, with the assistance of God and all praise be to Him
Faltah' is finalised and arranged at the end of the book 'Sabil alFaEah', which is
the explanation of Nur al-Idah. We ask Allah to allow this to be a means of

beneht and accept it and reward uswith Hismercy and generosity.

' Ahmad. Abu Dawud, and al-Baihaqi with a sound chain.
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Visiting the Tomb of the Prophet
The following is a translation from Maraky al-Falah, the explanation

of Nur al-ldah, by Hasan Shurunbulali.'
Visiting the tomb of the Prophet is from the most superior of acts and the best of
the recommendations, for indeed the Prophet prompted the visit and announced
its recommendation of it. The Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!! said
[He who finds time and did not visit me has turned away from meI.' The Prophet
also said [If anyone makes hajj and visits my grave after my death, it is as if he
visited me while I was alive!.
It has become evident that many people are unaware about fulfilling the rights of
visiting the Prophet, and unaware of the actswhich are sunna and permissible. So
we seek to mention some of the rituals, and how they are performed and the
manner of decorum, in order to maxirnise the benefit of this book. It is required
of one intending to visit Prophet Muhammad God bless him and grant him
peace!! to increase the salutations upon him in abundance, because he hears that
which one says. When one's eyes alight on the walls of Madina, one is to ask Allah
to grant him benefit and acceptance from the visit.
It is recommended to bath prior to entering Madina or after entering, though
prior to the visit if possible. One is to apply a sweat musk and wear his best
clothes. When one enters, he should say, "Bism~ i wa 'ala mNati rasulillah, Rabbi
adkhilni mudkhala sidqin wa akhnj ni mukhraj a sidqin waj 'al li min ladunka sultanan
Nasira." [In the name of Allah and on the religion of the Beloved Prophet, 0 my
Sustainer! Cause me to enter in a manner true and sincere and grant me out of
Your grace, sustaining strengthI.
One is to continue, "Allahumma sdli 'ala sayyidi na Muhammadin wa 'ala aali sayyidina
Muhammadin, kama saltayta 'ala sayyidi na Ibrahima wa 'ala sayyidi na Ibrahi ma, wa barik
'ala M uhammadi n wa 'ala aali M uhammadi n, kama barakta 'ala I brahi ma wa 'ala aali

Ibrahi mafi l 'alami na innaka HamidumMa
j id." [0 Allah, have mercy on Muhammad
and the family of Muhammad j ust as You have had mercy on Ibrahim and the
family of Ibrahim. And send blessings on Muhammad and on the family of
Muhammad j ust as You have sent blessing on Ibrahirn and on the family of
Ibrahim, indeed You are the Praiseworthy, the Glorious!.
Following this, it is recommended to supplicate; "Allahumma If tahli abwab rahmatik

warzuqni ziyarara Rasulika, sallallahu 'alayhi wa sallam, ma razaqta awliyaaka wa ahla
la'alika. Wagf r li, warhamni ya Ehayra Mas'uL Allahumma.' Inni as'aluka khayra

hadhihil baldati wa khayra ahlika wa khayra mafiha, wa 'a'udhu min sham ahliha wa
sharri ma fi ha." [0 Allah, open the gates of Your mercv for me and provide me
with a visit to Your Messenger, may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon
' Maraky al-Falah 430 435.

' Al-Hafidh al-'Iraqi fi al-Mughni 'an Hami al-Asfar l/259. [Maraky al-Falah 430J.
' Darqutani in alk unan 2/278. Tabarani in al-Awsat.
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him, as You have given it to Your friends and those who obey You. Forgive me
and have mercy on me, O best of those who are asked! 0 Allah, I ask You for the

good pf this land and the good of its people and the good of what is in it. I seek
refugewith You from its evil, the evil of its peopleand theevil of what isin it!.
One should be humble, submissive and considerate. I t is the land that God chpse

as the abode of the hji ra of His Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!,
and the place where revelation came down and the source of the rulings of the
Sacred law. One is then to enter the mosque and pray two rak'ahs at the minbar,
standing where the pillar of the minbar is near the right shoulder. And what is

between the Prophet's tomb and the minbar is a garden from the gardens pf
pa adise, as the Prophet mentioned God bless him and grant him peace!!.' The
prophet said [What is between my house and the mi nbar is one of the gardens pf

the Paradise!. This is referred to as Rawdat alJanna. One is to prostrate out of
gratitude to God by performing two rak'ahs in it other than the two rak'ahs pne

performs upon entering the mosque. This is offered out of gratitude to what God
has allowed and assisted one in doing by granting the favour of reaching the
sacred place, after which one may supplicate what he likes.
One then goes to the noble grave and is to stand four arms length away from it

approx two meters!, adopting the required etiquette and face its wall

with his

back to the qibla, standing close to the head of the Prophet and his hpnpurab]e

face, aware that the Prophet hears hiswords and that he the Prophet! returns the
salam and says amin to one's supplication. One should say, "Assalamu 'alaykaya
sayyidi ya rasulillah. Assalamu 'alaykaya Nabiyyallah. Assalamu 'alaykaya habib Allah
Assalamu 'alayka ya nabiyyar-Rahma. Assalamu 'alayka ya stuifi 'al Umma. Assalamu

'alaykaya sayyid al-Mursalin. Assalamu 'alaykaya khatiman-Nabiyyi'n. Assalamu 'aQyka
ya MurramiL Assalamu 'alaykaya Muddathir. Assalamu 'alayka wa 'ala ahl baitika attahirina alladhi na adh-baba 'an hum ar-n
j s wa taharakum tatki ra. Ashkadu annaka

rasulillah qad balaghtar-Risala wa addaytalamanata, wa nasahtal-Ummata. Fa j a
rakallahu 'anna af dal maj ara Nabiyyin 'an Ummatihi." [Peace be upon you, 0 Master
of the Messengers. Peace be upon you, 0 Prophet of Allah. Peacebe upon you, 0
beloved of Allah. Peace be upon you, 0 seal of the Prophets. Peace be upon ypu,
0 Muzzamil i.e. enwrapped!. Peace be upon you, 0 Muddathir i.e. envelpped!.
Peace be upon you and on your family, who are pure, and whom God has

removed from them impurity and purified them. I bear witness that you are the
Messenger of Allah. You conveyed the message and carried out the trust and you
were faithful to the community. M ay Allah reward you for us with the best a

Prophet can be rewarded from his community!.
T he visitor should add, [Allahumma I nnaka p dta [Wa la-w annahum idh dhalamu

anf usahumj a.uuka f astaghf ar Allaha wastog
ghf ara lahumur-Rasulu la wajadullaha
tawwaban rahi ma!. Wa gad ataytuka ya rasulallahi mustashp 'an bika ila Rabbi Fa as

aluka ya Rabbi an tu
j iba li al-maghfi rata kama awjabtaha liman atahu fi hayatihi
Allahuma lj! alhuAwwala a!ShShafi 'i nayaArhamarRahimin. [0 Allah, You said [If
' Bukhari, Muslim.
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they had only, when they were unj ust to themselves, come unto you and asked
Allah's forgiveness, and the Messenger had asked forgiveness for them, they
would of found Allah indeed Oft-Returning, Most Merciful!.' I have come to you,
Messenger of Allah, seeking your intercession with my Lord. I ask You, 0 Lord,
to grant forgiveness for me as You granted it for the one who came to him when
he was alive. 0 Allah, make him the first of the intercessors, 0 Most M erciful of
the M erciful!].

Following this, one should supplicate for his parents and the Muslims, and convey
the greeting from those who have told him to convey their greeting. One says,
"Assalamu 'alayka ya Rasulallahi min menti on the name!." [Peace be upon you, 0
Messenger of Allah, from so and so]. Then again, one should send salutations on
the Prophet and supplicates for whatever he likes turning with his back to the
qibla.

One then turns about half a metre to the right until he is near the head of Abu

Bakr asSiddiq God be pleased with him! and is to say, "Assalamu 'alayka ya
khalifata Rasulillahi, Assalamu 'aEayka ya Sahiba Rasullilahi wa anisahuPl ghari wa
aminahupl asrari j azakallahi 'an ummati Muhammadi n khayr." [Peace be upon you, 0
Khalifa of the Messenger of Allah. Peace be upon you, 0 Companion of the
Messenger of Allah and his comr ade in the cave and the one entrusted wi th his

secrets! May Allah reward you from the community of Muhammad, may the
peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with the best!.
Then he turns another half metre to his right until he is standing near the head of
ami r al-Mu'mi ni n Umar ibn aI-Khattab God be pleased with him!. One is to say,
"Assalamu 'alayka ya amir al-Mu'mi ni n. Assalamu 'alayka ya nasir al-Musli mi n. Assalamu
'akyka ya man a'azzallahu bihil Islam. Jazakallah 'an ummati Muhammadi n sallallahu

'akyhi wa sallama khayra." [Peace be upon you, Amir al-Mu'minin. Peace be upon
you, Helper of the Muslims. Peace be upon you, 0 you by whom Allah made
Islam mighty. May Allah repay you for the community of Muhammad, may the
peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with the best!.
After this, one is move back half a metre and say, "Assalamu 'akykuma ya da
j i 'i
rasulillah, wa raPphi, wa wannhi, wa mashirihi, wa ma'anina lahu 'alai qiyam biddin,
j azakumallahu ahsanalj aza'. [Peace be upon you all, to the friends in burial of the
Messenger of Allah and his associates, and his advisors and his helpers in
i mpl ement i ng the religion, may Allah reward you with the best reward!. One is
then to stand near the head of the Prophet God bless him and grant him peace!!
as he did the first time and say, " Wa lam annahum uk dhalamu anf usahumj a-uuka

f astaghf ar Allaha wast~ hf ara lahumur-Rasulu la wajadullaha lawwaban rahima."' [lf
they had only, when they were unj ust to t hemsel ves, come unto you and asked
Allah's forgiveness, and the Messenger had asked forgiveness for them, they
would of found Allah indeed Oft-Returning, Most Merciful]. It is recommended
that one add, "We have come to you listening to your saying, adhering to your
' An-N isa 64.

' An-Nisa 64.
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command, seeking your intercession. 0 God, forgive us, and our fathers and

mothers and our believing brothers who have passed before us." One may
increase as he likes of the supplication, voluntary prayer and repent to Allah
asking for what he wants. It is r ecommended to come to the Ram a and pray what
one desires and supplicate what he likes and make tasbi h in abundance as well as

tahli l i.e. to say: there is no deity but Allah! and istighf ar. Thereafter, one is to
come to the mi nbar and place his hand on the pommel where the Prophet would
place his hand during the sermon, in order to acquire the blessing.
It is recommended to go out to al-Baqi' and visit the graves. A'ishah said [The
Messenger of God used to go out at the end of the night to al-Baqi and say, " Peace

be upon you, abode of a believing people. What you were promised will come to
you tomorrow as decreed. Allah willing, we will j oin you. 0 Allah, forgive the
people of Baqi al-Gharqadj.' Among the known graves are Ibrahim, the son of the
Prophet, Uthman ibn A ffan, al-Abbas, al-Hasan ibn Ali and others, and he should

finish by visiting the grave of Safiyya, the paternal aunt of the Messenger of God.
It is recommended to go to Uhud early on Thursday and visit its martyrs
beginning with Hamza may God be pleased with him!, the uncle of the Prophet
and leader of the martyrs. It is recommended to recite the verse al Eurst', surah al-

Ikhlas eleven times and surah Ya-sin, and donate the rewards to all the martyrs.
It is recommended to visit the Mosque of Quba' on Saturday and pray in it. Ibn
Urnar said [The Prophet used to visit the mosque of scuba' every Saturday riding
or walking and prayed two rak'ahs in it!.' It is also recommended to visit other
mosques, such as the Mosque of al-Fat'h, the J umu'a M osque, the M osque of alFadikh and the Mosque of al-Ahzab, the confederates.

~~t ~~~~~t

All praise is due to Allah, the one who enlightened the hearts and minds and
permitted such a task. I ask Allah Most High to make this a means by which

others may learn their religion and a means of attaining nearness to Him. May
Allah accept this effort and accept us, guide us, teach us what is beneficial and
unite the nation of Muhammad God bless him and grant him peace!. T his task
began on the 01/ 02/ 2006 and was final ised on the 10/ 11/ 2007.

' M usl im .
Bu kh ar i and M usli m.
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Adhan - the call to prayer
A m in - am in

Amir - lit. one who commands , the source of authority in any situation
AInir al-M uminin - the Commander of the Believers, a title of respect given to the
Caliph
Ansar - the helpers, the people of Madina, who welcomed and aided the Messenger of
Allah may Allah bless him and grant him peace!.
Arafah - a plain 24 km to the east of Makkah which stands the Mountain of Mercy,
where it is said that Adam was re-united with Hawwa Eve! after years of wandering
after being expelled f romthe Garden Of Eden. One of the rites of the haj j is to stand
on Arafah on the 9th Dhul al Hij jah.
Ashura - the 10th day of Muharram. It is considered a highly desirable day to fast.
'Asr - is the afternoon prayer
'Awrah - the parts of the body that must be covered.
Awsuq - plural of wasaq. One wasaq isequal to sixty sa'

Ayah - a verse of the Quran
Badr - a place where the first battle of the newly established Muslim community

fought. I he outnumbered 300 Muslims led by the Messenger of Allah May Allah
bless him and grant hi m peace! overwhelmed and defeated 1000 Makkan idol
worshippers.
Ban i I sr a' il - t he t r ib e of I srael

Al-Baqi - the cemetery of the people of Madina
Bait al-mal - the public treasury
D hi kr - r em em br an ce

Dhul al-Hi|jah - the twelfth month of the Islamic calendar, the month of hajj
Dirhazn - silver coinage. One dirham is approx 3.08 gramsof silver
E id - a festival .

Kid al-Adha - a four day festival at the time of haj . The Eid of sacrifice starts on the
10th of Dhul al Hij ah, the day the pilgrims sacrifice their animals.
Kid al- Fitr - the festival at the end of the fasting month of Ramadan
Fard - obligatory

Fasiq - disobedient, one who does not comply fully wi h thedictates of the Law.
Fatwa - is the plural of fatawa. Legal rulings issued by a j urist.

Faqih - an expert in fiqh [jurisprudence]. A j urist who has the ability to derive the law
from the texts of the Quran and Sunna.

Fidya - compensation paid for rites inissed or wrongfully performed because of
ignorance or ill- health

Fiqh - science of application of the Shari 'a
Fitaah - evil; trial; disruption; insurrection.
Fitrah - the first nature, the natural tnatural disposition!.
Ghusl - the full ritual washing of the body.
Hadath - is when a person is legally regarded as being in the state of minor impurity
asdistinguished from mere physical impurity.
Hadith - reported speech, particularly of the Prophet Muhammad may Allah bless
him and grant him peace!
Hadith qudsi - those words of Allah that was narrated by the Prophet may Allah bless
him and grant hi mpeace!.
Hadd - fixed penalties.
Hady - an animal offered as a sacrifice during the haj

Hajj - the greater pilgrimage
Haj al-Ifrad - hajj 'by itself without umrah.
Haj al- @ ran - the joined hajj combining both hajj and umrah

Hajj al-Tamattu' - the 'interrupted haj ,' that isperforming haj at separate intervals
Halal - permitted by the Shari'a
Haram - forbidden by the Shari'a. Also a protected area around the ka'bah and
around the Prophet's Masjid where certain behaviour is forbidden and other
behaviour is necessary.

Hayd - menstruation

Hijaz - the region of Arabia in which Makkah, Medina, Jeddah and Ta'if are situated
Hijra - to emigrate in the way of Allah. Islamtakes its dating from the hijra of the
Holy Prophet may Allah blesshi mand grant him peace! to Medina.
Hiqqah - a sh~ amel that has entered itsfourth year.
'Ibada - worship
Ihr;gn - a condition adopted on a person during haj or urnrah.
Imam - Muslim ruler; the person leading the prayers.

Iqama - the call which announcesthat the obligatory prayer is about to begin.
Iqtida - following another in prayer.
Irtithath - availing some faculties before death after being wounded in battle. It
includes eating, drinking, sleeping, and taking medicines or being transferred alive
f r om the battlefie]d .

I sn ad - the ch ai n of transm ission of a t r ad it ion .

I'takaf

religious retreat seclusion!

Izar - a piece of cloth used as a waist wrapper by both men and women

Jamrah- astone built pillar. Threeare located in Minaand oneof theritesof hajj istQ
stone them.

Jamrah al Aqabah - one of the three Jamrahs located at M ina. It is situated at the
entrance of M ina in the d irection of M akkah

Janaba - the state of major impurity on which a person requires the maj or bath. T his
covers the condition resulting from ejaculation while asleep or awake, with or without
sexual intercourse and sexual intercourse with or without ejaculation.

Mimbar - stepson which the imam standstodeliver the sermon on the day ofJumu'a
Mina - a valley 8 km on the road to Arafah where the threeJamrahs are located.
Miqat - one of the designated places for entering into ihram
Maharram - the first month of the Islamic year, which isbased on the lunar calendar
Muhrim - pi l gri m, a person in ihram
Mus'haf - the Quran in two covers
Mushrik - someone who attributes partners to Allah

Muzdalifa - a place between Arafah and Mina where the pilgrims returning from
Arafah spend a night
Nafl - a voluntary act
Najis - filth, impurity
N isab - a m i n i m u m am oun t o f weal th t h at zakat can be ded uct ed from

Postnatal bleeding - The blood that is discharged after a woman gives birth
Prostration - when one places his knees, hands and forehead on the ground
Q bla - the direction of prayer, that is the holy ka'bah
Qunut - supplication made while standing in the witr prayer
Quraysh - one of the great tribes of Arabia. The Messenger of Allah may Allah bless
him and grant him peace! belonged to this tribe
Rak'ah - a unit of prayer, a complete series of standings, bowings, prostrations and
sittings

Ramadan - the month of fasting, the ninth month of the Muslim calendar
Ruku - the bowing posture in prayer
Sadaqah - giving in the way of Allah, especially wealth

Safa and Marwah - two hills close to the ka'bah. It is part of hajj and umrah to go
seven t im es betw een each h i ll

Sahur - the pre-dawn meal
Saj da - the act of making prostration
Salat - prayer
Sa'iy - going between Safa and Marwah seven times
Sha'ban - the eighth month of the Islamic calendar

Shahada - the affi rmati on that 'thereis nodna bul Allah and Muhammad istlirt Masengn of
A llah '

Shahid - a martyr
Shari'a is the Sacred Law based on the Quran and the traditions of the Holy
Prophet may the peace and blessing of Allah be upon him!
Stwak - a tooth stick used for brushing usually from the 'Araq tree
Suj ud - the position of prostration
Sunna - the practice of the Messenger of Allah may the peace and blessing of Allah be
upon hi m!
Sultan - r uler

Sutrah - an obj ect placed in front
T ahaj ud - voluntary prayer at night, between the ' Isha and the Faj r prayers
T akbir - the saying of 'Allahu Akbar' Allah is Great!.
T albiyah - the calling of 'labbayk'
T arawih - extra night prayers, usually done in congregation in the month of
R am adan .

T ashahhud - lit. to make shahada. It is said in the final sitting position of each two
rak'ah cycle
T awaf - circling the ka'bah, tawaf is done in sets of seven circuits
T ayanunum Dry ablution with sand or clean earth
Umrah - the lesser pilgrimage. It can be performed any time of the year.
Waj ib - see waj ib in the definitions of the opening chapter.
Wali - guardian granted authority by the law.
Witr - the odd prayer
W udu - ablution, minor ablution

Zakat - poor due
Zakat al-Fitr - chari ty, required per head. This is paid on the day of Eid al-Fitr.

